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Announcements and News
News about your product, conferences, and community events.

New Web-Based Training (WBT) Course for Db2 DevOps
A new WBT course, Using the DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI to Provision, Migrate, and Recover Objects,
is now available at no cost to customers on active maintenance. The DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI lets
you integrate Db2 schema provisioning and deployment into CI/CD workflows. After completing this course,
Application Developers can use this plug-in to complete the following tasks:

• Generate DDL for one or more Db2 objects and related objects to make schema changes.
• Validate DDL schema changes and verify object dependencies.
• Compare DDL to a target subsystem and make changes.
• Migrate and deploy Db2 object changes from one subsystem to another.
• Revert the DDL changes.

To access Broadcom Mainframe web-based training, see our Quick Reference Guide.
Db2 Tools Community Monthly Update and Roadmap Webcast

Did you miss the last community update on March 13, 2023? Use this replay link to access a video of that
session.
Did you miss the last Roadmap Webcast on March 28, 2023? Use this link to access a recording of this session.
Registration is required.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.
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Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
Includes new feature descriptions, product compatibility details, and third-party software agreements.

The release notes explain the key features and details for Version 20.0 of Database Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS
(Database Analyzer). Database Analyzer has a sophisticated analysis engine that uses real-time statistics to provide
graphs, trending, forecasting information, and a flexible scripting language to proactively take corrective actions.

NOTE
For information about the available database administration, performance, utilities, and recovery tools that are
included in this solution group, see the Database Management Solutions for Db2 solution brief.

See the following documentation for detailed information about this release including:

• New Features (what's new)
• Release Compatibility and Support (release and support lifecycle dates, and maintenance grid)

For detailed installation information including software requirements and Db2 version support, see Installing in the
Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

New Features
The new features in this Database Analyzer release offer you increased flexibility and efficiency. We release features
using PTFs for simple installation.

Database Analyzer Version 20.0 provides the following enhancements. To ensure availability of all features and fixes,
ensure that your products are current on maintenance. We recommend that you use the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
to have maintenance that is downloaded and received automatically on your system regularly.

TIP

• Use this link to view the PTF numbers for each new feature in this article. The PTFs in this link are
updated programmatically so you always have access to the current New Feature PTFs.

• For a list of enhancements for all the Database Management Solutions for Db2, see New Features. To
request product enhancements, contact a product manager or log in to the Db2 Tools community and post
your request in the Ideas section at the top of the page.

New Default for Maintaining CTV Statistics (LU08288)

The default number of months that Database Analyzer maintains threshold value (CTV) statistics has been changed
to provide greater flexibility in the amount of statistics that are maintained on your system. The default for the
COLLECT_CTV parameter in the PDA parmlib member is now zero (0). Update the COLLECT_CTV parameter value to
an integer greater than zero to continue to maintain these statistics.

NOTE
Consider the following items that are related to the COLLECT_CTV parameter:

• Previously recorded statistics are maintained until they are manually deleted, or automatically deleted when
they have been kept for the number of months that are specified for the COLLECT_CTV parameter.

• The PRINT_CTV parameter has no effect when COLLECT_CTV is set to zero (0).

For more information, see Capture Threshold Values (CTV) of objects selected by RTOS.
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Aggregate RTS Symbolics for Multi-Part Processing (LU06301)

Database Analyzer now aggregates RTS automatic symbolics (%RTS*) for each selected tablespace partition. You now
have greater control over the conditions for the reorganization of selected partitions. The values that are collected for
the RTS symbolics are added together for the selected partitions when the %PARTLIST automatic symbolic is used
in a model that is associated with the REORG (RO) utility code. For more information, see Partition-Related Automatic
Symbolic Variables.

Additionally, the SPACE_SYM_SOURCE parmlib keyword is now overridden with the RTS value when %RTS symbolics
are used. For more information, see Availability of RTS Symbolics.

This feature is provided disabled by default. To enable (activate) this feature, complete the following steps:

1. Apply the PTF for Level Set 20.0.05 (LU07187).
2. Use the TEST LEVELSET command to verify that you can activate the new Level Set.
3. Use the ACTIVATE LEVELSET command to activate the new Level Set.

Db2 13 Support (LU05995)

Db2 13 for z/OS support is now provided for function levels V13R1M100, V13R1M500, and V13R1M501. You can now
take advantage of the latest Db2 features.

To help you determine whether you are ready to upgrade to Db2 13, a new Db2 13 Readiness report is now available. For
more information, see Are you ready for Db2 13?.

To specify the new function levels for Db2 13, see Upgrade to New Db2 Releases and Function Levels in the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

LISTDEF for Multiple Action Procedures and Utility Codes (LU02455)

Database Analyzer now supports the use of LISTDEF to generate JCL to execute multiple utilities in the order that you
specify. Each utility uses one or more steps in the generated action JCL to process the specified list (or lists) of objects.
Previously, you could only select one utility code and tie one action procedure to an extract procedure to take advantage
of LISTDEF statements. Now, you can select multiple utility codes in one action procedure, or can tie multiple action
procedures (that include multiple utility codes) to an extract procedure.

The Db2 Image Copy (IC), REORG (RO), and RUNSTATS (RS) utility codes are supported. In addition, the user
application (US) utility code can be used to process all the selected tablespaces and indexes in one list. A new model
member (MJULDUS) is provided to copy and customize for use with the US utility code.

LISTDEF statements allow for increased concurrency during executions, greater flexibility, and time-savings.

For more information, see LISTDEF Support.

Support for LISTDEF in REORG Action JCL (LU01089)

Database Analyzer now supports the use of LISTDEF to execute REORG (RO) against a list of objects. Previously, you
could only execute Image Copy or RUNSTATS against the objects in a LISTDEF in one step. A new model member
(MJULDRO) is provided to generate action JCL to execute REORG with a LISTDEF statement. You can use the
LISTDEF_STEP_LIMIT parameter in the PDA parmlib member or model members to control the number of objects that
are processed per step. LISTDEF statements allow for greater concurrency during executions.

NOTE
Consider the following items when you use LISTDEF to execute REORG (RO) against a list of objects:

• Reorgs of LOB tablespaces may be processed in separate steps.
• The DISABLE_AUTO_IX_RO_SUPP parameter is ignored for this feature. Index REORGS are always

suppressed when related tablespaces are selected. If one part of a partitioned table space is reorganized,
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then all corresponding NPIs are reorganized as part of the related tablespace REORG. Therefore, there is no
need to generate a separate index REORG for NPIs.

To take advantage of this feature, type U (Update) in the Job Generation Parms field on the Build Extract Procedures
panel. Then type Y (Yes) in the Order by Utility Codes field on the Job Generation Parms panel.

For more information, see LISTDEF Support.

Support for LISTDEF in Image Copy Action JCL (LU00890)

Database Analyzer now supports the use of LISTDEF to execute Image Copy (IC) against a list of objects in one step.
Previously, you could only execute RUNSTATS against the objects in a LISTDEF in one step. A new model member
(MJULDIC) is provided to create action JCL to execute Image Copy with a LISTDEF statement. You can use the
LISTDEF_STEP_LIMIT parameter in the PDA parmlib member or model members to control the number of objects that
are processed per step. LISTDEF statements allow for greater concurrency during executions.

To take advantage of this feature, type U (Update) in the Job Generation Parms field on the Build Extract Procedures
panel. Then type Y (Yes) in the Order by Utility Codes field on the Job Generation Parms panel.

For more information, see LISTDEF Support.

Capture Threshold Values (CTV) for Action Procedures (LU00314)

Database Analyzer now gives you the ability to capture the threshold (condition) values of database objects that are
selected for actions based on the conditions in action procedures tied to an extract procedure with Real Time Object
Selection (RTOS). Previously, you could only capture threshold values for objects selected by extract procedures. Now,
you can capture threshold values that trigger action procedures tied to an extract procedure.

You can generate a CTV report of the condition values that are met by your RTOS extract procedures and the condition
values that are met by action procedures tied to extract procedures. You can then tune your selection criteria to avoid
unnecessary actions on objects and reduce your maintenance time. These statistics can be maintained for a minimum of
one month or a longer period that you specify.

For more information, see Capture Threshold Values (CTV) of objects selected by RTOS and Capture Threshold Values
(CTV) Report.

Support for LISTDEF in RUNSTATS Action JCL (LU00145)

Database Analyzer now supports the use of LISTDEF to execute RUNSTATS against a list of objects in one step.
The generated action JCL contains a LIST keyword followed by the LISTDEF statement for each RUNSTATS control
statement. A new model member (MJULDRS) and new automatic symbolics are provided to create action JCL to
execute RUNSTATS on the objects defined in a LISTDEF. You can use LISTDEF to allow for greater concurrency during
executions.

To take advantage of this feature, type U (Update) in the Job Generation Parms field on the Build Extract Procedures
panel. Then type Y (Yes) in the Order by Utility Codes field on the Job Generation Parms panel. You can use the
new LISTDEF_STEP_LIMIT parameter to control the number of objects that are processed per step when you execute
RUNSTATS with a LISTDEF. The LISTDEF_STEP_LIMIT parameter can be specified in the PDA parmlib member or the
MJULDRS model member.

For more information, see LISTDEF Support.

Support for Online Execution Mode is Discontinued (SO16205)

As previously announced, Database Analyzer extract, report, and execution procedures must now be submitted in batch
mode.

For more information, see Submit a Procedure in Batch Mode.
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Capture Threshold Values (CTV) of objects selected by RTOS (SO14174)

Database Analyzer now gives you the ability to capture the threshold (condition) values of database objects that trigger
actions based on the conditions in your Real Time Object Selection (RTOS) extract procedures. You can generate a
Capture Threshold Values (CTV) report of the condition values that are met by your extract procedures, then tune your
selection criteria to avoid unnecessary actions on objects and reduce your maintenance time. For example, you can
determine why a reorg is running too often, then update your criteria to reduce CPU time and the associated cost. These
statistics can be maintained for a minimum of one month or a longer period that you specify.

For more information, see Capture Threshold Values (CTV) of objects selected by RTOS and Capture Threshold Values
(CTV) Report.

Support for Huffman Compression (SO14029)

Database Analyzer supports Huffman data compression that is introduced in IBM Db2 for z/OS function level
V12R1M504. You can now collect statistics and view data pages with the Page Display Facility on Huffman encoded
objects.

Support for Persistent Read Only (PRO) status (SO10041)

Database Analyzer now supports action conditions that are based on PRO restricted status. PRO status indicates that the
object is in read-only status at the tablespace partition level.

You can exclude PRO objects by selecting the following tablespace action condition and specifying 'NOT PRO' for the
condition value on the action conditions panel:

• (TS) Check for one or more DB2 statuses

The exclusion of PRO objects can improve your recommendations for database management.

For more information, see Define Action Conditions and Create New Action Conditions by Using INCLUDE Statements.

Improved Action Conditions for reorg of Active Pages (SO10041)

You now have greater flexibility in selecting objects for reorganizations based on the number of active pages using IBM
Db2 Real-Time Statistics (RTS) and the default IBM settings for the DSNACCOX stored procedure. Previously, you could
select objects with no active pages or you could select objects with a specific number (or range) of active pages, but not
both. Now, you can do both.

The following tablespace and indexspace action conditions can be used to select objects for reorganizations based on the
number of active pages:

• (TS) RTS reorg number of active pages*
• (IX) RTS reorg number of active pages*

For example, with the preceding conditions you can now select objects with no active pages with the predicate 'IS NULL)',
select objects with more than five active pages with the predicate '> 5)', or select both with the predicate 'IS NULL OR
NACTIVE > 5)' for the condition value.

NOTE
We recommend that you copy the Broadcom Extract Default Procedures (RTOS$R$C) to your site Extract
Default Procedures (RTOS$_$S) to maintain any customization. The Broadcom defaults can change in the
future because of Db2 changes or user requested enhancements.

For more information, see Define Action Conditions and Dynamically Select Objects for Maintenance.
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Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see the tools that Broadcom offers to assist you in the product
lifecycle.

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• Db2 Tools Community

Product Accessibility Features
Learn about product accessibility features for software applications and operating systems, functional performance, and
documentation.

Broadcom is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to help all
customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.

The Database Management Solutions for Db2 provide the following accessibility features support.

Software Applications and Operating Systems

• Most product functions are executable from a keyboard where the function and result can be discerned textually.
However, some functions, like expand and collapse controls on the panel are not in the tab order, and can only be
located by exploration of the panel using the keyboard.

• The products inherit the following operating system accessibility features:
– StickyKeys
– FilterKeys
– ToggleKeys
– MouseKeys
– SerialKeys

• When tabular output is generated as a result of job submission, the output uses visual formatting semantics that are
not programmatically available to Assistive Technology (AT) through the emulator.

• Textual information is provided through a standard text file, which can be edited and viewed using a text editor and
through operating system functions for displaying text.

• The products do not inherit user-selected color, contrast, and font settings from the operating system. However, you
can change color, contrast, and font settings in the emulator and the product inherits these settings.
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You can also adjust the colors that are displayed on the ISPF panels using the Global Profile option on the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 Main Menu. Select the Setup Screen Colors option to define color combinations and
select colors that are easier to see.

NOTE

To make more adjustments to your display, and the sound, keyboard, and mouse interactions with the
emulator, refer to your 3270 emulation software documentation. For other changes, refer to your operating
system documentation.

• Some characters (<, +, -, and >) are used to create a graphic indicator. However, these characters might cause
confusion when encountered by a screen reader user when seen individually or in combination within the same or
other applications.

Functional Performance Criteria

• Assistive Technology screen readers and screen magnifiers are supported. The batch products are text-based and
use input and output files that are viewed through text editors. However, some output can include visually formatted,
tabular data that require the user to examine the textual screen content to interpret responses.

• The products can be used in a mouseless (keyboard-only) mode. The products also inherit operating system motor
control accessibility features.

Documentation and Support

• Documentation can be viewed online, or downloaded in PDF files.
• Support is available online, by email, and by phone.

Third-Party Software Agreements
This topic provides information about the third-party software agreements that apply to this release.

The third-party software agreements (copyright statements and licenses for open source software) that apply to this
release of the Database Management Solutions for Db2 are described in Third-Party Software Agreements (login
required).

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:
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• Database Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Database Analyzer)
• ACF2™ for z/OS (ACF2)
• Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM)
• Database Administration Suite for Db2
• Database Management Solutions for Db2 for z/OS (Database Management Solutions for Db2)
• Database Performance Suite for Db2 for z/OS
• Database Recovery Suite for Db2
• Database Utility Suite for Db2
• Detector® for Db2 for z/OS (Detector)
• Executing Manager Networking (Xnet)
• Execution Manager (Xmanager)
• Extended Query Facility (EQF)
• External Security Manager (ESM)
• Fast Check® for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Check)
• Fast Index® for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Index)
• Fast Load for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Load)
• Fast Recover™ for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Recover)
• Fast Unload® for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Unload)
• IBM® Db2® for z/OS® (Db2)
• IBM® Resource Access Control Facility (RACF)
• IBM® z/OS Management Facility (z/OSMF)
• Log Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Log Analyzer)
• Mainframe Resource Intelligence (MRI)
• Mainframe Team Center - Database Management for Db2 for z/OS (Mainframe Team Center - Database Management

for Db2)
• Merge/Modify™ for Db2 for z/OS (Merge/Modify)
• Plan Analyzer® for Db2 for z/OS (Plan Analyzer)
• Quick Copy for Db2 for z/OS (Quick Copy)
• Rapid Reorg® for Db2 for z/OS (Rapid Reorg)
• RC/Compare™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Compare)
• RC/Migrator™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Migrator)
• RC/Query® for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Query)
• RC/Update™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Update)
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Recovery Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Recovery Analyzer)
• SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
• Subsystem Analyzer for Db2 for z/OS (Subsystem Analyzer)
• SYSVIEW® Performance Management (SYSVIEW)
• SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for Db2 (SYSVIEW for Db2)
• Top Secret® for z/OS (Top Secret)
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Installing
Acquire Database Analyzer from the Broadcom Support portal.

The product pax file contains all the Database Management Solutions for Db2. Download this file only once.

For detailed installation and post-install configuration instructions, see the Database Management Solutions for Db2
Installing documentation.

After you install Database Analyzer, review the operational and session-specific customization requirements in Getting
Started. Before using the product, complete the Day 1 Task Checklist.
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Getting Started
Provides an overview of features and basic use of the product.

Database Analyzer collects statistics on selected Db2 objects and performs specified actions on those objects when
certain conditions or thresholds are met.

NOTE
This documentation assumes that all product components have already been installed at your site.

Before you use this product, review the product authorization, security requirements, and the other topics in this section.

Also, review the settings in your product profile and adjust them as required for your site. The variables in this profile are
specific to Database Analyzer.

Primary Commands

Use the following steps to get detailed online descriptions for the primary commands:

1. Enter a question mark (?) in the command line of the Database Analyzer Main Menu. Press Enter.
A list of the primary commands and descriptions appears.

2. Enter S in the Select field next to a primary command and press Enter.
A detailed description of the primary command appears.

Day 1 Task Checklist
Users can execute the tasks in this checklist to start using Database Analyzer.

This checklist summarizes key tasks to start using this product after the product is up and running. This checklist applies
to any new user. However, even experienced users can benefit from reviewing this content. The checklist includes a
brief description of the tasks, with links to procedures. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to
complete the task. Use the Status column to track your progress.

This checklist is not all inclusive, but it represents the top tasks that we recommend that you execute on Day 1.

TIP
The tasks in this checklist are not in sequential order except where noted. Therefore, you can complete tasks in
parallel.

To download an Excel spreadsheet of this checklist, click here.

Task Description Role Status

Verify Product Authorizations Set the required product
authorization to use Database
Analyzer.

Database Administrator,
System Administrator

Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Manage Your Product Profile Manage and customize your
default product profile variables.

Database Administrator Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Build an Action Procedure Build an action procedure to
specify which utilities to execute
against Db2 objects.

Database Administrator Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Build an Extract Procedure Build an extract procedure to
specify which Db2 objects to
process.

Database Administrator Complete, In progress, or N/A.
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Task Description Role Status

Submit the Extract Procedure Submit an extract procedure for
execution in batch mode.

Database Administrator Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Review Extract Procedure
Submission Results

Review the message file issued
after an extract procedure is
submitted based on a sample.

Database Administrator Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Review Extract Procedure
Generated Action JCL

Review the action JCL
generated after an extract
procedure is submitted based
on a sample.
Note: We recommend executing
action JCL in PREVIEW mode
before execution on production
systems.

Database Administrator Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Product Overview
Database Analyzer collects statistics on selected Db2 objects and performs actions on those objects when certain
conditions or thresholds are met.

By default, Database Analyzer uses zIIP processors for the collection of statistics when possible.

Collection Services

Collection Services consists of extract procedures, object selection profiles, and statistics maintenance.

Extract Procedures
Extract procedures specify which objects to process. Use extract procedures to define which Db2 objects to
process, and submit the procedures to collect statistics for those objects. An extract procedure can access
any combination of databases, tablespaces, indexspaces, and tables residing on the same Db2 subsystem.
These statistics are used to optimize the Db2 access path. The collected historical data is useful for long-term
evaluation, graphing, and trending, performed through report procedures and queries. Statistics are also useful
for maintenance, DASD space, and tuning. We recommend using RUNSTATS to update the Db2 catalog tables
on a regular basis. You can create an unlimited number of extract procedures to meet the needs of various groups
within the organization. This tactic allows flexibility when, for example, each business group is responsible for its
own object backup and recovery strategies.

Object Selection Profiles
An object selection profile (OSP) simplifies the process of selecting objects that you want to include or exclude
from an RTOS extract procedure. An OSP limits the objects that the RTOS extract procedure processes. For
example, you can create an OSP that contains only the objects that are related to payroll. The OSP can then be
used in multiple RTOS extract procedures.

Statistics Maintenance Facility
The Statistics Maintenance Facility (SMF) lets you maintain and manage your Database Analyzer statistics tables.
Use the SMF to back up, delete, and restore product statistics for the Db2 objects in your system. The SMF can
also check for missing rows and values in the Real-Time Statistics (RTS) tables.

Reporting Services

Reporting Services consists of report procedures, on-demand query reporting, and log reporting.

Report Procedures
A report procedure is a combination of Database Analyzer report requests (report queries) and SQL procedures
(extended queries) that you select and submit for batch execution.
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Query Facility
The Query Facility lets you generate query reports to gather and analyze object statistics, including:

• Previously extracted information that is stored in Db2 tables
• Space usage at the Db2 table and index level or at the DASD volume level
• Free space use, location, and distribution
• Index and column details

Log Reporting Facility
The Log Reporting Facility lets you view the audit error messages and user messages in the Broadcom log tables.
This facility helps you identify and correct potential problems with your Db2 objects.

Action Services

Action Services facilitates the building and maintenance of action procedures and Priority Object Maintenance Profiles
(POM profiles).

Action Procedures
An action procedure is a sequence of actions that occurs based on a defined set of conditions. An action
procedure lets you group different utilities for execution against Db2 objects.

Priority Object Maintenance Profiles
Priority Object Maintenance Profiles (POM profiles) are tied to an extract procedure to control the processing
order of your action JCL. A POM profile contains the Prioritize Object Conditions (POCs) that you select. The
conditions are based on recommended criteria that identify objects in need of certain types of maintenance.
Database Analyzer evaluates the POCs for all objects in the extract procedure and orders the objects for
processing based on the POC values.

Execution Services

Execution Services consists of execution procedures, submission of on-demand utility requests, and page display and
catalog update facilities.

Execution Procedures
An execution procedure lets you combine several extract and report procedures into one consolidated procedure.
For example, using execution procedures, you can:

• Bundle all extract procedures for a group of related objects.
• Append any reports to execution procedures that are required for each periodic running of Database Analyzer.

Utility Manager
The Utility Manager lets you submit on-demand utility requests. Create utility extracts that execute any
combination of Db2 utilities, third-party programs, and user applications against a selected set of Db2 objects.

Page Display Facility
The Page Display Facility lets you view the data pages for Db2 objects. The page displays are individualized for
tablespaces and indexspaces. All page types and all tablespace and indexspace object types are supported.

Catalog Update Facility
The Catalog Update Facility lets you manually update the statistics in the Db2 catalog tables. Manual updates are
typically performed for troubleshooting or testing purposes.

NOTE
A good practice is to gather statistics and update the Db2 catalog tables on a regular basis to optimize
the Db2 data access paths. Using the Catalog Update Facility to perform this maintenance is not
practical. Instead, we recommend using RUNSTATS.
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You can also access the Dataset Facility, Profile, and Tutorial from the product main menu. The Dataset Facility
is a stand-alone facility which automates the administration procedures that are involved in moving user-created
Db2 data sets. Information about the Dataset Facility is provided in the online help.

Verify Product Authorizations
Before you run Database Analyzer, review the following authorization and security requirements:

• To create or submit extract procedures or use page display, SELECT authority on Db2 system catalog tables is
required.

• To execute commands through the Db2 Command Processor, grant the user EXECUTE authority for the Db2
Command Processor.

Product Function Authorizations

You can grant or revoke authorization to the following product functions:

Statistics
Permits the user to execute queries, perform statistics maintenance, and gather statistics.

Procedures
Permits the user to create, view, and update procedures.

Catalog Extract
Permits the user to extract the necessary Db2 catalog information from the target Db2 subsystem. The catalog
extract is the first phase of collecting statistics.
When you grant or revoke authority to the Utility Manager plan, this plan is automatically given the same authority.

Catalog Update
Permits the user to update Db2 catalog statistics through the Catalog Update facility.
When you grant or revoke authority to the Utility Manager plan, this plan is automatically given the same authority.

Utility Manager
Grants the user EXECUTE authority on Utility Manager. This facility lets you submit on-demand utility requests.
The user can request the execution of any combination of Db2 utilities, third-party programs, or user applications
for any selected set of Db2 objects.
When you grant or revoke authority to the Utility Manager plan, the Catalog Update plan and the Catalog Extract
plan are automatically given the same authority.

Page Display
Permits the user to access actual Db2 table data pages even when Db2 is not active. Page Display authority lets
the user view (read-only) data for which the user does not have Db2 access privileges.

Complete the following steps to verify your Database Analyzer product authorizations:

1. Verify your Db2 authorizations.
2. Verify your primary authorization ID, secondary authorization ID, and SQL ID.
3. Verify your Page Display Facility authorization from your External Security Manager.

Db2 Security
The following functions use dynamic SQL or other data access methods and require Db2 authorizations beyond execute
authority on the product plans.

Except where noted, the permission set consists of the union of all permissions that are designated by each of the user
authorization IDs (primary and secondary). You can grant these authorities by requesting the appropriate options on the
Product Authorization panel.
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UPDATE Catalog Statistics

You can UPDATE the Db2 catalog statistics using the Catalog Update Facility if your permission set includes at least one
of the following authorizations:

• SYSADM authority
• UPDATE authority on the catalog table or column being updated

Page Display Facility

You can update the Db2 data pages using the Page Display Facility when your permission set includes at least one of the
following authorizations:

• SYSCTRL or SYSADM authority
• DBADM or DBCTRL authority for the database
• REPAIR permission for the database

The Page Display Facility permits access to Db2 VSAM data sets even if Db2 is not active. Therefore, Db2 authorization
checking is not performed. Users can view data for which they do not have the necessary Db2 access privileges.
However, a user cannot change the data when they do not have proper authority for the REPAIR utility.

Create or Submit Extract Procedures

You can create or submit extract procedures when your permission set includes SELECT authority against the Db2
system catalog tables in the target subsystem. The Db2 system catalog tables are used to extract information about the
Db2 objects.

Use Procedures

Modification, submission, and deletion of a procedure relies on the authority of the procedure, not the authority of the
permission set. Control procedure creators and procedure updating rights by using the options in the Database Analyzer
Profile and the PDA parmlib member keywords DEF_PROC_CREATOR and ALLOW_DPC_PROFILE_OVERRIDE.

The creator assigns a Share Option value when they create the procedure. You can update or delete procedures that
have a Share Option of U (Updateable). The creator of a procedure can also update or delete the procedure, regardless of
the specified Share Option.

Collect Db2 Statistics

You can collect statistics for any Db2 object when your permission set includes:

• Database Analyzer Statistics and Plan Authorization
This does not present a security violation because Database Analyzer is a read-only product. Statistics, not data,
display for Db2 objects.

• RUNSTATS Authority
A PDA parmlib member lets you determine whether the user can collect statistics and can update the Db2 catalog for a
database object for which the user does not have RUNSTATS authority.

Authorization IDs
When a process connects to Db2, Db2 uses a primary authorization ID, a secondary authorization ID, and an SQL ID.

Primary ID
Whenever a connection is established between Db2 and a process (your Database Analyzer session), Db2 uses
the TSO logon ID or the USER parameter on the JOB statement as the authorization ID. This authorization ID is
called the primary ID. Every process has exactly one primary ID.
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Secondary ID
During connection, Db2 passes the primary ID to an authorization exit. The exit can return a list of from one up to
a maximum of 245 authorization IDs. This list of IDs constitutes the authorization IDs of the process. However, as
stated earlier, there is only one primary ID. Any other authorization IDs of the process are called secondary IDs.

SQL ID
At any time, the SQL authorization ID of a process (Database Analyzer) is the value of a special register called
CURRENT SQLID. If this special register is not initialized by the authorization exit, its initial value is the primary
ID.
The value of CURRENT SQLID can be changed by the execution of a SET CURRENT SQLID statement. After
this command is executed, the product issues a SET statement each time you enter the product so that your
current SQL ID equals the SQL ID saved in your last session. Use the SET CURRENT SQLID command to
change your SQL authorization ID to a different value.
Unless one of the authorization IDs of the process has SYSADM authority, the new ID must be an authorization
ID of the process. Therefore, CURRENT SQLID usually contains the primary ID or one of its secondary IDs. The
SQLID value is saved in your ISPF Profile.

Page Display Authorization for VSAM Data Sets
You need appropriate authorization from your External Security Manager (ESM) product for the Page Display Facility in
Database Analyzer to access VSAM data sets.

The following requirements are needed (for ESM products like ACF2, Top Secret, or RACF) when the Access parameter
in the Database Analyzer profile is set to DIV or VSAM:

DIV
READ access is required to the VSAM data sets of the Db2 objects.

VSAM
CONTROL access is required to the VSAM data sets of the Db2 objects.

Users need the required ESM product authorization (for VSAM access) or Db2 authorization (for Db2 access) on the
following catalog objects that are read by DIV and VSAM:

• SYSTSDBA
• SYSTSPLN
• SYSTSPKG
• DSNDSX01
• DSNGGX01
• DSNDTX01
• DSNDLX01
• DSNKDX02

Review Operational Considerations
Review the following operational considerations before using Database Analyzer.

DDF Considerations

To use Database Analyzer and DDF to their full potential, follow these guidelines:
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• Procedures must be executed as a batch job.
• When you access DDF by batch mode, the batch job must run on the remote location CPU. For example, if you

execute a batch job that accesses a remote location, you must reference the remote subsystem ID in the batch job.
• Procedures being executed must be stored at the remote location. Also, the gathered statistics are stored at the

remote location.
• DDF is not used during statistics collection or during catalog updates. Plans must be bound on the subsystem that is

to receive the statistics from the collection and bound on the subsystem that is to have its catalog updated. DDF lets
users view and modify procedures that are stored on another system.

• The model library must reside on both the local and remote CPUs.
NOTE
Remote CPUs are CPUs other than the local CPU. They are not the same as remote subsystems.

• The SETUP member of the parmlib library must have the correct subsystem IDs for the remote location.
NOTE
For more information about this member, see the installation documentation.

Multiple Db2 Subsystem Considerations

Database Analyzer supports multiple Db2 subsystems. You are prompted for a Db2 subsystem ID when you perform the
following tasks:

Create a procedure
The procedure is stored in the specified Db2 subsystem. To create a procedure successfully, the designated
subsystem must contain the product procedure tables and the RDPPvvrr plan.

Select Db2 objects for an extract procedure
The Db2 subsystem is accessed to obtain the list of available Db2 objects. To select the objects successfully, the
RDPCvvrr plan must exist on the designated subsystem.

Select Db2 objects for the Catalog Update Facility
The Db2 subsystem is accessed to obtain the list of available Db2 objects. To select the objects successfully, the
RDPUvvrr plan must exist on the designated subsystem.

Submit an extract procedure
The Database Analyzer statistics are stored in the specified Db2 subsystem. To store the statistics, the product
statistic tables must be present on the designated subsystem. The subsystem must also contain the RDPSvvrr
plan.

Query the Database Analyzer statistics
To view statistics, the product statistic tables must be present on the designated subsystem. You also need
authority to access the RDPCvvrr and RDPSvvrr plans.

In addition, remember the following considerations regarding the location of your Database Analyzer internal tables.

• Do you want to have all procedures and statistics stored on one Db2 subsystem (regardless of the subsystem
surveyed)? This arrangement consolidates all Db2 subsystem statistics and procedures onto one Db2 subsystem.

NOTE
To survey objects that exist on a subsystem with a different CPU, you cannot store all procedures and
statistics on one Db2 subsystem.

• Do you want each Db2 subsystem to contain its own statistics and procedures?

Database Analyzer Subsystem Configuration Considerations

Review the following subsystem considerations:
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Procedures and Statistics
At least one subsystem must contain all the necessary Database Analyzer internal tables and plans. Grant any
combination of EXECUTE authority on those plans to your user base.

Consolidated Statistics
To store all product statistics and procedures on one subsystem but survey other subsystems, bind the RDPCvvrr
plan and RDPPvvrr plan on the other subsystems. You do not have to create any of the Database Analyzer
internal tables.

Independent Statistics
To survey multiple Db2 subsystems, with each subsystem having its own independent set of Database Analyzer
tables, install all product plans and internal tables on those subsystems.

Active Databases

Only the internal databases that the product uses when gathering statistics must be active.

The other databases do not need to be active when surveyed during the collection of statistics.

The databases for the following objects must be active:

• The Database Analyzer statistics table
• The Database Analyzer procedure table

NOTE
Typically, the statistics table and procedure table are in the same database.

• The Db2 system catalog for the subsystem being surveyed

Alternate Catalog Mapping

Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM) is a general facility that can be used for all Database Analyzer components.

ACM lets you define views or alternate (shadow) catalog tables for the Db2 system catalog tables.

ACM also offers performance advantages. Many Db2 system catalog tablespaces contain multiple tables. However,
when tablespace scans are required, all tables in the tablespace are unavailable. By defining each shadow table in its
own tablespace, you avoid multiple-table locks. You can also define additional indexes on shadow tables to improve
performance.

Views can control access to the information in the catalog. Shadow catalog tables can help reduce contention on the Db2
catalog. Any combination of shadow tables and views can be defined. The use of ACM shadow tables reduces processing
time and resource consumption.

Access the ACM facility from the Database Management Solutions for Db2 Main Menu.

For more information about the ACM facility, see Use Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM) in the Database Management
Solutions for Db2 documentation.

Address Db2 Environment Changes
After your initial installation of Database Analyzer, you may need to update the configuration to address the following Db2
environment changes:

• Add a new Db2 subsystem
• Add a new member to a data sharing group
• Add a new LPAR with or without shared DASD

To address these environment changes, see Installing in the Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.
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Manage Your Product Profile
This section explains how to manage your profile. These variables are specific to the product.

The global profile lets you specify profile values that are applied to all Database Management Solutions for Db2 products
that are installed on your system.

NOTE
For more information about the fields on the profile panel, see the product help.

1. Select P (Profile) from the Database Analyzer main menu and press Enter.
The Profile panel appears.

2. Specify how Db2 objects are read by entering one of the following values in the Obj Read Access field:
AUTO

Uses VSAM reads automatically for non-linear VSAM data sets. For linear data sets, DIV is used. Enter AUTO if
you are unsure whether your VSAM data sets are linear or non-linear. AUTO is the default, and offers the most
flexibility. However, it requires more overhead to use.

DIV
Uses the Data In Virtual (DIV) macro to read all linear data sets. DIV cannot read non-linear data sets. Also, the
DIV macro requires that read access is granted for each user ID to the underlying VSAM data sets.

VSAM
Uses VSAM reads for non-linear data sets. VSAM cannot read linear data sets. VSAM reads can offer
performance advantages over the DIV macro, especially when reading large tablespaces.
ROSHARE OWNER object data sets are created by Db2 with VSAM share options (1,3). For Database Analyzer
to access ROSHARE OWNER object data sets, the database must be started as READ ONLY on all SSIDs or be
stopped on the owner SSID.

NOTE
CONTROL INTERVAL ACCESS is no longer required when using VSAM to read the Db2 catalog and
user tablespaces and indexspaces.

A/EXCP, D/EXCP, V/EXCP
Uses Execute Channel Program (EXCP) access when possible. EXCP access is supported when collecting
statistics using a regular scan or a fast scan. EXCP processing can offer performance advantages over DIV and
VSAM. If EXCP is unavailable, the following access is used:

• A/EXCP uses AUTO when EXCP is unavailable.
• D/EXCP uses DIV when EXCP is unavailable.
• V/EXCP uses VSAM when EXCP is unavailable.

NOTE
The EXCP_READ_ACCESS keyword in the PDA parmlib member specifies an access method at the
site level. For more information about EXCP_READ_ACCESS, see the online help for the PDA parmlib
member.

3. Specify Y or N in the Volume Space field to control whether the volume space summary appears in the Volume
Analysis report.

NOTE

• Use the L(atest) format option when generating the report. D(etail) does not provide a summary.
• This parameter applies only to Volume Analysis reports that are generated online. Volume Analysis

reports that are generated in batch always include the volume space summary.
4. Specify the default model JCL data set in the Model JCL Lib field. This data set contains models of job streams for

action procedures and other Database Analyzer JCL. The data set that you specify here applies only to Database
Analyzer.
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5. (Optional) Enter Y (Yes) in the Fatal Abend field to produce abends when fatal errors occur.
6. Specify one of the following values in the Proc. Creator field to control the creator of a procedure and the ability to

update a procedure:
USERID

Uses the TSO user ID as the procedure creator.
SQLID

Uses the current value of SQLID as the procedure creator. You can use the command-line option SQLID to see
the current SQLID setting. You can use the command-line option SET SQLID authorized-value to set the SQLID in
Database Analyzer. The creator must be set to SQLID before creating a procedure.

ACEEGRPN
Uses the default RACF security group name for the user from the ACEE security control block as the procedure
creator. Issue the IBM command TSO LISTUSER to see the RACF group name that is assigned to the current
user ID. If RACF groups are not used, or if a security product that does not set the ACEEGRPN field is used,
USERID is the default.

PARMLIB
Uses the DEF_PROC_CREATOR setting that is defined in the PDA parmlib member. If the value PARMLIB is
protected, then your administrator used the keyword ALLOW_DPC_PROFILE_OVERRIDE(N) to control the use
of the field.

7. (Optional) Specify an ISPF edit macro in the Preview Macro field. This macro is used when previewing the JCL that is
generated when you submit execution procedures or extract procedures. The default macro that is provided with the
product is PDAPREV1. Use this macro or specify a user-created ISPF macro that can be invoked from a Database
Analyzer JCL preview edit session.

8. (Optional) Enable (or disable) the display of the Database Analyzer panel tips:
a. Specify Y in the Reset PDA Tips field and press Enter.
b. Enable or disable the product tips and press PF3 (End).

You return to the previous panel.
9. Enter default values for General Allocations:
Unit name

Specifies the device or device group for temporary data sets. RSPINIT originally sets the device unit, which
determines whether the device unit is blank.
The first time a user accesses products, the variable device unit is blank. RSPINIT sets the value to VIO.
Database Analyzer users can then change this default.

Primary Cyls, Secondary Cyls
Specifies the number of cylinders to allocate for temporary data sets. The temporary data set is used during a
preview data set function. For example, the Utility Manager, Procedure Submission, and Process in Page Display
use the preview function.

NOTE
If you receive a B37 abend during a preview, increase the default Primary Cylinder and Secondary
Cylinder values from 1.

10. Press PF3 (END).
Your changes are saved. The main menu reappears.

EXCP Access for Regular and Fast Scan
Execute Channel Program (EXCP) access is designed to provide rapid sequential access.

Database Analyzer has been modified to achieve improved performance results when using EXCP as the access method
during regular or fast scan statistics collection of objects with relocated rows.

The following EXCP considerations are discussed in this section:
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• Bypassed Audits
• Performance Results

Bypassed Audits

To achieve a substantial performance boost, the following audits are bypassed when EXCP is used as the access method:

Audit Description

21 OVERFLOW POINTER RECORD PAGE ID IS INVALID

22 OVERFLOW POINTER RECORD DOES NOT POINT TO OVERFLOW RECORD

46 POINTER RECORD IN LARGE OBJECT DOES NOT INDICATE A 5 BYTE RID

To perform the preceding audits, specify VSAM as your access method on the PDA Profile panel.

NOTE
Relocated row distance statistics are now collected at the tablespace as opposed to the table level when using
EXCP. If a multi-table tablespace contains relocated rows, all relocated row distance statistics are accumulated
and stored in only one of the table statistics. This does not affect the values that are updated in NEARINDREF
and FARINDREF columns when Auto Catalog Update is requested as SYSTABLEPART represents statistics at
the tablespace level.

Performance Results

Although less relocated row audits are performed when EXCP is used, the performance results far outweigh this
drawback. In one test, EXCP required less than one-third the CPU time as VSAM to process a fast scan of a 7.2 million-
row table containing 500,000 relocated rows.

The following list illustrates the results:

EXCP
2 CPU minutes
5 elapsed minutes

VSAM
7 CPU minutes
40 elapsed minutes

Customize Profile Variables
You can customize the Database Analyzer profile variables for users using the PDAVGET and PDAVPUT command lists.

This helps reduce confusion for a new user regarding the values that are needed for the product panels. Both command
lists reside in hlq.CDBACLS0.

PDAVGET
This command list displays the current settings of all profile variables in the RCPROF Profile. This command list can be
entered at any time in a session.

PDAVPUT

This command list automatically puts the profile variables for a user in their RCPROF Profile member. Use this command
list to update the following values:
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• Procedure panels
• Submit panels
• Statistics collection variables
• Report procedure SYSOUT options
• Database Analyzer profile defaults
• Action procedure default model members

The installer can modify the default values in PDAVPUT.

• For new users, the user enters the command list from the Main Menu the first time the product is accessed. The
PDAVPUT defaults replace all current profile variables in the RCPROF that the product can update. These default
values populate the Database Analyzer panels.

• For existing users, any user can execute PDAVPUT from Database Analyzer. This command list does not replace any
values if the MODELLIB variable already exists, which prevents a user from accidentally overwriting the variables. If a
user with an existing RCPROF member wants to use the defaults defined in PDAVPUT, the user must first rename or
delete their RCPROF member. You can also modify PDAVPUT so it does not look for the MODELLIB profile variable.

For example, enter the following command to execute PDAVPUT from the command line:

TSO EX 'high-level.CDBACLS0(PDAVPUT)'
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Using
Provides information and procedures for end users.

This section explains how to use Database Analyzer to perform the following tasks:

NOTE
Review Using in the Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation for information on the common
ISPF interface used to access Database Analyzer and the other shared functions of the Broadcom Db2
products.

• Collect statistics on selected Db2 objects.
• Perform actions on objects when certain conditions or thresholds are met.
• Generate various types of reports.

NOTE
Before you use Database Analyzer, review Best Practices to help you get the most out of this product.

Best Practices
We recommend several best practices to optimize your use of Database Analyzer:

• Dynamically Select Objects for Maintenance
• Capture Threshold Values (CTV) of objects selected by RTOS
• Collect Statistics with IBM RUNSTATS and Extract Procedures
• Reorganize Hash PBGs by Using RTOS
• Use IBM RTS to Select Objects/Generate Utility Action JCL
• Retrieve Values from Statistics Tables for Action Procedures
• Monitor the IBM RTS Tables for Missing Information
• Create New Action Conditions with INCLUDE Statements
• Specify Longer Predicate Criteria with INCLUDE Statements
• Use LISTDEF to execute Image Copy, REORG, or RUNSTATS

Collection Services
Collection Services consists of extract procedures, object selection profiles (OSPs), and the Statistics Maintenance
Facility (SMF).

Extract procedures specify which objects to process. An extract procedure can access any combination of databases,
tablespaces, indexspaces, and tables residing on the same Db2 subsystem. The databases do not have to be started
because native VSAM I/O is used to access them. However, the Db2 subsystem that contains the Database Analyzer
statistics tables must be active during statistics collection.

An OSP limits the objects that the RTOS extract procedure processes.

SMF lets you maintain and manage your Database Analyzer statistics tables. Use SMF to back up, delete, and restore
product statistics for the Db2 objects in your system. SMF can also look for missing rows and values in the Real-Time
Statistics (RTS) tables.

Extract Procedures
Extract procedures specify which objects to process.
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An extract procedure can access any combination of databases, tablespaces, indexspaces, and tables residing on the
same Db2 subsystem. The databases do not have to be started because native VSAM I/O is used to access them.
However, the Db2 subsystem that contains the Database Analyzer statistics tables must be active during statistics
collection.

Optionally tie Object Selection Profiles (OSPs) and Prioritize Object Maintenance (POM profiles) to your extracts to
perform targeted object processing. An OSP limits the objects that the RTOS extract procedure processes. POM profiles
prioritize objects to ensure that the highest priority objects are processed first when you request the generation of action
JCL.

Database Analyzer collects specific statistics about an object and stores them in a set of internal Db2 tables. The type of
statistics that are collected depends on the object type. Create an extract procedure to define which Db2 objects you want
to process, and then submit it to collect statistics for those objects. These statistics can be collected at several levels,
such as tablespace, table, index, column, and key.

These statistics are used to optimize the Db2 access path. The collected historical data is useful for long-term evaluation,
graphing, and trending, performed through report procedures and queries. Statistics are also useful for maintenance,
DASD space, and tuning. We recommend using RUNSTATS to update the Db2 catalog tables regularly.

NOTE
Database Analyzer also verifies the integrity of your Db2 objects by validating the internal consistency of
tablespaces, indexspaces, and tables each time statistics are collected. Audit messages are displayed on the
Audit/Message Log panel.

You can tie the extract procedure to an action procedure to specify other actions to take against those objects (for
example, taking image copies and reorganizing objects). You can tie the action procedure at the extract level, which
processes every object in the extract procedure that meets the action criteria. You can also tie the action procedure at the
object level, so that it processes only that object.

You can create an unlimited number of extract procedures to meet the needs of various groups within the organization.
This tactic allows flexibility when, for example, each business group is responsible for its own object backup and recovery
strategies.

Build an Extract Procedure
Extract procedures are used to specify which objects to process when collecting object statistics or executing action
procedures.

Create extract procedures from the Extract Procedure Services panel. You can create or tie existing Object Selection
Profiles (OSPs) and Prioritize Object Maintenance (POM profiles) when you create an extra procedure. OSPs limit the
objects that the RTOS extract procedure processes. POM profiles prioritize your objects to ensure that your highest
priority objects are processed first when you request the generation of action JCL.

Use the following steps to create an extract procedure:

1. Select Extract Procedures from the Database Analyzer Main Menu.
Press Enter.
The Extract Procedure Services panel appears.

2. Complete the following fields in the New Procedure Creation row:
– Enter C (Create) in the O (Option) field.

NOTE
These steps focus on creating extract procedures. You can also use this field to update, copy, and delete
existing procedures. For more information, press F1 to see the online help.

– Enter a name for the extract procedure in the EXT Proc field.
– Enter a description in the Procedure Description field.
– Specify whether to share the procedure in the SO (Share Option) field.
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Press Enter.
The Build Extract Procedures panel appears.

3. Select the objects to include in the extract procedure by selecting one of the following methods and pressing Enter:
4. Specify an A in the MODE field to select objects by action or specify an N in the MODE field to select objects by name.

We recommend selecting objects by action, so that the procedure updates dynamically as objects are created and
deleted.

NOTE
When selecting objects by Action, you can also optionally specify an S or C in the Limit by DB/TS field to
select or create an object selection profile (OSP). You can view the selected objects by typing EXPLODE
on the command line and pressing Enter. If you select objects by name, this panel displays the objects that
are included every time that the procedure is executed. If you select objects by action, this panel shows
the objects that were included for the last execution. When you select objects by action, the list of objects
repopulates every time that the procedure is executed.

5. (Optional) Tie the extract procedure to one or more action procedures. If you are only collecting statistics on those
objects, an action procedure is not needed.
a. Type S (Select) in the Action Procedure Ties field.

NOTE
To specify utilities and conditions for a specific object in the extract procedure, type O (for Object
selection) in the Action Procedures Ties field. The action procedure is tied to the extract procedure at the
object level. You can also type E (Explode) in this field to see whether the extract procedure is already
tied to an action procedure.

Press Enter.
The Action Procedure Services panel appears.

b. Type S next to each action procedure to tie to the extract procedure. Press Enter.
The action procedures are tied to the extract procedure at the extract level. The actions that are defined in those
procedures are applied to all objects in the extract procedure that meet the specified action criteria. ACTION TIED
appears to the right of the action procedure.

c. Press PF3 (End).
The Build Extract Procedures panel reappears. The Tied to Extract field shows the number of action procedures
that are tied to the extract procedure.

6. Specify whether to update the Db2 system catalog statistics with the Database Analyzer statistics for all objects that
are included in the extract procedure. The Db2 optimizer uses these statistics to select access paths.

WARNING
We recommend using IBM RUNSTATS for Db2 Catalog Update for the Db2 optimizer and Database
Analyzer extract procedures to collect statistics that provide more details, trending, and graphing. For more
information, see Collect Statistics with IBM RUNSTATS and Extract Procedures.
NOTE
The Auto-Catalog Update option updates selected statistics for all objects in an extract procedure. When
the extract procedure is tied to an action procedure, the statistics are updated for all objects in the extract
procedure. These updates occur regardless of the conditions that are specified in the action procedure. Do
not confuse this option with the Catalog Update Facility, which requires you to update the statistics manually.

7. Specify whether to collect cardinality and frequency statistics:
a. Enter one of the following values in the Column Statistics field:

I
Saves statistics only for columns that are used in indexes.

A
Saves statistics on all table columns.

Press Enter.
The Column Statistics Options panel appears.

b. Complete the following fields:
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• Enter a value in the Numcols field. This field represents the number of index columns that Database Analyzer
concatenates to collect cardinality and frequency statistics.

• Enter a value in the Count field. Count represents the frequency values that Database Analyzer collects.
NOTE
These values correspond to the IBM RUNSTATS parameters with the same names.

Press PF3.
Your selections are registered. The Build Extract Procedures panel reappears.

8. Specify the job generation parameters. Action jobs are generated when you submit an extract procedure that requests
action procedure processing.
a. Enter U in the Job Generation Parms field and press Enter.

NOTE
If you specify N (the default), special parameters are not required for action job generation. Database
Analyzer generates from 200 through 255 steps per job. All jobs have the same name so that the jobs run
in the proper order. The default name for the jobs comes from MJJOBCD.

The Job Generation Parms panel appears. This panel lets you specify the number of jobs and the names of the
jobs to generate during action generation. Job schedulers can use these settings to build the action job stream.

b. Complete the following fields:
• Enter data in the Number of Jobs field or the Number of Steps per Job field (not both).

For example, specifying 20 for Number of Jobs requires the job scheduler to submit 20 jobs with a return code
of zero. If there are less than 20 actual jobs, Database Analyzer uses the model MJUTFIL to create additional fill
jobs to make up the difference.

NOTE
When you use the Number of Jobs field, you can use the REBIND_JOB parameter in
hlq.CDBAPARM(PDA) to control the placement of REBIND steps within the action JCL generated by
Database Analyzer. REBIND statements are generated as the last utility within the generated action
JCL, but can contain other utility steps (like REORG) within the same job. You can also place REBIND
steps at the end of a job so that job schedulers execute the REBIND after all other jobs are finished.
Use the JOB_BALANCE parameter in hlq.CDBAPARM(PDA) to control how the steps are distributed
across the jobs.

• Enter the name of the job to use as the prefix for the job names in the Jobname Mask field. The mask can be up
to seven characters in length and must be a valid z/OS job name. Job schedulers must know the name of the
jobs before the jobs are submitted. The default is PDAUTIL.

• Specify which sequencing scheme to append to your job names. To use the default sequencing scheme, specify
ALPHANUM in the Sequencing type field. To use your own sequencing scheme, specify NUMERIC in the
Sequencing type field. Also specify the number of digits to append to the job name in the Sequencing digit(s)
field and the sequencing start value.

NOTE
The Sequencing digit(s) value must be large enough to support the Number of Jobs value (if
specified). For example, if Number of Jobs is set to 30, the number of sequencing digits must be at
least 2. Also, if the number of sequencing digits is added to the length of the job name mask, specify
a value of 8 or less. This smaller value helps prevent overlaying characters in the job name mask. For
example, if the job name mask is set to PDAJOB, set the sequencing digits to 1 or 2.

• Specify a fill model member in the Fill Model field when you use the Number of Jobs field. The user ID must
be authorized to access the PDS member data set that contains the model JCL. If no member is entered, the
default MJUTLFIL is used. The model member is used to generate one step for each of the jobs that do not
have a real action step.

• Specify whether to generate one job per object in the One Job per Object field.
NOTE
If Order by Utility Codes is set to Y, this parameter is ignored.

• Specify whether to generate one utility per job step in the One Utility per Step field.
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NOTE
If Order by Utility Codes is set to Y, this parameter is ignored.

• Enter Y in the One Member per Job field to place each job generated by Database Analyzer into a separate
PDS member.
Press Enter.
Your selections are registered.

• Specify whether to generate job steps in the order of the utility codes in the Order by Utility Codes field.
NOTE

• Specify Order by Utility Codes Y to take advantage of the MJULD* model members and use
LISTDEF statements to execute Image Copy (IC), REORG (RO), RUNSTATS (RS), or a user
application (US) against a list of objects.

• Use the LISTDEF_STEP_LIMIT parameter in the PDA parmlib member or #SET
LISTDEF_STEP_LIMIT=nn statement in the model members to control the number of objects that
are processed per step.

c. Press PF3 (End).
The Build Extract Procs: RTOS panel reappears. A Y in the Job Generation Parms field indicates that parameters
have been defined for this extract procedure.

9. (Optional) Create, explode and update, or select a POM profile. A Y in the Prioritize Obj Maint field indicates that a
POM profile is tied to the extract procedure.
You can now submit the extract procedure.

Select Objects by Action
When you select Db2 objects to include in an extract procedure, you can select them by action (also known as RTOS or
Real Time Object Selection).

This mode is our best practice recommendation and is the most dynamic object selection option. Select objects that need
an action performed against them, such as a reorganization or an image copy. You can also select objects that meet a
predefined threshold for statistics evaluation. For example, you can select tablespaces with a status of reorg pending.

Action mode selects objects using execution-time information from the IBM Real-Time Statistics (RTS) tables or a user-
maintained table or a Db2 catalog table.

Action mode also lets you specify more selection criteria:

• You can specify the Extract Object Conditions (or EOCs) to use when selecting the objects. The EOC processing
writes rows for all selected objects to a global temporary table (the DGTT table). The selected objects can include
nonpartitioned tablespaces and indexes, and also include individual tablespace and index partitions. EOC selection
processing is analogous to stage 1 SQL processing.

• You can also apply the ‘Exclude objects’ criteria to selected objects, to help narrow down the rows of selected objects.
For example, if some of the selected objects include volatile tables (through the CREATE TABLE VOLATILE syntax),
you can remove them from the final list. You can also add an EQF (WHERE) predicate to filter the list of selected
objects. This ‘Exclude objects’ processing is analogous to stage 2 SQL processing.

• You can also use the AUTO SELECTION OPTIONS to include objects that are related to the selected objects. For
example, if tablespace partitions 3 and 9 are selected for image copies you can use the auto selection option to include
all partitions in that tablespace when creating the image copy. All related indexes are also included. Use the auto
selection options with care. In this particular case, a recovery of the entire tablespace would be easier.

Use the following steps to select objects by action:

1. Display the Build Extract Procs: RTOS panel.
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2. Enter selection criteria in the following fields:
a. Specify the Db2 subsystem from which to select objects in the OBJECT SELECTION SUBSYSTEM field. If you are

working in a data sharing environment, type the member subsystem name or the group attachment name in this
field.

b. Enter A (Action) in the MODE field. Press Enter.
The action fields appear below the MODE field.

3. Specify an action in the Maint. Action field.
Press Enter.
Your selection criteria is saved. See Build an Extract Procedure to continue.

SQL Validation - Custom Extract Object Conditions in INCLUDE
Database Analyzer validates the SQL against the following criteria before processing a custom extract object condition
(EOC) in a #INCLUDE member:

1. The SQL statement is a SELECT statement.
2. The select column literal (SCL) is in a valid format.
3. The number of columns in the SELECT statement matches the SCLs in the SCL string.

The following table describes the formats that Database Analyzer supports for the SELECT clause expression:

Select Column Literals (SCL) Object Type Columns

DI, PI, PA, IN Tablespace DBID, PSID, PART,INSTANCE
DI,PI,PA Tablespace DBID, PSID,PART
DI, PI Tablespace DBID, PSID
DB,TS,PA,IN Tablespace DATABASE,TABLESPACE,PART,INSTANCE
DB,TS,PA Tablespace DATABASE,TABLESPACE,PART
DB,TS Tablespace DATABASE,TABLESPACE
DI,II,PA,IN Index DBID,ISOBID,PART,INSTANCE
DI,II,PA IX Index DBID,ISOBID,PART
DI,II Index DBID,ISOBID
DB,IS,PA,IN Index DATABASE,INDEXSPACE,PART,INSTANCE
DB,IS,PA Index DATABASE,INDEXSPACE,PART
DB, IS Index DATABASE, INDEXSPACE
IC,IX,PA,IN Index IXCREATOR,IXNAME,PART,INSTANCE
IC,IX,PA Index IXCREATOR,IXNAME,PART
IC,IX Index IXCREATOR,IXNAME

Example: Validated SELECT statement in a Custom EOC in a #INCLUDE Member

The following example shows a successfully validated SQL statement:

SELECT  'DI,II', DBID, ISOBID

FROM SYSIBM.SYSINDEXSPACESTATS

WHERE EXTENTS > 2

Select Objects by Name
When you create an extract procedure, you can select the objects to include by name (also known as classic mode).
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For example, you can select all objects in database ACCTNGDB or ACCT%. This method provides a simple way to select
a set of objects and can be useful when all or many objects on a subsystem are being backed up for disaster recovery.

This mode also includes an “autobuild” feature that provides some dynamic selection based on object hierarchy. For
example, typing an “A” next to a database name includes all of its tablespaces, tables, and indexes. If new objects are
added to the database, they are automatically added to the extract.

Use the following steps to select objects by name:

1. Display the Build Extract Procedures panel.
2. Enter selection criteria in the following fields:

a. Specify the Db2 subsystem from which to select objects in the OBJECT SELECTION SUBSYSTEM field. If you are
working in a data sharing environment, enter the member subsystem name or the group attachment name in this
field.

b. Enter N (Name) in the MODE field. Press Enter.
The name fields appear below the MODE field.

c. Enter database, tablespace, table, and index selection criteria in the fields below OBJECT SELECTION
SUBSYSTEM.
You can optionally trail your database or tablespace selection criteria with a double percent (%%). For example,
enter PTTSR%% in the Table Space field to dynamically select wildcard entries at the time of execution.

NOTE
For more information about these fields, press PF1 to view the online help.

Press Enter.
The Extract Data Selection panel appears with a list of objects that match the criteria you entered.

3. Select the objects to include in the extract procedure by entering the following values in the O (Option) field:
– Enter A (Autobuild) next to an object to include all objects that fall under it.
– Enter E to exclude an object.
– Enter S to select an object.
– Enter T to include all tables at the database or tablespace level.
– Enter I to include all indexes only at the database or tablespace level.

NOTE
Not all options are available for all objects. Also, to clear an object, clear the value from the O (Option) field
next to the object. You can select objects by volume. However, you cannot exclude a volume. Also, when
you select a volume, it includes only those objects on the subsystem you are using.

Press Enter.
Your selections are registered.

4. Press PF3 (End).
The Build Extract Procedures panel reappears. See Build an Extract Procedure to continue.

Extract Procedures in a Data Sharing Environment
A data sharing group is a collection of one or more Db2 subsystems accessing shared Db2 data.

All Db2 subsystems in the data sharing group have concurrent read-write access, and use a single catalog and directory.
Because the Db2 catalog is shared, Database Analyzer uses only one set of tables. Changes are not required to support
data sharing, but how you set up extract procedures affects how action JCL is created and how gathered statistics are
reported.

When connecting to a group attachment name, Db2 selects and connects to an available member subsystem name.
Although you can access the group attachment name from any z/OS system, you can only access specific member
subsystem names on the machines where they are running. This takes on significance when you run utilities and you
execute action JCL. When you run a job based on action JCL that uses the member subsystem name or the group
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attachment name as the system ID, Db2 automatically picks the appropriate subsystem. However, the action JCL must be
executed on that subsystem.

IBM permits utilities to work with a group attachment name. However, the administrator of the utility might want to choose
a specific member subsystem name. This makes sense when you consider a utility such as a rebind, where the access
path can differ based on member subsystem names. The optimizer considers the type of hardware that the member
subsystem name is running on. For example, I/O parallelism might be possible on one machine where one member
subsystem name runs, but not possible on another machine where a different member subsystem name runs.

When you create an extract procedure, you can specify a member subsystem name or a group attachment name in
the OBJECT SELECTION SUBSYSTEM field. When you tie the extract procedure to an action procedure, the action
procedure typically uses model MJUTLGL or MJUTLGLH, which contain a %SYSID symbolic. When the procedure is
executed, the resulting action JCL replaces %SYSID with the value from the OBJECT SELECTION SUBSYSTEM field.

NOTE
If you do not want to use %SYSID, edit the MJUTLGL or MJUTLGLH member in hlq.CDBAMD and replace
%SYSID with a user-defined symbolic such as %MBRID.

DSN Objects Ignored by Execution-Time Wildcard
Use double wildcards (%% ) to dynamically select wildcard entries at the time of execution.

The execution-time wildcard characters must appear as the last two characters of the object name.

Db2 databases, which begin with DSNDB, are not processed by execution-time wildcarding. These objects must be
explicitly included in an extract procedure (for example, an autobuild on DSNDB06). Db2 databases are excluded
from wildcarding to ensure that only user objects are processed. This safeguard lets you select user objects such as
Database ==> D%% using execution-time wildcarding.

In the following illustration, execution-time wildcards are specified for the database, tablespace, and tablespace creators
that begin with PDG:

RDA.CBPM5          ----     BUILD EXTRACT PROCEDURES     ----                  

COMMAND ==>                                                                   

                                                                              

  Loc: LOCAL ----------------------------------------------- User ID: USERXX  

  PROCEDURE NAME  ==> DSNDBEXC  DESCRIPTION ==> DSNDB OBJS EXCLUDED           

     Share Option ==> N                                                       

     Subsystem Connection ID: DXXX                                            

                                                                              

  OBJECT SELECTION SUBSYSTEM ==> DXXX  MODE ==> N (N)ame or (A)ction Oriented                     

     Database     ==> %%                 Creator ==>                          

     Table Space  ==> %%                 Creator ==> PDG%%                    

     Table        ==>                    Creator ==>                          

     Index        ==>                    Creator ==>                          

                          (or)                                                

     Object Name  ==>                Object Type ==>    (PK,PL,PP,ST,VL)      

                                                                              

  ACTION PROCEDURE TIES  ==> N  (E)xplode, (S)elect, (O)bject, (C)reate       

                                 00 Tied to Extract;   00 Tied to Objects     

  EXTRACT OPTIONS                                                             

    Auto-Catalog Update  ==> N  (N)one, (U)pdate                              

    Column Statistics    ==> N  (I)ndex, (A)ll, (N)one or (U)pdate            

    Job Generation Parms ==> N  (N)o, (U)pdate
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On the Extract Data Selection List, objects that match the criteria are listed. In the following example, an A (Autobuild) is
specified at the Tablespace level:

RDA.CBPD          -------    EXTRACT DATA SELECTION   ------                  

Command  ==>                                                   SCROLL ==> PAGE

RAP021I - Extracting only thru table spaces                                   

Procedure:   DSNDBEXC  Desc : DSNDB OBJS EXCLUDED                             

Database:    %%        Table:                     Appl Plan/Pkg:              

Table Space: %%        Index:                                                 

OBJECT DB2 ID: D51B ---------------------------------------- User ID: USERXX  

O  DATABASE  TABLESPACE     TABLE              CREATOR   ------ INDEX --------

_  %                                                                          

A            %                                 PDG%                           

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************

In the following illustration, procedure DSNDBEXC is exploded and lists objects in databases that begin with DSNDB:

RDA.CBPE          -------   EXPLODED DATA SELECTION   ------                  

Command  ==>                                                   SCROLL ==> PAGE

                                                                              

Loc: LOCAL --------------------- DB2 ID: DXXX -------------- User ID: USERXX  

Procedure:    DSNDBEXC  Desc:    DSNDB OBJS EXCLUDED                          

 Database:     %         Table:                                               

 Table Space:  %         Creator: PDG%                                        

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATABASE  TABLESPACE     TABLE              CREATOR   ------  INDEX  ------- 

 DSNDB04   ACTR99                                                             

                          ACT_99             USERXX                           

           ALLTYPES                                                           

                          ALLTYPES01         USERXX                           

           PLAN1BOD                                                           

                          PLAN_TABLE         USERXX                           

           PLAN1P1C                                                           

                          PLAN_TABLE         USERXX                           

           PLAN1V@8                                                           

                          PLAN_TABLE         USERXX                           

           PROJACTR                                                           

                          PROJACT_01EXCEPT1  USERXX

However, all DSNDB databases and their objects are ignored during execution of the extract procedure so that only user
objects are processed.

Submit the Extract Procedure
You can execute an extract procedure by itself, add it to an execution procedure, or combine several into one
consolidated execution procedure.

Use the following steps to execute the extract procedure by itself:

1. Select Extract Procedures from the Database Analyzer Main Menu.
Press Enter.
The Extract Procedure Services panel appears.

2. Type S (Submit) next to the extract procedure and press Enter.
The Submit-Build JCL Parameters panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:
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– Specify B (Batch) to execute the procedure in Batch Execution Mode.
– Specify whether to request statistics collection in the Collection Type field.
– Specify whether to create reports or action JCL.
– Specify the subsystem that contains the Database Analyzer statistics tables in the Statistics Subsystem field.
– Specify the number of read-ahead buffers to allocate for processing VSAM I/O in the VSAM Buffers field. A

minimum of four buffers is required.
– Specify whether to issue WTOR messages in the WTOR Code field.
– Specify the maximum number of audit errors allowed per Db2 object in the Audit Errors Allowed field. If the number

of errors is met, processing stops for that object.
– Specify the number of concurrent object scans to perform in the Nbr of Scans field. At least one scan is required.

NOTE
Specify multiple scans to process multiple objects concurrently and decrease the statistics collection
processing time.

4. Specify the JOB statement in the Related Models: Jobcard field.
Verify that the default model JCL member is shown.

5. Specify the model member location in the Related Models Library field. Press Enter.
The extract procedure is submitted. The Execution Message File panel appears and shows the execution status. The
following types of messages are shown:

Extracting catalog information
Indicates when Database Analyzer accessed the Db2 system catalog to gather basic information about each
object. No statistics were collected at this point.

Collection of data statistics started
Indicates when Database Analyzer collected statistics and performed audits on the objects. At this point, statistics
were also stored to the Database Analyzer tables.

Catalog update processing - started
Indicates when Database Analyzer updated the Db2 system catalog with the newly gathered statistics.

When the execution is complete, you can view the results by typing M (Max) and pressing Enter.

Review Extract Procedure Submission Results
Review the sample results of an extract procedure to familiarize yourself with the processing of extract procedures.

The following illustration shows a PTIMSG message file that is generated during the execution of an extract procedure.
You can follow the processing of the extract procedure on the tablespace that is named ALOGFILE in the following
sections:

1. Extract Object Conditions
Conditions for selection of object.

2. Extracting Catalog Information
Catalog information for the object.

3. Collection of Statistics
Statistics collection for the object.

4. Processing Action
Action processing for the object.

5. Action Job Stream Created
Generation of action JCL.

NOTE
The following PDA parmlib parameters control the display of different section of the message file:
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• EMAP_JOBLOG
• EMAP_BANNER
• EMAP_PARMS
• EMAP_SUBMIT
• EMAP_INPUT
• EXT_MSG_EXPAND

For more information, see Displaying Extract Options During Batch Submission.

In this example, the extract procedure is USERID.SAMPLE01. The extract procedure uses Real Time Object Selection
(RTOS) and an Object Selection Profile (OSP) to select the PTDB database. The extract procedure is tied to an
unconditional action procedure that executes the RO (Reorg) utility code.

         *****************************************************************************

         ********************************  Broadcom, Inc.  ***************************

         *****************************************************************************

         ****                                                                     ****

         ****              PPPPPPPPP        DDDDDDD              AAA              ****

         ****             PPP     PPP      DDD    DDD        AAA   AAA            ****

         ****            PPP     PPP      DDD     DDD      AAA     AAA            ****

         ****           PPPPPPPP         DDD     DDD      AAA     AAA             ****

         ****          PPP              DDD     DDD      AAAAAAAAAAA              ****

         ****         PPP              DDD    DDD       AAA     AAA               ****

         ****        PPP              DDDDDDDD         AAA     AAA                ****

         ****                                                                     ****

         ****                    Database Analyzer                                ****

         ****                                                                     ****

         ****                    Version: vv.rr.mm                                ****

         ****                                                                     ****

         *****************************************************************************

         *************  Copyright 1987,20xx  *****  All Rights Reserved  *************

         *****************************************************************************

         

         Current Operating Environment

           DATE  : 20xx/11/21    z/OS : SP7.2.5    CPs  :     4   DB2  : 121M500

           TIME  : 12:05:57      DFSMS: 02.05.00   zIIPs:     6   SYSID: DTGP

           USERID: USERID        LPAR:  SSID       CPUs :    10

         

         CA Environment

           DAS: vv.rr.mm               PTISYS: 00     Catalog Extract: RDPCP200

           RIO: vv.rr.mm               SETUP : 00     Statistics     : RDPSP200

           GEN: vv.rr.mm               PLANS : 00     Procedures     : RDPPP200

           COM: vv.rr.mm               DSNAME: 00     Catalog Update : RDPUP200

         

         Virtual Storage Summary

           JOB/STEP REGION=  :...1,048,576K

           REGION BELOW AVAIL:.......6,544K        REGION ABOVE AVAIL:...1,046,364K

           REGION BELOW LIMIT:.......8,168K        REGION ABOVE LIMIT:...1,126,400K

         

         ...

         ...

         ...

         EXEC PARM='
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         Options specified when procedure was SUBMITted:

           COLLECTION - REGULAR

             STATS ID: DTGP    BUFFERS: 0360    ERRORS : 9999

             WTOR CD : 00      SCAN   : 0010    ACCESS : V/EXCP

         

           REPORTS    - NOT-REQUESTED

             REDIRECT: x

             DSN : xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

         

           ACTIONS    - YES

             DEST: D  MEM: TEST1

             DSN : PDA.USERID.GEN.JCL

         

           MODELS

             PRE :            POST:

             DSN : 'HLVLQLF.RD200.DEV.CDBAMDL'

         

         PTIIPT input control cards:

           ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--

           00SAMPLE01USERID DTGP ŽÇ    µq                                  

           FFECDDDCFFCEDCCFF4CECD00060000A90044444444444444444444444420000000004444

           00214735017478904043770A18000008000000000000000000000000007F000000000000

         

           00         DTGP/ÇN                                                     

           FF0000000000CECD66D00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

           000000000001437718500000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

         

           00  DPDA.USERID.GEN.JCL                           USERID TEST1

           FF00CDCC4CEDCCFF4CCD4DCD444444444444444444444444444CEDCCFF4ECEEF44444444

           00004741B7478904B755B133000000000000000000000000000747890403523100000000

         

           00'HLVLQLF.RD200.DEV.CDBAMDL'                     

           FF7DECDDDC4DCFFF4CCE4CCCCDCD74444444444444444444004444444444444444444444

           00D7397964B94200B455B3421443D0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

           ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--

         

          Remaining control cards are printed as is:

           01//PDAUTIL  JOB CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A

         

         *****************************************************************************

         ************  Copyright 1987,20xx  Broadcom, Inc.  All Rights Reserved  *****

         *****************************************************************************

         

         Auto Stats Maint profile indicates Activation=Y.   Subsystem - DTGP    12:05:57

           Execution Frequency   : 020 Days    Save Latest Stats : Y            12:05:57

           Purge Stats Older Than: 400 Days      ... Every x Days: 030 Days     12:05:57

           Last Execution : 20xx/11/07         Ignore Save Latest option when   12:05:57

           Next Execution : 20xx/11/27         processing column statistics: Y  12:05:57

         Auto Stats Maintenance WILL NOT be activated based on above criteria.  12:05:57

         

         Extracting EXTRACT    Procedure  - USERID.SAMPLE01                     12:05:57

         

         Real Time Object Selection (RTOS) for USERID.SAMPLE01  - Started       12:05:57
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         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:05:57

         OBJECT SELECTION SUBSYSTEM ==> DTGP  MODE ==> A (N)ame or (A)ction Oriented

          Maint. Action ==> R (R)eorganization / Rebuild, (S)tatistics,

          (Primary goal)      (F)ull Image Copy, (I)ncr Image Copy, Image (C)opy

                              User (D)efined Action, Other: *(U)pdate, *(E)xplode

                                                 * = These options show below screen

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:05:57

         SELECTION CRITERIA - Reorg -

         Extract Object Conditions (like Action Conditions) . .  ==> A (Al/Ts/Ix/U/E)

         Display object level detail for above conditions   . .  ==> A (All/Totals)

         Exclude objects based on this additional criteria:

           Add EQF predicate to include only a subset of objects ==> N          (S/Y)

           Use DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL to exclude objects . . . . . .  ==> A (A/Ts/Ix/Xt/N)

           Exclude objects greater than this size => 999999999999999 N (Row/Trk/Pg/N)

           Exclude objects less than this size    => 30              T (Row/Trk/Pg/N)

           Exclude objects related to volatile tables . . . . .  ==> N (Yes/No)

           Display object level detail for above excludes . . .  ==> A (All/Totals)

         

         AUTO SELECTION OPTIONS

         Adjust remaining objects after above criteria is applied to:

           Promote to all (Tbls/Ixs) when any part is selected   ==> N (All/No)

           Promote to a TS auto-build when any TS is selected .  ==> N (Yes/No)

           Promote to a TS auto-build when any IX is selected .  ==> N (Yes/No)

           Promote to a DB auto-build when any TS/IX is selected ==> N (Yes/No)

           Display object(s) causing promotion  . . . . . . . .  ==> A (All/Totals)

         

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:05:57

[1]      OBJECT SELECTION PROFILES tied to Extract Procedure SAMPLE01

         

          Name: OSP_PTDB   Creator: USERID    Desc: LIMIT SELECTION PTDB DB

          Details: I - DB: PTDB      TS:

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:05:57

         Extract Object Conditions (EOC) defined are as follows:

         (0400) (TS) Status:AREO*,REORP                  ;

         (0113) (TS) RTS DSNACCOX too many extents       >  254

         (0426) (TS) RTS reorg number of active pages    IS NULL

         (0427) (TS) RTS reorg perc ins since last reorg > 25 AND REORGINSERTS > 0

         (0428) (TS) RTS reorg perc del since last reorg > 25 AND REORGDELETES > 0

         (0189) (TS) RTS reorg (and load) has not run    IS NULL)

         (0120) (TS) RTS reorg percent of unclustered    >   10

         (0121) (TS) RTS reorg percent of disorg LOBs    >   10

         (0122) (TS) RTS reorg percent of overflow recs  >   10

         (0123) (TS) RTS reorg number of mass deletes    >    0

         (0437) (TS) RTS reorg PBG HASH IX ents ratio    >   15 AND TS.PARTITIONS = 1

         (0438) (TS) RTS reorg PBR HASH IX ents ratio    >   15

         (0403) (IX) Status:AREO*,ARBDP,RBDP,RBDP*,PSRBD ;

         (0114) (IX) RTS DSNACCOX too many extents       >  254

         (0418) (IX) RTS reorg number of active pages    IS NULL

         (0419) (IX) RTS reorg perc ins since last reorg > 30 AND REORGINSERTS > 0

         (0420) (IX) RTS reorg perc del since last reorg > 30 AND REORGDELETES > 0

         (0190) (IX) RTS reorg (and rebuild) has not run IS NULL)

         (0126) (IX) RTS perc app ins since last reorg   >   10
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         (0127) (IX) RTS reorg percent of pseudo-delete  >   10

         (0128) (IX) RTS reorg number of mass deletes    >    0

         (0129) (IX) RTS reorg percent of IX page split  >   10

         (0130) (IX) RTS reorg num of levels in IX tree  >    0

         

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:05:57

         ...

         ...

         ...

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:05:57

         Defining global temp table and indexes for RTOS processing             12:05:57

          Created table SESSION.RAOS_PROC_1105 in UNICODE NOT LOGGED            12:05:57

          Created index based on TS IDs  (i.e. DBID, PSID, other TS data)       12:05:58

          Created index based on IX IDs  (i.e. DBID, ISOBID, other IX data)     12:05:58

          Created index based on names   (i.e. DBNAME, SPACENAME)               12:05:58

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:05:58

         

         (0113) (TS) RTS DSNACCOX too many extents       >  254                 12:05:58

         

                   0 objects processed for: (TS) RTS DSNACCOX too many extents

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:05:59

         

         

         (0426) (TS) RTS reorg number of active pages    IS NULL                12:05:59

         

                   0 objects processed for: (TS) RTS reorg number of active pages

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:05:59

         

         

         (0427) (TS) RTS reorg perc ins since last reorg > 25 AND REORGINSERTS > 0

           RTOS message related abbreviations: DI=DBID, PI=PSID, IN=INSTANCE

         TABLESPACE - PTDB.PTITLOG2                   DI= 00280,PI=00002,IN=1,  12:05:59

         TABLESPACE - PTDB.PDTDR18A.0001 (A001)       DI= 00280,PI=01010,IN=1,  12:05:59

         TABLESPACE - PTDB.ALOGFILE                   DI= 00280,PI=00034,IN=1,  12:05:59 

         ...

         ...

         ...

         TABLESPACE - PTDB.PTITSLA9                   DI= 00280,PI=01057,IN=1,  12:06:07

         

                  97 objects processed for: (TS) RTS reorg perc ins since last reorg

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:06:07

         

         

         (0428) (TS) RTS reorg perc del since last reorg > 25 AND REORGDELETES > 0

           RTOS message related abbreviations: DI=DBID, PI=PSID, IN=INSTANCE

         TABLESPACE - PTDB.PTITLOG2                   DI= 00280,PI=00002,IN=1,  12:06:07

         TABLESPACE - PTDB.PTITSBP2                   DI= 00280,PI=00007,IN=1,  12:06:08

         ...

         ...

         ...

         TABLESPACE - PTDB.PTITSLA9                   DI= 00280,PI=01057,IN=1,  12:06:10

         

                  76 objects processed for: (TS) RTS reorg perc del since last reorg
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         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:06:10

         

         

         (0189) (TS) RTS reorg (and load) has not run    IS NULL)               12:06:10

         

                   0 objects processed for: (TS) RTS reorg (and load) has not run

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:06:10

         

         

         (0120) (TS) RTS reorg percent of unclustered    >   10                 12:06:10

           RTOS message related abbreviations: DI=DBID, PI=PSID, IN=INSTANCE

         TABLESPACE - PTDB.PTITLOG2                   DI= 00280,PI=00002,IN=1,  12:06:10

         TABLESPACE - PTDB.PTG700TS.0001 (A001)       DI= 00280,PI=00012,IN=1,  12:06:10

         ...

         ...

         ...

         TABLESPACE - PTDB.PTITSLA9                   DI= 00280,PI=01057,IN=1,  12:06:11

         

                  25 objects processed for: (TS) RTS reorg percent of unclustered

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:06:11

         

         

         (0121) (TS) RTS reorg percent of disorg LOBs    >   10                 12:06:11

         

                   0 objects processed for: (TS) RTS reorg percent of disorg LOBs

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:06:11

         

         

         (0122) (TS) RTS reorg percent of overflow recs  >   10                 12:06:11

         

                   0 objects processed for: (TS) RTS reorg percent of overflow recs

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:06:11

         

         

         (0123) (TS) RTS reorg number of mass deletes    >    0                 12:06:11

           RTOS message related abbreviations: DI=DBID, PI=PSID, IN=INSTANCE

         TABLESPACE - PTDB.PTITSPA9                   DI= 00280,PI=00164,IN=1,  12:06:11

         TABLESPACE - PTDB.PTITSRAD                   DI= 00280,PI=00176,IN=1,  12:06:11

         ...

         ...

         ...

         TABLESPACE - PTDB.PTRFU200                   DI= 00280,PI=00905,IN=1,  12:06:11

         

                  13 objects processed for: (TS) RTS reorg number of mass deletes

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:06:11

         

         

         (0437) (TS) RTS reorg PBG HASH IX ents ratio    >   15 AND TS.PARTITIONS = 1

         

                   0 objects processed for: (TS) RTS reorg PBG HASH IX ents ratio

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:06:11
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         (0438) (TS) RTS reorg PBR HASH IX ents ratio    >   15                 12:06:11

         

                   0 objects processed for: (TS) RTS reorg PBR HASH IX ents ratio

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:06:11

         

         

         (0114) (IX) RTS DSNACCOX too many extents       >  254                 12:06:12

         

                   0 objects processed for: (IX) RTS DSNACCOX too many extents

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:06:12

         

         

         (0418) (IX) RTS reorg number of active pages    IS NULL                12:06:12

         

                   0 objects processed for: (IX) RTS reorg number of active pages

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:06:12

         

         

         (0419) (IX) RTS reorg perc ins since last reorg > 30 AND REORGINSERTS > 0

           RTOS message related abbreviations: DI=DBID, II=ISOBID, IN=INSTANCE

         INDEX - PTI.PTLOG_MAIN_1500                  DI= 00280,II=00005,IN=1,  12:06:13

         INDEX - PTI.BPLOG_0203_INDEX                 DI= 00280,II=00010,IN=1,  12:06:13

         ...

         ...

         ...

         INDEX - PTI.XPSL1053                         DI= 00280,II=01104,IN=1,  12:06:20

         

                 128 objects processed for: (IX) RTS reorg perc ins since last reorg

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:06:20

         

         

         (0420) (IX) RTS reorg perc del since last reorg > 30 AND REORGDELETES > 0

           RTOS message related abbreviations: DI=DBID, II=ISOBID, IN=INSTANCE

         INDEX - PTI.PTLOG_MAIN_1500                  DI= 00280,II=00005,IN=1,  12:06:20

         INDEX - PTI.BPLOG_0203_INDEX                 DI= 00280,II=00010,IN=1,  12:06:20

         ...

         ...

         ...

         INDEX - PTI.XPSL1053                         DI= 00280,II=01104,IN=1,  12:06:25

         

                  92 objects processed for: (IX) RTS reorg perc del since last reorg

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:06:25

         

         

         (0190) (IX) RTS reorg (and rebuild) has not run IS NULL)               12:06:26

         

                   0 objects processed for: (IX) RTS reorg (and rebuild) has not run

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:06:26

         

         

         (0126) (IX) RTS perc app ins since last reorg   >   10                 12:06:26

           RTOS message related abbreviations: DI=DBID, II=ISOBID, IN=INSTANCE

         INDEX - PTI.PTGL700_RESTART2X1               DI= 00280,II=00026,IN=1,  12:06:26
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         INDEX - PTI.PTGL700_RESTART4X1               DI= 00280,II=00030,IN=1,  12:06:26

         ...

         ...

         ...

         INDEX - PTI.XPSL1053                         DI= 00280,II=01104,IN=1,  12:06:30

         

                  63 objects processed for: (IX) RTS perc app ins since last reorg

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:06:30

         

         

         (0127) (IX) RTS reorg percent of pseudo-delete  >   10                 12:06:31

           RTOS message related abbreviations: DI=DBID, II=ISOBID, IN=INSTANCE

         INDEX - PTI.PTGL700_RESTART_X1               DI= 00280,II=00024,IN=1,  12:06:31

         INDEX - PTI.PTGL700_RESTART2X1               DI= 00280,II=00026,IN=1,  12:06:31

         ...

         ...

         ...

         INDEX - PTI.PTPLA_DOT_SYSCO:0+               DI= 00280,II=01088,IN=1,  12:06:32

         

                  16 objects processed for: (IX) RTS reorg percent of pseudo-delete

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:06:32

         

         

         (0128) (IX) RTS reorg number of mass deletes    >    0                 12:06:32

         

                   0 objects processed for: (IX) RTS reorg number of mass deletes

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:06:32

         

         

         (0129) (IX) RTS reorg percent of IX page split  >   10                 12:06:32

           RTOS message related abbreviations: DI=DBID, II=ISOBID, IN=INSTANCE

         INDEX - PTI.BPLOG_0203_INDEX                 DI= 00280,II=00010,IN=1,  12:06:32

         INDEX - PTI.PTGL500_IX_0001                  DI= 00280,II=00546,IN=1,  12:06:32

         ...

         ...

         ...

         INDEX - PTI.URA_IX3_TBS_1                    DI= 00280,II=00684,IN=1,  12:06:34

         

                  21 objects processed for: (IX) RTS reorg percent of IX page split

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:06:34

         

         

         (0130) (IX) RTS reorg num of levels in IX tree  >    0                 12:06:34

           RTOS message related abbreviations: DI=DBID, II=ISOBID, IN=INSTANCE

         INDEX - PTI.PTLOG_CATIX_1105                 DI= 00280,II=00572,IN=1,  12:06:34

         INDEX - PTI.PTLOG_RDAMIX_1105                DI= 00280,II=00574,IN=1,  12:06:34

         ...

         ...

         ...

         INDEX - PTI.RAOS_CTVAP_IX_1:0+               DI= 00280,II=01096,IN=1,  12:06:35

         

                  22 objects processed for: (IX) RTS reorg num of levels in IX tree

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:06:35
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         (0400) (TS) Status:AREO*,REORP                  ;                      12:06:35

         Informational warning: A DB2 status checking condition was requested and

         no predicates were provided explicitly or via a #INCLUDE <model member>.

         Processing make take some time for all objects on the DB2 subsystem.   12:06:35

         (0400) (TS) Status:AREO*,REORP                  ;                      12:06:35

           RTOS message related abbreviations: DI=DBID, PI=PSID, IN=INSTANCE

         TABLESPACE - PTDB.PTITSANA                   DI= 00280,PI=00082,IN=1,  12:06:35

         TABLESPACE - PTDB.PTITSMG2                   DI= 00280,PI=00136,IN=1,  12:06:36

         TABLESPACE - PTDB.PTITSSDF                   DI= 00280,PI=00238,IN=1,  12:06:36

         

                   3 objects processed for: (TS) Status:AREO*,REORP

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:06:36

         

         

         (0403) (IX) Status:AREO*,ARBDP,RBDP,RBDP*,PSRBD ;                      12:06:36

         Informational warning: A DB2 status checking condition was requested and

         no predicates were provided explicitly or via a #INCLUDE <model member>.

         Processing make take some time for all objects on the DB2 subsystem.   12:06:36

         (0403) (IX) Status:AREO*,ARBDP,RBDP,RBDP*,PSRBD ;                      12:06:36

         

                   0 objects processed for: (IX) Status:AREO*,ARBDP,RBDP,RBDP*,PSRBD

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:06:37

         

         

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:06:37

         SELECTION CRITERIA - Reorg -

         Extract Object Conditions (like Action Conditions) . .  ==> A (Al/Ts/Ix/U/E)

         

                 556 total objects for all conditions (note: some may be duplicates)

         ====================================================================== 12:06:37

         

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:06:37

         Exclude objects based on this additional criteria:

           Use DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL to exclude objects . . . . . .  ==> A (A/Ts/Ix/Xt/N)

         

                   0 total TS DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL exceptions processed

         

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:06:37

         Exclude objects based on this additional criteria:

           Use DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL to exclude objects . . . . . .  ==> A (A/Ts/Ix/Xt/N)

         

                   0 total IX DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL exceptions processed

         

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:06:37

         Exclude objects based on this additional criteria:

           Use DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL to exclude objects . . . . . .  ==> A (A/Ts/Ix/Xt/N)

         

                   0 total XT DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL exceptions processed

         

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:06:37

         Exclude objects based on this additional criteria:
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           Exclude objects less than this size    => 30              T (Row/Trk/Pg/N)

         

           RTOS message related abbreviations: DI=DBID, II=ISOBID, IN=INSTANCE

         INDEX - PTI.PTGL700_RESTART_X1               DI= 00280,II=00024,IN=1,  12:06:37

         INDEX - PTI.PTGL700_RESTART4X1               DI= 00280,II=00030,IN=1,  12:06:37

         ...

         ...

         ...

         TABLESPACE - PTDB.PDTDT18A.0001 (A001)       DI= 00280,PI=01015,IN=1,  12:06:37

         

                 101 total less than size exceptions processed

         

         

         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 12:06:37

         Exclude objects based on this additional criteria:

         

                   0 total EQF predicate exceptions processed

                   0 total TS DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL exceptions processed

                   0 total IX DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL exceptions processed

                   0 total XT DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL exceptions processed

                   0 total greater than size exceptions processed

                 101 total less than size exceptions processed

                   0 total TS volatile table exceptions processed

                   0 total IX volatile table exceptions processed

         

                 101 total of all exclude exceptions processed

         ====================================================================== 12:06:37

         

         

         ====================================================================== 12:06:37

         OVERALL SUMMARY of results for Real Time Object Selection (RTOS) processing:

         

                 143 object definition rows DELETEd that were previously defined

         

                 143 object definition rows INSERTed via Real Time Object Selection

         

         These objects will be displayed in the "Extracting Catalog information"

         section below.  They can also be viewed later using the online PDA inter-

         face via the "Extract Procedures" option.  Use the (E)xplode line command

         next to the Extract name or the EXPlode command within the Extract Build

         screen.  Note: The OVERALL SUMMARY count may be higher as it may include

         table level selects where as condition counts are at the tablespace level.

         ====================================================================== 12:06:37

         

         Verifiying RTOS object definition rows                                 12:06:37

          All rows passed verification processing                               12:06:37

         

         Real Time Object Selection (RTOS) for USERID.SAMPLE01  - Ended         12:06:38

         ====================================================================== 12:06:38

         

         Region Available: Below .......6,324K (2)  Above ...1,039,708K (2)     12:06:38

         

         EXTRACT    Procedure - USERID.SAMPLE01  processed - Subsystem - DTGP   12:06:38
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             Column stats: N   Auto-Catalog Update: NO                          12:06:38

             Job Generation parms:                                              12:06:38

             NONE                                                               12:06:38

         Extracting Catalog information - Subsystem - DTGP                      12:06:38

[2]          ==> Level: SELECT   - Database=PTDB,     Tablespace=ALOGFILE       12:06:38

                 ==> Selecting TABLE      - PTI.ALOGFILE                        12:06:38

         

             ==> Level: SELECT   - Index=PTI.ALOGFILE                           12:06:38

         

             ==> Level: SELECT   - Database=PTDB,     Tablespace=ALOGRANE       12:06:38

                 ==> Selecting TABLE      - PTI.ALOGRANGE_1700                  12:06:38

         

             ==> Level: SELECT   - Index=PTI.ALOGRANGE_1700                     12:06:38

         

             ==> Level: SELECT   - Index=PTI.ALOGRDBTS_1700                     12:06:38

         ...

         ...

         ...

             ==> Level: SELECT   - Database=PTDB,     Tablespace=PTTSUTL7       12:06:40

                 ==> Selecting TABLE      - PTI.RAUT_HIST_1105                  12:06:40

         

             ==> Level: SELECT   - Index=PTI.RAUT_HIST_IX_1105                  12:06:40

         

         Catalog Extract consolidation complete                                 12:06:40

         

         Region usage for DB2 catalog information and statistics gathering:     12:06:40

         (Additional volume related storage obtained later)                     12:06:40

            Object type      Region used   Count (all parts)                    12:06:40

            --------------   -----------   -----------------                    12:06:40

            Tablespace              111K                  80                    12:06:40

             Table                  119K                  97                    12:06:40

              Column                  5K                   8                    12:06:40

               Frequency              0K                   0                    12:06:40

               Cardinality            0K                   0                    12:06:40

              Index                 207K                 108                    12:06:40

               Key Column            51K                 409                    12:06:40

            TOTAL                   493K                                        12:06:40

         

         Region Available: Below .......6,436K (3)  Above ...1,040,448K (8)     12:06:40

         

         ACTION   Procedure - USERID.AP_RO     processed - Subsystem - DTGP     12:06:40

           Model library name: 'HLVLQLF.RD200.DEV.CDBAMDL'                      12:06:40

           DB2 step JCL model: MJUTLGL           Immediate Message: N           12:06:40

           Utility code(s)   : RO      MJUTLROO  TSN,OBT,PRT                    12:06:40

         

         Final Job Generation parms:                                            12:06:40

         NONE                                                                   12:06:40

      

[3]      Collection of data statistics Started  - Subsystem - DTGP              12:06:40

         Access: V/EXCP    Buffers: 0360   Scans: 0010  Scantype: REGULAR       12:06:40

         EXCP buffering will be optimized at 1 cylinder (180 4K DASD pages)     12:06:40

         

         6 zIIP processors currently online
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         Activating zIIP services

         

         DTGP was identified as being part of a data sharing group (DB2: 1210)  12:06:40

         DT11 was identified as being part of a data sharing group (DB2: 1210)  12:06:40

         

         -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

         Collection Object Type Abbreviation Legend:

         

         AX - LOB Auxiliary Index              UG - UTS Partition By Growth

         HG - UTS Partition By Growth - Hash   UR - UTS Partition By Range

         HR - UTS Partition By Range - Hash    XD - DPSI Index

         LS - LOB Tablespace                   XE - Index on Expression

         NE - NPI Index on Expression          XN - XML Nodeid Index

         NN - NPI XML Nodeid Index             XP - Partitioning Index

         NV - NPI XML Values Index             XS - XML Tablespace

         N2 - NPI Index                        XV - XML Values Index

         TS - Classic Tablespace               X2 - Regular Index

         -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

         

         IDCAMS LISTCAT processing has been optimized for increased performance 12:06:40

         Collection of LS - PTDB.PTITSMGF                    - Started          12:06:41

         Collection of TS - PTDB.ALOGFILE                    - Started          12:06:41

         Collection of LS - PTDB.PTITSMGF                    - Ended            12:06:41

         Collection of TS - PTDB.ALOGRANE                    - Started          12:06:41

         Collection of TS - PTDB.ALOGFILE                    - Ended            12:06:41 

         ...

         ...

         ...

         Collection of X2 - PTI.RAFQ_IX2_1105                - Ended            12:06:55

         Collection of X2 - PTI.PTLOG_MAIN_1500              - Ended            12:07:24

         Collection of X2 - PTI.RAOS_CTVAP_IX_1:0+           - Ended            12:07:51

         

         zIIP Statistics for Current Step

         Statistics reflect only zIIP enabled subtasks:

         Total TCB CPU Used............... 0.637267

         Total SRB CPU Used............... 14.628730

         CPU zIIP eligible on zIIP........ 14.534450

         CPU zIIP eligible on CP.......... 0.093400

         CPU zIIP eligible total.......... 14.627889

         

         Subtasks zIIP enabled.............115                                  12:07:51

         - Tablespace ......................56                                  12:07:51

         - Index ...........................59                                  12:07:51

         Subtasks not zIIP enabled...........1                                  12:07:51

         - LOB or XML tablespace ............1 (LS, XS)                         12:07:51

         

         CPs:    4  zIIPs:    6  SCANs:   10 specified,    8.2 averaged,   10 reached

         Collection of data statistics Ended    - Subsystem - DTGP              12:07:51

         Timestamp used to insert PDA history: 20xx-11-21-12.06.40.000000       12:07:51

         

         Optional Action Condition tables found: RAAACTB1                       12:07:51

         Testing of table conditions is turned ON                               12:07:51

         Automatic Index Reorg Suppression is ENABLED                           12:07:51
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         Analysis on determining source for setting space related automatic symbolics

           Parmlib indicates: SPACE_SYM_SOURCE(AUTO_PDA)

           Source will be from either PDA (if rows exist) or DB2 catalog tables

             based on action condition types found: None - unconditional option in use

      

[4]      Action Processing Started                                              12:07:51

      

         -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

         Action Condition Results Legend

         

         Sets of AND/OR conditions that are typically SQL based (some pgm based)

           SELECTED:  The object type (TS/IX) matched the condition (TS/TSP/IX/IXP)

                      so the condition was tested and passed.  Applicable Utility

                      Codes and associated models will be evaluated and processed.

           REJECT-1:  The object type does not apply to this condition (a: TS object

                      but IX condition, b: IX object and TS condition)

           REJECT-1C: The cross condition was not tested because when selected for

                      cross, the condition does not apply to the object type. (IX

                      Clustered percent condition and IX object instead of TS object)

           REJECT-2:  The object type (TS/IX) matched the condition (TS/TSP/IX/IXP)

                      so the condition was tested but failed.

         

         Unconditional processing

          Unconditional: This type of condition is not evaluated. Applicable Utility

                     Codes and associated models will be evaluated and processed.

                     Message indication: "Warning - unconditional action invoked"

         

         Stand alone conditions that are not evaluated with the remaining set of

         AND/OR conditions. A failed test will stop action condition evaluation.

          SELECT-0:  The object type (TS/IX) matched the condition type (TS/IX) so

                     the condition was tested and passed.  If there are no other

                     conditions to be evaluated then this condition is treated as

                     unconditional with a message indicating that.  This condition

                     is not part of AND/OR condition type logic evaluation.

          REJECT-0:  The object type (TS/IX) matched the condition (TS/IX) so the

                     condition was tested and failed. Object evaluation is stopped.

         -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

         

         Tablespace - PTDB    .ALOGFILE      - Selected                         12:07:51

           Processing Action - USERID .AP_RO                                    12:07:51

              ==> Warning - unconditional action invoked                        12:07:51

         

         Index      - PTI.ALOGFILE - Selected                                   12:07:51

           Processing Action - USERID.AP_RO                                     12:07:51

              ==> Warning - unconditional action invoked                        12:07:51

           NOTE: REORG INDEX action JCL will be suppressed for qualifying indexes.

                 For more information about Automatic Index Reorg Suppression

                 please refer to the PDA documentation and the PDA parmlib

                 keyword DISABLE_AUTO_IX_RO_SUPP.

                 This informational message is only generated once per execution.

         

         Tablespace - PTDB.ALOGRANE - Selected                                  12:07:51
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           Processing Action - USERID.AP_RO                                     12:07:51

              ==> Warning - unconditional action invoked                        12:07:51

         

         Index      - PTI.ALOGRANGE_1700 - Selected                             12:07:51

           Processing Action - USERID.AP_RO                                     12:07:51

              ==> Warning - unconditional action invoked                        12:07:51

         

         Index      - PTI.ALOGRDBTS_1700 - Selected                             12:07:51

           Processing Action - USERID.AP_RO                                     12:07:51

              ==> Warning - unconditional action invoked                        12:07:51

         

         Index      - PTI.ALOGRKEY_1700 - Selected                              12:07:51

           Processing Action - USERID.AP_RO                                     12:07:51

              ==> Warning - unconditional action invoked                        12:07:51

         

         Tablespace - PTDB.ALOGSTRT - Selected                                  12:07:51

           Processing Action - USERID.AP_RO                                     12:07:51

              ==> Warning - unconditional action invoked                        12:07:51

         ...

         ...

         ...

         Tablespace - PTDB.PTTSUTL7 - Selected                                  12:07:53

           Processing Action - USERID.AP_RO                                     12:07:53

              ==> Warning - unconditional action invoked                        12:07:53

         

         Index      - PTI.RAUT_HIST_IX_1105 - Selected                          12:07:53

           Processing Action - USERID.AP_RO                                     12:07:53

              ==> Warning - unconditional action invoked                        12:07:53

      

[5]      Action Job Stream created =>                                           12:07:53

            DSN ==> PDA.USERID.GEN.JCL(TEST1)                                   12:07:53

         Action Processing Ended                                                12:07:53

         

         

                                   Abbreviated Name Dictionary (AND)

          

         Abbreviated (AN)    Full Name (FN)

         ------------------  --------------------------------------------------------

         PTPLA_DOT_DATA_:0+  PTPLA_DOT_DATA_0101

         PTPLA_DOT_DATA_:1+  PTPLA_DOT_DATA_0102

         PTPLA_DOT_SYSCO:0+  PTPLA_DOT_SYSCOLUMNS_0100

         PTPLA_DOT_SYSCO:1+  PTPLA_DOT_SYSCOLUMNS_0101

         PTPLA_DOT_SYSCO:2+  PTPLA_DOT_SYSCOLUMNS_0102

         PTPLA_DOT_SYSCO:3+  PTPLA_DOT_SYSCOLUMNSIX_0102

         RAOS_CTVAP_IX_1:0+  RAOS_CTVAP_IX_1_2000

         Execution Processing complete                                          12:07:53

Review Extract Procedure Generated Action JCL
Review the sample action JCL generated after submission of an extract procedure to familiarize yourself with the
processing of extract procedures.
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The following illustration shows an action JCL generated based on the submission results (PTIMSG message file)
described in Review Extract Procedure Submission Results. The location of the action JCL is specified by the DSN
specified at the bottom of the submission results below Action Job Stream Created.

Review the section [*] which illustrates the action stream JCL generated for the reorganization:

In this example, the action JCL is generated for a REORG based on the default model member MJUTLROO in the action
procedure.

         //PDAUTIL  JOB CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A                                               

         //* RO       HIGHLVL.RD200.PRD.CDBAMDL(MJUTLROO) USERID                        

         //UTIL0001  EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='DTGP'                          

         //STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DSNDTGP.PRIVATE.SDSNEXIT                             

         //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DB2.DB2C10.SDSNLOAD                                  

         //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                                  00040004

         //UTPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                                  00050004

         //*--------------------------- WARNING WARNING ------------------------ 00020000

         //*  This is a functionally working model but is provided as a sample   00030000

         //*  model to be used with PDA RO Utility Code processing.  The user    00040000

         //*  can use it for initial testing BUT THIS MODEL NEEDS TO BE COPIED   00050000

         //*  INTO ANOTHER MEMBER.  This sample model can and will likely be     00060000

         //*  changed for PDA maintenance and with new releases.  This is why    00070000

         //*  it is important for the user to copy it.  Also see the PDA         00080000

         //*  install customization text for the topic related to this:          00090000

         //*     "- Model library conventions and conversion utility"            00100000

         //*  This text would have been reviewed by the installer of PDA. The    00110000

         //*  ISPF skeleton is located in HIGHLVL.SPFSLIB(PDACUST).              00120000

         //*--------------------------- WARNING WARNING ------------------------ 00130000

         //*                                                                     00140000

         //*  IBM Online Reorg model MJUTLROO - Util Code RO                             

         //*  Generated on 20xx/11/21 at 12:07:51 by USERID                             

         //SYSREC   DD  DSN=USERID.ALOGFILE.REORG.D221121.I001,                         

         //             UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,KEEP),                                         

         //             SPACE=(CYL,(9,20))                                               

         //CPYA0001  DD DSN=USERID.PTDB.ALOGFILE.A001.D3251207,                         

         // UNIT=TAPE,LABEL=(0001,SL),DISP=(,CATLG),                                     

         // VOL=(,RETAIN)                                                                

         //SYSIN  DD  *                                                                  

           EXEC SQL                                                              02520000

             CREATE TABLESPACE M33ALOGF                                                  

                    IN PTDB                                                              

                    USING STOGROUP PTSG                                                  

                          PRIQTY -1                                                      

                          SECQTY -1                                                      

                          ERASE NO                                               02680000

                    MAXPARTITIONS 1                                              02710011

                    SEGSIZE 4                                                    02730000

                    BUFFERPOOL BP0                                               02740000

                    LOCKSIZE ANY                                                 02750000

                    LOCKMAX SYSTEM                                               02760000

                    LOCKPART NO                                                  02770000

                    CLOSE NO                                                     02780000

                    CCSID EBCDIC;                                                02790000

           ENDEXEC                                                               02800000
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           EXEC SQL                                                              02850000

             CREATE TABLE MTPTDBALOGFILE                                                 

               (TYPE         CHAR( 01 ) NOT NULL,                                02870000

                SOURCE_RID   CHAR( 05 ) NOT NULL,                                02880000

                TARGET_XRID  CHAR( 09 ) NOT NULL,                                02890000

                LRSN         CHAR( 10 ) NOT NULL)                                02930011

              IN PTDB.M33ALOGF                                                           

              CCSID EBCDIC                                                       02960000

           ENDEXEC                                                               02970000

           EXEC SQL                                                              02980000

               CREATE UNIQUE INDEX MIPTDBALOGFILE                                        

                ON MTPTDBALOGFILE                                                        

                 (SOURCE_RID ASC,                                                03010000

                  TYPE,                                                          03020000

                  TARGET_XRID,                                                   03030000

                  LRSN)                                                          03040000

                USING STOGROUP PTSG                                                      

                PRIQTY -1                                                        03060014

                SECQTY -1                                                        03070014

                ERASE NO                                                         03080000

                BUFFERPOOL BP0                                                   03090000

                CLOSE NO                                                         03100000

           ENDEXEC                                                               03110000

[*]        REORG TABLESPACE PTDB.ALOGFILE                                                

                 SHRLEVEL CHANGE                                                 03210000

                 SORTDEVT SYSDA                                                          

                 SORTNUM  4                                                              

                 COPYDDN(CPYA0001)                                                       

                 KEEPDICTIONARY                                                          

                 MAPPINGTABLE MTPTDBALOGFILE                                             

           EXEC SQL                                                              03370000

               DROP TABLESPACE PTDB.M33ALOGF                                             

           ENDEXEC                                                               03390000

         //* RO       HIGHLVL.RD200.PRD.CDBAMDL(MJUTLROO) USERID                        

         //UTIL0002  EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='DTGP'                          

         //STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DSNDTGP.PRIVATE.SDSNEXIT                             

         //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DB2.DB2C10.SDSNLOAD                                  

         //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                                  00040004

         //UTPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                                  00050004

         //*--------------------------- WARNING WARNING ------------------------ 00020000

         //*  This is a functionally working model but is provided as a sample   00030000

         //*  model to be used with PDA RO Utility Code processing.  The user    00040000

         //*  can use it for initial testing BUT THIS MODEL NEEDS TO BE COPIED   00050000

         //*  INTO ANOTHER MEMBER.  This sample model can and will likely be     00060000

         //*  changed for PDA maintenance and with new releases.  This is why    00070000

         //*  it is important for the user to copy it.  Also see the PDA         00080000

         //*  install customization text for the topic related to this:          00090000

         //*     "- Model library conventions and conversion utility"            00100000

         //*  This text would have been reviewed by the installer of PDA. The    00110000

         //*  ISPF skeleton is located in HIGHLVL.SPFSLIB(PDACUST).              00120000

         //*--------------------------- WARNING WARNING ------------------------ 00130000

         //*                                                                     00140000

         //*  IBM Online Reorg model MJUTLROO - Util Code RO                             
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         //*  Generated on 20xx/11/21 at 12:07:51 by USERID                             

         //SYSREC   DD  DSN=USERID.ALOGRANE.REORG.D221121.I002,                         

         //             UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,KEEP),                                         

         //             SPACE=(CYL,(7,20))                                               

         //CPYA0002  DD DSN=USERID.PTDB.ALOGRANE.A001.D3251207,                         

         // UNIT=TAPE,LABEL=(0002,SL),DISP=(,CATLG),                                     

         // VOL=(,RETAIN,REF=*.UTIL0001.CPYA0001)                                        

         //SYSIN  DD  *                                                                  

           EXEC SQL                                                              02520000

             CREATE TABLESPACE M35ALOGR                                                  

                    IN PTDB                                                              

                    USING STOGROUP PTSG                                                  

                          PRIQTY -1                                                      

                          SECQTY -1                                                      

                          ERASE NO                                               02680000

                    MAXPARTITIONS 1                                              02710011

                    SEGSIZE 4                                                    02730000

                    BUFFERPOOL BP0                                               02740000

                    LOCKSIZE ANY                                                 02750000

                    LOCKMAX SYSTEM                                               02760000

                    LOCKPART NO                                                  02770000

                    CLOSE NO                                                     02780000

                    CCSID EBCDIC;                                                02790000

           ENDEXEC                                                               02800000

           EXEC SQL                                                              02850000

             CREATE TABLE MTPTDBALOGRANE                                                 

               (TYPE         CHAR( 01 ) NOT NULL,                                02870000

                SOURCE_RID   CHAR( 05 ) NOT NULL,                                02880000

                TARGET_XRID  CHAR( 09 ) NOT NULL,                                02890000

                LRSN         CHAR( 10 ) NOT NULL)                                02930011

              IN PTDB.M35ALOGR                                                           

              CCSID EBCDIC                                                       02960000

           ENDEXEC                                                               02970000

           EXEC SQL                                                              02980000

               CREATE UNIQUE INDEX MIPTDBALOGRANE                                        

                ON MTPTDBALOGRANE                                                        

                 (SOURCE_RID ASC,                                                03010000

                  TYPE,                                                          03020000

                  TARGET_XRID,                                                   03030000

                  LRSN)                                                          03040000

                USING STOGROUP PTSG                                                      

                PRIQTY -1                                                        03060014

                SECQTY -1                                                        03070014

                ERASE NO                                                         03080000

                BUFFERPOOL BP0                                                   03090000

                CLOSE NO                                                         03100000

           ENDEXEC                                                               03110000

           REORG TABLESPACE PTDB.ALOGRANE                                                

                 SHRLEVEL CHANGE                                                 03210000

                 SORTDEVT SYSDA                                                          

                 SORTNUM  4                                                              

                 COPYDDN(CPYA0002)                                                       

                 KEEPDICTIONARY                                                          
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                 MAPPINGTABLE MTPTDBALOGRANE                                             

           EXEC SQL                                                              03370000

               DROP TABLESPACE PTDB.M35ALOGR                                             

           ENDEXEC                                                               03390000

         ....

         ....

         ....

Batch Processor Exits
Use exits to call the Batch Processor during batch processing to create reports and use other functions during a single
execution of Database Analyzer.

For example, you can call the Batch Processor to do the following tasks:

• Create reports on Database Analyzer statistics rows that were inserted by the current collection.
• Create reports on Db2 catalog rows that were updated during Database Analyzer collection (automatic catalog

update), stand-alone PDASTATS collection, or by a Broadcom utility.

NOTE
These exits are available only for batch processing.

You can use these exits without regenerating or changing the execution JCL. To enable the batch processor exits, edit
the BPEXIT_FUNCTION keyword and related BPEXIT_BPIOPT and BPEXIT_BPIIPT keywords in the PDA parmlib and
customize the models to enable this processing. The default models are DABPIO01 and DABPII01.

Example
--                                                                      

--                                     |BEG|COL|ACU|UC|AP|UCU|END|      

--      -------------------------------|---|---|---|--|--|---|---|      

--  1 - PDA Extract w/collections      | x | x | x |  |  |   | x |      

--      -------------------------------|---|---|---|--|--|---|---|      

--  2 - PDA Extract w/Action Procs     | x |   |   |  |x |   | x |      

--      -------------------------------|---|---|---|--|--|---|---|      

--  3 - PS Utility Code via Act Procs  | x | x |   |  |  |   | x |      

--      -------------------------------|---|---|---|--|--|---|---|      

--  4 - PS Utility Code via Act Procs  |   |   |   |  |  |   |   |      

--       w/Auto-Catalog Update         | x | x | x |  |  |   | x |      

--      -------------------------------|---|---|---|--|--|---|---|      

--  5 - UC Utility Code via Act Procs  | x |   |   |x |  |   | x |      

--      -------------------------------|---|---|---|--|--|---|---|      

--  6 - BRCM Utility w/COLLECT-PDASTATS|   |   |   |  |  |   |   |      

--      (via Database Analyze Services)| x | x |   |  |  |   | x |      

--      -------------------------------|---|---|---|--|--|---|---|      

--  7 - BRCM Utility w/UPDATE-CATSTATS |   |   |   |  |  |   |   |      

--      (via Database Analyze Services)| x |   |   |  |  | x | x |      

--      -------------------------------|---|---|---|--|--|---|---|      

--  8 - PDASTATS (similar to Extract)  | x | x |   |  |  |   | x |      

--      -------------------------------|---|---|---|--|--|---|---|      

--  9 - PDASTATS w/UPDATE-CATSTATS     | x | x | x |  |  |   | x |      

--      -------------------------------|---|---|---|--|--|---|---|
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NOTE
This functionally working model is provided as a sample, which you can use with Database Analyzer Batch
Processor exit processing. Copy this model into another member. The sample model can change with Database
Analyzer maintenance and with new releases. See Model JCL and Symbolic Variables for more information
about model library conventions and conversion utilities. The ISPF skeleton is in hlq.CDBASKL0(PDACUST).

Display Extract Procedure Information
You can view detailed information about extract procedures.

View the Objects in an Extract Procedure

Use the explode feature to view a detailed hierarchy of the objects that have been selected for an extract procedure.
Exploding a procedure lets you view all object selections from one panel. For example, if you collect statistics at the
database level (autobuild feature), you can view all tablespaces, tables, and indexspaces that will currently be accessed
when statistics are gathered for the database.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Extract Procedures from the main menu and press Enter.
The Extract Procedure Services panel appears.

2. Type E (Explode) next to an extract procedure. Press Enter.
The Extract Data List panel appears, showing the objects that have been selected for this extract procedure.

3. (Optional) Type E next to any Db2 object with an autobuild option LVL of ALL, ALLT, or ALLI. Press Enter.
The Exploded Data Selection panel appears. A complete hierarchy of all Db2 objects that are selected during the
autobuild phase of extract procedure execution displays.

NOTE
The results on this panel can vary based on whether you select objects by name or by action. If you select
objects by name, this panel shows the objects that are included every time that the procedure is executed.
If you select objects by action, this panel shows the objects that were included for the last execution. When
you select objects by action, the list of objects repopulates every time that you execute the procedure.

Display Previous Object Selections

You can display all objects that were previously selected or excluded in an extract procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Extract Procedures from the main menu and press Enter.
The Extract Procedure Services panel appears.

2. Enter U (Update) next to an extract procedure and press Enter.
The Build Extract Procedures panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:
a. Enter N (Name) in the MODE field. Press Enter.

The name fields appear below the MODE field.
b. Specify database selection criteria in the Database field. For example, type PTD% to specify any databases

beginning with PTD.
c. Specify any additional selection criteria in the remaining Object Selection fields. For example, type an asterisk (*) to

request all tablespaces.
Press Enter.
The Extract Data Selection panel appears. All previously selected or excluded objects (or both in
the requested database selection list) are shown, regardless of the level of detail requested. You
can press PF8 (Down) to page down and view previous selections.
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List Execution or Action Procedures Tied to an Extract Procedure

You can combine the report and the extract procedures into one procedure for execution. This section explains how to
determine whether an extract procedure is tied to any execution or action procedures.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Extract Procedures from the main menu and press Enter.
The Extract Procedure Services panel.

2. Complete either of the following steps:
– Type L next to the extract procedure and press Enter.

The List Execution Procedures panel appears, showing all execution procedures that are tied to the extract
procedure.

– Type A (Action List) next to an extract procedure that has Y (Yes) in the AP column. Press Enter.
The Extract / Action List panel appears, showing a current list of selected utilities or connected actions.

List the Prioritize Object Maintenance Profile Tied to an Extract Procedure

Use the List option to display the Prioritize Object Profile (POM profile) that is tied to an extract procedure. This option
provides an easy way to review the Prioritize Object Conditions (POCs) that the product applies when determining the
processing order of the JCL.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Extract Procedures from the main menu and press Enter.
The Extract Procedure Services panel appears.

2. Type M in the O (Option) field next to an extract procedure. Press Enter.
The Extract/Prioritize Object Maint List panel displays a list of the POM profiles that are tied to the procedure.

3. Type E (Explode) in the O (Option) field next to a POM profile. Press Enter.
The Build Prioritize Object Profile panel appears and lists all the Prioritize Object Conditions (POCs) that are assigned
to the POM profile.

Remove an Object from an Extract Procedure
Use the following steps to remove an object from an existing extract procedure:

1. Select Extract Procedures from the Database Analyzer Main Menu.
Press Enter.
The Extract Procedure Services panel appears.

2. Type E (Explode) next to an extract procedure. Press Enter.
The Extract Data List panel appears, showing the objects that have been selected for this extract procedure.

3. Type D (Delete) next to each object to delete and press Enter.
The L (Level) field for the deleted objects changes to D.

4. Press PF3 (End).
The Extract Procedure Services panel reappears.

About Collected Statistics
Different statistics are collected for each primary Db2 object type (tablespace, indexspace, and table).

To view the Db2 allocations across a whole volume, statistics are also collected at the storage volume level.

No statistics are collected for a database, because a Db2 database is only a logical collection of Db2 objects. However,
when you collect statistics at the database level, statistics are gathered for all tablespaces, indexspaces, and tables in that
database.
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NOTE
Db2 creates the ROSHARE OWNER object data sets with VSAM share options (1,3). For the product to access
ROSHARE OWNER object data sets, the database must be started as READ ONLY on all SSIDs or must be
stopped on the owner SSID.

All statistics are stored in the Database Analyzer internal Db2 statistic tables.

The collection results vary depending on the type of collection that you request, such as fast scan, space map scan, or
regular scan.

Tablespace Statistics

The following statistics are collected at the tablespace level:

• Storage that is allocated and used, number of extents that are used and remaining, and volumes. These statistics
are collected for implicit and explicit types of tablespaces in data sets created by stogroups or user-defined VSAM
tablespaces.

• Update distribution across the tablespace
• Distribution of dropped rows
• Distribution of large holes
• Distribution of free space across the tablespace pages and total free space available. Statistics are also available at

the table level when multiple tables are stored in a tablespace. An example is free space available across the table
• Free space summary statistics showing the total pages that are allocated and used, total free space, and total tables
• Row size analysis: smallest, average, and largest rows found
• Row size distribution (smallest, average, and largest). This distribution is compared to the space map and any variance

is highlighted
• Page recovery statistics detailing the total number of pages that are allocated, the row space, and the number of pages

that can be recovered by performing a REORG

Indexspace Statistics

The following statistics are collected at the indexspace level:

• Storage that is allocated and used, number of extents that are used and remaining, and volumes that are used for the
allocation

• Free space summary statistics detailing the total pages that are allocated and used, and total free space
• Distribution of free space across the indexspace pages
• Page analysis statistics detailing the total pages and number of leaf and non-leaf pages
• Clustering row statistics that show the clustering row distance
• Leaf distance statistics depicting leaf distance and average leaf distance

Table Statistics

The following statistics are collected at the table level:

• Table row analysis, including the total number of rows, percent of tablespace that is used, and number of relocated
rows. You can also view these statistics in detail to see the distribution of rows and relocated rows across the
tablespace

• Relocated row distance statistics that detail how far a row is from the original page

NOTE
This product does not collect column statistics on tables that contain field procedures.
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Volume Statistics

For each Db2 object residing on a volume, the actual primary and secondary allocations are collected with the number of
taken and remaining extents.

Column Statistics

The following statistics are collected for columns:

• Number of distinct values in the column
• Second highest and second lowest value of the column. The Db2 optimizer uses this information to determine access

paths
• The 10 most frequently occurring values for the first column in an index

RUNSTATS and Cardinality/Frequency Statistics Collection

You can use RUNSTATS to collect multi-column statistics for frequency and cardinality-based on the keywords KEYCARD
and FREQVAL . For example, consider an index with four columns (A,B,C,D) where the following RUNSTATS control cards
are applied:

RUNSTATS TABLESPACE database.ts TABLE ALL                                     

         INDEX ALL                                                            

                    KEYCARD                               <---- (A+B), (A+B+C)

                    FREQVAL NUMCOLS 1 COUNT 20            <---- (A)           

                    FREQVAL NUMCOLS 2 COUNT 20            <---- (A+B)         

                    FREQVAL NUMCOLS 3 COUNT 20            <---- (A+B+C)

The presence of keyword KEYCARD triggers a collection of multi-column statistics. By default, statistics are automatically
collected for FIRSTKEYCARD (A) and FULLKEYCARD (A+B+C+D). KEYCARD also tells the utility to collect statistics for
(A+B) and (A+B+C).

These statistics are put into SYSIBM.SYSCOLDIST and SYSIBM.SYSCOLDISTSTATS, with a TYPE column value of C.
This column differentiates these statistics from the frequency statistics that are also kept in those tables.

Keyword FREQVAL and its sub keywords NUMCOLS and COUNT tell RUNSTATS to collect specific single- and multi-column
frequency statistics:

• NUMCOLS specifies the number of concatenated index columns to use.
• COUNT specifies the number of most frequent values to collect.

As before, these rows of data are put into SYSIBM.SYSCOLDIST and SYSIBM.SYSCOLDISTSTATS. However, instead
of only the top 10 values for the first index column (the default when FREQVAL is not used), 60 rows are added in this
example, because the user requested the first three combinations with the top 20 per combination.

NOTE
RUNSTATS INDEX does not support these keywords, even though they are index-related. However, in
Database Analyzer, when selecting only the INDEX, KEYCARD , and FREQVAL , statistics are collected.

Cardinality/Frequency Stats Collection

The Column Statistics panel displays when you specify I, A, or U at the Column Statistics prompt on the Build Extract
Procedures panel.

The panel prompts for two values, Numcols and Count . Corresponding Db2 options are also listed for ease of
interpretation.

This product differs from RUNSTATS in that it does not use a KEYCARD type parameter. Numcols is used to determine
the number of concatenated key columns to use in collecting both cardinality and frequency statistics. If you determine
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that the first two columns of the indexes have some logical relationship and you specify Numcols = 2, then frequency and
cardinality statistics are generated for the first two columns.

NOTE
If you specified Numcols = 4 but one index in your extract has only three key columns, only three combinations
of frequency stats (A, A+B, A+B+C) and one combination of cardinality stats (A+B) are generated and put
into SYSIBM.SYSCOLDIST and SYSIBM.SYSCOLDISTSTATS. In the latter case, FIRSTKEYCARD and
FULLKEYCARD use (A) and (A+B+C) combinations in SYSIBM.SYSINDEXES and SYSIBM.SYSINDEXSTATS.

Database Analyzer puts cardinality data into SYSIBM.SYSCOLDIST and SYSIBM.SYSCOLDISTSTATS, the same as
RUNSTATS does. (The TYPE column contains a C to differentiate the cardinality data from frequency data that is also
contained in those tables.) Cardinality data is recorded in RACD_STATS_xxxx.

The Count value functions the same way as in RUNSTATS; it determines how many top frequency values to collect. The
default is 10.

Database Analyzer puts this frequency data into SYSIBM.SYSCOLDIST and SYSIBM.SYSCOLDISTSTATS, the same
as RUNSTATS does. (The TYPE column contains an F to differentiate the data from cardinality data that are also kept in
those tables.) Frequency data is recorded in RAFQ_STATS_xxxx.

About Audits
While Database Analyzer gathers statistics, it also automatically performs integrity checking on the Db2 objects.

If you use the fast scan option, you can request not to run audit checks that require I/O.

Any audit check failure is logged to the internal log tables. You can view audit errors in Database Analyzer using the Log
Reporting Facility. You can also define action procedures that are automatically invoked when an audit check fails.

To understand what Database Analyzer checks during the audit phase, you must understand how Db2 objects are
structured internally.

NOTE
For more information about object structures, see the IBM Db2 Diagnostic Reference.

Each Db2 object that corresponds to a VSAM data set contains some of or all the following Db2 page types:

Header Page
Each object has an internal identifier. These identifiers are stored in the system catalog and in the header page
of the object. Database Analyzer cross-checks the object header page database identifier (DBID), internal object
file identifier (OBID), and internal tablespace page set identifier (PSID) with the system catalog entries. Database
Analyzer also verifies the logical page type of the header.

Space Maps
The object space map follows the header page. The tablespace space map is composed of the following sections:

Free Space Map Identifies the row size that a particular data page can handle (largest, average, small, or none). This
applies to segmented tablespaces only.

Modified Page Map Identifies which pages in the object have changed since the last image copy.
Indexspace
Space Map

Tracks active and non-active pages.

As Database Analyzer accesses each data page, it checks the actual free space that is contained in the page against the
entry in the free space map. The update flag of the page with the corresponding entry in the modified page map is also
validated. Database Analyzer also verifies that the actual used and updated page count matches the used and updated
page count of the space map.

Data Pages
A data page contains the actual rows of data or index entries. A data page consists of a data page header,
various types of records and holes, contiguous free space, and an ID map and page trailer.
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The ID map contains an entry for each row that is stored in the page and can contain free map ID entries.
A hole is space that is left over by the deletion of a row or a change in its size. Large holes are chained together
and can be used to hold new rows or expanded rows.
An overflow pointer occurs when a row expands and can no longer fit in the current page. In this case, the row is
moved to a different page, and an overflow pointer is placed into the current page to direct Db2 to the new page.
For a data page, Database Analyzer performs the following processing:

• Validates the total amount of free space that is recorded in the page header.
• Traces overflow pointers to check for broken pointers.
• Compares the ID map of the page with the actual rows in the table. Database Analyzer also checks each the

size of each row to determine if it falls within the calculated Db2 maximum and minimum sizes for that object.
• Validates that the header and trailer block IDs match. If Db2 crashes during an update operation, they can

become inconsistent.
• Certifies large hole pointers.
• Verifies that the number of rows that are recorded in the page header matches the actual number of rows.

Hash Pages
This page type is valid only for the Db2 directory. Pages in directory tablespace DBD01 use a hashing algorithm
to access data in Db2 V8 and Db2 9. When a hashing algorithm is used, each key value is randomly set on a
page, which allows an even distribution of key values, rather than a skewed distribution. You can view the hash
data values from the Tablespace Page Display panel of the Page Display Facility.

NOTE
Hash access is not supported in Db2 10. For Db2 10, the following table indicates the indexes to use to
access data pages in different tablespaces:

Tablespace Index

DBD01 DSNDB01X

SCT02 DSNSCT02

SPT01 DSNSPT01 and DSNSPT02

SYSLGRNGX DSNLLX01 and DSNLLX02

For a hash page, Database Analyzer checks that the number of anchor points does not exceed 127.

NOTE
For more information, see View Audit Errors and User Messages in Broadcom Log Tables and Build an Action
Procedure.

Dynamically Select Objects for Maintenance
Objects are dynamically selected for inclusion based on the maintenance action specified in Real Time Object Selection
based extract procedures.

Real Time Object Selection (RTOS) extracts narrow down the objects to be processed as soon as possible, resulting in
lower memory and CPU resource usage. The predefined RTOS settings automatically apply Broadcom default settings
that have been identified as best practices for the selected maintenance action.

Action-oriented (RTOS) extract procedures select objects by maintenance action and are created by specifying MODE
==> (A)ction Oriented and one of the following actions in the Maint. Action ==> field:
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• (R)eorganization / Rebuild
• (S)tatistics
• (F)ull Image Copy
• (I)ncr Image Copy
• Image (C)opy
• User (D)efined Action

Although an RTOS extract selects the objects that require maintenance, it must still be tied to an action procedure to
generate the maintenance JCL (for reorg, copy, or statistics collection).

NOTE
If you have existing action procedures for reorg, copy, or statistics collection, they can still be tied to an RTOS
extract, but the action conditions should probably be removed. Action conditions are used to filter the objects to
be selected, which is unnecessary because the RTOS extract filters the objects.

RTOS Exclude Options

RTOS has several powerful exclude options for action-based RTOS extracts.

The following exclusions can be applied in the RTOS options:

• Objects smaller than 30 tracks (two cylinders) can be excluded for (R)eorganization / Rebuild and (S)tatistics.
• Objects related to volatile tables can be excluded for RUNSTATS and REORG.

The content of volatile tables can vary from empty to large and the Db2 optimizer can account for the volatile
characteristic without statistics. For more information, see the SQL reference documentation for CREATE TABLE
VOLATILE and the related Db2 catalog information for SYSIBM.SYSTABLES SPLIT_ROWS=Y. The default is (Y)es for
(S)tatistics.

• Objects identified by the IBM exception table (DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL) are excluded for (R)eorganization / Rebuild,
(S)tatistics, and the image copy options under the following two conditions:
a. Use DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL to exclude objects ==> (A)ll, (T)s, (I)x, or (X)t is specified on the BUILD EXTRACT

PROCS: RTOS Mode=Act Opts panel.
The BUILD EXTRACT PROCS: RTOS Mode=Act Opts panel is accessed by specifying U(pdate) in the Maint.
Action ==> field. Database Analyzer checks for objects in the DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL table based on the selected
option:

NOTE
The IBM exception table is not partition sensitive.

A
Excludes all tablespaces and indexspaces that are specified in the DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL table. This option is
the default.

T
Excludes tablespaces that are specified in the DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL table.

I
Excludes indexspaces that are specified in the DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL table.

X
Excludes the following indexspaces:

• Indexspaces related to tablespaces specified in the DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL table that are selected by the
RTOS extract procedure.

• Indexspaces specified in the DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL table (same as the I option)
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NOTE
If one part of a partitioned table space is excluded, then all partitions of the indexspace are excluded. To
exclude indexes at the partition level for REORG or RUNSTATS, specify N and use the MJULD* model
members with a LISTDEF statement. For more information, see LISTDEF Support.

N
Does not check the DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL table.

b. The DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL table has been defined and contains a row for each object to check for exclusion.
For example, after the DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL table is defined, you can use INSERT statements in the following
format to add rows for a tablespace and an indexspace to check for exclusion from a reorganization:
INSERT INTO DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL VALUES('DBNAME', 'TSNAME', '%REORG%');

INSERT INTO DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL VALUES('DBNAME', 'IXNAME', '%REORG%');

For reorganizations, Database Analyzer searches the QUERYTYPE column in the DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL table
for the %REORG% value. For statistics collection, the %RUNSTATS% value is used. For image copies, the %COPY%
value is used.

For more information on the DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL table, see the IBM documentation.

Additional Considerations

• RTOS defaults:
The defaults for reorgs are set by looking at Extract Default Procedures for reorg models named RTOS$R$U (user or
SQLID), RTOS$R$S (site), and RTOS$R$C (CA).
The defaults for image copies are set by looking at Extract Default Procedures for image copy models named RTOS$C
$U (user or SQLID), RTOS$C$S (site), and RTOS$C$C (CA).
The defaults for statistics collection are set by looking at Extract Default Procedures for statistics gathering models that
are named RTOS$S$U (user or SQLID), RTOS$S$S (site), and RTOS$S$C (CA).
The Broadcom Extract Default Procedures (RTOS$_$C) are shipped with the product. We strongly recommend that
you copy them to site Extract Default Procedures (RTOS$_$S), even if you keep the default RTOS settings, because
the Broadcom defaults can change in the future due to Db2 changes or user input. Also, the default procedure creator
(user) can be changed by specifying SQLID in the PDA parmlib member, which allows multiple customized defaults to
be set up. For example, SQLID=HR or SQLID=PAYROLL could have their own RTOS defaults.

NOTE
For more information, type COMMAND ==> DEF (default) from the Extract Build panel.

• RTOS object selection source:
By default, Database Analyzer uses the IBM Db2 Real-Time Statistics (RTS) tables to select objects for maintenance
actions. However, you can specify a different table by using the new conditions named "Customizable SQL condition"
with a #INCLUDE <model member> statement. This statement lets you use virtually any table, such as a user-defined
custom table or the Db2 catalog.

NOTE
To see #INCLUDE <model member> setup examples, select (T)utorial from the main menu, select 10
(Glossary Terms), and then select S3 (Select Column Literals).

• Objects processed by RTOS-based extract procedures:
RTOS selects objects for maintenance actions by going against the entire Db2 subsystem (like the IBM DSNACCOR/
X stored procedure does). You can easily limit the included objects by using the extended Extract Object Condition
(EOC) option of #INCLUDE <model member>. The product provides a sample RTOS reorg (RTOS$R1C), a sample
image copy (RTOS$C1C), and sample statistics collection (RTOS$S1C) extracts that can be copied and then edited.

NOTE
For more information about using RTOS$_1C RTOS preinstalled examples, press PF1 from the main menu,
select option 10 (RTOS), and then select option 4 (limiting object inclusion).

• Generating reorg JCL at the tablespace level instead of the partition level:
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– For Broadcom reorg utility generation, the DU Utility Code has two sub-utility codes (RR and RX) that specify
whether to process one partition per step (RR) or all selected partitions in one step (RX). RX is the typical selection.

– For IBM reorg utility generation for partitioned objects, Database Analyzer builds JCL that processes one partition at
a time. The IBM product provides sample reorg models (MJUTLRO for offline processing and MJUTLROO for online
processing).

– Starting with Db2 9, the IBM reorg utility rebuilds the NPIs instead of updating them in place. To generate reorgs at
the tablespace level (instead of at the partition level) so that NPIs can be rebuilt, complete the following tasks:
• Remove any partition-related symbolics in the models being used.
• Use the following Action Procedure Action Conditions:

(TS) RTS Once per tablespace (part 0/n) - Condition value ‘‘;”
(IX) RTS Once per index (part 0/n) - Condition value ‘‘;”

• Use the following Extract Procedure RTOS options:
Promote to a TS auto-build when any TS is selected ==> Y
Promote to a TS auto-build when any IX is selected ==> Y

• Generating copy JCL at the tablespace level instead of the partition level:
– For Broadcom image copy utility generation, the DU Utility Code has two sub-utility codes (QC and CX) that

specify whether to process one partition per step (QC), or all selected partitions in one step (CX). CX is the typical
selection.
For IBM image copy utility generation for partitioned objects, Database Analyzer builds JCL that processes
one partition at a time. The IBM product provides two sample image copy models: MJUTLIC for partition level
processing and MJUTLICP for tablespace level processing.

– Some sites copy partitioned objects at the tablespace level to make the recovery process simpler. To generate
image copies at the tablespace level (instead of at the partition level), complete the following tasks:
• Remove any partition-related symbolics in the model being used.
• Use the following Action Procedure Action Conditions:

(TS) RTS Once per tablespace (part 0/n) - Condition value ‘‘;”
(IX) RTS Once per index (part 0/n) - Condition value ‘‘;”

• Use the following Extract Procedure RTOS options:
Promote to a TS auto-build when any TS is selected ==> Yl
Promote to a TS auto-build when any IX is selected ==> Y

• Generating statistics JCL at the tablespace level instead of the partition level:
– For IBM RUNSTATS utility generation for partitioned objects, Database Analyzer builds JCL that processes one

partition at a time. The IBM product provides a sample statistics gathering model (MJUTLRS for partition level
processing).

– Some sites collect statistics for partitioned objects at the tablespace level to make the higher-level tablespace
analysis simpler. To gather statistics at the tablespace level (instead of at the partition level), complete the following
tasks:
• Copy MJUTLRS and remove any partition level-symbolics such as %PARTLBL and %PART.
• Use the following Action Procedure Action Conditions:

(TS) RTS Once per tablespace (part 0/n) - Condition value ‘‘;”
(IX) RTS Once per index (part 0/n) - Condition value ‘‘;”

• Use the following Extract Procedure RTOS options:
Promote to a TS auto-build when any TS is selected ==> Y
Promote to a TS auto-build when any IX is selected ==> Y

• Taking unconditional image copies:
Using RTOS might not be the best option if your goal is to take an image copy of all objects in a particular database
or all objects in a set of databases (for example, when performing a monthly full DR backup). In this case, none of the
advanced inclusion or exclusion criteria (such as the number of pages that have changed) apply, so RTOS MODE=A
processing is not required. Classic extract MODE=N (name) processing might be faster.
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NOTE
For more information, see Use IBM RTS to Select Objects/Generate Utility Action JCL.

Capture Threshold Values (CTV) of Objects Selected by RTOS
Database Analyzer lets you capture the threshold values of objects selected by extract procedures and action procedures
tied to extracts with RTOS.

Threshold values are the condition values of objects selected by extract procedures with Real Time Object Selection
(RTOS) and action procedures tied to an extract procedure with RTOS. You can generate a CTV report of the condition
values met in your procedures and then tune your selection criteria to avoid unnecessary actions and reduce your
maintenance time.

For example, you can determine why a reorg is running too often and then update your criteria to reduce CPU time and
the associated cost. These statistics can be maintained for a minimum of one month or a longer period that you specify.
For a description and example of the CTV report, see Capture Threshold Values (CTV) Report.

Use the following steps to capture the threshold values of objects selected by RTOS:

1. Verify that the following CTV tables are defined for the Db2 subsystem:
– PTI.RAOS_CTV_2000

Stores CTV statistics for Extract Procedures
– PTI.RAOS_CTVAP_2000

Stores CTV statistics for Action Procedures
The CTV tables can be created from the post-install customization panels.

2. Update the COLLECT_CTV parameter in hlq.CDBAPARM(PDA).
The COLLECT_CTV parameter specifies the amount of time (in months) to retain CTV statistics. Older statistics are
deleted whenever RTOS extract procedures are submitted and processed. The default value (0) disables the collection
of CTV statistics.
Default: 0
Limits: 0 - 32767

NOTE

• If the specified COLLECT_CTV value is outside the range 0 - 32767 or a non-integer, the default value (0)
is used.

• You can back up the PTI.RAOS_CTV_2000 and PTI.RAOS_CTVAP_2000 tables to maintain older
statistics before you decrease the COLLECT_CTV value.

3. (Optional) Update the PRINT_CTV parameter in hlq.CDBAPARM(PDA).
NOTE
The PRINT_CTV parameter has no effect when COLLECT_CTV is set to the default value (0).

The PRINT_CTV parameter specifies whether the CTV report is always generated for objects that are selected by
RTOS extract procedures:
– Enter Y (Yes) to always generate the CTV report for selected objects. The default is YES.

The CTV report is printed to the SYSOUT data set unless a different location is specified in the PTICTV DD
statement in the job. For example, you can redirect the CTV report to DASD with the following DD statement and
recommended allocation parameters:
//PTICTV   DD DSN=report,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

//            SPACE=(CYL,(3,1)),DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1330)

– Enter N (No) to only generate the CTV report when you add the PTICTV DD statement to the job.
For example, you can add the following PTICTV DD statement to the job to generate a CTV report that prints to the
SYSOUT data set:
//PTICTV  DD   SYSOUT=*
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NOTE

• Create Action JCL must be set to Y on the Submit-Build JCL Parameters for the extract procedure to
generate the CTV report.

• The following message appears in the CTV report when the report is generated and no objects are
selected by the extract procedure when Create Action JCL is set to Y:
No object selected by RTOS criteria

Capture Threshold Values (CTV) Report
This section includes a description of the fields that appear on the CTV report followed by an example of the report.

The CTV report provides information about the threshold (condition) values of database objects that are selected by
extract procedures with Real Time Object Selection (RTOS) and action procedures tied to an extract procedure with
RTOS.

The following list describes the fields that appear on the CTV report:

Title Information
The first line of the report includes the extract procedure name, type, date of execution, and time of execution.

Report Header
The 2nd, 3rd, and 4th lines of the report outline the layout of the report data.

Report Data
Includes report data for each object that is selected by an extract procedure. The report data for each object is
preceded and followed by a blank line.
Object Name

The name of the object selected by the extract procedure.

• For tablespaces, the name begins with the database name (DB name) followed by the tablespace
name (TS name).

• For indexspaces, the name begins with the user ID of the creator of the extract procedure (Creator)
followed by the indexspace name (IX Name).

• For partitioned objects, the name ends with the physical partition number (Pphy) followed by the
logical partition number in parentheses (Plog).

Extract Condition (EOC)
Includes a row of data for the extract condition that selected the object.
Extract Condition Number (Cond)

Internal ID number from RAAACTB tables.
Extract Condition Text (Condition Text)

Description of condition from RAAACTB tables.
Extract Condition Threshold (Condition threshold)

Expression that defines the threshold value for the extract condition.
Action Condition (AOC)

Includes a row of data for each condition in each action procedure that is tied to the extract procedure.
Action Procedure Name

The name of the action procedure that is tied to the extract procedure.
Action Condition Number (Cond)

Internal ID number from RAAACTB tables.
Action Condition Text (Condition Text)

Description of condition from RAAACTB tables.
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Action Condition Threshold (Condition threshold)
Expression that defines the threshold value for the action condition.

Result of Action Condition (Result)
Result of action condition tested against the object. The following values are valid:
SELECTED

Indicates that the selection criteria in the condition is met.
REJECT-1

Indicates that the condition does not apply to the object type.
REJECT-1C

Indicates that the cross condition was not tested because the condition did not apply to
the object type when the object was selected for cross.

REJECT-2
Indicates that the selection criteria in the condition is not met.

Example of CTV Report

In the following example, the CTV report indicates that the CTVAC extract procedure selected a tablespace (PTITSLA9)
and the first partition of tablespace (PTG700T5) on the PTDB database. The tablespaces were tested against the ACEE
action procedure. The selection criteria in the action condition was not met by the first object (REJECT-2). The selection
criteria in the action condition was met by the second object (SELECTED).

CTVAC    T 2021-01-01 01:01:01                                       

DB name.TS name/Creator.IX Name.Pphy (Plog)                                  

-> EOC:|Cond|Condition Text                      |Condition threshold         

-> AOC:|Cond|Condition Text                      |Condition threshold | Result

        

PTDB.PTITSLA9                                                                                         

-> EOC:      0120 (TS) RTS reorg percent of unclustered    > 10                                     

-> AOC: ACEE 0004 (TS) Total extents                       > 8          REJECT-2

                                                                                                      

PTDB.PTG700T5.0001 (A001)                                                                             

-> EOC:      0120 (TS) RTS reorg percent of unclustered    > 10                                     

-> AOC: ACEE 0004 (TS) Total extents                       > 8          SELECTED

Collect Statistics with IBM RUNSTATS and Extract Procedures
Use a combination of IBM RUNSTATS and Database Analyzer extract procedures to collect statistics on your system.

Statistics are gathered for two primary reasons:

• To update the Db2 catalog with statistics that the optimizer can use to select the best access path (often useful when
the object has changed by something similar to INSERTs or after an object reorganization).

• To gather statistics on a weekly or monthly basis and store them in history tables for analysis. This analysis could be
done when exceptions occur (such as when an object is selected to be reorganized) and include the trending data that
led to the reorg selection. You could also review the analysis for other reasons such as space usage over time.

NOTE
To disable automatic updates of the Db2 catalog, use the PDA parmlib option DISABLE_DB2_CAT_UPDATE.
A warning message displays in the PTIMSG DD when a Database Analyzer or Broadcom Utilities job tries to
update the catalog. In addition, specify that the job step ends with an RC=4 or RC=10 when a job tries to update
the catalog. This information helps identify job steps where Db2 auto-catalog update should be replaced with
IBM RUNSTATS.
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Statistics are commonly gathered using the following methods:

1. IBM RUNSTATS
a. Db2 catalog updates are performed using the UPDATE YES keyword.
b. IBM history tables (the _HIST tables) are populated using the HISTORY YES keyword.

2. Database Analyzer extract procedures
a. Db2 catalog updates are performed by specifying the following options:

• Submit - Build JCL Parameters panel: Collection Type ==> (R)egular or (F)ast Scan
• Build Extract Procedures panel: Auto Catalog Update ==> Y

b. Database Analyzer history tables (named RAxx_STATS_####) are populated by specifying Collection Type ==>
(R)egular or (F)ast Scan on the Submit - Build JCL Parameters panel.

c. IBM history tables (the _HIST tables) are populated by specifying ADD_IBM_HIST ALSO or ONLY in the PDA
parmlib member.

NOTE
Flexible maintenance options are provided for the Database Analyzer history tables, including automatic
statistics deletion. Specify the conditions under which object statistics for a Db2 subsystem are deleted,
the frequency of deletions, and how old statistics must be before they are deleted.

By using RUNSTATS and Database Analyzer extract procedures, you can take advantage of the strengths of each
method.

For example, you can use RUNSTATS to collect optimizer statistics (1.a. above) and use Database Analyzer to collect
historical statistics (2b above). Using RUNSTATS to collect optimizer statistics lets you collect advanced statistics such as
HISTOGRAM NUMCOLS 1 NUMQUANTILES 10, and can also allow for future RUNSTATS autonomic table column and
index key column-specific keywords. Using Database Analyzer to collect history statistics lets you use Real Time Object
Selection (RTOS) to limit the number of objects that are processed, reducing CPU consumption and the elapsed times for
your statistics jobs. Batch reports let you review the Database Analyzer statistics history.

For a basic implementation, you can tie the Database Analyzer extract procedure to an action procedure that contains
an RS (RUNSTATS) utility code. You can then use the batch reports menu options to view the current and past details of
objects that are selected for statistics gathering.

For a more advanced implementation, you can tie the Database Analyzer extract procedure to an action procedure that
contains an RS (RUNSTATS) utility code and a PR (report) utility code. The PR code lets you generate an object level
Database Analyzer history report when the object is selected for the RS code. You can use Database Analyzer Reporting
Services to create a report procedure using a tablespace SPACE SUMMARY report. That report procedure is selected
from the list when prompted by the Action Procedure PR Utility Code selection.

With either implementation, the action procedure typically does not have any action conditions selected because the
extract that it is tied to contains Extract Object Conditions (EOCs) that determine which objects are selected for statistics
gathering.

NOTE
For an example that shows an RTOS extract object condition that is combined with an action procedure
action condition, see the Database Analyzer best practice about using RTS. In the example, the extract object
condition has less restrictive trigger values, and the action conditions have more restrictive trigger values. As a
result, Database Analyzer collects historical statistics more frequently than optimizer statistics.

Business Value:

Using RTOS to limit the number of objects that are processed reduces CPU consumption and elapsed times for your
statistics jobs.

Using RUNSTATS lets you collect advanced statistics (such as HISTOGRAM NUMCOLS 1 NUMQUANTILES 10). The
IBM Db2 optimizer uses the statistics to pick the most efficient data access path, thus reducing transaction time (and
associated cost).
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Using Database Analyzer to collect history statistics provides batch reports that help you solve performance problems and
tune objects accordingly. For example, you can determine why a REORG is running so frequently and can address the
problem to reduce downtime and CPU time (and associated cost).

For information about IBM RUNSTATS, see the IBM documentation.

The following best practices provide more information about RTS and RTOS, respectively:

• Use Real-Time Statistics with Database Analyzer
• Use RTOS to Dynamically Select Objects for Maintenance

Reorganize Hash PBGs by Using RTOS
Db2 10 introduced the hash access method, which can improve performance significantly in certain situations.

The hash access method lets Db2 access a single table row directly instead of scanning the entire table or going through
an index.

Use an RTOS REORG extract in Database Analyzer with the following extended queries to select partition-by-growth
(PBG) and partition-by-range (PBR) tablespaces with hash access:

RTOSHG2X: eXclude ts Hash pbG 2+ part
Excludes hash PBG tablespaces with multiple partitions from the RTOS extract. Use this extended query to select
tablespaces for reorganization at the partition level. These tablespaces can include hash PBG tablespaces with
one partition, standard partitioned tablespaces, nonpartitioned tablespaces, and PBR tablespaces with one or
more partitions.

RTOSHG2I: Include ts Hash pbG 2+ part
Includes hash PBG tablespaces with multiple partitions in the RTOS extract. Use this extended query to select
hash PBG tablespaces with multiple partitions for reorganization at the tablespace level. This query does not
select nonhash tablespaces with multiple partitions.

Example: Reorganize a Hash PBG Tablespace With One Partition

The following example explains how to use RTOSHG2X to reorganize a hash PBG tablespace with one partition.

1. Create an RTOS extract procedure that uses the RTOSHG2X extended query to select objects for reorganization:
a. Select Extract Procedures from the main menu. Press Enter.
b. Type C (Create) in the option field, enter an extract name in the EXT PROC field, and enter an extract description

in the PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION field. Press Enter.
The BUILD EXTRACT PROCS panel appears.

c. Type A in the MODE Field and press Enter.
The action fields appear.

d. Type R (Reorganization) in the Maint. Action field and press Enter.
Your selection is registered. This setting selects all objects that need reorganization, including both hash and
nonhash objects.

e. Type U (Update) in the Maint. Action field and press Enter.
The BUILD EXTRACT PROCS: RTOS Mode=Act Opts panel appears.

f. Type S RTOSHG2X in the Add EQF predicate field and press PF3 (End).
The predicate is saved. This predicate removes hash PBG tablespaces with more than one partition.

2. Create an action procedure that has a REORG (RO) utility code containing a model with the %PARTLBL and %PART
symbolics.

3. Tie the RTOS extract procedure to the action procedure.
4. Submit the extract procedure.
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The product generates REORG JCL with the PART 0001 syntax for the hash PBG tablespaces with one partition.
If the product encounters any hash PBG tablespaces with more than one partition, it uses the RTOSHG2X query to
avoid generating REORG JCL for them.

Example: Reorganize a Hash PBG Tablespace With Multiple Partitions

The following example demonstrates how to use RTOSHG2I to reorganize a hash PBG tablespace with multiple
partitions.

1. Create an RTOS extract procedure that uses the RTOSHG2I extended query to select objects for reorganization:
a. Select Extract Procedures from the main menu. Press Enter.
b. Type C (Create) in the option field, enter an extract name in the EXT PROC field, and enter an extract description

in the PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION field. Press Enter.
The BUILD EXTRACT PROCS panel appears.

c. Type A in the MODE Field and press Enter.
The action fields appear.

d. Type R (Reorganization) in the Maint. Action field and press Enter.
Your selection is registered. This setting selects all objects that need reorganization, including both hash and
nonhash objects.

e. Type U (Update) in the Maint. Action field and press Enter.
The BUILD EXTRACT PROCS: RTOS Mode=Act Opts panel appears.

f. Type S RTOSHG2I in the Add EQF predicate field and press Enter.
The predicate is saved. This predicate removes all nonhash objects and all hash PBG tablespaces with only one
partition.

g. Type U (Update) in the Extract Object Conditions field and press Enter.
The EXTRACT CONDITIONS panel appears.

h. Find (TS) RTS reorg PBG HASH IX ents ratio. Remove the AND TS.PARTITIONS = 1 predicate. Press PF3 (End.)
You return to the previous panel.

i. Type Y in the Promote to a TS auto-build when any TS is selected field. Press PF3 (End).
Your settings are saved. The Promote to a TS auto-build setting specifies that all partitions for a tablespace are
selected when any single partition for that tablespace is selected.

2. Create an action procedure with the following settings:
– Specify a REORG (RO) utility code containing a model without the PART keyword.
– Specify O in the Condition Type field and select the following Action Condition: S (TS) RTS Once per tablespace

(part 0/n).
This setting selects only the last partition for whole tablespace processing because the RO model does not use the
PART keyword.

3. Tie the RTOS extract procedure to the action procedure.
4. Submit the extract procedure.

The product generates REORG JCL without PART syntax for the hash PBG tablespaces with more than one partition.
If the product encounters any nonhash tablespace or hash PBG tablespaces with only one partition, it uses the
RTOSHG2I query to avoid generating REORG JCL for them.

Business Value

RTOS extract processing takes advantage of built-in best practices to select objects for reorganization automatically. The
shipped defaults do not support a Db2 10 hash PBG tablespace with more than one partition. Following this best practice
enables you to control the reorganization of these objects.
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Additional Considerations

EQFs are provided to control processing of objects that have been configured for hash access. As with the two preceding
EQFs, these EQFs are provided in pairs that complement each other. After you use them to create RTOS REORG
extracts, you can run the extracts separately, or you can tie them together using an execution procedure and can run them
together.

The following extended queries process all hash PBG tablespaces in one RTOS extract and none in the other extract:

• RTOSHGAX: eXclude ts Hash pbG All part
• RTOSHGAI: Include ts Hash pbG All part

The following extended queries process all hash PBR tablespaces in one RTOS extract and none in the other extract:

• RTOSHRAX: eXclude ts Hash pbR All part
• RTOSHRAI: Include ts Hash pbR All part

The following extended queries process all PBR and PBG tablespaces with hash indexes in one RTOS extract and none
in the other extract:

• RTOSHXAX: eXclude ts Hash pbX All part
• RTOSHXAI: Include ts Hash pbX All part

Use IBM RTS to Select Objects/Generate Utility Action JCL
Use IBM Real-Time Statistics (RTS) with Database Analyzer to select objects and generate utility action JCL.

Real-time statistics are grouped into two categories:

• Globals are general statistics like NACTIVE and TOTALROWS for tablespaces or NACTIVE, NLEAF, and
TOTALENTRIES for indexes.

• Utility incrementals are counter statistics that indicate what has changed following the last time that a specific utility
was run (for example, REORGDELETES, STATSINSERTS, and COPYUPDATEDPAGES).

This product fully exploits all IBM RTS in an action procedure, and can use them to generate utility action JCL without
collecting Database Analyzer statistics. Object selection processing and JCL data set space values (space symbolics) can
use RTS as their source (using PDA PARMLIB keyword SPACE_SYM_SOURCE(RTS)).

NOTE
Using RTS-based conditions within the product can reduce how frequently you collect Database Analyzer
statistics. However, we recommend collecting these statistics on a weekly or monthly basis for detailed
line reports and trend/graph analysis reports. Use these reports to analyze and identify data trends and
determine why an object was selected for utility maintenance (for example, because of extents growth or objects
fragmentation). When collecting Database Analyzer statistics, use the fast scan option to minimize CPU usage
and elapsed time.

You can use RTS (to generate utility action JCL or to collect statistics) in the following ways:

• Specify the use of RTS in the extract procedure.
When you build an extract procedure, select MODE = A (action oriented) to invoke Real Time Object Selection
(RTOS). Next, select a maintenance action; for example, reorganization. The product automatically selects the extract
conditions that use the RTS utility incremental statistics to select the objects. The extract procedure must be tied to an
action procedure to generate the maintenance action JCL. However, the action procedure typically does not have any
action conditions applied. Action conditions are used to filter the objects to be selected. In this case, these conditions
are unnecessary because the extract conditions have already filtered the objects.
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This method narrows down the objects to be processed as soon as possible, which uses less memory and CPU
resources. For example, if 20,000 tablespace objects exist but only 300 qualify to be reorganized using RTS statistics,
only 300 tablespaces are defined in the extract.

• Specify the use of RTS in the action procedure.
When you create an action procedure, you can add RTS-based action conditions. When this action procedure is tied to
a classic MODE = N (name) extract procedure, the extract procedure is used to select objects by their names (instead
of by their statistics), and then apply the associated RTS-based action conditions to further filter the objects to be
selected.
This method narrows down the objects to be processed by creating a subset from all of the objects that are defined
in the associated extract procedure (the superset). For example, 20,000 tablespaces can be defined in the extract
(compared to 300 using RTOS extracts), but only 300 of them qualify to be reorganized using the RTS referenced in
the action conditions.

NOTE
If you are not using action conditions that are based on Database Analyzer statistics tables, specify Show
PDA table related Action Conds = N in the PDA parmlib editor.

• Specify the use of RTS in the extract procedure and action procedure.
Use RTS statistics to select a superset of objects, and then use RTS to generate JCL for a subset of those objects.
a. Build an RTOS-based extract procedure, change the two "Promote to a TS auto-build …" options to Y, and select

the option to collect Database Analyzer statistics when the extract is submitted.
The extract procedure, when submitted, provides detailed Database Analyzer statistics of the entire tablespace
for future analysis. These statistics are provided even if only one index or tablespace partition is selected for
reorganization.

b. Create an action procedure with conditions and trigger values that mirror the values in the extract procedure. Tie
the action procedure to the extract procedure.
The action procedure generates maintenance action JCL only for the selected objects. For example, it can
generate reorganization JCL for the index or tablespace partition that was selected.

NOTE
Instead of mirroring the conditions and trigger values, you can make the action condition slightly more
restrictive than the extract condition. For example, if the extract condition specifies a trigger of 40 extents,
specify 50 extents in the corresponding action condition. Database Analyzer starts collecting statistics
when the object reaches 40 extents, but does not create the JCL to reorganize the object until it reaches 50
extents. You can accomplish the same thing by inserting the same #INCLUDE <model member> statement
in the extract procedure and the action condition. In this case, create the action condition yourself using one
of the generic “Customizable SQL condition” conditions. See the example that is provided with the product in
hlq.CDBAMDL(MCEAC01).

You can use RTS to resolve data set allocation space-related symbolics when generating utility action JCL. Specify Stat
source for space-related symbolics = AUTO_RTS in the PDA parmlib editor.

Business Value

Using IBM RTS to select objects and generate utility action JCL lets you use your resources more efficiently, and can
reduce CPU consumption and the elapsed times for your statistics jobs. Real-time statistics are captured while Db2 is
running. As a result, you can collect Database Analyzer statistics less frequently and only on objects that meet your
criteria.

Additional Considerations

To help ensure that the IBM RTS statistics are complete, use Database Analyzer to monitor the IBM RTS tables.
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NOTE

• For more information about the RTOS feature, see the RTOS extract help panels. To access the help panels,
press PF1 from the main menu and then select 10 (Real Time Object Selection help).

• For information about monitoring the IBM RTS tables, see Monitor IBM RTS Tables for Missing Information.

Object Selection Profiles (OSPs)
An object selection profile (OSP) simplifies the process of selecting objects that you want to include in or exclude from an
RTOS extract procedure.

An OSP limits the objects that the RTOS extract procedure processes. For example, you can create an OSP that contains
only the objects that are related to payroll. The OSP can then be used in multiple RTOS extract procedures.

Like action procedures, OSPs are not executed on their own; they are tied to the extract procedure. You can also tie
multiple OSPs to a single extract procedure.

Create an Object Selection Profile
You can create an object selection profile (OSP) directly from the main menu or while creating or maintaining RTOS
extract procedures.

Create an Object Selection Profile from the Main Menu

Use the following steps to create an OSP by specifying a database, and optionally include or exclude particular
tablespaces from processing.

1. Select the Object Selection Profiles option from the main menu.
The Object Selection Profile Services panel displays.

2. Create an object selection profile (OSP) by completing the following fields:
NOTE
These steps focus on creating OSPs. You can also use line commands in the O (Option) field to update,
copy, and delete existing OSPs, or list all extract procedures that are tied to an OSP. For more information,
press F1 to see the online help.

– Enter C (Create) in the O (Option) field.
– Enter a name for the OSP in the OBJ PROF field.
– Enter a description in the Profile Description field.
– Specify whether to share the profile in the SHR (Share Option) field.
Press Enter.
The Build Object Selection Profile panel displays.

3. Define all the objects that you want to include and exclude in the OSP.
Example: Include and exclude tablespaces from processing.
The following example shows the values that are required to process all the PTTSR tablespaces contained in the
PTDB database, except for PTTSR005.
I/E   Database  Tablespace

I     PTDB      PTTSR%

E     PTDB      PTTSR005

4. Press PF3.
Your changes are saved.
Your new OSP displays in the list on the Object Selection Profile Services panel.
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Create or Select an Object Selection Profile While Building an RTOS Extract Procedure

Use the following steps to create or select an OSP while building an RTOS extract procedure:

1. Select the Extract Procedures option from the main menu.
2. Create an RTOS extract procedure by specifying values in the O, EXT PROC, PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION, and SO

fields and pressing Enter, or update an existing RTOS extract procedure.
The Build Extract Procs: RTOS panel displays.

3. Create an OSP by completing the following fields:
NOTE
If you are tying an existing OSP to an RTOS extract procedure, skip to step 4. These steps focus on creating
OSPs. You can also use line commands in this O (Option) field to update, copy, and delete existing OSPs,
or list all RTOS extract procedures that are tied to an OSP. For more information, press F1 to see the online
help.

a. Specify a C in the Limit by DB/TS field and press Enter.
The Object Selection Profile Services panel appears.

b. Complete the following fields:
• Enter C (Create) in the O (Option) field.
• Enter a description in the Profile Description field.
• Specify whether to share the profile in the SO (Share Option) field.
Press Enter.
The Build Object Selection Profile panel displays.

c. Define all the objects that you want to include or exclude in the OSP.
Example: Include and exclude tablespaces from processing.
The following example shows the values that are required to process all the PTTSR tablespaces contained in the
PTDB database, except for PTTSR005.
I/E   Database  Tablespace

I     PTDB      PTTSR%

E     PTDB      PTTSR005

d. Press PF3.
Your changes are saved. Your new OSP displays in the list on the Object Selection Profile Services panel.

4. Select an OSP and tie it to an extract procedure:
a. Specify an S in the O column, next to one or more OSPs that you want to tie to the RTOS extract procedure.
b. Press PF3.

The Build Extract Procs: RTOS panel reappears. The value in the Tied Profiles field is updated to reflect the
number of profiles that are tied to the RTOS extract procedure.

List Object Selection Profiles Tied to an Extract Procedure
Use the List option to display the object selection profiles (OSPs) that are tied to an RTOS extract procedure.

You can access this information from within an RTOS extract procedure or an execution procedure. This option provides
an easy way to review the objects that the selected RTOS extract procedure processes.

NOTE
For more information about the line commands, see the online help.

List Object Selection Profiles from Within Extract Procedure Services

Follow these steps:

1. Select Extract Procedures from the Database Analyzer Main Menu and press Enter.
The Extract Procedure Services panel appears.
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2. Type O in the O (Option) field next to an RTOS extract procedure. Press Enter.
The Extract/Object Selection Profile List panel displays a list of the OSPs that are tied to the RTOS extract procedure.

3. Type E (Explode) in the O (Option) field next to an OSP. Press Enter.
The Build Object Selection Profile panel displays and lists all the object selection criteria that the OSP contains.

List Object Selection Profiles from Within Execution Procedure Services

Follow these steps:

1. Select Execution Procedures from the Database Analyzer Main Menu and press Enter.
The Execution Procedure Services panel appears.

2. Perform one of the following tasks:
– Type E (Explode) in the O (Option) field next to an execution procedure. Press Enter.
– Type U (Update) in the O (Option) field next to an execution procedure. Press Enter, and then issue the EXPLODE

primary command from the Build Execution Procedures panel.
The Extract/Report List panel displays a list of the extract and report procedures that are tied to the execution
procedure.

3. Type O in the O (Option) field next to an RTOS extract procedure. Press Enter.
The Extract/Object Selection Profile List panel displays a list of the OSPs that are tied to the RTOS extract procedure.

4. Type E (Explode)in the O (Option) field next to an OSP. Press Enter.
The Build Object Selection Profile panel displays and lists all the object selection criteria that the OSP contains.

Copy an Object Selection Profile
Use the following steps to copy an existing object selection profile (OSP) to a remote location or local subsystem instead
of recreating it:

NOTE
This feature is useful for copying existing OSPs from a test environment to a production environment or creating
OSPs across multiple locations.

WARNING
If you copy an OSP to another system when an OSP with the same creator and name already exists, the new
OSP replaces the existing OSP.

1. Enter C in the O (Option) field next to the OSP to copy on the Object Selection Profile Services panel.
NOTE
Enter C next to an existing profile. If you enter C in the New Profile Creation row, you create another OSP.

Press Enter.
The Provide Location or SSID panel appears.

2. Complete the following fields:
– Enter a new creator name, profile name, or both for the copied OSP.
– Enter the name of a remote location or the local SSID where you are storing the new copy.
Press PF3.
The OSP is copied. The Object Selection Profile Services panel reappears. A message indicates that the OSP was
successfully copied.

Delete RTOS Extract Procedure Ties to an OSP
An object selection profile (OSP) can be tied to multiple extract procedures. You can delete these ties when they are no
longer relevant.
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NOTE
Only the tie between the RTOS extract procedure and OSP is deleted. The RTOS extract procedure and OSP
are not deleted.

Delete RTOS Extract Procedure Ties to an OSP Through the Main Menu

You can perform OSP maintenance from the main menu, including deleting the tie, or relationship, between an OSP and
an RTOS extract procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Object Selection Profile option from the main menu and press Enter.
The Object Selection Profile Services panel displays.

2. Enter the L line command next to an OSP.
The Object Selection Profile/Extract List panel displays a list of RTOS extract procedures that are tied to the OSP.

3. Remove the tie between the RTOS extract procedure and the OSP by specifying the D line command next to each
RTOS extract procedure. Press Enter.
The RTOS extract procedures are no longer tied to the OSP.

Delete RTOS Extract Procedure Ties to an OSP While Maintaining an RTOS Extract Procedure

You can also perform OSP maintenance, including deleting the tie, or relationship, between an OSP and an RTOS extract
procedure, from within the RTOS extract procedure panels.

1. Select the Extract Procedures option from the main menu and press Enter.
The Extract Procedure Services panel displays.

2. Select the RTOS extract procedure that you want to update using the U line command and press Enter.
The Build Extract Procs: RTOS panel displays.

3. Specify an E in the Limit by DB/TS field and press Enter.
The Extract/Object Selection Profile List panel displays.

4. Remove the tie between the RTOS extract procedure and the OSP by specifying the D line command next to each
RTOS extract procedure. Press Enter.
The RTOS extract procedures are no longer tied to the OSP.

Statistics Maintenance Facility
The Statistics Maintenance Facility (SMF) lets you maintain and manage your Database Analyzer statistics tables.

Use the SMF to back up, delete, and restore Database Analyzer statistics for the Db2 objects in your system. The SMF
can also check for missing rows and values in the Real-Time Statistics (RTS) tables.

Statistics maintenance is necessary when:

• Your statistics tables have grown and you want to purge some of the statistics to reduce DASD consumption.
• You want to back up and purge older Database Analyzer statistics that you no longer want to view.
• You want to purge statistics for Db2 objects that have been dropped from the system.

NOTE
The SMF does not maintain user and audit messages. Use the Log Maintenance Facility to maintain these items
and restore log data. For more information, see Use the Log Maintenance Facility in the Database Management
Solutions for Db2 documentation.

Lock Tables During Statistics Maintenance
The LOCKTYPE parameter lets you determine the type of locking to use when running Statistics Maintenance batch jobs.
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In hlq.CDBAPARM(PDA), specify one of the following values for the LOCKTYPE parameter:

N
Does not set a lock. This option allows multiple updates to pages, but slows access for all jobs that access the
tables. This option is the default setting.

E
Sets an exclusive lock, which locks out other users and eliminates use of Db2 page-level locking.

S
Sets a share lock, which allows read access to tables until a page is ready to be updated. A page lock is set
during the page update.

Automate Statistics Deletion
The Automatic Statistics Deletion option lets you set up auto-deletion of Db2 object statistics when certain conditions are
met.

Every time an extract procedure is executed in batch mode, the auto-deletion settings are checked. All statistics in the
Db2 subsystem that meet the specified conditions are deleted.

NOTE

• Auto deletions are invoked on a subsystem-wide basis, not a per-user basis. If user A runs statistics
collection every morning before user B arrives, user B will never see automatic statistics deletion.

• Statistics deletion always occurs on the collection subsystem (the subsystem where statistics are stored).
When collecting statistics on objects from subsystem B and storing the statistics on subsystem A, the
statistics on subsystem A are deleted.

You can specify the frequency of deletions and the age of the statistics to delete. You can also specify that the latest
statistics be kept for each object, regardless of age, for every x number of days. The retained statistics are not affected
by any other automatic statistic deletion. For example, if x=30 and you collect statistics every day, the statistical tables
contain statistics for every 30-day period. Only 12 sets of statistics are retained for an entire year, which enhances
Database Analyzer forecasting and trend analysis capabilities.

Use the following steps to set up the auto-deletion of Db2 object statistics when certain conditions are met:

1. Select Statistics Maintenance Facility on the main menu and press Enter.
2. Select Automatic Statistics Deletion and press Enter.

The Automatic Statistics Deletion panel appears, showing the current auto delete settings.
3. Enter the following data:

– Type Y in the Auto-Statistics Activation field.
– Enter the subsystem ID and location of the statistics to delete.
– Enter the interval (in days) at which to delete the statistics in the Execution Frequency field.

During auto delete processing, the frequency value is added to the Last Execution date shown on this panel. If the
new date is older than the current date, the statistics are deleted. For example, if the last execution date is August
12 and the Frequency is 3, the statistics are deleted on August 15.

– Enter the age (in days) after which to delete the statistics in the Purge Stats Older than field.
During processing, the Purge Older Than value is compared to the current date. For example, if the current date
is August 15 and the Purge Older Than value is 5, then any statistics that were collected before August 10 are
deleted.

– Specify whether to save the latest statistics for each object in the Save Latest Stats for Each Object field.
Specifying Y saves one set of statistics per object per time period. The latest statistics are retained even when they
are older than the Purge Stats Older than value. If newer statistics exist, all statistics older than the purge age are
deleted.
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Generally, the oldest statistic per object is retained. The date of this statistic is the beginning of the current time
period. All statistics up to the next time period are deleted. The next time period is computed by adding the Every
X Days age. The first statistic that is retained from the next time period then becomes the basis for computing the
next time period. See the example below.

– If you entered Y in the Save Latest Stats for Each Object field, enter a value in the Save Latest Stats Every X Days
field. Specify the number of days to use when calculating which statistics are the latest. If you specify 0, only one
set of statistics is retained per object.

– If you entered Y in the Save Latest Stats for Each Object field, specify whether to ignore this setting when
processing column statistics. Specifying Y to ignore can decrease processing time because column tables are
larger. Column statistics are not needed for forecasting and graphing.

Press Enter.
Your auto delete settings are saved.

4. Press PF3 (End)
The Statistics Maintenance main menu reappears. The next time an extract procedure is executed, the auto delete
settings are checked. The statistics that meet your criteria are deleted.

Example: Latest Statistics Processing

This example uses the following settings:

• Purge Stats Older Than: 15 days
• Save Latest Stats for Each Object: Y
• Save Latest Stats Every x Days: 30

If the current date is December 31, the following steps occur for each object:

1. The oldest statistic is retrieved. In this example, the oldest statistics were collected on January 15.
2. The January 15 statistics are retained.
3. Database Analyzer calculates the next time period by adding 30 days (the latest statistics value) to January 15. The

result is February 15.
4. All statistics from January 15 to February 14 are then deleted.
5. The first statistic that is equal to or more current than February 15 is retained. In this example, the closest available

statistics were gathered on February 17. Therefore, the first statistics that will be retained for the next time period
occur on February 17.

6. The February 17 statistics are retained.
7. The next time period is computed by adding 30 days to the previously calculated date of February 15. The result is

March 16.
8. The process continues.

Back Up and Purge Statistics
The backup/purge option lets you perform the following tasks:

• Back up and purge the statistics. This process is the standard backup process.
• Back up the statistics without purging. Use this option to copy statistics to other systems. For example, back up the

object statistics on subsystem A, and then restore those statistics to subsystem B.
• Purge the statistics with no backup. Use this option to delete statistics for an object.

The statistics deletion process that is described here is not automatic and does not depend on the batch submission of an
extract procedure, as does the Automatic Statistics Deletion option.

When backing up object statistics, consider the following items:
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• If you back up statistics without purging them, and later restore those statistics to the same subsystem, you might add
duplicate records to the Database Analyzer statistical tables.

• Your backup level determines the restore level. If you back up ALL statistics for a database, restore ALL statistics for
the database. To restore at lower levels (such as tablespace), make your object selections at the appropriate lower
levels.

• The data set for the backup must have an LRECL of 1200. You can specify any valid block size. Also, to use the same
data set for multiple backups, specify a disposition of MOD so that you do not overwrite your backups.

Use the following steps to back up and purge statistics:

1. Select Statistics Maintenance Facility from the Database Analyzer main menu and press Enter.
2. Select Backup/Restore Statistics and press Enter.

The Build Statistics Maintenance panel appears.
3. Complete the following fields:

– Type B (Backup and purge) in the Select Option field.
– Enter the date range in the From Date and To Date fields.
– Enter the subsystem that contains the Db2 objects in the Object Subsystem ID field.
– Enter object selection criteria in the Database and Tablespace or Indexspace and Creator fields:

• Specify a date range without any Db2 object selection criteria to view all Db2 objects with statistics that fall within
the date range; for example, all objects with statistics from last year.

• Specify Db2 object selection criteria without a date range to view all collected statistics for the selected objects.
• Specify a date range and Db2 object selection criteria to view specific objects with statistics that fall within the

date range.
– Enter the Db2 subsystem that contains the Database Analyzer statistical tables in the Subsystem Connection ID

field.
Press Enter.
The Extract Data Selection panel appears with a list of objects that match your selection criteria.

NOTE
If a tablespace has been rotated, it has multiple entries with different date ranges. The highlighted data is
older than the latest rotate. We recommend deleting the oldest statistics. See the online help panels for
additional information.

4. Perform one of the following actions:
– Type A next to an object to select it and its dependent objects. (Dependent objects might or might not be

displayed.)
– Type S next to an object to select only that object.
Press Enter.
Your selections are processed.

5. Press F3 (End).
The Build Statistics Maintenance panel reappears.

6. (Optional) Type EXPLODE in the command line to see a list of the selected objects. Press F3 to return to the previous
panel.

7. (Optional) Select more objects.
8. Type SUBMIT in the command line and press Enter.

NOTE
You can type CANCEL instead to terminate the maintenance request.

The Backup/Purge Statistics panel appears.
9. Complete the following fields:
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– Type B (Batch) to execute the procedure in Batch Execution Mode.
– Type N in the Verify Only field. Alternately, type Y in this field to view the number of records and gauge the

magnitude of your maintenance request. When type Y, no backups or purges are performed.
– Specify whether to purge the statistics for the selected objects in the Purge Records field.
– Specify whether to back up the statistics for the selected objects in the Backup Records field.
– Complete the Batch Parameters fields.
Press Enter.
The Model JCL Substitution panel appears.

10. Enter values for the user-defined symbolic variables and press Enter.
In batch execution mode, the job is written to the destination you specified (an edit session for preview, directly to JES,
or to the specified data set). Edit and submit the job in the preview session, view the JES job output using SYSVIEW
or another JES job queue viewer, or go to the target data set and execute the job manually.

Restore Statistics
The Restore option lets you restore object statistics that were previously backed up using the Statistics Maintenance
Facility.

1. Select Statistics Maintenance Facility from the main menu and press Enter.
2. Select Backup/Restore Statistics and press Enter.

The Build Statistics Maintenance panel appears.
3. Complete the following fields:

– Type R (Restore) in the Select Option field.
– Enter the date range in the From and To Date fields.
– Enter the subsystem that contains the Db2 objects in the Object Subsystem ID field.
– Enter object selection criteria in the Database and Tablespace or Indexspace and Creator fields. You can do the

following tasks:
• Specify a date range without any Db2 object selection criteria to view all Db2 objects with statistics that fall within

the specified date range; for example, all objects with statistics from last year.
• Specify Db2 object selection criteria without a date range to view all collected statistics for the selected objects.
• Specify a date range and Db2 object selection criteria to view specific objects with statistics that fall within the

date range.
– Enter the Db2 subsystem that contains the Database Analyzer statistical tables to perform maintenance on in the

Subsystem Connection ID field.
Press Enter.
The Restore Data Selection panel appears with a list of objects that match your selection criteria.

4. Type S next to one or more objects.
If a Db2 object appears multiple times, it has been backed up several times. Use the Process Date/Time and From
Date/Time columns to select the correct backup file.
Press Enter.
Your selections are processed.

5. Press F3 (End).
The Build Statistics Maintenance panel reappears.

6. (Optional) Type EXPLODE in the command line to see a list of the selected objects. Press F3 to return to the previous
panel.

7. (Optional) Select more objects.
8. Type SUBMIT in the command line and press Enter.

NOTE
You can type CANCEL instead to terminate the maintenance request.

The Restore Statistics panel appears.
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9. Complete the following fields:
– Type B (Batch) to execute the procedure in Execution Mode.
– Type N in the Verify Only field. (Alternately, you can type Y in this field to view the number of records and gauge the

magnitude of your maintenance request. When you type Y, no restores are performed.)
– Complete Batch Parameters fields.
Press Enter.
The Model JCL Substitution panel appears.

10. Enter values for the user-defined symbolic variables and press Enter.
In batch execution mode, the job is written to the destination you specified (an edit session for preview, directly to JES,
or to the specified data set). You can edit and submit the job in the preview session, view the JES job output using
SYSVIEW or another JES job queue viewer, or go to the target data set and execute the job manually.

Delete Statistics for Dropped Tablespaces
Use the following steps to view and delete statistics for tablespaces that no longer exist:

1. Select Statistics Maintenance Facility from the main menu and press Enter.
2. Select Delete Statistics for Dropped Tablespaces and press Enter.
3. Type V (Verify) or P (Purge) and press Enter.

The equivalent JCL is generated. The Verify option generates the JCL to produce a report that lists the dropped
tablespaces. The Purge option generates the JCL to delete the statistics for those tablespaces.

4. Submit the JCL.
Depending on which JCL you submitted, the report is created or the statistics are deleted.

Update IBM Real-Time Statistics (RTS) Tables
You can verify whether any statistics or utility values are missing from the IBM Real-Time Statistics (RTS) tables.

This option helps ensure the proper results for Database Analyzer features that use the RTS tables, such as action
procedures with RTS action conditions. RTS tables are often incomplete for preexisting objects that were created before
RTS was enabled.

Use the following steps to verify the statistics and utility values, and update the RTS tables using data from the Db2
catalog:

1. Select Statistics Maintenance Facility from the main menu and press Enter.
2. Select Update Statistics for IBM Real-Time Statistics (RTS) and press Enter.

The Real-time Statistics Maintenance panel appears.
3. Verify whether any statistics or utility values are missing.

a. Complete the following fields.
NOTE
For more information about these fields, see the online help panels.

b. Type V (Verify) in the command line and press Enter.
An ISPF edit session appears, showing the generated job with sample SQL.

c. Review the comments in the job and modify the SQL as needed.
d. Submit the job.

A report is generated. The report indicates what will be inserted or updated in the RTS tables when you use the
update function. You can view the report in the PTISELDD DDs.

e. Analyze the verification results to make sure they are reasonable before updating the RTS tables. Remember
that there are two types of RTS values: 'global' statistics (that is, NACTIVE, EXTENTS, TOTALROWS,
TOTALENTRIES, and so on) and 'incremental' utility statistics (that is, REORGLASTTIME, STATSINSERTS,
COPYCHANGES, and so on).
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4. Update the RTS tables with the missing statistics and utility values.
a. Verify that the field values have not changed.
b. Type U (Update) in the command line and press Enter.

An ISPF edit session appears, showing the generated job with sample SQL.
c. Review the comments in the job and modify the SQL as needed.
d. Submit the job.

The RTS tables are updated.

Monitor the IBM RTS Tables for Missing Information
Database Analyzer provides a statistics maintenance option that checks for missing rows in the IBM Real-Time Statistics
(RTS) tables.

RTS tables can have missing information when locks were unresolved, RTS objects were stopped, or a utility did not
accurately update the RTS statistics or insert rows. Missing RTS rows can cause join SQL+100s or statistics retrieval
problems in RTOS extract procedures, or false REJECT-2s for RTS-based action conditions within an action procedure.

The statistics maintenance option also checks for missing RTS utility timestamp information. Many processes, such as
RTOS extract or action procedures that have RTS-based conditions, depend on accurate utility execution timestamps to
select objects for processing.

NOTE
Missing information is more common on Db2 V8 systems or on Db2 9 systems that were upgraded from Db2 V8.

The statistics maintenance option provides two functions: The Verify function verifies whether information is missing, and
the Update function updates the RTS tables with the missing information. We recommend that you run these functions
regularly. You can also submit them from a job scheduler.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Statistics Maintenance option from the Database Analyzer main menu and press Enter.
The STATISTICS MAINTENANCE MAIN MENU appears.

2. Select the Update Statistics for IBM Real-Time Statistics option and press Enter.
The REAL-TIME STATISTICS MAINTENANCE panel appears.

3. Verify whether information is missing:
a. Enter your selection criteria for the database name.
b. Type Y next to the rest of the fields.
c. Type V (Verify) in the command line.

NOTE
If you type U (Update) instead of V, the RTS tables are automatically updated with the missing
information. We recommend that you type V so that you can view updates before they are carried out.

d. Press Enter.
Database Analyzer generates batch processor JCL and SQL SELECT statements and displays them in a report that
lists the missing RTS and utility values.

4. Update the RTS tables with the missing information by completing one of the following tasks:
– Type SUBMIT on the command line and press Enter.
– Save the JCL for later submission (either manually or by job scheduler).
When you submit the JCL, the RTS tables are updated with the missing information.

Business Value:

Having complete and accurate RTS statistics and timestamps helps ensure that all RTS-based processing works as
expected. Missing or outdated RTS information may cause maintenance actions such as the creation of image copies to
be missed.
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Additional Considerations:

If the statistics maintenance option regularly reports missing or outdated RTS utility timestamp information, review
the utility being run. For example, verify that the Broadcom utility has UPDTE-RTS-TABLES YES specified in
hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL). If more than one parmlib is used, update all of them. Also, if you use Database Analyzer instead
of RUNSTATS to update the Db2 catalog, verify that UPDATE_RTS D is specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(PDA). You can use
the parmlib editing facility to verify these settings.

NOTE
For more information about the statistics maintenance option, access the REAL-TIME STATISTICS
MAINTENANCE panel and press PF1 to view its online help. In addition, see the JCL comment cards that are
generated with the job.

Reporting Services
Use the Reporting Services to generate reports.

A report procedure is a combination of Database Analyzer report requests (report queries) and SQL procedures (extended
queries) that you select and submit for execution.

Use the Query Facility (online) to generate query reports to gather and analyze object statistics, including:

• Previously extracted information that is stored in Db2 tables
• Space usage at the Db2 table and index level or at the DASD volume level
• Free space use, location, and distribution
• Index and column details

Reporting Services also contains the Log Reporting Facility, which lets you view the audit error messages and user
messages in the Broadcom log tables. This facility helps you identify and correct potential problems with your Db2 objects.
You can view an audit error here, then jump to the Page Display Facility to view the Db2 page and correct the error.

Report Procedures
A report procedure is a combination of report requests (report queries) and SQL procedures (extended queries) selected
and submitted for execution.

The report query consists of a default or standard SQL statement that the product provides. The Extended Query Facility
(EQF) lets you customize internal SELECT statements to control the data that is returned. Regarding Database Analyzer,
EQF lets you extend the SQL of an existing report query to include more WHERE clauses. For detail-format reports, you
can also add ORDER BY clauses. You can save the customized SQL as an extended query or EQF.

All report queries that are generated as part of a report procedure are also available online in the Query Facility.

NOTE
Execution procedures and action procedures can also reference report procedures. You can combine several
extract and report procedures into one consolidated execution procedure.

Using Database Analyzer reports, you can analyze the following information:

• Previously extracted information that is stored in Db2 tables
• Space usage at the Db2 table and index level or at the DASD volume level
• Freespace usage, location, and distribution
• Index and column details

NOTE
You can also use the Log Reporting Facility to query the Broadcom log table. This facility does not display
reports. Instead, this facility displays the extract procedure audit error messages that are stored in the Broadcom
log tables.
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Create and Submit a Report Procedure
This section describes how to create report procedures from the Report Procedure Services panel.

For each report query, object statistics can be summarized into latest, daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly formats.

This process focuses on creating a report procedure. However, you can also use line commands that are listed on
the Report Procedure Services panel to update, copy, or delete existing procedures. The creator and share settings
control the ability to create, modify, or delete a procedure. The creator is controlled in the product profile and by the
DEF_PROC_CREATOR and ALLOW_DPC_PROFILE_OVERRIDE keywords in the PDA parmlib.

The List line command is also available to let you easily see whether a report procedure is tied to an execution procedure.

The field descriptions for each panel are provided in the online help (PF1).

Use the following steps to create and submit a report procedure:

1. Select the Report Procedure Services option on the Database Analyzer Main Menu and press Enter.
The Report Procedure Services panel appears.

NOTE
You can also access this panel by selecting the Database Analyzer Reports (PR) utility code from the Build
Action Procedure panel.

2. Complete the following fields for the New Procedure Creation Row:
– Enter C in the O (Option) field.
– Enter a procedure name in the Rpt Proc field.
– Enter a description in the Procedure Description field.
– Specify whether to share the procedure in the SHR (Share Option) field.
Press Enter.
The Build Report Procedures panel appears.

3. Complete the fields on the panel to indicate your query print specifications and to select report and EQF queries.
4. Press Enter.

The Query Procedure Selection panel appears, showing a list of report queries that match the criteria that you entered
on the Build Report Procedures panel.

5. Select the report queries that you want to generate:
a. Scroll the list to locate a report query, or use the FIND command to search for a string that contains the query

name. For example, you can type FIND ALLOCATION on the command line. The cursor is positioned on the first
occurrence of the word allocation. In this example, the Allocation Analysis queries are located.

b. For each report query that you want to include in the report procedure, specify the report format by entering an S in
the format field (L, D, W, M, or Y) on the same line as the extended query.

NOTE
For the L (Latest) report format, you can enter a numeric value from 1 through 9. This value specifies the
number of statistics collections to be used.

c. Press F3.
The Build Report Procedures panel reappears.

d. Press F3.
The Report Procedures Services panel reappears.

6. (Optional) Submit the report procedure in batch:
a. Type S in the O (Option) field next to the report procedure that you want to submit and press Enter.

The Submit-Build JCL Parameters panel appears.
b. Specify the values for the Execution, Collection, Report, and Action options and press Enter.

NOTE
Verify that Collection Type and Action JCL are set to N. Also, the report output can be sent to a
sequential, partitioned, or GDG data set. Detailed information is provided in the online help.

The report procedure is submitted. Browse the specified data set to view the results.
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Browse the Report Data Set
Use the following steps to edit or browse the report data set in split panel mode without exiting the current panel:

1. Enter SPLIT in the command line and press Enter.
The product menu appears.

2. Use ISPF Browse to view the report data set.
The report name and format appear at the top of the report.

3. Scroll through the reports.
4. Close the report data set:

a. Enter =X in the command line and press Enter.
The Browse session ends.

b. Press PF3 (End) until the main menu reappears.

Delete Individual Report Queries from a Report Procedure
Use the following steps to delete individual reports from a report procedure with Database Analyzer:

1. Select the Report Procedure Services option on the Database Analyzer Main Menu and press Enter.
The Report Procedure Services panel appears.

2. Enter a U in the O (Option) field next to the procedure that you want to update.
3. Enter EXPLODE in the command line on the Build Report Procedure or Query Procedure Selection panels. Press

Enter.
The Report Data List panel appears, showing the selected report queries for the report procedure.

4. Enter D in the O (Option) field next to the report query that you want to delete. Press Enter.
The TYP field for the deleted report query changes to DEL.

5. Press PF3 (End).
The Build Report Procedure or Query Procedure Selection panel reappears.

View Report Procedure Information
Use the EXPLODE and E command options to view detailed information about a Database Analyzer report procedure.

The EXPLODE primary command shows the report queries and extended queries that are associated with a report
procedure.

To use this command, type EXPLODE in the command line of the Build Report Procedures or Query Procedure Selection
panel and press Enter. The Report Data List panel appears, showing the selected report queries and extended queries for
the report procedure. The E (Explode) line command is available from the Report Procedures Services panel.

Use the following steps to view the report procedure information:

1. Type E (Explode) in the O (Option) field next to the report procedure to view. Press Enter.
The Report Data List panel appears.

NOTE
The E (Explode) option places you into browse mode. Therefore, update and delete requests cannot be
made.

2. Type E in the O (Option) field next to a query and press Enter.
The SQL Statement Display panel appears. This panel shows the SQL that is processed when the report query and
any corresponding extended query (EQF) are executed during the report procedure submission.
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Sample Graph, Trend, and Forecast Reports
Specify the report option on the Build Report Procedures panel to use the Report Procedures facility to generate Graph,
Trend, or Forecast reports.

NOTE
For Graph and Forecast Reports, default dates are used according to the format selected. For example, if you
select W for a weekly report, Database Analyzer uses the current date as the default end date and the previous
49 weeks as the default start date. Logic is used to distribute the results evenly on the graphs. Up to 50 points
can be plotted on a graph, so the number 49 is used so that each observation is represented. Each observation
is presented on its own vertical line, rather than combining observations on the same vertical line. The dates are
used to create the X-axis (horizontal) coordinates.

The sample Graph and Forecast Reports are shown without the header fields, which is the default. You can change
the information in any of the header fields to generate a different report. If you change the Query number or the Report
Option, the appropriate Graph, Trend Analysis, or Forecast Menu appears. If an intermediate menu is not needed for the
selected query, a new report immediately appears.

For complete information about the report and format options available for each query, see Report Options Chart.

The field descriptions are provided in the online help (F1).

• Graph Report
• Trend Analysis Report
• Forecast Report

Graph Report

In this example, the graph was generated when the following criteria was selected on the Query Procedure Selection
panel:

• Tablespace/Table Allocation Analysis query
• Total Pages Used
• D (Detail) for the Format Option

CMD ==>                  # OF PAGES USED   - DETAIL                           

                    1,800 +                                                  |

                          |                                                  |

                          |                                                  |

                          |                                                  |

                    1,500 +                                                  |

                          |                                                 *|

 DBNAME    TSNAME  PART   |                                                **|

 PTDB      PTTSRCL1       |                                       * **   * **|

                    1,200 +                                     * * **   * **|

                          |                                *    * * **   * **|

                          |                             *  *    * * **   * **|

                          |                          ** *  *    * * **   * **|

                      900 +                      *  *** *  *    * * **   * **|

                          |                     **  *** *  *    * * **   * **|

                          |                *  ****  *** *  *    * * **   * **|

                          |            *** *  ****  *** *  *    * * **   * **|

                      600 +            *** *  ****  *** *  *    * * **   * **|

                          |           **** *  ****  *** *  *    * * **   * **|

                          |*      *   **** *  ****  *** *  *    * * **   * **|

                          |*      *   **** *  ****  *** *  *    * * **   * **|
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                      300 +------+------+------+------+------+------+--------+

 PF6 - Header ON/OFF      08/26  09/09  09/23  10/07  10/21  11/04  11/18

Trend Analysis Report

The Trend Analysis Report evaluates the specified object based on the following criteria:

• The lowest number or percentage by which the object criteria changed.
• The greatest number or percentage by which the object criteria has changed.
• Whether to interpret the values that are specified for the Changed At Least and Less Than fields as a number or a

percentage.
• The unit number to use as a basis to search the object statistics. A unit can be days, weeks, months, or years. For

example, if you request M (Monthly) as the format option and you enter 6 as the unit number, a search is performed for
the last 6 months. This number is used to calculate the starting date. The current date is used as the ending date.

NOTE
The object criteria available in the trend-analysis format vary according to the query selected. For example,
the object criteria for Allocation Analysis requests the objects that have had a decrease or increase in the
total pages allocated and used and the total extents allocated and used. The criteria for a Page Update query
requests only a report of the objects where total page updates have increased.

In this example, the report was generated when the following criteria was selected on the Query Procedure Selection
panel:

• S for Total Pages Used Increase
• 4 as a number (rather than as a percent) for the By At Least field
• 6 as the last number of units
• The current date was used for the Ending Date

RDA.QTTR                TREND ANALYSIS FOR PAGES USED                          

COMMAND  ==>                                                   SCROLL ==> PAGE 

                                                                               

  Query     ==> 1         Report Option ==> T             Object System: SSID

  Database  ==> PTDB      Format Option ==> D         (or use EQF)           

  Tablespace => PTTSR%    Partition  ==>              Where  ==> N =>        

  At least       4 but less than         #     in   6 DAYS    before MM-DD-YY

Loc: LOCAL --------------------- DB2 ID: SSID -------------- User ID: USERXX   

DBNAME    TSNAME  PART     PQTY-A   PQTY-U   SQTY-A   SQTY-U EXTENTS DSI VOLID

PTDB      PTTSRCL1                97# PAGES USED INCREASE                    

MM/DD/YY  09:42            10,080    1,394                     1 118   1 DBA012

MM/DD/YY  08:54            10,080    1,297                     1 118   1 DBA012

                                                                               

PTDB      PTTSRCR1                 6# PAGES USED INCREASE                     

MM/DD/YY  09:42               216       31                     1 118   1 DBA020

MM/DD/YY  08:54               216       25                     1 118   1 DBA020

                                                                               

PTDB      PTTSRIK1                26# PAGES USED INCREASE                      

MM/DD/YY  09:42               252      226       36            2 117   1 DBA020

MM/DD/YY  08:54               252      200       36            2 117   1 DBA020

The Trend Analysis Report displays only two object statistic rows per tablespace or indexspace -- the object statistic
closest to the ending date and the object statistic closest to the derived starting date. These object statistics display only if
they meet the selection criteria specified on the Trend Analysis Menu or trend analysis format panel.
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Forecast Report

Generate a forecast to evaluate the objects that are specified in the header fields. For example, you can run an Allocation
Analysis query and you can forecast a date when at least 150 pages are used. A bar graph (represented by asterisks)
displays values taken from previously collected statistics and displays another line to indicate when the requested target
value is reached. A message at the bottom of the graph summarizes the result of the forecast.

In this example, the report was generated when the following criteria was selected on the Query Procedure Selection
panel:

• S for Pages Used
• 150 for AT LEAST

CMD ==>                  # OF PAGES USED   - DETAIL                           

                      150 +                                 Calculated-->+   |

                          |                                            + +   |

                          |                                          +   +   |

                          |                                        +     +   |

                      120 +                                     +        +   |

                          |                                  *+          +   |

 DBNAME    TSNAME  PART   |                                 +*           +   |

 DSNDB04   TESTVO2        |                               +  *           +   |

                       90 +                            +     *           +   |

                          |                          +       *           +   |

                          |                        *         *           +   |

                          |                      + *         *           +   |

                       60 +                   +    *         *           +   |

                          |                 +      *         *           +   |

                          |               +        *         *           +   |

                          |             +          *         *           +   |

                       30 +          +             *         *           +   |

 * - OBSERVED             |        +    Observed-->*         *           +   |

 + - CALCULATED           |      +                 *         *           +   |

                          |    *                   *         *           +   |

                        0 +---------+---------+---------+---------+----------+

 PF6 - Header ON/OFF      03/05     03/07     03/09     03/11     03/13       

  # OF PAGES   =         150 ON MM/DD/YY

Generating Query Reports Using the Query Facility
The Query Facility lets you generate query reports to gather and analyze object statistics, including:

• Previously extracted information that is stored in Db2 tables
• Space usage at the Db2 table and index level or at the DASD volume level
• Free space use, location, and distribution
• Index and column details

NOTE
For detailed information about the available report types, see Reports.

The statistics can be displayed in various outputs:
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• An overview of all object statistics
• A bar graph of specific object statistics
• A trend analysis that analyzes the requested statistics for the Db2 objects according to a greater-than or less-than

number or percentage. Objects meeting the criteria appear in the report.
• A forecast that presents the requested object statistics as a bar graph, showing a least squares solution and predicting

when a target value is reached. A least squares solution minimizes the approximation errors when fitting curves to a
given set of data points.

Data can be summarized in detail, weekly, monthly, or yearly increments, or by a specific number of collections from 1
through 9.

Every Database Analyzer report displays a fixed number of columns, but you can customize the selected rows by using
the Extended Query Facility (EQF). The Extended Query Facility lets you enter WHERE conditions to filter the data that is
selected. You can save these customized queries (referred to as EQFs) for execution.

Several predefined EQFs are also provided at installation. Using these predefined EQFs to generate reports makes it
easier to determine which objects require attention. For example, you can generate a report to assess the objects that are
contained in the RTOS extract before running the extract procedure.

Generate a Query Report

Use the following steps to generate a query report:

1. Select the Query Facility option on the main menu.
2. Complete the following fields:

– Select a report category (Tablespace/Table, Indexspace, or Utility History queries).
– Specify which subsystem to report on.
– Specify the connection subsystem and location.
– Specify the print parameters.
Press Enter.
The Tablespace/Table Queries, Indexspace, or Utility History Queries submenu appears. The available queries appear
in the middle of the panel.

3. Perform the following tasks:
– Specify which query to execute in the Query field.
– Enter names or selection criteria in the object fields to control which objects are selected for the query.
– Specify which report option to use to format the statistics that are gathered for your query. The valid options are

shown at the bottom of the panel.
NOTE
This field does not apply to Utility History Queries, so it does not appear on that submenu.

– Specify the unit of time to use when collecting statistics in the Format Option field. The valid options are shown at
the bottom of the panel.

NOTE
The Detail (D) format option is the only valid value for Utility History Queries.

– Enter the Db2 subsystem containing the Db2 objects to report upon in the Object System field. This subsystem can
be different from the statistics subsystem ID when you have combined statistics from multiple Db2 subsystems into
one statistics database.

– (Optional) Issue the DEFEQFS command to display the list of queries and the standard EQFs assigned to them.
Disable or enable the assigned EQFs or select a different EQF for one or more online queries.

– (Optional) Create an Extended Query Facility (EQF) query.
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NOTE
To ensure that your EQFs are accessible from the list of predefined EQFs, prefix your EQF with QRY# or
EOC#.

a. Enter Y in the Where field to create your own query, or enter S to select an existing query.
b. Use the second field to specify the name of the EQF query.

NOTE
For most Query reports, the report displays immediately. For Graph (G), Trend Analysis (T), or Forecast
(F) reports, a submenu appears. Use this menu to specify more report criteria.

– (Optional) Print the report by issuing one of the following primary commands:
QP or QPRINT

Writes the entire current report to the specified print class.
PP or PPRINT

Writes only the displayed portion of the report to the specified print class.
QRYP or QRYPRINT

Writes the entire current report to the specified print class. This command attempts to make appropriate page
breaks by considering the specific report being printed.

GPRINT
Writes only the displayed portion of the report to the specified print class. This command is valid only for Graph,
Trend Analysis, and Forecast reports.

4. (Optional) Generate another report without returning to the query submenu by replacing the information in the header
fields with new values. Press Enter.
The new report appears.

Generate a Query Report Using Predefined EQFs

Use the following steps to generate query reports using predefined EQFs:

NOTE

The predefined EQFs that are provided at installation and any user-defined EQFs for each report are listed
below each report. Field descriptions are provided in the online help (F1).

1. Select the Query Facility option on the main menu.
2. Complete the following fields:

– Select a report category (Tablespace/Table queries - Predefined or Indexspace Queries - Predefined).
– Specify which subsystem to report on.
– Specify the connection subsystem and location.
– Specify the print parameters.
Press Enter.
The Tablespace/Table Queries Predefined or Indexspace Queries Predefined panel appears.

3. Complete the header fields.
4. Narrow your report results by specifying values in the following filtering fields:

– Qry.Sel.Cri.Source (Query Selection Criteria Source)
– Maint. Action
– Collection type

5. Complete one of the following steps:
– Select a report and predefined EQF by typing an S next to the predefined EQF that you want to use. Press Enter.

The generated report appears.
– (Optional) Override the default EQF before generating the report.
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WARNING
You cannot override EQFs with the following prefixes: EOC$, EOC#, QRY$, QRY#, HST$, and HST#.

The generated report appears.

Generate a Report in a Data Sharing Environment

Use the following steps to generate a report in a data sharing environment:

NOTE
When you set up an extract procedure for use in a data sharing group, your choices also affect reporting. The
group attachment or subsystem name you specify in the Object Subsystem field populates the SYSID columns
in the Database Analyzer statistics tables.

1. Select the Query Facility option on the main menu.
2. Complete the following fields:
Command line

Specifies the object category to report on. Type 1 for tablespace/table queries.
Object Subsystem

Specifies the group attachment name or member subsystem name.

NOTE
The group attachment name or member subsystem name must match the name in the Object
Subsystem field of the Build Extract Procedures panel. If the names do not match, the statistics cannot
be accessed during report generation and you see an empty report.

Press Enter.
3. Complete the standard header fields at the top of the panel. Press Enter.

The generated report appears.
4. (Optional) Type SQL in the command line and press Enter.

The SQL statement appears. You can see which system ID was originally entered in the Object Subsystem field of the
Build Extract Procedures panel during extract procedure creation.

Request Another Report from the Current Report
Use the following steps to generate a report, and then access another report from the current report:

1. Select the Query Facility option on the main menu.
2. Select a query type and press Enter. For this example, select Indexspace Queries.

The Indexspace Queries submenu appears. Use this submenu to select a report for generation. One report at a time
is generated because generation and display are done online. (To generate multiple reports at once, create a report
procedure.)

3. Enter the header information. For this example, use the following values:
– Type DSN% in the Database field.
– Type an asterisk (*) in the Tablespace field to select all tablespaces in the database beginning with DSN.
– Type 1 in the Query field to select an Allocation Analysis report.
– Type Q in the Report Option field to present the resulting report as a standard query.
– Type M in the Format Option field to display the statistics from the current month.
Press Enter.
The Allocation Analysis Monthly report appears. You can now request another report from the Indexspace Queries
category by changing the information in the header fields.

4. Type G in the Report Option field. Press Enter.
The new report uses the same statistics as the current Query report; however, the information is presented as a bar
graph.
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5. Select the statistical information to use for the vertical and horizontal axes of the graph.
In this example, enter the following values to show the total pages that were used in a time frame:
– Type S in the Total pages used field.
– Specify the Ending and Starting dates.
Press Enter.
The report generates and appears online as a bar graph. See the following example:
CMD ==> GPRINT        # OF PAGES USED   - MONTHLY                              

                      129 +                                                  | 

                          |                                                  | 

                          |                                                  | 

                          |                                                  | 

                          |                                                  | 

                          +                                                  | 

CREATOR       PART        |                                                  | 

PDMALL                    |                                                  | 

NAME                      |                                                  | 

TLM_SYSFOREIGNKEYS        |                                                  | 

                      128 +                   *                              | 

                          |                   *                              | 

 DBNAME   TSNAME          |                   *                              | 

 DSNDB06  SYSDBASE        |                   *                              | 

                          |                   *                              | 

                          +                   *                              | 

                          |                   *                              | 

                          |                   *                              | 

                          |                   *                              | 

                          |                   *                              | 

                      127 +---------+---------+---------+---------+----------+ 

 PF6 - Header ON/OFF      08/04     08/05     08/06     08/07     08/08

6. Use F7 (up) and F8 (down) to scroll through the report and view the graphs for the other indexspaces in the DSN
databases.

7. Type GPRINT in the command line and press Enter.
The current report is written to the print class that was specified on the Query Facility panel.

NOTE
For more information, see Create and Submit a Report Procedure.

Processing Unavailable Data
As new report values are calculated and new columns are added to the product tables, older statistics do not reference
these new values and columns.

Therefore, some values might not be available when using older statistical data. If this situation occurs, a BAD-DATA
comment appears in the report instead of displaying an incorrect value.

Query Facility Reporting
If you encounter the BAD-DATA comment during Query Facility Reporting, access the report. A warning message
appears. Press PF1 to request additional information about the problem.

Batch
If you encounter the BAD-DATA comment in a batch report, run the same report online. A warning message
appears. Press PF1 to request additional information about the problem.
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With floating-point statistics columns, the product displays large values by truncating digits on the right. These digits are
replaced with the following values:

• K -- Three zeros are appended to the number.
• M -- Six zeros are appended to the number.
• G -- Nine zeros are appended to the number.
• T -- 12 zeros are appended to the number.

For example, suppose that a report column is eight characters wide and the value for that column is 12,345,678. The
number is formatted as 12,345K. The K indicates that three zeros are appended to the number.

Applying Extended Queries to a Report
Customize the selected rows in a report by applying extended queries.

Every report displays a fixed number of columns, but you can customize the selected rows by using the Extended Query
Facility (EQF). The Extended Query Facility lets you use WHERE conditions to filter the data that is selected. You can
save these customized queries (referred to as EQFs) for execution. Each report comes with a standard extended query
that selects all data for the report. You can create and maintain EQFs, optionally disable or enable the EQF assigned
to a report, or select a different EQF for a query report. You can also generate reports with predefined EQFs. Use the
predefined EQFs that come installed with the product or create your own.

The following predefined EQFs are provided at installation, and indicate which objects can be selected when running
extracts in the future:

• EOC$ prefixed EQF names, which correspond to the built-in Extract Object Conditions (EOCs). EOCs are part of the
Real Time Object Selection (RTOS) Mode=Action Extracts. These EQFs reference the current values in the IBM Real
Time Statistics (RTS) tables.

• QRY$ prefixed EQF names, which correspond to several of the built-in Action Conditions (ACs) for Action Procedures.
These EQFs reference the most recent activity in the Database Analyzer historical statistics tables.

HST$ prefixed EQF names are also provided at installation. These EQFs show the objects that were selected in the past
for a given extract name or a specific Maintenance Action type of an RTOS Mode=Action Extract. These EQFs reference
the Database Analyzer historical statistics tables.

Using these predefined EQFs to generate reports makes it easier to determine which objects require attention. For
example, you can generate a report to assess the objects that are contained in the RTOS extract before running the
extract procedure. Use the (H)ist option to query historical data from extracts that ran in the past. You can also use the
(R)TS or (P)DA options. These options evaluate the data in the RTS or PDA history tables at the time the query runs. The
resulting report data could cause you to increase or decrease the extract procedure trigger values to better focus on the
objects that require maintenance actions.

EQFs are created and selected at the query level and are saved with the query. Each time that you select the query,
Database Analyzer automatically selects the last EQF that was used with that query.

NOTE
EQFs are automatically disabled when navigating between related reports using the hyperlink method and the
cursor select method. The hyperlink method applies only to the Tablespace and Indexspace Summary reports.

Create an Extended Query (EQF)

Use the following steps to create an extended query:

1. Complete the header fields in the query submenu as you would generate a report, except enter Y in the Where field.
Press Enter.
The SQL Selection Panel appears.

2. Complete the following fields:
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– Specify an extended query name in the Name field. The default is TEMP.
NOTE
To ensure that your EQFs are accessible from the list of predefined EQFs, use one of the following
prefixes when creating or modifying an EQF:

• QRY#
• EOC#

– Enter a description for the extended query in the Description field.
– Specify whether other users can access and update the extended query in the Share field.
– Enter the extension to the SELECT statement in the Where Clause field. This clause is appended to the SQL for

the selected query.
For example, enter the following clause to report on objects where extents taken equal five:
AND :16 = 5

Press Enter.
The column abbreviation (:16) becomes the complete column name A.RAVL_EXTENTS as shown in the following
panel:
 Where Clause:                                                               

   01 AND A.RAVL_EXTENTS = 5                                                  

   02                                                                         

   03

3. Enter Y in the View SQL field and press Enter.
The SQL Statement Display shows the statement with the new WHERE clause. These existing and new elements
make up the extended query.

4. Press F3 (End).
The SQL Selection Panel reappears.

5. Press F3 (End).
The report is generated online.

Manage Existing Extended Queries

Use the following steps to select, edit, and delete existing extended queries:

1. Select the Query Facility option from the Main Menu.
2. Complete the following fields:

– Select the query category that was used to create the EQF. For example, if you created an EQF using Tablespace/
Table Queries, select that option again. This step is necessary because each query category maintains its own
listing of EQFs.

– Request the same subsystem that was used to create the EQF.
Press Enter.
The query submenu appears.

3. Complete the header fields with the information that was used to create the EQF. Type S (Select) in the left Where
field. Press Enter.
The Query List panel appears with a list of EQFs.

4. (Optional) Select an EQF to use by typing S next to the EQF and pressing Enter.
Your selection is registered.

5. (Optional) Edit an EQF:
a. Type Y next to the EQF and press Enter:

The SQL Selection Panel displays the EQF information.
b. Edit the EQF information as needed, then type SAVE in the command line and press Enter.

A message indicates that your query edits are saved.
6. (Optional) Delete an EQF by typing D next to the EQF and pressing Enter.
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WARNING
Queries are deleted without prompting you for confirmation. Deleted EQFs cannot be recovered.
NOTE
The standard EQFs that the product defines cannot be deleted.

The EQF is immediately deleted and disappears from the query list.
7. Press F3 (End).

The report is generated using the edited EQF.

View Audit Errors and User Messages in Broadcom Log Tables
The Log Reporting Facility lets you view the audit error messages and user messages in the Broadcom log tables.

This facility helps you identify and correct potential problems with your Db2 objects. You can view an audit error here, then
jump to the Page Display Facility to view the Db2 page and correct the error.

NOTE
Some audit errors cannot be corrected from the Page Display Facility. Instead, those errors require the use of a
Db2 utility such as REORG.

Audit error messages are generated when an extract procedure that is collecting statistics encounters an audit error.
These messages are automatically written to the Broadcom log table. Audit error messages are also generated when you
use the AUDIT command in the Page Display Facility. However, these messages are not written to the table.

User messages are generated when certain action procedures are activated. If you want to write these messages to the
Broadcom log table, set up user messaging.

For both message types, the message text appears with the relevant Db2 object, job submitter, subsystem ID, and date
and time of the statistics collection.

Use the following steps to view audit errors and user messages in Broadcom log tables:

1. Display the log tables by performing one of the following actions:
– Select Log Reporting from the Database Analyzer main menu and press Enter.
– Type DLOG in the command line of a page display (in the Page Display Facility) and press Enter.
The Audit / Message Log panel appears.

2. Use the header fields to filter which messages appear according to the submitter ID, log type, SSID, or distributed
location ID.
Press Enter.
The panel refreshes to display the messages that meet your criteria.

3. (Optional) View more information about an error by typing H in the PD field and pressing Enter.
4. (Optional) View the data page that prompted the message:

a. Type S in the PD field next to an error message and press Enter.
The Page Display Facility is invoked and the page corresponding to the audit error appears. The first field on the
page is highlighted because it is the current position of the displacement pointer. If applicable, the field in error is
also highlighted.

b. (Optional) Correct the error on the data page.
c. (Optional) Navigate through the other data pages for this object.
d. Press F3 (End).

The Audit / Message Log panel reappears.
5. (Optional) Delete a log message from the log table:

a. Type D in the D column next to one or more messages. Press Enter.
The panel refreshes to indicate that the selected log entries are in DELETE PENDING status.

b. Delete the log entries by performing one of the following actions:
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• Type PROCESS in the command line and press Enter to execute the deletion.
• Press F3 or specify the END command.
• Change the header fields.

NOTE
You can also use the Log Maintenance Facility to delete log entries. For more information, see Use the Log
Maintenance Facility in the Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

Action Services
Action Services consists of Action Procedures and Prioritize Object Maintenance Profiles (POM profiles).

Action procedures free you from having to monitor statistics constantly to determine when to execute specific standard
utilities. Action procedures contain the action conditions that determine whether an object is selected for maintenance. Tie
the action procedure to an extract procedure or utility extract. When that extract procedure or utility extract is submitted,
the action procedure is also executed.

Use a POM profile that is tied to an extract procedure to control the processing order of your action JCL. Doing so ensures
that your most important JCL runs first.

Action Procedures
An action procedure is a sequence of actions that occur based on a defined set of conditions.

An action procedure lets you group different utilities for execution against Db2 objects. Action procedures also free you
from having to monitor object statistics and create JCL and utility control statements manually.

An action procedure can execute an action (such as invoking a Db2 utility) when predefined conditions are true. For
example, an action procedure can automatically perform a REORG when index fragmentation occurs or free space is
depleted. As another example, an action procedure can automatically perform image copies when update activity is high.

Build an Action Procedure
An action procedure lets you group different utilities for execution against Db2 objects when predefined conditions are
true.

Action procedures free you from having to monitor object statistics and create JCL and utility control statements manually.

You can select the following utilities to include in an action procedure:

• Standard Db2 utilities (such as an image copy or REORG)
• Broadcom-defined utilities
• Command Processor access
• User-defined applications

You can specify a maximum of 10 utilities for each action procedure.

In addition to specifying the utilities to include in an action procedure, also specify a condition type:

Unconditional
Always executes the assigned utilities against the objects in an extract procedure or utility extract.

NOTE
When action procedures are selected for a utility extract, they are always treated as unconditional.
Therefore, no conditions are tested for the utility extract. Because the execution is temporary, no
statistics are collected.

Conditional
Executes the assigned utilities against the objects in an extract procedure only when certain conditions are met.
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For example, suppose that you assign a REORG utility and specify the condition that when the primary quantity
for the object exceeds 80 percent, the object is selected for action processing. In this case, a REORG is
requested when the extract procedure is submitted and the target value of 80 percent is exceeded.

You can tie an action procedure to an extract procedure at the extract or object level:

Extract Level
If you create or select an action procedure when you create or update an extract procedure, the action procedure
is automatically tied to the extract procedure. When the action procedure is tied to the entire extract procedure,
the action procedure processes every object in the extract procedure.

Object Level
If you select an action procedure for a specific object, the action procedure is tied to the extract procedure at the
Db2 object level. The action procedure processes the specified object only.

You can tie an action procedure to a utility extract when the action procedure is selected from the Utility Manager facility. A
utility extract performs an on-demand execution of utilities against selected objects.

An action procedure cannot be submitted alone because it does not select any Db2 objects. An action procedure must be
tied to an extract procedure or utility extract that has Db2 objects that are assigned to it. When the extract procedure or
utility extract is submitted, the utilities and conditions that are assigned to an action procedure are executed against the
Db2 objects that are assigned to the extract procedure or utility extract.

Use the following steps to build an action procedure:

1. Select Action Procedures from the Main Menu. Press Enter.
NOTE
To create an action procedure from the Build Extract Procedures panel, enter S or C in the Action Procedure
Ties field and press Enter.

2. Complete the following fields for the New Procedure Creation row:
– Enter C in the O (Option) field.

NOTE
These steps focus on creating action procedures. You can also use this field to update, copy, explode,
and delete existing procedures. For more information, press F1 to see the online help.

– Enter a name for the action procedure (for example, ACTION1), in the ACT PROC field.
– Enter a description in the PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION field.
– Specify whether to share the procedure in the SHR field.
Press Enter.
The Build Action Procedure panel appears.

3. Complete the following tasks (detailed in the sections that follow this page):
– Specify the model JCL parameters.
– Define a condition type.
– Define the action conditions (for conditional action procedures only).
– Set up user messaging.
– Select utilities.

4. Press PF3 (End).
The Action Procedure Services panel appears. Your procedure is saved.

Specify Model JCL Parameters
When you create an action procedure, you are required to enter a PDS member name to use as the model JCL for the
specified utility.

The model JCL contains the required JCL and utility control statements to generate a job stream that executes the
specified utilities.
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Default model JCL members are provided for each supported utility and other commonly used models. The user ID must
be authorized to access the PDS member data set that contains the model JCL. You can edit the default members or
create your own user-defined members.

NOTE
The Broadcom model library supplies a model MJUTLGLH. This model executes a program that invokes
DSNUTILB. You can execute this program to keep a history file of the Db2 utilities selected in the action
procedure. For more information, see Collect Activity History for IBM Utilities.

In the model JCL members, automatic or user-defined symbolic variables are supported as follows:

• Automatic symbolic variables are substituted automatically at run time. For example, the tablespace name is
substituted for the symbolic variable %TSNAME.

• User-defined symbolic variables are defined by the user. You are prompted to set their values when you create or
update an action procedure. When updating an action procedure, you do not have to enter previously saved symbolic
variables.

To specify model JCL parameters, complete the following fields on the Build Action Procedure panel:

• Specify the member that contains the default Db2 utility statements in the Model Name field on the Build Action
Procedure panel. The default member is MJUTLGL.

• Enter the fully qualified PDS library name that contains the model JCL members for this action procedure in the Library
Name field.

• Specify whether to modify or view symbolic variables in the model JCL in the Process Option field.
• Define additional build characteristics as needed.

Press PF3.

You exit the panel.

Define a Condition Type
The Condition Type field on the Build Action Procedure panel determines whether the action procedure is unconditional or
conditional.

The Condition Type field also determines which SQL conjunction is used in a conditional action procedure.

To define an unconditional action procedure, enter N in the Condition Type field. The utilities assigned to the action
procedure are executed against the objects in the extract procedure.

To define a conditional action procedure, enter one of the following values in the Condition Type field:

• Enter A to specify a conditional action procedure that uses the AND conjunction. The AND conjunction causes objects
to be selected when all action conditions are true.

• Enter O to specify a conditional action procedure that uses the OR conjunction. The OR conjunction causes objects to
be selected when any action condition is true.

NOTE
For more information about conditional action procedures, see Define Action Conditions.

Press Enter.

The Action Conditions panel appears.

Define Action Conditions
An action condition is an SQL statement or program that is evaluated on statistics, tables, or what you define in an action
conditions program.
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Action conditions are evaluated as true or false based on the contents of the Database Analyzer statistics database, Db2
Real-Time Statistics (RTS) tables, Db2 catalog tables, or anything you define in an action conditions program.

The following action conditions can be used:

Predefined conditions
The product supplies a set of predefined action conditions. Select the conditions when you create or when you
update an action procedure.

Operators and trigger values
You can also provide corresponding operators (such as >, =, or <) and values (such as 90 or RATS_PART) to use
for the condition trigger value. For example, you could request that the primary quantity percent used is > 90 and
RATS_PART=2.

Object type specific
The selected conditions are applied and tested only for the appropriate Db2 object type. For example, if a
tablespace is being checked against the conditions, only selected tablespace conditions are tested. All selected
indexspace conditions are ignored.

OR conjunction
If multiple conditions are selected for a specific Db2 object type, the conditions are connected by the OR
conjunction. If any of the conditions are true, the object is selected for processing.

AND conjunction
All conditions that are selected must be true. The statistics for each object are tested to determine whether the
condition is true. When the first condition is false, the object is excluded from processing.

Collective versus Individual conditions
Through one type of action condition, you can request that Database Analyzer generate JCL steps for tablespace
and indexspace partitions collectively. Through another type, you can request JCL steps for tablespace and
indexspace partitions individually.

You can define the action conditions for the action procedure from the Action Conditions panel. If the action conditions for
an object are true, action JCL is generated to execute the specified utilities in an action procedure. If the conditions are
false, the utilities are bypassed. SQL and program-based action conditions exist. This product provides over 370 defined
conditions that are based mostly on Database Analyzer and RTS statistics. You can also add your own conditions using
#INCLUDE <model member> processing.

NOTE
For more information about using #INCLUDE statements, see the online help. From the Database Analyzer
Main Menu, select T (tutorial), then 10 (Glossary terms). Follow the #INCLUDE hyperlink in A1 Action Conditions
or E4 Extract Object Conditions.

You can select any of these conditions and can provide a trigger value. For every Db2 object processed by the action
procedure, the selected conditions are tested. You can also capture the threshold (condition) values of database objects
that trigger actions based on action conditions, and tune your selection criteria to avoid unnecessary actions on objects
and reduce your maintenance time. For more information, see Capture Threshold Values (CTV) of objects selected by
RTOS.

SQL Validation - Custom Action Conditions in INCLUDE Member

Before processing the custom action condition in a #INCLUDE member, Database Analyzer validates the SQL against the
following criteria:

1. The SQL statement is a SELECT statement.
2. The clause expression of the SELECT is COUNT (*).

The following example shows a successfully validated SQL statement:

SELECT COUNT(*)
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FROM SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACESTATS

WHERE DBNAME = 'PTDB'

AND NAME = 'PTTSRTS7'

Define an SQL-Based Action Condition and Trigger
You can define an SQL-based action condition and trigger. SQL statements that perform an SQL-based condition test are
provided.

The SQL statement defines the condition test and then selects the necessary fields and Database Analyzer tables to
perform the test. The SQL statement is left incomplete to let you select the test condition using the Action Conditions
panel.

For example, the following SQL statement implements an action test condition that determines the primary quantity used
percent of a tablespace:

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM PTI.RATS_STATS_xxxx WHERE RATS_DBNAME = '%DBNAME' AND     

 RATS_TSNAME = '%TSNAME' AND RATS_SYSID = '%SYSID' AND RATS_PART = %PART AND   

 RATS_TIMESTAMP = (SELECT MAX(RATS_TIMESTAMP) FROM PTI.RATS_STATS_xxxx  WHERE  

 RATS_DBNAME = '%DBNAME' AND RATS_TSNAME = '%TSNAME' AND RATS_SYSID = '%SYSID' 

 AND RATS_PART = %PART) AND (RATS_PQTY_U*100)/RATS_PQTY_A

The SQL statement is incomplete because it is missing the comparison value for the primary quantity used percent. In
other words, (RATS_PQTY_U*100)/RATS_PQTY_A is not compared to anything. The missing comparison is referred
to as the condition trigger value. This condition value is supplied at the time the condition is selected on the Action
Conditions panel.

Use the following steps to define an SQL-based action condition and trigger:

1. Display the Build Action Procedure panel.
2. Define a conditional action procedure by entering O (OR) or A (AND) in the Condition Type field and press Enter.

The Action Conditions panel appears.
3. Enter T in the Conditions listed by field and press Enter.

The panel refreshes, displaying the action condition types that can be selected.
4. Enter one of the following next to List based on action:
A

Displays all action conditions.
C

Displays a list of the most commonly used action conditions.
T

Displays the action conditions that pertain to tablespaces.
I

Displays the action conditions that pertain to indexes.
L

Displays the action conditions that pertain specifically to LOBs.
Press Enter.
The panel refreshes, displaying the selected set of action conditions.

5. Complete the following fields:
a. Enter S in the O (Option) field next to the condition to select.

For example, type S next to (TS) Percent of pages updated to select that action condition.
b. Enter the condition trigger value in the CONDITION field.
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This field is required if a condition has been selected. You can type up to 30 characters. A condition trigger value
consists of the following items:
• An operator such as >, =, <.
• A value such as a number or column name.
• If you can bypass the condition trigger value, a semicolon is required in this field.
For example, type >50 for (TS) Percent of pages updated. The greater than (>) symbol is the operator. The number
50 is the trigger value. When the product encounters a Db2 object in an extract procedure that is tied to the action
procedure, the object is tested to determine if more than 50 percent of the pages are updated.

Press Enter.
Your selections are registered. In this case, only one action condition is selected. The next time that you explode or
update the action conditions, the selected condition moves to the top of the list.

6. Press PF3 (End).
The Build Action Procedure panel reappears. The selected condition trigger value is appended to the end of the SQL
statement, which completes the statement. No syntax checking is performed on the entered values until execution.
If the generated SQL statement is invalid, an SQL error is issued during execution and the object is not processed
properly.

NOTE
The job continues and a return code of 4 (RC=4) is displayed in the output when an SQL error occurs during
the processing of an SQL-based Extract or Action Condition. If your site requires better visibility for SQL
errors, you can add the following parameter to the PDA parmlib member:
CONDITION_SQL_ERROR (nn)

Specifies the return code that is displayed in the output and whether the job terminates when an
SQL error occurs during the processing of an SQL-based Extract or Action Condition.
nn

Specifies the integer value for the return code (RC=nn). The job terminates when nn is
greater than or equal to 8 (nn >= 8) and an SQL error is encountered. If you specify an
invalid value, the default value is used.
Default: 4
Limits: 4 - 4095

Define an SQL-Based Cross Condition and Trigger
The cross condition option lets you select the statistics for one object, but generate the action based on the utilities for the
opposite object.

For example, you can request a cross condition to run a REORG for a tablespace based on the indexspace cluster
percent.

Use the following steps to define an SQL-based cross condition and trigger.

1. Display the Build Action Procedure panel.
2. Enter O (OR) or A (AND) in the Condition Type field and press Enter.

The Action Conditions panel appears:
RDA.ACON          ------     ACTION CONDITIONS       -------                   

Command  ==>                                                   SCROLL ==> PAGE 

                                                                               

Loc: LOCAL --------------------- DB2 ID: DXXX -------------- User ID: USERxx   

                                                                               

Conditions listed by ==> T  (T)ype or maintenance (A)ction                     

List based on type   ==> A  (C)ommonly used, (T)ablespace, (I)ndex, (L)OB,     

                            (R)TS, (D)B2 Catalog, (B)uilt-in PDA program,      

                            (A)ll conditions                                   
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O DESCRIPTION                              T  CONDITION                        

_ (IX) Number of volumes allocated         S |                                |

_ (IX) Available volume extents            S |                                |

_ (IX) Index levels                        S |                                |

_ (IX) Index levels               Change # S |                                |

_ (IX) Average leaf distance               S |                                |

_ (IX) Average leaf distance      Change # S |                                |

_ (IX) Average leaf distance      Change % S |                                |

_ (IX) Clustered percent (use cross cond)  S |                                |

_ (IX) Percent unclustered greater 64 page S |                                |

_ (TS) Check pending status                S |                                |

_ (TS) Image copy not run for nn days      S |                                |

_ (TS) Priqty allocated < reorg estimate   S |                                |

3. Enter T in the Conditions listed by field and press Enter.
The panel refreshes, displaying the action condition types that can be selected.

4. Enter A next to List based on type and press Enter.
The panel refreshes, displaying the selected set of action conditions.

5. Complete the following fields:
a. Enter C (Cross Condition) in the O (Option) field. This option selects statistics for one object but generate the

action based on the utilities for the opposite object.
For example, enter C next to (IX) Clustered percent (use cross cond). Index statistics are used to determine
whether tablespace utilities are generated.

NOTE
For more information, see Cross Conditions.

b. Enter the condition trigger value in the CONDITION field.
This field is required if a condition has been selected. You can enter up to 30 characters. A condition trigger value
consists of the following items:
• An operator such as >, =, <.
• A value such as a number or column name.
• If you can bypass the condition trigger value, a semicolon is required in this field. In this example, a condition

trigger value is required for the selected action condition.
For this example, enter >90. A cross condition is specified where the tablespace, not the indexspace, is reorganized
when the indexspace cluster is less than 90.

NOTE
You can specify any combination of conditions that are appropriate for the statistics that are collected when
the extract procedure is executed.

Press Enter.
Your selections are registered.

6. Press PF3 (End).
The Build Action Procedure panel reappears.

Conform Condition Triggers to SQL Syntax
You can enter only those condition trigger values that are valid in SQL syntax.

For example, you want to specify an action condition where the primary quantity used is >= 80 or is <= 60. You cannot
enter >= 80 or <=60 because SQL does not allow this syntax. Database Analyzer lets you account for two dissimilar
condition triggers.

1. Create a conditional action procedure, such as ACT1, where the primary quantity used is >=80.
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2. Create a second action procedure, such as ACT2, by copying ACT1. Because you are performing a copy, the new
procedure has the same action (utility) codes assigned to it as ACT1.

3. Modify the ACT2 action condition trigger so that the primary quantity used is < = 60.

NOTE
If you create your own SQL-based condition without defining an open-ended SQL statement, enter a semicolon
(;) in the Condition field of the Action Conditions panel.

Define a Program-Based Condition
A program-based condition returns a value denoting the outcome of a true/false test that has been executed through a
user-defined program.

Program conditions are referred to as "built-in PDA program" action conditions.

Database Analyzer recognizes an additional program action condition type specifically for the built-in PDA program
conditions that populates a %USERx symbolic from certain PDA statistic tables.

Program-based condition tests can be used to implement complicated tests. For example, to test a condition that cannot
be handled by a single SQL statement, you can write your own program to implement the condition test.

Use the following steps to define a program-based condition:

1. Display the Action Conditions panel.
2. Enter T in the Conditions listed by field and press Enter.

The panel refreshes, displaying the action condition types that can be selected.
3. Enter B next to List based on type and press Enter.

The panel refreshes, displaying the selected set of action conditions. The value P indicates which conditions are
program-based.

4. Complete the following fields:
a. Enter S in the O (Option) field next to a program-based condition.
b. Enter a semicolon (;) or NOT in the CONDITION field to ignore this field for this condition:
RDA.ACON          ------     ACTION CONDITIONS       -------                   

Command  ==>                                                   SCROLL ==> PAGE 

                                                                               

Loc: LOCAL --------------------- DB2 ID: DXXX -------------- User ID: USERxx   

                                                                               

Conditions listed by ==> T  (T)ype or maintenance (A)ction                     

List based on type   ==> B  (C)ommonly used, (T)ablespace, (I)ndex, (L)OB,     

                            (R)TS, (D)B2 Catalog, (B)uilt-in PDA program,      

                            (A)ll conditions                                                              

                  

O DESCRIPTION                              T  CONDITION                        

_ (IX) Recover pending status (; or NOT)   P |                                |

S (IX) Rebuild pending status (; or NOT)   P | ;                              |

_ (TS) Image copy has never run            S |                                |

_ (TS) Total number of pages used          S |                                |

_ (X2) Average RID chain length (x100)     S |                                |

_ (X2) Percent of keys with a RID chain    S |                                |

_ (X2) Avg RID chain length w/o max (x100) S |                                |

_ (X2) Avg pseudo dltd RIDS per leaf(x100) S |                                |

_ (TS) Populate %USER1 w/PDA stats column  P |                                |

_ (TS) Populate %USER2 w/PDA stats column  P |                                |

_ (TS) Populate %USER3 w/PDA stats column  P |                                |
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_ (TS) Populate %USER4 w/PDA stats column  P |                                |

Press Enter.
Your selections are registered.

NOTE
For this example, a semicolon (;) or NOT must be entered in the Condition field because the program must
be independent of Database Analyzer and self-contained.

5. Press PF3 (End).
The Build Action Procedures panel reappears.

Choose a Collective Action Condition
Use the following steps to select an action condition that tests object partitions collectively:

1. Display the Build Action Procedure panel.
2. Complete the following fields:

a. Enter O in the Condition Type field to specify the use of an action condition.
b. Enter a value in the CODE field. For example, enter RO to indicate REORG as the selected utility:
Press Enter.
The Action Conditions panel appears. This panel lets you select the action conditions for the action procedure.

3. Enter T in the Conditions listed by field and press Enter.
The panel refreshes, displaying the action condition types that can be selected.

4. Enter A next to List based on type and press Enter.
The panel refreshes, displaying the selected set of action conditions.

5. Complete the following fields:
a. Enter S in the O (Option) field next to (TSP) Primary quantity used percent.

NOTE
The (TSP) in an action condition description indicates that it tests partitions collectively. If this condition
does not appear on the panel, press PF8 to scroll down and find it.

b. Enter the condition trigger value in the Condition field. For example, specifying >20 generates a REORG for an
entire object if any of its partitions use a primary quantity greater than 20 percent:

Press Enter.
The Model JCL Substitution panel appears.

6. Enter values for any user-defined symbolic variables.
In this example, SYSDA is entered for the user-defined symbolic variable UNIT:
PTBMODD        ------  Model JCL Substitution -------                          

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE 

                                                                               

MODEL JCL SPECIFICATIONS:                                                      

 MODEL LIBRARY  ===> 'high-level.xxxx.CDBAMDL'                                     

 MODEL MEMBER   ===> MJUTLRO  ( Blank or pattern for member selection list )   

 VOLUME SERIAL  ===>          ( If not cataloged )                             

 EDIT DATA SET  ===> N        ( Y - Yes, N - No )                              

---------------------------------------------------------------------- USERxx  

                                                                               

CMD SYMBOLIC AUTO_REP --------  REPLACEMENT VALUE  --------------------------- 

_   UTILMD   Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   OBJECT   Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   DATE     Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   INCR     Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   UNIT             SYSDA                                                     

_   ROSYSREC Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            
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_   ROSYSUT1 Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   ROSORT   Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   OBJTYPE  Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   CREATOR  Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----

Press PF3 (End).
The Build Action Procedure panel reappears.

LOB-Related Action Conditions
For LOB tablespaces or auxiliary indexes, you must use the action conditions that are listed for LOBs.

These conditions issue SQL tests against the information in the Database Analyzer statistics tables and the Db2 catalog
tables, including SYSIBM.SYSLOBSTATS. You can also use other action conditions that check for the status of objects
(for example, Check Pending).

To generate CHECK LOB JCL, use these action conditions to generate the correct keywords. For more examples, see the
MJUTLCD model.

SQL-Based Conditions
Action conditions can be primarily SQL-based or program-based.

They can be further defined primarily by what type of Db2 tables they access: PDA statistics, Db2 Real-Time Statistics
(RTS), or the Db2 catalog tables. This section focuses on SQL-based conditions. An SQL-based condition passes the
entered trigger value on the Action Conditions panel to an SQL statement for evaluation.

The SQL statement selects the necessary fields and tables to perform the condition test. The SQL statement is often left
incomplete to permit you to complete the test condition using the Action Conditions panel.

Use the following steps to explode (view) the internal SQL statement:

1. Enter E (Explode) in the O (Option) field next to the condition on the Action Conditions panel. Press Enter.
The SQL statement appears on the Conditional Display panel.
In this example, the SQL statement tests the primary quantity used percent of a tablespace. (RATS_PQTY_U*100)/
RATS_PQTY)_A represents the division of the Primary Quantity Used column by the Primary Quantity Allocated
column:
RDA.ACDP            ----     CONDITIONAL DISPLAY      -------                 

Command  ==>                                                   SCROLL ==> PAGE

                                                                              

Loc: LOCAL --------------------- DB2 ID: D51B --------------- User ID: USERXX 

Width of each formatted SQL line ==> 00  (35-80, 00-No formatting)            

Cond Type: SQL STATEMENT Desc: 0000 - (TS) Primary quantity used percent    

If the COUNT(*) returned is > 0 then the condition is SELECTED                

                                                                              

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM PTI.RATS_STATS_1105 WHERE RATS_DBNAME = '%DBNAME' AND     

 RATS_TSNAME = '%TSNAME' AND RATS_SYSID = '%SYSID' AND RATS_PART = %PART AND   

 RATS_TIMESTAMP_D = (SELECT MAX(RATS_TIMESTAMP_D) FROM PTI.RATS_STATS_1105 WHERE  

 RATS_DBNAME = '%DBNAME' AND RATS_TSNAME = '%TSNAME' AND RATS_SYSID = '%SYSID' 

 AND RATS_PART = %PART) AND (RATS_PQTY_U*100.0)/RATS_PQTY_A

>20                                                                      

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

2. Enter the line length (number of characters) in the Width of each formatted SQL line field. Press Enter.
The panel reappears, with the SQL reformatted according to your selection:
RDA.ACDP            ----     CONDITIONAL DISPLAY      -------                  

Command  ==>                                                   SCROLL ==> PAGE
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Loc: LOCAL --------------------- DB2 ID: D51B --------------- User ID: USERXX  

Width of each formatted SQL line ==> 70  (35-80, 00-No formatting)            

Cond Type: SQL STATEMENT Desc: 0000 - (TS) Primary quantity used percent    

If the COUNT(*) returned is > 0 then the condition is SELECTED                

                                                                              

SELECT COUNT ( * )                                                            

   FROM PTI.RATS_STATS_1105                                                     

  WHERE RATS_DBNAME = '%DBNAME' 

    AND RATS_TSNAME = '%TSNAME'                    

    AND RATS_SYSID = '%SYSID' 

    AND RATS_PART = %PART 

    AND RATS_TIMESTAMP_D = 

        (                                 

        SELECT MAX ( RATS_TIMESTAMP_D )                                              

           FROM PTI.RATS_STATS_1105                                                     

          WHERE RATS_DBNAME = '%DBNAME' 

            AND RATS_TSNAME = '%TSNAME'                    

            AND RATS_SYSID = '%SYSID' 

            AND RATS_PART = %PART 

        )                          

    AND ( RATS_PQTY_U * 100.0 ) / RATS_PQTY_A > 20                               

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

Specify Longer Predicate Criteria with INCLUDE Statements
Use #INCLUDE statements when you want to specify longer predicate criteria for an action condition.

These statements expand the criteria that you can specify for object selection and can help prevent unnecessary
processing.

When creating an action condition for an action procedure, you are limited to a 30 byte maximum. This maximum limits
the criteria that you can specify for object selection, which can result in unnecessary processing. For example, you can
potentially reorganize tablespaces that are too small to benefit.

Exceed this 30-byte limitation and specify common or large predicate criteria by placing SQL statements into a model
PDS member. You then insert a #INCLUDE <model member> statement in the 30-byte area of your action condition.
This concept is similar to the use of a #INCLUDE <model member> statement with utility code models and similar to the
INCLUDE processing done in z/OS JCL processing. Database Analyzer uses a Broadcom common model service that
supports appending (copying) a model member onto the SQL that is being processed. The appended model is processed
as if it were originally part of the current SQL.

The following is an example of large predicate criteria that can be added to a model PDS member:

AND DBNAME||NAME NOT IN (SELECT DB||TS FROM users.reorg_exclusion_table WHERE...)

NOTE

You can also use the IBM exception table (DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL) instead of the user table to exclude objects.
We recommend that you use the DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL table to exclude objects for REORG, COPY, and
statistics collection. This is the default RTOS setting.

The DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL table is user-defined and you must insert a row for each object to be considered
for exclusion using the table. Database Analyzer checks the table when Use DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL to
exclude objects ==> (A)ll, (T)s, (I)x, or (X)t is specified on the BUILD EXTRACT PROCS: RTOS Mode=Act
Opts panel.
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For more information, see Dynamically Select Objects for Maintenance. Refer to the IBM documentation for
more information on the DSNACC.EXCEPT_TBL table.

The following example adds “#INCLUDE RTSTS#01” to the reorg action conditions. Model member RTSTS#01 contains
“AND NACTIVE > 360” to avoid reorganizing small tablespaces:

(TS) RTS reorg percent of ins, del, upd | > 25 #INCLUDE RTSTS#01 |

(TS) RTS reorg percent of unclustered   | > 10 #INCLUDE RTSTS#01 |

You can also add up to approximately 32 KB of extra predicates and table expressions to this model.

Use the following steps to use #INCLUDE statements when you want to specify longer predicate criteria for an action
condition:

1. Select the Action Procedures option from the Database Analyzer main menu.
The ACTION PROCEDURE SERVICES panel appears.

2. Enter the C (Create) or U (Update) command and press Enter.
The ACTION CONDITIONS panel appears.

3. Enter A (And) or O (Or) in the Condition Type field and press Enter.
A list of action conditions appears.

4. Enter U (Update) next to an action condition, enter #INCLUDE <model member> in the CONDITION column, and
press Enter.
You are prompted to select a model library for the new model member you are about to create.

5. Select a model library from your hlq.CDBAPARM(DSNAMEx) member. Press Enter.
An empty model member appears.

6. Create an SQL statement that defines the predicate criteria, and then press PF3 (End).
The ACTION CONDITIONS panel reappears. You have added a #INCLUDE statement that specifies longer predicate
criteria in your action condition. When the product evaluates the action condition, it reads the contents of the model
library member that is specified in the #INCLUDE statement and appends your SQL predicate to the end of the
existing condition.

Additional Considerations

The #INCLUDE criteria to limit objects based on size are part of the extract options that are available with an action-
oriented (RTOS) extract procedure. We recommend using that type of extract instead of the classic name-oriented extract.

Also, consider implementing a naming convention for your #INCLUDE statements that indicates which tables the
predicates are associated with. In the previous example, RTSTS#01 is associated with the IBM Real-Time Statistics
(RTS) tables (specifically, the one related to tablespaces). Use the first three characters to indicate the type of table being
processed and have characters 4 through 6 match the table. For example, you can use RTS, PDA, or DB2 as the first
three characters:

• RTS indicates that the predicate accesses tables SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACESTATS or
SYSIBM.SYSINDEXSPACESTATS.

• PDA indicates that the predicate accesses tables PTI.RATS_STATS_xxxx or PTI.RAIX_STATS_xxxx.
• DB2 indicates that the predicate accesses tables SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE, SYSIBM.SYSINDEXPART, and so on.

For characters 4 through 6, you could use TS, IX, TSP, IXP, and so on; for example:

• RTSTS indicates SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACESTATS.
• RTSIX indicates SYSIBM.SYSINDEXSPACESTATS.
• DB2IXP indicates SYSIBM.SYSINDEXPARTS.
• PDATS indicates PTI.RATS_STATS_xxxx.

You can also use characters 7 and 8 to add a suffix such as 01. Increment from 01 to 02 to 03, and so on (for example,
RTSTS01, RTSTS02). Using number suffixes instead of letters can differentiate this type of member, which includes SQL
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to be appended to an existing SELECT statement, from similarly named members that contain entire SELECT statements
to create action conditions.

NOTE

• For a sample #INCLUDE statement that includes predicate criteria, browse the hlq.CDBAMDL(MCEAC03)
member that is provided with the product. This member is fully commented.

• For more information about #INCLUDE processing, see Define Action Conditions and the online help for the
ACTION CONDITIONS panel.

Create New Action Conditions with INCLUDE Statements
You can use #INCLUDE statements to create action conditions.

This process makes it easier for you to customize action conditions for your site and removes the need to place new load
modules into production. Create these action conditions by placing a complete SELECT statement into a model PDS
member. You then insert a #INCLUDE <model member> statement in a new, generic action condition. (Generic action
conditions are provided for tablespaces and indexes.)

Database Analyzer uses a Broadcom common model service that lets you include (copy) another model member into the
model that is being processed. The included model is processed as if it were originally in the current model. This concept
is similar to the INCLUDE processing done in z/OS JCL processing.

NOTE
In the past, creating an action condition for an action procedure required adding an SQL SELECT statement
to assembler tables (RAAACTB2 and RAAACTB3), creating a load module, testing the load module, and then
placing it into the production load libraries. This process was complicated and error-prone, and some sites did
not allow new load modules to be placed into production.

The following example adds “#INCLUDE MCEAC01” to a generic action condition for tablespaces:

(TS)/(TSP) Customizable SQL condition | #INCLUDE MCEAC01        |

The #INCLUDE statement references model member MCEAC01, which contains a complete SELECT statement with
several predicate conditions. This statement is similar to the existing action condition:

(TS) RTS DSNACCOX REORG recommended

MCEAC01 also contains the following line, which demonstrates that you can customize the 40-byte action condition
description. The #HCCD (Help Customized Condition Description) keyword at the beginning signifies that it is the
description replacement:

#HCCD (TS) RTS REORG recommended  -  CUSTOM

Use the following steps to use #INCLUDE statements to create action conditions:

1. Select the Action Procedures option from the Database Analyzer main menu.
The ACTION PROCEDURE SERVICES panel appears.

2. Enter the C (Create) or U (Update) command and press Enter.
The ACTION CONDITIONS panel appears.

3. Enter A (And) or O (Or) in the Condition Type field and press Enter.
A list of action conditions appears.

4. Enter U (Update) next to a generic action condition, and then enter #INCLUDE <model member> in the CONDITION
column.

NOTE
10 generic tablespace action conditions and 10 generic index action conditions are provided. They
appear on the ACTION CONDITIONS panel as "(TS)/(TSP) Customizable SQL condition" and "(IX)/(IXP)
Customizable SQL condition."
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Press Enter.
You are prompted to select a model library for the new model member you are about to create.

5. Select a model library from your hlq.CDBAPARM(DSNAMEx) member. Press Enter.
An empty model member appears.

6. Create a SELECT statement that defines the action condition, and then press PF3 (End).
The ACTION CONDITIONS panel reappears. You have added a #INCLUDE statement to create an action condition.
When the action condition is evaluated, it reads the contents of the model library member that is specified in the
#INCLUDE statement and uses it as the complete SELECT statement.

Additional Considerations

Consider implementing a naming convention for your #INCLUDE statements that indicates which tables the action
conditions are associated with. The first three characters can indicate the type of table being processed and can have
characters 4 through 6 match the table. For example, you can use RTS, PDA, or DB2 as the first three characters:

• RTS indicates that the action condition accesses tables SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACESTATS or
SYSIBM.SYSINDEXSPACESTATS.

• PDA indicates that the action condition accesses tables PTI.RATS_STATS_xxxx or PTI.RAIX_STATS_xxxx.
• DB2 indicates that the action condition accesses tables SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE, SYSIBM.SYSINDEXPART, and

so on.

For characters 4 through 6, you could use TS, IX, TSP, IXP, and so on, as shown in the following examples:

• RTSTS indicates SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACESTATS.
• RTSIX indicates SYSIBM.SYSINDEXSPACESTATS.
• DB2IXP indicates SYSIBM.SYSINDEXPARTS.
• PDATS indicates PTI.RATS_STATS_xxxx.

You can also use characters 7 and 8 to add a suffix such as AA. Increment from AA to AB to AC, and so on (for example,
RTSTSAA, RTSTSBB). Using letter suffixes instead of numbers can differentiate this type of member, which contains
a complete SELECT statement, from similarly named members that contain SQL to extend the predicate of an existing
action condition.

NOTE

• For more information about #INCLUDE processing, see Define Action Conditions and the online help for the
ACTION CONDITIONS panel.

• For a sample #INCLUDE statement, browse the hlq.CDBAMDL(MCEAC01) member that is provided with the
product. This model member demonstrates how to build a complex statement with several predicates where
the threshold values can easily be adjusted using #SET commands. The sample also demonstrates how you
can add up to 36 lines of help text for the new action condition. Other users can type H (Help) next to the new
action condition to display the help text.

Automatic Symbolic Variables in Internal SQL Statements
Database Analyzer uses automatic symbolic variables in the internal SQL statements that are dynamically completed at
the time of evaluation.

The following panel illustrates the use of automatic symbolic variables in the internal SQL statements:

RDA.ACDP            ----     CONDITIONAL DISPLAY      --------                

Command  ==>                                                   SCROLL ==> CSR 

                                                                              

Loc: LOCAL --------------------- DB2 ID: ssid -------------- User ID: USERXX  

                                                                              

Width of each formatted SQL line ==> 00  (35-80, 00-No formatting)            
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Conditional Type: SQL STATEMENT Desc: (TS) Secondary quantity used percent    

If the COUNT(*) returned is > 0 then the condition is SELECTED                

                                                                              

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM PTI.RATS_STATS_1105 WHERE RATS_DBNAME = '%DBNAME' AND    

RATS_TSNAME = '%TSNAME' AND RATS_SYSID = '%SYSID' AND RATS_PART = %PART AND   

RATS_TIMESTAMP = (SELECT MAX(RATS_TIMESTAMP) FROM PTI.RATS_STATS_1105  WHERE  

RATS_DBNAME = '%DBNAME' AND RATS_TSNAME = '%TSNAME' AND RATS_SYSID = '%SYSID' 

AND RATS_PART = %PART) AND (RATS_PQTY_U*100)/RATS_PQTY_A                      

> 90                                                                          

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

NOTE
By default, an SQL condition check is performed for each table in a selected tablespace during action condition
processing. You can disable the SQL condition check by specifying TABLE_COND N in hlq.CDBAPARM(PDA).

TS and IX Conditions Versus TSP and IXP Conditions
The TS and IX conditions cause the utility codes in the action procedure to be processed for each partition that meets the
condition.

The TSP and IXP conditions cause the utility codes in the action procedure to be processed once for all partitions that
meet the condition.

For example, select the (TSP) Total Extents > 20 condition. The Action Conditions SQL is evaluated once and if any
partition is found in more than 20 extents, then the entire partitioned tablespace can be processed (for example,
reorganized), not only the one partition.

For additional details, enter the E line command next to a TSP or IXP action condition to see the SQL being issued for this
action condition. Compare the details with the corresponding TS or IX action condition.

Individual Versus Collective Action Conditions
Two sets of action conditions let you generate JCL steps for tablespace and indexspace partitions individually or
collectively.

All the collective action conditions correspond to many of the individual action conditions. For example, most action
conditions that individually test partitions in an object have corresponding action conditions that can test all the partitions
at one time. This executes utilities against the entire object once.

The collective action conditions appear on the Actions Conditions panel with TSP or IXP in their descriptions.

• If an individual partition action condition is used, only the partitions that meet the action condition criteria are used for
the utility.

• If a collective partition action condition is selected, the object is selected when any one of its partitions meets the action
condition criteria. If none of the partitions meet the criteria, the object is not included in the requested utility.

For example, if an object has five partitions, and partitions one, three, and five meet the action condition requirements for
a reorganization, the following processing takes place:

• Individual partition testing -- Each partition in the object is tested for the specified action condition criteria. In this
example, only partitions one, three, and five are selected for reorganization.

• Collective partition testing -- All partitions in the object are tested for the specified action condition criteria. In this
example, only one reorganization is generated for the entire object, even though only three partitions in the object meet
the criteria. The first partition in a selected object must always be included in the testing. The model that is used for this
type of processing must not contain %PART symbolics.

The symbolic variables that are included in individual versus collective action conditions are different.
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The following model JCL shows the use of symbolic variables in individual action conditions:

CMD SYMBOLIC AUTO_REP --------  REPLACEMENT VALUE  ---------------------------  

//             SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSYSUT1,20))                               00050005

//SORTOUT  DD  UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,PASS),                                 00060008

//             SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSORT,20))                                 00070005

//SORTWK01 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(50,50))                           00071008

//SORTWK02 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(50,50))                           00072008

//SORTWK03 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(50,50))                           00073008

//SORTWK04 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(50,50))                           00074008

 REORG %OBJTYPE                                                         00080008

       %CREATOR..%OBJECT %PARTLBL %PART                                 00081008

       UNLOAD CONTINUE                                                  00090008

In an individual action condition, the %PARTLBL and %PART symbolics generate the necessary partition parameter and
partition number if a specific partition is being processed. If these symbolics are in the model JCL, they appear as 1.

Two symbolic variables, %PARTLBL and %PART, must be removed from the model JCL for collective Action Conditions,
as shown in the following example:

CMD SYMBOLIC AUTO_REP --------  REPLACEMENT VALUE  ---------------------------  

//             SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSORT,20))                                 00015002

//SORTWK01 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(50,50))                           00016002

//SORTWK02 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(50,50))                           00017002

//SORTWK03 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(50,50))                           00018002

//SORTWK04 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(50,50))                           00019002

 REORG %OBJTYPE                                                         00020002

       %CREATOR..%OBJECT                                                00030002

       UNLOAD CONTINUE                                                  00040002

In collective action conditions, the entire object is selected for the utility if any of its partitions meet the specified criteria.
A partition parameter and number is not necessary because the selected utility is performed against the entire object,
regardless of whether all its partitions meet the action condition criteria.

Cross Conditions
The following Database Analyzer panel illustrates a cross condition:

RDA.ACON          ------     ACTION CONDITIONS       -------                  

Command  ==>                                                   SCROLL ==> PAGE

                                                                              

Loc: LOCAL --------------------- DB2 ID: DXXX-------------- User ID: USERXX  

                                                                              

  Conditions listed by ==> T  (T)ype or maintenance (A)ction                     

  List based on type   ==> A  (C)ommonly used, (T)ablespace, (I)ndex, (L)OB,     

                              (R)TS, (D)B2 Catalog, (B)uilt-in PDA program,      

                              (A)ll conditions                                      

  (Advanced tip: Type 'E' next to a condition to view the SQL or program name)

                                                                              

O DESCRIPTION                              T  CONDITION                       

_ (IX) Number of volumes allocated         S |                               |

_ (IX) Available volume extents            S |                               |

_ (IX) Index levels                        S |                               |

_ (IX) Index levels               Change # S |                               |

_ (IX) Average leaf distance               S |                               |
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_ (IX) Average leaf distance      Change # S |                               |

_ (IX) Average leaf distance      Change % S |                               |

C (IX) Clustered percent (use cross cond)  S | <90                           |

_ (IX) Percent unclustered greater 64 page S |                               |

_ (TS) Check pending status                S |                               |

_ (TS) Image copy not run for nn days      S |                               |

_ (TS) Priqty allocated < reorg estimate   S |                               |

In this example, the indexspace statistics are evaluated to determine whether a reorganization is needed. When the
indexspace cluster percent is less than 90, a reorganization occurs. However, by using a cross condition, Database
Analyzer reorganizes the tablespace, not the indexspace.

If you enter C next to an indexspace (IX, IXP, or X2) condition, index statistics are used to determine whether tablespace
utilities are generated as follows:

• Each index in the extract that depends on a table within the tablespace is used to determine if the action is to be
generated for the tablespace.

• For every conditional test, the statistics for each index that depends on the extract procedure tables are used to set
symbolic variables.

• When an index satisfies the condition, no other indexes are tested. The action is then generated for the tablespace.

If you enter C next to a tablespace (TS or TSP) condition, tablespace statistics are used to determine whether indexspace
utilities are generated.

CHANGE #, CHANGE % Conditions
Several action conditions are supported that let you indicate a change number or percentage.

The following panel illustrates CHANGE # and CHANGE % conditions:

RDA.ACON          ------     ACTION CONDITIONS       -------                  

Command  ==>                                                   SCROLL ==> PAGE

                                                                              

Loc: LOCAL --------------------- DB2 ID: DXXX-------------- User ID: USERXX   

                                                                              

  Conditions listed by ==> T  (T)ype or maintenance (A)ction                     

  List based on type   ==> A  (C)ommonly used, (T)ablespace, (I)ndex, (L)OB,     

                              (R)TS, (D)B2 Catalog, (B)uilt-in PDA program,      

                              (A)ll conditions                               

  (Advanced tip: Type 'E' next to a condition to view the SQL or program name)

                                                                              

O DESCRIPTION                              T  CONDITION                       

_ (TS) Space map vs actual variance        S |                               |

_ (IX) Primary quantity used percent       S |                               |

_ (IX) Secondary quantity used percent     S |                               |

_ (IX) Total pages used           Change # S |                               |

_ (IX) Total pages used           Change % S |                               |

_ (IX) Total number of pages allocated     S |                               |

_ (IX) Total pages allocated      Change # S |                               |

_ (IX) Total pages allocated      Change % S |                               |

_ (IX) Number of secondary pages allocated S |                               |

_ (IX) Total extents                       S |                               |

S (IX) Total extents              Change # S | >5                            |

_ (IX) Total extents              Change % S |                               |
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CHANGE # and CHANGE % conditions let you specify a change number (#) or percentage (%). The change is the
difference between the last two times that statistics have been gathered. The condition is true when the change number or
percent is achieved.

For example, the user requests that the increase in extents exceeds 5 before the condition is true. On Monday, the user
runs statistics, where the total number of extents that are taken by the indexspace is 15. On Tuesday, the user runs
statistics again, where the total number of extents that are taken by the indexspace is 25. The change between the last
two times that statistics have been run is 10. Therefore, the condition (>5) has been met in this example.

Cosmic Reorganization Factor
The Action Conditions panel includes a set of SQL-based conditions that use the Cosmic Reorganization Factor.

The Cosmic Reorganization Factor is used to measure space allocations for various object types. This factor shows the
percentage by which an object is over- or under-allocated. The closer the Cosmic Reorganization Factor is to zero, the
more effectively space is being used. An object with a factor greater than 20 probably requires a reorganization.

NOTE
The Cosmic Reorganization Factor appears on the Space Summary report as the REORG % C field.

The following action conditions use the Cosmic Reorganization Factor to measure space allocations:

• (TS)/(TSP) Cosmic reorg (allocation) factor
• (IX)/(IXP) Cosmic reorg (allocation) factor

These action conditions let you specify a threshold that defines when to trigger a specific action. For example, if an object
has a factor greater than 20, the action condition can trigger a reorganization of the object.

The Cosmic Reorganization Factor is calculated by considering the primary and secondary pages that are allocated and
the pages that are needed for a reorganization. See the following sample equation, which references the RATS_PQTY_A
and RATS_SQTY_A columns from the statistical table PTI.RATS_STATS_xxxx:

(((RATS_PQTY_A+RATS_SQTY_A-RATS_PAGES_REORG)*100)/

(RATS_PQTY_A+RATS_SQTY_A))

NOTE
Do not use these action conditions with tablespaces that are defined as ORGANIZE BY HASH. The Cosmic
Reorganization Factor is not suitable for hash tablespaces due to how Db2 physically defines and allocates
them.

Monitor Space Allocations for Hash Tablespaces
The Action Conditions panel includes several conditions that measure space allocations for various object types.

Some of these action conditions calculate the allocations by using the estimated number of pages that are needed for
a reorganization. (This estimate is provided in the RATS_PAGES_REORG column of the RATS_STATS_xxxx statistics
table.) These action conditions are not suitable for ORGANIZE BY HASH tablespaces due to how Db2 physically defines
and allocates these tablespaces.

Do not use the following action conditions to monitor space allocations for hash tablespaces:

• (TS)/(TSP) Cosmic reorg (allocation) factor
• (TS)/(TSP) Priqty allocated < reorg estimate
• (IX)/(IXP) Cosmic reorg (allocation) factor
• (IX)/(IXP) Priqty allocated < reorg estimate
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Instead, use the following steps to let Db2 estimate the tablespace size and set the space quantities. You can then
use the Db2 calculations to trigger reorganizations when the tablespaces reach a certain threshold of under- or over-
allocation.

1. Use a CREATE TABLESPACE or ALTER TABLESPACE statement to specify a PRIQTY and SECQTY of -1 for the
hash tablespace.

2. Create an action procedure with an action condition that invokes the IBM REORG utility with the AUTOESTSPACE
(YES) option.
You can use any of the following action conditions:
– (TS)/(TSP) RTS reorg PBG HASH IX ents ratio (with a recommended trigger value of '> 15 AND TS.PARTITIONS =

1')
– (TS)/(TSP) RTS reorg PBR HASH IX ents ratio (with a recommended trigger value of '> 15')
– Any other supplied action condition (except for the ones previously noted)
– A user-created action condition with a custom trigger value

NOTE
IBM REORG automatically defaults to AUTOESTSPACE (YES) when a tablespace is organized by hash.
Unless you have specified AUTOESTSPACE (NO) in the IBM REORG model that is supplied with Database
Analyzer, YES is automatically used.

3. Tie the action procedure to an extract procedure or utility extract that has the assigned hash tablespaces.

Set Up User Messaging
You can use the Immediate Message facility to send messages to your terminal or to the log when certain action
procedures are activated.

You can then review the conditions that activated the actions and determine whether the generated job stream is ready to
be executed.

NOTE
You cannot use the %TSSET symbolic variable in the immediate message text for conditional action procedures.

Defined messages are sent to the destination for each Db2 object that meets the action procedure criteria.

Use the Immediate Message facility when the action procedure is conditional. Otherwise, the immediate message is sent
for every object in the extract procedure and has no meaning.

Follow these steps:

1. Type Y in the Immediate Message field on the Build Action Procedure panel and press Enter.
The Message Processor panel appears.

NOTE
The Immediate Message field accesses the Immediate Message facility. You can also enter the utility code
MP to access the Message Processor utility. The Immediate Message facility differs from the Message
Processor utility when defining actions. The former displays messages at action procedure activation. The
latter displays messages to the specified destination at execution time.

2. Complete the following fields:
– Specify up to three destinations for messages such as the Broadcom Log, Operator Console, and TSO ID.

NOTE
If you specify TSO User YES and you execute the action procedure in batch mode, the Database
Analyzer load library must be authorized.

– Type a message in the Enter Message Text field (for example, CONDITION TESTED AND MET).
Press Enter.
Your settings are registered.

3. Press PF3 (End).
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Immediate messaging has been set up. The Build Action Procedure panel reappears.

Select Utilities
The lower section of the Build Action Procedure panel is dedicated to selecting utilities.

To the right, each utility is represented by a two-character utility code. The Code field lets you enter one of these utility
codes. You can specify the same utility code multiple times, and can specify up to 10 utility codes in any order. For
example, to execute an image copy, followed by a REORG, followed by another image copy, enter IC, RO, and IC for
three different Code fields.

To select a utility, enter a utility code in the Code field on the Build Action Procedure panel and press Enter.

NOTE
Do not use the PR utility code to generate volume or history reports. These reports are not object-dependent.

The following table describes the possible results of entering utility codes, with the steps that follow:

Result Description Action

Additional utility
panels appear.

Some utilities require additional information; thus, a utility panel might
appear. For example, the Update Catalog (UC) utility displays the Catalog
Update Option panel. From this panel, you can select the Db2 system
catalog columns to update.

Enter the appropriate values for the
utility.

The Model JCL
Substitution panel
appears.

If you select a utility that references model JCL and the model JCL contains
symbolic variables that are not automatically replaced during execution, the
Model JCL Substitution panel appears.
This panel does not appear when no user-defined symbolics are included in
the model JCL. For example, if you use the default MJUTLGL utility model,
the following utility codes do not access a substitution panel: RS, RR, RT,
and QU.

Enter the appropriate symbolic
variable values on the Model JCL
Substitution panel.

No other panels
appear.

If the utility model that you have specified in the Utility Model parameter
does not access a utility panel and automatically substitutes symbolics, you
remain on the Build Action Procedure panel.

N/A

When you return to the Build Action Procedures panel, the SYM field indicates whether symbolic variables have been
entered for the selected utility. The following values are possible:

• D -- The utility model JCL contains only automatic symbolic variables. This value is the default.
• Y -- The utility model JCL contains user-defined symbolic variables.
• N -- The utility model JCL contains no symbolic variables.
• I -- The specified utility references invalid model JCL. The referenced member was probably changed after the Action

Procedure was saved. You must update the symbolic variables for the utility.

For more information, see Specify Values for User-Defined Symbolic Variables.

Working with Utility Codes
You can insert (I), move (M), copy (C), or repeat (R) utility codes on the Build Action Procedure panel.

These commands are entered in the O (Option) field next to the utility codes.

Insert a Utility Code

You can insert a utility code before an existing utility code that is defined in your action procedure.
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For example, if you define an image copy (IC), REORG (RO), and user application (US), you can insert another image
copy before the user application.

Use the following steps to insert a utility code:

1. Enter I in the O (Option) field next to the position where you are inserting the new utility code, as shown in the
following example:
 OPT CODE    SYM  . . . . . . . . . . UTILITY CODES . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

  N   IC          IBM: CD (Chk Data)  IBM: RS (Runstats)  PDA: AM (Acc Meth)   

  N   RO               CK (Chk IX)         RT (Report TS)      CP (Cmd Proc)   

  I   US               IC (Img Copy)       ST (Stospace)       MP (Msg Proc)   

  _   __               MC (MergeCopy)                          PR (PDA Rpts)   

  _   __               MD (Modify)    PTI: DU (Dynamic Utils   PS (PDA Stats)  

  _   __               QU (Quiesce)           replaced QC/UR)  UC (Upd Cat)    

  _   __               RC (Recover)   Gen: US (User App)                       

  _   __               RO (Reorg)          AL (Alter)                          

  _   __               RR (Rpt Rcv)

Press Enter.
You are prompted for a utility code:
RDA.UBPM          ----     BUILD ACTION PROCEDURE      ----                    

COMMAND  ==>                                                                   

RAP241I -  Change the inserted code to a valid utility code                    

 Loc: LOCAL --------------------- DB2 ID: ssid -------------- User ID: USERxx  

 PROCEDURE NAME ==> ICROUS    DESCRIPTION ==> IMGCPY REORG USERAPP             

   Share Option ==> Y                                                          

                                                                               

 STEP JCL MODEL PARAMETERS (IBM codes only)     CONDITIONAL PARAMETERS         

   Model Name     ==> MJUTLGL                     Condition Type    ==> N      

   Process Option ==> Y                           Immediate Message ==> N      

   Library Name   ==> 'high-level.xxxx.CDBAMDL'                                    

                                                                               

 OPT CODE    SYM  . . . . . . . . . . UTILITY CODES . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

  N   IC      Y   IBM: CD (Chk Data)  IBM: RS (Runstats)  PDA: AM (Acc Meth)   

  N   RO      Y        CK (Chk IX)         RT (Report TS)      CP (Cmd Proc)   

  U   ??               IC (Img Copy)       ST (Stospace)       MP (Msg Proc)   

  N   US               MC (MergeCopy)                          PR (PDA Rpts)   

  _   __               MD (Modify)    PTI: DU (Dynamic Utils   PS (PDA Stats)  

  _   __               QU (Quiesce)           replaced QC/UR)  UC (Upd Cat)    

  _   __               RC (Recover)   Gen: US (User App)                       

  _   __               RO (Reorg)          AL (Alter)                          

  _   __               RR (Rpt Rcv)

2. Enter the utility code to insert. (In this example, IC is entered.) Press Enter.
If the symbolic variables for the utility code are undefined, the Model JCL Substitution panel appears. Enter values for
the user-defined symbolic variables and press Enter to return to the preceding panel. If you have defined the symbolic
variables, the panel updates to show the utility code in its new position:
 OPT CODE    SYM  . . . . . . . . . . UTILITY CODES . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

  N   IC      Y   IBM: CD (Chk Data)  IBM: RS (Runstats)  PDA: AM (Acc Meth)   

  N   RO      Y        CK (Chk IX)         RT (Report TS)      CP (Cmd Proc)   

  U   IC               IC (Img Copy)       ST (Stospace)       MP (Msg Proc)   

  N   US               MC (MergeCopy)                          PR (PDA Rpts)   

  _   __               MD (Modify)    PTI: DU (Dynamic Utils   PS (PDA Stats)  

  _   __               QU (Quiesce)           replaced QC/UR)  UC (Upd Cat)    

  _   __               RC (Recover)   Gen: US (User App)                       
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  _   __               RO (Reorg)          AL (Alter)                          

  _   __               RR (Rpt Rcv)

Copy a Utility Code

You can copy a utility code and its associated symbolic variables. You can also specify the utility code multiple times in
your action procedure. For example, you can execute an image copy (IC), a REORG (RO), another image copy (IC), and
a user application (US). Use the C (Copy) command to copy the first IC before the US utility code. Copying the first IC lets
you avoid having to redefine all the associated symbolic variables.

Use the following steps to copy a utility code:

1. Enter C in the O (Option) field next to the utility code to copy, and then press Enter. See the following example:
 OPT CODE    SYM  . . . . . . . . . . UTILITY CODES . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

  C   IC      Y   IBM: CD (Chk Data)  IBM: RS (Runstats)  PDA: AM (Acc Meth)   

  N   RO      Y        CK (Chk IX)         RT (Report TS)      CP (Cmd Proc)   

  N   US               IC (Img Copy)       ST (Stospace)       MP (Msg Proc)   

  _   __               MC (MergeCopy)                          PR (PDA Rpts)   

  _   __               MD (Modify)    PTI: DU (Dynamic Utils   PS (PDA Stats)  

  _   __               QU (Quiesce)           replaced QC/UR)  UC (Upd Cat)    

  _   __               RC (Recover)   Gen: US (User App)                       

  _   __               RO (Reorg)          AL (Alter)                          

  _   __               RR (Rpt Rcv)

2. Enter A (After) or B (Before) in the OPT (Option) field next to the position where you are placing the utility code and
press Enter. See the following example:
 OPT CODE    SYM  . . . . . . . . . . UTILITY CODES . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

  C   IC      Y   IBM: CD (Chk Data)  IBM: RS (Runstats)  PDA: AM (Acc Meth)   

  N   RO      Y        CK (Chk IX)         RT (Report TS)      CP (Cmd Proc)   

  B   US               IC (Img Copy)       ST (Stospace)       MP (Msg Proc)   

  _   __               MC (MergeCopy)                          PR (PDA Rpts)   

  _   __               MD (Modify)    PTI: DU (Dynamic Utils   PS (PDA Stats)  

  _   __               QU (Quiesce)           replaced QC/UR)  UC (Upd Cat)    

  _   __               RC (Recover)   Gen: US (User App)                       

  _   __               RO (Reorg)          AL (Alter)                          

  _   __               RR (Rpt Rcv)

If you have not defined the user-defined symbolic variables for the utility code, the Model JCL Substitution panel
appears. Enter values for the user-defined symbolic variables and return to the Build Utility Codes or Build Action
Procedure panel. When you copy the utility code, the inserted code contains the values that you defined for the
symbolic variables in the original utility code.
The utility code and its associated symbolic variables (in this example, IC) are copied to the specified position. See the
following example:
 OPT CODE    SYM  . . . . . . . . . . UTILITY CODES . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

  N   IC      Y   IBM: CD (Chk Data)  IBM: RS (Runstats)  PDA: AM (Acc Meth)   

  N   RO      Y        CK (Chk IX)         RT (Report TS)      CP (Cmd Proc)   

  N   IC      Y        IC (Img Copy)       ST (Stospace)       MP (Msg Proc)   

  N   US      D        MC (MergeCopy)                          PR (PDA Rpts)   

  _   __               MD (Modify)    PTI: DU (Dynamic Utils   PS (PDA Stats)  

  _   __               QU (Quiesce)           replaced QC/UR)  UC (Upd Cat)    

  _   __               RC (Recover)   Gen: US (User App)                       

  _   __               RO (Reorg)          AL (Alter)                          

  _   __               RR (Rpt Rcv)
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Move a Utility Code

You can use the M (Move) command in the OPT (Option) field to move a utility code to a different position in your action
procedure. The following example has several utility codes defined: a user application (US), an image copy (IC), a
REORG (RO), another image copy (IC), and a command processor (CP). The steps show you how to move the user
application between the second image copy (IC) and the command processor (CP).

To move a utility code, complete the following fields:

• Enter M in the OPT (Option) field next to the utility code to move:
 OPT CODE    SYM  . . . . . . . . . . UTILITY CODES . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

  M   US      D   IBM: CD (Chk Data)  IBM: RS (Runstats)  PDA: AM (Acc Meth)   

  N   IC      Y        CK (Chk IX)         RT (Report TS)      CP (Cmd Proc)   

  N   RO      Y        IC (Img Copy)       ST (Stospace)       MP (Msg Proc)   

  N   IC      Y        MC (MergeCopy)                          PR (PDA Rpts)   

  N   CP      N        MD (Modify)    PTI: DU (Dynamic Utils   PS (PDA Stats)  

  _   __               QU (Quiesce)           replaced QC/UR)  UC (Upd Cat)    

  _   __               RC (Recover)   Gen: US (User App)                       

  _   __               RO (Reorg)          AL (Alter)                          

  _   __               RR (Rpt Rcv)

• Enter A (After) or B (Before) in the OPT (Option) field next to the position where you are moving the utility code:
 OPT CODE    SYM  . . . . . . . . . . UTILITY CODES . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

  M   US      D   IBM: CD (Chk Data)  IBM: RS (Runstats)  PDA: AM (Acc Meth)   

  N   IC      Y        CK (Chk IX)         RT (Report TS)      CP (Cmd Proc)   

  N   RO      Y        IC (Img Copy)       ST (Stospace)       MP (Msg Proc)   

  A   IC      Y        MC (MergeCopy)                          PR (PDA Rpts)   

  N   CP      N        MD (Modify)    PTI: DU (Dynamic Utils   PS (PDA Stats)  

  _   __               QU (Quiesce)           replaced QC/UR)  UC (Upd Cat)    

  _   __               RC (Recover)   Gen: US (User App)                       

  _   __               RO (Reorg)          AL (Alter)                          

  _   __               RR (Rpt Rcv)

Press Enter.

If you have not defined the user-defined symbolic variables for the utility codes, the Model JCL substitution panel appears.
Enter values for the user-defined symbolic variables and press Enter to return to the preceding panel. If you have defined
the symbolic variables, the panel updates to show the utility code (in this example, US) in its new position:

 OPT CODE    SYM  . . . . . . . . . . UTILITY CODES . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

  N   IC      Y   IBM: CD (Chk Data)  IBM: RS (Runstats)  PDA: AM (Acc Meth)   

  N   RO      Y        CK (Chk IX)         RT (Report TS)      CP (Cmd Proc)   

  N   IC      Y        IC (Img Copy)       ST (Stospace)       MP (Msg Proc)   

  N   US      D        MC (MergeCopy)                          PR (PDA Rpts)   

  N   CP      N        MD (Modify)    PTI: DU (Dynamic Utils   PS (PDA Stats)  

  _   __               QU (Quiesce)           replaced QC/UR)  UC (Upd Cat)    

  _   __               RC (Recover)   Gen: US (User App)                       

  _   __               RO (Reorg)          AL (Alter)                          

  _   __               RR (Rpt Rcv)

Repeat a Utility Code

You can use the R (Repeat) command to repeat the insertion of utility codes in your utility extract or action procedure. For
example, you can select the REORG (RO) utility code and define its symbolic variables. You can then use the Repeat
command to reuse the utility code in the procedure. The repeated utility code contains the values that you defined for the
symbolic variables in the original utility code.
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To repeat a utility code, enter R in the OPT (Option) field next to the utility code to repeat. In the following example, R is
entered next to the US utility code:

 OPT CODE    SYM  . . . . . . . . . . UTILITY CODES . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

  N   IC      Y   IBM: CD (Chk Data)  IBM: RS (Runstats)  PDA: AM (Acc Meth)   

  N   RO      Y        CK (Chk IX)         RT (Report TS)      CP (Cmd Proc)   

  N   IC      Y        IC (Img Copy)       ST (Stospace)       MP (Msg Proc)   

  R   US      D        MC (MergeCopy)                          PR (PDA Rpts)   

  N   CP      N        MD (Modify)    PTI: DU (Dynamic Utils   PS (PDA Stats)  

  _   __               QU (Quiesce)           replaced QC/UR)  UC (Upd Cat)    

  _   __               RC (Recover)   Gen: US (User App)                       

  _   __               RO (Reorg)          AL (Alter)                          

  _   __               RR (Rpt Rcv)

Press Enter.

If the utility code has user-defined symbolic variables, the Model JCL Substitution panel appears. Enter values for
the user-defined symbolic variables and return to the Build Utility Codes or Build Action Procedures panel. For more
information, see Specify Values for User-Defined Symbolic Variables.

The utility code and its symbolic variables, if any, are repeated in the next position. The following example shows the
inserted US code:

 OPT CODE    SYM  . . . . . . . . . . UTILITY CODES . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

  N   IC      Y   IBM: CD (Chk Data)  IBM: RS (Runstats)  PDA: AM (Acc Meth)   

  N   RO      Y        CK (Chk IX)         RT (Report TS)      CP (Cmd Proc)   

  N   IC      Y        IC (Img Copy)       ST (Stospace)       MP (Msg Proc)   

  N   US      D        MC (MergeCopy)                          PR (PDA Rpts)   

  N   US      D        MD (Modify)    PTI: DU (Dynamic Utils   PS (PDA Stats)  

  N   CP      N        QU (Quiesce)           replaced QC/UR)  UC (Upd Cat)    

  _   __               RC (Recover)   Gen: US (User App)                       

  _   __               RO (Reorg)          AL (Alter)                          

  _   __               RR (Rpt Rcv)

Specify Values for User-Defined Symbolic Variables
The Model JCL Substitution panel appears when you select a Db2 utility code with a model member containing user-
defined symbolic variables.

These symbolics do not have values that are automatically substituted during execution. You specify their values. The
Replacement Value field indicates whether a symbolic variable is user-defined or automatic. User-defined symbolic
variables show a blank in the Replacement Value field. Automatic symbolic variables display AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC in
the Replacement Value field, and do not require you to enter a value.

In the following example, the model member MJUTLIC for the Image Copy (IC code) contains %FULL as a user-defined
symbolic variable:

PTBMODD        ------- Model JCL Substitution -------                          

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE 

                                                                               

MODEL JCL SPECIFICATIONS:                                                      

 MODEL LIBRARY  ===> 'high-level.xxxx.CDBAMDL'                                     

 MODEL MEMBER   ===> MJUTLIC  ( Blank or pattern for member selection list )   

 VOLUME SERIAL  ===>          ( If not cataloged )                             

 EDIT DATA SET  ===> N        ( Y - Yes, N - No )                              

---------------------------------------------------------------------- USERxx  
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CMD SYMBOLIC AUTO_REP --------  REPLACEMENT VALUE  --------------------------- 

_   SYSCPY   Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   DBNAME   Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   TSNAME   Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   DATE     Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   TIME     Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   LBL      Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   REFER    Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   PARTLBL  Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   PART     Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   FULL

Use the following steps to specify values for any user-defined symbolic variables with the Model JCL Substitution panel:

1. Enter an appropriate utility code in the Code field on the Build Action Procedure panel. For this example, enter IC
(Image Copy).
The Model JCL Substitution panel appears.

2. Enter a value in the Replacement Value field. For example, the user-defined symbolic variable FULL requires a value.
For this example, enter NO in the Replacement Value field.
Press Enter.
Your selections are saved.

3. Press PF3 (End).
The Build Action Procedure panel reappears, with a Y in the SYM field to indicate that the utility contains user-defined
symbolic variables.

Tie an Action Procedure
An action procedure must be connected (tied) to another procedure so you can execute it when the associated procedure
is submitted.

Unlike other procedures, action procedures cannot be executed alone, because they do not inherently have Db2
objects selected. You can tie action procedures to extract procedures and utility extracts. An extract procedure is a
collection of objects for which Database Analyzer collects statistics. A utility extract is a temporary collection of Db2
objects and utilities.

Each procedure is treated as a separate entity. Tying simply means that a procedure references another procedure. When
an action procedure is tied to another procedure, it does not become a part of that procedure. Instead, Database Analyzer
recognizes a connection or association between the two procedures.

Extract to Action Processing Flow

The execution flow for an action procedure when the extract procedure is submitted follows:
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How Tied Action Procedures Affect Which Objects Are Processed

The connection level of the action procedure determines which Db2 objects are processed by an action procedure. You
can connect an action procedure to an extract procedure at one of the following levels:

• Extract Level
If the action procedure is connected to an extract procedure, the action procedure processes every object selected by
the extract procedure.

• Db2 Object Level
If the action procedure is tied to specific Db2 objects in the extract procedure, the action procedure processes only
those objects.

When an extract procedure is executed and statistics are collected, all tied action procedures are examined for the
following items:
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• Potential execution -- You can specify that an action procedure be inactive (ignored) during the execution of an extract
procedure.

• Potential conditions -- An action procedure can be conditional. If any action conditions have been specified, these
conditions are checked against the Db2 object in the submitted extract procedure. If the Db2 object meets any of the
conditions, the defined utilities are executed for the Db2 object.

If you delete or update an action procedure, the deletion or change is propagated to all connected extract procedures. Be
careful when updating action procedures referenced by other extract procedures.

Tie an Action Procedure to an Extract Procedure

Use the following steps to tie an existing action procedure to an extract procedure:

1. Select the Extract Procedures option on the Main Menu.
The Extract Procedure Services panel appears. The AP (Action Procedure) field indicates whether any existing action
procedures are tied to the extract procedure.

2. Type U (Update) in the O (Option) field next to the extract procedure to tie to an action procedure. Press Enter.
The Build Extract Procedures panel appears.

3. Type S in the Action Procedure Ties field to tie an existing action procedure to the extract procedure. Press Enter.
The Action Procedure Services panel appears.

4. Type S in the O (Option) field next to each action procedure you are tying to the extract. Press Enter.
A message indicates that the selections have been tied to the extract procedure.

5. Press PF3 (End).
The Build Extract Procedures panel reappears. The Tied to Extract field specifies the number of action procedures that
are tied to the extract procedure.

Tie an Action Procedure to an Object

Use the following steps to tie an action procedure at the object level:

1. Select the Extract Procedures option on the Main Menu.
The Extract Procedure Services panel appears.

2. Type U (Update) in the O (Option) field next to an extract procedure that contains objects to tie. These extract
procedures have a Y in the AP field. Press Enter.
The Build Extract Procedures panel appears.

3. Type O in the Action Procedure Ties field and press Enter.
The Object/Action List panel appears, listing the objects in the extract procedure.

4. Type S in the OPT field to tie an existing action procedure to the object, or type Y to tie a new action procedure. Press
Enter.
The Action Procedure Services panel appears.

5. Type S in the O (Option) field next to each action procedure to tie to the object. Press Enter.
A message indicates that the selection has been tied to the object.

6. Press PF3 (End).
The Object/Action List panel reappears with a message indicating that an action procedure is tied to the object.

7. Press PF3 (End).
The Build Extract Procedures panel reappears. The Tied to Objects field indicates that one action procedure is tied at
the object level.

Create and Tie an Action Procedure to an Extract Procedure

Use the following steps to create an action procedure and tie it to an extract procedure:

1. Display the Build Extract Procedures panel.
2. Enter C in the Action Procedure Ties field and press Enter.
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The Build Action Procedure panel appears:
3. Enter values in the following sections:

a. Enter a name and description of the action procedure in the PROCEDURE NAME and DESCRIPTION fields. Enter
a share option in the Share Option field.

b. Specify the model parameters to define the model JCL library and general Db2 utility model in the STEP JCL
MODEL PARAMETERS section. Use the default utility model, MJUTLGL, or your own utility model. The user ID
must be authorized to access the PDS member data set that contains the model JCL.

c. Indicate whether the action procedure is conditional or unconditional in the CONDITIONAL PARAMETERS section.
In this example, an O (OR) conjunction is entered in the Condition Type field. The OR conjunction executes the
action procedure against the selected objects in the extract when certain conditions are met.

d. Enter a utility code in the CODE field to specify the utility to execute when the extract procedure is submitted. In
this example, you are using a previously defined User Application for ALTER TABLESPACE. The User Application
is a JCL job step containing symbolic parameters.

Press Enter.
Because you specified an action condition with OR logic, the Action Conditions panel appears with a list of predefined
SQL-based conditions.

4. Enter a value in the Conditions listed by field and press Enter. For this example, type T.
The panel refreshes, displaying the action condition types that can be selected.

5. Enter a value next to List based on type . For this example, select T. Press Enter.
The panel refreshes and displays the selected set of action conditions.

6. Complete the following fields:
– Enter S next to an action condition to select it. For this example, type S next to the conditions regarding primary and

secondary quantities used at the tablespace level.
– Enter a trigger value for the condition.
An example follows:
RDA.ACON          ------     ACTION CONDITIONS       -------                   

Command  ==>                                                   SCROLL ==> PAGE 

RAP225I -  Optional condition tables found: RAAACTB1                           

Loc: LOCAL --------------------- DB2 ID: DXXX -------------- User ID: USERxx   

                                                                               

Conditions listed by ==> T  (T)ype or maintenance (A)ction                     

List based on type   ==> T  (C)ommonly used, (T)ablespace, (I)ndex, (L)OB,     

                            (R)TS, (D)B2 Catalog, (B)uilt-in PDA program,      

                            (A)ll conditions 

                                                                               

O DESCRIPTION                              T  CONDITION                        

S (TS) Primary quantity used percent       S | >80                            |

S (TS) Secondary quantity used percent     S | >20                            |

_ (TS) Total pages used           Change # S |                                |

_ (TS) Total pages used           Change % S |                                |

_ (TS) Total number of pages allocated     S |                                |

_ (TS) Number of secondary pages allocated S |                                |

_ (TS) Total pages allocated      Change # S |                                |

_ (TS) Total pages allocated      Change % S |                                |

_ (TS) Total extents                       S |                                |

_ (TS) Total extents              Change # S |                                |

_ (TS) Total extents              Change % S |                                |

_ (TS) Number of volumes allocated         S |                                |

In this example, the Primary quantity used percent condition executes against the extract objects when the primary
quantity used is greater than 80 percent. The Secondary quantity used percent condition is executed against the
objects in the extract when the secondary quantity used is greater than 20 percent. Because we specified O in the
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Condition Type field on the Build Action Procedure panel, the two action conditions are joined with an OR conjunction.
The OR conjunction causes the object to be selected when either action condition is true.
Press Enter.
Your selections are registered.

7. Press PF3 (End).
The General Model Request panel appears. Because the US (User Application) utility code was entered on the Build
Action Procedure panel, specify where the user application is located:
RDA.UBCD                    GENERAL MODEL REQUEST                              

COMMAND  ==>                                                                   

                                                                               

Loc: LOCAL --------------------- DB2 ID: DXXX -------------- User ID: USERxx   

                                                                               

   Enter Model Name ==>  MJUTLAL     CODE: US  ==> USER DEFINITION             

                                                                               

   Depending on the utility code selected, one of the sample models listed     

   below may fit your needs. A "US" utility code allows you the added         

   flexibility to invoke your own user application or a third-party utility    

   by defining and using your own model.                                      

                                                                               

             Code   Model    Description                                       

             ----  --------  ----------------------------------                

              AL   MJUTLAL   ALTER object via Batch Processor                  

              AL   MJUTLAL1  ALTER object via DSNTIAD                          

              AM   MJAMSDEF  VSAM DEFINE control cards                         

              US   MJUTLRBN  REBIND PLANs                                      

              US   MJUTLRPK  REBIND PACKAGEs                                   

              US   MJUTLTST  Action Condition testing model

8. Enter the model name that contains the user application in the Enter Model Name field.
In this example, MJUTLAL is entered. If you are unsure of the name, type an asterisk (*) for a listing of all models that
are located in the library. The value for the library is taken from the Build Action Procedure panel.
Press Enter.
The Model JCL Substitution panel appears because the user application model MJUTLAL contains symbolic variables
for you to define. If the user application model MJUTLAL has only automatic symbolic variables, this panel does not
appear:
PTBMODD        ------------ Model JCL Substitution ---------                   

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE 

                                                                               

MODEL JCL SPECIFICATIONS:                                                      

 MODEL LIBRARY  ===> 'high-level.xxxx.CDBAMDL'                                     

 MODEL MEMBER   ===> MJUTLAL  ( Blank or pattern for member selection list )   

 VOLUME SERIAL  ===>          ( If not cataloged )                             

 EDIT DATA SET  ===> N        ( Y - Yes, N - No )                              

---------------------------------------------------------------------- USERxx  

                                                                               

CMD SYMBOLIC AUTO_REP --------  REPLACEMENT VALUE  --------------------------- 

_   STEPNAME Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   OBJTYPE  Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   CREATOR  Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   OBJECT   Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   PARTLIT  Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   PART     Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   CALC1                                                                      
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_   CALC2                                                                      

_   SYSID    Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----

The AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC message in the REPLACEMENT VALUE column indicates that the corresponding
symbolic variable is replaced automatically. The symbolic is replaced with the value that you type in the blank part of
the REPLACEMENT VALUE column.

9. Enter values for any user-defined symbolic variables.
In this example, we enter strings for CALC1 and CALC2, which represent the calculation expressions for the primary
and secondary quantities:
– CALC1 defines the amount for the primary quantity allocation. Calculate this value by multiplying the number of

REORG pages (%REORGP, an automatic symbolic) by 4 to get the total number of kilobytes. Add 30 percent of
this value to your total. An ALTER statement requires the space calculation in kilobytes, so no further conversion is
needed.

– CALC2 defines the amount for the secondary quantity. The secondary value is half of the primary quantity value.
Enter strings as shown in the following example:
PTBMODD        ---------- Model JCL Substitution -----------                   

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE 

                                                                               

MODEL JCL SPECIFICATIONS:                                                      

 MODEL LIBRARY  ===> 'high-level.xxxx.CDBAMDL'                                     

 MODEL MEMBER   ===> MJUTLAL  ( Blank or pattern for member selection list )   

 VOLUME SERIAL  ===>          ( If not cataloged )                             

 EDIT DATA SET  ===> N        ( Y - Yes, N - No )                              

---------------------------------------------------------------------- USERxx  

                                                                               

CMD SYMBOLIC AUTO_REP --------  REPLACEMENT VALUE  --------------------------- 

_   STEPNAME Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   OBJTYPE  Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   CREATOR  Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   OBJECT   Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   PARTLIT  Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   PART     Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                            

_   CALC1            ((%REORGP*4)+(%REORGP*4*3/10))                            

_   CALC2            (((%REORGP*4)+(%REORGP*4*3/10))/2)                        

_   SYSID    Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----

10. Press PF8 to scroll down.
The model JCL member is displayed as a reference, so you can see how the symbolic variables are used.

11. Enter HEADER in the command line and press Enter.
The header display toggles off and displays more of the model JCL.

12. Press PF8 to scroll down.
PTBMODD        ----------- Model JCL Substitution -----------                  

 COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE 

                                                                               

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- USERxx 

 CMD SYMBOLIC AUTO_REP --------  REPLACEMENT VALUE  ---------------------------

-- %CREATOR.%SPACENM WILL BE ALTERED VIA THESE NATIVE DB2 COMMANDS.            

                                                                               

    .CALL DSN PARM(%SYSID)                                                     

    .DATA                                                                      

        -STO DB(%CREATOR) SPACE(%SPACENM)                                      

    .ENDDATA                                                                   

                                                                               

    ALTER %OBJTYPE %CREATOR.%SPACENM %PARTLIT %PART                            
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                     PRIQTY %CALC1                                             

                     SECQTY %CALC2                                             

    ;                                                                          

.SYNC 5     'ALTER %OBJTYPE %CREATOR.%SPACENM'                                 

                                                                               

    .CALL DSN PARM(%SYSID)                                                     

    .DATA                                                                      

        -STA DB(%CREATOR) SPACE(%SPACENM) ACCESS(UT)                           

    .ENDDATA                                                                   

                                                                               

    .CALL UTIL REORG PARM(%SYSID)                                              

    .DATA

We recommend stopping and starting the objects for which you are collecting statistics so that the statistics are the
most recent. In the preceding panel, the lines show that the objects are stopped before the primary and secondary
quantity calculations and then started.

13. Press PF3 (End).
The Build Action Procedure panel reappears.

14. Press PF3 (End).
The Build Extract Procedures panel reappears with "Tied to Extract" in the Action Procedure Ties field.

About Utility Extract and Action Connection
An action procedure is attached to a utility extract by using the Utility Manager facility.

When you create the temporary utility extract, you can select action procedures from the Action Procedure Services
panel to tie those procedures to the utility extract. Because a utility extract is temporary, the connection between the utility
extract and the action procedure is also temporary.

The following bullets describe the relationship between utility extracts and action procedures:

• A utility extract can reference any number of action procedures.
• A utility extract can combine action procedures with utility procedures to create the appropriate mix of utilities. You can

select action procedures by entering S in the Generate Utility Option field of the Build Utility Extracts panel.

When a utility extract is executed, all tied action procedures are executed. Unlike extract procedures: No statistics are
collected, all tied action procedures are considered active, and all action conditions are considered unconditional.

Untie an Action Procedure
Untying an action procedure removes its connection to another procedure.

• Untie from an Extract Procedure
• Untie from an Object
• Untie from a Utility Extract

Untie from an Extract Procedure

Perform one of the following tasks to delete (untie) the connection between an extract procedure and an action procedure:
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• Delete the extract procedure by entering D in the O (Option) field next to the procedure on the Extract Procedure
Services panel. Both the connection and the extract procedure are deleted, therefore, use this option with caution.

• Delete the action procedure by entering D in the O (Option) next to the procedure on the Action Procedure Services
panel. Both the connection and the action procedure are deleted, therefore, use this option with caution.

• Delete the connection between the extract procedure and the action procedure by entering D next to the extract
procedure on the Action / Extract List. This panel appears when you specify the L option next to an action procedure
on the Action Procedure Services panel.

• Delete the connection between the extract procedure and the action procedure by entering D next to the action
procedure on the Extract / Action List panel. This panel appears when you specify the E option in the Action Procedure
Ties field on the Build Extract Procedures panel.

Untie from an Object

Perform one of the following tasks to delete (untie) the connection between an extract procedure and an action procedure:

• Delete the extract procedure by entering D in the O (Option) field next to the procedure on the Extract Procedure
Services panel. Not only is the connection deleted, but also the extract procedure is deleted; therefore, use this option
with caution.

• Delete the action procedure by entering D in the O (Option) field next to the procedure on the Action Procedure
Services panel. Not only is the connection deleted, but also the action procedure is deleted; therefore, use this option
with caution.

• Delete the connection between the extract procedure and the action procedure by entering D next to the action
procedure on the Extract / Action List panel. This panel appears when you specify the E option next to an action
procedure on the Object/Action List panel.

Untie from a Utility Extract

A utility extract performs an on-demand execution of utilities against selected objects. You can select and tie an action
procedure to a utility extract. After the utility extract is submitted, the connection between the extract and the action
procedure is automatically removed. This removal occurs because the entire creation and execution of the utility extract is
temporary. If you want to remove this connection before the utility extract is submitted, you can delete it manually.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Build Utility Extract panel, specify E in the Generate Utility Option field to retrieve the Extract/Action List panel.
2. On the Extract/Action List panel, specify D next to the selected action procedure you no longer want tied to the utility

extract.

View Action Procedure Information
You can view information about action procedures in the following configurations:

• Action procedures that are tied to an extract procedure
• Extract procedures that are tied to an action procedure
• Action procedures that are tied to a utility extract

You can also view the models, utilities, action conditions, and messages that are selected for an action procedure.

List Action Procedures Tied to an Extract Procedure

To list action procedures that are connected to an extract procedure, take one of the following actions:
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• On the Extract Procedure Services panel, type A for Action List in the O (Option) field next to an extract procedure.
This option is the only way to view all action connections (extract and object level) for an extract procedure on one
panel.

• On the Build Extract Procedures panel, type E for Explode in the Action Procedure Ties field.
• On the Object / Action list panel, type E for Explode in the OPT field.

List Extract Procedures Tied to an Action Procedure

This section explains how to use the List option to display the extract procedures that are tied to an action procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the action procedure on the Action Procedure Services panel.
2. View the value in the Extr Cnt (Extract Count) field. This number indicates how many extract procedures reference the

action procedure.
3. Type L in the O (Option) field next to an action procedure. Press Enter.

The Action / Extract List panel appears, showing the extract procedures that are tied to this action procedure.

List Action Procedures Tied to a Utility Extract

To list the action procedures that are tied to a utility extract on the Build Utility Extract panel, type E for Explode in the
Generate Utility Option and press Enter.

The Extract / Action List panel displays a list of selected procedures.

Explode an Action Procedure

You can explode the following items in an action procedure:

• The step JCL model, to view the symbolic variables in the utility model member.
• An action condition, to view the SQL statement (for SQL-based conditions) or the user program name (for program-

based conditions).
• An immediate message, to view the message text and its destination.
• Selected utilities, to view the utility code.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Action Procedures option from the Main Menu and press Enter.
The Action Procedure Services panel appears.

2. Type E (Explode) next to an action procedure and press Enter.
The Build Action Procedure panel appears in browse mode.

NOTE
You cannot make any edits while in browse mode. To edit the contents of the action procedure, update the
procedure.

On the Build Action Procedure panel, you can explode the following items:
– The step JCL model
– An action condition
– An immediate message
– Selected utilities
Detailed steps for exploding each of these action procedure components follow.

3. (Optional) Explode the step JCL model:
a. Type E (explode) in the Process Option field and press Enter. The Model JCL Substitution panel appears, showing

the symbolic variable values in the utility model member.
b. Press F3 (End).
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You return to the Build Action Procedure panel.
4. (Optional) Explode an action condition:

a. Type E in the Condition Type field.
NOTE
The E option is invalid for action conditions that have not already been defined. (A or O appears in the
Condition Type field if a condition has been defined.) You can define the action conditions by updating the
action procedure.

Press Enter.
The Action Conditions panel appears.

b. Type E next to an action condition and press Enter.
The Conditional Display panel appears, showing the SQL statement (for SQL-based conditions) or the user
program name (for program-based conditions).

c. Enter a line length (that is, the number of characters) in the Width of each formatted SQL line field. Press Enter.
The panel reappears with the SQL reformatted according to your selection.

d. Press F3 (End) until you return to the Build Action Procedure panel.
5. (Optional) Explode an immediate message:

a. Type E (Explode) in the Immediate Message field.
NOTE
The E option is valid only with messages that are already defined. (Y appears in the Immediate
Messages field if immediate messages have been defined.) You can define the messages by updating
the action procedure.

Press Enter.
The Message Processor panel appears. All fields are read-only.

b. Press F3 (End).
You return to the Build Action Procedure panel.

6. (Optional) Explode a utility:
a. Type E (Explode) next to a utility code. Press Enter.

The Model JCL Substitution panel appears, showing the utility symbolic variables.
b. Press F3 (End).

You return to the Build Action Procedure panel.

Modify an Action Procedure
Use the following steps to modify a Database Analyzer action procedure:

NOTE
You can modify an action procedure in many ways. For example, you can modify the action conditions that have
been added to the procedure, and can update or delete any immediate messages that have been added. You
can also update or delete the utilities that have been selected.

1. Select the Action Procedures option from the Main Menu and press Enter.
The Action Procedure Services panel appears.

2. Type U (Update) next to an action procedure and press Enter.
NOTE
You can also type C to copy an action procedure, or D to delete the procedure.

The Build Action Procedure panel appears.
3. (Optional) Update the symbolic variables in the utility model:

a. Type U (Update) in the Process Option field and press Enter.
The Model JCL substitution panel appears, showing the symbolic variables in the model.

b. Enter one of the following values in the CMD field next to a symbolic variable:
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• Type D (Delete) to delete any lines containing the symbolic variable from the JCL built from the model.
• Type C (Clear) to clear any delete flags.

c. Press F3 (End) until you return to the Build Action Procedure panel.
4. (Optional) Update, delete, or add action conditions:

a. Type U (Update) in the Condition Type field and press Enter.
The Action Conditions panel appears.

b. Complete the following actions as needed:
• Update an action condition by entering new operator and trigger values in the CONDITION field.
• Delete an action condition by clearing the contents of the O (Option) field (replace the S with a blank).
• Add an action condition by typing S (Select) next to an action condition and entering a new operator and trigger

value in the CONDITION field.
c. Press Enter.

Your changes are registered.
d. Press F3 (End).

You return to the Build Action Procedure panel.
5. (Optional) Update or delete an immediate message:

– Update a message by typing U (Update) in the Immediate Message field, pressing Enter, updating the destination
or message, and pressing F3 (End) to return to the Build Action Procedure panel.

– Delete a message by typing N in the Immediate Message field.
6. (Optional) Update or delete the utility selections:

– Update a utility selection by typing U (Update) next to a utility code and pressing Enter. If the Model JCL
Substitution panel appears, enter new values for the user-defined symbolic variables and press Enter to return to
the Build Action Procedure panel.

– Delete a utility selection by typing D (Delete) next to a utility code and pressing Enter.

Control the Execution Order of Multiple Action Procedures
Use the following steps to control the order in which action procedures execute when multiple action procedures are tied
to an extract procedure:

1. Display the Build Extract Procedures panel.
2. Enter E in the Action Procedure Ties field and press Enter.

The Extract / Action List panel appears. This panel is the only place where you can control the execution order of the
tied action procedures.
The ORD field specifies the order in which to execute the actions. In the following panel, the procedures are executed
in alphabetical order (the default). Ordering increases in increments of five:
RDA.ABPL          ----     EXTRACT / ACTION LIST      ------                   

Command  ==>                                                   SCROLL ==> PAGE 

                                                                               

Procedure  : EXTRACT    Creator: USERxx     Share Option : U                   

Description: UPDATED DB EXTRACT             DB2 System ID: DXXX                

Loc: LOCAL ------------------------------------------------- User ID: USERxx   

O PROCNAME DESCRIPTION               CREATOR  C ORD -----  OBJECT DETAIL ------

_ ALTERTS  ALTER TS ACTION           USERxx   O 005 EXTRACT: EXTRACT           

_ CHECK1   CHECK DATA AND INDEX      USERxx   N 010 EXTRACT: EXTRACT           

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

3. Change the appropriate values in the ORD field next to each action procedure. For example, if you want to execute
the CHECK1 action procedure first, clear the current value 010 and enter 001. Then, clear the ORD field for action
procedure ALTERTS and enter 002 to execute it second.
Press Enter.
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The procedures are resequenced and renumbered in increments of five:
RDA.ABPL          ----     EXTRACT / ACTION LIST      ------                   

Command  ==>                                                   SCROLL ==> PAGE 

RAP249I -  The procedures have been resequenced and renumbered.                

Procedure  : EXTRACT    Creator: USERxx     Share Option : U                   

Description: UPDATED DB EXTRACT             DB2 System ID: DXXX                

Loc: LOCAL ------------------------------------------------- User ID: USERxx   

O PROCNAME DESCRIPTION               CREATOR  C ORD -----  OBJECT DETAIL ------

_ CHECK1   CHECK DATA AND INDEX      USERxx   N 005 EXTRACT: EXTRACT           

_ ALTERTS  ALTER TS ACTION           USERxx   O 010 EXTRACT: EXTRACT           

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

4. Press PF3 (End).
The Build Extract Procedures panel reappears.

The following panel illustrates an action job that is created when an extract procedure is submitted:

EDIT ---- TDCTK.WORK.CNTL(ACTS) ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072  

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR  

****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************

000001 //PDAUTIL  JOB (PDA-xx-TSO),CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,                         

000002 //             NOTIFY=TDCTK                                             

000003 //* RO  MJUTLRO USERxx                                                  

000004 //UTIL0001 EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='D51A'                   

000005 //STEPLIB   DD   DSN=DSN.V230.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR                          

000006 //SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=*                                               

000007 //UTPRINT   DD   SYSOUT=*                                               

000008 //SYSREC   DD  DSN=JSTS.REORG.D930824.I01,                              

000009 //    UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,KEEP),                                          

000010 //    SPACE=(CYL,(4,4))                                                 

000011 //SYSCP001   DD DSN=BACKUP.CTK.JSDS.D930824.T132930,                    

000012 // UNIT=TAPE,LABEL=(001,SL),DISP=(,CATLG),                              

000013 // VOL=(,RETAIN)                                                        

000014  REORG TABLESPACE CTK.JSTS                                              

000015  UNLOAD CONTINUE                                                        

000016  SORTDEVT SYSDA SORTNUM 3                                               

000017  COPY TABLESPACE CTK.JSTS DEVT TAPE COPYDDN SYSCP001                    

000018    FULL YES SHRLEVEL REFERENCE                                          

****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************

In this example, the steps to reorganize the tablespace using the CTKACT2 action procedure are listed first. The image
copy steps for action procedure CTKACT1 follow next.

Recommendations for Using Action Procedures Effectively
Use action procedures effectively and efficiently. The suggestions that are offered are only recommendations, not strict
guidelines.
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• Modify Model JCL
• Determine When to Use Unconditional Action Procedures
• Set the TABLE_COND Parameter
• Use Action Procedures for Monitoring
• Create General Action Procedures
• Use the Action Procedures as Building Blocks
• Create Action Procedures to Spaces
• Organize Base on Action Conditions
• Use a Modular Organization

Modify Model JCL

The use of action procedures is necessary for effective monitoring and analysis of Db2 data spaces by Database
Analyzer. A one-time, up-front customization of the model JCL provided for Db2 utility job steps would result in future
benefits, repeatedly.

Determine When to Use Unconditional Action Procedures

Action procedures can be unconditional (always executed) or conditional (triggered by predefined thresholds).
Unconditional procedures can include actions that are easily suppressed by untying the action procedure from the
associated extract procedure.

Conditional procedures are used to evaluate the latest statistics gathered by an extract procedure. Depending on the
detected condition, Database Analyzer is directed by the action procedure to perform a series of actions.

Set the TABLE_COND Parameter

In hlq.CDBAPARM(PDA), set the TABLE_COND parameter to N if there are no %TBNAME symbolic variables used in
any models being used or any user-customized SQL Action Conditions. When TABLE_COND is set to Y, SQL conditions
are tested for every table in every tablespace. If the table name is not needed, there is no need to perform these dynamic
SQL calls at the table level.

Use Action Procedures for Monitoring

Sophisticated monitoring strategies are easily implemented with action procedures. Database Analyzer reviews key
statistics to provide several levels of automated reactions (actions). With the judicious use of action procedures, there is
no need to print statistical reports on a scheduled basis.

• Early warnings provide ample lead-time to react to emerging situations. Typically, a message that is directed by
Database Analyzer to the appropriate party is sufficient. Keep in mind that an early warning must provide enough time
to:
– Acquire new DASD volumes.
– Prepare for the extension of a primary quantity.
– Alter a space definition.

• Final warnings require immediate action. Database Analyzer can automatically build an action job when a critical
condition is detected. Keep the following items in mind:
– An action job can be created and staged in a partitioned data set member, in which case it is not automatically

submitted for immediate execution. However, it may be appropriate to direct Database Analyzer to automatically
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execute action jobs for backup processes. The generated PDS member can be explicitly named by the user or
automatically (and uniquely) named by Database Analyzer.

– A message can be generated when a condition is met, a defined threshold is reached, or an indicator is tripped. The
message can be posted in the Database Analyzer log, written to the job listing (WTO), or directed to a TSO user ID.

– In addition, you can invoke report procedures to provide a statistical profile of the monitored object.
• Database Analyzer automatically monitors conditions, thresholds, or indicators. The following are some specific

examples:
– Tablespace REORG point-Unreclaimed dead space is accumulating, free space is dwindling, or rows are becoming

unclustered (per the associated clustering index). Examples include deleted rows, dropped tables, or decreasing
cluster ratio.

– Index rebuild point-An index structure has degraded (due to too much splitting) to a point where the Db2 Optimizer
would preclude its use for efficient data access.

– Table and index space reallocation point-Free space is being depleted without the general availability of dead
space, secondary allocations are taken, or re-partitioning is indicated, for example, data entry without purging.

– Free space redefinition point-Free space is being depleted without the general availability of dead space, free space
distribution is skewed, or free space is overly abundant; for example, data entry without purging.

– Backup point-Significant update activity has occurred since the last analysis by Database Analyzer or a pre-
determined interval.

Create General Action Procedures

Define a set of standard action procedures that can be attached to each extract procedure. These action procedures can
be unconditional (update catalog statistics) or conditional (REORGs and backups).

These procedures collectively provide general statistical evaluation and the appropriate reactions, which include
messages, action jobs, or both. Standard tests are applied to ensure minimal monitoring of Db2 spaces.

We recommend that each defined action job include messages at the start and end of action processing. The time of day
can be posted as an informational or audit item. Optionally, Database Analyzer can update the system catalog from the
collected statistics:

• Procedure #1 -- Tablespace REORG point:
a. Stop tablespace
b. Start tablespace in utility access mode
c. Image copy
d. QUIESCE
e. REORG
f. Image copy
g. QUIESCE
h. RUNSTATS
i. STOSPACE
j. Rebind application plans, or use Plan Analyzer
k. Start tablespace to restore normal access (such as RO or RW)

NOTE
The quiesce steps are not required, but facilitate recovery if needed. If recovering to an image copy, RI-
related tablespaces are placed into check pending status when referential integrity is in doubt. By recovering
to a quiesce point, the check pending restriction is lifted and all tablespaces in the tablespace set are
recovered.

• Procedure #2 -- Indexspace rebuild point: Reorg index or recover all indexes that are associated with a tablespace.
• Procedure #3 -- Table/index space reallocation point: Message to responsible parties.
• Procedure #4 -- Free space redefinition point: Message to responsible parties.
• Procedure #5 -- Backup point: Image copy.
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Use the Action Procedures as Building Blocks

For good organization, consider building smaller, reusable actions that you can combine with other smaller, reusable
actions so that they act like building blocks for your extracts. Instead of creating unconditional action procedures that are
specific to the extract you are running, create action procedures that you can use as part of many different extracts.

For example, you build an image copy action procedure and a REORG action procedure. You run a nightly extract that
uses the image copy action procedure, and a weekly extract that uses the image copy action procedure and the REORG
action procedure. You can tie multiple action procedures to an extract, so the separate, smaller action procedures work as
reusable building blocks for your extracts.

However, keep in mind that if each action procedure has multiple action conditions that are the same, these action
conditions are evaluated multiple times, rather than only once. When using action conditions that query off the catalog,
performance of the action procedure is slowed depending on catalog contention. Therefore, the method of action
procedure organization that is previously described works best with unconditional procedures.

Create Action Procedures to Spaces

Define the necessary special action procedures that are attached to specific Db2 spaces, rather than to all spaces
included in an extract procedure. A special procedure can ensure that actions are unique for the special tablespaces and
indexspaces.

NOTE
Do not define actions that replicate the work of standard action procedures.

Key tablespaces (tables) and related indexes can be monitored with a specific set of evaluation criteria. For example,
warning levels would be triggered sooner to allow for sufficient reaction times.

Organize Base on Action Conditions

An action condition is an expression that can be evaluated as true or false when the action procedure is executed.
Because you can only define action conditions at the procedure level, try to isolate particular action procedures that share
action conditions. If you have action procedures that contain multiple utilities, all the utilities are dependent upon one set
of action conditions. You must fine-tune your utilities so that they can be executed under a unique set of action conditions.

Use a Modular Organization

A modular organization of procedures is recommended. Generally, attach the standard action procedures to each extract
procedure to ensure standardized testing. Standard procedures must be attached when a new extract procedure is
defined. Subsequent modifications of a standard action procedure globally affect all extract procedures that include the
standard procedure.

Where appropriate, attach special procedures to key Db2 spaces (instead of standard procedures) to accommodate
unique business requirements.

Troubleshooting Invalidated Action Procedures
After an action procedure has been defined and connected to an extract procedure, the following two conditions can
invalidate the action procedure:

• You delete or rename a model JCL member that is referenced by the action procedure.
• You change a model JCL member that is referenced by the action procedure and add new user-defined symbolic

variables.

In both cases, the action procedure is flagged as invalid. An "I" appears in the SYM column for invalid utility codes.

On the Submit-Build JCL Parameters panel, when you submit the extract procedure, the number of actions available will
be less than the number selected because of the invalid action procedures. The following message appears:
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RAP039E - STORED ACTION DOESN'T MATCH CURRENT MODEL.

The Available and Selected fields appear in the Edit Actions section of Execution Options. As you can see in the following
illustration, the selected actions do not match those available:

EXECUTION OPTIONS                            PROCEDURE: EXTRA93                

  EDIT OBJECTS: N  8 - SELECTED;   8 - AVAILABLE      : TIE TO ACT93           

       REPORTS: N  0 - SELECTED;   0 - AVAILABLE                               

       ACTIONS: Y  4 - SELECTED;   3 - AVAILABLE

To verify the invalid action procedure, enter Y in the Edit Actions field and press Enter.

The Edit/Action List panel appears. Database Analyzer displays "I" for invalid next to the invalid action procedure.

If you submit a batch extract procedure belonging to a model library that has changed after the batch extract job was
created, the job will complete with a return code 16 (RC=16) and an error message indicating that the action was invalid.

If the action procedure is invalid, the E (Explode) option is not functional.

Use the following steps to update the invalid action procedure:

1. On the Edit/Action List panel, enter U (Update) in the O (Option) field next to the invalid action procedure and press
Enter.
The Build Action Procedure panel appears.

2. Correct the invalid model JCL references in the action procedure.

Retrieve Values from Statistics Tables for Action Procedures
When you create action procedures, you can include various symbolics in your model JCL to perform space allocations
and decision-making logic.

Action procedures support the following types of symbolics:

• User symbolics (US), which are defined by the user (for example, %FULL)
• User automatic symbolics (UAS), which are defined using #SET (for example, #SET %MYTYPE = %SUBSTR(1,1,

%OBJTYPE))
• Automatic symbolics (AS), which are defined by the product (for example, %REORGP)
• System automatic symbolics (SAS), which are defined by the product (for example, %PTILIB1)

If statistics or object definition values are not available as automatic symbolics, you can retrieve these values from the
Database Analyzer (PDA), Real-Time Statistics (RTS), or Db2 catalog tables by creating your own user symbolics. Create
these symbolics by applying the following tablespace and index action conditions to your action procedures:

• (TS)/(TSP) Set USER1 w/PDA/RTS/DB2 Col
• (TS)/(TSP) Set USER2 w/PDA/RTS/DB2 Col
• (TS)/(TSP) Set USER3 w/PDA/RTS/DB2 Col
• (TS)/(TSP) Set USER4 w/PDA/RTS/DB2 Col
• (IX)/(IXP) Set USER1 w/PDA/RTS/DB2 Col
• (IX)/(IXP) Set USER2 w/PDA/RTS/DB2 Col
• (IX)/(IXP) Set USER3 w/PDA/RTS/DB2 Col
• (IX)/(IXP) Set USER4 w/PDA/RTS/DB2 Col

For each of the preceding action conditions, you can specify a column name from the PDA, RTS, or Db2 catalog table.
These conditions set a symbolic variable that is named %USER1, %USER2, %USER3, or %USER4, which you can then
reference in your action procedure using %CALC or #IF-THEN logic.
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NOTE
For more information about a particular action condition, including common usage and examples, type H (Help)
as a line command next to the action condition and press Enter.

Example: Set %USER1 and %USER2 to Values from SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACESTATS

This example sets %USER1 to the NACTIVE value from SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACESTATS and sets %USER2 to the
COPYUPDATEDPAGES value in SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACESTATS:

O DESCRIPTION                              T  CONDITION              

S (TS)/(TSP) Set USER1 w/PDA/RTS/DB2 Col   R | I,TSS.NACTIVE         

S (TS)/(TSP) Set USER2 w/PDA/RTS/DB2 Col   R | I,TSS.COPYUPDATEDPAGES

Example: Customize an IBM Image Copy Model

This example customizes an IBM image copy (IC Utility Code) model. Review where %USER1 and %USER2 are used in
the #IF statement.

NOTE
The default model is in hlq.CDBAMDL(MJUTLIC).

//%SYSCPY   DD DSN=BACKUP.%DBNAME..%TSNAME..D%DATE..T%TIME,

// UNIT=TAPE,LABEL=(%LBL,SL),DISP=(,CATLG),

// VOL=(,RETAIN%REFER)

#CM   USER1    is set to the value of TSS.NACTIVE

#CM   USER1LIT is set to the literal 'TSS.NACTIVE'

#CM   USER2    is set to the value of COPYUPDATEDPAGES

#CM   USER2LIT is set to the literal 'COPYUPDATEDPAGES'

//*  %USER1LIT = %USER1 %USER2LIT = %USER2 %CALC(%USER2*100/%USER1)

 COPY TABLESPACE %DBNAME..%TSNAME DEVT TAPE COPYDDN %SYSCPY

#CM   If the number of pages updated is > 20%, then do a full copy.

#SET %PERCCHGD = %CALC(%USER2*100/%USER1)

#IF(%PERCCHGD,>,20)

 %PARTLBL %PART FULL YES SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

#ELSE

 %PARTLBL %PART FULL NO  SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

#ENDIF

Business Value:

Obtaining statistics or object definition information from the PDA, RTS, or Db2 catalog tables helps you customize your
action procedures to meet specific site requirements.

Additional Considerations:

Automatic symbolic variables are useful for customizing your models to meet the needs of your site. This product has
many automatic symbolic variables that can be referenced in customizable utility models (skeletons) in such things as
%CALC space calculations or #IF model processing logic. For more information about these variables, select T (Tutorial)
from the main menu, then select 7 (Symbolic Variable Descriptions).

Prioritize Object Maintenance (POM)
Priority Object Maintenance lets you create Prioritize Object Maintenance Profiles (POM profiles).

Each profile contains the Prioritize Object Conditions (POCs) that you select. When tied to an extract procedure, the POM
profile controls the processing order of your action JCL. Doing so ensures that your most important JCL runs first.

Create a POM profile directly from the main menu or create an extract procedure.
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You can tie only one POM profile to an extract. If an execution procedure contains multiple extracts with tied POM profiles,
Database Analyzer uses the first POM profile encountered within the order of the extracts. At action processing time, the
POM profile is applied to the objects that were selected from all extract procedures.

• Prioritize Object Conditions (POCs), Object Sets, and Object Processing Priority
• POC Normalization
• Determining Object Priority When Normalization Results in Matching POC Values

Prioritize Object Conditions (POCs), Object Sets, and Object Processing Priority

POM Profiles contain the Prioritize Object Conditions (POCs) that determine the order in which your JCL is processed.
The conditions are based on recommended criteria that identify objects that require certain types of maintenance. You
can use up to five POCs with each POM profile. The order of the POCs correlates to their importance in determining
the priority order of an object. The POCs are similar to the conditions that are available with the other product functions,
including extracts and actions.Database Analyzer evaluates the POCs for all objects in the extract procedure and orders
the objects for processing based on the POC values.

An object set is a tablespace-based set of related objects, which is composed of a tablespace with its related indexes and
all its partitions. Only the objects that are selected in an extract procedure are prioritized even though other unselected
objects can exist in the object set. The highest priority object in an object set determines the priority of the object set
relative to other object sets.

The order of the POCs and their values determine the order of the JCL.

Example: Object prioritization using two POCs in different order

The following list shows the results of prioritizing the objects by EXTENTS and UNCLUST.

Objects are ordered by the EXTENTS value. TS_A has the highest EXTENTS value.

If the value of EXTENTS matches for several objects, then UNCLUST determines the priority order of those objects. For
example, look at the objects where EXTENTS=11 and EXTENTS = 6.

DBNAME   TSNAME     EXTENTS        UNCLUST

DB A     TS A           143       1.604577

DB B     TS B            56   35100.808800

DB C     TS C            46   74620.008808

DB D     TS D            25    2258.333333

DB E     TS E            13     176.824964

DB F     TS F            11      64.056723       

DB G     TS G            11       2.356176

DB H     TS H            10      12.332013      

DB I     TS I             9      22.969543        

DB J     TS J             6      24.738818

DB K     TS K             6       9.155285

DB L     TS L             6       6.252631

DB M     TS M             6       2.393916

The next list shows the same objects, ordered by the UNCLUST value. TS_C has the highest priority.

In this scenario, the unique UNCLUST values yield the priority order, so the EXTENTS values are not needed.

DBNAME  TSNAME               UNCLUST  EXTENTS

DB C     TS C           74620.008808       46

DB B     TS B           35100.808800       56

DB D     TS D            2258.333333       25

DB E     TS E             176.824964       13
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DB F     TS F              64.056723       11

DB J     TS J              24.738818        6

DB I     TS A              22.969543        9

DB H     TS H              12.332013       10

DB K     TS K               9.155285        6

DB L     TS L               6.252631        6

DB M     TS M               2.393916        6

DB G     TS G               2.356176       11

DB A     TS A               1.604577      143

POC Normalization

Object sets contain tablespaces and indexes. POCs are tablespace-based and index-based. Tablespace-based POCs
cannot be applied to indexes, and index-based POCs cannot be applied to tablespaces. As a result, Database Analyzer
normalizes the POC values of each object.

Normalization propagates the highest POC value of an object type within an object set to all the objects having a type
that differs from the POC type, within the object set. For example, the highest index-based POC value in an object set is
assigned to all the tablespace objects within the object set. Normalization gives prioritization meaning to POC values that
would otherwise be meaningless.

Without normalization, objects are not prioritized correctly. For example, the following list of objects contains multiple
object types from multiple object sets and two types of POCs. The IX-EXTENTS POC applies only to indexes and the TS-
UNCLUST POC applies only to tablespaces.

The objects with the same database and tablespace name are in the same object set. IX-EXTENTS is set to ‘-‘ for all
tablespace objects (INDEX= ‘ ‘) because it does not apply to the object type. TS-UNCLUST is set to ‘-‘ for all index objects
(INDEX <> ‘ ‘).

DBNAME   TSNAME  SET INDEX  IX-EXTENTS   TS-UNCLUST

DB_A     TS_A     S1                 -  4444.008808

DB_A     TS_A     S1 IX1             5            -

DB_A     TS_A     S1 IX2             2            -

DB_B     TS_B     S2                 -  5555.333333

DB_B     TS_B     S2 IX1             1            -

DB_B     TS_B     S2 IX2             5            -

DB_C     TS_C     S3 IX1             4            -

The following list contains the same objects, displayed in priority order. Object set S1 appears to have a higher priority
than object set S2. However, the TS-UNCLUST value for TS_B in S2 is 5555.333333. The value for TS_A, in S1, is
4444.008808. The higher TS-UNCLUST value for TS_B in S2 indicates that object set S2 needs more maintenance than
object set S1.

DBNAME   TSNAME  SET INDEX  IX-EXTENTS   TS-UNCLUST

    

DB_A     TS_A     S1 IX1             5            -

DB_B     TS_B     S2 IX2             5            -

DB_C     TS_C     S3 IX1             4            -

DB_A     TS_A     S1 IX2             2            -

DB_B     TS_B     S2 IX1             1            -

DB_B     TS_B     S2                 -  5555.333333

DB_A     TS_A     S1                 -  4444.008808
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Determining Object Priority When Normalization Results in Matching POC Values

Due to normalization, the highest POC value of an object type within an object set is propagated to the object types in the
object set that does not match the POC type. Normalization can result in multiple objects with the same POC value, in
the same object set or across object sets. This behavior is expected as a byproduct of normalization. Having two or more
objects with the same highest POC values in the same object set does not alter the priority of the object set.

Sometimes normalization results in an object set that contains an index and a tablespace with the same highest values.
When this situation occurs, the objects are prioritized based on the type of the first POC in the POM profile.

Objects that are retrieved earliest from the Db2 catalog are given priority only in either of the following situations:

• Normalization results in matching POC values for objects of the same type in the same object set.
• Normalization results in matching POC values for objects across object sets.

Example: POC normalization of indexes and tablespaces with multiple POC types and matching values

By normalizing the values, POC types can be mixed with object types. The following list contains the same objects and
POCs that were used earlier in this section. However, in this example, the objects are prioritized and the POC values are
normalized.

The highest value in object set S2, TS-UNCLUST 5555.333333, is propagated to the index object IX2. As a result, object
set 2 now has the highest priority.

Index TS_B.IX2 and tablespace TS_B, both in set S2, have the same POC values. However, index TS_B.IX2 has a higher
priority because the IX-EXTENTS POC was selected before the TS-UNCLUST POC.

No tablespace object was selected from object set S3, so the default value for POC TS-UNCLUST is used, 0.000000.

DBNAME   TSNAME  SET INDEX  IX-EXTENTS   TS-UNCLUST

DB_B     TS_B     S2 IX2             5  5555.333333

DB_B     TS_B     S2                 5  5555.333333

DB_A     TS_A     S1 IX1             5  4444.008808

DB_A     TS_A     S1                 5  4444.008808

DB_C     TS_C     S3 IX1             4     0.000000

DB_A     TS_A     S1 IX2             2  4444.008808

DB_B     TS_B     S2 IX1             1  5555.333333

Create a Prioritize Object Maintenance Profile
As a Database Administrator (DBA), you can ensure that your most important JCL runs first.

Control the order in which your JCL is generated and processed by using Prioritize Object Maintenance Profiles (POM
profiles). These profiles contain the Prioritize Object Conditions (POCs) that are evaluated to determine which JCL to
process first.

Create a POM profile directly from the main menu, or while building an extract procedure.

Before You Begin

Complete the following tasks before using POM profiles:

• Verify that you understand how POM profiles prioritize object sets.
• Review the values that are specified for the POM_REPORT keyword in hlq.CDBAPARM(PDA). These values control

the types and format of the reports that describe how Database Analyzer used the POCs to prioritize the object sets.
These reports are written to the PTIMSG output.
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Create a POM Profile from the Main Menu

You can create a POM profile directly from the main menu and then select your POCs. This option is recommended when
you want to set up POM profiles before creating or maintaining extract procedures. For example, you might create a
common POM profile that you want to tie to different extracts.

NOTE
These steps focus on creating POM profiles. You can also use line commands in the O (Option) field to update,
copy, and delete existing POM profiles, or to list all extract procedures that are tied to a POM profile. For more
information, press F1 to see the online help.

Use the following steps to create a POM profile:

1. Select the Prioritize Object Profiles option from the main menu.
2. Create a POM profile by completing the following fields on the first detail line:

– Enter C (Create) in the O (Option) field.
– Enter a name for the profile in the POM PROF field.
– Enter a description in the Profile Description field.
– Specify how to share the profile in the SHR (Share Option) field.
Press Enter.
The Build Prioritize Object Profile panel appears, showing a list of available POCs.

3. (Optional) Filter the list by action type.
4. Select up to five POCs by assigning a numeric value to each one. Assign the lowest value to the POC that you

consider most important. Press Enter.
5. Press PF3.

Your changes are saved. Your new POM profile appears on the Prioritize Object Profile Services panel.

NOTE
For more information, see Build an Extract Procedure and Prioritize Object Maintenance (POM).

Copy a Prioritize Object Maintenance Profile
Use the following steps to copy an existing Prioritize Object Maintenance Profile (POM profile) to a remote location or
local subsystem:

NOTE
This feature is useful for copying existing POM profiles from a test environment to a production environment or
for quickly creating POM profiles across multiple locations.

WARNING
If you copy a POM profile to another system when a POM profile with the same creator and name already exists,
then the new POM profile replaces the existing POM profile.

1. Select the Prioritize Object Profiles option on the main menu.
The Prioritize Object Services panel appears.

2. Enter C in the O (Option) field next to the POM profile that you want to copy.
NOTE
Enter C next to an existing profile. If you specify C in the New Profile Creation row, you create another POM
profile.

Press Enter.
The Provide Location or SSID panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:
– Enter a new creator name, profile name, or both for the copied POM profile.
– Enter the name of a remote location or the local SSID where you are storing the new copy.
Press PF3.
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The POM profile is copied. The Prioritize Object Services panel reappears. A message indicates that the POM profile
was successfully copied.

Delete Extract Procedure Ties to a POM Profile
A Prioritize Object Maintenance profile (POM profile) can be tied to multiple extract procedures.

You can delete these ties when they are no longer relevant. Only the tie between the extract procedure and POM profile
is deleted. An extract procedure can maintain only a single tie to a POM profile. Remove the existing tie before adding
another one.

The following procedures apply to RTOS extracts and classic extracts.

Delete Extract Procedure Ties Through the Main Menu

You can delete the tie between a POM profile and an extract procedure by starting from the main menu.

NOTE
You can perform other POM profile tasks from the main menu, including creating, updating, and copying them.
For more information, see the online help (F1).

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Prioritize Object Profiles option from the main menu and press Enter.
The Prioritize Object Profile Services panel appears.

2. Enter the L (List) line command next to a POM profile.
The Prioritize Object Maint/Extract List panel displays a list of extract procedures that are tied to the POM profile.

3. Enter the D (Delete) line command next to one or more extract procedures. Press Enter.
4. Press Enter again to confirm the request.

The selected extract procedures are no longer tied to the POM profile.

Delete Extract Procedure Ties While Maintaining an Extract Procedure

You can delete the tie between a POM profile and an extract procedure from within the extract procedure.

NOTE
You can perform other POM profile tasks from within the extract procedure, including creating, updating, and
copying them. For more information, see the online help (F1).

1. Select the Extract Procedures option from the main menu and press Enter.
The Extract Procedure Services panel appears.

2. Enter the U (Update) line command next to the extract procedure that you want to update. Press Enter.
3. Enter E (Explode) in the Prioritize Obj Maint field and press Enter.

The Extract/Prioritize Object Maint/Extract List panel appears.
4. Enter the D (Delete) line command next to one or more extract procedures. Press Enter.
5. Press Enter again to confirm the deletion request.

The selected extract procedures are no longer tied to the POM profile.

Prioritized Object Maintenance Reports
Priority Object Maintenance Reports are written to the PTIMSG when a Prioritize Object Profile (POM profile) is tied to a
submitted extract procedure.

The types and formats of these reports are controlled by values that are specified in the POM_REPORT keyword in
hlq.CDBAPARM(PDA).
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The PTIMSG output varies, depending on the type of report and report format that you select. You can select one, or both,
of the following report types:

Ordered
Lists the objects or object sets in priority order based on the values of the Prioritize Object Conditions (POCs) that
are assigned to the POM profile.

Unordered
Lists the objects or object sets as they were retrieved from the Db2 catalog.

The following values control the format of the selected report or reports:

NO
Suppresses the report. This value is the default for the Unordered list report.

SETS
Lists each object set. This value is the default for the ordered list report.

SETSPLUS
Generates the same report as SETS, plus the value for each selected Prioritize Object Condition (POC).

ALL
Lists all objects in all object sets.

ALLPLUS
Generates the same report as ALL, plus the value for each selected POC. This setting adds 3-4 extra report lines
per object.

Example: Compare the POM processing order against the original order

This example generates an unordered and an ordered list report that shows the highest priority object in each object set.

POM_REPORT (SETS, SETS)

Use this information to compare the processing order of the objects against the original order of the objects retrieved from
the Db2 catalog.

Execution Services
Execution services consist of the following functions:

• Execution procedures, which let you combine several extract and report procedures into one consolidated procedure
for execution.

• The Utility Manager, which lets you submit on-demand utility requests without requiring you to create and save a
strategy.

• The Page Display Facility, which lets you view and correct errors on your data pages.
• The Catalog Update Facility, which lets you manually update the statistics in the Db2 catalog tables for troubleshooting

or testing purposes.

Execution Procedures
An execution procedure lets you combine several extract and report procedures into one consolidated procedure.

For example, you can complete the following tasks using execution procedures:

• Bundle all extract procedures for a group of related objects.
• Append any reports to execution procedures that are required for each periodic running of Database Analyzer.
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Execution procedures are defined as batch jobs and submitted for execution by an automated job scheduler. We
recommend scheduling Database Analyzer jobs early, during off-hours, before the affected tablespace is required for data
processing.

Consider the following guidelines when determining how often to run the execution procedures:

• Certain Db2 objects are stable or rarely change. These objects typically do not require analysis. However, we
recommend retaining an image copy or snapshot of the data.

• Analyze the objects that have a slow and predictable rate of growth at least once per month.
• Analyze the objects where an ample amount of free space has been allocated and disbursed on a weekly basis.

Where the depletion of free space is not a significant concern, we recommend reviewing the effects and the use of the
FREEPAGE and PCTFREE factors.

• Analyze the key objects at least twice per week.
• Analyze critical objects daily. An action job can be automatically built and executed whenever an image copy is

needed.

Build and Submit an Execution Procedure
An execution procedure lets you combine several extract and report procedures into one consolidated procedure.

NOTE
These steps focus on building and submitting an execution procedure. However, you can use line commands
from the Execution Procedures Services panel to update, delete, preview, and copy execution procedures.
Detailed information is provided in the online help.

You can explode an execution procedure to view detailed information about the procedure. Use the EXPLODE primary
command on the Build Execution Procedures panel or the E line command on the other Execution Procedures panels to
view the following information:

• Extract and report procedures that are tied to an execution procedure
• Db2 objects contained in an extract procedure
• Reports contained in a report procedure
• Object Selection Profiles (OSPs) tied to an extract procedure
• The Prioritize Object Maintenance Profile (POM profile) tied to an extract procedure

NOTE
You can tie only one POM profile to an extract. If an execution procedure contains multiple extracts with
tied POM profiles, the product uses the first POM profile that is encountered within the order of the extracts.
At action processing time, the POM profile is applied to the objects that were selected from all extract
procedures.

Use the following steps to build and submit an execution procedure:

1. Select the Execution Procedures option from the main menu and press Enter.
2. Complete the following fields:

– Enter C (Create) in the O (Option) field.
– Enter a name for the execution procedure in the Exec Prc field.
– Enter a brief description of the procedure in the Procedure Description field.
– Specify whether to share the procedure in the SHR field.
Press Enter.
The Build Execution Procedures panel appears.

3. Add extract and report procedures to the execution procedure:
a. Complete the Procedure Selection List Parameters fields. Selection criteria are accepted. Press Enter.

The Extract/Report Procedure Selection panel appears.
b. Type S next to each extract or report procedure to include in the execution procedure. Press Enter.
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Your selections are registered.
c. Press PF3 (End).

The Build Execution Procedures panel reappears with a message that the selected procedures have been
processed successfully. These selections are now tied to the execution procedure.

NOTE
If you do not want to save the procedure, enter the CANCEL command on this panel. If you are creating
a procedure, the procedure is erased. If you are updating an existing execution procedure, the changes
are not saved and you return to the Execution Procedure Services panel.

4. Repeat Step 3 until you achieve the appropriate mix of extract and report procedures.
5. Submit the procedure in batch by completing one of the following steps:

– From the Build Execution Procedures panel, enter SUBMIT in the command line.
– From the Build Execution Procedures panel, press PF3 (End). Enter S in the O (Option) field next to the procedure

that you want to process.
The Submit-Build JCL Parameters panel appears.

6. Specify the values for the Execution, Collection, Report, and Action options and press Enter.
NOTE

• If the execution procedure is only tied to report procedures, verify that Collection Type and Action JCL are
set to N.

• The report output can be sent to a sequential, partitioned, or GDG data set. Detailed information is
provided in the online help.

• Do not use the MJULD* models in an extract procedure that is tied to an execution procedure. If you
specify Order by Utility Codes Y in an extract that is tied to an execution procedure, the job terminates
with return code 16 (RC=16) and an error message is issued.

• When you submit an execution procedure, the extract procedures are executed in alphabetical order.
Next, the report procedures are executed in alphabetical order.

• For more information about changing the execution order, see Order Extract and Report Procedures in
Execution Procedure.

The procedure is submitted. Browse the specified data set to view the results.

NOTE
For more information, see Extract Procedures, Job Submission Facility, Object Selection Profiles (OSPs), and
Prioritize Object Maintenance (POM).

Add Extract/Report Procedure in Execution Procedure
Use the following steps to tie an additional extract or report procedure to an execution procedure:

1. Select the Execution Procedures option from the main menu and press Enter.
2. Specify selection criteria in the Procedure Selection List Parameters fields and press Enter.

A list of procedures meeting the selection criteria appears.
3. Type U next to an existing execution procedure. Press Enter.

The Build Execution Procedures panel appears.
4. Complete the following fields, as needed:

– Edit the Description field. For example, change an existing description to "Test Procedure_UPDTD."
– Edit the share option.
– Enter new selection criteria in the Procedure Name field as needed. For example, enter an asterisk (*) to list all

extract procedures.
Press Enter.
The Extract/Report Procedure Selection panel appears.

5. Type S next to the procedure to add. Press Enter.
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Your selections are registered.
6. Press PF3 (End).

The Build Execution Procedures panel reappears.
7. Press PF3 (End).

The Execution Procedure Services panel reappears. Database Analyzer indicates that the execution procedure has
been updated.

Delete Extract/Report Procedures Ties to Execution Procedure
Use the following steps to remove extract or report procedure ties from an execution procedure:

1. Select the Execution Procedures option from the main menu and press Enter.
2. Specify selection criteria in the Procedure Selection List Parameters fields and press Enter.

A list of procedures meeting the selection criteria appears.
3. Type U next to an existing execution procedure and press Enter.

The Build Execution Procedure panel appears.
4. Enter EXPLODE in the command line and press Enter.

The Extract/Report List panel appears.
5. Enter D next to each extract or report procedure to remove from the execution procedure.

Press Enter. You are prompted to confirm the deletion.
NOTE
You are not deleting the extract and report procedures. You are removing their tie to the execution
procedure.

6. Press Enter.
The Confirm Deletion panel reappears for each procedure you selected.

7. Press Enter to confirm each deletion.
After all requested deletions are made, the Extract/Report List panel reappears with a message that the remaining
procedures have been resequenced and numbered.

Order Extract and Report Procedures in Execution Procedure
This section describes how to specify the order in which Database Analyzer executes extract and report procedures tied
to an execution procedure.

Ordering affects only the execution sequence of extract procedures among other extract procedures and report
procedures among other report procedures.

NOTE
Do not use the MJULD* models in an extract procedure that is tied to an execution procedure. If you specify
Order by Utility Codes Y in an extract that is tied to an execution procedure, the job terminates with return code
16 (RC=16) and an error message is issued.

Report procedures execute after all extract procedures are completed. If a report procedure is sequenced between two
extract procedures, the report procedure executes after the extract procedures are completed.

Use the following steps to order extract and report procedures in an execution procedure:

1. Select the Execution Procedures option from the main menu and press Enter.
The Execution Procedure Services panel appears.

2. Type U next to the procedure that you want to update.
The Build Execution Procedures panel appears.

3. Type EXPLODE in the command line and press Enter.
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The Extract / Report List panel appears. This panel is the only place that you can control the execution order of the
tied procedures. The Order field specifies the order in which to execute the tied procedures. In this example, the
procedures are set to execute in alphabetical order (the default). Ordering increases in increments of 10.
RDA.EBPL          -------   EXTRACT / REPORT LIST   --------                   

Command  ==>                                                   SCROLL ==> PAGE 

                                                                               

Loc: LOCAL ------------------------------------------------- User ID: USERxx   

Procedure: EX001     Description:  SEPT YY AUDIT                               

Creator:   USERxx    Share Option: N      DB2 System ID: DXXX                  

                                                                               

OPTION TYPE        PROCEDURE   CREATOR    ORDER   DESCRIPTION                  

_      EXTRACT     DIR EXT     USERxx     0010    DIRECTORY EXTRACT            

_      EXTRACT     STOEXT      USERxx     0020    STOGROUP EXTRACT             

_      REPORT      ALLOC       USERxx     0030    ALLOCATION ANALYSIS          

_      REPORT      FORECAST    USERxx     0040    FORECAST ALLOCATION RPT      

_      REPORT      HISTORY     USERxx     0050    UTILITY HISTORY PROC         

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

4. Change the values in the Order field next to each procedure.
For example, to execute the HISTORY report procedure before FORECAST, overtype 0050 with 0039 as shown in the
following example:
RDA.EBPL          -------   EXTRACT / REPORT LIST   --------                   

Command  ==>                                                   SCROLL ==> PAGE 

                                                                               

Loc: LOCAL ------------------------------------------------- User ID: USERxx   

Procedure: EX001     Description:  SEPT YY AUDIT                               

Creator:   USERxx    Share Option: N      DB2 System ID: DXXX                  

                                                                               

OPTION TYPE        PROCEDURE   CREATOR    ORDER   DESCRIPTION                  

_      EXTRACT     DIR EXT     USERxx     0010    DIRECTORY EXTRACT            

_      EXTRACT     STOEXT      USERxx     0020    STOGROUP EXTRACT             

_      REPORT      ALLOC       USERxx     0030    ALLOCATION ANALYSIS          

_      REPORT      FORECAST    USERxx     0040    FORECAST ALLOCATION RPT      

_      REPORT      HISTORY     USERxx     0039    UTILITY HISTORY PROC         

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

Press Enter.
The procedures are resequenced and renumbered in increments of 10. The following example shows that the
HISTORY report procedure now precedes FORECAST:
RDA.EBPL          -------   EXTRACT / REPORT LIST   --------                   

Command  ==>                                                   SCROLL ==> PAGE 

RAP249I -  The procedures have been resequenced and renumbered.                

Loc: LOCAL ------------------------------------------------- User ID: USERxx   

Procedure: EX001     Description:  SEPT YY AUDIT                               

Creator:   USERxx    Share Option: N      DB2 System ID: DXXX                  

                                                                               

OPTION TYPE        PROCEDURE   CREATOR    ORDER   DESCRIPTION                  

_      EXTRACT     DIR EXT     USERxx     0010    DIRECTORY EXTRACT            

_      EXTRACT     STOEXT      USERxx     0020    STOGROUP EXTRACT             

_      REPORT      ALLOC       USERxx     0030    ALLOCATION ANALYSIS          

_      REPORT      HISTORY     USERxx     0040    UTILITY HISTORY PROC         

_      REPORT      FORECAST    USERxx     0050    FORECAST ALLOCATION RPT      

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

5. Press PF3 (End).
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The Build Execution Procedures panel reappears.

Utility Manager
The Utility Manager lets you submit on-demand utility requests.

Create utility extracts that execute any combination of Db2 utilities, third-party programs, and user applications against a
selected set of Db2 objects.

When selecting the utilities to execute, select individual utilities or existing Database Analyzer action procedures. Often,
the utilities that execute against a selected set of objects are already defined in an action procedure. A utility extract can
reference any number of action procedures. A utility extract can also combine action procedures with individual utilities to
create the appropriate combination.

NOTE
When you execute an action procedure through the Utility Manager, no statistics are collected, and the action
procedure is considered active and unconditional.

After submission, the contents of the utility extract no longer exist. If you selected an action procedure, the connection
between the action procedure and utility extract is removed.

NOTE
The Utility Manager is also provided as a Value Pack component, and can be accessed from other products
when a Database Analyzer session is not active. For more information on Value Pack, see Using in the
Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

Create and Submit a Utility Extract (Quick Path)
Use the following steps to use the Quick Path option to create and submit a utility extract:

NOTE
The Quick Path option lets you create utility extracts that require a one-time selection of Db2 objects, or that do
not require a mix of Db2 objects from different databases.

1. Select Utility Manager from the main menu and press Enter.
The Build Utility Extract panel appears.

2. Type Q (Quick path) in the Utility Build Mode Option field.
3. Select the objects to process:

a. Enter your selection criteria in the Object Selection List Criteria fields. Press Enter.
The Extract Data Selection panel appears with a list of objects that match your criteria.

b. Select one or more objects:
• For a database, type A (Autobuild) to include all tables and indexes in the database, T to include all tables, or I

to include all indexes.
• For a tablespace, type A to include all tables and indexes in the tablespace, T to include all tables, I to include

all indexes, or E to exclude all tables and indexes.
• For a table or index, type A to include all table partitions and all indexes (for a table) or all index partitions (for

an index), S to include the table or index, or E to exclude the table or index.
Press Enter.
Your selections are registered.

c. Press F3 (End).
The Build Utility Extract panel reappears.

4. Select the utilities to use. You can select individual utilities, action procedures, or both. If you want to select only action
procedures, skip this step.
a. Type C (Create) in the Generate Utility Option field. Press Enter.

The Build Utility Procedures panel appears, showing a list of utilities.
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b. Complete the following fields:
• Select one or more utilities in the Code fields.
• Specify the general Db2 utility model in the Member Name field. The default is MJUTLGL.
• Specify the PDS library that contains the model JCL members in the Library Name field.
Press Enter.
Your selections are registered.

c. (Optional) If you also want to select action procedures, press F3 twice to return to the Build Utility Extract panel,
then go to Step 5. Otherwise, skip to Step 6.

5. Select the action procedures to use. If you want to select only individual utilities, skip this step.
a. Type S (Select) in the Generate Utility Option field. Press Enter.

The Action Procedure Services panel appears.
b. Use the Procedure List Selection Parameters fields to filter which action procedures appear in the list.
c. Type S next to one or more action procedures. Press Enter.

Your selections are registered.
6. Submit the utility extract:

a. Press F3 (End).
The Submit - Utility Job Stream panel appears.

b. Complete the following fields:
• Type MJJOBCD in the Jobcard field to specify the JOB statement. This model contains the default JOB

statement for utility jobs.
• Specify the PDS that contains the model members in the Library field.
• Type D (Data set) in the Destination field.
• Type a name in the Member field.
• Enter a PDS in the Library field.
Press Enter.
The Model JCL Substitution panel appears. This panel appears when the specified model member contains
symbolic variables in its JCL. Model MJJOBCD contains symbolic variables.

c. Enter a value for every user-defined symbolic. Press Enter.
Your selections are registered.

d. Press F3 (End).
The JCL is generated and written to the specified data set. You can now go to the data set and submit the JCL to
run the selected utilities against the selected objects.

NOTE
For more information, see Utility Codes and User-Defined Symbolic Variables.

Create and Submit a Utility Extract (Standard Path)
Use the following steps to use the Standard Path option to select objects from multiple lists:

NOTE
The Standard path option lets you select objects from multiple lists. Use this option to select a mix of Db2
objects for your utility request that you would not be able to select through one set of selection criteria.

1. Select Utility Manager from the main menu and press Enter.
The Build Utility Extract panel appears.

2. Type S (Standard path) in the Utility Build Mode Option field.
3. Select the objects to process:

a. Enter your selection criteria in the Object Selection List Criteria fields. Press Enter.
The Extract Data Selection panel appears with a list of objects that match your criteria.

b. Select one or more objects:
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• For a database, type A (Autobuild) to include all tables and indexes in the database, T to include all tables, or I
to include all indexes.

• For a tablespace, type A to include all tables and indexes in the tablespace, T to include all tables, I to include
all indexes, or E to exclude all tables and indexes.

• For a table or index, type A to include all table partitions and all indexes (for a table) or all index partitions (for
an index), S to include the table or index, or E to exclude the table or index.

Press Enter.
Your selections are registered.

c. Press F3 (End).
The Build Utility Extract panel reappears.

4. (Optional) Repeat the preceding step to select more objects.
5. Select the utilities to use. You can select individual utilities, action procedures, or both. If you want to select only action

procedures, skip this step.
a. Type C (Create) in the Generate Utility Option field. Press Enter.

The Build Utility Procedures panel appears, showing a list of utilities.
b. Complete the following fields:

• Select one or more utilities in the Code fields.
• Specify the general Db2 utility model in the Member Name field. The default is MJUTLGL.
• Specify the PDS library that contains the model JCL members in the Library Name field.
Press Enter.
Your selections are registered.

c. Press F3.
The Build Utility Extract panel reappears.

6. Select the action procedures to use. If you want to select only individual utilities, skip this step.
a. Type S (Select) in the Generate Utility Option field. Press Enter.

The Action Procedure Services panel appears, showing a list of action procedures.
b. Use the Procedure List Selection Parameters fields to filter which action procedures appear in the list.
c. Type S next to one or more action procedures. Press Enter.

Your selections are registered.
d. Press F3.

The Build Utility Extract panel reappears.
7. (Optional) View the selected utilities and action procedures:

a. Type E (Explode) in the Generate Utility Option field on the Build Utility Extract panel. Press Enter.
The Extract/Action list appears, showing the selected utilities and action procedures.

b. Type E next to one of them and press Enter.
The Build Utility Procedures (or Build Action Procedure) panel appears, showing the current definition for the
procedure.

c. Press F3 twice.
The Build Utility Extract panel reappears.

8. Submit the utility extract:
a. Type SUBMIT on the command line and press Enter.

The Submit - Utility Job Stream panel appears.
b. Complete the following fields:

• Type MJJOBCD in the Jobcard field to specify the JOB statement. This model contains the default JOB
statement for utility jobs.

• Specify the PDS that contains the model members in the Library field.
• Type D (Data set) in the Destination field.
• Type a name in the Member field.
• Enter a PDS in the Library field.
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Press Enter.
The Model JCL Substitution panel appears. This panel appears when the specified model member contains
symbolic variables in its JCL. Model MJJOBCD contains symbolic variables.

c. Enter a value for every user-defined symbolic. Press Enter.
Your selections are registered.

d. Press F3 (End).
The JCL is generated and written to the specified data set. You can now go to the data set and submit the JCL to
run the selected utilities against the selected objects.

NOTE
For more information, see Utility Codes and User-Defined Symbolic Variables.

Page Display Facility
The Page Display Facility lets you view the data pages for Db2 objects. The page displays are individualized for
tablespaces and indexspaces.

All page types and all tablespace and indexspace object types are supported. The page type depends on the Db2 space
type and designated page number. Compressed tablespaces are also supported. Object pages can be accessed even
when the Db2 subsystem is not active.

You can view a data page, jump directly to the Log Reporting Facility to view any audit errors for that Db2 object, and
return to the data page to correct the errors. When you modify the page, you can audit the changes to verify the physical
integrity of the displayed data.

NOTE
The Broadcom Product Authorization facility lets you control user privileges for display and update functions. For
more information, see Use the Product Authorizations Facility in the Database Management Solutions for Db2
documentation.

Display Data Pages for Db2 Objects
This procedure describes how to access the Page Display Facility from the main menu and specify which object data
pages to view.

NOTE
This facility can also be invoked through the Log Reporting Facility, which displays audit error messages for Db2
objects. For more information, see View Audit Errors and User Messages in Broadcom Log Tables.

Follow these steps:

1. Select DB2 Page Display from the Database Analyzer main menu. Press Enter.
The Page Display Object Extract panel appears.

2. Complete the following fields:
a. Type the subsystem ID where the Db2 objects reside.
b. Select an access method:

The catalog method retrieves information directly from the Db2 catalog. This method lets you select multiple
objects.
The direct methods retrieve information from the VSAM data sets. These methods let you select a single object.

c. Specify the tablespaces or indexspaces to display:
• If you entered C in the Access Method field, enter selection criteria under Catalog Object Selection List

Parameters. You can specify the criteria for only one object type (tablespace or indexspace) at a time. However,
you can use wild cards (*, %, and _) to select multiple objects of that type.

• If you entered DT in the Access Method field, enter selection criteria in the Direct Tablespace Parameter fields.
• If you entered DI in the Access Method field, enter selection criteria in the Direct Indexspace Parameter fields.
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NOTE
You can also specify objects in the DSNDB01 directory database. The creator for all data directory
objects is SYSIBM.

Press Enter.
One of the following panels appears:
– If you are using the catalog method, the Extract Data Selection panel appears with a list of objects matching your

selection criteria. Go to Step 3.
– If you are using a direct method, the Page Display panel appears. Go to Step 4.

3. Select one or more objects and press Enter.
The appropriate Page Display panel appears for the first object. (Processing proceeds for each selected object, one at
a time.)

4. View the information on the DB2 Page Display panels.
NOTE
Your profile settings determine whether you see Db2 catalog updates immediately. If the Obj Read Access
field is set to VSAM, the update appears immediately because Database Analyzer reads the VSAM data set.
If a different access option is selected, the update does not appear on the data page until the data is flushed
from the Db2 buffers (for example, with a quiesce).

From the displayed page, you can perform the following actions (detailed in the sections that follow this page):
– Display the hash page, if you are viewing a data directory object.
– Navigate through the data pages.
– Update the data pages.

Display Hash Pages for Db2 Data Directory Objects
Pages in data directory tablespaces (for example, DBD01) use a hash to access data.

When a hash is used, each key value is randomly set on a page. The random placement helps distribute the key values
evenly instead of concentrating them in one area.

Use the following steps to use the Page Display Facility to view the hash data values:

NOTE
Beginning with Db2 10, pages in tablespaces DBD01, SCT02, SPT01, SYSUTILX, and SYSLGRGX use indexes
to access data. For more information, see the IBM Db2 Diagnosis Guide and Reference.

1. Display the page for the data directory object.
2. Take one of the following actions to display the hash page:

– Type PNEXT in the command line and press Enter.
The space map page appears.
Type PNEXT again and press Enter.

– Type 02 in the Page field and press Enter.
The hash page appears.

Find a Row Based on a RID
This use case explains how to use the Page Display Facility to find a row based on a RID.

For example, suppose you try to delete a row from a parent table that has a dependent child row pointing to it. The
following SQL error appears, indicating that the row cannot be deleted because of the referential integrity restriction
between the parent and child table:

SQLCODE = -532 , ERROR: THE RELATIONSHIP P2CHILD RESTRICTS THE DELETION OF ROW WITH RID X'0004A201'
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Steps in this Use Case

The following illustration shows how to find the row based on the RID in the preceding message:

Complete these procedures:

1. Identify the table that is causing the error.
2. Convert the RID to decimal.
3. Navigate to the relevant page.

Identify the Table that is Causing the Error

First, determine which table is causing the error. Use the relationship name in the SQL error to identify the table name:

'SQLCODE = -532 , ERROR: THE RELATIONSHIP P2CHILD RESTRICTS THE DELETION OF ROW WITH RID X'0004A201'

Use the following steps to identify the table that is causing the error:

1. Review the SQL error to determine the relationship name.
In this example, P2CHILD indicates the relationship name.

2. Query the SYSIBM.SYSRELS catalog table, using the relationship name to base the query. We recommend using RC/
Query to query SYSIBM.SYSRELS.
The query results display the name of the table that is causing the error.

Convert the RID to Decimal

After you determine which table is causing the error, convert the RID of the child table row to decimal so that you can
identify the page and map ID.

The SQL error tells us that the child row has a RID of X'004A201':
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'SQLCODE = -532 , ERROR: THE RELATIONSHIP P2CHILD RESTRICTS THE DELETION OF ROW WITH RID X'0004A201'

Use the following steps to convert the RID to decimal:

1. Convert the first six HEX characters of the RID into a decimal page, or convert the first 3 bytes of the 4-byte RID.
In this example, 0004A2 (or 4A2) converts to 1186. This number indicates the page number in the tablespace.

2. Convert the last two HEX characters of the RID into a decimal map ID, or convert the last (fourth) byte of the 4-byte
RID.
In this example, 01 (or 1) converts to one. This number indicates the map ID at the bottom of the data page. The data
page contains the offset for the beginning of the row in the page.

NOTE
For a large tablespace, a RID is a 5-byte field, containing a 4-byte page number and a 1-byte page ID map
entry number. In this case, convert the first 4 bytes of a 5-byte RID. For more information, see the IBM Db2
Diagnosis Guide and Reference.

Now that you know the page (1186) and map ID (1), you can use the Page Display Facility to view the row.

Navigate to the Relevant Page

After you have identified the table and converted the RID, you can display the affected page in the Page Display Facility.

Use the following steps to navigate to the relevant page:

1. Select DB2 Page Display from the Database Analyzer Main Menu and press Enter.
The Page Display Object Extract panel appears.

2. Complete the following fields:
– Type DT (Direct Tablespace) in the ACCESS METHOD field. Because you know that the child table resides in a

data set, you can access the information directly from the VSAM data set.
– Type the database and tablespace names in the Direct Tablespace Parameters fields. For this example, type

XXXTEST for both values.
Press Enter.
The Tablespace Page Display panel appears and shows page zero of the tablespace XXXTEST

3. Specify the page number and RID of the page to display. In this example, specify page 1186 and RID 001.
Press Enter.
The requested page appears. Database Analyzer indicates the start of the row, which was specified for the map ID, by
highlighting the row (00004700). The displacement field also indicates the row (0014), as located by the values along
the display rulers. The 0000 indicates the vertical display ruler and 14 indicates the horizontal display ruler. See the
following illustration:

RDA.PDSPD               --- DB2 Tablespace Page Display   --                   

COMMAND  ==>                                                       SCROLL: PAGE

                                                                               

-----------      DATA PAGE       Encoded: EBCDIC  Type: SEGMENTED    ----------

 Page ==> 1,186      RID ==> 001   Freespace: 4,001     Freespace Loc:  005B   

 Disp ==> 0014                     Tot  Rows:     1          Hole Loc:  0000   

 Status : NORMAL    - MODIFIED  USERxx.CHILD <                                 

 LOC  00  02   04  06   08  0A   0C  0E     10  12   14   16   18  1A   1C  1E 

********************************* TOP OF DATA ******          *****************

 0000 100000BB 9FDE5501 0004A202 0FA1005B   00000100 00004700 4E01E2C4 C6404040

 0020 40404040 E2C4C640 40404040 4040C6C6   C4E24040 9793A240 C4C5D3C5 E3C5D4C5

 0040 D5D6E340 404040E2 C4C6E240 40404040   40404040 40404040 40404000 00000000

 0060 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 0080 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 00A0 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 00C0 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000
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 00E0 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 0100 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 0120 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 0140 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 0160 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 0180 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

Navigate Data Pages
The Page Display Facility supports a full range of primary commands for controlling the page display and navigating
through Db2 objects.

You can scroll through a page from top to bottom to view holes, overflow pointers, rows, and other critical page
information. You can traverse a page by setting a row number or displacement. Then, you can jump to any page and table
row.

The Page Display Facility highlights the location in a page to which you have navigated. If the location you requested falls
outside the current display panel, the Page Display Facility scrolls the panel line containing the requested location to the
top of the panel and highlights that line.

When you view a data page, use the following fields to view information and navigate through the pages:

COMMAND
Accepts various primary commands to control the page display.
To see a list of these commands, enter ? in the Command field. For more information, see Commands.

SCROLL
Controls the scroll interval when you scroll up and down. Valid values are PAGE, DATA, and CSR.
You can also enter 1-999, HALF, or MAX in the command line and press F8 (Down) to scroll.

Type
Indicates the type of page you are viewing. For example, HEADER, SPACE, MAP, DATA, or HASH.

Page, RID, Disp
Indicates the current position on the page. Enter values in these fields to navigate to a specific position. Additional
indicators assist you in navigating in a Db2 object or page. These indicators depend on the Db2 object type.

Commands
The following rules apply to all commands in this section:

• All keywords are in uppercase.
• Optional values are placed in brackets [ ]. The default option is underlined.
• If a command can be abbreviated, the minimum abbreviation is underlined.

Use the following commands to view and navigate data pages. Assign these commands to function keys or enter them in
the command line. If you assign them to keys, we recommend using the higher keys (F13 through F24) to preserve the
standard Database Analyzer command settings on the lower keys (F1 through F12).

AUDIT
Audits all changes to the current page.

CANCEL
Restores the current page to its original unmodified state.

DLOG
Accesses the Log Reporting Facility and displays the audit messages for the current object.
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NOTE
If you access Log reporting from the Page Display Facility using the DLOG command, the Audit/
Message Log panel appears in display-only mode. Line commands are not functional.

DNEXT
Traverses rows and large holes on a tablespace page. This command applies only to tablespaces.
DNEXT begins at offset 0000 and moves sequentially through a page. Movement is from the physical occurrence
of a table row (active or dropped) or large hole to another. Repetitive DNEXT commands result in sequential
movement through a page.
DNEXT is not affected by previous row-based commands (RNEXT, for example), but it does resume movement
from the last displacement set by a LOC command.

NOTE
The DNEXT command is the only method to locate large holes on a tablespace page. The row-based
commands skip over holes.

DOWN lines
Scrolls the display panel downward. A scroll amount, or lines, can be entered to specify the number of panel lines
to be traversed. The default scroll amount is one display page.

FORMAT
Formats the current active table row into a columnar format and displays it on the Table Row Display panel.
Edit procedures are invoked before the FORMAT command retrieves the data. Therefore, fields with compression
routines are expanded before they are displayed.
This command applies only to tablespaces. This command does not apply to hash pages.

HELP
Provides assistance on the available Page Display commands. Enter the END command to return to the display
panel.

HEX ALL |HEX OFF | HEX HALF | HEX n
Alters the display characteristics of the Page Display panel.
HEX ALL

Displays the panel data entirely in hexadecimal characters. This format is the standard display format.
HEX OFF

Displays the panel data entirely in characters.
HEX HALF

Establishes a split-panel display. The top half is presented in HEX format, and the bottom half is in
character format. When the panel is split, you can use the F7 and F8 keys to scroll up and down in both
sections (hex and character).

n
Lets you specify a number to create an unequal hexadecimal and character ratio split where N indicates
the number of lines to display in HEX.

HEX ON |HEX OFF | TRAN
Alters the display characteristics of the Table Row Display panel.
HEX ON

Displays the Data Field column in hexadecimal characters.
HEX OFF

Displays the Data Field column in characters. The data displays in EBCDIC or ASCII depending on how
the tablespace is defined.

TRAN
Performs the same function as HEX OFF.
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LOC
Moves to a specified offset on the current page. To use this command, enter LOC in the command line and a
displacement value in the Disp field.

MAXD
Moves to the last page of the tablespace or indexspace that has been formatted by data management.

MAXU
Moves to the first formatted page (the header page) of the tablespace or indexspace.

MODLST
Displays the current list of modified pages. Data modifications are not applied directly to the physical Db2 pages,
but are accumulated in a list. MODLST displays the Modify Page List panel, which itemizes all pages in the
current Db2 object that you have changed, in the order that you changed them.

PBACK
Moves to the previous page.

PFIND
Moves to the specified page and, optionally, the specified row. For example, enter PFIND in the command line
and 4 in the Page field to access the fourth data page. Optionally, specify a RID value to locate a specific table
row. When only the page value is entered, the beginning of the specified page appears.
You can also enter a page in HEX. For example, enter PFIND in the command line and X16 in the page field to go
to page number X'16'.

PNEXT
Moves from the end of one page to the next page.

PROCESS
Generates a REPAIR utility job for all page changes that are currently in the list. (See the MODLST command.)

RBACK
Retrieves the previous table row logically or index entry physically on a page. This command sets the Disp field to
the beginning of the row, which includes the row header.
This command applies only to table rows and index entries.

NOTE

• Table row access is organized logically by a record identifier (RID), not by the physical location on a
page. In other words, the next row after RID = 3 is the row RID = 4. Index entry access is physically
sequential from left to right, top to bottom.

• In tablespaces, both active and dropped rows are accessible. You cannot use the RBACK and
RNEXT commands to move from the last item of one page to the first item of the next page.

RESTORE
Restores the current page to its original unmodified state.

RFIRST
Retrieves the first table row or index entry on a page; for example, RID=1 or the topmost/leftmost index entry. This
command sets the Disp field to the beginning of the row, which includes the row header.
This command applies only to table rows and index entries.

RNEXT
Retrieves the next table row logically or index entry physically on a page. This command sets the Disp field to the
beginning of the row, which includes the row header.
This command applies only to table rows and index entries.
See the notes under the RBACK command.

TRANSLATE
Displays the column data in EBCDIC or ASCII format depending on the tablespace definition. This command is
the same as HEX OFF.
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UP lines
Scrolls the display panel upward. A scroll amount, or lines, can be entered to specify the number of panel lines to
be traversed. The default scroll amount is one display page.

Navigate from a Tablespace Page
The Tot Rows value indicates the last row or highest RID occupied in a page.

This value limits the range of the RNEXT and PFIND (with RID-specified) commands.

RDA.PDSPD            --- DB2 TABLESPACE PAGE DISPLAY   --                      

COMMAND ==>                                                       SCROLL: CSR  

                                                                               

-----------      DATA PAGE       Encoded: EBCDIC  Type: SEGMENTED    ----------

 Page ==> 2          RID ==>       Freespace:     161   Freespace Loc: 0F39    

 Disp ==> 0000                     Tot  Rows:      18        Hole Loc: 0000    

 Status : NORMAL                PTI.RACL_STATS_xxxx                            

 LOC  00  02   04  06   08  0A   0C  0E     10  12   14  16   18  1A   1C  1E  

********************************* TOP OF DATA *********************************

 0000 00001AAB 8426A700 00000200 00A10F39   00001206 0000F501 6308E4E2 C5D9C9C4

 0020 40404040 40404040 40404040 D7E3E2E8   E26DC4C5 C6C1E4D3 E36DF0F1 F0F0D7E3

 0040 C9404040 4040D7E3 C4C24040 4040D7E3   C9E3E2E2 C4C6C4F5 F1C18161 8001C3C8

 0060 C1D94040 4040D580 00800080 08800880   08800880 00000180 00000000 08283B26

 0080 3A28BFBF BF000828 3B263A28 BFBFBF00   08283B26 3A28BFBF BF000828 3B263A28

 00A0 BFBFBFF1 F9F9F7F1 F2F0F507 57370CF9   F7F1F2F0 F5F0F7F5 F7800000 00000080

 00C0 00000000 00800000 00000080 00000000   00800000 00000080 00000000 00800000

 00E0 00000080 00000000 00800000 00000080   00000000 00C11000 00000000 00199712

 0100 05075737 000000D9 400000F5 016309E4   E2C5D9C9 C4404040 40404040 40404040

 0120 40D7E3E2 E8E26DC4 C5C6C1E4 D3E36DF0   F1F0F0D7 E3C94040 404040D7 E3C4C240

 0140 404040D7 E3C9E3E2 E2C4C6C4 F5F1C181   618001C3 C8C1D940 404040D5 80008000

 0160 80088008 80088008 80000001 80000000   0008283B 263A28BF BFBF0008 283B263A

 0180 28BFBFBF 0008283B 263A28BF BFBF0008   283B263A 28BFBFBF F1F9F9F7 F1F2F0F5

The display facility maintains dual positioning in each tablespace page that you view. One position is based on RID and
is affected only by the RFIRST , RNEXT , RBACK , and PFIND commands. The other position is based on displacement
and is affected by the LOC and DNEXT commands. Therefore, the RID and displacement values can reflect two different
positions on a page when a mixture of commands is used.

Navigate from an Indexspace Page
The Parent, Next, and Prior linkages indicate the relative position of an index page in the index tree structure.

A linkage value can be used for the input page number of a PFIND command.

RDA.PDSI2          -- DB2 TYPE 2 INDEXSPACE PAGE DISPLAY --                    

COMMAND  ==>                                                      SCROLL: CSR  

                                                                               

----      ROOT PAGE       Encoded: ASCII   Type: SIMPLE       NON-CLUSTER ---- 

 Page ==> 2             UNIQUE   Max Key Length:    6       Parent:          0 

 Disp ==> 0000                   Number of Keys:    0       Last  :          3 

 Status : NORMAL                 Number of RIDs:                               

 LOC  00  02   04  06   08  0A   0C  0E     10  12   14  16   18  1A   1C  1E  

********************************* TOP OF DATA *********************************

 0000 00002905 14E76D00 0000027C 00000000   00000000 0007A000 00000FCE 00300000
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 0020 00000006 00000000 02000000 00000003   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 0040 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 0060 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 0080 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 00A0 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 00C0 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 00E0 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 0100 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 0120 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 0140 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 0160 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 0180 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

For indexspaces, only one position is maintained in a page and is only affected by the following commands:

• RFIRST
• RNEXT
• RBACK
• PFIND

Change the Table Row to Columnar Format
The FORMAT command changes the current active table row into a columnar format and displays it on the Table Row
Display panel.

The Table Row Display panel shows the current row of the data page, segregating the attributes and data value for each
column and providing a fully interpreted data display. If a user-defined data type (UDT) is present, its information appears
under TYPE. The base column type appears first. The UDT name appears on the next line.

Before you can use the FORMAT command, retrieve the row to be formatted using RFIRST, RNEXT, or RBACK. The
following procedure demonstrates the use of RFIRST, which retrieves the first table row on the page.

Use the following steps to retrieve the row to be formatted and use the FORMAT command:

1. Display the data page for a tablespace.
2. Type RFIRST in the command line and press Enter.

The first table row on the page is displayed and highlighted.
3. Type FORMAT in the command line and press Enter.

The Table Row Display panel appears, showing the row columns and values.

Update Data Pages
When you view a data page, you can manipulate the hexadecimal or character values on that page.

For example, if the product encounters errors during an audit check, you can update the values directly on the data page
containing the error. The Page Display Facility highlights your changes, generates a list of all changes for review, and
audits the changes to ensure the accuracy and integrity of the data. The changes can be accumulated and dispatched to
the Db2 REPAIR utility.

WARNING
Do not use the Page Display Facility to change page numbers in Db2 objects. Unpredictable results can occur.

NOTE
Use the Db2 REPAIR utility with caution, as described in the IBM Db2 Command and Utility Reference.
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Use the following steps to update data pages:

1. Display a data page.
2. (Optional) View the audit errors for this page:

a. Type DLOG in the command line and press Enter.
The Log Reporting Facility is invoked. The Audit/Message Log panel appears, showing any audit error messages
that have been logged for the page.

b. Review the audit errors. View additional information about an error by typing H in the PD field and pressing Enter.
c. Press F3 (End.)

You return to the object data page.
3. Update the page as needed by replacing hexadecimal values with the new values.

NOTE
When you change table row data, you can use the HEX HALF command to invoke a split panel and view the
alterations. You can also revert a page to its original unmodified state by entering the RESTORE command.

Press Enter.
The changes are saved to a list, not directly to the physical Db2 pages.

4. Type PROCESS in the command line and press Enter.
The list is submitted.
All data changes are highlighted and remain highlighted as you page, scroll, and modify the values.

5. Audit your page changes:
a. Type AUDIT in the command line. Press Enter.

• If no errors are found, a message states that the audit check has been completed.
• If an error is encountered, an error panel appears. For more information, Press F1 (Help).

NOTE
The contents of the error panel can vary, depending on which audit processing phase detects the error.

6. Type MODLST in the command line. Press Enter.
A list of the current modifications appears.

7. Process the data changes:
a. Type PROCESS in the command line. Press Enter.

The Batch JCL Specification panel appears.
b. Specify P (Preview) in the Destination field, specify the model library, and then press Enter.

Database Analyzer displays an edit session of the JCL that has been generated to apply your page changes.
c. Review the JCL and press F3 (End).

The Batch JCL Specification panel reappears. You can now write the REPAIR JCL to a data set or submit it to JES
for execution.

AUDIT Processing Phases
Audit processing is done in three phases. When an error is found, processing ends and the Audit Error Message panel
appears.

Different information appears dependent on which phase detects the error. (Displacement is always specified.)

Audit processing takes place in the following phases:

1. The rows are traversed as they appear physically in the page until free space is encountered. Only the process that is
traversing the rows specifies the RECORD/HOLE. The RECORD/HOLE can refer to a data record, an overflow record,
or a large hole.

2. The rows are traversed as specified by the map IDs at the bottom of the page. The MAP ID is specified only by the
process that is traversing the rows. Therefore, both the RECORD/HOLE and the MAP ID field are never specified.

3. The third type of process is not related to a record or row. For example, header, trailer, and free space errors are not
related to a specified record or row. Therefore, the RECORD/HOLE and the MAP ID are not specified.
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Repair a Broken Page
You can repair a broken page in a tablespace.

1. Select Log Reporting from the Database Analyzer main menu. Press Enter.
The Audit/Message Log panel appears, showing a summary of audit errors.

2. Filter the displayed errors by entering selection criteria in the header fields. For example, type XX in the Submitter
ID field to show only submitters beginning with XX. Type B (Both) in the Log Type field to display both user and audit
messages. Press Enter.
The panel updates to show the messages that match the header information.

3. Review the error messages to identify possible broken pages.
In this example, the following audit message implies that the page is broken in DSNDB04.PAGEDISP:
HEADER BLOCK ID NOT EQUAL TO TRAILER BLOCK ID

4. Type S next to the error message under the PD (Page Display) field. Press Enter.
The Page Display Facility appears. The broken page appears with the row in error highlighted. In the following
example, 0014005D is in error:
RDA.PDSPD              --- DB2 TABLESPACE PAGE DISPLAY   --                    

COMMAND  ==>                                                      SCROLL: CSR  

                                                                               

-----------      DATA PAGE       Encoded: EBCDIC  Type: SEGMENTED    ----------

 Page ==> 2          RID ==> 000   Freespace:     570   Freespace Loc: 0D9E    

 Disp ==> 0000                     Tot  Rows:      19        Hole Loc: 0000    

 Status : NORMAL                DSNDB04.PAGEDISP                               

 LOC  00  02   04  06   08  0A   0C  0E     10  12   14  16   18  1A   1C  1E  

********************************* TOP OF DATA *********************************

 0E60 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 0E80 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 0EA0 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 0EC0 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 0EE0 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 0F00 08F008DE 08CC08BA 08A80896 08840872   0860084E 083C082A 08180806 07F407E2

 0F20 07D007BE 07AC079A 07880776 07640752   0740072E 071C070A 06F806E6 06D406C2

 0F40 06B0069E 068C067A 06680656 06440632   0620060E 05FC05EA 05D805C6 05B405A2

 0F60 0590057E 056C055A 05480536 05240512   050004EE 04DC04CA 04B804A6 04940482

 0F80 0470045E 044C043A 04280416 040403F2   03E003CE 03BC03AA 03980386 03740362

 0FA0 0350033E 032C031A 030802F6 02E402D2   02C002AE 029C028A 02780266 02540242

 0FC0 0230021E 020C01FA 01E801D6 01C401B2   01A0018E 017C016A 01580146 01340122

 0FE0 011000FE 00EC00DA 00C800B6 00A40092   0080006E 005C004A 00380026 0014005D

5. Correct the data. In this example, the data must be 001400D5, therefore replace 5D with D5.
6. Type PROCESS in the command line and press Enter to generate an IBM REPAIR utility job for the recorded change.

The Batch JCL Specification panel appears.
7. Specify P (Preview) in the Destination field, specify the model library, and then press Enter.

Database Analyzer displays an edit session of the JCL that is generated to fix the broken page.
8. Review the JCL and press F3 (End).

The Batch JCL Specification panel reappears. You can now write the REPAIR JCL to a data set or submit it to JES for
execution.

Catalog Update Facility
The Catalog Update Facility lets you manually update the statistics in the Db2 catalog tables.
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Manual updates are typically performed for troubleshooting or testing purposes. For example, if a utility that affects the
Db2 optimizer is executed accidentally (such as RUNSTATS), you can set the statistics back to the previous values. You
can also update the catalog statistics in a test subsystem to project how certain plans execute using production volumes
of data. By manipulating Db2 catalog statistics, you can anticipate data patterns and which data access paths the Db2
optimizer may select.

NOTE

• User authorization is required for the Catalog Update Facility. This authorization is assigned through the
Product Authorizations Facility.

• Gather statistics and update the Db2 catalog tables regularly to optimize the Db2 data access paths. Using
the Catalog Update Facility to perform this maintenance is not practical. Instead, we recommend using IBM
RUNSTATS.

Update Object Statistics
Use the following steps to update the statistics for specific objects:

NOTE
The Catalog Update panels display the current Db2 catalog statistics and the most recent statistics that
Database Analyzer gathered. All statistics updates are logged, and you can scroll through the log values.

1. Select the Catalog Update Facility from the main menu and press Enter.
2. Specify the objects to select:

– Perform one of the following actions:
• Enter a database and tablespace name. Selection criteria such as an asterisk (*) and a percent (%) are

accepted. Use this option to update the statistics for any object type, including indexes and partitions.
• Enter an index name and creator. Selection criteria are accepted. Use this option to update only index statistics.

– Enter the subsystem ID where the objects reside.
– Enter the location ID of the objects.
Press Enter.
The Extract Data Selection panel appears, showing the objects that meet your criteria.

3. Type U (Update) next to the objects to update.
NOTE
If you enter this option for a partitioned tablespace or index, Database Analyzer reads SYSTABSTATS
or SYSINDEXSTATS for that partition to get the current values. The Database Analyzer tables and the
Database Analyzer CATSTATS log (PTLOG_CATSTATS) are also read.

Press Enter.
The appropriate Catalog Update panel appears, showing the catalog statistics that can be updated. The current
statistical value appears in the Catalog field. For floating-point columns, the value appears in scientific floating-point
notation. For example, +0.123456E+09 represents a value of 123,456,000.

4. Enter new statistics values in the New Value column. You can enter a value from the Db2 catalog. You can also enter
the Database Analyzer or log value by using the following commands:

PDAVAL
Copies the value in the PDA Stats column to the New Value column.

LOGVAL
Copies the value in the LOG ENTRY column to the New Value column.

Press Enter.
Your changes are registered.

NOTE
If you enter invalid values, a value of -1 appears, indicating that statistics have not been collected.

5. Press PF3 (End).
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The Extract Data Selection panel reappears. The Sta (Status) field shows a pending status for the objects with
modified statistics.

6. Type S next to the objects with a pending status. Press Enter.
The new values are saved to the catalog tables. UPD (Updated) appears in the Status field.

NOTE
After you save your updates, Database Analyzer cannot issue a rollback. To change those statistics back to
their original values, update them manually.

7. Press PF3 (End).
The Catalog Update Selection panel reappears.

Update Column Statistics
Use the following steps to update column statistics:

1. Select the Catalog Update Facility from the main menu and press Enter.
2. Enter a database and tablespace name. (Leave the Index and Creator fields blank.) Selection criteria such as an

asterisk (*) and a percent (%) are accepted.
Press Enter.
The Extract Data Selection panel appears.

3. Type C (Column) next to the table columns to update.
Press Enter.
The Column Data Selection panel appears.

4. Type U (Update) next to the columns to update. Press Enter.
The Column Catalog Update panel appears. The hexadecimal values for columns HIGH2KEY and LOW2KEY appear
immediately below the respective EBCDIC or ASCII values.
If you selected multiple columns, a separate Catalog Update panel appears for each one.

5. Enter new statistics values in the New Value column. You can edit the values in EBCDIC or in hex. Use the HEX ON
and HEX OFF primary commands to control the hex display.

NOTE
The HIGH2KEY and LOW2KEY columns are case-sensitive. If you enter the same string in different cases,
you see a different hex equivalent for the string.

Press Enter.
The Column Data Selection panel reappears. The status field shows a pending status for the columns with modified
statistics.

6. Type S next to the columns with a pending status and press Enter.
The updated statistics are saved.

Utility History Queries
Utility history queries let you view the activity history for your Broadcom and IBM utility jobs.

For example, you can see how long it took to run a Broadcom or IBM utility. This information can help you determine
whether a job can execute within the time window for a job scheduler.

This section covers the following topics:

Collect Activity History for Broadcom Utilities
The activity history for Broadcom utilities is stored in the PTI.PUT_PTGLxxx_HISTORY table.

Collect Activity History for IBM Utilities
Use case that explains how to collect the activity history for IBM utilities.

View the Utility History Using the Query Facility
You can use the Query Facility to view the utility activity history that is tracked in the history tables.
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View the Utility History Using a Report Procedure
You can use a report procedure to view the utility activity history that is tracked in the history tables.

Collect Activity History for Broadcom Utilities
The activity history for Broadcom utilities is stored in the PTI.PUT_PTGLxxx_HISTORY table.

This table stores the job name, the utilities that were used, the objects that were processed, how long the job took, and
more.

NOTE
You cannot collect and view the activity history for Merge/Modify. This utility does not write activity data to the
history table.

By default, the history table is not populated. Activate the collection of history data by specifying HISTORY YES in
hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL).

Use the following steps to collect activity history for Broadcom utilities:

1. Edit the UTIL parmlib member:
a. Type EP (Edit Parmlib Members) on the Database Management Solutions for Db2 Main Menu and press Enter.
b. Select the UTIL parmlib member and press Enter.
c. Press Enter until you reach the page with the field Create History Table Rows.
d. Specify YES for this field.
e. Press Enter to navigate through the rest of the panels.

The specified options are processed.
2. Create or update action procedures as needed. Select Broadcom utilities, and select an appropriate model. No other

action is necessary.
When the action procedures are called by an associated extract procedure or by the Utility Manager, the selected
utilities are invoked. As the utilities run, their activity data is written to the history table. View this data by using a query
facility or a report procedure.

Collect Activity History for IBM Utilities
This use case explains how to collect the activity history for IBM utilities.

Collecting this history consists of reviewing the prerequisites, editing the associated parameters in hlq.CDBAPARM(PDA),
and modifying your action procedures to use the MJUTLGLH model.

NOTE
The activity history for IBM utilities is stored in the PTI.RAUT_HIST_xxxx PDA statistics table.

As a database administrator, you are responsible for maintaining the databases at your site. You use Database Analyzer
to monitor your databases and invoke the batch utilities to perform the necessary maintenance actions. For example,
you can create an action procedure to perform image copies on tables with high update activity. You can optionally
schedule this maintenance to occur at regular intervals during a specific window of time. If you collect the activity history
as described here, you can use a utility history query to determine whether this job can run within the available window.

Before You Begin

• You must have a Database Analyzer license.
• The SSID in the PARM statement must be available and executing.
• Table RAUT_HIST_xxxx must have RW (Read-Write) status.
• The UNIT name SYSDA must be available for dynamic allocation.
• The RDPSxxxx plan must be defined through installation. The user ID of the job must have execute authority against

the RDPSxxxx plan.
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Steps in this Use Case

The following illustration shows how to collect activity history for IBM utilities:

Use the following steps to collect activity history for IBM utilities:

1. Edit the PDA parmlib member.
2. Edit your action procedures to use model MJUTLGLH.

Edit the PDA Parmlib Member

The following parameters in hlq.CDBAPARM(PDA) provide added control over the Utility History Query facility when
collecting data on IBM utility usage. Edit these parameters to meet your site standards.

Utility History SYSIN dataset control (UH_SYSIN_CONTROL)
Specifies how to allocate the SYSIN data set dynamically. This data set is used by DSNUTILB, when using the
Utility History feature.
USERID

Uses the job USERID as the high-level data set name qualifier. This value is the default.
JOBNAME

Uses the JOBNAME.
TEMP

Uses a temporary data set that the operating system generates for you.
user-def

Uses a user-defined value.
Override RUNSTATS return code 4 to 0 (RUNST_RC4TO0)

Specifies whether to override a RUNSTATS return code of 4 from DSNUTILB with a step return code of 0 when
using model MJUTLGLH to collect utility history data.
YES

Overrides the RUNSTATS return code.
NO

Does not override the RUNSTATS return code. This value is the default.
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NOTE
For more information, see Overriding RUNSTATS Return Code 4.

Edit Your Action Procedures to Use Model MJUTLGLH

When you create or edit an action procedure to invoke an IBM utility against a set of objects, that procedure must use
model member MJUTLGLH. This model gathers the information from the IBM utilities and writes it to the statistics table.

Create an action procedure or update an existing one. On the BUILD ACTION PROCEDURE panel, select IBM utilities
and type MJUTLGLH in the Model Name field.

NOTE
You can view and edit this model member within this panel, in which case your edits apply only to this action
procedure. To apply your changes to all action procedures that use this model, edit this model member in
hlq.CDBAMDL by using an ISPF session.

When the action procedures are called by an associated extract procedure or by the Utility Manager, the selected utilities
are invoked. As the utilities run, their activity data is written to the history table. View this data by using a query facility or a
report procedure.

How MJUTLGLH Retrieves Information

Model MJUTLGLH gathers activity data from IBM utilities while they are running and writes this data to the
PTI.RAUT_HIST_xxxx history table in the following manner:

1. The control statements in the SYSIN file are parsed and saved to a control block. The RAUT_HIST_xxxx table fields
are populated with the job activity information, such as object names and job IDs. All other values are determined after
DSNUTILB completes.

2. Each utility is passed to Db2 as a separate job step, even when multiple utilities are contained within the same step.
Example:
In the following example, a REORG is followed by a RUNSTATS in the same job:
a. The PTLUTLM driver program reads all SYSIN control statements, closes SYSIN, opens SYSIN for output, writes

the REORG control statements to SYSIN, closes SYSIN, and attaches DSNUTILB.
b. PTLUTLM then reopens SYSIN for output, writes the RUNSTATS control statements to SYSIN, closes SYSIN, and

attaches DSNUTILB.
This processing method allows the activity for each utility to be reported individually.

3. When all utility statements have been processed, PTLUTLM connects to the subsystem ID (SSID) on the PARM
statement and writes one row per utility to the RAUT_HIST_xxxx table.
Each utility is not kept active in this history table. For example, if a utility abends, PTLUTLM writes the row to
RAUT_HIST_xxxx with the abend code as the return code (such as 04E). Later, if the abended utility is restarted, that
utility is treated as a new utility, not as a restart of the abended utility. This treatment affects reporting only. The PARM
information in the EXEC statement is not changed, therefore DSNUTILB can still treat the utility as a restart (if you
have coded it as such) on the PARM field.

View the Utility History Using the Query Facility
You can use the Query Facility to view the utility activity history that is tracked in the history tables.

The PTI.RAUT_HIST_xxxx table contains IBM utility activity. The PTI.PUT_PTGLxxx_HISTORY table contains Broadcom
utility activity. The Query Facility displays the history on-screen for immediate viewing. If you want to save the history to a
data set, use a report procedure.

Use the following steps to view the utility history using the Query Facility:

1. Select Query Facility from the Database Analyzer main menu and press Enter.
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2. Complete the fields as follows:
a. Type 3 (Utility History Queries) in the Command prompt field.
b. Specify which subsystem to report on in the Object Subsystem field.
c. Specify which subsystem contains the PDA statistical tables in the DB2 Connection Data fields.
d. Specify print parameters in the Query Print Specifications fields.
Press Enter.
The Utility History Queries Menu appears.

3. Complete the fields as follows:
a. Specify a sort order for the history report in the Query field. The available sort options appear under "Select and

order by." For example, type 1 to sort the information from the history table by database and tablespace.
b. Specify which utility history to display in the History Type field (CA, IBM, or both).
c. Use the Database, Tablespace, Partition, and Where fields to specify which objects to report on.
d. Specify the time frame for the desired history in the History Type field:

D
Displays all gathered utility history statistics for the selected objects.

L
Displays only the statistics from the latest statistics run.

1 through 9
Displays only the statistics from the last x number of statistics runs.

Press Enter.
The utility activity history for the selected objects and utilities appears on the panel.

View the Utility History Using a Report Procedure
You can use a report procedure to view the utility activity history that is tracked in the history tables.

The PTI.RAUT_HIST_xxxx table contains IBM utility activity. The PTI.PUT_PTGLxxx_HISTORY table contains Broadcom
utility activity. The report procedure saves the history to a data set. If you want to display the history on-screen for
immediate viewing, use the Query Facility.

Use the following steps to view the utility history using a Report Procedure:

1. Select Report Procedures from the Database Analyzer main menu and press Enter.
2. Create a report procedure by entering the appropriate information in the first line.

NOTE
You can also update an existing report procedure by typing U next to the procedure.

Press Enter.
The Build Report Procedures panel appears.

3. Type Q (Query) in the Report Type field. Press Enter.
The Query Procedure Selection panel appears. The utility history queries appear at the top. Queries are provided to
report on IBM utility history, Broadcom utility history, or both. The queries sort the report by database name, job name,
or utility, as indicated in the query names.

4. Enter S next to the report you want to generate under the Detail Format Option (represented by the D of the L, D, W,
M, Y fields). D (Detail) is the only valid option for utility history reports.
Press Enter.
Your selections are registered.

5. Press PF3 (End).
The Build Report Procedures panel reappears.

6. Type SUBMIT in the command line.
The Submit-Build JCL Parameters panel appears.

7. Complete or alter the fields as necessary and press Enter.
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The report is generated and written to the data set that you specified. You can browse the data set to view the results.

Job Submission Facility
The job submission facility collects statistics, generates reports, and executes actions (utilities).

We recommend that you become familiar with extract, execution, action, and report procedures. The submission facility
revolves around the Submit-Build JCL Parameters panel. From this panel, you can perform the following tasks:

• Execute a procedure in batch mode.
– For batch submission, a JCL job is created and submitted to JES for batch execution.
– For a batch data set, a JCL job is created in a specified data set. You can execute this job at any time or can have it

automatically submitted by a job scheduling system.
• Control which actions, Db2 objects, and reports are executed. You can customize an extract, report, or execution

procedure for a specific execution. The contents of the procedure are changed for the execution only.
For example, you can specify that you do not want to invoke any action procedures that are tied to an extract
procedure. The action procedure connections are severed only for that execution run.

• Specify the number of concurrent scans to perform during the collection process. If you specify more than one
concurrent scan, statistics are collected on multiple Db2 objects concurrently.

• Specify the number of read-ahead buffers to use for storing VSAM pages from the Db2 objects during processing.
• Request that progress messages be sent to the system consoles. These messages help the operator monitor the

progress of a procedure execution.

The submission process is consistent for all procedures.

To access the Submit-Build JCL Parameters panel, enter SUBMIT in the command line on the Build panel. You can also
enter S (Submit) in the O (Option) field next to the procedure on the Procedure Services panel.

Submit - Build JCL Parameters Information
This section describes the options that are provided for building and submitting JCL.

General Panel Information

The Submit-Build JCL Parameters panel contains the following sections:

Execution Options
Controls how you submit the procedure.

Collection Options
Controls how statistics are gathered for an extract procedure. Enter values for all these fields if you are executing
an extract procedure.

Report Options
Controls how the report procedure is submitted. Enter values for these fields if you are executing a report
procedure.

Action Options
Controls where the action procedure job stream is generated and specifies the model member names that are
used for the generated job stream. Enter values for these fields if you are executing an extract procedure that is
linked to an action procedure. The linked procedure causes Database Analyzer to generate a job stream. You are
required to provide values for the Job and DSN fields. The pre- and post-action fields are optional.
For field descriptions, press PF1 to access online help.
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Read-Ahead Buffer Recommendations

If read-ahead buffers are available, less I/O overhead is used. Database Analyzer also uses storage space above the line
in XA systems for the read-ahead buffers. For full-cylinder reads on tablespaces, the following values are recommended:

VSAM
Device Type -- 3390
Recommended Read-ahead Buffers -- 360

VSAM
Device Type -- 3380
Recommended Read-ahead Buffers -- 300

DIV
Device Type -- 3390
Recommended Read-ahead Buffers -- 1

DIV
Device Type -- 3380
Recommended Read-ahead Buffers -- 1

Pre-Action and Post-Action Models

You can append certain job steps before and after the job stream for an action, such as error condition traps. These job
steps can be entered in any model members that you create. You can also append certain job steps before and after the
job stream for a utility job.

To use the pre- and post-action job steps, specify the names of the model members containing the steps. Model member
names can be entered from the Submit panels for procedures. Pre- and post-action job steps can be specified through the
Utility Manager.

Pre-action job steps are included as the initial steps, and the post-action job steps are included after the generated action
steps. If the number of steps that are generated in an action exceeds 200, the model member that is used to generate the
first JOB statement is used to generate subsequent JOB statements. The following sample shows this processing order:

JOBCARD                   

   _                      

   _                      

PRE-ACTION STEPS          

   _                      

   _                      

ACTIONS                   

(for example,             

 process objects #1-200)  

   _                      

   _                      

JOBCARD                   

   _                      

   _                      

ACTIONS                   

(for example,             

 process objects #201-400)

   _                      

   _                      

POST-ACTION STEPS
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If an action procedure has conditions that are tied to it and all objects are rejected (for example, none of the objects meet
the criteria), pre- or post-action JCL is not generated.

Example
You can create a model member that contains pre-action job steps. For example, you can define that the
pre-action steps generate the required accounting information. For the post-action model member, you
might define that the job steps include a COND parameter. For example, you would specify COND=ONLY to
indicate that the specified step is executed only if a previous step abended. Specify pre-action and post-action
model members from the Submit-Build JCL Parameters panel. The pre-action job steps are added to the
beginning of the job stream and the post-action job steps are added to the end of the job stream. Therefore,
the pre-action model steps are generated first. The requested action or utilities are generated next. The post-
action model steps are generated last. When you specify the model members from the Submit-Build JCL
Parameters panel, you can provide only one pre-action and one post-action model member. However, you can
create as many pre- and post-action model members as you like. For example, you might create another post-
action member whose job steps inform all users when the requested action or utilities are completed.

NOTE
You are not prompted for user symbolics within the pre- and post-action model members.

Symbolic variables that are Db2 object specific, such as %OBJECT, %CREATOR, %DBNAME, %STEPNAME
(for post-action), %TSNAME, %PLANS, and %PKGS, are not supported in pre- and post-action model
members, even if Database Analyzer can try to process them in a limited fashion. These symbolic variables
are not supported because the pre- and post-actions are generated at the beginning and end of an action
job stream. When the action is tied to many objects in an extract, Database Analyzer cannot determine
which object to select to substitute for the object specific symbolic variables. To use the %DBNAME symbolic
variable in pre- and post-action model members, try using only one database in the extract. However, object-
related symbolics must not be used in the pre- and post-action model members.

Scan Options

The Collection Type field in the Execution Options section of the Submit - Build JCL Parameters panel specifies how
statistics are retrieved during the collection of statistics.

Regular Scan Type
Collects

All statistics from all extract procedures that are contained within execution procedures.
Reported On

Reports available from Query Facility or Report Procedures Facility.

Fast Scan Type
Collects

All statistics from all extract procedures contained within execution procedures.

NOTE
CPU intensive audits are bypassed by the fast scan (but are not bypassed by the regular scan).

Reported On
Reports available from Query Facility or Report Procedures Facility.

The fast scan option is specified in the Collection Type field. Fast scan collects all statistics from all extract
procedures that are contained within execution procedures, but performs no time audits. Fast scan offers performance
gains over a regular scan under the following conditions:
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• The number of pages within the tablespace is more than 10,000.
• An edit procedure (EDITPROC) is involved.
• Db2 compression is used.
• There are a large number of holes.
• There are a large number of free MAPIDs.

The fast scan processing considerations are shown in the following list:

• The PAGESAVE statistic is estimated based on proprietary sampling techniques. This is in contrast to a regular scan,
which is more CPU intensive but 100% accurate. During a regular scan, every row is un-compressed, passed through
the EDITPROC, or both to determine the exact PAGESAVE value.

• Data pages are traversed only by record size, instead of traversing in increments or by MAPIDs. However, the
following audits for data pages are bypassed as follows:
– The large hole chain is not traversed.
– The number of MAPIDs in the datapage header is not verified.
– The page number is not checked to be sequential to the previous page.
– The MAPID free chain is not traversed.
– The free space amount is not verified.
– The displacement that is specified by each MAPID is not verified.
– The record type pointed to by each MAPID is not verified.
– The MAPID within a record is not validated.
– The record length is not validated against the catalog.
In most cases, you can run fast scans for daily processing and can run a regular scan every weekend to verify the
previous audits.

Space Map Scan Type
Collects

Statistics from space map pages.
Reported On

The following reports are available:

• Allocation Analysis Report
• Volume Analysis Report
• Page Update Report

Access the space map scan option from the Collection Type field. The space map scan option requests a scan of only the
space map pages to collect statistics.

Use this scan to examine the statistics that are typically not collected for space map pages. Because only the space map
pages are scanned, a space map scan is faster than a fast scan.

A space map scan ignores any other pages for the collection of statistics. Therefore, statistics that cannot be calculated
from only the space map page are not collected.

All product reports are affected by the space map scan, but not all statistics can be gathered from only the space map
pages. Therefore, some reports can only display a partial collection of the statistics that are gathered during a space map
scan.

For index space map scans, %RO symbolics (using RO utility code) are low because the number of keys in that index
cannot be calculated. This does not include ROHIALLC and ROHIUSED. If an IBM Reorg Index is required, a fast scan is
recommended.
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All Statistics

The following tablespace/table reports can display information relating to the space map scans for all fields:

• Allocation analysis
• Volume analysis
• Page update
• Dropped tables (Database Analyzer versus Catalog)
• New/dropped tables in Autobuild
• Non-Db2 data sets on Db2 volumes

The following indexspace reports can display information relating to the space map scans for all fields:

• Allocation analysis
• Volume analysis
• Dropped tables (Database Analyzer versus Catalog)
• New/dropped indexes in autobuild
• Non-Db2 data sets on Db2 volumes

Partial Statistics

Not all statistics can be gathered from only the space map pages. Some reports can only display a partial collection of the
statistics that are gathered during a space map scan.

The following tablespace/table reports display some or partial space map scanned statistics:

Table Row Analysis
Statistics are available only for Pages Found and Total Rows.
For a non-segmented tablespace, Total Rows is set to 10,000. For a segmented tablespace, Total Rows is
calculated as the number of used pages x 4074 divided by the average table row length.

Space Summary
All statistics that are listed under the Space Allocation column are available; only the # of Tables statistics is
available under the Space Analysis column. Most statistics are available under the Page Analysis column.
However, estimates are returned for the Row Mean, Reorg Estimate (REORGP), and the %C values because row
statistics are not available.

Freespace Volume Analysis
Only statistics for Freespace are unavailable.

Page Freespace Analysis
Only statistics for Used Pages are available.

Freespace Summary
Only the statistics for Total Freespace statistic are available.

Rowlength Distribution
Only the statistics for the Distribution of Row Lengths are unavailable.

The following indexspace reports display some or partial space map scanned statistics:

Freespace Volume Analysis
Only statistics for Freespace are unavailable.

Page Freespace Analysis
Only statistics for Active Pages are available.

Page Detail Analysis
Only Total Pages, Active Pages, and Reorg Pages are available.
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Space Summary
All statistics that are listed under the Space Allocation column are available. Only the key length and attributes
are available under the Space Analysis column. The leaf, non-leaf, and Average leaf distance statistics are not
available. Because row statistics are not available, estimates are returned for Reorg Estimate (REORGP) and the
%C values.

No Statistics Available

The following reports are not available because they display row, column, leaf, or non-leaf statistics that are not available
during a space map scan:

• Tablespace and table reports:
– Hole Analysis
– Relocated Row Distance
– Relocated Row Distribution
– Table Column Detail
– Table Column Values
– Table Row Analysis
– Table Row Distribution
– Table Row Freespace Distribution
– Table Column Frequency Values

• Indexspace reports:
– Clustering Row Analysis
– Column Detail Analysis
– Column Value Analysis
– Dropped Indexes - Database Analyzer vs. Catalog
– Index Column Frequency Values
– Leaf Distance Analysis
– Ordering Key Analysis

Displaying Extract Options During Batch Submission
Display the extract map to display the processing options for an extract procedure, report procedure, or execution
procedure submitted in batch mode.

NOTE
Action procedures are not submitted as stand-alone procedures. However, the options that are used for action
procedures are included in the display when the procedure is tied to an extract procedure.

The extract procedures, report procedures, and execution procedures contain many processing options. The extract map
provides centralized output information about your procedures that are executed in batch. This information helps the
support and development teams understand your procedure environment.

• Overriding Parmlib Values
• Examples of the Extract Map Parameters

Overriding Parmlib Values

Some of the product parameters in the PDA parmlib member control the display of certain sections of the extract map.
These keywords are used when the procedure is submitted. However, the keyword to expand the extract procedure
PTIMSG messages (EXT_MSG_EXPAND) can be used for batch submission.

The following parmlib parameters control the display of different sections of the extract map:
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• EMAP_JOBLOG
• EMAP_BANNER
• EMAP_PARMS
• EMAP_SUBMIT
• EMAP_INPUT
• EXT_MSG_EXPAND

NOTE
The %PKGNAMET and %PKGST symbolic variables are not supported in pre- and post-action models.

You can override the parmlib settings for the extract map by supplying a JCL step parameter value of EMAP=ALL. This
value automatically selects the default settings for all extract map parameters. The exception is the EMAP_INPUT
parameter, which is set to ALL.

Overriding the extract map parameters is useful when Broadcom Support requests a rerun of the problem job. By
overriding the parameters, you do not have to change the parmlib. Simply add the EMAP=ALL parameter to the EXEC
PARM step.

NOTE
If EMAP_JOBLOG is set to ALSO or ONLY, the extract map does not appear in the job log because the default
value (NO) is used. This default requests only the batch extract processing messages (PTIMSG).

Examples of the Extract Map Parameters
This section illustrates the results of selecting the Extract Map parameters. This parameter shows the
introductory information. For the current operating environment, the DFSMS or DFP version appears.
Current Operating Environment                                                  

  DATE  : YYYY/MM/DD    MVS  : SP7.1.2    DB2  : 1.0.1                         

  TIME  : 14:36:35      DFSMS: 01.12.0      SYSID: DB0G                          

  USERID: USERxx        CPUs :     10                                           

                                                                               

Local Environment                                                              

  DAS:   rxx SPx               GEN:   rxx SPx                                    

  RIO:   rxx SPx               COM:   rxx SPx

The following parameter displays the parmlib settings and the EXEC PARM statement when YES is specified:
Parmlib Member PDA has the following settings:                                 

(Use EMAP_PARMS (ABBRV) to remove comment lines)                               

/* =============================================================== */   00010  

/*            General and Miscellaneous Options                    */   00020  

/* =============================================================== */   00030  

                                                                        00040  

/* The following two parms control processing in these three areas:*/   00050  

/* 1) INSERTs into the PDA statistic history tables                */   00060  

/* 2) SELECTs when determining if an Action Condition is meet      */   00070  

/* 3) DELETEs when doing statistics maintenance on PTLOG_MAIN_1500 */   00080  

/*                                                                 */   00090  

RETRY#   (000010)                   /* Number of times to retry    */   00100  

                                                                        00110  

RETRYINT (000010)                   /* Interval in 1/100 of a sec  */   00120  

                                                                        00130  

EXTRACT_JOBNAME (NONE)              /* Don't use Ext. for JOB name */   00140  

                                                                        00150  

DEF_PROC_CREATOR (USERID)           /* Indicates what to use as    */   00160  

                                    /* the default 'creator' for   */   00170  

                                    /* Execution, Extract, Action  */   00180  
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                                    /* or Report Procedures.       */   00190  

                                    /* Keywords:                   */   00200  

                                    /*   USERID (DEFAULT)          */   00210  

                                    /*     = Will use TSO logon ID */   00220  

                                    /*   SQLID = Will use the      */   00230  

                                    /*       current value of SQLID*/   00240  

                                    /*   ACEEGRPN = Will use the   */   00250  

                                    /*       users default RACF grp*/   00260  

                                    /*   XXXXX = Any alphanumeric  */   00270  

                                    /*       string 1 - 8 Chars.   */   00280  

                                    /* Also, see keyword below:    */   00290  

                                    /* ALLOW_DPC_PROFILE_OVERRIDE  */   00300  

                                                                        00310  

ALLOW_DPC_PROFILE_OVERRIDE (N)      /* Indicates if the Default    */   00320  

                                    /* Procedure Creator (DPC)     */   00330  

                                    /* is allowed to be overridden */   00340  

                                    /* in the users PDA profile.   */   00350  

                                    /* See DEF_PROC_CREATOR above. */   00360  

                                                                        00370  

                                                                               

REGION_INFO (Y)                     /* Determines whether region   */   00380  

                                    /* (a.k.a. virtual storage)    */   00390  

                                    /* information will be put in  */   00400  

                                    /* in the PTIMSG output.       */   00410

The following parameter displays the PROC SUBMIT options when YES is specified. If statistics are collected,
the collection information appears. If a submit option was not selected, NOT-REQUESTED appears.
Options specified when procedure was SUBMITted:                                

  COLLECTION - REGULAR                                                         

    Statistics Subsystem: ssid    VSAM Buffers: 0360    WTOR Code: 00          

    Audit Errors Allowed: 0010    Nbr of Scans: 00                             

                                                                               

  REPORTS    - NOT-REQUESTED                                                   

    Redirection: x                                                             

    Lib:                                                                       

                                                                               

  ACTIONS    - YES                                                             

    Action JCL Destination: D  Member: PEXTMAPB                                

    Action JCL Library: PDMAC.PDA#EMAP.ACTJCL                                  

    Related Models: Jobcard: MJJOBCD    Pre:     Post:                         

    Related Models Library: 'CA.DB2.CDBAMDL'

The following parameter displays the PTIIPT '00' control cards when YES or 00 is specified. If ALL is specified,
all control cards appear.
PTIIPT input control cards:                                                    

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--     

  00PEXTMAP USERXX  ssid                                                       

  FFDCEEDCD4DCDCCC44CFFC00060000A20044444444444444444444444400000000444444     

  00757341707441320042310518000008000000000000000000000000000A000000000000     

                                                                               

  00          ssid- N                                                          

  FF0000000000CFFC6AD00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000     

  000000000001423100500000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000     
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  00  DPDMAC.PDA#EMAP.ACTJCL                         PDMAC   PEXTMAPB          

  FF00CDCDCC4DCC7CDCD4CCEDCD4444444444444444444444444DCDCC444DCEEDCDC44444     

  0000474413B741B5417B1331330000000000000000000000000744130007573417200000     

                                                                               

  00'CA.DB2.CDBAMDL'                                                      

  FF7DECDDDC4DDFFFCC4DDCCD744444444444444444444444004444444444444444444444     

  00D7397964B9731011B46453D00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000     

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--     

                                                                               

 Remaining control cards are printed as is:                                    

  01//PDMAC#AJ   JOB (PD20-200-PDA),'PDA JCL - CM',CLASS=A,                    

  01//        MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=USERXX                                         

  01//*****************                                                        

  01//* JOB DESC: SAMPLE DESCRIPTION                                           

  01//*****************                                                        

                                                                               

                                                                               

*****************************************************************************  

*******************    Copyright xxxx Broadcom, Inc.     ***************

*****************************************************************************

This parameter displays the expanded extract procedure messages in PTIMSG when YES is specified
and useful in determining which Job Generation Parms are used. Each extract procedure can have its own
Job Generation Parms, but only one set of Job Generation Parms can be used. The expanded message
from EXT_MSG_EXPAND describes the Final Job Generation Parms. The Column Stats and Auto-Catalog
Update messages appear only if you requested statistics collection during the procedure submission. The
Job Generation Parms messages appear only if you specified Actions during the procedure submission. The
following sample illustrates these messages:
EXTRACTING EXTRACT    PROCEDURE  - USERXX.PEXTMAP                      17:59:04

EXTRACT    PROCEDURE - USERXX.PEXTMAP    PROCESSED - SUBSYSTEM - ssid  17:59:06

    COLUMN STATS: N   AUTO-CATALOG UPDATE: NO                          17:59:06

    JOB GENERATION PARMS:                                              17:59:06

    ONEJOB/OBJECT; 0010 JOBS; JOBMASK PDAUT; ONESTEP/UTIL              17:59:06

EXTRACTING CATALOG INFORMATION - SUBSYSTEM - ssid                      17:59:06

    ==> LEVEL: ALL      - DATABASE=MIJDB,    TABLESPACE=MIJTSP         17:59:07

        ==> SELECTING TABLE      - TSMIJ.PART_TB.0001                  17:59:07

        ==> SELECTING INDEX      - TSMIJ.PART2_IDX                     17:59:07

        ==> SELECTING INDEX      - TSMIJ.PARTIDX.0001                  17:59:07

        ==> SELECTING INDEX      - TSMIJ.PARTIDX.0002                  17:59:07

        ==> SELECTING INDEX      - TSMIJ.PARTIDX.0003                  17:59:07

        ==> SELECTING INDEX      - TSMIJ.PARTIDX.0004                  17:59:07

        ==> SELECTING TABLE      - TSMIJ.PART_TB.0002                  17:59:07

        ==> SELECTING TABLE      - TSMIJ.PART_TB.0003                  17:59:07

        ==> SELECTING TABLE      - TSMIJ.PART_TB.0004                  17:59:07

                                                                               

    ==> LEVEL: ALL IXS  - DATABASE=MIJDB,    TABLESPACE=MIJTSS2        17:59:07

                                                                               

CATALOG EXTRACT CONSOLIDATION COMPLETE                                 17:59:08

The following sample illustrates the Final Job Generation Parms from EXT_MSG_EXPAND:
ACTION   PROCEDURE - PDMACA.RO         PROCESSED - SUBSYSTEM - ssid    17:59:08

FINAL JOB GENERATION PARMS:                                            17:59:08

ONEJOB/OBJECT; 0010 JOBS; JOBMASK PDAUT; ONESTEP/UTIL                  17:59:08
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COLLECTION OF DATA STATISTICS STARTED  - SUBSYSTEM - ssid              17:59:08

ACCESS: DIV       BUFFERS: 0360   SCANS: 0005  SCANTYPE: REGULAR       17:59:08

COLLECTION OF TS - MIJDB   .MIJTSP.0001            - STARTED           17:59:09

COLLECTION OF TS - MIJDB   .MIJTSP.0002            - STARTED           17:59:10

COLLECTION OF TS - MIJDB   .MIJTSP.0003            - STARTED           17:59:10

COLLECTION OF TS - MIJDB   .MIJTSP.0001            - ENDED             17:59:10

COLLECTION OF TS - MIJDB   .MIJTSP.0004            - STARTED           17:59:11

COLLECTION OF TS - MIJDB   .MIJTSP.0002            - ENDED             17:59:11

COLLECTION OF IX - TSMIJ   .PART2_IDX              - STARTED           17:59:12

COLLECTION OF TS - MIJDB   .MIJTSP.0003            - ENDED             17:59:12

COLLECTION OF TS - MIJDB   .MIJTSP.0004            - ENDED             17:59:12

COLLECTION OF IX - TSMIJ   .PARTIDX.0001           - STARTED           17:59:14

COLLECTION OF IX - TSMIJ   .PARTIDX.0002           - STARTED           17:59:15

COLLECTION OF IX - TSMIJ   .PART2_IDX              - ENDED             17:59:15

COLLECTION OF IX - TSMIJ   .PARTIDX.0003           - STARTED           17:59:15

COLLECTION OF IX - TSMIJ   .PARTIDX.0003           - STARTED           17:59:15

COLLECTION OF IX - TSMIJ   .PARTIDX.0001           - ENDED             17:59:15

COLLECTION OF IX - TSMIJ   .PARTIDX.0004           - STARTED           17:59:16

COLLECTION OF IX - TSMIJ   .PARTIDX.0002           - ENDED             17:59:16

COLLECTION OF IX - TSMIJ   .PARTIDX.0003           - ENDED             17:59:16

COLLECTION OF IX - TSMIJ   .PARTIDX.0004           - ENDED             17:59:17

COLLECTION OF DATA STATISTICS ENDED    - SUBSYSTEM - ssid              17:59:33

Submission Messages and Codes
When you execute a job, execution messages describe the progress through the file.

You can view the last statistics collection when you enter the ESTATS primary command from any panel. The results of
that last execution appear on the Execution Message panel.

This section contains the following information:

Execution Procedure Sample - Basic Steps
Steps in a sample execution procedure that contains report procedures and extract procedures tied to action
procedures.

Execution Procedure Sample - Contents
Illustration of an execution procedure that contains one extract procedure and five report procedures.

Execution Procedure Sample - Submission Results
Illustration of a message file that occurs after an execution procedure is submitted.

Condition Messages Sample
Illustration of the messages that display during the processing of conditional action procedures.

Overriding RUNSTATS Return Code 4
Illustrations of overriding the return code for RUNSTATS processing with the RUNST_RC4TO0 parameter.

Raise RTOS SQL Error Return Code 4 to 8
Describes the use of ESCALATE_RTOSSQL parameter to raise the return code from 4 to 8 when a SQL error
occurs during the processing.

-911 Error Code
Description of the retry logic based on the parameters available to handle SQLCODE error code -911 .
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Execution Procedure Sample - Basic Steps
The following steps describe a sample execution procedure that contains report procedures and extract procedures that
are tied to action procedures.

Some steps are omitted, depending on which procedures are included in your execution procedure.

1. Catalog Extract
Information necessary for the analysis, such as column definition, from VSAM data sets or the Db2 catalog for
selected objects, is extracted. These objects include objects that are dependent on objects that are selected with the
Autobuild option.
If an object is selected using the Autobuild option, the ALL level displays, and the dependent objects that are selected
are listed. The list of Action and report procedures that are tied to the procedure are also read.

2. Collect Data Statistics
Collection accesses the VSAM pages directly for object information and performs audit checks to verify the integrity of
the object. Audits verify the object DBID, the actual free space, and the actual used and update page counts.
This step is skipped if you specify N in the Collect Statistics field on the Submit-Build JCL Parameters panel.

3. Report Procedure Processing
This processing when catalog updating and action processing begin.
This step is skipped under either of the following conditions:
– No report procedures are tied to the procedure
– You specified N in the Process Reports field on the Submit-Build JCL Parameters panel

4. Redirect Reports
If you specified Y for Redirection reports on the Submit panel, a message displays and indicates which data set
received the reports.

5. Action Procedure Processing
This process begins when catalog updating and report processing begin. Each selected object is tested against the
condition type, which is specified at the Build Action Procedure panel. Messages inform you whether the condition
passed.
This step is skipped under either of the following conditions:
– No action procedures are tied to the procedure
– You specified N in the Process Actions field on the Submit panel

6. Write Action Job Stream
The action job stream is written to a data set or to JES, as specified on the Submit panel.
This step is skipped under either of the following conditions:
– No action procedures are tied to the extract procedure
– You specified N in the Process Actions field on the Submit panel

7. Perform Statistics Maintenance
After all action procedures are processed, statistics maintenance is performed according to the Automatic Statistics
Deletion Option. Statistics maintenance is performed only once a day for the first batch run.
This step is skipped if the conditions specified through the Statistics Maintenance Facility have not been met.

8. Complete Catalog Update
The final catalog updates are made. This step is skipped if catalog update is not selected as part of the extract or
action procedures.

Execution Procedure Sample - Contents
In the following illustration, execution procedure EXECPROC contains one extract procedure and five report procedures.

Extract procedure PTDBZ has five action procedures (RAQIX1, RAQIX2, RAQIX6, RAQTS6, RAQVL1) that are tied
to it. The objects that are selected for the extract procedure include an autobuild on databases PTDB.PTITSDAT and
PTDB.PTITSLOG.
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RDA.ESMN           --------  EXTRACT / REPORT LIST --------                   

Command  ==>                                                   SCROLL ==> CSR 

                                                                              

Loc: LOCAL ------------------------------------------------- User ID: USERXX  

Procedure: EXECPROC  Description:  1 EXTR/W 5 ACT & 5 RPTS                    

Creator:   USERxx    Share Option: U      DB2 System ID: ssid                 

                                                                              

OPTION TYPE        PROCEDURE   CREATOR    DESCRIPTION                         

_      EXTRACT     PTDBZ       USERxx     PTDB PTITSDAT/PTITSLOG              

_      REPORT      RAQIX1      USERxx     ALLOCATION ANALYSIS                 

_      REPORT      RAQIX2      USERxx     FREESPACE VOLUME ANALYSIS           

_      REPORT      RAQIX6      USERxx     LEAF DISTANCE ANALYSIS              

_      REPORT      RAQTS6      USERxx     SPACE SUMMARY                       

_      REPORT      RAQVL1      USERxx     VOLUME ANALYSIS                     

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************

Execution Procedure Sample - Submission Results
The following illustration shows a message file that occurs after an execution procedure is submitted.

In this example, the execution procedure is EXECPROC:

         EXTRACTING EXECUTION  PROCEDURE  - TDCTKA.EXECPROC                    

         EXTRACT    PROCEDURE - TDCTKB.PTDBZ     PROCESSED - SUBSYSTEM - ssid  

         EXTRACTING CATALOG INFORMATION - SUBSYSTEM - ssid                     

[1]          ==> LEVEL: ALL      - DATABASE=PTDB,     TABLESPACE=PTITSDAT      

                 ==> SELECTING TABLE      - PTI.PTSQL_DATA_0101                

                                                                               

             ==> LEVEL: ALL      - DATABASE=PTDB,     TABLESPACE=PTITSLOG      

                 ==> SELECTING TABLE      - PTI.PTLOG_MAIN_1500                

                 ==> SELECTING INDEX      - PTI.PTLOG_MAIN_1500                

                                                                               

         CATALOG EXTRACT CONSOLIDATION COMPLETE                                

                                                                               

         REPORT     PROCEDURE - TDCTKA.RAQIX1    PROCESSED - SUBSYSTEM - ssid  

                CLASS: A  FORM:           DEST:                   LPP: 00055   

             ==> RAQIX1-(L): QUERY,    SQL PROCEDURE: STANDARD    CREATOR: PTI 

                                                                               

         REPORT     PROCEDURE - TDCTKA.RAQIX2    PROCESSED - SUBSYSTEM - ssid  

                CLASS: A  FORM:           DEST:                   LPP: 00055   

             ==> RAQIX2-(L): QUERY,    SQL PROCEDURE: STANDARD    CREATOR: PTI 

                                                                               

         REPORT     PROCEDURE - TDCTKA.RAQIX6    PROCESSED - SUBSYSTEM - ssid  

                CLASS: A  FORM:           DEST:                   LPP: 00055   

             ==> RAQIX6-(L): QUERY,    SQL PROCEDURE: STANDARD    CREATOR: PTI 

                                                                               

         REPORT     PROCEDURE - TDCTKA.RAQTS6    PROCESSED - SUBSYSTEM - ssid  

                CLASS: A  FORM:           DEST:                   LPP: 00055   

             ==> RAQTS6-(L): QUERY,    SQL PROCEDURE: STANDARD    CREATOR: PTI 

                                                                               

         REPORT     PROCEDURE - TDCTKA.RAQVL1    PROCESSED - SUBSYSTEM - ssid  

                CLASS: A  FORM:           DEST:                   LPP: 00055   

             ==> RAQVL1-(L): QUERY,    SQL PROCEDURE: STANDARD    CREATOR: PTI 
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         ACTION   PROCEDURE - TDCTKB.A21CP     PROCESSED - SUBSYSTEM - ssid    

         ACTION   PROCEDURE - TDCTKB.A21ICH    PROCESSED - SUBSYSTEM - ssid    

         ACTION   PROCEDURE - TDCTKB.A21HRO    PROCESSED - SUBSYSTEM - ssid    

         ACTION   PROCEDURE - TDCTKB.A21CP1    PROCESSED - SUBSYSTEM - ssid    

         JOB GENERATION PARMS:                                                 

         NONE                                                                  

                                                                               

[2]      COLLECTION OF DATA STATISTICS STARTED  - SUBSYSTEM - ssid             

         COLLECTION OF IX - PTI.PTLOG_MAIN_1500             - ENDED            

         COLLECTION OF DATA STATISTICS ENDED    - SUBSYSTEM - ssid         

                                                                               

[3]      CATALOG UPDATE PROCESSING - STARTED                                   

[4]      REPORT PROCESSING STARTED                                             

[5]          ==> REPORTS REDIRECTED - PDSHAR.JCL.PDS(EXECRPT)                  

         RAQIX1-(L):QUERY    - SQL PROCEDURE: PTI.STANDARD      - STARTED      

         RAQIX1-(L):QUERY    - SQL PROCEDURE: PTI.STANDARD      - ENDED        

         RAQIX2-(L):QUERY    - SQL PROCEDURE: PTI.STANDARD      - STARTED      

         RAQIX2-(L):QUERY    - SQL PROCEDURE: PTI.STANDARD      - ENDED        

         RAQIX6-(L):QUERY    - SQL PROCEDURE: PTI.STANDARD      - STARTED      

         RAQIX6-(L):QUERY    - SQL PROCEDURE: PTI.STANDARD      - ENDED        

         RAQTS6-(L):QUERY    - SQL PROCEDURE: PTI.STANDARD      - STARTED      

         RAQTS6-(L):QUERY    - SQL PROCEDURE: PTI.STANDARD      - ENDED        

         RAQVL1-(L):QUERY    - SQL PROCEDURE: PTI.STANDARD      - STARTED      

         RAQVL1-(L):QUERY    - SQL PROCEDURE: PTI.STANDARD      - ENDED        

         REPORT PROCESSING ENDED                                               

                                                                               

[6]      ACTION PROCESSING STARTED                                             

                                                                               

         TABLESPACE - PTDB.PTITSDAT - SELECTED                                 

           PROCESSING ACTION - TDCTKB.A21CP                                    

              ==> WARNING - UNCONDITIONAL ACTION INVOKED                       

           PROCESSING ACTION - TDCTKB.A21ICH                                   

              ==> WARNING - UNCONDITIONAL ACTION INVOKED                       

           PROCESSING ACTION - TDCTKB.A21HRO                                   

              ==> CONJUNCTION TYPE - AND                                       

              ==> COND(0000) - (TS) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT     - SELECT 

              ==> COND(0018) - (TS) PERCENT OF PAGES UPDATED          - REJECT-2

           PROCESSING ACTION - TDCTKB.A21CP1                                   

              ==> WARNING - UNCONDITIONAL ACTION INVOKED

         TABLESPACE - PTDB.PTITSLOG - SELECTED                                 

           PROCESSING ACTION - TDCTKB.A21CP                                    

              ==> WARNING - UNCONDITIONAL ACTION INVOKED                       

           PROCESSING ACTION - TDCTKB.A21ICH                                   

           PROCESSING ACTION - TDCTKB.A21HRO                                   

              ==> CONJUNCTION TYPE - AND                                       

              ==> COND(0000) - (TS) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT     - SELECT 

              ==> COND(0018) - (TS) PERCENT OF PAGES UPDATED          - REJECT-2

           PROCESSING ACTION - TDCTKB.A21CP1                                   

              ==> WARNING - UNCONDITIONAL ACTION INVOKED                       

                                                                               

           PROCESSING ACTION - TDCTKB.A21CP                                    

              ==> WARNING - UNCONDITIONAL ACTION INVOKED                       
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           PROCESSING ACTION - TDCTKB.A21ICH                                   

              ==> WARNING - UNCONDITIONAL ACTION INVOKED                       

           PROCESSING ACTION - TDCTKB.A21HRO                                   

              ==> CONJUNCTION TYPE - AND                                       

              ==> COND(0000) - (TS) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT     - REJECT-1

           PROCESSING ACTION - TDCTKB.A21CP1                                   

              ==> WARNING - UNCONDITIONAL ACTION INVOKED   

                                                                     

         ACTION JOB STREAM CREATED =>                                          

[7]        DSN ==> PDSHAR.JCL.PDS(EXECACT)                                     

[8]      STATISTICS MAINTENANCE PROCESSING STARTED                             

         OPTIONS : PURGE                                                       

             ==> LEVEL: ALL - DATABASE=  ALL                                   

         EXTRACTING TABLESPACE STATISTICS RECORDS                              

         EXTRACTING TABLE      STATISTICS RECORDS                              

         EXTRACTING COLUMNS    STATISTICS RECORDS                              

         EXTRACTING INDEX-KEY  STATISTICS RECORDS                              

         EXTRACTING VOLUME     STATISTICS RECORDS                              

         EXTRACTING INDEX      STATISTICS RECORDS                              

         EXTRACTING AUDIT-LOG  STATISTICS RECORDS                              

         EXTRACTING CATUPD-LOG STATISTICS RECORDS                              

         ........22 - TABLESPACE RECORDS PROCESSED                             

         ........22 - TABLES     RECORDS PROCESSED                             

         ........18 - COLUMNS    RECORDS PROCESSED                             

         .........0 - INDEX-KEY  RECORDS PROCESSED                             

         ........51 - VOLUME     RECORDS PROCESSED                             

         ........25 - INDEXES    RECORDS PROCESSED                             

         .......949 - LOG        RECORDS PROCESSED                             

         STATISTICS MAINTENANCE PROCESSING COMPLETE              

                                                                               

         TABLESPACE - PTDB.PTITSDAT               CATALOG ENTRY UPDATED        

         TABLE      - PTI.PTSQL_DATA_0101         CATALOG ENTRY UPDATED        

[9]      COLUMNS    - PTI.PTSQL_DATA_0101         CATALOG ENTRY UPDATED        

         TABLESPACE - PTDB.PTITSLOG               CATALOG ENTRY UPDATED        

         TABLE      - PTI.PTLOG_MAIN_1500         CATALOG ENTRY UPDATED        

         COLUMNS    - PTI.PTLOG_MAIN_1500         CATALOG ENTRY UPDATED        

         INDEXSPACE - PTI.PTLOG_MAIN_1500         CATALOG ENTRY UPDATED        

         CATALOG UPDATE PROCESSING - COMPLETE                                  

         EXECUTION PROCESSING COMPLETE

The following numbers represent the steps that are outlined in the basic execution procedure steps:

[1] Extracting
Extract Db2 catalog information.

[2] Collection
Collect data statistics.

[3] Catalog
Update Db2 catalog.

[4] Reports
Process report procedures.

[5] Redirection
Redirect reports to data set.
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[6] Actions
Process action procedures.

[7] DSN
Write action job stream.

[8] Maintenance
Perform statistics maintenance.

[9] Update
Complete catalog update.

Condition Messages Sample
The following illustration shows the messages that display during the processing of conditional action procedures:

         ACTION PROCESSING STARTED                                              

                                                                                

[1]      TABLESPACE - PTDB.PTITSDAT - SELECTED                                  

[2]        PROCESSING ACTION - TDCTKB.A21CP                                     

[3]           ==> WARNING - UNCONDITIONAL ACTION INVOKED                        

           PROCESSING ACTION - TDCTKB.A21ICH                                    

              ==> WARNING - UNCONDITIONAL ACTION INVOKED                        

           PROCESSING ACTION - TDCTKB.A21HRO                                    

              ==> CONJUNCTION TYPE - AND                                   [5]  

[4]           ==> COND(0000) - (TS) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT       - SELECT

              ==> COND(0018) - (TS) PERCENT OF PAGES UPDATED            - REJECT

           PROCESSING ACTION - TDCTKB.A21CP1                                    

              ==> WARNING - UNCONDITIONAL ACTION INVOKED                        

                                                                                

         TABLESPACE - PTDB.PTITSLOG - SELECTED                                  

           PROCESSING ACTION - TDCTKB.A21CP                                     

              ==> WARNING - UNCONDITIONAL ACTION INVOKED                        

           PROCESSING ACTION - TDCTKB.A21ICH                                    

              ==> WARNING - UNCONDITIONAL ACTION INVOKED                        

              ==> CONJUNCTION TYPE - AND                                        

              ==> COND(0000) - (TS) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT       - SELECT

              ==> COND(0018) - (TS) PERCENT OF PAGES UPDATED            - REJECT

           PROCESSING ACTION - TDCTKB.A21CP1                                    

              ==> WARNING - UNCONDITIONAL ACTION INVOKED                        

                                                                                

         INDEXSPACE - PTI.PTLOG_MAIN_1500 - SELECTED                            

           PROCESSING ACTION - TDCTKB.A21CP                                     

              ==> WARNING - UNCONDITIONAL ACTION INVOKED                        

           PROCESSING ACTION - TDCTKB.A21ICH                                    

              ==> WARNING - UNCONDITIONAL ACTION INVOKED                        

           PROCESSING ACTION - TDCTKB.A21HRO                                    

              ==> CONJUNCTION TYPE - AND                                        

              ==> COND(0000) - (TS) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT       - REJECT

           PROCESSING ACTION - TDCTKB.A21CP1                                    

              ==> WARNING - UNCONDITIONAL ACTION INVOKED                        

                                                                                

         ACTION JOB STREAM CREATED =>                                           

           DSN ==> PDSHAR.JCL.PDS(EXECACT)                                      

         ACTION PROCESSING ENDED
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The following list describes the messages:

1. Objects (Object Selection)
Each object that is selected in the extract procedure is processed. In this example, tablespace PTDB.PTITSDAT is the
first object processed.

2. Action (Action Processing)
Each action procedure is processed against each selected object. The first action procedure that is processed for
tablespace PTITSDAT is TDCTKB.A21CP.

3. Unconditional (Unconditional)
If the action procedure is unconditional, a message displays. TDCTKB.A21HR0 is unconditional.

4. Conditions (Condition Codes)
If the action procedure is conditional, the conditions that are defined are listed. Each condition is numbered according
to its order on the Action Conditions panel.

5. Return Codes (Return Codes)

The result of each condition as tested against the current object is displayed. The following values are valid:

SELECTED
Indicates that the selection criteria in the condition is met.

REJECT-1
Indicates that the condition does not apply to the object type.

REJECT-1C
Indicates that the cross condition was not tested because the condition did not apply to the object type when the
object was selected for cross.

REJECT-2
Indicates that the selection criteria in the condition is not met.

A condition code of 4 is returned for any error or audit violation. You can add conditional checks to the JCL job to prevent
the continued execution of other steps in the JCL job.

You can use the ESCALATE_RTOSSQL parameter to raise the return code (RC) from 4 to 8 when a SQL error is
encountered during the processing of Real Time Object Selection (RTOS) extract procedures. For more information, see
Raise RTOS SQL Error Return Code 4 to 8.

Overriding RUNSTATS Return Code 4
Some sites require job cancellation if a RUNSTATS job causes a return code of 4 within the same job step of an object in
copy pending status.

Often, a return code of 4 indicates informational or warning messages rather than messages requiring user action. The
PDA parmlib member has a keyword that overrides the RUNSTATS return code of 4.

The Override RUNSTATS return code 4 through 0 keyword lets the job scheduler run subsequent jobs even with a return
code of 4. This parameter helps minimize job cancellations and alerts you only to return codes requiring user intervention.

The following parameter controls the return code for RUNSTATS processing:

RUNST_RC4TO0
Specifies whether a 0 (zero) return code overrides a return code of 4 for the RUNSTATS utility.
YES

Overrides the RUNSTATS return code of 4 from DSNUTILB when using model MJUTLGLH (utility history)
to a step return code of 0.

NO
Does not override the RUNSTATS return code. This value is the default.
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The following sample panel illustrates that DSNUTILB gives a return code of 4. In this example, the RUNSTATS override
is in effect. Therefore, a message indicates the override and the job processing continues:

          14:04:14.0 RUNSTATS TABLESPACE SLKDB2.SKPARTS SHRLEVEL REFERENCE    

          14:04:24.3 DSNUTILB 000004                                          

   ===>   14:04:24.3 RUNSTATS RC=4 has been overridden to RC=0                

          14:04:24.3 RUNSTATS INDEX (USERXX.SKNCLIX2) SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

The overriding of the RUNSTATS return code applies when using MJUTLGLH (the utility history model) to invoke
DSNUTILB. The UTL_RC column of the utility history table (RAUT_HIST_xxxx) reflects the true RUNSTATS return code
from DSNUTILB, regardless of the override. You can view the return code through the Utility History Queries report that is
generated in the Query Facility.

The following sample illustrates how a prior utility (CHECK DATA) passes a return code of 4 to DSNUTILB. A subsequent
RUNSTATS utility also produces a return code of 4. Because the previous utility gives a return code greater than 0 within
the same job step of a RUNSTATS utility, the RUNSTATS return code remains as 4. This prevents a user from overlooking
potentially important messages:

          14:05:04.3 CHECK DATA TABLESPACE SLKDBASE.SKPRTS1 SCOPE ALL SORTDEVT

          14:05:04.3 SYSDA SORTNUM 3                                          

          14:05:04.6 DSNUTILB 000004                                          

          14:05:04.6 RUNSTATS TABLESPACE SLKDB2.SKPARTS SHRLEVEL REFERENCE    

          14:05:08.5 DSNUTILB 000004                                          

   ===>   14:05:08.5 RUNSTATS RC=4 not overridden.  Max RC is greater than 0  

          14:05:08.5 RUNSTATS TABLESPACE SLKDB2.SLKTS2 SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

Raise RTOS SQL Error Return Code 4 to 8
Use the ESCALATE_RTOSSQL parameter to raise the return code from 4 to 8 when a SQL error occurs during the
processing of RTOS extract procedures.

Often, a return code of 4 indicates informational or warning messages rather than messages requiring user action. Some
sites require better visibility for SQL errors that occur during RTOS processing.

The following parameter in the PDA parmlib member controls the return code for SQL errors during RTOS processing:

ESCALATE_RTOSSQL
Specifies whether return code 8 is used instead of return code 4 when a SQL error occurs during RTOS
processing.
Y

Escalates the return code to 8 for RTOS SQL errors.
N

Does not override return code 4 for RTOS SQL errors. This value is the default.

NOTE
The ESCALATE_RTOSSQL parameter can be updated with the Raise RTOS SQL error return code 4
to 8 option in hlq.CDBAPARM(PDA) or through the Post-Install Tailoring panels.

-911 Error Code
Retry logic is available to handle SQLCODE error code -911.

This error can occur during inserts into statistic tables while extract processing. If a -911 error occurs, the insert is
attempted again, based on the following parameters in the PDA parmlib member:
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COMMIT
Specifies the number of inserts before the commit is issued.

RETRY#
Specifies the number of times to retry for a given insert.

RETRYINT
Specifies the interval between each retry, in hundredths of a second.

Submit a Procedure in Batch Mode
This section provides the steps for submitting a procedure in batch mode. This section includes information on the
following tasks:

• Specify JCL Parameters for Batch
• Specify the Job Stream Destination
• View the Generated Job Stream

NOTE
You must save an extract procedure before submitting it for batch execution.

Specify JCL Parameters for Batch

The Submit - Build JCL Parameters panel lets you specify the JCL execution parameters for the procedure you are
submitting.

To specify the JCL parameters for batch submission, complete the following fields:

• Complete the Execution Options fields as follows:
– Review the SELECTED and AVAILABLE fields and confirm the appropriate number of objects, reports, and actions.
– Enter Y in the Edit Objects, Edit Reports, or Edit Actions fields. Y lets you view these components and cancel the

selection of any items you do not want to include during the submission. For more information, see Customize
Execution.

– Type B (Batch) to execute the procedure in Batch Execution Mode.
– Specify the scan option in the Collection Type field.
– Specify whether to process any report procedures that are tied to an execution procedure in the Create Reports

field.
– Specify whether to process any action procedures that are tied to an extract procedure in the Create Action JCL

field.
• Complete the Collection Options fields as follows:

– Enter the name of the Db2 subsystem containing the Database Analyzer statistical tables in the Statistics
Subsystem field.

– Enter the maximum number of audit errors that are permitted per tablespace or indexspace in the Audit Errors
Allowed field.

– Enter the number of read-ahead buffers to allocate for processing I/O in the VSAM Buffers field. Read-ahead
buffers are 4,096 bytes each, corresponding to the CI size of the object.

– Enter the number of concurrent object scans to perform in the Nbr of Scans field. Enter at least one. The more
scans that you perform, the faster the statistics collection processing occurs.

– Enter the WTOR (Write to Operator with Reply) routing code in the WTOR Code field. The WTOR routing code
sends Database Analyzer messages to one or more operator consoles and the system log.

• Complete the Report Options fields as follows:
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– Specify whether to redirect reports to a data set in the Redirection field. If you do not redirect, the reports print as
specified on the Build Report Procedures panel.

– (Optional) Enter a data set name in the Lib field. (Enter a name only if you entered Y in the Redirection field.)
• Complete the Action Options fields as follows:

– Specify a destination (JES, data set, or preview) in the Action JCL Destination field.
– Specify a target member name for the generated action job.
– Enter a fully qualified PDS library, with or without quotes, in the Action JCL Library field.
– Enter one of the following in the Related Models: Jobcard field:

• The default model JCL member MJJOBCD
• A custom member name
• An asterisk (*), alone or as a trailing wildcard to request a member selection list

– (Optional) Enter a member name for pre- and post-action steps.
– Enter the fully qualified name of the Database Analyzer library containing the Database Analyzer model member

JCL members in the Related Models Library field.

Press Enter.

The Batch JCL Specification panel appears.

Specify the Job Stream Destination

The Batch JCL Specification panel lets you define parameters for batch execution. The fields on this panel control what
happens to the batch job that is submitted to the Batch Processor. For example, you can save the job to a data set and
then use a job scheduling system to execute the job at predetermined times.

To specify the job stream destination, complete the following fields:

• Enter J (JES), D (Data set), or P (Preview) in the Destination field (under Execution Specifications).
• Complete the Output JCL Dataset Specifications fields as follows:

NOTE
Complete these fields only if you entered a Destination of D (data set) in the Execution Specifications. If you
entered a Destination of J (JES) or P (Preview JCL), skip this section.

• Complete the Model JCL Specifications section as follows:
– Enter the name of the library that contains the model JCL in the Model Library field. By default, the member resides

in the Broadcom products model library.
– Enter the name of the model JCL member in the Model Member field. You can also enter selection criteria to display

a Member Selection List.
– Enter the volume serial number in the Volume Serial field, if the data set is not cataloged.
– Specify whether to edit the model JCL member in the Edit Model JCL field.
– Specify whether to display the Model JCL Substitution panel in the Update Values field. This panel lets you replace

user-defined symbolic variables with actual values.
• Enter a valid JOB statement in the Job Card Specification section.

Press Enter.

The job is submitted for batch execution.

View the Generated Job Stream

After you process a batch job, Database Analyzer displays a message indicating that the job stream was submitted to the
output destination.

The Obj Read Access field for the Database Analyzer profile lets you control how Db2 objects are read (DIV macro,
AUTO, VSAM, or EXCP reads). Database Analyzer stores the value for this field in your profile and in the batch control
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cards. When you submit an extract procedure, the current access value is used during the submission. To change the
access value, you must do so before submitting the extract procedure.

NOTE
For batch extract JCL members, set the ISPF Profile option to NUMBER OFF and CAPS OFF if they are not
already set OFF before you submit a job. The ISPF command PROFILE can be used to verify their current
setting. This makes sure that the PTIIPT DD control cards are not altered from the way that they were generated
by the product. Also, some of the values in those control cards may not be displayable characters by ISPF.

Customize Execution
Deselect objects, reports, and actions using the Edit fields in the Execution Options section of the Submit - Build JCL
Parameters panel.

These fields let you dynamically alter (customize) the batch execution of a procedure. Changes made to the procedure
using this facility are not saved and are active only during this execution of the procedure.

Remove Objects from an Extract Procedure

This section explains how to remove objects from an extract procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter Y in the Edit Objects field on the Submit - Build JCL Parameters panel. Press Enter.
The Extract/Report List panel shows all extract procedures tied to the current execution procedure. If you are
executing an extract procedure, only one member appears.

2. Enter E (Explode) in the Option field next to the extract procedure and press Enter.
The Extract Data List panel shows the objects that are included in the extract procedure.

3. Clear the S from the O (Option) field next to each object to remove and press Enter.
Your choices are registered.

4. Press PF3 (End).
The Extract/Action List panel reappears.

5. Press PF3 (End).
The Submit - Build JCL Parameters panel reappears. The Selected field indicates the revised number of objects
available for execution.

Remove Reports from a Report Procedure

This section explains how to remove reports from a report procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter Y in the Edit Reports field on the Submit - Build JCL Parameters panel. Press Enter.
The Extract/Report List panel displays all report procedures tied to the current procedure. If you are executing a report
procedure, only one member appears.

2. Enter E (Explode) in the Option field next to the report procedure name and press Enter.
The Report Data List panel displays the reports that are included in the report procedure.

3. Clear the S from the O (Option) field next to each report to remove from the procedure. Press Enter.
Your choices are registered.

4. Press PF3 (End).
The Extract/Report List panel reappears.

5. Press PF3 (End).
The Submit - Build JCL Parameters panel reappears. The Selected field indicates the revised number of reports
available for execution.
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Remove Actions from an Execution Procedure

This section explains how to remove actions from an execution procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter Y in the Edit Actions field on the Submit - Build JCL Parameters panel. Press Enter.
The Extract/Action List panel displays all action procedures tied to the current execution procedure:

2. Remove the S from the O (Option) field next to each action to remove. Press Enter.
Your choices are registered.

3. Press PF3 (End).
The Submit - Build JCL Parameters panel reappears. The Selected field indicates the revised number of actions
available for execution.

Recommendations for Procedure Execution
Determine how to execute procedures most effectively and efficiently. The suggestions are only recommendations, not
strict guidelines.

STOP Objects First

If you want to collect the most accurate statistics, STOP the objects that are included in the submitted extract procedure.

By stopping the objects before submission, you avoid the following audit error message:

THE NUMBER OF MODIFIED PAGES COUNTED DOES NOT EQUAL THE NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN THE SPACE MAP MODIFIED BIT MAP.

To stop objects, you can use the command processor. Access this facility by entering DB2C in any Database Analyzer
command line. From the command processor, you can request the STOP DATABASE option.

For batch execution, you can set up a STOP utility for the objects you want stopped.

NOTE
For more information, see the IBM Db2 Command and Utility Reference.

Use 5-MB Region Minimum

When you submit a procedure, the generated JOB statement contains the REGION parameter. Set this parameter to at
least 5120 KB. The greater the region size, the less likelihood of there being an error.

//*

//STEP1 EXEC.  PGM=PTLDRIVM,PARM='EP=RALMCTL',REGION=5M

The region size is virtual storage, so there are no performance advantages to limiting it below 5120 KB. If your site
requires a region size less than 5120 KB, modify your batch jobs to avoid storage errors.

Submit an Extract Procedure

The following list describes some tasks that you can perform on the Submit - Build JCL Parameters panel when submitting
your extract procedures for execution:

• Specify how to retrieve statistics through the Collection Type field: fast scan, space map scan, and regular scan. A
regular scan collects the most complete information, but takes more time.

• When the Access field on the Database Analyzer Profile panel is set to VSAM, set the VSAM Buffers field on the
Submit - Build JCL Parameters panel. To use full cylinder read-ahead, set the VSAM Buffers field to 360 when objects
are on a 3390 pack, or 300 when objects are on a 3380 pack. Set the field to 360 if there is a mixture of 3380 and 3390
devices. The number of buffers that are requested affects the amount of memory that is required for the extract. The
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more buffers that you assign, the less physical I/O Database Analyzer performs. If you set the Access field to DIV, the
VSAM Buffers field is not used.

• Entering a higher number in the Nbr of Scans field does not reduce CPU time, but could reduce elapsed time. We
recommend the values 3 through 5 for this field. Keep in mind that each scan allocates a number of buffers. For
example, if VSAM Buffers is set to 360, and Nbr of Scans is set to 5, (5*360) buffers are allocated.
Values above 5 can severely impact other address spaces depending on the hardware and software limitations,
current workload, and so on.
If an extract is running slowly, examine the timestamp on the right-hand side of the PTIMSG output to determine where
most of the time is being spent. After you find the slow area, modify the parameters that affect the area most.
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Reference
Describes the reports that you can generate and the utilities you can run on selected objects.

Detailed information is provided about the model JCL that Database Analyzer provides to execute the utilities you can run
on selected objects and the symbolic variables that can be used in the model JCL. A complete list of product tables is also
provided, including the statistics tables and descriptions of every statistic that is collected.

Reports
This section provides information about the following Database Analyzer reports:

• Space Analysis Reports
• Freespace Analysis Reports
• Index Content Analysis Reports
• Table Column Analysis Reports
• Index Column Analysis Reports
• Additional Table and Index Reports
• Utility History Reports

Reports that are requested from the Query Facility (online) or Report Procedures facility (batch) have the same layout.

NOTE
For field descriptions, press PF1 to access the online help.

The following Tablespace/Table and Indexspace reports are similar except for the object type display:

• Allocation Analysis
• Freespace Volume Analysis
• Page Freespace Analysis
• Dropped Objects-PDA vs. Catalog
• New and Dropped Objects in Autobuild
• Space Summary

The Volume Analysis Report and Non-Db2 Data Sets on a Db2 Volume Report are repeated in the Tablespace/Table and
Indexspace reports to aid in the analysis process. This report is independent of the object type and header.

NOTE
For more information, see Generating Query Reports Using the Query Facility and Report Procedures.

Space Analysis Reports
The Space Analysis reports provide information about the space usage at the Db2 table and index space level or at the
DASD volume level.

Information such as total space allocated, total space used, secondary extents taken, and update activity displays. Use
these reports to analyze your space allocation decisions.

The Allocation Analysis, Volume Analysis, and Space Summary reports apply to both tablespaces and indexspaces. The
other reports only apply to tablespaces.

NOTE
The unit of space affects the Allocation Analysis Report, Volume Analysis Report, Hole Analysis Report, Table
Row Analysis Report, and Space Summary Reports. For more information about setting the unit of space using
hlq.CDBAPARM(PDA), see Report and Format Options.
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In Db2, efficient DASD space management is critical. Db2 can use excessive DASD space, and it is important to manage
Db2 usage of this resource.

At the DASD volume level, you must know:

• How Db2 is using your DASD space
• What DASD volumes are being used by Db2
• How efficiently Db2 is using the space
• Potential for DASD space problems to occur

At the object level, you must know:

• The effectiveness of the object definition
• The growth rate of the object
• How the object uses the allocated space

NOTE
Db2 provides DASD space statistics only for tablespaces or indexspaces that use storage groups. These
statistics are updated by the Db2 STOSPACE and RUNSTATS utilities. The following Db2 catalog columns
contain Db2 space statistics:

• SPACE(F) IN SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE and SYSINDEXSPACE. This value represents the total amount of space
that is allocated to the object (primary and secondary).

• NACTIVE(F) in SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE contains the total number of allocated pages for the tablespaces. No
corresponding statistics are available for indexspaces.

• PERACTIVE in SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE (not collected for indexes). This value represents the percentage of space
used. Therefore, for tablespaces, you can determine the amount of space that is used by multiplying NACTIVE by
PERACTIVE. For indexspaces, this cannot be done.

• PERCDROP in SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE. This value represents the percentage of space dropped.

Allocation Analysis Report

This report is available for tablespaces and indexspaces and displays space (DASD) allocation information for each
selected object. These statistics are available regardless of how the space was defined (storage group or explicit VSAM
defines). The DASD statistics are also available at the tablespace partition level. When using explicit VSAM defines, if
candidate volumes were defined for secondary allocation purposes, these volumes are also displayed on this report.

This report can help you evaluate your DASD space decisions. For example, did you allocate too much primary space
or are you using excessive secondary extents? Are the secondary extents on multiple volumes, which slow down
performance drastically? If you are taking many secondary extents, you can look at the free space reports to search for
potential problems. Did you leave enough free space per page to handle new rows?

NOTE
For more information about extents and allocations, see the IBM documentation.

Use the detail, weekly, monthly, and yearly views of this report to gauge the growth rate of an object. For example, you
can use this information to determine whether you allocated enough space to handle the projected growth rate.

To cross-reference the space statistics on this report with the Db2 system catalog SPACE(F) column contained in the
SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPACE table, add the primary and secondary allocations of the object (as listed on this report) and
multiply this figure by 4096 (4K).

Volume Analysis Report

The Volume report shows DASD usage statistics for all Db2 objects on a volume unless an EQF narrows down the
selection criteria. This report appears under both Query Menu Options TS and IX.
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Information is shown for all Db2 objects on that volume, regardless of their space definition (storage group or explicit
VSAM define). A volume space summary appears for each listed volume. The summary provides insight into available
DASD storage and lists how much is allocated to non-Db2 data sets.

DASD space statistics at the volume level are not available from any Db2 system catalog tables.

When the report has been generated, the Volume Analysis report displays a Volume header field, instead of the standard
Database/Tablespace fields. Therefore, specify the volume name in the Database field when a Tablespace/Table Query or
Indexspace Query volume analysis is requested.

The Format Option must be D (Detail) or L (Latest).

To view the allocation information by object as opposed to Db2 DASD volume, see the Allocation Analysis Report.

Hole Analysis Report

When Db2 deletes, expands, or contracts a row, free space holes can form within the page. If the space is greater than 4
bytes, then the space is considered a large hole.

Large holes are chained together and are used whenever space is needed that a large hole can handle. Small holes are
not chained together. If Db2 cannot find enough space in the page to hold a row, then it performs an automatic space
collection. All current rows are moved to the top of the page and the holes and free space migrate to the bottom of the
page. Therefore, holes are automatically reclaimed when necessary and REORGs are not required to reclaim the space.
Db2 automatically performs this task.

NOTE
For more information, see the IBM Db2 Diagnosis Guide and Reference.

Db2 does not keep any statistics on holes. Database Analyzer automatically verifies holes and the large hole chain during
collection processing. Problems are written to the exception log.

The number of holes (and their corresponding space) is an indication of the amount of update activity that is occurring on
VARCHAR fields. Use the weekly and monthly reports to highlight changes in the VARCHAR activity over a time period.

Use this report to evaluate update activity on VARCHAR columns and delete activity.

To see the variance in row sizes to determine effectiveness of VARCHAR fields, use the Row Length Distribution report.

To view the number of rows that were relocated to other pages due to a lack of free space in the original page to hold the
expanded row (even after hole collection), use the Relocated Row Distribution Report. Holes and relocated rows are a
good indication of the overhead that is associated with VARCHAR columns.

Page Update Report

Db2 does not maintain any updated pages statistics in the system catalog. Therefore, you must perform image copies
when you feel they are appropriate, which can consume unnecessary CPU time and DASD space.

For each tablespace selected, the Page Update report displays the space that is allocated or used and the number of
modified pages. The number of modified pages can be used to determine when to execute image copies. The image
copies can automatically be generated by using action procedures when the number of modified pages reach defined
thresholds.

Table Row Analysis Report

The Table Row Analysis report provides space usage statistics from a table row perspective. The report displays row
space statistics for each table in the tablespaces selected.

If there are dropped rows within a tablespace, they are associated with a DROPPED ROWS table name under the
corresponding tablespace.

Evaluate the following information using this report:
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• Space distribution across tables within the tablespace
Which tables have the most rows, most row space, or both? If one table within a tablespace has a large percentage of
the total rows and row space, consider moving it to its own tablespace.

• Pure row space without consideration of holes, free space, and dropped rows
Has too much free space been allocated?

To compare allocated and used space versus row space, use the Allocation Analysis Report. If the used space is much
larger than the row space, too much free space may be allocated.

The Table Row Distribution Report displays the distribution of table rows across the tablespace.

To determine the effectiveness of your free space decisions, based on the required row space, use the Table Row
Freespace Distribution Report.

Space Summary Reports

For each tablespace or indexspace selected, the Space Summary report displays space allocation, space analysis, and
page analysis summary information. The Space Summary report displays one panel per tablespace or indexspace. Much
of the information that is provided on other space analysis reports is consolidated into these reports.

The Space Summary report presents an overall view of a tablespace or indexspace condition. This report helps determine
when to perform image copies (updated pages), reorganizations (free space depletion), or space allocation alterations
(running out of space).

NOTE
These reports include hyperlink-sensitive fields that provide access to additional related reports. Place the
cursor on the field and press Enter to go to the related report.

The unit of space appears according to the value (pages, tracks, or cylinders) specified for the PDA parmlib member.

NOTE
For a list of report fields that are highlighted when internal thresholds are exceeded, with their corresponding
thresholds, press F1 and select option 4 (Thresholds).

Freespace, Row Space, and Drop Space are all from RATS_STATS_1105 and are stored in number of kilobytes. Their
column names are respectively RATS_TOT_FREESP, RATS_ROW_SPACE and RATS_ROWS_DROPS.

The unit of space displays according to the value (pages, tracks, or cylinders) specified for hlq.CDBAPARM(PDA). An
example in Tracks is calculated as follows:

Tracks = (((V / RATS_PGSIZE) rounded up to next whole number) / number of pages per track) rounded up to next

 whole number

Where V refers to one of the following items:

• RATS_TOT_FREESP
• RATS_ROW_SPACE
• RATS_ROWS_DROPS

Example: FREESP=3146K, RATS_PGSIZE=4 (4k pages are used) and the number of pages per track=12 (4k pages on a
3390)

(3146 / 4) = 787.5 rounded up = 788 4k pages

(788 / 12) = 65.67 rounded up = 66 tracks

Freespace Analysis Reports
Freespace Analysis reports are provided to help effectively manage your free space and the overall performance of your
tablespaces and indexspaces.
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Free space is used within Db2 to alleviate the adverse effects that random inserts and updates (row expansion) can have
on the distribution of rows throughout a tablespace or indexspace. Free space information can help determine when
reorganizations are required or when to change object definitions. Db2 does not provide any free space usage statistics.

Database Analyzer provides comprehensive free space information and takes any specified action (for example, reorgs)
when free space reaches defined thresholds. Database Analyzer also maintains a history of free space usage for weekly,
monthly, or yearly trend analysis.

Free space is controlled through two parameters: PCTFREE and FREEPAGE

The free space is reserved only at REORG or LOAD time. If you decide that the PCTFREE or FREEPAGE values are
incorrect after viewing the reports, you can use the SQL ALTER command or RC/Update to update the parameters. After
you make the free space parameter change, perform a REORG to make the change effective.

The Freespace Volume Analysis and Page Freespace Analysis reports apply to tablespaces and indexspaces. The other
reports apply only to tablespaces. All space and allocation amounts are in bytes, unless otherwise indicated.

NOTE
The unit of space, set through the PDA parmlib, affects the Freespace Volume Analysis Report.

PCTFREE

The PCTFREE parameter is specified when a tablespace or indexspace is created. This parameter controls the
percentage of each page that is left free. Verify that this value is large enough to handle at least one row of data (including
Db2 row overhead).

If there is not enough free space within a page to handle an expanded row, the row is relocated. (The Relocated Row
distribution reports provide you with this information.)

If you have a clustered index that is defined on a table, allocate enough free space. Db2 needs enough free space to
maintain the clustered order for updates and inserts. If you have not defined a clustered index, Db2 uses the first index to
determine the most desirable place for the new row.

You can allocate a PCTFREE of zero (0) if:

• A table does not have any insert activity or update activity that lengthens rows
• All insert activity occurs at the end of the table

NOTE
Some installations use a large PCTFREE parameter to artificially reduce the number of rows per page to
decrease locking problems.

FREEPAGE

The FREEPAGE parameter specifies whether to leave a page empty. For example, a FREEPAGE value of 4 specifies
whether after loading data into four pages, the fifth page is left empty. Typically, this parameter is set to zero (0).

The FREEPAGE parameter is important for tables that have a clustering index on large row definitions that limit Db2 to
one row per page. In this case, rows can only be inserted into free pages.

Freespace Volume Analysis Report

The Freespace Volume Analysis report shows the space that is allocated and the total amount of available free space for
the selected objects.

Use this report to evaluate total free space usage across all tablespaces or indexspaces. You can highlight objects with no
remaining available free space.
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Page Freespace Analysis Report

For each object, the Page Freespace Analysis report displays the total used pages and the percentage of free space
available on those pages.

For example, are most of the pages full, causing insert and update activity to have adverse effects on space allocation
or clustering indexes? Or are the pages 50 percent full, denoting that free space allocation is too high, or that new rows
cannot fit within a page due to large row sizes? If so, consider reducing the PCTFREE parameter and increasing the
FREEPAGE parameter.

Use this information to help analyze the effect of insert and update activity against the object. If most of your pages are
full, then row expansion causes relocated rows and inserts can cause secondary extents. When most of the pages are
full, consider a reorganization or redefinition. The reorganization can be set up as an action procedure.

To analyze your update activity, use the Page Update Report. If most of your pages are full, did you have high update
activity?

To review your secondary allocations and extents, use the Allocation Analysis Report. If most of the pages are full, do you
have numerous secondary extents? If so, consider a higher primary allocation.

To review the row sizes that can fit within a page, use the Table Row Freespace Distribution Report. This report can help
you gauge your PCTFREE setting.

Table Row Freespace Distribution Report

This report denotes the row size that can fit within the allocated pages of the tablespace. The allocated pages are divided
into 10 equal sections. For each section, the percentage of pages that can fit the corresponding row size appears. This
report is valuable for tables with VARCHAR definitions because the rows can vary in size. In addition, this report provides
a view of your free space in relation to the possible row sizes.

NOTE
On this report, you might see differing values, depending on how the statistics were updated. When Database
Analyzer updates the statistics, it uses the total quantity of pages allocated. However, if Fast Unload UPDATE-
CATSTATS updates the statistics, it uses the total pages that are used, because it does not have access to the
allocation amount.

Simple tablespaces, much like segmented tablespaces, can contain multiple tables. However, segmented tablespaces
do not allow data from multiple tables to be stored on the same pages. Each segment can contain records from only one
table. A table can be assigned multiple tablespace segments.

The size of the segment and the primary space allocation for the tablespace are assigned at tablespace creation time.
When the space of a segment is used up, a new segment is allocated for the table. Therefore, if the table has a row that
cannot fit on its current segment, another segment is allocated.

The tablespace section that is used in the Table Row Freespace Distribution report is defined as being one tenth of
the allocated tablespace rounded down. If the tablespace is not an even multiple of 10 pages in size, the remainder is
unassigned. This unassigned value is combined with the normal section size and used as the size of the tenth section.

For example, if the allocated tablespace was 36 pages, each section would be three pages. The extra six pages would
then be added to the tenth section making it nine, not three.

The percentage calculation is performed as if section 10 were the same number of pages as sections 1 through 9. In
reality, section 10 was three times the number of pages as the other sections. Therefore, it could hold 300% instead of
100%.

Use this report to evaluate:
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• Freespace and row size relationships
• Have you allocated enough free space to handle the largest possible row size?
• Multiple tables and tablespaces
• Have you allocated free space within the tablespace that works efficiently for all tables within the tablespace? Is one

table within the tablespace using most of the free space causing all other tables to be locked out of free space?

For more information about determining the distribution of rows at the different row lengths, see the Table Row Distribution
Report. For example, if the free space for a given table cannot handle the largest rows, you can review this report to
determine whether you have any rows at the maximum length. Or, if you are dealing with multiple tables and tablespaces
and most of the pages are full, you can use the report to determine if a given table is using all the available free space.
If so, consider moving the table to its own tablespace. For a synopsis of the row sizes to free space relationship, see the
Freespace Summary Report.

Freespace Summary Report

The Freespace Summary report displays summary free space information for a tablespace.

This report calculates the available page variance between the actual Database Analyzer page count and the tablespace
internal space map. The space map tracks the row size that a given page can accommodate: Small, Average, or Large.
Db2 uses this space map to find space for inserting or relocating a row. However, certain conditions can occur which
cause inconsistencies in the space map, for example:

• Dropping tables within a tablespace
A DROP TABLE can change the space map drastically because the minimum and maximum row sizes are determined
from all possible row sizes from all the tables in the tablespace. If one of the tables is dropped, it can change the
possible maximum or minimum value. However, Db2 does not recalculate the space map when a table is dropped.

• Adding columns to existing tables
When you ALTER a table to add a column, the space map is not regenerated to take the larger row size into
consideration.

In both cases, you can eliminate the variance by performing a REORG on the tablespace.

Use this report to evaluate:

• Space Map Inconsistencies
If there is a variance in the available page counts, consider performing a REORG to synchronize Db2 with the correct
row sizes.

• Global Freespace Usage
For tablespaces with multiple tables, this report provides a quick synopsis of free space usage.

To view the free space distribution across tablespace pages, see the Page Freespace Analysis Report. To view the row
sizes of all tables within the tablespace, see the Table Row Distribution Report.

Index Content Analysis Reports
Index availability influences how efficiently Db2 accesses row data. Index Content Analysis reports provide detailed
information about your indexes.

• Processing
• Page Detail Analysis Report
• Clustering Row Analysis Report
• Leaf Distance Analysis Report

Processing

Some processing can have adverse effects on your indexes.
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As the inserts are performed, Db2 attempts to place the index entry into the correct leaf page. Therefore, free space is
important in indexes with high insert activity because each page requires enough free space to handle the inserts. To find
indexes with high insert activity, view the Index Page Detail Analysis Report.

If the leaf or nonleaf page becomes full, then a split can occur, possibly increasing the number of levels in the index. The
more levels in your index, the more processing time is required. Another consideration is that the new page that is caused
by the split can be hundreds of pages away from the original page. The Leaf Distance Analysis report details the distance
between leaf pages in an index.

As delete processing occurs, index entries are deleted from leaf pages. However, Db2 keeps leaf pages as long as one
index entry exists on that page. If you perform a LOAD or a high number of inserts followed by many deletes, Db2 can
scan many pages when searching for an index entry, because only a few index entries can exist on each leaf page. To
find indexes with high delete activity, view the Index Page Detail Analysis Report.

When these conditions occur, reorganize your index. Use action procedures to perform this reorganization automatically.

Page Detail Analysis Report

The Page Detail Analysis report displays the current status of Db2 indexes in relation to leaf pages, non-leaf pages, and
index levels.

This report highlights when indexes require a reorganization by automatically calculating REORG statistics for each index.
The REORG statistics are an estimate of the number of pages and levels that are required if the index is reorganized.

This report identifies the following potential trouble spots:

High Delete Activity
If the REORG statistics determine that fewer index pages are needed than are currently allocated, then you had a
high amount of index delete activity. This is especially true because the REORG statistics take refreshing the free
space into consideration.
The statistics that denote high delete activity can be caused by performing a distributed load over the index, and
then executing applications that perform massive or concentrated deletes. A leaf page remains active as long as
one index exists on that page, increasing the number of leaf pages required.

High Insert Activity
If the REORG statistics determine that relatively the same number (or more) index pages are required to contain
the index, but fewer index levels, then you have had high insert activity against the index. This activity causes an
increase in index levels due to leaf splits. Free space can also be exhausted in your leaf pages, increasing the
number of required index pages after a REORG.

Partitioned Indexes
The Page Detail Analysis report displays statistics for each index partition, helping you determine the
effectiveness of your partitioned index. If you notice that the leaf page count of a particular partition is increasing
over time while the leaf page count of another partition remains stable, reevaluate your partitioned index to better
distribute the activity.

Freespace Exhaustion
If you notice a considerable increase in non-leaf pages and levels, your index might have free space exhaustion.
Determine the condition of your free space by viewing the free space reports.

If you notice an increase in index leaf pages, see the Leaf Distance Analysis Report to determine the location of the new
leafs. The new leafs can be hundreds of pages away from the original leaf, increasing processing time considerably.

For more information about your free space, see the Freespace Analysis Reports.

Clustering Row Analysis Report

The Clustering Row Analysis Report evaluates the condition of clustered indexes. This report helps determine when to
perform a reorganization of the tablespace to place the rows back into clustering order.
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If you have defined a clustered index on a table, Db2 loads the rows into the table in the order that they appear in the
input file (when using the LOAD utility). When you retrieve the table rows, Db2 can use the clustered index to retrieve the
rows in the clustered order.

When inserts occur to the table, Db2 tries to place the row in the correct location based on the clustering index. However,
as free space is used, Db2 can be forced to insert the row far from the location. If more than 5 percent of the rows are not
within sequential order, Db2 does not use the clustered index. In this case, a reorganization must be performed on the
tablespace.

However, if enough free space was not allocated, then even a few rows that are not placed in clustered order can have a
dramatic effect on performance because they can be many pages away from the location.

For the Clustering Percent calculation, Database Analyzer calculates the value the same way IBM does.

NOTE
IBM does not calculate the Cluster Ratio correctly for indexes with duplicate keys. Duplicate key entries are all
kept on the same index pointer (in the non-leaf page), so IBM only checks the first duplicate row to determine
the clustering sequence. Database Analyzer checks all the rows because the duplicate rows could be anywhere
within the tablespace.

If you have a clustering index that is defined on a table within a simple tablespace that contains multiple tables, a REORG
does not re-cluster the table rows unless you specify SORTDATA.

If the Clustering Percent is 95 percent or less, then Db2 does not use the clustering index. However, even if the clustering
percent is greater than 95 percent, some of the rows could be hundreds of pages away. Review this report to examine
the true clustered distribution of the table rows. For more information about the clustering index, see the Leaf Distance
Analysis Report and Page Detail Analysis Report.

Leaf Distance Analysis Report

The Leaf Distance Analysis report is an indexspace report that shows the relocated distance of all leaf pages. For the Leaf
Distance calculation, if the next leaf is on the next sequential page, it is considered a distance of zero (0).

When Db2 initially loads an index, it allocates all leaf pages sequentially, which permits quick sequential scans of the
index. However, as updates occur to the index, leaf pages can become full and can cause leaf page splits. In this case,
Db2 tries to locate the new leaf page as close to the original leaf page as possible. If all free pages have been exhausted,
the new leaf page can be placed far from the original page, which causes major performance penalties during index
scans.

Use the Leaf Distance Analysis report to pinpoint index reorganizations and evaluate free space allocations. As the leaf
pages become further apart, the index requires a reorganization. Also, consider evaluating your free space parameters to
determine if they are sufficient to handle your update activity.

If your leaf pages are distributed unevenly across the indexspace, then you can have insufficient free space to handle
your update activity. Use the free space reports to determine your free space usage.

For more information about your free space usage for indexes with fragmented leaf distribution, see the Page Freespace
Analysis Report and the Freespace Volume Analysis Report. For more information about your insert and delete activity on
the index, see the Page Detail Analysis report.

Table Column Analysis Reports
The Table Column Analysis reports display information about the rows, columns, and values in your tables.

Db2 stores all data in Db2 tables. The performance when accessing this data is a significant concern of Db2 installations.
As the data retrieval rate slows down, the whole system suffers.

Use action procedures to act on the findings in these reports.
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Row Length Analysis Report

This report shows row length information for each table in a tablespace, showing the distribution of all rows in the table
across the defined maximum and minimum row length range. This report is accessed from the Tablespace/Table Queries
submenu.

This report helps determine whether to implement VARCHAR column definitions because you can view how many rows
are at a specific length.

When using this report, consider the following row length information:

• Rows must never be defined with a length of less than 32 bytes because a 4K page can handle a maximum of 127
rows. For example, if you have 25-byte rows, you waste 921 bytes/page.

• Rows defined greater than 2037 bytes long result in only one row per page, which also wastes space.

Db2 does not provide any statistics for determining the distribution of row sizes for tables containing VARCHAR column
definitions.

Use this report to evaluate the use of VARCHAR definitions in your tables. If most of the rows are skewed toward one
end, then the choice of a VARCHAR was probably incorrect. If an even distribution of rows exists across the potential row
sizes, then using VARCHAR definitions was a good decision.

Use the Hole Analysis Report and Relocated Rows Report with this report to determine the effect of updating rows
with VARCHAR fields. For example, you can determine whether the updates are causing holes (VARCHAR sizes are
changing) or if the rows are being relocated due to large increases in size.

Table Row Distribution Report

Use this report to view the breakdown of rows in each partition. This information helps you determine the effectiveness of
your partitioned index.

You can also see how the rows from multiple tables are distributed across the tablespace. This report provides a view of
how each table consumes the total space and the location of the rows of each table in relation to the other tables.

In addition, this report displays the free areas of a tablespace and dead areas (caused by dropped tables).

If a tablespace has no rows, you can still see space usage in the first section of the tablespace. This is due to the internal
Db2 header and space map pages.

If you are viewing a segmented tablespace with dropped tables, the Dropped Segment (Pages) replaces the Dropped
Rows entry.

---  OBJECT  ---  PART      TOTAL ROWS   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10 

PTDB     PTPQTTS1         YY/MM/DD 13:14                                       

DROPPED ROWS                      2,446  22  25  23  27   1                    

PTI.PTI_PQT_LOG                   3,690           1      15  17  16  19  18   7

The number of pages dropped is listed under the Total Rows field. Because table rows are not interleaved in a segmented
tablespace, complete pages are flagged as dropped. Db2 reuses the dropped space (unlike dropped space in non-
segmented tablespaces). For example, the following example illustrates possible entry for a segmented tablespace:

---  OBJECT  ---  PART     TOTAL ROWS  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10         

RATEST1   RATS1           YY/MM/DD 10:52                                      

DROPPED SEGMENT (PAGES)               8       38 12       38 12               

PTILANG.RATB1                         1         100

The previous report excerpt shows the Dropped Segment (Pages) line for a segmented tablespace. This line denotes
that eight pages were dropped. The dropped tables occur at two different locations within the tablespace, from 3-4 to 7-8.
Because this tablespace is segmented, Db2 reuses the dropped space.

Use this report to evaluate the following table-related information:
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Multiple Tables/Tablespaces
If one table within a tablespace is using most of the space, consider moving this table to a different tablespace.

System Catalog Condition
Regularly evaluate the condition of your system catalog, because the DSNDB06 database uses multiple tables/
tablespaces to a great extent.

Partitioned Indexes
For partitioned tablespaces, if most of the rows are within a specific partition, then you may need to adjust your
partitioned index to distribute the rows more evenly across the partitions.

Space Allocation
If all the table rows are contained within the first few pages of the tablespace, you might have allocated too much
space. If the table rows are spread across the tablespace, see the Allocation Analysis Report for information
about secondary extents. You might be out of space.

Dead Areas
Discover where dropped tables caused dead space.

If you notice that each segment of the tablespace has a small percent of rows, perhaps there is not enough free space in
the pages to insert new rows. To determine whether new rows can fit within the available free space, see the Table Row
Freespace Distribution Report.

For a quick summary of the total space used by each table (without regard to the distribution of that space), see the Table
Row Analysis Report.

Relocated Row Distribution Report

This report displays the number of relocated rows for each table and the distribution of the overflow pointers across the
tablespace.

When Db2 expands a row to increase the size of a VARCHAR field, it tries to fit the expanded row within the current page.
If there is not enough space to hold the row in the page, then it is moved to another page. Db2 tries to move the row to
a page close to the original page. Db2 places an overflow pointer in the original page that points to the new page that
contains the relocated row.

Another condition that can create relocated rows is adding a column to a table with the ALTER TABLE statement. The
physical rows change when data is inserted into those columns. When data is inserted into those columns, the rows may
need to be relocated to another page. If you add a column to a table with limited free space and then execute a program
to insert data into the new column, you can have excessive row relocation.

Relocated rows degrade performance and pose a potential free space problem because the expanded rows cannot fit in
the free space of the current page. It can also point to concentrated update activity.

Database Analyzer verifies all overflow pointers. If there is an error, then an error message is written to the Exception Log.

NOTE
The distribution of the overflow pointers pinpoints those areas of the tablespace that contained expanded rows
that were relocated. Showing the concentration of overflow pointers shows where the update activity is causing
overflow conditions to occur. For more information about analyzing how far the rows are away from the anchor
(original) pages, see the Relocated Row Distance Report.

Db2 does not provide any statistics showing you where the overflow activity is occurring.

Use the Relocated Row Distribution report to evaluate the following information:

• Use of VARCHAR Defined Columns
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Are updates are causing rows to change in length dramatically, resulting in relocated rows?
• Update Activity
• Is all update activity concentrated on a select number of rows, causing free space depletion and overflow records only

in that area? If so, frequent reorganizations might be necessary.
• Freespace Allocations
• Has enough free space been allocated per page to handle row expansion, or are expanded rows being immediately

relocated?
If you increase the free space allocation, you can use the SQL ALTER TABLESPACE command or RC/Update to
increase the value. After the change is complete, perform a REORG to receive the new free space allocation.

To determine the effectiveness of VARCHAR fields, see the Page Length Analysis Report.

To determine the free space usage of the tablespace, see the Table Row Freespace Distribution Report. If many relocated
rows exist, view this report to see the size of rows that can fit in the areas with a high concentration of relocated rows.

To determine how far the relocated rows are away from the original page, see the Relocated Row Distance Report.

Relocated Row Distance Report

This report shows the relocated rows distance from the original (anchor) page. Execute this report for any table that has
relocated rows. EQF can perform this search for you. Review the columns RATB_ROWS_RG64 and RATB_ROWS_RL64
for a value greater than 0to retrieve all tables that have relocated rows.

Some tables have only a few relocated rows, but these rows can be hundreds of pages from the original page. This
problem can occur if all the space in the tablespace is used and enough free space was not allocated per page to handle
expanded rows. When a row is expanded, Db2 can request a secondary extent allocation to obtain space for that row,
placing it far from the original page.

If a high concentration of relocated rows exists 10-20 pages away from the original page, then you have enough free
space, free pages, or both, to handle expanded rows with relative efficiency. Otherwise, you may need to change your
free space and free page parameters for the tablespace.

In all cases, when your relocated rows reach a considerable percentage of your total rows, consider a reorganization of
the tablespace. You can automate this process with an action procedure.

To view where the original rows were located, see the Relocated Row Distribution Report.

Table Column Detail Report

The Table Column Detail report displays detailed information regarding the column definitions. This information includes
column data types, user-defined types (UDTs), and unique and null definitions.

This report is useful in assessing column definitions, especially variable length and null-allowable columns.

NOTE
The Table Column Detail Report does not support the collection of column statistics for the DSNDB06, DSNDDF,
and DSNDB01 databases.

Table Column Values Report

The Table Column Values report displays information about the column data. This information includes column data types,
user-defined types (UDTs), and high and low values. This information is useful when determining which columns to use in
an index.

This information is useful when determining which columns to use in an index.
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Table Column Frequency Values Report

The Table Column Frequency Values report displays the most common data values for the entire tablespace.

The NUMCOLS parameter determines the number of values that are displayed. This parameter is defined on the Column
Statistics Options panel. By default, 10 values are displayed.

Index Column Analysis Reports
The Index and Column Analysis reports display information about the columns that are used in indexes:

• The Ordering Key Analysis report lists the number of distinct values in the index key column and the number of distinct
values in the first column of the key. This information helps you assess how effective an index is as a data access
path.

• The Column Detail Analysis report lists column information for columns that are used in indexes. This report helps
analyze how effective an index is as a data access path by showing how many distinct values there are in a certain
column. The Column Detail Analysis report presents this information for each column that is used in the index. User-
defined data types (UDTs) are also displayed.

• The Column Value Analysis report displays information about the data that is contained in the columns that are used in
indexes. This information includes column data types, high and low values, and second high and low values.

• The Index Column Frequency Values report displays the most common data values for the entire index. User-defined
data types (UDT) that are used for a column are also displayed.
The NUMCOLS parameter determines the number of values that are displayed, as defined on the Column Statistics
Options panel. By default, 10 values display.

NOTE
Statistics are collected for the first column of an index when the index within the extract procedure is selected
by the Autobuild (A), Selection (S), or all Indexes (I) options and column statistics are being collected.

Additional Table and Index Reports
More table and index reports are available through the Query Facility and Report Procedures facilities as tablespace/table
and indexspace queries.

• Dropped Objects
• New and Dropped Objects in Autobuild Reports
• Non-Db2 Data Sets on a Db2 Volume Report
• Db2 Data Sets on a Volume Report

Dropped Objects

When an object is dropped, all dependents are automatically dropped. For example, if a database is dropped, the
associated tablespaces, tables, and indexes are also dropped. As objects are dropped from a subsystem, consider
purging the statistics that were associated with those dropped objects.

The Dropped Tables and Dropped Indexes reports list the objects that had statistics gathered before the objects were
dropped. When you determine which objects require statistics maintenance, use the Statistics Maintenance Facility (SMF)
to purge the unnecessary statistics.

All objects display according to the Db2 structure (from database at the top to index at the bottom).

If an object has been dropped, it is highlighted and appears with DROPPED to its right. If the object has not been dropped
but is a part of the structure, that object appears listed in normal text.

NOTE
Only the Latest (L) format Option can be used because the results that are generated for this report are not
saved. The saved results are needed for the Detail, Weekly, Monthly, and Yearly Format Options.
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New and Dropped Objects in Autobuild Reports

These reports display the tables or indexes within the extract procedure that were added or deleted during the last two
autobuilds and were not deselected from the submit panel.

Use these reports to determine when an extract procedure has changed or when the objects within the extract were
added or deleted. Use this information to perform extract procedure maintenance.

For example, if you discover that an extract procedure is gathering statistics that are different from what you expected,
refer to these reports to determine the most recent history for that extract procedure. As you view the report, you discover
that a tablespace was added to the extract because that tablespace recently was created in a database.

NOTE
Only the Latest (L) Format Option can be used because the results that are generated for this report are not
saved. The saved results are needed for the Detail, Weekly, Monthly, and Yearly Format Options.

Non-Db2 Data Sets on a Db2 Volume Report

This report displays a list of all data sets stored on a specified volume that are not named in a Db2 format. This report
helps verify the integrity of a Db2 volume that has been dedicated to VSAM data sets in the proper Db2 format. For
example, volume DBA001 has been reserved as a production volume and can only contain data sets in the Db2 format.
Use the Non-Db2 Data Sets report to determine whether any data sets not in the Db2 format have been created on the
volume.

Database Analyzer checks the format of all data sets in the VTOC (Volume Table of Contents) for the specified volume.
Database Analyzer confirms the format for the DSNDBD, I001, and Annn nodes within the VSAM data set name. For
example, PTI2.DSNDBD.PTMKTDB.PTCODETS.I0001.A001 is a valid VSAM data set name.

Only the Latest (L) Format Option can be used because the results that are generated for this report are not saved. The
saved results are needed for the Detail, Weekly, Monthly, and Yearly Format Options.

NOTE

• For more information about the Db2 format that is required for a VSAM data set name, see the IBM Db2
Administration Guide.

• The VTOC Index and VVDS (VSAM Volume) data sets are not listed on the report because the operating
system uses them. For example, data sets in the format SYS1.VTOCIX.V* and SYS1.VVDS.V* are excluded.

Db2 Data Sets on a Volume Report

The Db2 Data Sets on a Volume report displays a list of all the Db2 data sets residing on a specified volume. You can
determine which Db2 data sets for a particular VCAT reside on a volume. If the VCAT and Db2 subsystem have the same
name, you can also determine which Db2 data sets reside on the Db2 subsystem.

NOTE
For more information about naming VSAM data sets, see the IBM Db2 Administration Guide.

Utility History Reports
The Database Analyzer Utility History reports let you view the history of utility job activity.

The Utility History Queries provide a history of how long it took to run Broadcom or IBM utilities. This information helps you
determine whether a job execution fits in within the job scheduler time window.

The activity history for Broadcom and IBM utilities is stored in the PTI.PUT_PTGLxxx_HISTORY table. This table stores
the job name, the utilities that were used, the objects that were processed, how long the job took, and more.

Collecting the activity history for IBM utilities consists of reviewing the prerequisites, editing the associated parameters in
hlq.CDBAPARM(PDA), and modifying your action procedures to use the MJUTLGLH model.
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Use the Query Facility or report procedure to view the utility activity history that is tracked in the history tables. If you want
to save the history to a data set, use a report procedure.

NOTE
For more information about these reports, see Utility History Queries.

Report and Format Options
Database Analyzer gathers and reports on the Db2 tablespace and indexspace statistics that are stored in the Db2 tables.

The extracted statistics display as online reports through the Query Facility or as batch reports through the Report
Procedures facility.

Reports are available in the following categories:

• Tablespace/Table
• Indexspace
• Utility History Queries

Reports are provided in the following formats: Query, Graph, Trend Analysis, or Forecast.

NOTE
Not all queries support each report format. For a list of supported report options, see Report Options Chart.

In each report, object statistics can be summarized as L(Latest), D (Detail), W (Weekly), M (Monthly), Y (Yearly).
Alternatively, you can specify a value of 1-9 under L to indicate the number of statistics collections to use. L is a valid
option only for the Query and some of the Graph reports.

NOTE
When specifying a Latest report using the Extended Query Facility (EQF), the most recent statistics might not
display. Instead, the most recently gathered statistics that meet the EQF selection criteria display.

The Detail reports show all the gathered statistics for each object. These reports can also process ORDER BY
statements, which are returned from the Extended Query Facility (EQF).

NOTE
For more information, see Generating Query Reports Using the Query Facility and Create and Submit a Report
Procedure.

SQL Primary Command

The SQL Statement Display panel appears when you enter SQL in the command line on any Database Analyzer query
report or report procedures. The panel lists the SQL statement that is used to generate the report.

NOTE
The Name, Share, and Default fields on the SQL Statement Display panel are not applicable to queries.

Report Options Chart
The following charts list the Database Analyzer reports and the report options available for each report.

Blank cells indicate that the report option is not valid for that report. The report options are broken down per parameter
when multiple parameters are shown on a graph, trend analysis, or forecast menu.

For example, the Allocation Analysis report lists several parameters (Pages and Extents Used and Allocated) on its report
option menus. The charts reflect which report option is available per parameter.

Within a cell, the following characters are used to specify the available format options:

D
Detail
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W
Weekly

M
Monthly

Y
Yearly

L
Latest

X
Latest X Statistics where X represents a range of 1 to 9

Tablespace and Table Queries Chart

The following chart illustrates the report and format options available for tablespace and table query.

Report & Format Options

Query Graph Trend Forecast

Report Type D W M Y L X D W M Y L D W M Y L D W M Y L

Allocation Analysis X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Pages Used X X X X X X X X X X X X

Pages Allocated X X X X X X X X X X X X

Extents Used X X X X X X X X X X X X

Extents Left X X X X X X X X

Dropped Tables PDA vs
Catalog

X

Freespace Summary X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Freespace Volume
Analysis

X X X X X X

Hole Analysis X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

New & Dropped Tables
in Autobuild

X

Non-Db2 Data Sets on
Db2 Volumes

X

Db2 Data Sets on a
Volume

X

Page Freespace
Analysis

X X X X X X X X X X X

Page Update X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Relocated Row Distance X X X X X X

Relocated Row
Distribution*

X X X X X X X X X X X

Row Length Analysis X X X X X X X X X X X

Space Summary X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
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Report & Format Options

Query Graph Trend Forecast

Report Type D W M Y L X D W M Y L D W M Y L D W M Y L

Relocated Row X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Free Space X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Drop Space X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Hole Space X X X X X X X X X X X X X

ReorgP %Change

Table Column Detail X X X X X X

Table Column Values X X X X X X

Table Row Analysis X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Table Row Distribution* X X X X X X X X X X X

Table Row Freespace
Dist*

X X X X X X X X X X X

Table Column
Frequency Values

X X X X X X

Volume Analysis X X

* The graph menu does not appear, but graph results are shown.

Indexspace Queries Chart

The following chart illustrates the report and format options available for an indexspace query.

Report & Format Options

Query Graph Trend Forecast

Report Type D W M Y L X D W M Y L D W M Y L D W M Y L

Allocation Analysis X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Pages Used X X X X X X X X X X X X

Pages Allocated X X X X X X X X X X X X

Extents Used X X X X X X X X X X X X

Extents Left

Clustering Row Analysis X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Column Detail Analysis X X X X X X

Column Value Analysis X X X X X X

Dropped Indexes - PDA
vs. Catalog

X

Freespace Volume
Analysis

X X X X X X

Index Column
Frequency Analysis

X X X X X X
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Report & Format Options

Query Graph Trend Forecast

Report Type D W M Y L X D W M Y L D W M Y L D W M Y L

Leaf Distance Analysis X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

New and Dropped
Indexes in Autobuild

X

Non-Db2 Data Sets on
Db2 Volumes

X

Db2 Data Sets on a
Volume

X

Ordering Key Analysis X X X X X X

Page Detail Analysis X X X X X X

Page Freespace
Analysis

X X X X X X

Volume Analysis X X

Space Summary X X X X X X

Utility History Queries

The following chart illustrates the report and format options available for a utility history query.

Report & Format Options

Query Graph Trend Forecast

Report Type D W M Y L X D W M Y L D W M Y L D W M Y L

DBNAME/TSNAME X

Jobname X

Utility X

G, T, F Fields
The parameters that are shown on Graph, Trend Analysis, and Forecast Menus are described for the different reports.

These parameters are used as the Y-coordinates for graphs and forecasts and are used within the object listing for the
trend analysis. The X-coordinates that are displayed on the resulting graphs are also documented.

NOTE
The fields that are shown on object listings for a trend analysis are the same fields that are shown on the report
for the Query (Q) report option.

Some queries do not display a Graph Menu. Rather, these queries immediately show their resulting graphs. These
queries are noted in this section, and their X- and Y-coordinates.

Tablespace Reports

Each report includes a range of dates within which the statistics are used when a graph or Forecast is requested.

If a Trend Analysis is requested, an object list appears.
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The following parameters are shown for tablespace reports:

Report Parameters

Allocation Analysis Pages Used - Total number of formatted pages including the header and space map pages.
Pages Allocated - Total number of allocated pages.
Extents Used - Total number of extents that are used by the tablespace in the query.
Extents Left - Total number of extents to which the tablespace is allowed to expand.

Hole Analysis Hole Space - Total bytes of hole space.

Page Update Pages Modified - Total number of pages that have been updated following the last image copy in the
tablespace.

Table Row Analysis Number of Rows (By Table) - Total number of rows in the tablespace (for all tables).

Space Summary Relocated Rows - Total number of relocated rows in the tablespace (for all tables).
Free Space - Total amount of free space of the used space. Free space, by definition, includes hole space.
Drop Space - Total amount of space that rows from dropped tables occupy.
Hole Space - Total amount of hole space of the used space.
ReorgP % Change - Total percent of change that occurs when a reorganization is performed. The change
value denotes the decrease/increase in required pages as compared to the allocated pages.

Freespace Summary Free Space - Total available free space on used pages.

No Graph Menu Shown

Some queries do not display a Graph Menu. Rather, these queries immediately show their resulting graphs.

When no graph menu is shown, the following parameters are displayed:

Report Y-Coordinates X-Coordinates

Page Freespace Analysis Page Freespace - Percentage of pages in the
tablespace that are full.

Percent Full - Percent that is allocated to the
tablespace.

Table Row Freespace
Distribution

Freespace Available By Table - Percentage of pages
with enough free space to accommodate a specified
row size within a table.

Row Size - Size of the row.

Row Length Analysis Row Length Distribution - Distribution of all rows in
the table across the row length range.

Row Length - Length of the row for each table in the
table.

Table Row Distribution Table Distribution - The distribution of rows across a
tablespace.

Tablespace Division - Unit to denote 1/10th of the
tablespace.

Relocated Row
Distribution

Relocated Row Distance - Number of relocated rows
for each table.

Tablespace Area - Unit to denote 1/10th of the
tablespace.

Indexspace Reports

If a Trend Analysis is requested for the Allocation Analysis or Clustering Row Analysis, an object list appears.
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The following parameters are shown for indexspace reports:

Report Parameters

Allocation Analysis Pages Used - Total number of formatted pages including the header and space map pages.
Pages Allocated - Total number of allocated pages.
Extents Used - Total number of secondary extents used by the tablespace in the query.
Extents Allocated - Total number of secondary allocated extents taken by the tablespace in the query.

Clustering Row Analysis Cluster % - Percentage of rows that are in the original cluster order.

Leaf Distance Analysis Average Leaf Distance - Denotes 100 times the average distance between successive leaf pages.

Report Scales
Many of the reports have a distance or a percent scale across the top.

• Distance Scale
• Percent Scale

Distance Scale

A distance scale indicates where the statistic appears within the object.

The following illustration shows a distance scale. If the scale breakdown is 1-10, then the scale represents distance. For
example, 1 would represent the first 1/10th of the tablespace.

RDA.QTSD               --  TABLE ROW DISTRIBUTION - LATEST --                 

COMMAND  ==>                                                   SCROLL ==> CSR 

                                                                              

  Query     ==> 12        Report Option ==> Q              Object System: DnnB

  Database  ==> *         Format Option ==> L                                 

  Tablespace => *         Partition  ==>         (or) Use EQF => N =>         

Loc: LOCAL --------------------- DB2 ID: DnnB -------------- User ID: USERXX  

---  OBJECT  ---  PART      TOTAL ROWS   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10

$$DB#    $$TS300          MM/DD/YY 10:41                                      

PDXXX.$$TS300_TB1               180.000  22  22  22  22  11                   

PDXXX.$$TS300_TB2               120.000                  9  19  19  19  19  12

                                                                              

$$DB#    $$TS4            MM/DD/YY 08:12                                      

PDXXX.$$TS4_TB1                 375.000  11  11  11  11  11  11  11  11  10   

                                                                              

$$DB#    $$TS5            MM/DD/YY 12:53                                      

PDXXX.$$TS5_TB1                 375.000  11  11  11  11  11  11  11  11   4   

                                                                              

$$DB#    $$TS50           MM/DD/YY 13:36                                      

PDXXX.$$TS50TB1                 750.000  13  13  13  13  13  13  13   5       

                                                                              

$$DB#    $$TS6            MM/DD/YY 13:36                                      

PDXXX.$$TS6_TB1                 375.000  11  11  11  11  11  11  11  11   4

Percent Scale

A percent scale indicates how much of the statistic is a percent full.
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The following panel illustrates a percent full scale. If the scale breakdown is 10-100, then the scale represents a percent
full or a percent of the total number. For example, 10% full or 10% of the pages.

RDA.QTSD              - PAGE FREESPACE ANALYSIS - LATEST-                     

COMMAND  ==>                                                   SCROLL ==> CSR 

                                                                               

  Query     ==> 8         Report Option ==> Q              Object System: DnnB

  Database  ==> PTDB      Format Option ==> L          (or use EQF)           

  Tablespace => *         Partition  ==>               Where  ==> N =>        

Loc: LOCAL --------------------- DB2 ID: DnnB -------------- User ID: USERXX  

                                       1  11  21  31  41  51  61  71  81  91 

 DBNAME TSNAME    PART   USED PAGES   10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80  90 100 

PTDB      PTITSLOG                                                            

MM/DD/YY  11:01                1.440  67   1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1  30  

                                                                              

PTDB      PTITSMD2                                                            

MM/DD/YY  13:14                   31  35   3           3           3      54  

                                                                              

PTDB      PTITSMG1                                                            

MM/DD/YY  13:14                  764  48   1   4   1   1   5   5  10   7  15  

                                                                              

PTDB      PTITSMG2                                                            

MM/DD/YY  13:14                5.081  18   1           1   1   5   3  11  59  

                                                                              

PTDB      PTITSMG4                                                            

MM/DD/YY  13:14                    4                              25      75

Unit of Space
The Query reports are accessed when you request the Q (Query) report option from the Query Facility or Report
Procedures facility.

You can specify the unit of space for several Query reports. The unit of space can be pages, tracks, or cylinders. For
Volume Analysis, tracks or cylinders are used; if pages are specified, tracks are used. You can customize the unit of
space in the following reports:

For tablespace and table queries:

• Allocation Analysis
• Volume Analysis
• Hole Analysis
• Table Row Analysis
• Space Summary
• Freespace Volume Analysis
• Non-Db2 Data Sets on Db2 Volumes
• Db2 Data Sets on a Volume

For indexspace queries:

• Allocation Analysis
• Volume Analysis
• Space Summary
• Freespace Volume Analysis
• Non-Db2 Data Sets on Db2 Volumes
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The unit of space is defined by the SPACUNIT keyword in the PDA parmlib member. The following values are valid:

• PAGES (default)
• TRKS or TRACKS
• CYLS or CYLINDERS

In this example, the user requests that tracks are used as the unit of space.

The following illustration shows the Allocation Analysis report. The primary and secondary space allocations are in tracks,
as requested in the PDA parmlib.

RDA.QTSD                     ALLOCATION ANALYSIS - LATEST                      

COMMAND  ==>                                                   SCROLL ==> PAGE 

                                                                               

  Query     ==> 1         Report Option ==> Q               Object System: DnnB

  Database  ==> PTDB      Format Option ==> L         (or use EQF)             

  Tablespace => PTTSR%    Partition  ==>              Where  ==> N =>          

Loc: LOCAL --------------------- DB2 ID: DnnB -------------- User ID: USERXX   

DBNAME   TSNAME   PART     PQTY-A   PQTY-U   SQTY-A   SQTY-U EXTENTS DSI VOLID 

                           (TRKS)   (TRKS)  (TRKS)    (TRKS) TKN REM           

PTDB      PTTSRCL1                                                             

MM/DD/YY  09:42            10,080    1,394                     1 118   1 DBA012

                                                                               

PTDB      PTTSRCR1                                                             

MM/DD/YY  09:42               216       31                     1 118   1 DBA020

                                                                               

PTDB      PTTSREP1                                                             

MM/DD/YY  09:42               144        4                     1 118   1 DBA020

                                                                               

PTDB      PTTSRIK1                                                             

MM/DD/YY  09:42               252      226       36            2 117   1 DBA020

                                                                               

PTDB      PTTSRIX1

NOTE
For more information, see Generating Query Reports Using the Query Facility and Report Procedures.

Report Types
The reports available using the Query Facility (online) are also available through the Report Procedures facility (batch)
and have the same layout.

• Common Tablespace/Table and Indexspace Reports
• Report Types

Common Tablespace/Table and Indexspace Reports

The following list summarizes the reports that are similar between both the Tablespace/Table and Indexspace reports,
except for the object type display.
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• Allocation Analysis
• Freespace Volume Analysis
• Page Freespace Analysis
• Dropped Objects-PDA vs. Catalog
• New and Dropped Objects in Autobuild
• Space Summary

The VOLUME ANALYSIS and NON-DB2 DATA SETS ON DB2 VOLUMES reports are repeated in both the Tablespace/
Table and Indexspace reports to aid in the analysis process. It is the same report in both cases because this report is
independent of object type and header.

Report Types

Database Analyzer provides the following report types. The associated report names appear under each report type.

Space Analysis Reports
Provide information about space usage at the Db2 table and indexspace level or at the DASD volume level.
Allocation Analysis

Displays the space (DASD) allocation information for each object that is selected for the report.
Volume Analysis

Displays DASD storage information and lists how much is allocated to non-Db2 data sets.
Hole Analysis

Displays information about large and small holes and the space they occupy.
Page Update

Displays the space that is allocated (used) and the number of modified pages.
Table Row Analysis

Displays space usage statistics from a table row perspective.
Freespace Analysis Reports

Describe usage, location, and distribution of free space. Use these reports to analyze your free space choices.
Freespace Volume Analysis

Displays the space that is allocated (used) and the total amount of available free space for the selected
objects.

Page Freespace Analysis
Displays the total used pages and the percentage of free space available on those pages for each object.

Table Row Freespace Distribution
Displays the row size that can fit within the pages that are allocated for the tablespace. This report is also
referred as the Table Row Freespace Availability report.

Freespace Summary
Displays a summary of free space information for a tablespace.

Index Content Analysis Reports
Present information about index leaf and nonleaf breakdown, index leaf fragmentation, index ordering analysis,
and clustering row analysis. Use these reports to evaluate your index choices and their efficiency.
Page Detail Analysis

Displays the status of Db2 indexes in relation to leaf and nonleaf pages and index levels.
Clustering Row Analysis

Displays detailed information for evaluating the condition of clustered indexes.
Leaf Distance Analysis

Displays the relocated distance of all leaf pages.
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Table Analysis Reports
Analyze the actual data in the tables. The statistics describe actual row lengths (beneficial for tables with
VARCHAR definitions), row locations, and relocated (overflow) rows. Use these reports to analyze your table
definitions.
Row Length Analysis

Displays row length information for each table in a tablespace. This report also shows the distribution
of all rows in the table across the defined maximum and minimum row length range. This report is also
referred to as the Row Length Distribution report.

Table Row Distribution
Displays the distribution of rows across a tablespace.

Relocated Row Distribution
Displays the number of relocated rows for each table and the distribution of the overflow pointers across
the tablespace.

Relocated Row Distance
Displays the distance from the original (anchor) page to the relocated rows.

Table Column Analysis Reports
Display information about table columns. This information includes column data types, unique and null definitions,
and high and low values. Column Analysis reports help you evaluate column definitions.
Table Column Detail

Displays detailed information regarding the column definitions. This information includes column data
types and unique and null definitions.

Table Column Values
Displays information about the column data. This information includes column data types and high and
low values.

Table Column Frequency Values
Displays the 10 most common data values for the entire tablespace.

Index Column Analysis Reports
Display information about columns used in indexes. This information includes column data types, unique and null
definitions, and high and low values. Column Analysis reports help you evaluate column definitions.
Ordering Key Length Analysis

Displays the number of distinct values in the key column of the index. This report also displays the
number of distinct values in the first column of the key.

Column Detail Analysis
Displays column information that is used in indexes, including column name and type.

Column Value Analysis
Displays information about the data that are contained in columns that are used by indexes. This
information includes column data types, high and low values, and second high and low values.

Index Column Frequency Values
Displays the 10 most common data values for the entire index.

Additional Table and Index Reports
Present general information about statistics gathered before the objects were dropped or submitted as an
autobuild through an extract procedure. They also present a list of all non-Db2 data sets. Use these reports to see
which statistics to purge, which objects within extract procedures have changed, and which Db2 volume requires
integrity verification.
Dropped Tables - PDA vs. Catalog

Displays the tables that have had statistics that are gathered before the tables were dropped. The
statistics for these tables are no longer needed.
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Dropped Indexes - PDA vs. Catalog
Displays the indexes that have had statistics that are gathered before the indexes were dropped. The
statistics for these indexes are no longer needed.

New and Dropped Tables in Autobuild
Displays the tables within the extract procedure that were added or deleted during the last two autobuilds
and not unselected from the submit panel.

Non-Db2 Data Sets on Db2 Volumes
Lists all data sets stored on a specified volume that are not named in a Db2 format.

Db2 Data Sets on a Volume
List all Db2 data sets residing on a particular volume.

Utility History Reports
Display the history of utility job activity. The Utility History Queries are useful because they provide a history of
how long it took to run IBM or Broadcom utilities. The history can help you determine whether a job can execute
within the window of time that is defined for the job scheduler.
DBNAME/TSNAME

This report details IBM or Broadcom utilities based on DB/TS name. Utilities executed, return codes, and
elapsed time are some of the information items available.

Jobname
Details information per job including IBM or our utilities that are executed during the job, separate and
total elapsed times, and CPU times.

Utility Report
Displays the utility start date and time information from the history table in ascending (oldest to newest)
order.

Utility Codes
Utility codes are two-letter identifiers that represent a utility on the Build Action Procedure or Build Utility Procedures
panel.

For example, the RO utility code represents the reorganization utility. Action procedures and utility procedures invoke
utilities to process a set of objects. When creating or editing these procedures, use utility codes to specify which utilities to
invoke when the procedure is executed.

Each utility code is associated with a model member that contains the JCL and utility control statement to create the
appropriate job stream for that utility. The job stream is used to execute the utilities that are specified in an action
procedure or utility procedure. Default model JCL members that you can customize for your site are provided.

The Model JCL Substitution panel appears when the model member contains user-defined symbolic variables. If the utility
model member automatically substitutes symbolic variables, the Model JCL Substitution panel does not appear.

Utility Code Description Default Model Member

AL (Alter) Executes an ALTER against an object. The General Model Request appears,
prompting you to choose one of the default models or your own ALTER model.
For more information about this utility code, see ALTER Statement Placement.

MJUTLAL (executes
through the Batch
Processor) or
MJUTLAL1 (executes
through DSNTIAD)

AM (Access
Methods)

Specifies a model JCL member that contains the VSAM control statements to use. The
General Model Request appears, prompting you to enter the member name with the
VSAM control statements. These statements are sent to IDCAMS during processing.

MJAMSDEF
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Utility Code Description Default Model Member

CD (Check Data) Checks tablespaces for referential constraint violations. The Model JCL Substitution
panel appears, prompting you to specify values for any user-defined symbolic
variables in the model.

MJUTLCD

CK (Check Index) Tests indexes for consistency within the data they index. The Model JCL Substitution
panel appears, prompting you to specify values for any user-defined symbolic
variables in the model.

MJUTLCK

CP (Command
Processor)

Lets you enter Db2 commands to be executed for each object selected by the action
procedure. The Command Request panel (CP) appears, prompting you to enter Db2
commands. The TSO DSN Command Processor is invoked to process the commands.
For more information about this utility code, see Command Processor Considerations.

MJUTLPT

DU (Dynamic Utility) Lets you specify which Broadcom utilities to use during processing. The Dynamic
Utility Specification panel appears, prompting you to select one or more Broadcom
utilities. The Dynamic Utility Specification panel displays multiple DU utility codes. The
currently specified model JCL member appears next to each utility.
For more information about this utility code, see Dynamic Utility Selection.

DMPTI*

IC (Image Copy) Creates up to four image copies of a tablespace, index, or a data set within a
tablespace or index. The Model JCL Substitution panel appears, prompting you to
specify values for any user-defined symbolic variables in the model.

MJUTLIC

MC (Mergecopy) Merges image copies that the IC utility code produces. The Model JCL Substitution
panel appears, prompting you to specify values for any user-defined symbolic
variables in the model.

MJUTLMC

MD (Modify) Deletes records of unwanted copies from SYSIBM.SYSCOPY and deletes related
log records from SYSIBM.SYLGRNGX. The Model JCL Substitution panel appears,
prompting you to specify values for any user-defined symbolic variables in the model.

MJUTLMD

MP (Message
Processor)

Lets you enter a message and specify its destination. The Message Processor panel
(MP) appears, prompting you to enter the message text and destination. The message
is sent to the specified destination for each Db2 object that the action procedure or
utility extract selects.
For more information about this utility code, see Message Processor Considerations.

MJUTLPT

PR (Reports) Includes report procedures in an action procedure. The Report Procedure Services
panel appears, prompting you to select or update a report procedure. You can also use
this panel to create, explode, delete, and update report procedures.
For more information about this utility code, see Report Procedure Considerations.

MJUTLPR

PS (Statistics) Gathers statistics for a specific object within the extract or utility procedure, rather than
collecting all statistics for all objects within the extract. The Statistics Action panel (PS)
appears, prompting you to specify which statistics to gather for an object.
For more information about this utility code, see PS (Statistics) Considerations.

MJUTLPR

QU (Quiesce
Tablespace)

Establishes a quiesce point for a tablespace. MJUTLQU

RC (Recover) Recovers data to the current state or previous state. The Model JCL Substitution panel
appears, prompting you to specify values for any user-defined symbolic variables in
the model.
When you generate a RECOVER for an index, parentheses are inserted automatically
around the creator and object.

MJUTLRC
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Utility Code Description Default Model Member

RO (Reorganization) Reorganizes a tablespace to improve access performance, and reorganizes indexes to
improve cluster effectiveness. The Model JCL Substitution panel appears, prompting
you to specify values for any user-defined symbolic variables in the model.
We do not recommend using Database Analyzer to generate IBM REORG JCL
on catalog and directory objects. The internal organization of these objects is
different from user objects. This difference can cause space symbolic variables to be
inaccurate. Also, the IBM REORG reorganizes catalog tablespaces differently (no
SORT or BUILD phase). IBM recommends reorganizing directory tablespaces when
you reorganize their corresponding catalog tablespaces.
For more information about REORG JCL generated when the RO utility code is
requested, see Model JCL.

MJUTLRO

RR (Report
Recover)

Reports on recovery information for a tablespace. MJUTLRR

RS (Runstats) Collects statistics on a tablespace or index so that efficient access paths can be
determined during the BIND process.
When you generate a RUNSTATS for an index, parentheses are inserted automatically
around the creator and object.

MJUTLRS

RT (Report
Tablespace)

Reports the names of all tablespaces in the tablespace set. MJUTLRT

ST (Stospace) Updates the Db2 catalog columns that indicate how much space is being allocated for
storage groups and related tablespaces and indexes.

MJUTLST

UC (Update
Catalog)

Updates the Db2 catalog with Database Analyzer statistics for the selected objects.
The Catalog Update Option panel appears, prompting you to select which catalog
columns to update for the selected objects.
For more information about this utility code, see Update Catalog Considerations.

MJUTLPT

US (User App) Lets you invoke user applications or third-party utilities. The General Model Request
panel appears, prompting you to enter the model JCL member for the application. Use
this utility code to execute a utility that is not available through the product. Provide a
model member with the complete JCL for that utility.

None

NOTE
For more information, see Build an Action Procedure, Utility Manager, and Model JCL.

ALTER Statement Placement
AL (Alter) executes an ALTER against an object. The General Model Request prompts you to choose one of the default
models or your own ALTER model.

As background, when a RO (reorganization) utility code was specified and the tablespace was selected, the Auto IX
Reorg Suppression feature suppressed the generation of REORG INDEX statements because the index was reorganized
automatically during the tablespace REORG step. If the action procedure included a US utility code to do an ALTER, the
ALTER INDEX statements appeared after the REORG TABLESPACE statements. As a result, when the generated action
JCL was executed, the ALTER INDEX did not take effect until the next tablespace or index reorganization.

Previously, the only way to specify an ALTER was to specify the US utility code and use one of the supplied models
MJUTLAL or MJUTLAL1, or your own model. Because the US utility code has other uses (REBIND PLANS, PACKAGES,
and so on), Database Analyzer had no way of accurately knowing when an ALTER was being requested.

The AL (Alter) utility code identifies when an ALTER is requested. Processing is similar to the US (User App) utility, except
the ALTER INDEX statements from the specified model (non-JCL) are eligible to be moved to the ALTER step of the
respective tablespace, before the tablespace REORG (assuming the AL utility code appears before the RO utility code).

The ALTER INDEX statements are moved when all of the following conditions exist:

• The RO or DU(RX) utility code is present in one or more selected action procedures.
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NOTE
Utility code DU(RR) is not supported.

• The Auto IX Reorg Suppression feature is enabled (that is, the PDA parmlib specifies DISABLE_AUTO_IX_RO_SUPP
N.)

• The AL model contains a BPIIPT (MJUTLAL) or SYSIN (MJUTLAL1) instream DDNAME statement. For example, //
BPIIPT DD *.

• The respective tablespace, including any specific partition, is selected (in other words, not REJECTED).

If any of the preceding conditions do not exist, the ALTER INDEX statements are not moved. The entire ALTER model is
used to generate a stand-alone step, the same as if a US utility code was used.

For a partitioned tablespace, the ALTER statements for the index partitions are moved to the respective ALTER
TABLESPACE partition step. For nonpartitioned indexes, the ALTER statements are moved to the ALTER step of the first
selected tablespace partition step.

If the AL utility code appears after the RO utility code, an attempt is made to move the ALTER INDEX statements to the
respective ALTER TABLESPACE step.

If multiple AL utility codes are defined, whether in one or across multiple action procedures, the first AL that is generated
for the tablespace is used as the insert point for all indexes related to that tablespace. In other words, if two AL utilities are
defined, the first and second ALTER INDEX statements are moved to the first ALTER TABLESPACE step, with the second
ALTER TABLESPACE unaffected.

Even though the Utility Manager utility code panel lets you select the AL utility code, it is processed exactly like a US
utility code because the Auto IX Reorg Suppression feature is not supported in Utility Manager. Therefore, the ALTER
statements for an index will never be moved.

Command Processor Considerations
Consider the following items when entering Db2 commands:

• You can enter up to ten Db2 commands on this panel. If you need more than 10, enter the CP utility code multiple
times.

• Enter the commands in the area to the right of the numbers (00 through 90). Commands are not checked for valid
syntax.

• You cannot include user-defined symbolic variables. However, you can include automatic symbolic variables. For
example, use the following command to display status information about every database that is processed by the
action procedure or utility extract:
-DISPLAY DATABASE(%DBNAME)

NOTE
For a list of Db2 commands, see the IBM Db2 Command Reference.

The CP utility code always generates its own utility step and is not combined with other Db2 utility codes. However, the
CP utilities are combined with MP (Message Processor) or AM (VSAM) utility statements. The same Database Analyzer
program processes these special utility requests, and they are all combined into the same job step. A separate step is
created for each processed Db2 object.

Dynamic Utility Selection
The DU utility code names correspond to the utility names, such as RR for Rapid Reorg.

When a utility can process one partition per step, the utility has a second code with an X in the name (for example, RX
for Rapid Reorg). The DU utility code without an X creates JCL that processes multiple partitions in one step. Either code
type can process nonpartitioned objects.
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NOTE
Database Analyzer does not support utility codes or symbolics that cause both TS- and TB-level action
processing in an extract when using Job Generation Parms.

The DU option is considered dynamic because the utility control statement options can be set on a per-object basis. For
example, the ESTIMATED-ROWS value can be set dynamically based on the statistics Database Analyzer collects. The
COPY-TASKS value can be set based on the number of partitions that are selected by an action condition. Database
Analyzer provides more than 50 symbolic variables to help integrate Database Analyzer action processing with our utilities
JCL generation.

Select a Different Model

Multiple sample models are provided for each Broadcom utility. Each sample model contains usage recommendations in
the form of comments. Some utility models such as Quick Copy or Rapid Reorg can be used to process many objects.
These can be set up in an action procedure and tied to an extract procedure to build JCL for many objects at once. Other
utility models such as Fast Recover or Fast Unload are more typically used in on-demand situations.

WARNING
Copy the sample models into other members and edit the copies to fit the needs of your particular site. These
functionally working sample models are provided for initial testing only. The sample models can change for
Database Analyzer maintenance and new releases.

To select a different model

1. Complete the Dynamic Utility Specification panel fields:
– In the Utility Code field, enter the two-character utility code as it appears in the list. For example, enter FL to select

Fast Load.
– In the Update model below field, enter Y.
Press Enter.
The Member Selection List panel appears, showing the models for that utility. The sample models that are provided
with Database Analyzer are prefixed with DMPTI*.

2. Type S (Select) next to a model member and press Enter.
The Model JCL Substitution panel appears.

3. Press PF3 (End) to return to the Build Action Procedure panel.
The selected model appears next to the utility.

View Available Symbolics

All symbolic variables are listed and described in the online tutorial.

To see symbolic variables

1. Select T (Tutorial) on the Database Analyzer Main Menu and press Enter.
The Tutorial-Help menu appears.

2. Select Symbolic Variable Descriptions under Advanced Topics and press Enter.
The Symbolic Variable List panel appears.

3. Place your cursor on a field and press Enter.
The selected symbolic variable description appears.

4. Press PF7 to return to the Symbolic Variable List.
5. Repeat as needed or select an option under More symbolic information.

Message Processor Considerations
Consider the following items when entering messages in the Message Processor:
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• You can enter one or two lines of text for the message.
• The message can contain automatic symbolic variables. Automatic symbolic variables are replaced before the

message is sent.
NOTE
Do not reference %TSNAME and %TBNAME within the text of a single MP utility code. Reference these
symbolic variables in separate utility codes.

NOTE
You can also access the Message Processor panel when you enter Y in the Immediate Messages parameter
on the Build Action Procedure panel. Immediate Messages specifies the message and destination. However,
the message is sent when the utilities JCL is generated. Therefore, the message is issued immediately. Use the
Immediate Message facility when the action condition is important. For field descriptions, press PF1 (Help) to
access the online help.

Report Procedure Considerations
The PR utility code is useful for generating reports when specific conditions are met.

For example, when free space is being consumed or the cluster ratio is increasing, detailed reports can be automatically
produced to help with further user research.

NOTE
The PR utility code is available only through the Build Action Procedure panel. This code is not available on the
Build Utility Procedures panel.

Consider the following items when using this utility code:

• The reports are generated only for the objects that are selected in the extract procedure to which the action procedure
is tied.

• If the selected object is a tablespace, only tablespace reports are generated.
• If the selected object is an index, only index reports are generated.
• Volume reports and history reports are not generated because they are not object-dependent.
• You can use the PR utility code with conditional action procedures.
• Specify the PR utility code last among all the action codes in an action procedure. The JCL that is generated for the

PR code must always appear at the end of the generated jobs.

PS (Statistics) Considerations
The PS utility code is useful in a procedure that first executes a Db2 utility or a utility that modifies statistics.

Consider the following examples:

• The PS utility code is useful after an image copy.
• An action procedure containing the PS utility code is tied to an extract procedure. When that extract procedure is

submitted, statistics are collected for the objects that are selected for the extract. The PS utility code then collects
statistics for specific objects in the extract, rather than collecting all statistics for all objects in the extract.

• Suppose that an extract procedure gathers statistics for 100 objects. The action procedure tied to that extract requests
a REORG. The REORG changes an object, which affects the statistics for that object. The statistics that are gathered
by the extract are no longer correct. The PS utility code can recollect the statistics for the object that is affected by the
REORG, rather than requiring you to resubmit the extract and collect statistics for all 100 objects again.

NOTE
Because PS is a part of an action procedure, you can request that certain conditions be met before gathering
statistics.
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Update Catalog Considerations
Consider the following items when using the UC utility code:

• We recommend using IBM RUNSTATS for Db2 Catalog Update for the Db2 optimizer and Database Analyzer extract
procedures to collect statistics that provide more details, trending, and graphing.

• When you specify the UC code on the Build Action Procedure or Build Utility Procedure panels, the object statistics
are updated automatically when the action procedure or utility procedure is processed. This method differs from the
Catalog Update Facility, which lets you manually update the statistics in the Db2 catalog tables. The Catalog Update
Facility is typically used only for troubleshooting and testing.

How Partitioned Objects are Processed

For partitioned objects, a new step is generated for each partition. If all partitions pass conditional action processing, an
extra statement is generated to update SYSTABLES, SYSTABLESPACES, or SYSCOLUMNS as appropriate. The extra
statement is generated with the last partition.

For partitioned tablespaces and indexes, each selected column causes specific tables to be updated, as shown in the
following table.

Column Selected Tables Updated

NACTIVE SYSTABLESPACE/SYSTABSTATS

CARD SYSTABLES/SYSTABSTATS

NPAGES SYSTABLES/SYSTABSTATS

PCTPAGES SYSTABLES/SYSTABSTATS

PCTROWCOMP SYSTABLES/SYSTABSTATS

FIRSTKEYCARD SYSINDEXES/SYSINDEXSTATS

FULLKEYCARD SYSINDEXES/SYSINDEXSTATS

NLEAF SYSINDEXES/SYSINDEXSTATS

NLEVELS SYSINDEXES/SYSINDEXSTATS

CLUSTERRATIO SYSINDEXES/SYSINDEXSTATS

COLCARD SYSCOLUMNS
Note: COLCARD is not updated in SYSCOLSTATS because it cannot be updated through SQL. Database
Analyzer uses standard SQL to update the catalog to ensure reliability and stability.

HIGH2KEY SYSCOLUMNS/SYSCOLSTATS
Note: When selecting HIGH2KEY, HIGHKEY is also updated in SYSCOLSTATS.

LOW2KEY SYSCOLUMNS/SYSCOLSTATS
Note: When selecting LOW2KEY, LOWKEY is also updated in SYSCOLSTATS.

NOTE

• If a column is not selected, no updates are made to that column in the tables listed previously. When a table
is empty, these columns contain unpredictable results.

• For more information, see Catalog Update Facility and Collect Statistics with IBM RUNSTATS and Extract
Procedures.

Health Checks
This section covers the DB2_PDA_BP_LOOKUP xmanxxxx and DB2_PDA_EXCP_ACCESS xmanxxxx health checks.
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The product owner for all Database Analyzer health checks is CA_DB2 .

DB2_PDA_BP_LOOKUP xmanxxxx
Description

This Database Analyzer health check looks for the specification of DB2_BUFFER_CHECKING N in the PDA
parmlib member. Specifying Y for this parameter incurs more overhead and can degrade system performance.
This check runs every 24 hours. If DB2_BUFFER_CHECKING Y is specified, this check runs every 12 hours until
the parameter is changed to N.

Best Practice
Specify DB2_BUFFER_CHECKING N in the PDA parmlib member. N is the recommended setting.
Do not specify Y unless you are in a non-data sharing environment and are using the DIV or VSAM access
method instead of Media Manager (also known as EXCP). If you specify Y, Database Analyzer attempts to get the
latest statistics by locating object pages in the Db2 buffer pool instead of retrieving the statistics from a snapshot.
Specifying Y does not ensure that the most current statistics are retrieved. For example, Database Analyzer can
read a space map page containing information that is current at the time, but then a not-yet-read data page can
be updated after that point but before Database Analyzer has read it. When Database Analyzer reads the latest
data page, it will not correspond to the original space map page.

Parameters Accepted
The following parameter can be set in the PDA parmlib member:
DB2_BUFFER_CHECKING

Specifies whether to search the Db2 buffer pools for each page being read while collecting statistics for a
Db2 object by using the EXCP access method.
Valid values are Y or N.

Debug Support
No.

Verbose Support
No.

Reference
For more information about customizing the PDA parmlib member, see the installation documentation.

Messages
See the message reference documentation.

DB2_PDA_EXCP_ACCESS xmanxxxx
Description

This Database Analyzer health check looks for the specification of EXCP_READ_ACCESS TS_COLL or NONE in
the PDA parmlib member. When you specify TS_COLL or NONE for this parameter, Database Analyzer does not
use full cylinder reads. As a result, system performance can be degraded.
This check runs every 24 hours. If EXCP_READ_ACCESS TS_COLL or NONE is specified, this check runs every
12 hours until the parameter is changed to ALL.

Best Practice
Specify EXCP_READ_ACCESS ALL in the PDA parmlib member. ALL is the recommended setting.

Parameters Accepted
The following parameter can be set in the PDA parmlib member:
EXCP_READ_ACCESS

Specifies whether to use the EXCP access method when collecting statistics.
The following values are valid:

• ALL -- Uses the EXCP read access method for tablespaces. This value is the default.
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NOTE
ALL applies only to tablespaces.

• TS_COLL -- Uses the EXCP read access method only for tablespace collections.
• NONE -- Does not force the EXCP access method. Database Analyzer uses the method that was

specified in the user profile when the extract JCL was created.

Debug Support
No.

Verbose Support
No.

Reference
For more information about customizing the PDA parmlib member, see the installation documentation.

Messages
See the message reference documentation.

Model JCL
Database Analyzer model JCL is used to execute the utilities that you select for an action procedure or utility procedure.

Database Analyzer provides default model JCL members for all supported utilities. The default model JCL can be
customized to meet your specific requirements. You can also create members to run specific applications or other third-
party utilities.

This section contains information on model JCL, symbolic variables, CLIST members, processing considerations, and
generating cross-reference reports.

Model JCL and Symbolic Variables
You can use model JCL and symbolic variables to execute the utilities that you select for an action procedure or utility
procedure.

Model JCL describes the JCL and utility control statements that Database Analyzer uses to create a z/OS job stream. The
job stream is used to execute the utilities that are specified in an action procedure or utility procedure. Database Analyzer
provides default model JCL members that you can customize for your site.

The model JCL is separated into various data set members that correspond to particular utilities. For example, one model
JCL member is designed for executing a REORG and another is designed for executing an image copy.

Symbolic variables are general values that can be substituted for specific values in the model JCL. Symbolic variables are
contained within model JCL. These variables allow the JCL and utility control statements for a model JCL member to be
used over and over again, which is why the JCL is termed a “model.”

There are two types of symbolic variables, as follows:

• Automatic symbolic variables are replaced automatically when the utility is executed. For example, %TBNAME is
replaced by the appropriate table name.

• User-defined symbolic variables require you to enter a value. The specified value replaces the symbolic variable when
the utility is executed. For example, Database Analyzer does not know what device type you want used for the utility.
Therefore, you must enter a value, such as SYSDA, for the %UNIT symbolic variable.

The following code sample illustrates the model JCL included within MJUTLRO, the REORG member, which contains
symbolic variables:

000400 //SYSREC   DD  DSN=%OBJECT..REORG.D%DATE..I%INCR,                      

000500 //             UNIT=%UNIT,DISP=(,KEEP),                                

000600 //             SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSYSREC,20))                              

000700 //SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=%UNIT,DISP=(,PASS),                                
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000800 //             SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSYSUT1,20))                              

000900 //SORTOUT  DD  UNIT=%UNIT,DISP=(,PASS),                                

001000 //             SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSORT,20))                                

001100  REORG %OBJTYPE %CREATOR..%OBJECT %PARTLBL %PART                       

001200  UNLOAD CONTINUE                                                       

001300  SORTDEVT %UNIT SORTNUM %SORTNUM

NOTE
For more information, see Symbolic Variables.

Model JCL Substitution Panel
The Model JCL Substitution panel lets you do the following tasks:

• View the symbolic variables (automatic and user-defined) in the specified model JCL member.
• Enter the required values for any user-defined symbolic variables.
• Change the model JCL member designated for the utility code. The new model JCL member is retrieved, and the new

symbolic variables appear.

The Model JCL Substitution panel appears when you perform any of the following actions:

• On the Build Action Procedure panel or Build Utility Procedures panel, select any Db2 utility code that contains user-
defined symbolic variables.

• Request the AL (Alter), AM (VSAM), or US (User Application) utility codes. When you select the AL, AM, or US utility
codes, a panel appears requesting the model JCL member name. After you enter the member name, the Model JCL
Substitution panel appears if the model contains user-defined symbolic variables.

• Enter U in the Option field on the Build Action Procedure panel for all utility codes except CP, MP, PR, PS, and UC to
update a model member.

• Enter U in the Process Option field of the Utility Model parameter on the Build Action Procedure panel or Build Utility
Procedure panel for all utility codes except CP, MP, PR, PS, and UC.

The Model JCL Substitution panel contains the following areas:

Model JCL Specifications Section
Specifies the data set and member where your model JCL can be found.

Symbolic Variables Section
Identifies the symbolic variables within the specified model member and lets you enter the values that replace the
listed symbolic variables.

Model JCL Statements Section
Displays the model as it exists in your model member.

The following items describes the Model JCL Specification fields on the Model JCL Substitution panel:

NOTE
Enter HEADER in the command line to toggle the display of the header. Toggling the header off hides the Model
JCL Specifications section and displays more information in the Symbolic Variables and Model JCL scrollable
area.

Model Library
Specifies the model library name. Enter the name in single quotes. The user ID must be authorized to access the
PDS member data set that contains the model JCL. To change the PDS library name, you must change it on the
Build Action Procedure or Build Utility Procedures panel.
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Model Member
Displays a default model member. Use the displayed default or enter the name of the model JCL member to use.
If no member or an ISPF type pattern is entered, a member selection list appears. For more information, see
CLIST and Model Member Listings.

Volume Serial
Specifies the VOLSER. If the data set is not cataloged, you must enter a VOLSER.

Edit Member
Lets you edit the model JCL in the model member. Enter Y in this field to edit the JCL.

The following symbolic variable fields appear on the Model JCL Substitution panel. Use PF7 (Up) and PF8 (Down) to
scroll.

CMD
Lets you control the processing of the corresponding symbolic variables. Each CMD field corresponds to a listed
symbolic variable. The following options are valid:
D (delete)

Deletes the symbolic variable references. Any lines containing the corresponding symbolic variable are
deleted from the JCL built from your model JCL member.
For example, if you enter D next to the symbolic variable %SORTNUM, any line containing that symbolic
variable is deleted. When you press Enter, D is placed to the left of the symbolic variable that you want
deleted from the generated JCL.

NOTE
You cannot delete automatic symbolic variables.

C (clear)
Clears the delete flag for the symbolic variable.

Symbolic
Displays all symbolic variables that are contained in the specified model JCL member.

Auto-Rep
Indicates whether the symbolic variable is automatically replaced by the data that is stored in your profile or by the
product.
Y

Indicates that the symbolic variable is automatically replaced (automatic symbolic variable). You cannot
enter data for these variables.

blank
Indicates that the symbolic variable is not automatically replaced (user-defined symbolic variable). Enter a
value in the Replace Value field for every user-defined symbolic.

Replacement Value
Lets you enter or view the symbolic variable substitution values.
All automatic symbolic variables are marked accordingly; you cannot enter data for these variables.
A blank area indicates a user-defined symbolic variable. Enter the value with which you want the symbolic
variable replaced in the model JCL. In the preceding illustration, the symbolic variableUNIT is to be replaced by
the value SYSDA. If you do not enter a value for a listed symbolic variable, a warning message appears when you
exit the panel.

The following illustration shows the Model JCL Statements section of the Model JCL Substitution panel. This shows the
model as it exists in your model member. You can view the model JCL at the bottom of the panel to check the location and
use of the symbolic variables in the model JCL.

 MODEL JCL STATEMENTS                                                         

//SYSREC   DD  DSN=%OBJECT..REORG.D%DATE..I%INCR,                     00040001
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//             UNIT=%UNIT,DISP=(,KEEP),                               00050009

//             SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSYSREC,20))                             00060009

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=%UNIT,DISP=(,PASS),                               00070008

//             SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSYSUT1,20))                             00080009

//SORTOUT  DD  UNIT=%UNIT,DISP=(,PASS),                               00090008

//             SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSORT,20))                               00100009

 REORG %OBJTYPE %CREATOR..%OBJECT %PARTLBL %PART                      00110000

 UNLOAD CONTINUE                                                      00120000

 SORTDEVT %UNIT SORTNUM %SORTNUM                                      00130000

Use PF7 (Up) and PF8 (Down) to scroll. To edit the model JCL, enter Y in the Edit Data Set field of the Model JCL
Specifications section.

NOTE
Enter CANCEL on this panel to cancel the definition of the utility and return to the Build panel. If symbolic
variables are undefined, a U (update) appears under the Option column on the Build panel. Before you can save
the action procedure or can submit the utility procedure, you must complete the undefined symbolic variables or
erase the utility code.

Simple Action Procedure Example
The following example illustrates the connection between model JCL, a utility request, and symbolic variables using the
Build Action Procedure panel.

You can also specify utilities, the model member, and the library on the Build Utility Procedures panel with the following
steps:

1. Specify the model name and library name on the Build Action Procedure panel.
For example, to request a REORG, a Db2 utility that is recognized by Database Analyzer, specify MJUTLGL in the
Model Name field. The JCL and utility control cards in MJUTLGL are used as the beginning code when the REORG is
requested in the next step. The library that is chosen is specific to the CA.DB2.CDBAMDL site (Library Name).
RDA.UBPM          ----     BUILD ACTION PROCEDURE      ----                   

COMMAND  ==>                                                                  

                                                                              

 Loc: LOCAL --------------------- DB2 ID: DXXX -------------- User ID: USERXX 

 PROCEDURE NAME ==> MODELACT  DESCRIPTION ==> MODEL SERVICES SELECTIONS       

   Share Option ==> N                                                         

                                                                              

 STEP JCL MODEL PARAMETERS (IBM codes only)     CONDITIONAL PARAMETERS        

   Model Name     ==> MJUTLGL                     Condition Type    ==> N     

   Process Option ==> Y                           Immediate Message ==> N     

   Library Name   ==> 'CA.DB2.CDBAMDL'                                          

                                                                              

 OPT CODE    SYM  . . . . . . . . . . UTILITY CODES . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

  _   __          IBM: CD (Chk Data)  IBM: RS (Runstats)  PDA: AM (Acc Meth)  

  _   __               CK (Chk IX)         RT (Report TS)      CP (Cmd Proc)  

  _   __               IC (Img Copy)       ST (Stospace)       MP (Msg Proc)  

  _   __               MC (MergeCopy)                          PR (PDA Rpts)  

  _   __               MD (Modify)    PTI: DU (Dynamic Utils   PS (PDA Stats) 

  _   __               QU (Quiesce)           replaced QC/UR)  UC (Upd Cat)   

  _   __               RC (Recover)   Gen: US (User App)                      

  _   __               RO (Reorg)          AL (Alter)                         

  _   __               RR (Rpt Rcv)

2. Select the utilities to use in the procedure.
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For example, request the REORG utility by entering its code (RO) in the Code field and pressing Enter.
3. Enter any user-defined symbolic variables that exist in the model JCL.

The Model JCL Substitution panel appears. Automatic symbolic variables are indicated as such and cannot be
updated, while the user-defined variables are listed with the Replacement Value field empty. In this example, we
entered values for the UNIT and SORTNUM variables:
 PTBMODD        --------- Model JCL Substitution ----------                    

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                               

 MODEL JCL SPECIFICATIONS:                                                     

  MODEL LIBRARY  ===> 'CA.DB2.CDBAMDL'                                           

  MODEL MEMBER   ===> MJUTLRO  ( Blank or pattern for member selection list )  

  VOLUME SERIAL  ===>          ( If not cataloged )                            

  EDIT DATASET  ===> N        ( Y - Yes, N - No )                              

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- USERXX 

                                                                               

 CMD SYMBOLIC AUTO_REP --------  REPLACEMENT VALUE  ---------------------------

 _   UTILMD   Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                           

 _   OBJECT   Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                           

 _   DATE     Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                           

 _   INCR     Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                           

 _   UNIT             SYSDA                                                    

 _   ROSYSREC Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                           

 _   ROSYSUT1 Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                           

 _   ROSORT   Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                           

 _   OBJTYPE  Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                           

 _   CREATOR  Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                           

 _   PARTLBL  Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                           

 _   PART     Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                           

 _   SORTNUM          3                                                        

                                                                               

 ..............................................................................

 MODEL JCL STATEMENTS                                                          

//*-- %UTILMD -- FUTURE RELEASES OF PDA WILL PROVIDE THIS DEFAULT       0001001

//*  MODEL WITH #IF/#ELSE LOGIC AS IN MJUTLRO#.  IT IS RECOMMENDED      0002001

//*  TO UPDATE THIS MODEL AS IN MJUTLRO#.                               0003001

//SYSREC   DD  DSN=%OBJECT..REORG.D%DATE..I%INCR,                       0004000

//             UNIT=%UNIT,DISP=(,KEEP),                                 0005000

//             SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSYSREC,20))                               0006000

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=%UNIT,DISP=(,PASS),                                 0007000

//             SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSYSUT1,20))                               0008000

//SORTOUT  DD  UNIT=%UNIT,DISP=(,PASS),                                 0009000

//             SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSORT,20))                                 0010000

 REORG %OBJTYPE %CREATOR..%OBJECT %PARTLBL %PART                        0011000

 UNLOAD CONTINUE                                                        0012000

 SORTDEVT %UNIT SORTNUM %SORTNUM                                        0013000

 ******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************

Press Enter after you have specified all user-defined symbolic variables.
Press PF3 (End) to return to the Build Action Procedures panel.

When this example procedure is submitted, the REORG member of the CA.DB2.CDBAMDL library is used as the REORG
model JCL (same follows).
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NOTE
The model JCL in model member MJUTLGL of this library is appended to the beginning of the REORG
model JCL. When the REORG JCL generates, Database Analyzer substitutes SYSDA for %UNIT and 3 for
%SORTNUM, the same as we specified on the Model JCL Substitution panel.

EDIT ---- TDXXX.WORK.CNTL(REORG) ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

000001 //UTILITY JOB (1015,TAPE),'UTILITY',                                   

000002 //            CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=USERXX                         

000003 //* RO  MJUTLRO USERXX                                                 

000004 //UTIL0001 EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='ssid'                  

000005 //STEPLIB   DD   DSN=DSN.V900.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR                         

000006 //SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=*                                              

000007 //UTPRINT   DD   SYSOUT=*                                              

000008 //SYSREC   DD  DSN=JSTS.REORG.D930826.I01,                             

000009 //    UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,KEEP),                                         

000010 //    SPACE=(CYL,(1,4))                                                

000011  REORG TABLESPACE JSDB.JSTS                                            

000012  UNLOAD CONTINUE                                                       

000013  SORTDEVT SYSDA SORTNUM 3

Recommendations for Using Model JCL
The following suggestions can help you use model JCL more effectively and efficiently. These are only recommendations,
not strict guidelines:

• Customize the Model JCL
• Use Symbolic Variables Often
• Combine Model JCL Members with User-Generated JCL Members

Customize the Model JCL

Customize the members in the model JCL library representing the following items, to reflect your site standards:

• JOB statement
• General Db2 utility
• Db2 utility JCL and control cards
• User applications, third-party utilities
• Database Analyzer statistics maintenance JCL (and CLISTs)
• Database Analyzer services: Command Processor, Message Processor, IDCAMS
• Database Analyzer batch submission JCL

NOTE
For more information, see Default and Custom JCL Members and Processing Considerations.

Use Symbolic Variables Often

Use symbolic variables in the creation/customization of model JCL. The flexibility and usability of the models are
enhanced through extensive use of automatic and user-defined variables. Exploit the functions of the following special
variables:
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• Space calculation variables: ROSORT, ROSORTWK, ROSYSREC, ROSYSUT1, CALC
• Automatic incremental variables: INCR, MODLINCR
• DD statement reference variable: REFER
• Job stepname: STEPNAME
• Tape label position: LBL

NOTE
For more information, see Symbolic Variables and Model JCL and Symbolic Variables.

Combine Model JCL Members with User-Generated JCL Members

Use care when combining the model JCL members with your own JCL members that contain comment or JCL cards. This
can lead to a situation where different utilities are processed against different objects within a single step.

For example, if you create an action procedure that uses two action codes: The first, US, is a user-created member that
contains JCL cards. The second is the model JCL member RS (Runstats) that contains no JCL card. If two tablespaces
have been selected as objects in the extract or utility extract tied to the action procedure, then the following occurs:

Database Analyzer begins by processing the first object, TS A, and generating JCL for the first action code, US.

Step 1

        TS A        US

As Database Analyzer continues to process the first object, it generates JCL for the next utility code RS. At this point, the
output would appear as follows:

Step 1

        TS A        US

Step 2

        TS A        RS

The RS member contains no JCL card, so Database Analyzer processes the next object, TS B. A new step is not
generated because the RS model does not contain JCL cards.

Step 1

        TS A        US

Step 2

        TS A        RS

        TS B        US

Again, the US model has JCL in it, so a new step is generated and RS is applied to object TS B.

Step 3

        TS B        RS

The preceding steps are acceptable to Db2, but do not appear in the expected format. This has to do with how Database
Analyzer processes models with JCL, or comments, or both. However, Database Analyzer provides you with the flexibility
to modify models to meet your expectations.

NOTE
For more information, see Default and Custom JCL Members.

Default and Custom JCL Members
The Build Action Procedures panel Model Name field specifies the JCL and control statements used to execute utilities in
action or utility procedures.
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The default member for this field is MJUTLGL, the standard JCL for Db2 utilities. However, you can create and specify
your own members.

• Default Model Members for Utility Codes
• Beginning Code for Db2 Utilities (MJUTLGL, MJUTLGLH)
• Beginning Code for Utility Models
• Beginning Code for User Applications or Third-Party Utilities
• Customization Guidelines

Default Model Members for Utility Codes

Database Analyzer provides default model JCL members for all supported utilities. The default model JCL members
are unloaded into a product library at installation time. You can copy these members to your own partitioned data set or
reference the install product library. To customize the default models, we recommend that you copy the members to your
own PDS and then make the changes.

The default model JCL can be customized to meet your specific requirements. You can also create members to run
specific applications or other third-party utilities.

NOTE
Actions are saved with the model library name. Therefore, we recommend that the model library used remain
the same, even after an upgrade to a new release. If you change the model library name, all affected actions
must be updated with new library information.

Beginning Code for Db2 Utilities (MJUTLGL, MJUTLGLH)

Member MJUTLGL contains the standard JCL for Db2 utilities. When a Db2 utility is selected from the Build Action
Procedure panel or Build Utility Procedures panel, the DD statements and control statements for that utility are appended
to the end of MJUTLGL.

You can modify MJUTLGL to meet the needs of your site. Also, you can modify the models containing the IBM Db2
utilities. These utilities correspond to the following Database Analyzer utility codes: RO, CK, RS, RC, CD, RT, IC, MC, ST,
MD, RR, and QU.

Member MJUTLGLH is basically the same as MJUTLGL, except that MJUTLGLH keeps a history file of the IBM
Db2 utilities. This utility model member contains the standard JCL for Db2 utilities, and it can be used in place of
MJUTLGL. When you select a Db2 utility from the Build Action Procedure panel or Build Utility Procedures panel, the DD
statements and control statements for that utility are appended to the end of MJUTLGLH.

MJUTLGLH executes a Broadcom program that, in turn, executes DSNUTILB. MJUTLGLH records the execution
statistics from each utility processed through DSNUTILB into the statistics table, PTI.RAUT_HIST_version, where version
represents the Database Analyzer version. This lets Database Analyzer provide a history file for IBM Db2 utilities.

Beginning Code for Utility Models

Database Analyzer has its own JCL to handle all other non-Db2 utilities. The utility codes include: DU, US, AL, AM,
CP, MP, PR, PS, and UC. When you select one of these utility codes, Database Analyzer uses its own JCL for the DD
statements and control statements, and then builds a control block that is used as input to a Database Analyzer program
that will handle the codes.

Because MJUTLGL is not used (no Db2 utilities are selected), the MJUTLGL member is ignored even when it has been
entered in the Utility Model field.
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Beginning Code for User Applications or Third-Party Utilities

The US (User Application) utility code invokes any user application or third-party utility. Database Analyzer does not know
what is to be coded in the user application, so it does not supply any default model JCL. You must include the complete
JCL in the user application to process the utilities specified.

Database Analyzer ignores the MJUTLGL member, even if it has been entered in the Utility Model field, because no Db2
utilities are selected from the utility code listing.

Customization Guidelines

You can customize the supplied model JCL members to fit your needs. You can add, delete, or modify any of the symbolic
variables. You can add new members. For example, you might want several different members for the Image Copy utility.

However, keep these basic limitations in mind:

• You can change the names of any default model JCL members except MJUTLPR and MJUTLPT.
• If a model has JCL in it, start the first line of the model with a JCL line (//) or a model control statement (such as #IF)

followed by a JCL line.
• You can modify the step names that Database Analyzer generates. We do not recommend changing them because the

change can interfere with the %REFER symbolic variable.
• Because several IBM utilities may be included in a single job step, do not include the following in your models:

//  SYSIN  DD  *

z/OS automatically generates this statement when it detects in-stream data in the JCL.
• The following statements can cause unpredictable results when you include them in a model:

– IF/THEN/ELSE/ENDIF statement construct
– INCLUDE
– PROC
– PEND

CLIST and Model Member Listings
The following CLIST and model members are available in Database Analyzer:

MC*
All CLIST members begin with MC.

MJ*
All JCL members begin with MJ.

MJUTL*
MJULD*

All Db2 utility members begin with MJUTL or MJULD.

The following CLIST members, which are used by the Statistics Maintenance Facility, are also supplied.

CLIST MCBKPST
Performs an online backup of statistics.

CLIST MCRTRST
Performs an online restore of statistics.

Requesting a Model Member Listing

This product requires that you provide PDS member names when using the US, AL, or AM utility codes. Provide a
specific member name or provide the ISPF member selection criteria to select the member name from a list.
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For example, if you enter MJ* in the Enter Model Name field on the General Model Request panel, you see a list of all
members that start with “MJ.” This list appears on the Member Selection List panel.

You can select a member on the Member Selection List panel by entering an S next to the member name. Optionally, you
can change the member selection criteria while you are on the Member Selection List panel.

NOTE
Press PF11 (Right) to view the standard ISPF statistics, which are for display only.

Model Member $$$INDEX

Model member $$$INDEX, in hlq.CDBAMDL, contains names and brief descriptions of the available model members.
When a model member list is generated, the $$$INDEX member is referenced, and any new changes to this member are
reflected in the model member list.

Copy this member into the data set where you want a model member list, or you can create $$$INDEX in that data set.

MJ* Model Members
Database Analyzer provides the following model members:

MJAMSDEF
Performs explicit definitions of VSAM data sets for tablespaces and indexspaces. This member is the default.

MJBKPST
Contains JCL to perform a batch backup of statistics. The Statistics Maintenance Facility uses this model JCL.

NOTE
When you change the PDAOUT data set name, do not use Db2 object automatic symbolic variables.
These variables are unknown to Database Analyzer and they are ignored. If you use these variables,
the variables are not initialized and they appear as a blank. Instead, use symbolic variables like %DATE,
%TIME, or %USERID, which are not dependent on Db2 objects. You can also use user-defined
symbolic variables.

MJJOBCD
Contains a model JOB statement to be customized for your site. The customization lets Database Analyzer use
columns 1 through 71.

MJRTRST
Contains JCL to perform a batch restore of statistics. The Statistics Maintenance Facility uses this model JCL.

MJSTATS
Contains default JCL that executes procedures in batch mode.

MJSTATS#
Contains JCL that executes procedures in batch mode. This JCL uses the MAINT= Y|N|F parameter in the EXEC
statement to control when statistics maintenance is performed.

MJULDIC
Contains default Db2 utility statements that execute the IBM Db2 COPY (IC) utility in one step. This model uses
the Db2 LISTDEF statement and the %LDEFFST, %LDEFINC, and %LDEFLST automated symbolic variables.
Do not use the %PREVSTEP symbolic variable.

NOTE

• Specify Y in the Order by Utility Codes field on the Job Generation Parms panel to generate job
steps in the order of the utility codes to take advantage of the MJULDIC model member.

• Do not use the MJULD* models in an extract procedure that is tied to an execution procedure. If
you specify Order by Utility Codes Y in an extract that is tied to an execution procedure, the job
terminates with return code 16 (RC=16) and an error message is issued.
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MJULDRO
Contains default Db2 utility statements that execute the IBM Db2 REORG (RO) utility. This model uses the Db2
LISTDEF statement and the %LDEFFST, %LDEFINC, and %LDEFLST automated symbolic variables. Do not use
the %PREVSTEP symbolic variable.

NOTE

• Specify Y in the Order by Utility Codes field on the Job Generation Parms panel to generate job
steps in the order of the utility codes to take advantage of the MJULDRO model member.

• Do not use the MJULD* models in an extract procedure that is tied to an execution procedure. If
you specify Order by Utility Codes Y in an extract that is tied to an execution procedure, the job
terminates with return code 16 (RC=16) and an error message is issued.

• Reorgs of LOB tablespaces may be processed in separate steps.
• The DISABLE_AUTO_IX_RO_SUPP parameter is ignored. Index REORGS are always suppressed

when related tablespaces are selected. If one part of a partitioned table space is reorganized, then
all corresponding NPIs are reorganized as part of the related tablespace REORG.

MJULDRS
Contains default Db2 utility statements that execute the IBM RUNSTATS (RS) utility in one step. This model
uses the Db2 LISTDEF statement and the %LDEFFST, %LDEFINC, %LDEFLST, and %INDEXALL automated
symbolic variables. Do not use the %PREVSTEP symbolic variable.

NOTE

• Specify Y in the Order by Utility Codes field on the Job Generation Parms panel to generate job
steps in the order of the utility codes to take advantage of the MJULDRS model member.

• Do not use the MJULD* models in an extract procedure that is tied to an execution procedure. If
you specify Order by Utility Codes Y in an extract that is tied to an execution procedure, the job
terminates with return code 16 (RC=16) and an error message is issued.

MJULDUS
Contains default JCL to execute a user application (US) utility against tablespaces and indexes in one step.
Customize the JCL to add your application program keywords in the indicated area. This model selects the
objects for processing, but does not modify or group the objects. This model uses the Db2 LISTDEF statement
and the %LDEFFST, %LDEFINC, and %LDEFLST automated symbolic variables. LISTDEF statements generate
one list of tablespaces and indexes in the action JCL. Do not use the %PREVSTEP symbolic variable.

NOTE

• Specify Y in the Order by Utility Codes field on the Job Generation Parms panel to generate job
steps in the order of the utility codes to take advantage of the MJULDUS model member.

• Do not use the MJULD* models in an extract procedure that is tied to an execution procedure. If
you specify Order by Utility Codes Y in an extract that is tied to an execution procedure, the job
terminates with return code 16 (RC=16) and an error message is issued.

MJUTLAL
Contains JCL that executes an ALTER of a Db2 object through the Batch Processor.

MJUTLAL1
Contains JCL that executes an ALTER of a Db2 object through the IBM utilities.

MJUTLCD
Contains default Db2 utility statements that execute the IBM CHECK DATA (CD) utility.

MJUTLCK
Contains default Db2 utility statements that execute the IBM CHECK INDEX (CK) utility.

MJUTLDIC
Contains JCL to perform dual IBM copies.
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MJUTLFIL
Generates jobs that cannot contain a real step.
For a job scheduler to submit jobs, all job names must be known ahead of time. Sometimes the number of action
steps is insufficient for the number of requested jobs. In this case, each job is generated with one step. The fill
model member is used to generate all jobs that cannot contain a real step. If the specified fill model member
cannot be found, Database Analyzer defaults to MJUTLFIL.

MJUTLGL
Contains default utility statements for all Db2 utilities.

MJUTLGLH
Contains the default model member for Utility History Queries. This member records the execution statistics from
each utility that is processed through DSNUTILB. The statistics are recorded into the PTI.RAUT_HIST_xxxx table,
in which xxxx represents the Database Analyzer version. This model can replace MJUTLGL.

MJUTLIC
Contains default JCL and Db2 utility statements that execute the IBM Db2 COPY (IC) utility.

MJUTLICF
Contains JCL that uses #IF-ELSE logic for an IBM Db2 COPY utility.

MJUTLICL
Contains default JCL and Db2 utility statements that execute the IBM Db2 COPY utility against a single
tablespace partition or index partition. This model uses the Db2 LISTDEF and TEMPLATE statements. MJUTLICL
takes advantage of TEMPLATE features like automatic Generated Data Group (GDG) base creation for new
objects.

NOTE
For a more advanced image copy model, use MJUTLICS. The advanced model can copy an entire
tablespace set including system time temporal history tables, archive tables, indexes, and XML and
LOB-related objects.

MJUTLICP
Contains default JCL and Db2 utility statements that execute the IBM Db2 COPY utility. These statements are not
partition sensitive.

MJUTLICS
Contains default JCL and Db2 utility statements that execute the IBM Db2 COPY utility against a tablespace set.
This model uses the Db2 LISTDEF and TEMPLATE statements and the %STTRLATD variable.

MJUTLMC
Contains default JCL and Db2 utility statements that execute the IBM Db2 MERGECOPY (MC) utility.

MJUTLMD
Contains default Db2 utility statements that execute the IBM MODIFY (MD) utility.

MJUTLMDP
Contains default Db2 utility statements that execute the IBM MODIFY utility. These statements are not partition
sensitive.

MJUTLPR
Contains default JCL that executes the Database Analyzer Reports (PR) and Statistics (PS) utilities.

MJUTLPT
Contains default JCL that executes the Database Analyzer Command Processor (CP), Message Processor (MP),
VSAM Access Services (AM), and Update Catalog (UC) utilities.

MJUTLQU
Contains default Db2 utility statements that execute the IBM QUIESCE (QU) utility.
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MJUTLQUS
Contains default Db2 utility statements that execute the IBM QUIESCE (QU) utility against a tablespace set. This
model uses the Db2 TABLESPACESET keyword.

MJUTLRBN
Contains a job step that executes a REBIND with the %PLANS variable. %TSSET can be commented within this
member when %PLANS is used.

MJUTLRC
Contains default Db2 utility statements that execute the IBM RECOVER (RC) utility.

MJUTLRC#
Contains JCL that uses #IF-ELSE logic to include sort work files when recovering an indexspace.

MJUTLRCS
Contains default Db2 utility statements that execute the IBM RECOVER (RC) utility against a tablespace set. This
model uses the Db2 LISTDEF statement and the %STTRLATD variable.

MJUTLRO
Contains default Db2 utility statements that execute the IBM REORG (RO) utility. This member includes JCL and
parameters for sort work data sets.

MJUTLRO#
Contains JCL that uses #IF-ELSE logic to include a SYSREC file when reorganizing a tablespace.

MJUTLROC
Contains REORG JCL that uses the inline copy (COPYDDN) keyword.

MJUTLROD
Contains JCL that generates an IBM online REORG utility JOB step for a list of partitions that are selected from
the available tablespace partitions.

MJUTLROF
Contains JCL that uses #IF-ELSE logic to execute the IBM REORG utility.

MJUTLROI
Contains REORG JCL that uses #IF-ELSE logic.

MJUTLROL
Contains JCL that generates a batch IBM REORG utility JOB step for a list of partitions that are selected from the
available tablespace partitions.

MJUTLROO
Contains default Db2 utility statements that execute an IBM ONLINE REORG utility (SHRLEVEL CHANGE).

MJUTLROP
Contains default Db2 utility statements that execute the IBM REORG utility. These statements are not partition
sensitive.

MJUTLRP
Contains default Db2 utility statements that execute the IBM REPORT utility.

MJUTLRPK
Contains a job step that executes a REBIND with the %PKGS variable.

MJUTLRPN
Contains a job step that executes a REBIND with the %PKGSN variable. This model is useful when processing
native SQL stored procedures.

MJUTLRPT
Contains a job step that executes a REBIND with the %PKGST variable.
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MJUTLRR
Contains default Db2 utility statements that execute the IBM REPORT RECOVERY (RR) utility.

MJUTLRS
Contains default Db2 utility statements that execute the IBM RUNSTATS (RS) utility. The USE PROFILE syntax is
included in the generated JCL when the use of statistics profiles is possible.

MJUTLRSS
Contains default Db2 utility statements that execute the IBM RUNSTATS (RS) utility. This model demonstrates
how to generate RUNSTATS at the table level and how to use various IBM Db2 PROFILE features.

MJUTLRT
Contains default Db2 utility statements that execute the IBM REPORT TABLESPACESET (RT) utility.

MJUTLST
Contains default Db2 utility statements that execute the IBM STOSPACE (ST) utility.

MJUTLUC
Executes the Database Analyzer Update Catalog (UC) utility code. This code updates the Db2 system catalog
with the statistics from the last Database Analyzer execution.

Additional Model Members
Database Analyzer also provides the following model members which do not begin with MJ:

MDESTOBJ
Defines the databases, tablespaces, and destinations to be used with the symbolic variable %DEST. The value for
%DEST is retrieved from MDESTOBJ when the action is generated.

RALUBPX
Contains the JCL that can be executed to produce a report of the action procedures stored in table
PTI.RACR_PROC_xxxx. This report is named the Model/Action Cross-Reference report.

RALUBPY
Contains the JCL that can be executed to produce a report of the extract/action procedures stored in table
PTI.RACR_PROC_xxxx. This report is named the Extract/DBname/Action Cross-Reference report.

Dynamic Utility (DU) Sample JCL Model Members
The following table describes the DU (Dynamic Utility) sample JCL model members:

The Steps column shows how many steps are generated when the object is partitioned. The value 1 refers to one step for
all selected partitions. The value x refers to one step for each selected partition.

Member Steps Description

DMPTIFC* 1 Sample models for Fast Check. See model members for detailed descriptions of use.
DMPTIFI* 1 Sample models for Fast Index. See model members for detailed descriptions of use.
DMPTIFL*
DMPTILX*

1
x

Sample models for Fast Load. See model members for detailed descriptions of use.

DMPTIFR* x Sample models for Fast Recover. See model members for detailed descriptions of use.
DMPTIFU*
DMPTIUX*

1
x

Sample models for Fast Unload. See model members for detailed descriptions of use.

DMPTIMC* x Sample Merge/Modify merge copy models. See model members for detailed descriptions of use.
DMPTIMM* x Sample models for Merge/Modify. See model members for detailed descriptions of use.
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Member Steps Description

DMPTIPC* 1
x

Sample Command Processor models. See model members for detailed descriptions of use. DU processing
for the PC utility code can be 1 or x steps according to the value set for the %DUSTEPS DU symbolic
variable.

DMPTIQC*
DMPTICX*

1
x

Sample models for Quick Copy. For detailed descriptions of use, see model members.

DMPTIRR*
DMPTIRX*

1
x

Sample models for Rapid Reorg. For detailed descriptions of use, see model members.

NOTE
For more information, see Utility Codes and Dynamic Utility Symbolic Variables.

Model Member Uses
You can use model members in action and utility procedures, and in other Database Analyzer facilities.

• Action and Utility Procedures
• Other Database Analyzer Facilities

Action and Utility Procedures

This section describes how model JCL members are used in action procedures and utility procedures:

Job card
The JOB statement member is specified at execution time. The default model job member is MJJOBCD.

General Db2 Utility JCL
This contains the general JCL statements necessary for executing any Db2 utility. Whenever a Db2 utility is
selected, the general Db2 utility JCL is combined with the utility model JCL to generate the necessary JCL and
control statements to execute the utility.
The general Db2 model JCL contains the EXEC statement for executing the IBM DSNUTILB program with any
necessary SYSPRINT, UTPRINT, and other basic JCL requirements needed for executing any Db2 utility.
Specific JCL requirements, such as SYSCOPY DD requirements for an image copy, are included in the model
JCL member for the image copy option and are not included in the general utility model.
The default is MJUTLGL. Member MJUTLGLH is the same as MJUTLGL, except that MJUTLGLH keeps a history
file of the IBM/Db2 utilities.

Special PDA services JCL
The following utilities execute special services: Command Processor, Message Processor, and VSAM Access
Methods. These services use member MJUTLPT to supply the necessary JCL.

Db2 utility JCL
These members specify the necessary control statements and any additional JCL requirements (apart from
member MJUTLGL) to execute the utilities. Each supported Db2 utility has a separate model JCL member.

User applications or third party utilities' JCL
These can use model JCL to specify the necessary job-step information for executing the program. The user is
responsible for creating the necessary model JCL members to run the user programs or unsupported utilities. The
model JCL can use Database Analyzer automatic or user-defined symbolics.

Other Database Analyzer Facilities

This section describes how model JCL members are used in other Database Analyzer facilities.
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Statistics Maintenance JCL or CLIST
These can be used to execute statistics maintenance in batch mode. The default JCL members are MJRTRST
and MJBKPST. The default CLIST members are MCRTRST and MCBKPST.

PDA Procedure Batch Submission JCL
This is used to execute procedures in batch mode.

MJSTATS
The model member default when submitting batch jobs. A different member can be specified or a member
selection list can be requested. You can also edit or browse the member before submission to verify that the
correct libraries are being used.

Utility Processing
The following utilities are processed for tablespaces or tables, regardless of the existence of an index or %OBJTYPE
symbolic:

• MC (Merge Copy)
• MD (Modify)
• CD (Check Data)
• RR (Report Recover)
• RT (Report Tablespace)
• QU (Quiesce Tablespace)

Index utilities are not generated, because these utilities are invalid for indexes.

The CK (Check Index) utility is processed only for indexes, regardless of the existence of a tablespace or %OBJTYPE
symbolic because this utility is invalid for tablespaces.

The following symbolic variables also influence utility processing:

• Use %OBJTYPE in a utility model to generate utilities for tablespaces and indexes.
• Use %TSNAME in a utility model to generate utilities strictly for a tablespace. Do not use %OBJTYPE .
• Use %IXNAME or %IXSPACE in a utility model to generate utilities strictly for an index. Do not use %OBJTYPE .
• Reference %TSNAME and %TBNAME in separate MP action codes.

NOTE
For more information, see Symbolic Variables.

Processing Considerations for Model JCL
Consider the following processing considerations for model JCL:
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• JOB Control Statements are used when a procedure or utility extract is submitted.
• IF-ELSE Control Statements are used to customize the generation of the JCL.
• The CM Control Statement is used to include comments in the model JCL that are excluded from the generated JCL.
• Use the SET CONST_PERCENT=xx Statement to include a percent sign (% ) in the JCL output.
• Use the %SYSCOPY symbolic variable instead of hard-coded SYSCOPY DD Statements in the model JCL.
• The Batch JCL PARM Options provide additional control during the batch execution of the JCL.
• Assign specific Db2 Utility IDs (UIDs) by adding them to the EXEC commands with the common utility JCL member.
• Specify Job Parameters for Action Jobs when you submit an extract that is tied to an action procedure.
• Generate Multiple Job Steps for model JCL members that generate one step when multiple utilities are applied to

multiple objects.
• Consider the Job Steps Generated for Utility Extracts including an example of the JCL.
• LISTDEF Support is provided to execute utilities against a list of objects in one step.
• Use the SET LISTDEF_STEP_LIMIT=nn Statement to control the number of LISTDEF objects processed per step.
• Step Names Generated by MJUTLGL are unique for each job step in the utility job stream.
• Identify the Automatic Suppression of REORG JCL for Indexes when a tablespace is reorganized.
• Consider the COPY INDEX Processing Conditions required for the index image copy feature.
• Restarting Jobs at a step when a job abends is done by adding the RESTART parameter to the EXEC command.
• Database Analyzer provides LOB Support for tablespaces and auxiliary indexes.

JOB Control Statements
JOB control statements are used when a procedure or utility extract is submitted.

Other members in your model library may also require JOB statements, such as MJBKPST and MJRTRST, which are
used for statistics maintenance. MJJOBCD contains a model JOB statement that must be customized for your site.

• General Guidelines
• Column Restrictions

General Guidelines

Verify that the first statement in the JOB statement model is a valid JOB statement. Otherwise, problems can occur, such
as unresolved symbolic variables.

The word “JOB” must start at or after column 12 in the JOB statement. If “JOB” appears before column 12, incorrect or no-
action JCL can be generated.

The only valid symbolic variables that are supported in MJJOBCD are %DATE, %TIME, and %USERID. These symbolics
are resolved when the batch extract JCL is generated and put into the 01 control statements. Any unsupported symbolic
variable is replaced by an automatic symbolic variable, and is listed as such on the Model JCL Substitution panel.

Although Database Analyzer expands the allowable JOB statement columns, we recommend that you only use columns
1 though 50 of any JCL statement containing symbolic variables. This guideline helps prevent misinterpretations of any
expanded symbolic variable values. If you must enter JOB statement information past 50 columns, it is advisable to stay
within 65 columns.

Column Restrictions

The customization that is allowed for Database Analyzer uses columns 1 through 71.

Previously, job control statements were created where columns 1 through 70 were retained while columns 71 through 80
were dropped. This convention was used to account for the space taken by the two-digit control card number, 01. This
alleviated the problem of dropping special characters in columns 71 and 72, which are required columns for some job
schedulers.
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Currently, to let you enter information in the previously dropped columns, columns 69 through 71 are reserved for job
scheduler special characters. To account for the two-digit control statement of 01, however, two columns are discarded.
For this reason, the information in columns 67 and 68 are not recognized. The following sample panel illustrates this point:

EDIT ---- CA.DB2.CDBAMDL(MJJOBCD)            ------------ COLUMNS 001 072      

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ****************************

=COLS> ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7

000001 //PDMAC#37 JOB (PD20-200-PDA),'PDA B307 JCL - CM',CLASS=A, ABCDEFGHI<>

000002 //          MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=PDMAC                                   

000003 //*                                                                   

****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA **************************

In line 000001 of the preceding example, <> acts as job scheduler information. ABCDEFGHI is example JOB statement
information. The A begins in column 60 and the G begins in column 66. You must blank out the G before submitting this
JOB statement to make sure that a JCL syntax error does not occur. Columns 67 and 68 will be dropped (H and I in this
example) to retain the three job scheduler characters, <>.

The following sample panel further illustrates the use of <> as special job scheduler characters. Columns 67 and 68 are
dropped (letters H and I from ABCDEFGHI):

EDIT ---- PDMAC.PDA.JCL(JOBSC307)         -------------------- COLUMNS 001 072

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

000020 //PTIIPT    DD   *                                                     

000021 00DBL#QU2 USERxx  ssid         h  RDTP0201RDTS0201RDTU0201             

000022 00          ssid/ N                                                    

000023 00  DPDMAC.PDA.CNTL                                USERxx              

000024 00'PTIPROD.RP411AA.CDBAMDL'                                              

000025 01//XXXXX#37 JOB (PD20-200-PDA),'PDA B307 JCL - CM',CLASS=A, ABCDEFG<> 

000026 01//          MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=USERxx                                 

000027 01//*                                                                  

000028 05DBL#QU2  DSNDB06                                                     

****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************

The following partially illustrates the generated JCL after running the previous example job. Notice that columns 67 and 68
do not contain the H and I letters. The job scheduler characters are retained:

EDIT ---- PDMAC.PDA.CNTL(A0723006)         ------------------- COLUMNS 001 072

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA *****************************

000001 //PDMAC#37 JOB (PD20-200-PDA),'PDA B307 JCL - CM',CLASS=A, ABCDEFG  <> 

000002 //          MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=USERXX                                   

000003 //*                                                                    

000004 //* QU  MJUTLQU USERxx                                                 

000005 //UTIL0001 EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,                             

000006 //        PARM='ssid,PTDB'                                             

000007 //STEPLIB   DD   DSN=DSN.V230.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR                         

000008 //SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=*                                              

000009 //UTPRINT   DD   SYSOUT=*                                              

000010  QUIESCE TABLESPACE PTDB.CMS0203                                       

000011          TABLESPACE PTDB.TMS0203                                       

000012          TABLESPACE PTDB.CVS0203                                       

000013          TABLESPACE PTDB.SCS0203                                       

000014          TABLESPACE PTDB.TBS0203                                       

000015          TABLESPACE PTDB.SGS0203                                       
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000016          TABLESPACE PTDB.SRS0203                                       

000017          TABLESPACE PTDB.SES0203                                       

000018          TABLESPACE PTDB.DBS0203                                       

000019          TABLESPACE PTDB.FCS0203                                       

000020          TABLESPACE PTDB.FRS0203                                       

000021          TABLESPACE PTDB.FDS0203

IF-ELSE Control Statements
Within a model JCL member, you can use #IF, #ELSEIF, #ELSE, and #ENDIF control statements to customize your JCL
generation.

These statements let you use a single model utility to provide different JCL statements that are based on different
conditions.

NOTE
These control statements must begin in the first column.

#IF-ELSE model control cards can be included in any model JCL members to conditionally alter the generated JCL. The
statements are #IF, #ELSEIF, #ELSE, and #ENDIF. When using #IF-ELSE logic, the statement line must begin with one of
the functions.

• There can be more #IF statements than #ENDIF statements. However, this is not recommended and can potentially
lead to unexpected JCL output. When using a single #IF statement, the #ENDIF is not required.

• #ELSEIF is used when a case structure is required. The #ELSEIF statement is most effective when testing more than
two scenarios. See the following example:
#IF(%SYSID,EQ,DSNP)          

//STEPLIB DD DSN=DSNP.DSNLOAD

#ELSEIF(%SYSID,EQ,DSNT)      

//STEPLIB DD DSN=DSNT.DSNLOAD

#ELSE                        

//STEPLIB DD DSN=DSNQ.DSNLOAD

#ENDIF

• #ELSE is optional.
• When #ELSE is used, it must be the last function before the matching #ENDIF.

The statements #IF and #ELSEIF can be followed by the following operands:

• A single operand that establishes a condition as being True or False.
– If the resulting value = 1, then it is True.
– If the resulting value = 0, then it is False.
The single operand must be a user-defined symbolic variable because Database Analyzer does not have any
automatic symbolic variables that return a 0 or 1 value.
#IF(%USERSYM)

• Three operands that include value1, operator, value2 create a condition. For example, the following statement
indicates to generate a REORG when a space value is greater than 100:
#IF(%REORGP,>,100)

The following conditions apply:

• No spaces are allowed within the statement.
• A pound sign (#) must precede each keyword (IF, THEN, ELSE, and ELSEIF); for example, #IF.
• Symbolic variable tests and conditional logic must be contained within parentheses.
• No blanks can be placed between keywords and conditional tests.

#IF(%REORGP,>,100) is valid
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#IF (%REORGP,>,100) is invalid

• All automatic and conditional symbolic variables must be prefixed with a percent sign (%).
• #IF statements can be nested to 20 levels.
• value1, operator, and value2 must be separated with commas. Blanks are not allowed.
• Symbolic variables and calculations are allowed for value1 or value2.

The following conditional operators can be used:

Symbol Operator Meaning

= EQ Equal
< LT Less Than
> GT Greater Than
<> NE Not Equal

• Numeric strings or character strings can be compared when the operators are used.
• #IF statements must not contain substring functions. If a value is needed and can be obtained only by a substring

function, then create a user-defined symbolic variable and set it to the substring function when creating the action
procedure. Then use the user-defined symbolic variable within the #IF statement. See the following example:
#IF(%DBTYPE,EQ,QA)

When you create an action that uses this model member, you are prompted for the value of the %DBTYPE variable.
Set this user symbolic variable to the SUBSTR function such as %SUBSTR(1, 2, %DBNAME).

NOTE
All the JCL after an incorrectly coded #IF statement is not generated.

The following symbolics must not appear in #IF, %CALC, %SUBSTR, or as part of a user symbolic replacement value:

• %LBL
• %REFER2
• %LBL2
• %REFER3
• %LBL3
• %REFER4
• %LBL4
• %DDNAME
• %REFER
• %PREVSTEP

IF-ELSE Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the #IF, #ELSEIF, #ELSE, and #ENDIF control statements within a model JCL
member:

NOTE
These control statements must begin in the first column.

The following sample panel illustrates how #IF-ELSE logic can be used. This sample is found in
hlq.CDBAMDL(MJUTLICF). In this example, the tablespace information is copied to DASD whenever %REORGP is less
than 250. If %REORGP is greater than or equal to 250, then the tablespace information is copied to tape:

EDIT ----CA.DB2.CDBAMDL(MJUTLICF) --------COLUMNS 001 072                        

COMMAND ===>                                             SCROLL ===> CSR       

***************************** Top of Data *************************************
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//* REORGP = %REORGP                                                           

#IF(%PARTPHY,NE,%PARTLOG)                                                      

#SET %O = %SUBSTR(1,1,%OBJTYPE)                                                

#SET %PPHY = %PARTPHY                                                          

//* Note: Rotated object - Type=%O DB=%DBNAME  Space=%SPACENM                  

//*       Partition info - Physical=%PPHY Logical=%PARTLOG LLQ=%DSNLLQ         

#ENDIF                                                                         

#CM  Change the sample dataset name to meet your site's requirements.          

#SET %JDAYTM = %SUBSTR(5,3,%DATEJUL)%SUBSTR(1,4,%TIME)                         

#IF(%REORGP,<,250)                                                             

//%SYSCPY  DD DSN=%USERID..%DBNAME..%SPACENM..%DSNLLQ..D%JDAYTM,               

// UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(4096,(%REORGP,10)),DISP=(,CATLG)                          

 COPY %OBJTYPE   %CREATOR..%OBJECT  %PARTLBL %PART                             

      DEVT DISK  COPYDDN %SYSCPY                                               

  #IF(%OBJTYPE,NE,INDEX)                                                       

      FULL %FULL                                                               

  #ENDIF                                                                       

      SHRLEVEL REFERENCE                                                       

#ELSE                                                                          

//%SYSCPY2 DD DSN=%USERID..%DBNAME..%SPACENM..%DSNLLQ..D%JDAYTM,               

// UNIT=TAPE,LABEL=(%LBL2,SL),DISP=(,CATLG),                                   

// VOL=(,RETAIN%REFER2)                                                        

 COPY %OBJTYPE   %CREATOR..%OBJECT  %PARTLBL %PART                             

      DEVT TAPE  COPYDDN %SYSCPY2                                              

  #IF(%OBJTYPE,NE,INDEX)                                                       

      FULL %FULL                                                               

  #ENDIF                                                                       

      SHRLEVEL REFERENCE                                                       

#ENDIF                                                                         

**************************** Bottom of Data ****************************

NOTE
The preceding illustration also shows how to use the %SUBSTR function.

Another example of #IF-ELSE logic is presented in the following sample panel, which demonstrates the use of nested #IF-
ELSE statements. The sample JCL would be used when a REORG is required and selected through a US utility code.

The model member selectively generates JCL depending on the Db2 SYSID, whether the object being reorganized is an
index or tablespace, how large the object is, and whether the object is partitioned.

The DSNUTILB PARM statement and STEPLIB vary depending on the Db2 subsystem. If the object is an index, the //
SYSREC DD is not generated. The symbolic %REORGP determines the size that is needed for a REORG and decides
whether to use tape or disk for the SYSREC file. And finally, the SYSREC data set name varies depending on whether the
object is partitioned.

********************************* TOP OF DATA **********************************

//*                                                                     00010000

//*   REORG %OBJTYPE %CREATOR..%OBJECT %PARTLIT %PART                   00020000

//*                                                                     00030000

//*  %UTILCD  %UTILMD  %USERID                                          00040001

//%STEPNAME  EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,PARM=%SYSID                              00050001

#IF(%SYSID,=,PROD)                                                      00060007

//         STEPLIB=DSN.PROD.DSNLOAD                                     00070007

#ELSEIF(%SYSID,=,TEST)                                                  00071007

//         STEPLIB=DSN.TEST.DSNLOAD                                     00072007
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#ENDIF                                                                  00073001

#IF(%OBJTYPE,NE,INDEX)                                                  00080001

#IF(%PARTLIT,EQ,PART)                                                   00081004

//SYSREC   DD DSN=%USERID..%OBJECT..%SYSID..D%DATE..P%PART,             00090007

#ELSEIF(%PARTLIT,NE,PART)                                               00090105

//SYSREC   DD DSN=%USERID..%OBJECT..%SYSID..D%DATE..I%INCR,             00090307

#ENDIF                                                                  00090406

//* REORGP = %REORGP                                                    00091002

#IF(%REORGP,>,200)                                                      00100001

//            UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,KEEP),                                   00110001

//            VOL=(,RETAIN%REFER)                                       00121001

#ENDIF                                                                  00122001

#ELSEIF(%REORGP,LE,200)                                                 00123001

//            UNIT=DISK,DISP=(,KEEP),                                   00124001

//            SPACE=(%ROSYSREC,20)                                      00125001

#ENDIF                                                                  00126001

//SYSUT1   DD UNIT=DISK,DISP=(,PASS),                                   00128001

//            SPACE=(%ROSYSUT1,20)                                      00129001

//SORTOUT  DD UNIT=DISK,DISP=(,PASS),                                   00129101

//            SPACE=(%ROSORT,20)                                        00129201

//SYSPRINT DD *                                                         00310001

//UTPRINT  DD *                                                         00311001

 REORG %OBJTYPE %CREATOR..%OBJECT %PARTLIT %PART                        00320001

 UNLOAD CONTINUE                                                        00330001

 SORTDEVT %UNIT                                                         00340001

 SORTNUM 4                                                              00350001

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

This model JCL member is a modified copy of the sample MJUTLGL member that is used for execution of IBM utilities.
The #IF-ELSE logic demonstrated here shows how a single model library can be executed in multiple Db2 subsystems to
automatically pick up the correct Db2 LOADLIBs and subsystem IDs based on the system where the objects reside.

********************************* TOP OF DATA **********************************

//* %UTILCD  %UTILMD %USERID                                            00010000

//%STEPNAME EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='%SYSID'                00020000

#IF(%SYSID,EQ,ssid)                                                     00021001

//STEPLIB   DD   DSN=DSN.V230.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR                          00021101

#ELSEIF(%SYSID,EQ,D23B)                                                 00021201

//STEPLIB   DD   DSN=DSN.V230.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR                          00021301

#ELSEIF(%SYSID,EQ,ssid)                                                 00022001

//STEPLIB   DD   DSN=DSN.V31A.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR                         00022101

#ELSEIF(%SYSID,EQ,D22A)                                                 00023001

//STEPLIB   DD   DSN=DSN.V220.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR                          00030001

#ENDIF                                                                  00031001

//SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=*                                               00040000

//UTPRINT   DD   SYSOUT=*                                               00050000

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

CM Control Statement
The #CM model control statement includes comments in the model JCL that are not included in the generated JCL. #CM
must start in column one.

For example, the following comment in the Model JCL does not appear in the generated JCL:
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#CM  ******************************************************

#CM  IN THIS EXAMPLE, THE TABLESPACE INFORMATION IS COPIED 

#CM  TO DASD WHENEVER %REORGP IS LESS THAN 250.  IF %REORGP

#CM  IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 250, THEN THE TABLESPACE  

#CM  INFORMATION IS COPIED TO TAPE.                        

#CM  ******************************************************

SET CONST_PERCENT=xx Statement
Use the #SET CONST_PERCENT=xx statement in a model to include a percent sign (% ) in your JCL output.

A single percent sign (% ) in a model is processed as part of a symbolic variable. To create a constant (% ) value in the JCL
output, specify two percent signs (%% ) in the model.

Using the #SET CONST_PERCENT=xx statement in a model provides another way to include a percent sign (% ) in your
JCL output. In fact, using #SET CONST_PERCENT=@ is the only way to make a constant (% ) appear in the last data
column (column 71) of the JCL output.

Syntax

This command uses the following syntax:

#SET CONST_PERCENT=xx

The xx value is one or two characters that are replaced with one percent sign (% ). The command must start in the first
column in the model before the point where you want the first replacement. To turn off processing, leave the value blank,
as shown in the following example:

#SET CONST_PERCENT=

Example

In the following example, all occurrences of @ are replaced with % .

If the symbolic variable %VAR equals ABCD, then the following output would occur during JCL output using #SET
CONST_PERCENT=@ .

• If you have @VAR in the model, your output is %VAR . The #SET CONST_PERCENT=@ command replaces the at sign (@
) with a percent sign (% ). No symbolic variable substitution occurs because VAR is treated as regular characters.

• If you have %VAR in the model, your output is ABCD. The percent % is treated as part of a symbolic variable. The
symbolic variable %VAR is substituted with ABCD. The #SET CONST_PERCENT=@ command does not apply in this
instance.

SYSCOPY DD Statements
We recommend using the %SYSCOPY symbolic variable instead of hard coding SYSCOPY DD statements into the model
JCL.

%SYSCOPY automatically generates the proper steps when multiple executions of a step, such as an image copy before
and after a reorganization (IC, RO, or IC), are requested.

If you use hard-coded SYSCOPY DD statements, rather than using %SYSCOPY, ensure that your model JCL does
not have conflicting JCL requirements. For example, if two of your model JCL members reference the SYSCOPY DD
command, you receive a JCL error because two SYSCOPY DD commands are present in the job stream. To circumvent
this problem, use a different DD command for each copy.
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Batch JCL PARM Options
The following JCL PARM options provide additional control during the batch execution of JCL:

MAINT
Specifies whether to override the profile regarding statistics maintenance. The following values are valid:
Y

Overrides the profile and forces statistics maintenance to run.
N

Overrides the profile and forces statistics maintenance not to run.
REGION

Specifies whether to include region information (virtual storage) in the PTIMSG output. The following values are
valid:
Y

This is the default.
N

Gets accurate IEF374I information from z/OS.
HRECALL

Specifies whether to wait for an IBM DFHSM migrated data set to be recalled. The following values are valid:
N

Does not wait. This is the default.
Y

Waits up to 5 minutes for each migrated object to be recalled.
R

Forces a recall of all migrated objects in an extract procedure without any other processing. Objects that
are not migrated are bypassed. This option recalls all objects at once. Later, a submission without this
JCL PARM can be used to process all objects.

Also, PDA parmlib keyword HRECALL_WAIT_TIME defines the number of seconds to wait for a migrated data set
to be recalled. The default is 0 (zero), which means do not wait.

IDCAMS
Specifies whether to disable IDCAMS LISTCAT processing optimization. This can be used for benchmarking. The
following values are valid:
Y

Disables optimization.
N

Does not disable optimization.

Db2 Utility IDs (UIDs)
Assign specific Db2 Utility IDs (UIDs) by adding them to the EXEC commands with the common utility JCL member.

Database Analyzer does not assign an explicit Db2 utility ID (UID). Db2 uses userid.jobname as the default utility ID.
You can assign a specific utility ID by changing your common utility JCL member (default member MJUTLGL) to add the
utility ID to the EXEC command of the step. You can use symbolic variables as part of your specification. For example,
specifying a utility ID of %USERID.%STEPNAME automatically generates a unique utility ID for each step in the utility job
stream.

You can also use the following symbolics to generate a unique utility ID:

%JOBNAME.%STEPNAME             
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%JOBNAME..%USERID           

%JOBNAME.%DBID.%OBID            

%JOBNAME.%SPACENAM             

%UTILCD..%DBID..%OBID..%PARTNO

NOTE

• The utility ID has a maximum length of 16 digits. If the symbolics specified cause the utility ID to exceed 16
digits, the job fails.

• If there are 32511 or more databases when the database is created, Db2 uses a negative number for the
DBID. The negative value can result in syntax errors. In this case, you can update the affected models to
assign a unique %NEWDBID value for your site.
For example, you can use the following instructions to assign a unique (positive) DBID value to %NEWDBID in
place of the %DBID automatic symbolic:
#IF(%DBID,GT,0)

   #SET %NEWDBID = %DBID

#ELSE

   #SET %NEWDBID = %CALC(65535-%SUBSTR(2,5,%DBID))

#ENDIF 

Specify Job Parameters for Action Jobs
Use the Job Generation Parms panel to specify which parameters to use when generating action jobs.

Action jobs are generated when you submit an extract procedure that has ties to an action procedure and Action JCL is
requested.

Specify one of the following parameters:

• Number of jobs to generate
• New job every n steps

You can further customize your action jobs by selecting other parameters, such as:

• New PDS member for each job
• New step for each utility
• New job for each object (applies only when Number of jobs is selected)

Job names are up to eight characters in length and can be static or Database Analyzer can generate a job name.
Generated job names are based on the specified job name mask and criteria that you specify in the sequencing options.
For example, to generate job names such as PDA201PK, PDA202PK, and PDA203PK, specify the following criteria:

Jobname Mask:           PDAJOBPK

Sequencing type:        NUMERIC

Squencing digits:       3

Sequencing start value: 201

Sequencing start position: 4

Use the following steps to use the Job Generation Parms panel to specify which parameters to use when generating
action jobs:

1. Select the Extract Procedures option from the Main Menu. Press Enter.
The Extract Procedure Services panel appears.

2. Create or update an extract procedure and press Enter.
The Build Extract Procedures panel appears.

3. Complete one of the following steps:
– Type U in the Job Generation Parms field. Press Enter.
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The Job Generation Parms panel appears. This panel specifies, for example, the number of jobs and the name of
the jobs to generate during action generation. The specified values help you control how the action job stream is
built and facilitates better coordination with your job scheduler, before the jobs are generated.

NOTE
If you specify a Jobname Type of FIXED, then the value in the Jobname field is used, as is, for each job in
the generated action JCL. As a result, the same name is used for each job. The Sequencing fields do not
apply.

– Type N in the Job Generation Parms field. This value indicates that no special parameters are needed for action job
generation. Press Enter.
Database Analyzer generates from 200 to 255 steps per job. All jobs have the same name so that the jobs run
in the proper order. The default name for the jobs begins with PDAUTIL, which comes from model member
MJJOBCD.

Generate Multiple Job Steps
Generate multiple job steps for model JCL members that generate one step when multiple utilities are applied to multiple
objects.

Some model JCL members generate one step when multiple JCL members (utilities) are applied against multiple objects
in extract or utility procedures.

RUNSTATS %OBJTYPE %CREATOR..%OBJECT SHRLEVEL REFERENCE generates one step with multiple RUNSTATS
control cards in the following sample JCL model for RS (Runstats):

//JOBNAME JOB (ACCT INFO),CLASS=CLASS,MSGCLASS=CLASS,                        

//             NOTIFY=USERID                                                 

//* JOBCARD:                                                                 

//* RS       MJUTLRS USERXX                                                  

//UTIL0001  EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='ssid'                       

//STEPLIB   DD   DSN=DSN.V310.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR                              

//SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=*                                                    

//UTPRINT   DD   SYSOUT=*                                                    

 RUNSTATS TABLESPACE DB.TS1  SHRLEVEL REFERENCE                              

 RUNSTATS INDEX    (CREATOR.IX1)       SHRLEVEL REFERENCE                    

 RUNSTATS TABLESPACE DB.TS2 SHRLEVEL REFERENCE                               

 RUNSTATS INDEX    (CREATOR.IX2)       SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

To generate a new step for each tablespace or index in the extract, add a comment or statement to the member:

//* THIS COMMENT CARD WILL GEN A NEW STEP FOR EACH OBJECT

RUNSTATS %OBJTYPE %CREATOR . . %OBJECT SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

The generated JCL contains one step for each tablespace or index:

//* RS       MJUTLRS@ USERXX                                                  

//UTIL0001  EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='D51A'                        

//STEPLIB   DD   DSN=DSN.V310.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR                               

//SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=*                                                     

//UTPRINT   DD   SYSOUT=*                                                     

 RUNSTATS TABLESPACE DB.TS1 SHRLEVEL REFERENCE                                

//* THIS IS A COMMENT CARD                                                    

//* RS       MJUTLRS@ USERXX                                                  

//UTIL0002  EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='ssid'                        

//STEPLIB   DD   DSN=DSN.V310.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR                               

//SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=*                                                     
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//UTPRINT   DD   SYSOUT=*                                                     

 RUNSTATS INDEX    (CREATOR.IX1)       SHRLEVEL REFERENCE                     

//* THIS IS A COMMENT CARD                                                    

//* RS       MJUTLRS@ USERXX                                                  

//UTIL0003  EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='ssid'                        

//STEPLIB   DD   DSN=DSN.V310.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR                               

//SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=*                                                     

//UTPRINT   DD   SYSOUT=*                                                     

 RUNSTATS TABLESPACE DB.TS2 SHRLEVEL REFERENCE                                

//* THIS IS A COMMENT CARD                                                    

//* RS       MJUTLRS@ USERXX                                                  

//UTIL0004  EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='ssid'                        

//STEPLIB   DD   DSN=DSN.V310.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR                               

//SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=*                                                     

//UTPRINT   DD   SYSOUT=*                                                     

 RUNSTATS INDEX    (CREATOR.IX2)      SHRLEVEL REFERENCE                      

//* THIS IS A COMMENT CARD

Most of the supplied models have // statements that generate a new step for each object in the extract. However, the
following default models do not have JCL control statements in them, therefore multiple utilities occur in a single step:

• Modify
• Report Recovery
• Report Tablespace
• Stospace
• Runstats
• Quiesce

Job Steps Generated for Utility Extracts
Consider the job steps generated for utility extracts including an example of the JCL.

After 200 steps are generated in a job that is created by the Utility Manager, another JOB statement is generated. This
extra JOB statement creates multiple jobs within one action member if the utility extract has multiple jobs.

NOTE
The model member used to generate the first JOB statement is also used to generate subsequent JOB
statements.

If you select several Db2 utilities that do not require additional JCL, Database Analyzer combines all utilities into one step
for all objects. For example, you create a utility extract and select an autobuild of four tablespaces in database PTDB.
For the utilities, you select an image copy, runstats, reorganization, and image copy (IC, RS, RO, IC). Database Analyzer
generates four steps for each tablespace with IC, RS, RO, and IC in one step per object. The following section illustrates
this example.

000001 //PDSHARDA JOB (PD20-200-ANL),CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,                     

000002 //             NOTIFY=PDSHAR,REGION=8M                                

000003 //*  THIS IS FOR ACTIONS ONLY                                         

000004 //* IC       MJUTLIC PDSHAR                                           

000005 //UTIL0001  EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=8M,PARM='ssid'                   

000006 //STEPLIB   DD   DSN=DSN.V230.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR                        

000007 //SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=*                                             

000008 //UTPRINT   DD   SYSOUT=*                                             

000009 //CPYA0003  DD DSN=USERXX.PTDB.PTTSRACL.D931006.P,                    

000010 // UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(14,14))                       
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000011  COPY TABLESPACE PTDB.PTTSRACL    DEVT DISK COPYDDN CPYA0003          

000012                 FULL YES   SHRLEVEL REFERENCE                         

000013  RUNSTATS TABLESPACE PTDB.PTTSRACL    TABLE ALL INDEX ALL             

000014   REPORT  YES                                                         

000015  REORG TABLESPACE PTDB.PTTSRACL                                       

000016  UNLOAD CONTINUE LOG     NO                                           

000017 SORTDEVT SYSDA SORTNUM 3                                              

000018  COPY TABLESPACE PTDB.PTTSRACL    DEVT DISK COPYDDN CPYA0006          

000019                 FULL YES   SHRLEVEL REFERENCE                         

000020 //* ADD COMMENT THIS IS A IBM REORG JOB TO                            

000021 //* REORG TABLESPACE AND REORGP = 9867                                

000022 //* ROSORTWK = 14                                                     

000023 //*  PTDB.PTTSRACL         USERID = USERxx                            

000024 //SYSREC   DD  DSN=PDSHAR.PTTSRACL.REORG.D931006.I001,                

000025 //    UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,KEEP),                                        

000026 //    SPACE=(CYL,(58,4))                                              

000027 //SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,KEEP),                               

000028 //    SPACE=(CYL,(58,4))                                              

000029 //SORTOUT  DD  UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,KEEP),                               

000030 //    SPACE=(CYL,(58,4))                                              

000031 //CPYA0006  DD DSN=USERXX.PTDB.PTTSRACL.D931006.P,                    

000032 // UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(14,14))                       

000033 //* IC       MJUTLIC USERxx                                           

000034 //UTIL0002  EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=8M,PARM='ssid'                   

000035 //STEPLIB   DD   DSN=DSN.V230.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR                        

000036 //SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=*                                             

000037 //UTPRINT   DD   SYSOUT=*                                             

000038 //CPYA0008  DD DSN=USERXX.PTDB.PTTSRACR.D931006.P,                    

000039 // UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))                         

000040  COPY TABLESPACE PTDB.PTTSRACR    DEVT DISK COPYDDN CPYA0008          

000041                 FULL YES   SHRLEVEL REFERENCE                         

000042  RUNSTATS TABLESPACE PTDB.PTTSRACR    TABLE ALL INDEX ALL             

000043   REPORT  YES                                                         

000044  REORG TABLESPACE PTDB.PTTSRACR                                       

000045  UNLOAD CONTINUE LOG     NO                                           

000046 SORTDEVT SYSDA SORTNUM 3                                              

000047  COPY TABLESPACE PTDB.PTTSRACR    DEVT DISK COPYDDN CPYA0011          

000048                 FULL YES   SHRLEVEL REFERENCE                         

000049 //* ADD COMMENT THIS IS A IBM REORG JOB TO                            

000050 //* REORG TABLESPACE AND REORGP = 310                                 

000051 //* ROSORTWK = 1                                                      

000052 //*  PTDB.PTTSRACR         USERID = PDSHAR                            

000053 //SYSREC   DD  DSN=PDSHAR.PTTSRACR.REORG.D931006.I002,                

000054 //    UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,KEEP),                                        

000055 //    SPACE=(CYL,(5,4))                                               

000056 //SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,KEEP),                               

000057 //    SPACE=(CYL,(5,4))                                               

000058 //SORTOUT  DD  UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,KEEP),                               

000059 //    SPACE=(CYL,(5,4))                                               

000060 //CPYA0011  DD DSN=USERXX.PTDB.PTTSRACR.D931006.P,                    

000061 // UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))                         

000062 //* IC       MJUTLIC PDSHAR                                           

000063 //UTIL0003  EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=8M,PARM='ssid'                   
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000064 //STEPLIB   DD   DSN=DSN.V230.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR                        

000065 //SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=*                                             

000066 //UTPRINT   DD   SYSOUT=*                                             

000067 //CPYA0013  DD DSN=USERXX.PTDB.PTTSRAIK.D931006.P,                    

000068 // UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))                         

000069  COPY TABLESPACE PTDB.PTTSRAIK    DEVT DISK COPYDDN CPYA0013          

000070                 FULL YES   SHRLEVEL REFERENCE                         

000071  RUNSTATS TABLESPACE PTDB.PTTSRAIK    TABLE ALL INDEX ALL             

000072   REPORT  YES                                                         

000073  REORG TABLESPACE PTDB.PTTSRAIK                                       

000074  UNLOAD CONTINUE LOG     NO                                           

000075 SORTDEVT SYSDA SORTNUM 3                                              

000076  COPY TABLESPACE PTDB.PTTSRAIK    DEVT DISK COPYDDN CPYA0016          

000077                 FULL YES   SHRLEVEL REFERENCE                         

000078 //* ADD COMMENT THIS IS A IBM REORG JOB TO                            

000079 //* REORG TABLESPACE AND REORGP = 1044                                

000080 //* ROSORTWK = 2                                                      

000081 //*  PTDB.PTTSRAIK         USERID = PDSHAR                            

000082 //SYSREC   DD  DSN=PDSHAR.PTTSRAIK.REORG.D931006.I003,                

000083 //    UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,KEEP),                                        

000084 //    SPACE=(CYL,(9,4))                                               

000085 //SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,KEEP),                               

000086 //    SPACE=(CYL,(9,4))                                               

000087 //SORTOUT  DD  UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,KEEP),                               

000088 //    SPACE=(CYL,(9,4))                                               

000089 //CPYA0016  DD DSN=USERXX.PTDB.PTTSRAIK.D931006.P,                    

000090 // UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))                         

000091 //* IC       MJUTLIC PDSHAR                                           

000092 //UTIL0004  EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=8M,PARM='ssid'                   

000093 //STEPLIB   DD   DSN=DSN.V230.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR                        

000094 //SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=*                                             

000095 //UTPRINT   DD   SYSOUT=*                                             

000096 //CPYA0018  DD DSN=USERXX.PTDB.PTTSRAIX.D931006.P,                    

000097 // UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(7,7))                         

000098  COPY TABLESPACE PTDB.PTTSRAIX    DEVT DISK COPYDDN CPYA0018          

000099                 FULL YES   SHRLEVEL REFERENCE                         

000100  RUNSTATS TABLESPACE PTDB.PTTSRAIX    TABLE ALL INDEX ALL             

000101   REPORT  YES                                                         

000102  REORG TABLESPACE PTDB.PTTSRAIX                                       

000103  UNLOAD CONTINUE LOG     NO                                           

000104 SORTDEVT SYSDA SORTNUM 3                                              

000105  COPY TABLESPACE PTDB.PTTSRAIX    DEVT DISK COPYDDN CPYA0021          

000106                 FULL YES   SHRLEVEL REFERENCE                         

000107 //* ADD COMMENT THIS IS A IBM REORG JOB TO                            

000108 //* REORG TABLESPACE AND REORGP = 4810                                

000109 //* ROSORTWK = 7                                                      

000110 //*  PTDB.PTTSRAIX         USERID = PDSHAR                            

000111 //SYSREC   DD  DSN=PDSHAR.PTTSRAIX.REORG.D931006.I004,                

000112 //    UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,KEEP),                                        

000113 //    SPACE=(CYL,(30,4))                                              

000114 //SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,KEEP),                               

000115 //    SPACE=(CYL,(30,4))                                              

000116 //SORTOUT  DD  UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,KEEP),                               
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000117 //    SPACE=(CYL,(30,4))                                              

000118 //CPYA0021  DD DSN=USERXX.PTDB.PTTSRAIX.D931006.P,                    

000119 // UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(7,7))

If you select multiple Db2 utilities, as illustrated in the previous sample panel (IC, RS, RO, or IC), and you also select a
non-Db2 utility code (MP, CP, AM, AL, or US), a separate step is generated for each object.

A separate step is generated for each object because each of these special codes requires its own job step (It has its own
JCL requirements). The flow would resemble the following steps:

1. Code IC object 1, RS, RO, and IC.
2. Code MP object 1.
3. Code IC object 2, RS, RO, and IC.
4. Code MP object 2.
5. Code IC object 3, RS, RO, and IC.
6. Code MP object 3.
7. Code IC object 4, RS, RO, and IC.
8. Code MP object 4.

Database Analyzer checks the first card that is not a model control card (for example, #IF) of a utility model. If it is a JCL
card, a new step is generated. A new step is also generated when any partitions have been selected and if the selected
utility is to be generated only once. The following list indicates the utility codes that cause a new step:

AL
Processed for each partition and for the tablespace as a whole.

CD
Processed once with the last partition for a partitioned object.

CK
Processed once with the last partition for a partitioned object.

DU
Processed for each partition and for the tablespace as a whole.

QU
Processed for each partition and for the tablespace as a whole.

RS
Processed for each partition.

RT
Processed once with the last partition for a partitioned object.

UC
Processed for each partition.

For example, do not use the preceding utility codes with the “Once per tablespace/indexspace” action conditions if you
only want to generate one step.

LISTDEF Support
Use LISTDEF statements to execute Image Copy (IC), REORG (RO), RUNSTATS (RS), or a user application (US) against
a list of objects in one step.

LISTDEF statements allow for greater concurrency during executions. You can also use the LISTDEF_STEP_LIMIT
parameter to control the number of objects that are processed per step.

Specify Order by Utility Codes Y on the Job Generations Parms panel, and use the following MJULD* model members to
execute the specified utilities with a LISTDEF statement:
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MJULDIC
Generates action JCL to execute Image Copy (IC) against the objects in a LISTDEF statement.

MJULDRO
Generates action JCL to execute REORG (RO) against the objects in a LISTDEF statement.

NOTE

• Reorgs of LOB tablespaces may be processed in separate steps.
• The DISABLE_AUTO_IX_RO_SUPP parameter is ignored.
• Index REORGS are always suppressed when related tablespaces are selected. The suppression of

index REORGs is partition sensitive except for NPIs.

MJULDRS
Generates action JCL to execute RUNSTATS (RS) against the objects in a LISTDEF statement.

NOTE
Index RUNSTATS are always suppressed when related tablespaces are selected unless the
%INDEXALL symbolic is removed from the model.

MJULDUS
Generates action JCL to execute a user application (US) against the objects in a LISTDEF statement. This model
selects the objects for processing, but does not modify or group the objects. LISTDEF statements generate one
list of tablespaces and indexes in the action JCL for a user application.

Consider the following items when using the MJULD* model members:

• The %LDEFFST, %LDEFINC, and %LDEFLST automatic symbolic variables are used in the MJULD* model members
to control the generation of LISTDEF statements.

• Do not use the %PREVSTEP symbolic variable when Order by Utility Codes is set to Y.
• The LISTDEF_STEP_LIMIT parameter is specified in the PDA parmlib member or with the LISTDEF_STEP_LIMIT=nn

statement within the MJULD* model members. The range is 1 through 32767. The default value is 50.
• If you tie more than one action procedure to the extract procedure and select more than one MULD* model, the #SET

LISTDEF_STEP_LIMIT=nn value that is specified for the first action procedure is used.
• To improve overall efficiency, the actual number of objects that are processed in a step can be higher than the

specified LISTDEF_STEP_LIMIT. For example, partitioned objects on the same tablespace are typically processed in
one step, even when the specified LISTDEF_STEP_LIMIT is exceeded.

SET LISTDEF_STEP_LIMIT=nn Statement
Use the #SET LISTDEF_STEP_LIMIT=nn statement in models that support the Db2 LISTDEF statement to control the
number of objects processed per step.

The MJULDIC, MJULDRO, MJULDRS, and MJULDUS model members use the Db2 LISTDEF statement to execute the
Image Copy (IC), REORG (RO), RUNSTATS (RS), and user application (US) utilities. The %LDEFFST, %LDEFINC, and
%LDEFLST automatic symbolic variables are used in the MJULD* model members.

Syntax
#SET LISTDEF_STEP_LIMIT=nn

The nn value is an integer in the range 1 through 32767 that controls the number of objects in a LISTDEF to process in
each step. If the specified value is invalid or blank, the value that is specified in the PDA parmlib member is used.

NOTE
The command must start in the first column and before the first LISTDEF statement in the model.
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If you tie more than one action procedure to the extract procedure and select more than one MULD* model member, the
#SET LISTDEF_STEP_LIMIT=nn value that is specified for the first action procedure is used.

To improve overall efficiency, the actual number of objects that are processed in a step can be higher than the specified
LISTDEF_STEP_LIMIT. For example, partitioned objects on the same tablespace are typically processed in one step,
even when the specified LISTDEF_STEP_LIMIT is exceeded.

Step Names Generated by MJUTLGL
If you use the general Db2 utility model, MJUTLGL, Database Analyzer automatically generates a unique step name for
each step in the utility job stream.

The step name begins with UTIL and ends with a four-digit sequence number (the same naming conventions as the
temporary utility procedures). The automatic generation of step names requires the use of the %STEPNAME symbolic
variable on your general Db2 utility JCL model.

NOTE
To keep a history file of the IBM/Db2 utilities, use MJUTLGLH instead of MJUTLGL.

Automatic Suppression of REORG JCL for Indexes
Identify when an index REORG is automatically suppressed by Database Analyzer when a tablespace is reorganized.

REORG JCL is generated when you request the Reorg (RO) utility code (when using the default model member
MJUTLRO, or selecting model member MJULDRO for LISTDEF statements) or the DU(RX) utility code from the Utility
Manager or Action Procedure facilities.

When a tablespace is reorganized, there is no need for most indexes on that tablespace to be reorganized because it is
done as part of the tablespace REORG. Therefore, Database Analyzer suppresses the generation of index REORGS.
This automatic suppression takes place for partitioned and nonpartitioned objects. If the action has conditional actions or
unconditional actions, the processing can vary. The following sections help identify when an index REORG is suppressed.

NOTE
You can disable the automatic suppression of index REORGs by specifying DISABLE_AUTO_IX_RO_SUPP (Y)
in hlq.CDBAPARM(PDA). However, DISABLE_AUTO_IX_RO_SUPP is ignored when Order by Utility Codes (Y)
is specified to process objects in a LISTDEF statement.

Do not use Database Analyzer to generate REORG JCL for catalog and directory objects. The internal
organization of these objects is different from user objects, which can cause space symbolic variables to be
inaccurate. Also, IBM REORG performs the reorganization of catalog tablespaces differently (no SORT or
BUILD phase).

Unconditional Action Procedures and Utility Manager

An unconditional action procedure generates a tablespace REORG, but a REORG index is not generated because the
associated indexes of the tablespace are reorganized when the tablespace is reorganized. However, if the automatic
index reorg suppression feature is disabled for only NPIs, then a REORG for the NPI is generated.

If you select a tablespace, table, and index at the Build Utility Extract panel, all these objects are reorganized because
Utility Manager selects all the displayed objects. When you enter A in the O (Option) field next to the Database name
in the Data Selection list, Utility Manager places an S next to the list of all resulting objects displayed at the Build Utility
Extract panel. Conversely, if you do not select an object at the Build Utility Extract panel, it is not included nor is it
available in the Extract Data Selection list.

NOTE
The Automatic Suppression of Index Reorg JCL feature is not supported by Utility Manager or with the DU(RR)
utility code.
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Conditional Action Procedure: Tablespace Conditions

For a non-partitioned object, a tablespace REORG is generated only if the tablespace met the tablespace conditions
defined. No index REORGs are generated because no index is selected when defining only tablespace conditions.

For a partitioned object, a REORG is generated for all tablespace partitions that meet the conditional actions.

When any tablespace partitions are selected to be reorganized using IBM REORG, the non-partitioning index is updated
versus reorganized when the associated tablespace is reorganized. If Rapid Reorg is used, the non-partitioning index is
reorganized or updated based on the REBUILD-INDEX control card keyword as specified in the DU model being used.

Conditional Action Procedure: Indexspace Conditions

For a non-partitioned object, an index REORG is generated only for those indexes that meet the conditional actions. No
tablespace REORG is generated because no tablespace is selected when defining only index conditions.

For a partitioned object, a REORG is generated for all index partitions that meet the conditional actions. For those index
partitions that did not meet the pre-defined conditions, the indexes are not reorganized because they were not selected.
There is no tablespace REORG because no tablespace is selected when defining only indexspace conditions.

Conditional Action Procedure: Tablespace and Indexspace Conditions

For a non-partitioned object, a tablespace REORG is generated only if the tablespace meets the defined tablespace
conditions. If the associated index is also selected, it is not reorganized because the tablespace is being reorganized.

If a tablespace does not meet the criteria, but the index that is associated with that tablespace does meet the index
condition that is defined, that index is reorganized. Naturally, if neither the tablespace nor index meets the defined
conditions, no REORG is generated.

For a partitioned object, a REORG is generated for all tablespace partitions that meet the conditional actions. For those
index partitions that are associated with the selected tablespace partitions, no REORG is generated. This is true even if
the index met the defined index conditions.

When any tablespace partitions are selected to be reorganized using Rapid Reorg, the non-partitioning index is
reorganized or updated based on the setting of the REBUILD-INDEX control card keyword as specified in the DU model
being used. If you use IBM REORG, the non-partitioning index is updated. If no tablespace partitions meet the tablespace
conditions, then index REORG JCL is generated, depending on which indexes meet the index conditions.

REORG JCL Examples

The following examples illustrate REORG JCL generation using a four-partitioned tablespace that has a partitioned index
and two non-partitioned indexes:

Example 1
A conditional action procedure is processed. Partitions 2 and 3 of the tablespace, partitions 1, 2, and 3 of the
index, and one non-partitioned index are selected. The following JCL is generated:
//REORGTS PART 2

//REORGTS PART 3

//REORGIX PART I

Example 2
A conditional action procedure is processed. None of the tablespace partitions are selected; all the index
partitions and both non-partitioned indexes are selected. The following JCL is generated:
//REORGIX PART 1

//REORGIX PART 2

//REORGIX PART 3

//REORGIX PART 4

//REORGIX NON-PART IX 1
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//REORGIX NON-PART IX 2

Example 3
An unconditional action procedure is processed. All the tablespace partitions, all the index partitions, and both
non-partitioned indexes are selected. The following JCL is generated:
//REORGTS PART 1

//REORGTS PART 2

//REORGTS PART 3

//REORGTS PART 4

NOTE

• Even when action processing selects the index, it could still have the REORG suppressed. Database
Analyzer selects the objects and processes its selections to account for other utility codes that might require
JCL generation. After the objects are selected, Database Analyzer determines whether to suppress REORG
JCL for an index.

• Up to 46 reorganizations can be processed per extract procedure. Therefore, all the action procedures that
are tied to an extract procedure can have up to 46 RO (IBM REORG) and DU(RX) (Rapid Reorg) utility
codes total. Any requests beyond 46 REORGs are not eligible for index REORG JCL suppression.

Simplified REORG JCL Sample

The following sample execution message file shows how some tablespace partitions and indexes have been selected,
based on conditional action processing. After the display of the extract output, the simplified REORG JCL generated
appears.

BROWSE -- PDSHAR.JCL.PDS(ELSEOUT)         ---------- LINE 00000000 COL 001 080 

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR  

******************************** TOP OF DATA **********************************

ACTION PROCESSING STARTED                                              32:48   

                                                                               

TABLESPACE - TESTDB.PARTTS5 - SELECTED                                 32:48   

  PROCESSING ACTION - PDSHARB.P110063                                  32:49   

     ==> CONJUNCTION TYPE - OR                                         32:49   

     ==> COND(0000) - (TS) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT  - SELECTED           

TABLESPACE - TESTDB.PARTTS5 - SELECTED                                 32:58   

  PROCESSING ACTION - PDSHARB.P110063                                  32:58   

     ==> CONJUNCTION TYPE - OR                                         32:58   

     ==> COND(0000) - (TS) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT  - SELECTED           

TABLESPACE - TESTDB.PARTTS5 - SELECTED                                 33:00   

  PROCESSING ACTION - PDSHARB.P110063                                  33:00   

     ==> CONJUNCTION TYPE - OR                                         33:00   

     ==> COND(0000) - (TS) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT  - REJECT-2           

     ==> COND(0021) - (IX) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT  - REJECT-1           

TABLESPACE - TESTDB.PARTTS5 - SELECTED                                 33:01   

  PROCESSING ACTION - PDSHARB.P110063                                  33:02   

     ==> CONJUNCTION TYPE - OR                                         33:02   

     ==> COND(0000) - (TS) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT  - REJECT-2           

     ==> COND(0021) - (IX) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT  - REJECT-1           

TABLESPACE - TESTDB.PARTTS5 - SELECTED                                 33:04   

  PROCESSING ACTION - PDSHARB.P110063                                  33:04   

     ==> CONJUNCTION TYPE - OR                                         33:04   

     ==> COND(0000) - (TS) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT  - REJECT-2           

     ==> COND(0021) - (IX) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT  - REJECT-1           

INDEXSPACE - PDSHAR.SKNCLIX2 - SELECTED                                33:06   
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  PROCESSING ACTION - PDSHARB.P110063                                  33:06   

     ==> CONJUNCTION TYPE - OR                                         33:06   

     ==> COND(0000) - (TS) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT  - REJECT-1           

     ==> COND(0021) - (IX) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT  - SELECTED           

INDEXSPACE - PDSHAR.SKNCLIX - SELECTED                                 33:10   

  PROCESSING ACTION - PDSHARB.P110063                                  33:10   

     ==> CONJUNCTION TYPE - OR                                         33:11   

     ==> COND(0000) - (TS) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT  - REJECT-1           

     ==> COND(0021) - (IX) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT  - SELECTED           

INDEXSPACE - PDSHAR.SKCLUSIX - SELECTED                                33:12   

  PROCESSING ACTION - PDSHARB.P110063                                  33:12   

     ==> CONJUNCTION TYPE - OR                                         33:12   

     ==> COND(0000) - (TS) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT  - REJECT-1           

     ==> COND(0021) - (IX) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT  - SELECTED           

INDEXSPACE - PDSHAR.SKCLUSIX - SELECTED                                33:13   

  PROCESSING ACTION - PDSHARB.P110063                                  33:14   

     ==> CONJUNCTION TYPE - OR                                         33:14   

     ==> COND(0000) - (TS) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT  - REJECT-1           

     ==> COND(0021) - (IX) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT  - SELECTED           

INDEXSPACE - PDSHAR.SKCLUSIX - SELECTED                                33:15   

  PROCESSING ACTION - PDSHARB.P110063                                  33:15   

     ==> CONJUNCTION TYPE - OR                                         33:15   

     ==> COND(0000) - (TS) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT  - REJECT-1           

     ==> COND(0021) - (IX) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT  - SELECTED           

INDEXSPACE - PDSHAR.SKCLUSIX - SELECTED                                33:17   

  PROCESSING ACTION - PDSHARB.P110063                                  33:17   

     ==> CONJUNCTION TYPE - OR                                         33:17   

     ==> COND(0000) - (TS) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT  - REJECT-1           

     ==> COND(0021) - (IX) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT  - REJECT-2           

INDEXSPACE - PDSHAR.SKCLUSIX - SELECTED                                33:19   

  PROCESSING ACTION - PDSHARB.P110063                                  33:20   

     ==> CONJUNCTION TYPE - OR                                         33:20   

     ==> COND(0000) - (TS) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT  - REJECT-1           

     ==> COND(0021) - (IX) PRIMARY QUANTITY USED PERCENT  - SELECTED           

ACTION JOB STREAM CREATED =>                                           34:01   

   DSN ==> TEST.PDS(REORGJCL)                                          34:01   

ACTION PROCESSING ENDED                                                34:02   

                                                                               

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

In the preceding example, only the first and second tablespace partitions have met the tablespace conditions. The non-
clustering indexes and four of the five index partitions met the index condition. Because tablespace parts 1 and 2 are
being reorganized, non-clustering indexes and index parts 1 and 2 is not reorganized. Now index parts 3, 4, and 5 can be
reorganized when the index REORG condition is met.

NOTE
Only parts 3 and 5 of the index meet the criteria and will be reorganized.

The generated JCL, as illustrated in the two following samples, displays the expected REORGs.

BROWSE -- PDSHAR.JCL.PDS(ELSEJCL)         ---------- LINE 00000000 COL 001 080

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

********************************* TOP OF DATA *********************************

// JOBCARD                                                                     

//* RO       MJUTLRO USERXX                                                    
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//UTIL0001  EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='DSN'                          

//STEPLIB   DD   DSN=DSN.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR                                      

//SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=*                                                      

//UTPRINT   DD   SYSOUT=*                                                      

//*                                                                            

//SYSREC   DD  DSN=TESTTS5.REORG.I001,                                         

//             UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,KEEP),                                        

//             SPACE=(CYL,(4,20))                                              

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,PASS),                                        

//             SPACE=(CYL,(4,20))                                              

//SORTOUT  DD  UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,PASS),                                        

//             SPACE=(CYL,(4,20))                                              

 REORG TABLESPACE TESTDB.TESTTS5  PART     0001                                

 UNLOAD CONTINUE                                                               

 SORTDEVT SYSDA SORTNUM 3                                                      

//* RO       MJUTLRO USERXX                                                    

//UTIL0002  EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='DSN'                          

//STEPLIB   DD   DSN=DSN.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR                                      

//SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=*                                                      

//UTPRINT   DD   SYSOUT=*                                                      

//*                                                                            

//SYSREC   DD  DSN=TESTTS5.REORG.I002,                                         

//             UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,KEEP),                                        

//             SPACE=(CYL,(4,20))                                              

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,PASS),                                        

//             SPACE=(CYL,(4,20))                                              

//SORTOUT  DD  UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,PASS),                                        

//             SPACE=(CYL,(4,20))                                              

 REORG TABLESPACE TESTDB.TESTTS5  PART     0002                                

 UNLOAD CONTINUE                                                               

 SORTDEVT SYSDA SORTNUM 3                                                      

//* RO       MJUTLRO USERXX                                                    

//UTIL0003  EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='DSN'                          

//STEPLIB   DD   DSN=DSN.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR                                      

//SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=*                                                      

//UTPRINT   DD   SYSOUT=*                                                      

//*                                                                            

//SYSREC   DD  DSN=SKCLUSIX.REORG.I003,                                        

//             UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,KEEP),                                        

//             SPACE=(CYL,(4,20))                                              

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,PASS),                                        

//             SPACE=(CYL,(4,20))                                              

//SORTOUT  DD  UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,PASS),                                        

//             SPACE=(CYL,(4,20))                                              

 REORG INDEX    PDSHAR.SKCLUSIX   PART     0003                                

 UNLOAD CONTINUE                                                               

 SORTDEVT SYSDA SORTNUM 3                                                      

//* RO       MJUTLRO USERXX                                                    

//UTIL0004  EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='DSN'                          

//STEPLIB   DD   DSN=DSN.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR                                      

//SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=*                                                      

//UTPRINT   DD   SYSOUT=*                                                      

//*                                                                            
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//SYSREC   DD  DSN=SKCLUSIX.REORG.I004,                                        

//             UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,KEEP),                                        

//             SPACE=(CYL,(4,20))                                              

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,PASS),                                        

//             SPACE=(CYL,(4,20))                                              

//SORTOUT  DD  UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,PASS),                                        

//             SPACE=(CYL,(4,20))                                              

 REORG INDEX    PDSHAR.SKCLUSIX   PART     0005                                

 UNLOAD CONTINUE                                                               

 SORTDEVT SYSDA SORTNUM 3                                                      

//* RO       MJUTLRO USERXX                                                    

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

COPY INDEX Processing Conditions
You can generate COPY INDEX statements in support of the index image copy feature.

The following conditions must be true to generate COPY INDEX action JCL statements:

• The INDEX was created or altered with COPY YES.
• If you are using a customized IC model, it cannot be tablespace-specific. The customized IC model must be generic or

both tablespace and index. For example, use %OBJECT instead of %TSNAME. You can also refer to model MJUTLIC.
• The PDA parmlib keyword GENERATE_IX_COPY cannot be set to NO.

You can also relocate or move COPY INDEX statements generated by the IC utility code to its respective COPY
TABLESPACE step when the reorg of the index was suppressed. To do so, the following statements must be true, in
addition to the preceding conditions to generate COPY INDEX statements:

• The following features must be enabled through the PDA parmlib member:
– Generate COPY INDEX statements (GENERATE_IX_COPY set to MOVE)
– Automatic Suppression of Index Reorg JCL (DISABLE_AUTO_IX_RO_SUPP not set to (Y))
– The RO or DU(RX) utility code must be present in one or more selected action procedures.

NOTE
Utility code DU(RR) is not supported.

– Respective tablespace, including specific partition if applicable, must have been selected (that is, not REJECTED).
This suppresses the REORG INDEX step.

If any of the preceding conditions are not true, the COPY statements for the index are not moved. They are generated in
place like most other Db2 utility codes.

NOTE
If the Utility Manager is used, COPY INDEX statements are not moved because the Automatic Suppression of
Index Reorg JCL feature is not supported by Utility Manager.

Restarting Jobs
If a utility job abends, you can restart the job at the required step by using the RESTART parameter on the JOB statement.

You must also add a RESTART parameter on the EXEC command of the restarted step. Use the following format of the
PARM on the EXEC command:

PARM=(&SYSTEM,'&UID','&UTPROC')

You can leave the '&UID' blank, but can enter a placeholder. For the &UTPROC , enter the RESTART or
RESTART(PHASE) keyword. See the following example:
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//UTIL0001 EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM=(PTI,,'RESTART(PHASE)')

When restarting a Db2 utility, Db2 automatically skips all other utility control cards that precede the aborted utility.
For example, if a RUNSTATS control card precedes an image copy and the image copy is terminated, Db2 skips the
RUNSTATS control card and restarts the image copy at the requested phase.

LOB Support
Database Analyzer supports LOB tablespaces and auxiliary indexes.

Collection Processing

Database Analyzer collects data set and volume statistics for LOB tablespaces and auxiliary indexes. This information is
stored in the RAVL_STATS_xxxx statistics tables. For auxiliary indexes, normal index statistics are collected and updated
in the Db2 catalog. This information is stored in the RAIX_STATS_xxxx tables. Any SQL action condition that references
these tables can be used.

If LOB_RS (Y) is specified in the PDA parmlib member, RUNSTATS is also invoked on the LOB tablespace but not the
auxiliary index. If RUNSTATS is not licensed, ensure LOB_RS (N) is specified.

RUNSTATS updates the Db2 table SYSIBM.SYSLOBSTATS and other Db2 catalog tables with LOB statistics.
(RUNSTATS is the only way that SYSIBM.SYSLOBSTATS can be updated.) The FREESPACE column is used to
determine the over-and-under allocation. The ORGRATIO column is used to determine whether to run a REORG on the
object. Two action conditions that use these fields are included.

PTIMSG

The collection messages in PTIMSG which pertain to LOBs contain character identifiers LS (LOBs) or AX (auxiliary
indexes).

When using the PDA parmlib keyword LOB_RS (Y), space collections on the LOB tablespaces objects are conducted
sequentially and occur before collections on any other tablespaces or indexspaces in the extract. Database Analyzer
relies on RUNSTATS to collect these statistics.

SYSPRINT DD Allocation

The SYSPRINT DD allocation in MJSTATS and MJUTLPR (reflecting the PS utility code) currently reflects DD DUMMY.
By default, RUNSTATS output is not incorporated. Therefore, the resulting output can be undesirable when dealing with
LOB statistics.

To see RUNSTATS output, change the allocation to SYSOUT=*. If you are using previously generated extract JCL and do
not want to see RUNSTATS output, change the allocation to DD DUMMY.

DSNUTILB

When using the PDA parmlib keyword LOB_RS (Y), the ID name that is used for the DSNUTILB invocation of RUNSTATS
is jobname+spacename. If there are fewer than eight characters in the jobname, the remaining spaces are filled with #
characters. Using - DIS UTIL (jobname*) shows which LOB or auxiliary index is being executed.

If the RUNSTATS collection fails, you can terminate them the same way (using -TERM UTIL (jobname* )).

Generate a Model/Action Cross-Reference Report
Model member hlq.CDBAJCL(RALUBPX) contains the JCL to produce a report of the action procedures stored in table
PTI.RACR_PROC_xxxx.
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This report is called the Model/Action Cross-Reference report. The report displays the action procedure name and action
code, creator of the procedure, model library name used by the action procedure, and model name used to execute
the action code. The Model/Action Cross-Reference report is useful to determine which action codes and which model
libraries are used extensively. This report also helps you identify the action procedures that might need to be updated if
the model JCL member changes.

You must edit RALUBPX before you can generate the Model/Action Cross-Reference report.

To generate a Model/Action Cross-Reference report, complete the following steps:

Enter a JOB Statement

When you edit hlq.CDBAJCL(RALUBPX), the first line to edit is the JOB statement. The following changes are required:

1. Replace the word "JOB" with a valid job statement.
2. Change PTILIBS to the high-level qualifier of your Broadcom product libraries.
3. Change DB2LIBS to the high-level qualifier of your Db2 libraries.

Edit the PROC Statement

Model member RALUBPX contains CHANGE indicators that direct you to the JCL statements to modify. The first
CHANGE indicator is next to the PROC statement. Modify the statement and any other JCL statements to your site
specifications.

1. Change PTILIBS to the high-level qualifier of your product libraries.
2. Change DB2LIBS to the high-level qualifiers of your Db2 libraries.

Edit the PARM Field

Edit the PARM field of the execute statement. The PARM field must contain at least the SYSID parameter as shown in the
following example:

000104 //STEP1    EXEC PROC=UBPX,REGION=4096K,                               

000105 //         PARM=('EP=RALUBPX/SYSID=....,.........')      <==<< CHANGE

The following parameters can also be used for the PARM field. These parameters identify how to generate and display
the Model/Action Procedure Cross-Reference report. For example, the ORDER parameter specifies the display order of
the report columns. The maximum length of the PARM field in an execute statement is 100 bytes. The maximum for each
parameter of the PARM field is stated in the following descriptions.

SYSID=sysid or S=sysid
(Required) Specifies the Db2 subsystem identifier. The maximum character length is 4 bytes.

ACTION=action or A=action
(Optional) Specifies the action procedure name. Only the entries for the specified action procedure are reported.
The maximum length is 8 bytes. Selection criteria are accepted. For example, ACTION=%TST% selects the
action procedures that have TST anywhere in their name.

CREATOR=creator or C=creator
(Optional) Specifies the user ID used to create the action procedure. Only those entries that are created by
the specified user ID are used in the report. The maximum length is 8 bytes. Selection criteria is accepted. For
example, CREATOR=PD% selects the action procedures whose creator names begin with PD.

Library=library or L=library
(Optional) Specifies a fully qualified data set name for the model library. Do not use quotes for the library name.
Only those entries using the specified model library are reported. The maximum length is 44. Selection criteria are
accepted. For example, LIBRARY=PROD.MODELLIB selects the action procedures whose models are stored in
data set PROD.MODELLIB.
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MODEL=model or M=model
(Optional) Specifies the JCL library member in a model library. Only those entries using this model are used in the
report. The maximum length is 8 bytes. Selection criteria are accepted. For example, MODEL=_UTL_ selects the
action procedures using five-character model names with UTL in the second through fourth characters.

LOCID=location
(Optional) Specifies where to route the report request. By default, LOCAL is the location. The maximum length is
16.

LINES=nn
(Optional) Specifies the number of detail lines per page to print. By default, LINES=55 is used when this
parameter is omitted. The maximum length is 4.

ORDER=order
(Optional) Represents the sort order. Enter the four characters (A, C, M, or L) in the order you want the
information for these columns generated and displayed on the Model/Action Procedure Cross-Reference report.

• A (action)
• C (creator)
• M (model)
• L (library)

The default is ORDER=MCAL, which specifies the left-to-right sort order of the report to be model name, creator,
action, and library name.

OUTLINE=YES|NO
(Optional) Specifies whether to print the report in an outline form. If YES, the outline form provides more white
space in the report for easier reading. If NO, print all the information for each column that is listed in the report.
The default is YES.

The following example requests all defaults for all action procedures under the ssid subsystem:

000033 //         PEND                                                        

000034 //STEP1    EXEC PROC=UBPX,REGION=4096K,                                

000035 //         PARM=('EP=RALUBPX/SYSID=ssid')

The following example reports on only those action procedures that meet the following conditions:

• Contain the string "TST"
• Are created by user IDs beginning with "PD"
• Have model names that are exactly seven characters long and end with an “S”

The sort order that is requested is Model, Action, Library, and Creator. All data is requested to be printed, rather than an
outline format.

000033 //         PEND                                                        

000034 //STEP1    EXEC PROC=UBPX,REGION=4096K,                                

000035 //           PARM=('EP=RALUBPX/SYSID=ssid,ORDER=MALC',                 

000036 //           'ACTION=%TST%,CREATOR=PD%,MODEL=______S,OUTLINE=NO')

The previous example shows you how to continue the parameters for the PARM field when more than one line is needed.
Notice how the last parameter that can fit on line 35 ends with a single quote and comma. Line 36 continues the PARM
field parameters. This line starts with a single quote and ends with a single quote and parenthesis.

Submit the JCL

Submit the edited JCL for model member RALUBPX to generate the Model/Action Procedure Cross-Reference report.

The following highlights the guidelines to submitting:
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• Report output is written to SYSPRINT.
• Default DCB attributes for the report output file are RECFM=FBA, LRECL=81, and BLKSIZE=8100.
• Acceptable overrides can be coded in the DCB parameter of the SYSPRINT DD statement.
• If the report output is an existing data set and no overriding DCB parameters are supplied in the JCL, the values from

the data set label are used.
• The following are acceptable DCB attribute values from JCL or data set label:
RECFM

(F, FB, FA, FBA) If the specified RECFM is a value other than F, FB, FA, or FBA, the program terminates with a
return code of 28.

LRECL
Any value from 80 to 133. If the specified LRECL is a value outside this range, the program will terminate with a
return code of 28.

BLKSIZE
Any multiple of LRECL. If the specified BLKSIZE is not valid for the specified LRECL, the program terminates with
a return code of 28.

• Any non-print character in any field is translated to a period (.) before printing.

The following describes the return codes that are associated with the submitted RALUBPX member:

0
Normal completion.

16
GETMAIN error occurred.

24
An invalid parameter was passed. Check the SYSPRINT output for error messages.

28
The DCB information for the SYSPRINT file is invalid for this program. The record format must be F, FA, FB, or
FBA; the record length must be in the range 80 through 133.

32
You are not licensed to use Database Analyzer (PDA).

36
SQL error detected. Check PTIMSG output for SQL messages.

View the Report

After you have submitted the JCL for RALUBPX, you can view the Model/Action Procedure Cross-Reference report. In the
following example, OUTLINE=NO was used to format the report. There is report information for each line. For example,
library PDXXX.CDBAMDL is repeated for each line where the action procedure uses that library.

          16:45 ---- MODEL/ACTION PROCEDURE CROSS-REFERENCE -         PAGE     1

               (C) YYYY BROADCOM, INC.                   

                                                                                

 >>> PROCESSING PARMS:  SYSID=ssid,CREATOR=USERXX,ORDER=LMCA,OUTLINE=NO         

                                                                                

 LIBRARY                                       MODEL     CREATOR   ACTION---AC  

                                                                                

 PDXXX.CDBAMDL                                 MJUTLGL   USERXX    TESTACTX 01  

 PDXXX.CDBAMDL                                 MJUTLGL   USERXX    TEST     01  

 PDXXX.CDBAMDL                                 MJUTLGL   USERXX    TESTACT  01  

 PDXXX.CDBAMDL                                 MJUTLGL   USERXX    TESTME   01  
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 PDXXX.CDBAMDL                                 MJUTLGL   USERXX    TIED     01  

 PDXXX.CDBAMDL                                 MJUTLRO   USERXX    TESTACTX RO  

 PDXXX.CDBAMDL                                 MJUTLRO   USERXX    TESTACT  RO  

 PDXXX.CDBAMDL                                 MJUTLRS   USERXX    TESTACTX RS  

 PDXXX.CDBAMDL                                 MJUTLRS   USERXX    TEST     RS  

 PDXXX.CDBAMDL                                 MJUTLRS   USERXX    TESTME   RS  

 PDXXX.CDBAMDL                                 MJUTLRS   USERXX    TIED     RS

The following fields appear on the report. The Library, Model, Creator, and Action field order depends on the ORDER
parameter that is specified in the PARM field. These fields are for display only:

Title Information
The first line of the report displays information regarding when the report was generated (date and time), the page
number, and the report name.

Processing Parms
This field displays the parameters that are requested in the PARM field.

Library
The model libraries used by the action procedures. In this example, all model libraries for all action procedures
created by USERXX on subsystem ssid display.

Model
The model name used by the action procedure.

Creator
The user ID used to create the action procedure.

Action
The name of the action procedure meeting your PARM field criteria.

AC
The action code (also known as utility code) for the model member used by the action procedure.

NOTE
01 is an internal action code that belongs to the Database Analyzer general Db2 utility model member.
The default is MJUTLGL. MJUTLGLH also has 01 as an internal action code.

The following illustration demonstrates the different layout for a report in OUTLINE=YES. Notice that the report includes
more white space. The information for the first column is summarized, rather than being repeated. For example, all action
procedures for library PDXXX.CDBAMDL are grouped under one heading, rather than listing PDXXX.CDBAMDL for each
line of the report as OUTLINE=NO would do.

          09:10 ---- MODEL/ACTION PROCEDURE CROSS-REFERENCE -         PAGE     1

               (C) YYYY BROADCOM, INC.                   

                                                                                

 >>> PROCESSING PARMS:  SYSID=ssid,CREATOR=USERXX,ORDER=LMBroadcom                   

                                                                                

 LIBRARY                                       MODEL     CREATOR   ACTION---AC  

                                                                                

 PDXXX.CDBAMDL                                 MJUTLGL   USERXX    TESTACTX 01  

                                                                   TEST     01  

                                                                   TESTACT  01  

                                                                   TESTME   01  

                                                                   TIED     01  

                                               MJUTLRO   USERXX    TESTACTX RO  

                                                                   TESTACT  RO  

                                               MJUTLRS   USERXX    TESTACTX RS  

                                                                   TEST     RS  
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                                                                   TESTME   RS  

                                                                   TIED     RS  

 PTIPROD.R911015.CDBAMDL                                 USERXX    QUICKCPY QC  

                                               MJUTLGL   USERXX    QUICKCPY 01  

 PTIPROD.R911015.CDBAMDL                       ALTERTS   USERXX    ALTERTS  US  

                                               MJUTLGL   USERXX    ALTERTS  01  

                                                                   CREATE   01  

                                                                   CREATE2  01  

                                                                   UTILITY  01  

                                               MJUTLIC   USERXX    UTILITY  IC  

                                               MJUTLPR   USERXX    UTILITY  PR  

                                                                            PS  

                                               MJUTLRS   USERXX    CREATE   RS  

                                                                   CREATE2  RS

Generate an Extract/DBname/Action Cross-Reference Report
Model member hlq.CDBASRC(RALUBPY) contains JCL that can be executed to produce a report of the extract/action
procedures stored in tables.

This report is called the Extract/DBname/Action Cross-Reference report. The report displays the following information:

The report displays the following information:

• Extract procedure name
• The associated creator of the procedure
• The procedure description
• The last update information, consisting of the date and time

You can list each action procedure that is tied to the extract procedure. The report also identifies database names where
extract/action procedures have been defined in tables. Obtain this report using a single batch job.

On the extract and action procedures services panels, you cannot use the database name as a criterion to obtain
information that is related to extract and action procedures that are defined in tables. The Extract/DBname/Action report
overcomes this limitation.

The alternative is to issue multiple EXPLODE commands and navigate across Database Analyzer panels. This method is
time consuming and use of the QPRINT command produces a series of partial reports. By using the RALUBPY member,
you run a single batch job to obtain comprehensive output. However, only those extract procedures for which at least one
action procedure has been defined appear in the report.

Edit RALUBPY before generating the Extract/DBname/Action Cross-Reference report.

To generate an Extract/DBname/Action Cross-Reference report, complete the following steps:

Enter a JOB Statement

For hlq.CDBAJCL(RALUBPY), the first line you must edit is the JOB statement. The following changes are required:

1. Replace the word "JOB" with a valid JOB statement.
2. Change PTILIBS to the high-level qualifier of your Broadcom product libraries.
3. Change DB2LIBS to the high-level qualifier of your Db2 libraries.
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Edit the PROC Statement

Model member RALUBPY contains CHANGE indicators that direct you to the JCL statements that need modification.
The first CHANGE indicator is near the PROC statement. Modify the statement and any other JCL statements to your site
specifications.

1. Change PTILIBS to the high-level qualifiers of your product libraries.
2. Change DB2LIBS to the high-level qualifiers of your Db2 libraries.

Edit the PARM Field

Edit the PARM field of the execute statement. The PARM must contain at least the SYSID parameter. This section
describes the other parameters that can be used for the PARM field. These parameters identify how to generate and
display the Extract/DBname/Action Procedure Cross-Reference report.

000104 //STEP1    EXEC PROC=UBPY,REGION=4096K,                                

000105 //         PARM=('EP=RALUBPY/SYSID=....,.........')        <==<< CHANGE

The following parameters can also be used for the PARM field. These parameters identify how to generate and display
the Extract/DBname/Action Procedure Cross-Reference report. The maximum length of the PARM field in an execute
statement is 100 bytes. The maximum for each parameter of the PARM field is stated in the following descriptions.

SYSID=sysid or S=sysid
(Required) Specifies the Db2 subsystem identifier. The maximum character length is 4 bytes.

EXTRACT=extract or E=extract
(Optional) Specifies the extract procedure name. Only the entries for the specified extract procedure are reported.
The maximum length is 8 bytes. Selection criteria are accepted. For example, EXTRACT=%PR% selects extract
procedures that have PR anywhere in their name.

DBNAME=dbname or D=dbname
(Optional) Specifies the database name. Only the entries for the specified database name are reported upon.
The maximum length is 8 bytes. Selection criteria is accepted. For example, DBNAME=%DB% selects database
names that have DB anywhere in their name.

ACTION=action or A=action
(Optional) Specifies the action procedure name. Only the entries for the specified action procedure are reported
upon. The maximum length is 8 bytes. Selection criteria is accepted. For example, ACTION=%TST% selects
action procedures that have TST anywhere in their name.

LOCID=location
(Optional) Specifies where to route the report request. By default, LOCAL is the location. The maximum length is
16.

LINES=nn
(Optional) Specifies the number of detail lines per page to print. By default, LINES=55 is used when this
parameter is omitted. The maximum length is 4.

ORDER=order
(Optional) Represents the sort order. Enter the three characters (E, D, or A) in the order you want the information
for these columns generated and displayed on the Extract/DBname/Action Procedure Cross-Reference report.

• E (extract)
• D (database)
• A (action)

The default is ORDER=EDA, which specifies the left-to-right sort order of the report as extract, database, and
action name.
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OUTLINE=YES|NO
(Optional) Specifies whether to print the report in an outline form. If YES, the outline form provides more white
space in the report. If NO, print all the information for each column that is listed in the report.
The default is YES.

In the following examples, all defaults have been defined under the ssid subsystem. ORDER is set to the default value of
EDA:

000033 //         PEND                                                         

000034 //STEP1    EXEC PROC=UBPY,REGION=4096K,                                 

000035 //         PARM=('EP=RALUBPY/SYSID=ssid')

The following example reports only those extract/action procedures where the name of the procedures begins with “P” and
the name of the databases begins with “D". The sort order requests to view the information by the following:

• Database name
• Extract procedure information, including:

– Procedure name
– Creator
– Description
– Last update performed on it (date, time)
– Tied action procedure name

As a reminder, several action procedures can be defined for an extract procedure. These appear in consecutive lines on
the report. To make the report more legible, duplicate values for each field are set blank when OUTLINE=YES is used.

When more than one line is needed for the PARM field, end the first line with a single quote and comma. Begin the
second PARM line with a single quote and end it with a single quote and parenthesis. See the following example:

000033 //         PEND                                                        

000034 //STEP1    EXEC PROC=UBPY,REGION=4096K,                                

000035 //           PARM=('EP=RALUBPY/S=ssid,E=P%,D=D%',                      

000036 //           'ORDER=DEA')

Submit the JCL

Submit the edited JCL for model member RALUBPY to generate the Extract/DBname/Action Procedure Cross-Reference
report.

Observe the following guidelines when submitting RALUBPY:

• Report output is written to SYSPRINT.
• Default DCB attributes for the report output file are RECFM=FBA, LRECL=81, and BLKSIZE=8100.
• Acceptable overrides can be coded in the DCB parameter of the SYSPRINT DD statement.
• If the report output is an existing data set and no overriding DCB parameters are supplied in the JCL, the values from

the data set label are used.
• Acceptable DCB attribute values for the JCL or data set label include the following:
RECFM

(F, FB, FA, FBA) If the specified RECFM is a value other than F, FB, FA, or FBA, the program terminates with a
return code of 28.

LRECL
Any value from 80 to 133. If the specified LRECL is a value outside this range, the program terminates with a
return code of 28.
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BLKSIZE
Any multiple of LRECL. If the specified BLKSIZE is not valid for the specified LRECL, the program terminates with
a return code of 28.

• Any non-print character in any field is translated to a period (.) before printing.

The following list describes the return codes that are associated with the submitted RALUBPY member:

0
Normal completion.

16
GETMAIN error occurred.

24
An invalid parameter was passed. Check the SYSPRINT output for error messages.

28
The DCB information for the SYSPRINT file is invalid for this program. The record format must be F, FA, FB, or
FBA; the record length must be in the range of 80 through 133.

32
You are not licensed to use Database Analyzer.

36
SQL error detected. Check PTIMSG output for SQL messages.

View the Generated Report

After you have submitted the JCL for RALUBPY, you can view the Extract/DBname/Action Procedure Cross-Reference
report. See the following example:

          06:57 ---- EXTRACT/DBNAME/ACTION  CROSS-REFERENCE -         PAGE   1

               (C) YYYY BROADCOM, INC.                 

                                                                              

>>> PROCESSING PARMS:  S=ssid,E=P%,D=D%,ORDER=EDA                             

                                                                              

EXTRACT   CREATOR          DESCRIPTION        LAST UPDATE   DBNAME    ACTION  

                                                                              

PDAUTIL   USERXX    ESSAI PDA ASM INTERFACE   YYMMDD  0749  DBPJS     PRRTS00 

PDEBUG    USERXX    TEST                      YYMMDD  0956  DB304055  ADEBUG  

PDEBUG2   USERXX    TEST                      YYMMDD  1010  DB304055  ADEBUG2 

PETERH1   USERXX    TEST JOBSCHEDULER         YYMMDD  1159  DSNDB04   PETERH  

PFU       USERXX    PFU                       YYMMDD  0907  DBPJS     PFU     

                                              YYMMDD  0908  DBPJS     PFU     

PHILIPZ   USERXX    XXXXXXXXXX                YYMMDD  0956  DSN8ssid  VICA1

The following list describes the fields that appear on the report. The Extract, Creator, Description, Last Update, and
DBname order depends on the ORDER parameter in the PARM field. These fields are for display only:

Title Information
The first line of the report displays information about when the report was generated (date and time), the page
number, and the report name.

Processing Parms
The parameters requested in the PARM field.

Extract
The names of the extract procedures that meet your PARM field criteria.
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Creator
The user ID under which the extract procedure was created.

Description
The description of the extract procedure.

Last Update
Date and time of the last change that is performed to the extract procedure.

Dbname
The database involved in the current extract procedure.

Action
The names of those action procedures that meet your PARM field criteria.

Symbolic Variables
To use model JCL effectively, Database Analyzer supports the following two types of symbolic variables:

Automatic symbolic variables
These predefined symbolic variables have a specific meaning to Database Analyzer. For example, automatic
symbolic variables retrieve the name, type, and creator of an object automatically.
For each object being processed, the object-oriented automatic symbolic variables are evaluated.

User-defined symbolic variables
You can define your own symbolic variables for model JCL or CLIST members. You are prompted for the values
of user-defined symbolic variables whenever you reference the member.

Symbolic variables that are Db2 object-specific are not supported in pre- and post-action model members. The
%STEPNAME and %INCR symbolic variables are not supported in a JOB statement. If they are included, an error occurs
and Database Analyzer stops processing.

Symbolic variable names are up to eight characters long (%xxxxxxxx ) and can appear multiple times in the model
member. The same value is replaced in all occurrences for most symbolic variables. However, some values are meant to
change. For example, the value of %INCR increases by one each time you access the variable.

Symbolic variable names begin with a percent sign (% ). The name ends when a non-alphanumeric value (values other
than A-Z, 0-9, @, #, or $) is encountered. Therefore, you cannot use the following characters as part of a name, because
they are treated as delimiters: period (. ), comma (, ), blank (  ), apostrophe (' ), parenthesis (() ), or semicolon (; ).

Symbolic Variable Syntax
Using Periods

If a single period (. ) is used after a symbolic, the period does not appear in the generated name. For example,
%USERID.J becomes PTIPLATJ . The single period is the skip delimiter character. To include a period at the end
of a symbolic, code a double period (.. ). For example, %USERID..%SYSID becomes PTIPLAT.ssid .

Using Percent Signs
To use a percent sign (% ) in your model JCL without it being treated as part of a symbolic variable, use two
percent signs (%% ). For example, to have percent signs indicate CLISTs in action JCL, type %CLIST in the JCL.
The product interprets %CLIST as a user-defined symbolic variable and prompts the user for a value. To avoid
having the product interpret the percent sign, type %%CLIST .

Using Semicolons
When used, a semicolon appears as a part of the generated name. For example, %USERID;J becomes
PTIPLAT;J.xt .
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Retained Values in Action Procedures
For action procedures, model JCL contains the standard JCL for executing Db2 utilities. Only the new symbolic
variable values for a procedure must be entered. All existing values are retained.

Symbolic Variable Sample Scenarios

The following topics provide several sample scenarios that use symbolic variables:

• Updating Utility Codes with Symbolic Variables
• Using Symbolic Variables with Model MJUTLMC
• Using Symbolic Variables with MJUTLIC
• Using %CALC
• Using %USER

Automatic Symbolic Variables
Database Analyzer provides the following automatic symbolic variables:

• Action Condition Automatic Symbolic Variables
• Additional Automatic Symbolic Variables
• Calculation Automatic Symbolic Variables
• COPY Utility Automatic Symbolic Variables
• Literal Automatic Symbolic Variables
• LOB-Related Automatic Symbolic Variables
• Native SQL Stored Procedure Automatic Symbolic Variables
• Package Automatic Symbolic Variables
• Pages Needed Automatic Symbolic Variables
• Partition-Related Automatic Symbolic Variables
• Plan Listing Automatic Symbolic Variables
• Reorg Log Automatic Symbolic Variables
• Trigger Package Automatic Symbolic Variables
• Automatic Symbolic Variables Listings

Action Condition Automatic Symbolic Variables
The %COND# , %CONDTXT , %CONDTGR , and %CONDTYP symbolic variables refer to the first true action condition for a
given object.

When the action is unconditional, each of the symbolics is set to a blank. Use these variables in action JCL as comments
to provide further insight into which conditions trigger the action for a given object.

%COND#
Specifies the condition number from RAAACTB; for example, 0024.

NOTE
RAAACTB is an Assembler module containing predefined conditions.

%CONDTXT
Specifies the condition text from RAAACTB; for example, NUMBER OF EXTENTS.

%CONDTGR
Specifies the condition trigger value from the action definition; for example, >2.

%CONDTYP
Represents the condition type. The following values are valid:
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UNCOND
Unconditional action, or Utility Manager.

AND
Action with AND logic conditions.

OR
Action with OR logic conditions.

Additional Automatic Symbolic Variables
The following symbolic variables are used to support automatic variables:

%DDNAME

This symbolic variable represents the current DD name for a DD card, as shown in the following example:

//SYSCOPYD  DD   DSN=%USERID.%DBNAME.%TSNAME.%DDNAME.COPY,                   

// DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(4096,(%REORGP,5)),UNIT=SYSDA                         

//SYSCOPYT  DD   DSN=%USERID.%DBNAME.%TSNAME.%DDNAME.COPY,                   

// DISP=(,CATLG),LABEL=(1,SL),UNIT=T3480

The following list describes the fields in the preceding JCL:

SYSCOPYD
%DDNAME is substituted with the DD name SYSCOPYD for this DD card.

SYSCOPYT
%DDNAME is substituted with the DD name SYSCOPYT for this DD card.

%DEST

The %DEST symbolic variable introduces user-dependent object processing. The format for %DEST can be specified in
any model member, and used in the TSO user ID in Immediate Messages and the Message Processor.

%DEST relates a database and tablespace to a user-defined destination, such as a user ID or location ID, or both. For
example, you can define the databases, tablespaces, and destinations within model member MDESTOBJ. The value for
%DEST is retrieved from model member MDESTOBJ when an action procedure is generated.

%DEST Processing Considerations

When an action procedure is generated for an object, all utility codes in the action procedure are generated. The object
is compared against the objects in the model member. If the current object matches an object in the model member,
the %DEST symbolic variable is set to the destination specified in the model member. The TSO user ID specified in the
original action procedure is overridden with the destination value of the model member. The message that is defined in the
action procedure is sent to the destination, depending on the database and tablespace.

NOTE
If the object is an index, the database and tablespace of the table are used to determine the destination.

By using %DEST, you can string together many databases in an extract but send messages to different users. As a
result, one extract with many databases and tablespaces can have one action procedure. The action procedure sends a
message to the appropriate destination.

%DEST Format

The following lists the format of model member MDESTOBJ:
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• Columns 1-8 -- Database Name (up to eight characters)
• Columns 10-17 -- Tablespace Name (up to eight characters; can be blank)
• Columns 19-35 -- Destination (up to 17 characters; can be blank)

The database name must be specified within MDESTOBJ. If the tablespaces for the database are not specified, all
tablespaces within the database are related to the destination.

The destination is used for the specified database/tablespace combination. However, if a destination is not entered or if
the current object is not matched in MDESTOBJ, %DEST is set to the %USERID.

NOTE
If %DEST is used for the TSO user ID, the TSO user ID is replaced with the first eight characters of the %DEST
symbolic.

%IXTYPE

The %IXTYPE symbolic variable shows whether an index is type 1 or type 2. For example, if an index is type 2, a 2
replaces the variable.

Type 2 indexes do not contain subpages, and do not require index leaf page locks.

The value is from the Db2 catalog column SYSINDEXES.INDEXTYPE.

%JCLTYPE

This symbolic variable represents the type of processing that produced the respective JCL. %JCLTYPE can have the
following string values:

UTILITY MANAGER
JCL created with Utility Manager.

EXTRACT_STATS
JCL created with an extract, statistics collection.

EXTRACT_NOSTATS
JCL created with an extract, no statistics collection.

%MODLINCR

When utilities are generated, the %MODLINCR (Model Increment) symbolic variable generates the same three-digit
number (001, 002, and so on) throughout the model. The same number is generated no matter how many times
%MODLINCR appears in the model.

The %MODLINCR symbolic is useful because it allows a SYSIN control statement to refer to a DD statement. The SYSIN
control statement and the referenced DD statement have the same incremental number when %MODLINCR is used; for
example:

//UTIL0001     >>> FIRST MODEL <<<                                             

//MCUT01       DD .....                                                        

//....       ..DD *                                                            

................................WORKDDN MCUT01                                 

                                                                               

//UTIL0002     >>> SECOND MODEL <<<                                            

//MCUT02       DD .....                                                        

//......       DD *                                                            

................................WORKDDN MCUT02                                 

                                                                               

//UTIL0003     >>> THIRD MODEL <<<                                             
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//MCUT03       DD .....                                                        

//......       DD *                                                            

................................WORKDDN MCUT03

%MODLINCR and %INCR are automatic incremental symbolic variables. However, the %INCR symbolic generates
different two-digit numbers throughout the model. Each two-digit number increases by one each time the symbolic is
encountered, as shown in the following example:

//UTIL0001     >>> FIRST MODEL <<<                                             

//COPYA        DD  DSN=MYDBD.MYTS.#01                                          

//COPYB        DD  DSN=YOURDBD.YOURTS.#02                                      

//......       DD *

%PGSIZE

The symbolic variable %PGSIZE represents the page size of an object. For example, for 32-KB objects, the symbolic
variable is replaced by 32.

The following example shows how to use the %PGSIZE symbolic with the %REORG symbolic to account for 32-KB page
objects:

SPACE=(CYL,(%CALC(%ROSYSUT1/(%PGSIZE/4)),20))

%PREVSTEP

The %PREVSTEP symbolic variable refers to a previous step name. %PREVSTEP works with the DDname and with the
%STEPNAME symbolic variable. Do not use the %PREVSTEP symbolic variable when Order by Utility Codes is set to Y.

Because the first job step has no previous step, it is processed according to the presence or absence of a comma before
%PREVSTEP. If a comma precedes %PREVSTEP, the comma is deleted and nothing is generated for %PREVSTEP. This
outcome is useful for COND statements. For example, “ ,COND=(0,LT,%PREVSTEP)” generates “,COND=(0,LT)” for the
first step and “,COND=(0,LT,UTIL0001)” for the second step.

If no comma precedes %PREVSTEP, "NONE" is generated. This outcome is useful when the symbolic occurs in a data
set name.

%TBNAME

%TBNAME is replaced by the table name. Internal processing of this symbolic variable allows the generation of utility
JCL against tables. Database Analyzer has utilities that are generated for tables when the %TBNAME symbolic is used
as an action procedure tied to a table or an extract procedure. This section describes the processing considerations for
%TBNAME and for other affected symbolics (%OBJTYPE, %TSNAME, %IXNAME, and %IXSPACE).

When an action procedure is tied to an extract procedure, any utility model that contains the %TBNAME symbolic (for
example, %CREATOR..%TBNAME) causes the utility to generate for every table within the selected extract procedure.
The tablespaces or indexes within the extract procedure do not cause the utility to generate.

If %TBNAME is not used within a utility model, utilities generate for tablespaces and indexes.

When an action procedure is tied to a specific object within the action procedure, any utility model that contains the
%TBNAME symbolic (such as %CREATOR..%TBNAME) causes the utility to generate only when that tied object is a
table.

For example, an action procedure contains two utility codes: one utility model contains the %TBNAME symbolic, and
the other utility model does not contain the %TBNAME symbolic. The action procedure is tied to a tablespace. When
the action procedure is executed, the utility model without the %TBNAME symbolic has tablespace and index utilities
generated. The utility with the %TBNAME symbolic has utilities that are generated because models containing %TBNAME
are processed only for table objects. In this example, the tied object is a tablespace, not a table.
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When an action procedure is tied to a utility extract (through the Utility Manager), any utility model that contains the
%TBNAME symbolic causes the utility to be generated for every table within the utility extract. Tablespaces or indexes
within the utility extract do not cause the utility to be generated. If %TBNAME is not used within a utility model, utilities are
generated for tablespaces and indexes.

Processing for table utilities from the Utility Manager is handled as extract actions are. There is no means for object
actions through the Utility Manager. That is, utilities cannot be tied to only specific objects within the total objects selected
for the Utility Manager execution.

%TBNAME Processing Considerations

There are several considerations when %TBNAME is processed within a utility model:

• If %TBNAME is used in a utility model, utilities are generated for tables, not for tablespaces and indexes. Therefore,
the utilities are generated only for tables, regardless of any other symbolics that might be present in the utility model.

• If %TBNAME is used in a utility model but the object that is tied to an action procedure is not a table, table utilities are
not generated.

• If %TBNAME is not used in a utility model, utilities are generated for tablespaces and indexes, not tables.
• If %TBNAME is used in a utility model, utilities are generated once per table, not once per partition. For example, if

table utilities reference a partitioned tablespace, the table utilities are generated only once.

NOTE
%CREATOR is an automatic symbolic that is replaced by the value of the object creator. %CREATOR can
be used with %TBNAME, %TSNAME, and %IXNAME. When %CREATOR is used with these other symbolic
variables, the processing considerations that applied to %TBNAME also apply to %CREATOR.

%TSSET

The tablespace set symbolic variable (%TSSET) generates a utility for every selected tablespace within the specified
tablespace set of an extract. A selected object is one for which action conditions and object conditions are true. A
tablespace set is the minimal set of tablespaces that contains all referential integrity structures. A tablespace set includes
both RI relationships and BASE tablespace to LOB tablespace relationships. A tablespace set also includes BASE
tablespace to XML tablespace relationships.

The functionality is similar to the TABLESPACESET keyword on the QUIESCE and REPORT Db2 commands. The
symbolic is most commonly used in a QUIESCE model. The sample model MJUTLQUT shows an example.

NOTE
For more information, see the IBM Db2 Administration Guide.

The %TSSET symbolic variable can be included in any utility JCL. For the UC, CP, and MP action codes, include a
%TSSET comment line within the MJUTLPT model JCL member. Model member MJUTLPT is used when the UC, CP,
or MP utility codes are specified to supply the necessary JCL. For the PR action code, add the %TSSET comment to the
MJUTLPR member.

The following example shows commenting %TSSET within MJUTLPT and MJUTLPR:

//* FOR TABLESPACE SET %TSSET

When %TSSET is commented in model members as shown previously, the action is processed for every tablespace in the
tablespace set (for selected tablespaces).

Database Analyzer generates an appropriate object name according to the object type. For example, the name
DBNAME.TSNAME is generated for each tablespace. Duplicates are removed.

NOTE
Database Analyzer does not support the %TSSET symbolic variable when it appears in the immediate message
text for conditional action procedures.
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%TSSET Processing Considerations

The following lists the %TSSET processing considerations:

• Partitions processed normally
Partitions defined within the tablespace set tablespaces are included in the %TSSET processing. For example, a
REORG is generated for each partition within the tablespace set tablespaces.

• No unnecessary overhead
Also, when action processing encounters the first code containing the %TSSET symbolic variable, Database Analyzer
determines whether any of the tablespaces within the tablespace set are not in the original extract. If not, Database
Analyzer reads the catalog for the variables of the new tablespace variables (such as VCAT name, stogroup, and
symbolic variables). After this information is gathered, the information is remembered for the life of the job.

• Grouped utility processing
Typically, processing is grouped by object. All the utility codes for a single object are processed and then the utility
codes for the next object, and so on. For example, if you request the utility codes US (User Application) and RS
(Runstats) for objects TS1 (tablespace #1) and TS2 (tablespace #2), Database Analyzer uses the following sequence:

Utility Code Object

US TS1

RS TS1

US TS2

RS TS2

When %TSSET is used, the utility codes are processed in a group. For example, the previous example is processed in the
following sequence:

Utility Code Object

US TS1

US TS2

RS TS1

RS TS2

This format uses fewer steps and less processing time.

• Tablespaces indexes not included
Selected indexes in the extract procedure are included for the action when the object type is not hard-coded, such as
when %OBJTYPE is used in place of TABLESPACE. However, the indexes that are related to a tablespace set are not
included when %TSSET is used for processing.
For example, if an extract is defined with one tablespace and one index, you can enter one of the following so that a
RUNSTATS is generated for every tablespace in the extract tablespace set and a RUNSTATS for every index in the
extract:
RUNSTATS %OBJTYPE %CREATOR.%OBJECT SHRLEVEL REFERENCE  

RUNSTATS TABLESPACE %DBNAME.%TSNAME TABLE ALL INDEX ALL

RUNSTATS TABLESPACE %TSSET TABLE ALL INDEX ALL

If you enter RUNSTATS TABLESPACE %TSSET SHRLEVEL REFERENCE, a RUNSTATS is generated for only the
tablespaces within the tablespace set. TABLESPACE is hard-coded in this utility example. Hard-coded object variables
are: TABLESPACE (tablespaces only) and INDEX (indexes only).

• Command Processor (CP)
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The Command Processor requires proper Db2 command syntax. If the object name format generated using %TSSET
is not correct for the command you request, use other symbolic variables, such as the %DBNAME and %TSNAME,
and include %TSSET as a comment in model member MJUTLPT.

• Database Analyzer Reports (PR)
For typical PR processing (for an unconditional action), the report input is merely the extract name. All reports are
generated for the selected objects.
The same is true when %TSSET is used, except that tablespaces brought in because they belong to the tablespace
set are placed in the report input as object entries.

Although %PLANS must not be used with object-related symbolic variables, it can be used with %TSSET. For example, to
rebind all plans that are connected to a tablespace set by using %PLANS, you must also use %TSSET as a comment in
the model member MJUTLRBN.

%TSSET is replaced by the first object name that causes the step generation. This replacement allows for successful
rebinding of all involved plans dependent on the tablespace set tablespaces.

Calculation Automatic Symbolic Variables
Symbolic variables can be used for space calculations and mathematical calculations.

Symbolic Variable Descriptions

The following variables are used for space calculations and mathematical calculations:

%REORGP
Represents the estimated REORG pages in 4-KB units for tablespace or indexspace after a REORG. You can use
%REORGRTS as an alternative to %REORGP.

%REORGRTS
Represents the estimated REORG pages in 4k units for a tablespace or indexspace. This estimate is based on
the RTS values and other Db2 table catalog values. Use this symbolic variable to help size (ALTER) the PRIQTY
for an object. %REORGRTS is available even when PDA stats collection was not requested or when PDA stats
do not exist for the object.

NOTE

• You can use %REORGP as an alternative to %REORGRTS.
• The PDA parmlib keyword SPACE_SYM_SOURCE does not influence this symbolic.
• For partitioned objects, the REORGRTS value is at the partition level.
• %REORGRTS is not available with any of the DU utility sub-codes.

%ROSORT
Cylinders required for SORTOUT. SORTOUT holds sorted keys on SORT output for CHECK DATA, LOAD, and
REORG.

%ROSYSREC
Cylinders required for SYSREC. The SYSREC data set holds unloaded records for REORG.

%ROSYSUT1
Cylinders required for SYSUT1. SYSUT1 is the temporary data set that holds sorted keys on SORT output for
CHECK INDEX, LOAD, REORG, and RECOVER when no SORTOUT data set is provided.

%ROSORTWK
Cylinders required for SORTWKnn. SORTWKnn is the work data set for sorting indexes and is used with the
CHECK INDEX, LOAD, REORG, and RECOVER INDEX utilities.

%ROSYSULD
Space that is needed for SYSREC for REORG UNLOAD PAUSE and UNLOAD ONLY.
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%CALC
Defines your own expression for performing automatic space calculations as part of actions.
For more information, see User-Defined Symbolic Variables and Using %CALC.

Space Calculation Variable Rules

The following rules apply to space calculation variables.

• Variables that you use for calculations must begin with %CALC. The following sample panel illustrates the %REORGP
symbolic variable being used with the CALC symbolic variable. In this example, %CALC = (the equation) was used in
model member MJUTLAL, which uses CALC to calculate the primary and secondary quantities that are specified when
defining VSAM clusters:
PTBMODD        --------  Model JCL Substitution --------                      

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

PT242I: ENTER VALUES FOR MODEL JCL SYMBOLICS. "H" COMMAND TURNS HEADER ON/OFF 

MODEL JCL SPECIFICATIONS:                                                     

 MODEL LIBRARY  ===> 'CA.DB2.CDBAMDL'                                         

 MODEL MEMBER   ===> MJUTLAL  ( Blank or pattern for member selection list )  

 VOLUME SERIAL  ===>          ( If not cataloged )                            

 EDIT DATASET  ===> N        ( Y - Yes, N - No )                              

---------------------------------------------------------------------- USERXX 

                                                                              

CMD SYMBOLIC AUTO_REP --------  REPLACEMENT VALUE  -------------------------- 

 _   STEPNAME Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                          

 _   OBJTYPE  Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                          

 _   CREATOR  Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                          

 _   OBJECT   Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                          

 _   PARTLIT  Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                          

 _   PART     Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----                          

 _   CALC1            (%REORGP+(%REORGP/2))                                   

 _   CALC2                                                                    

 _   SYSID    Y       ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC -----

Cylinders are always used to calculate space. %REORGP is the exception. %REORGP uses pages rather than
cylinders. Database Analyzer uses a value of 10 pages per track for a 3380 and a value of 12 pages per track for a
3390.
For example, a tablespace contains 480 total pages. For a 3380 device, there would be four cylinders ((480/10 pages
per track)/15 tracks per cylinder). For a 3390 device, there would be three cylinders ((480/12 pages per track)/15
tracks per cylinder).

NOTE
If statistics have not been collected or if the Utility Manager has generated actions (utility codes), the space is
based on the SORTDEV keyword in hlq.CDBAPARM(PDA).

The source of statistics for resolving space-related automatic symbolics is based on several factors. One of the
main factors is the SPACE_SYM_SOURCE keyword in hlq.CDBAPARM(PDA). The keyword indicates the primary
source of statistics, which is the PDA statistics or Db2 Real Time Statistics (RTS) tables. This also establishes the
statistics source resolution order based on factors such as whether a collection was requested or whether previous
statistics exist for an object. The following list outlines the statistics source resolution order based on what was chosen
as the primary source of statistics:
– Database Analyzer as primary: 1) Only collected statistics, if requested, 2) PDA statistics tables, 3) Db2 catalog, 4)

LISTCAT.
– RTS as primary: 1) RTS tables, 2) Db2 catalog, 3) LISTCAT.

• All calculations must begin with a left delimiter and end with a right delimiter.
• All calculations must have a matching number of left and right delimiters.
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(10+10(5*4)) is valid.
(10+10(5*4) is invalid.

• All numeric items must be integers from 0 to 999999. Leading zeros are allowed.
• No blanks are allowed.

(10+10) is valid.
(10 + 10) is invalid.

• In division, all remainders are dropped.

NOTE
For more information, see User-Defined Symbolic Variables (includes %CALC) and Using %CALC.

%REORGP
%REORGP represents the estimated REORG pages in 4-KB units after a tablespace or indexspace reorganization.

The calculations for nonsegmented and segmented tablespaces differ, but both calculations are rounded up to a track
boundary.

NOTE

• %REORGP is not supported for catalog indexes. An accurate value cannot be reported because IBM
REORGs on catalog indexes leave inconsistent free space.

• If the RTS tables are the primary statistics source, %REORGP is set from the NACTIVE value in
TABLESPACESTATS or INDEXSPACESTATS. Because NACTIVE is expressed in units of the object page
size, it is converted to 4-KB units. If NACTIVE is zero or NULL or the RTS row does not exist, the Db2
catalog is used. For partitioned tablespaces, NACTIVE from SYSTABSTATS is used. For nonpartitioned
tablespaces, NACTIVEF from SYSTABLESPACE is used. For indexes, SPACEF from SYSINDEXPART is
used. If NACTIVE(F) or SPACEF is not available, then the HI-USED-RBA from a LISTCAT is used.

• You can use %REORGRTS as an alternative to %REORGP.

You can use %REORGP to size image copy data sets, as shown in the following example:

SPACE=(4096,(%REORGP,12)

The following sections show how Database Analyzer calculates the %REORGP value for nonsegmented and segmented
tablespaces.

Nonsegmented Tablespace Calculations

The following example shows how %REORGP is calculated for a nonsegmented tablespace.

First, an intermediate calculation is performed:

FREESIZE  = (PAGESIZE * PERCENTFREE / 100)   (rounded down)                                              

PAGEAVAIL = PAGESIZE - 22 - FREESIZE                                                                     

ROWSPERPAGE = The lesser of:                  (rounded down; if less than 1, is set to 1)                    

                          

PAGEAVAIL / AVROWLEN

Or

127

Or

127 - (127 * PERCENTFREE / 100) (rounded up; if dictionary page exists, 127 is replaced with 255)

After the previous calculations are completed, the %REORGP value is calculated:
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REORGP = ((TOTALROWS / ROWSPERPAGE) + 2 )

+ ((TOTALROWS / ROWSPERPAGE) / FREEPAGES)

This value is then rounded up to the next track boundary. That is, it is set to 3 (4-KB pages), 6 (8-KB pages), 12 (16-KB
pages), or 24 (32-KB pages).

These calculations use the following values:

PAGESIZE
Indicates the page size in bytes.

PERCENTFREE
Indicates the percent of free pages.

FREESIZE
Indicates the number of free bytes per page.

PAGEAVAIL
Indicates the number of bytes in a page that are available for use.

AVROWLEN
Indicates the average row length in the tablespace.

ROWSPERPAGE
Indicates the number of average rows that fit in PAGEAVAIL.

TOTALROWS
Indicates the total number of rows in the tablespace. If this value is 0, a value of 1 is used instead. The
TOTALROWS value is based per partition for partitioned objects.

FREEPAGES
Indicates the number of free pages that are requested for the tablespace.

The TOTALROWS and AVROWLEN values are obtained from the most recent object statistics. If the statistics are not
available, catalog values are used. All other values in the calculations are obtained from the Db2 catalog.

Segmented Tablespace Calculations

The following example shows how %REORGP is calculated for a segmented tablespace.

First, an intermediate calculation is performed:

FREESIZE  = PAGESIZE * PERCENTFREE / 100   (rounded down)

PAGEAVAIL = PAGESIZE - 22 - FREESIZE                     

ROWSPERPAGE = The lesser of:                (rounded down)

PAGEAVAIL / AVROWLEN

Or

127

Or

127 - (127 * PERCENTFREE / 100) (if dictionary page exists, 127 is replaced with 255)

After the previous calculations are completed, the %REORGP value is calculated:

REORGP = 2                                                              

   + ((TB1.TOTALROWS / ROWSPERPAGE) + 2 ) rounded up to a track boundary

   + ((TB1.TOTALROWS / ROWSPERPAGE) / TS1.FREEPAGES                     

   + ((TB2.TOTALROWS / ROWSPERPAGE) + 2 ) rounded up to a track boundary

   + ((TB2.TOTALROWS / ROWSPERPAGE) / TS2.FREEPAGES                     
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+.......................................................                

+..................................................................     

+ ((TBn.TOTALROWS / ROWSPERPAGE) + 2 )     rounded up                   

+ ((TBn.TOTALROWS / ROWSPERPAGE) / TSn.FREEPAGES

For each table, at least one SEGSIZE increment (as defined when the tablespace was created) is required. If the
calculated number of pages is less than one SEGSIZE increment, the page number is rounded up.

These calculations use the following values:

PAGESIZE
Indicates the page size in bytes.

PERCENTFREE
Indicates the percent of free pages.

FREESIZE
Indicates the number of free bytes per page.

PAGEAVAIL
Indicates the number of bytes in a page that are available for use.

AVROWLEN
Indicates the average row length in the tablespace.

ROWSPERPAGE
Indicates the number of average rows that fit in PAGEAVAIL.

TOTALROWS
Indicates the total number of rows in the tablespace. If this value is 0, a value of 1 is used instead. The
TOTALROWS value is based per partition for partitioned objects.

FREEPAGES
Indicates the number of free pages that are requested for the tablespace.

SEGSIZE
Indicates the SEGSIZE value that was specified when the tablespace was created.

The TOTALROWS and AVROWLEN values are obtained from the most recent object statistics. If the statistics are not
available, catalog values are used. All other values in the calculations are obtained from the Db2 catalog.

%REORGRTS
%REORGRTS represents the estimated REORG pages in 4-KB units for a tablespace or indexspace.

This estimate is based on the RTS values and other Db2 table catalog values:

• For tablespaces, the TOTALROWS value from SYSTABLESPACESTATS and the AVGROWLEN value from
SYSTABLEPART must be available.

• For indexes, the TOTALENTRIES value from SYSINDEXSTATS and the AVGKEYLEN value from SYSINDEXPART
must be available. If AVGKEYLEN is not available and the index is defined as NOT PADDED, then AVGKEYLEN from
SYSINDEXES is used.

Use %REORGRTS to help size (ALTER) the PRIQTY for an object. This symbolic variable is available even when PDA
statistics are not collected.
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NOTE

• You can use %REORGP as an alternative to %REORGRTS.
• The SPACE_SYM_SOURCE parameter in hlq.CDBAPARM(PDA) does not affect %REORGRTS.
• For partitioned objects, the %REORGRTS value is calculated at the partition level.
• %REORGRTS is not available with any of the DU utility subcodes.

The following sections show how %REORGRTS is calculated for tablespaces and indexspaces.

Tablespace Calculations

The following example shows how %REORGRTS is calculated for a tablespace:

REORGRTS = ReorgPgs + FreePgs + SpaceMapPgs + DictionaryPgs

For segmented tablespaces, the %REORGRTS value is rounded up to a segment boundary. For segmented and
nonsegmented tablespaces, the value is converted to 4-KB pages and rounded up to a DASD track boundary.

This calculation uses the following values:

ReorgPgs
Represents the intermediate value of reorg pages by dividing TOTALROWS by RowsPerPage.

FreePgs
Represents the number of pages that are requested as free, when FREEPAGE is greater than zero. For example:
RoundDown(ReorgPgs/FREEPAGE)

SpaceMapPgs
Represents the number of space map pages needed. Object attributes such as page size, segment size, member
cluster, and RBA format affect how to this number is calculated.

DictionaryPgs
Specifies the required number of dictionary pages. For nonsegmented tablespaces, this value is 1. For
segmented tablespaces, this number is SEGSIZE.

UseablePgSz
Represents the usable bytes on a Db2 data page after factoring out overhead bytes (header and trailer) and
applying PCTFREE.

RowsPerPage
Represents the lesser of the following values: MAXROWS, RoundDown(UseablePgSz / AVGROWLEN), or 255

For certain tablespace types, the NACTIVE value from SYSTABLESPACESTATS is used instead of these calculations.
NACTIVE is also used when certain RTS or catalog values are not available. The NACTIVE value is converted to units of
4-KB pages and then rounded up to a DASD track boundary.

NACTIVE is used for any of the following object types or missing values:

• LOB tablespace
• XML tablespace
• Partition-by-growth UTS defined as ORGANIZED BY HASH
• Partition-by-range UTS defined as ORGANIZED BY HASH, and HASHDATAPAGES value from SYSTABLEPART is

not available
NOTE
For more information about how partition-by-growth UTS objects are managed, see the Broadcom-supplied
ALTER models MJUTLAL and MJUTLAL1.

• Tablespaces for which TOTALROWS value from SYSTABLESPACESTATS or AVGROWLEN value from
SYSTABLEPART is not available
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Indexspace Calculations

The following example shows how %REORGRTS is calculated for an index:

REORGRTS = MAX(4, (1 + TreePgs + SmpPgs + FreePgs))

The %REORGRTS value is converted to units of 4-KB pages and then rounded up to a DASD track boundary.

This calculation uses the following values:

UseablePgSz
Represents the usable bytes on a Db2 data page after factoring out overhead bytes (header and trailer) and
applying PCTFREE.

DistinctKeys
Represents the number of distinct keys in a nonunique index. For a nonpartitioned index, this value is obtained
from the FULLKEYCARDF column in the SYSINDEXES catalog table. For a partitioned index, this value is
obtained from the FULLKEYCARDF column in SYSINDEXSTATS.

The following intermediate calculations are broken down into three groups: unique index, nonunique index, and
calculations common to unique and nonunique indexes.

Unique index
Total leaf pages

• KeyOverHd = Key overhead bytes include the length of a key prefix + 2-byte key map ID
• SpacePerKey = Total space that is needed per key entry: AVGKEYLEN + KeyOverHd
• EntsPerPg = Number of key entries per leaf page: RoundDown(UseablePgSz / SpacePerKey)
• TotalLeafPgs = Total number of leaf pages: RoundUp(TOTALENTRIES / EntsPerPg)

Initial calculations for total nonleaf pages

• KeyOverHd = Length of a key prefix + 2 bytes when NOT PADDED + 2-byte key map ID
• SpacePerKey = Total space that is needed per key entry: AVGKEYLEN + KeyOverHd

Nonunique index
Total leaf pages

• AvgRIDBytesPerKey = TOTALENTRIES divided by DistinctKeys and then multiplied by the RID length
• KeyOverHd = Key prefix + 2-byte key map ID
• SpacePerKey = AVGKEYLEN + KeyOverHd + AvgRIDBytesPerKey
• EntsPerPg = Key entries per leaf page: RoundDown(UseablePgSz / SpacePerKey)
• TotalLeafPgs = Total number of leaf pages: RoundUp(DistinctKeys / EntsPerPg)

Initial calculations for total nonleaf pages

• KeyOverHd = Key prefix + 2 bytes when NOT PADDED + 2-byte key map ID + 2 for number of RIDs field
• SpacePerKey = AVGKEYLEN + KeyOverHd

Unique and nonunique index

• EntsPerPg = Average number of key entries per nonleaf page; RoundDown(UseablePgSz / SpacePerKey)
• TotalNonLeafPgs = Number of nonroot nonleaf pages that are needed plus the number of root nonleaf pages

that are needed
• FreePgs = Number of free pages: Lesser of 0 if FREEPAGE=0, or RoundDown(TotalLeafPgs / FREEPAGE))

when FREEPAGE > 0
• TreePgs = Total number of tree pages is the larger of two or (TotalNonLeafPgs + TotalLeafPgs)
• SmpPgs = Number of space map pages: RoundUp((TreePgs + FreePgs) / Space map range)
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For certain index types, the NACTIVE value from SYSINDEXSPACESTATS is used instead of these calculations.
NACTIVE is also used when certain RTS or catalog values are not available. The NACTIVE value is converted to units of
4-KB pages and then rounded up to a DASD track boundary.

NACTIVE is used for any of the following object types or missing values:

• XML NodeID index
• XML Values index
• TOTALENTRIES value from SYSINDEXSPACESTATS is not available
• AVGKEYLEN value from SYSINDEXPART and SYSINDEXES is not available
• For a nonunique, nonpartitioned index, the FULLKEYCARDF value from SYSINDEXES is not available
• For a nonunique, partitioned index, the FULLKEYCARDF value from SYSINDEXSTATS is not available

Tablespace Calculations
This list describes the following %REORGRTS calculation placeholder values for a tablespace:

UseablePgSz
Represents the usable bytes on a Db2 data page after factoring out page overhead bytes, such as the page
header and trailer, and applying PCTFREE.

RowsPerPage
Represents the lessor of the following values: MAXROWS, RoundDown(UseablePgSz/AVGROWLEN), or 255.

ReorgPgs
Represents the intermediate value of reorg pages by dividing TOTALROWS by RowsPerPage.

FreePgs
Represents the number of pages that are requested as free, when FREEPAGE is greater than zero. For example:

 RoundDown(ReorgPgs/FREEPAGE)

SpaceMapPgs
Represents the number of space map pages needed. Object attributes such as page size, segment size, member
cluster, and RBA format, influence on how to this number is calculated.

DictionaryPgs
Specifies the required number of dictionary pages. For non-segmented tablespaces, this value is 1. For
segmented tablespaces, this number is SEGSIZE.

The following example shows how %REORGRTS is calculated for a tablespace:

REORGRTS = ReorgPgs + FreePgs + SpaceMapPgs + DictionaryPgs

The value of %REORGRTS for segmented spaces is rounded up to a segment boundary. For segmented and non-
segmented tablespaces, the value is converted to units of 4-KB pages and then rounded up to a DASD track boundary.

For certain tablespace types or when certain RTS or catalog values are not available, NACTIVE from RTS table
SYSTABLESPACESTATS is used instead of the calculations described earlier in this topic. However, the NACTIVE value
is still converted to units of 4-KB pages and then rounded up to a DASD track boundary. NACTIVE is used for any of the
following items:

• LOB tablespace
• XML tablespace
• Partition by Growth UTS defined as ORGANIZED BY HASH
• Partition by Range UTS defined as ORGANIZED BY HASH and HASHDATAPAGES from SYSTABLEPART is not

available
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NOTE
For more information about how the partition-by-growth UTS objects are managed, see the Broadcom-
supplied ALTER models MJUTLAL and MJUTLAL1.

• TOTALROWS from RTS table SYSTABLESPACESTATS or AVGROWLEN from SYSTABLEPART is not available

Indexspace Calculations
This list describes the following %REORGRTS calculation placeholder values for an indexspace:

UseablePgSz
Represents the usable bytes on a Db2 data page after factoring out page overhead bytes, such as the page
header and trailer, and applying PCTFREE.

DistinctKeys
Represents the number of distinct keys in a non-unique index. For a non-partitioned index, this value is from
the FULLKEYCARDF column in the SYSINDEXES catalog table. For a partitioned index, this value is from
FULLKEYCARDF column from SYSINDEXSTATS.

The following intermediate calculations are broken down into three groups: unique index, non-unique index, and
calculations common to unique and non-unique index.

• Unique index
– Total leaf pages
– KeyOverHd = Key overhead bytes include the length of a key prefix and 2 bytes for a key map ID.
– SpacePerKey = Total space needed per key entry: AVGKEYLEN + KeyOverHd
– EntsPerPg = Number of key entries per leaf page: RoundDown(UseablePgSz / SpacePerKey)
– TotalLeafPgs = Total number of leaf pages: RoundUp(TOTALENTRIES / EntsPerPg)
– Initial calculations for total non-leaf pages
– KeyOverHd = Key overhead bytes include length of a key prefix, 2 bytes for when NOT PADDED, and 2 bytes for a

key map ID
– SpacePerKey = Total space needed per key entry: AVGKEYLEN + KeyOverHd

• Non-unique index
– Total leaf pages
– AvgRIDBytesPerKey = Average number of RID bytes per key is product of TOTAENTRIES divided by DistinctKeys

and then multiplied by the length of a RID
– KeyOverHd = Key overhead bytes include key prefix and 2-byte key map ID
– SpacePerKey = AVGKEYLEN + KeyOverHd + AvgRIDBytesPerKey
– EntsPerPg = Key entries per leaf page: RoundDown(UseablePgSz / SpacePerKey)
– TotalLeafPgs = Total leaf pages: RoundUp(DistinctKeys / EntsPerPg)
– Initial calculations for total non-leaf pages
– KeyOverHd = Key overhead bytes include key prefix, + 2 when NOT PADDED, + 2-byte key map ID, + 2 for number

of RIDs field
– SpacePerKey = AVGKEYLEN + KeyOverHd

• Unique and non-unique index
• EntsPerPg = Average number of key entries per non-leaf page; RoundDown(UseablePgSz / SpacePerKey)
• TotalNonLeafPgs = Total non-leaf pages is derived from the number of non-root non-leaf pages that are needed plus

the number of root non-leaf pages needed
• FreePgs = Number of free pages: Lessor of 0 if FREEPAGE=0, or RoundDown(TotalLeafPgs / FREEPAGE)) when

FREEPAGE > 0
• TreePgs = Total number of tree pages is the larger of two or (TotalNonLeafPgs + TotalLeafPgs)
• SmpPgs = Number of space map pages: RoundUp( (TreePgs + FreePgs) / Space map range)
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The following example shows how %REORGRTS is calculated for an index:

REORGRTS = MAX(4, (1 + TreePgs + SmpPgs + FreePgs))

The value of %REORGRTS is converted to units of 4-KB pages and then rounded up to a DASD track boundary.

For certain index types or when certain RTS or catalog values are not available, NACTIVE from RTS table
SYSINDEXSPACESTATS is used instead of the above calculations. However, the NACTIVE value is still converted to
units of 4-KB pages and then rounded up to a DASD track boundary. NACTIVE is used for any of the following:

• XML NodeID index
• XML Values index
• TOTALENTRIES from RTS table SYSINDEXSPACESTATS is not available
• AVGKEYLEN from SYSINDEXPART and SYSINDEXES is not available
• For non-unique index, FULLKEYCARDF from SYSINDEXES when index is non-partition, or FULLKEYCARDF from

SYSINDEXSTATS when index is partitioned, is not available

%ROSYSREC
%ROSYSREC represents the space that is needed for the SYSREC data set.

The following calculation determines the number of required cylinders:

ROSYSREC=(X/Y)

This calculation uses the following values:

X
Indicates the total pages that are used. If X=0, then %ROSYREC is set to 1.
The value for X is determined as follows:

• When PDA statistics are the primary statistics source:
– If you are collecting statistics for an extract procedure, the RATS_PAGES_ACTIVE value is used.
– If you are not collecting statistics for an extract, RATS_PAGES_ACTIVE or RATS_PAGES_REORG is used.

The USE_NACTIVE parameter in hlq.CDBAPARM(PDA) determines which value is used.
• When RTS tables are the primary statistics source, the NACTIVE value from TABLESPACESTATS is used.
• When the object has no statistics from the primary source, the Db2 catalog is used. For a partitioned

tablespace, NACTIVE from SYSTABSTATS is used. For a nonpartitioned tablespace, NACTIVEF from
SYSTABLESPACE is used. If NACTIVE(F) is not available, then the HI-USED-RBA from a LISTCAT is used.

Y
Indicates the number of pages per cylinder, as stored in the SORTDEV parameter of hlq.CDBAPARM(PDA). This
value must be 150 for a 3380-type DASD, or 180 for a 3390-type DASD.

NOTE

• The result of the X/Y calculation is rounded up before being stored.
• When you use %ROSYREC to calculate the space for the backup data set for an image copy:

– The results can vary depending on whether the extract procedure collects statistics.
– If the image copy includes Db2 compressed objects, use %ROHIUSED or %REORGP instead. The

%ROSYSREC value indicates the amount of space that is needed for uncompressed rows. Therefore, for
compressed rows, the allocated size can be too large

The collected value for total used pages is converted to cylinders to calculate the value for %ROSYREC. Then, a formula
is used to calculate %ROSYSUT1 and %ROSORT.
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NOTE
When using a spacemap scan, %ROSYSUT1 and %ROSORT can be too large. The data pages are assumed
to be full because the free space is unknown. If a tablespace has 20 percent free space, the %ROSYSUT1 and
%ROSORT values are 20 percent too large. Similarly, the row count is off by 20 percent, which affects the query
reports when using a spacemap scan.

The REORGP value is converted to cylinders and increased by 4 to set %ROSYREC, %ROSYSUT1, and %ROSORT.

If the row from the statistics table is not found, the value for X is used. That value is converted to cylinders and increased
by 4 to set %ROSYREC, %ROSYSUT1, and %ROSORT.

%ROSORTWK
%ROSORTWK represents the number of cylinders that are required for the SORTWKnn data sets.

For example, the following calculation determines the number of required cylinders for four sort work data sets:

ROSORTWK=SORTOUT/4

This calculation uses the following value:

SORTOUT
Holds the sorted keys on SORT output for the CHECK DATA, the LOAD, and the REORG utilities.

NOTE
For more information, see the IBM Db2 Command Utility Reference.

%ROSYSULD
%ROSYSULD represents the space that is needed for SYSREC for REORG UNLOAD PAUSE and UNLOAD ONLY.
%ROSYSULD can be used in place of %ROSYSREC .

The %ROSYSULD value can be larger than the %ROSYSREC value when the following conditions are true:

• The tables contain variable length columns.
• The actual length of the variable length columns is much shorter than their maximum length.

The discrepancy in size occurs because REORG UNLOAD PAUSE and UNLOAD ONLY expand all columns to their
maximum size. However, if GET_SYSULD N is specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(PDA), the %ROSYSULD value is equal to
%ROSYSREC .

The following calculation determines how much space is needed for SYSREC:

ROSYSULD = (Maximum row length * number of rows) in cylinders + 10

Note the following items:

• If the RTS tables are the primary statistics source, the value of %ROSYSULD is set from %ROSYSREC .
• If you do not generate REORG UNLOAD PAUSE or UNLOAD ONLY jobs, you might not need %ROSYSULD .

COPY Utility Automatic Symbolic Variables
%LBL , %REFER , and %SYSCPY are used with the IBM COPY utility and come in sets of four. (For example, %LBL , %LBL2
, %LBL3 , and %LBL4 .)

These sets allow simultaneous multiple image copies, and allow multiple copies to be placed on the same tape. Use the
sets together. (For example, use %LBL2 , %REFER2 , and %SYSCPY2 together.)
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NOTE

• These symbolic variable sets are not used with Quick Copy.
• The models for these sets do not support the use of JCL procedures.

The COPY utility allows up to four image copies of a tablespace. You can make four copies simultaneously, making one
pass through the tablespace instead of four passes.

The COPYDDN and RECOVERYDDN parameters let you specify four ddnames for four image copies:

• COPYDDN specifies the DD statements for the primary (ddname) and backup (ddname2) data on the local system.
• The RECOVERYDDN parameter specifies the DD statements for the primary (ddname3) and backup (ddname4) data

on the recovery (offsite) system.

Use %LBL , %REFER , and %SYSCPY with these ddnames as follows:

DDname Symbolic Variables

ddname %LBL , %REFER , %SYSCPY
ddname2 %LBL2 , %REFER2 , %SYSCPY2
ddname3 %LBL3 , %REFER3 , %SYSCPY3
ddname4 %LBL4 , %REFER4 , %SYSCPY4

The following list describes these symbolic variables. The x denotes the incremental number.

• %LBLx
Inserts an incremental variable for the LABEL position parameter. LABEL specifies the position of the data set on the
tape volume. %LBLx increases the position number by 1 for each DD statement that contains the LABEL parameter.

• %REFERx
Refers to the volume information from the JCL job stream of the previous step and %SYSCPY. After 200 job steps, a
new job is generated and %REFER is reinitialized.

• %SYSCPYx
Generates a unique ddname automatically. The ddname takes the form CPYA####, where #### is an increasing
number. For example, the first ddname is CPYA0001 and the second ddname is CPYA0002.

Example

The following example makes a full image copy of a tablespace (%TSNAME ) in a database (%DBNAME ):

000100 //%SYSCPY   DD DSN=BACKUP.%DBNAME..%TSNAME..D%DATE..T%TIME,            

000200 // UNIT=TAPE,LABEL=(%LBL,SL),DISP=(,CATLG),                            

000300 // VOL=(,RETAIN%REFER)                                                 

000310 //%SYSCPY2  DD DSN=BACKUP2.%DBNAME..%TSNAME..D%DATE..T%TIME,           

000320 // UNIT=TAPE,LABEL=(%LBL2,SL),DISP=(,CATLG),                           

000330 // VOL=(,RETAIN%REFER2)                                                

000331 //%SYSCPY3  DD DSN=BACKUP3.%DBNAME..%TSNAME..D%DATE..T%TIME,           

000332 // UNIT=TAPE,LABEL=(%LBL3,SL),DISP=(,CATLG),                           

000333 // VOL=(,RETAIN%REFER3)                                                

000334 //%SYSCPY4  DD DSN=BACKUP4.%DBNAME..%TSNAME..D%DATE..T%TIME,           

000335 // UNIT=TAPE,LABEL=(%LBL4,SL),DISP=(,CATLG),                           

000336 // VOL=(,RETAIN%REFER4)                                                

000340  COPY TABLESPACE %DBNAME..%TSNAME DEVT TAPE                            

000350  COPYDDN(%SYSCPY, %SYSCPY2)                                            

000351  RECOVERDDN(%SYSCPY3, %SYSCPY4)                                        

000360  %PARTLBL %PART FULL %FULL SHRLEVEL REFERENCE
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Literal Automatic Symbolic Variables
Literal automatic symbolic variables are used to hard-code the literals that identify a tablespace or index partition during
utilities execution.

IBM utilities, such as REORG and COPY, require a literal to reference a tablespace partition. For example, when REORG
is used, the model control statements must include the PART literal and the partition number. If COPY is used, the model
control statements must include the DSNUM literal and the partition number.

Typically, the %PARTLBL symbolic variable is used to generate these literals. %PARTLBL is included as part of the supplied
MJUTLRO default models. Database Analyzer uses the utility type to determine which literal should replace %PARTLBL .

However, Database Analyzer cannot use %PARTLBL to generate literals for user-supplied utilities (utility code US).
%PARTLBL also cannot be used with modified models (with both RO and IC control statements). In these cases, use literal
automatic symbolic variables to specify which literal is needed.

Review the following descriptions for the %DSNUMLIT , %PARTLIT , %PARTP , and %PARTTOT literal automatic symbolic
variables:

%DSNUMLIT

%DSNUMLIT generates the DSNUM literal when the tablespace is partitioned. If the tablespace is not partitioned, nothing
is generated.

%PARTLIT

%PARTLIT generates the PART literal when the tablespace is partitioned. If the tablespace is not partitioned, nothing is
generated.

%PARTP

%PARTP is the equivalent of %PART , and is used with %PARTLIT with the Command Processor. %PARTP includes
parentheses and a four-digit partition number.

The following example shows how to use %PARTP in a CP (Command Processor) utility code:

-START DATABASE(dbname) SPACE(tsname) PART(n)

In the previous example, n is the nth partition.

For a nonpartitioned tablespace, see the following example:

-START DATABASE(dbname) SPACE(tsname)

%PARTTOT
%PARTTOT represents the total number of partitions in an object. If an object is not partitioned, 0001 replaces this variable.

LOB-Related Automatic Symbolic Variables
LOB-related automatic symbolic variables are used to support LOB options in the generation of model JCL.

These symbolic variables are used in MJUTLCD, but they can also be used for other types of processing. View the model
member to examine how they are used.

%CHKTYPE
%CHKTYPE represents the value that follows the word CHECK in the IBM CHECK syntax. Possible values are DATA and
LOB.
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%LOBRLATD
%LOBRLATD indicates the type of object being processed. Possible values are BASE, LOB, AUXID, and blank.

Native SQL Stored Procedure Automatic Symbolic Variables
Use these automatic symbolic variables to rebind packages for native SQL stored procedures.

When a native SQL stored procedure is created, Db2 creates a package. This package differs from packages that are
created for application programs. You can locally rebind packages for native SQL stored procedures, but you cannot
bind them. Binding occurs automatically when the procedure is created. You can rebind the package with the REBIND
PACKAGE command. Rebinding these packages after creation is useful for picking up new access paths.

NOTE
If several objects reference the same package, the duplicate package names are removed. Only one of the
following symbolic variables can appear in a single model:

• %PLANS
• %PLANAME
• %PKGS
• %PKGNAME
• %PKGST
• %PKGNAMET
• %PKGSN
• %PKGNAMEN

MJUTLRPN Package Model Member

Model MJUTLRPN contains a job step that executes a REBIND PACKAGE with the %PKGSN variable. Modify this model
or create your own. If a model references %PKGSN or %PKGNAMEN, the generated JCL is appended to the end of the
job stream. Executing the package list steps after the statistics are generated ensures that the packages are rebound with
the latest statistics.

%PKGSN

%PKGSN generates a list of the unique native SQL stored procedure package names that are dependent on the objects
being processed. Inserting REBIND PACKAGE(%PKGSN) in a model generates a step to rebind all packages that the
selected objects reference.

The resulting step is shown in the following example:

REBIND PACKAGE(NSP_package1,NSP_package2, -

NSP_package3,NSP_package4,....,NSP_package99)

NOTE
A dash (-) is used when more than one line is required to list the packages.

%PKGNAMEN

%PKGNAMEN generates one JCL step per utility code for every unique native SQL stored procedure package name.
Inserting REBIND PACKAGE(%PKGNAMEN) in a model generates a rebind step for each package that the selected
objects reference.

The resulting steps are shown in the following example:

REBIND PACKAGE(NSP_package1)

REBIND PACKAGE(NSP_package2)
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REBIND PACKAGE(NSP_package3)

REBIND PACKAGE(NSP_package4)

...

REBIND PACKAGE(NSP_package99)

Package Automatic Symbolic Variables
Use the package automatic symbolic variables for actions in which you rebind packages that are based on a trigger
condition.

A package contains a single database request module (DBRM) that can be included in one or more plans. The BIND and
REBIND PACKAGES statements optimize the DBRM.

Packages provide the following advantages:

• More flexible naming conventions
• Reductions in BIND/REBIND time
• Support of multiple versions
• Simplified access to identically defined tables
• Execution of a BIND or REBIND on a remote system

NOTE
If several objects reference the same package, the duplicate package names are removed. Only one of the
following symbolic variables can appear in a single model: %PLANS, %PLANAME, %PKGS, %PKGNAME,
%PKGST, %PKGNAMET, %PKGSN, or %PKGNAMEN.

The following descriptions discuss how the %PKGS and %PKGNAME variables generate package listings.

MJUTLRPK Package Model Member

Model MJUTLRPK displays the job step to execute a REBIND with the %PKGS variable. Modify this model or create your
own.

If a model references %PKGS or %PKGNAME, the generated JCL is appended to the end of the job stream. Executing
the package list steps after the statistics are generated ensures that the packages are rebound with the latest statistics.

NOTE
To use a model that references these variables, select utility code US (User Application) from the Build Action
Procedure panel. Then, specify the appropriate model member (for example, MJUTLRPK).

%PKGS

%PKGS generates a list of unique package names that depend on the objects that the extract procedures process. For
example, including REBIND PACKAGE(%PKGS) in a model generates one step to rebind only those packages that the
selected objects reference.

The resulting step is shown in the following example:

REBIND PACKAGE(package1,package2,package3,package4, -

package5,package6,package7,...package99)

NOTE
A dash (-) is used when more than one line is required to list the packages.
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%PKGNAME

%PKGNAME generates one JCL step per utility code for every unique package name. For example, including REBIND
PACKAGE(%PKGNAME) in a model member generates one step to rebind each package that is referenced by the
objects having statistics gathered.

The resulting steps are shown in the following example:

REBIND PACKAGE(package1)

REBIND PACKAGE(package2)

REBIND PACKAGE(package3)

REBIND PACKAGE(package4)

...

REBIND PACKAGE(package99)

Pages Needed Automatic Symbolic Variables
Use the following symbolic variables to determine the number of pages that are needed for an object:

%ROHIALLC

%ROHIALLC represents the pages that are needed to hold all allocated bytes of an object. This symbolic variable is
equivalent to HI-ALLOC-RBA from the LISTCAT, converted to pages (with a 4-KB page size).

The %ROHIALLC value depends on the primary statistics source. When PDA statistics are the primary source, the value
is determined as follows:

1. The %ROHIALLC value comes from the LISTCAT when Database Analyzer collects statistics.
2. If no statistics are collected but PDA statistics exist:

– The value for a tablespace comes from columns RATS_PQTY_A and RATS_SQTY_A in table RATS_STATS_xxxx.
– The value for an index comes from columns RAIX_PQTY_A and RAIX_SQTY_A in table RAIX_STATS_xxxx.

3. If no statistics are collected, and PDA statistics do not exist, the value comes from the Db2 catalog:
– The value for a nonpartitioned tablespace comes from column NACTIVEF in SYSTABLESPACE.
– The value for a partitioned tablespace comes from NACTIVE in SYSTABSTATS.
– The value for an index comes from column SPACEF in SYSINDEXPART.

4. If the Db2 catalog statistics are not available, then the HI-ALLOC-RBA from a LISTCAT is used.

NOTE
Columns RATS_PQTY_A, RATS_SQTY_A, RAIX_PQTY_A and RAIX_SQTY_A are equivalent to the
HI_ALLOC_RBA of the LISTCAT for the data set. These columns reflect the value of the LISTCAT at the time of
the last collection.

When RTS tables are the primary source, the value is determined as follows:

1. The %ROHIALLC value is derived from column SPACE in TABLESPACESTATS (for a tablespace) or
INDEXSPACESTATS (for an index).

2. If SPACE is zero or NULL, or is not found, the value comes from the Db2 catalog:
– The value for a nonpartitioned tablespace comes from column NACTIVEF in SYSTABLESPACE.
– The value for a partitioned tablespace comes from column NACTIVE in SYSTABSTATS.
– The value for an index comes from column SPACEF in SYSINDEXPART.

3. If the Db2 catalog statistics are not available, then the HI-ALLOC-RBA from a LISTCAT is used.
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%ROHIUSED

%ROHIUSED represents the pages that are needed to hold all used bytes of an object. The %ROHIUSED value depends
on the primary statistics source. (For more information, see Calculation Automatic Symbolic Variables.)

When PDA statistics are the primary source, the GET_HIUSED keyword in hlq.CDBAPARM(PDA) controls how the value
is calculated:

• The HI-USED-RBA from the LISTCAT is converted to pages (with a 4-KB page size). The resulting %ROHIUSED
value can be smaller than HI-USED-RBA because unformatted pages are ignored. This symbolic variable can be used
to size the COPY data sets.

• The value is calculated during statistics collection.

When RTS tables are the primary statistics source, the value is determined as follows:

1. The %ROHIUSED value is derived from column NACTIVE in TABLESPACESTATS (for a tablespace) or
INDEXSPACESTATS (for an index).

2. If NACTIVE is zero or NULL, or is not found, the value comes from the Db2 catalog:
– The value for a nonpartitioned tablespace comes from column NACTIVEF in SYSTABLESPACE.
– The value for a partitioned tablespace comes from column NACTIVE in SYSTABSTATS.
– The value for an index comes from column SPACEF in SYSINDEXPART.

3. If the Db2 catalog statistics are not available, then the HI-USED-RBA from a LISTCAT is used.

Example: %ROHIUSED

The following example uses %ROHIUSED to calculate space when a copy to disk is made using IC (Image
Copy). %ROHIALLC can be used in a similar fashion.

//%SYSCPY DD DSN=BACKUP.%CREATOR..%SPACENM..D%DATE..T%TIME,

// UNIT=DISK,DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(4096,(%ROHIUSED20))      

 COPY %OBJTYPE   %CREATOR..%OBJECT  %PARTLBL %PART         

      DEVT DISK  COPYDDN %SYSCPY                           

#IF(%OBJTYPE,NE,INDEX)                                     

      FULL %FULL                                           

#ENDIF                                                     

      SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

Partition-Related Automatic Symbolic Variables
The following list describes the automatic symbolic variables that are related to partitioned tablespaces:

%DSNLLQ
Represents the Db2 data set low-level qualifier (LLQ) node of the object. The value is derived using the partition
number. Values are as follows:

• A001 - A999 for partitions 1 through 999
• B000 - B999 for partitions 1000 through 1999
• C000 - C999 for partitions 2000 through 2999
• D000 - D999 for partitions 3000 through 3999
• E000 - E096 for partitions 4000 through 4096

If the object is not partitioned, the value is A001.
%DSNUM

Generates the data set number for a partitioned tablespace. If the tablespace is not partitioned, nothing is
generated for the symbolic variable.
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NOTE
For more information on %DSNUMLIT and %PARTPHY, see Automatic Symbolics (A-L) and Automatic
Symbolics (M-P).

%PART
Indicates the partition number of the object using the format of 0001 (or blank if the object is nonpartitioned).
%PART is set to spaces when the following conditions exist:

• %PART is used in a model that is associated with an AL or CD utility code.
• The object is a partition-by-growth (PBG) universal tablespace (UTS).

%PARTLIST
Represents a formatted partition list that is used in multi-part processing to generate a utility JCL step that
processes multiple partitions.
The %PARTLIST symbolic is available only in Extract/Action procedures for models that are associated with the
RO utility code.

WARNING
Review the following conditions before using this variable:

• This variable is supported only for models that are associated with the RO utility code.
• When multiple action procedures are tied to an extract or execution procedure, the following

conditions apply:
– Only one of the tied action procedures can contain the RO utility code.
– The other tied action procedures cannot contain any utility codes.
– The TS/Once per tablespace and IX/Once per tablespace conditions are not supported. All other

TS/IX (part level) action conditions are supported.
• When a model contains %PARTLIST and one or more part-level symbolics, the multi-part processing

takes precedence.

%PARTLIST is replaced with a partition list when processing the following tablespace types:

• Classic partitioned
• Partition-by-range (PBR) universal tablespaces
• XML partitioned

For all other tablespace types, %PARTLIST is set to spaces.
For partitioned indexes, %PARTLIST uses the same settings as %PART.
For non-partitioned indexes, %PARTLIST is set to spaces.
Multi-part processing defers the generation of tablespace JCL until the last partition.
The following space-related automatic symbolics are aggregated from each selected tablespace partition:
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• %REORGP
• %REORGRTS
• %ROHIALLC
• %ROHIUSED
• %ROSORT
• %ROSYSREC
• %ROSYSULD
• %ROSYSUT1
• %ROSORTWK
• %RTSDATSU
• %RTSDATSZ
• %RTSFAR
• %RTSNACTV
• %RTSNEAR
• %RTSSPACE
• %RTSTROWS

NOTE
The SPACE_SYM_SOURCE parmlib keyword is overridden with the RTS value when any of the %RTS
symbolics are used in a model to ensure that the symbolics are populated with the correct values.

Example: Process selected parts of a tablespace
DB1.TS1 is a 10-part tablespace. Action processing selected parts 1,2,3,4,9.
The model has the following syntax:
REORG %OBJTYPE %CREATOR. .%OBJECT %PARTLBL %PARTLIST

The following example shows how the syntax resolves:
REORG TABLESPACE DB1.TS1  PART (1:4,9)

%PARTLOG
Represents the logical partition number of the object and corresponds with the LOGICAL_PART column
in SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART. For indexes, %PARTLOG also corresponds with SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART,
derived through a multitable join using the PARTITION column in SYSIBM.SYSINDEXPART as one of the
predicates. Database Analyzer automatically provides this value. %PARTLOG is blank for nonpartitioned objects.
%PARTLOG is available in action procedure and Utility Manager model processing.

NOTE
%PARTLOG was created for clarity when an ALTER ROTATE is performed on a tablespace.
%PARTLOG can be used in JCL comment statements or as appropriate. %PARTLOG can be compared
to the %PARTPHY symbolic.

%PARTNO
Represents the partition number of an index or tablespace. Use this variable when performing image copies to
include a partition number as part of the image copy name.
If the index or tablespace is not partitioned, %PARTNO defaults to 001, which generates valid data set names.

%PARTNO4
Represents the partition number of an index or tablespace. Use this variable when naming a data set. If the index
or tablespace is not partitioned, %PARTNO4 defaults to 0001, which generates valid data set names.

%PARTP
Indicates the partition number of the object and is used with %PARTLIT with the Command Processor utility.
%PARTP is a four-digit partition number within parentheses.
The following example shows how %PARTP can be used in a CP (Command Processor) utility code:
-START DATABASE(dbname) SPACE(tsname) PART(wxyz)
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In the previous example, wxyz is the wxyzth partition.
For a nonpartitioned tablespace, see the following example:
-START DATABASE (dbname) SPACE (tsname)

%PARTPHY
Represents the physical partition number of the object and corresponds with the PARTITION column in
SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART and SYSIBM.SYSINDEXPART. Database Analyzer automatically provides this value.
%PARTPHY is blank for nonpartitioned objects. %PARTPHY is available in action procedure and Utility Manager
model processing.

NOTE
%PARTPHY numerically matches %PART and was created for clarity when a tablespace has had an
ALTER ROTATE applied to it. %PARTPHY can be compared to the %PARTLOG symbolic.

%PARTTOT
Represents the total number of partitions in an object. If an object is not partitioned, 0001 replaces this variable.

%PARTTOTS
Specifies the total number of partitions flagged as selected during Database Analyzer action processing.
%PARTTOTS can be used to set multitasking values on Quick Copy, Rapid Reorg, and Fast Unload. If an object
is not partitioned, 0000 replaces this variable.

NOTE
For more information, see models DMPTICX*, DMPTIFL*, DMPTIFR*, DMPTIFU*, DMPTILX3,
DMPTIMC1, DMPTIMM*, DMPTIPC*, DMPTIQC*, DMPTIRR*, DMPTIRX*, and DMPTIUX*.

%SPARTLOG
Represents the logical partition numbers of an object and corresponds with the LOGPART column in
SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART. For indexes, %SPARTLOG is from SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART and is derived through
a multitable join using the PARTITION column in SYSIBM.SYSINDEXPART as one of the predicates. Database
Analyzer automatically provides the four-character value for %SPARTLOG and is blank for nonpartitioned objects.
%SPARTLOG is available in action procedure and Utility Manager model processing. It is used with the DU utility
code for ONESTEP processing and provides the list of logical partition numbers.

NOTE
%SPARTLOG was created for clarity when a tablespace has an ALTER ROTATE done on it.
%SPARTLOG can be used in JCL comment statements or as appropriate. It can be compared to
%SPARTPHY.

%SPARTPHY
Represents the physical partition numbers of an object and corresponds with the PARTITION column in
SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART and SYSIBM.SYSINDEXPART. Database Analyzer automatically provides the four-
character value for %SPARTPHY and is blank for nonpartitioned objects. %SPARTPHY is available in action
procedure and utility manager model processing. It is used with the DU utility code for ONESTEP processing and
provides the list of physical partition numbers.

NOTE
%SPARTPHY numerically matches %PART and was created for clarity when a tablespace has an
ALTER ROTATE performed on it. %SPARTPHY can be compared to %SPARTLOG.

Plan Listing Automatic Symbolic Variables
%PLANS and %PLANAME generate plan listings, which are useful when you rebind multiple plans.

These symbolic variables are also available through the Utility Manager.
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NOTE
Only one of the following symbolic variables can appear in a single model: %PLANS, %PLANAME, %PKGS,
%PKGNAME, %PKGSN, or %PKGNAMEN. Also, %PKGNAMET and %PKGST symbolic variables are not
supported in pre-action and post-action models.

MJUTLRBN Model Member

Model MJUTLRBN displays the job step to execute a REBIND with the %PLANS variable. Modify this model or create
your own.

If a model references %PLANS or %PLANAME, the generated JCL is appended to the end of the job stream. Executing
the plan list steps after the statistics are generated ensures that the plans are rebound with the latest statistics.

NOTE
To use a model that references these variables, select utility code US (User Application) from the Build Action
Procedure panel. You can then specify the appropriate model member, for example, MJUTLRBN.

%PLANS

%PLANS generates a list of unique plan names that depend on the objects being processed. For example, including
REBIND PLAN(%PLANS) in a model generates one step to rebind only those plans that are referenced by the selected
objects.

The resulting step is shown in the following example:

REBIND PLAN(plan1,plan2,plan3,plan4, -

plan5,plan6,plan7,...plan99)

NOTE
If more than one line is required to list the plans, a dash (-) is used.

%PLANAME

%PLANAME generates one JCL step per utility code or per unique plan name. For example, including REBIND
PLAN(%PLANAME) in a model generates one step to rebind each plan that is referenced by the objects having statistics
gathered.

The resulting steps are shown in the following example:

REBIND PLAN(plan1) 

REBIND PLAN(plan2) 

REBIND PLAN(plan3) 

REBIND PLAN(plan4) 

...

REBIND PLAN(plan99)

If several objects reference the same plan, the duplicated plan names are not included in the generated plan listing.

Reorg Log Automatic Symbolic Variables
%LOG and %LOGLBL let you control the logging that occurs during the reload phase of a REORG.

You can also use the same REORG JCL for both tablespaces and indexspaces, because these variables are ignored for
indexspaces. %LOG and %LOGLBL are used only with the RO (Reorg) utility code. They are ignored for all other utility
codes.

%LOG is set to NO for tablespaces. LOG NO requests that no log is recorded during the reload phase.
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%LOGLBL is set to LOG for tablespaces. LOG indicates whether records are logged during the reload phase of a
REORG.

The following JCL example shows the %LOG and %LOGLBL variables in use:

REORG %OBJTYPE %CREATOR.%OBJECT %PARTLBL %PART

UNLOAD CONTINUE %LOGLBL %LOG

SORTDEVT %UNIT SORTNUM %SORTNUM

Trigger Package Automatic Symbolic Variables
Use these automatic symbolic variables to rebind trigger packages.

When a trigger is created, Db2 creates a trigger package. This package differs from packages that are created for an
application program. You can rebind a trigger package locally, but you cannot bind it. Binding occurs automatically when
the packages are created. You can rebind the package with the REBIND PACKAGE command. Rebinding these packages
after creation is useful for picking up new access paths.

NOTE
If several objects reference the same package, the duplicate package names are removed. Only one of the
following symbolic variables can appear in a single model:

• %PLANS
• %PLANAME
• %PKGS
• %PKGNAME
• %PKGST
• %PKGNAMET
• %PKGSN
• %PKGNAMEN

MJUTLRPT Trigger Package Model Member

Model MJUTLRPT contains a job step that executes a REBIND with the %PKGST variable. Modify this model or create
your own. If a model references %PKGS or %PKGNAMET, the generated JCL is appended to the end of the job stream.
Executing the package list steps after the statistics are generated ensures that the packages are rebound with the latest
statistics.

%PKGST

%PKGST generates a list of unique trigger package names that depend on the objects being processed. Inserting
REBIND PACKAGE(%PKGST) in a model generates one step to rebind only those packages that the selected objects
reference.

The resulting step is shown in the following example:

REBIND TRIGGER PACKAGE(Trigger_package1,Trigger_package2,

Trigger_package3,Trigger_package4,....,Trigger_package99)

NOTE
If more than one line is required to list the packages, a dash (-) is used.
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%PKGNAMET

%PKGNAMET generates one JCL step per utility code for every unique package name. Inserting REBIND TRIGGER
PACKAGE(%PKGNAMET) in a model generates a rebind step for each package that is referenced by objects having
statistics gathered.

The resulting steps are shown in the following example:

REBIND TRIGGER PACKAGE(Trigger_package1) 

REBIND TRIGGER PACKAGE(Trigger_package2) 

REBIND TRIGGER PACKAGE(Trigger_package3) 

REBIND TRIGGER PACKAGE(Trigger_package4) 

....

REBIND TRIGGER PACKAGE(Trigger_package99)

Automatic Symbolic Variables Listings
Use the following steps to view a description of all symbolic variables in the online tutorial:

1. Select T (Tutorial) on the Database Analyzer Main Menu and press Enter.
The Tutorial-Help menu appears.

2. Select Symbolic Variables under Advanced Topics and press Enter.
The Symbolic Variables panel appears.

3. Place your cursor on a field and press Enter
The Symbolic Variable List panel appears.

4. Place your cursor on a field and press Enter.
The selected symbolic variable description appears.

5. Press Symbolic Variable List .
The Symbolic Variable List panel reappears.

6. Repeat as needed or select an option under More symbolic information .

User-Defined Symbolic Variables
You can use the following user-defined symbolic variables:

• %CALC
• %SUBSTR

These symbolic variables can be set by using the eight action conditions that are supplied with Database Analyzer. These
symbolic variables can also be set by using user-written, program-based action conditions.

Do not include the following symbolics in #IF, %CALC, and %SUBSTR. Also do not include them as part of the
replacement value for a user-defined symbolic variable. If you do, unpredictable results can occur or an error message
can be issued as part of the generated JCL.
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• %LBL
• %LBL2
• %LBL3
• %LBL4
• %REFER
• %REFER2
• %REFER3
• %REFER4
• %DDNAME
• %PREVSTEP

%CALC

%CALC performs space calculations as part of an action. Variables to be used for calculations must begin with %CALC.

You can code calculations in the following ways:

• Within a model by using the %CALC (formula) symbolic variable, where (formula) is a user-defined formula
• As the value of a symbolic variable containing the %CALC (formula) symbolic variable
• As a symbolic variable that begins with the %CALC symbolic variable (such as %CALC1)

Integer arithmetic is used during all phases of the calculation. The formula is processed left to right without operator
significance. If operator significance is required, use nested parentheses as shown in the following example:

(1+(2*3))

Embedded symbolic variables are resolved before the formula value is calculated. Formulas can have parentheses ( )
that are nested up to 16 levels. If you need more than 16 levels, use symbolic variables within the calculation formula. For
example, in the following formula, the second %CALC value is used in place of the parenthesis. The resulting value for
this formula is the same as if you coded %CALC(1+2*(3+4)):

%CALC(1+2*%CALC(3+4))

NOTE
When specifying a %CALC formula on the Model JCL Substitution panel, the outermost parentheses are
required.

The values of a calculation operand string can have the following formats:

Numeric
Contains up to 15 digits.

Mixed
Contains an alphabetical portion and ends with a numeric portion. The maximum string length is 15 bytes. For
example, a string of STEP0001 has a value of 1. A string of STEP123456789012 has a value of 12345678901.
(The final 2 is not included because only the first 15 bytes are used.)

Alpha
Contains up to 15 characters and does not end with a numeric portion. The string is assigned a value of 0 (zero).
For example, string STEP0001B has a value of 0.

When a formula is evaluated, the resulting value takes on the format of the first encountered operand:

• If the first operand is numeric, the result is a numeric. The numeric is long enough to contain all the digits without the
leading zeros.
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NOTE
The resulting or intermediate value of a calculation cannot exceed 15 digits.

• If the first operand is a mixed format, the numeric portion is replaced with the new value. For example, if the formula is
%CALC(STEP0001+1), the resulting value is STEP0002.

• If the first operand is an alpha format, the calculation value is lost and no substitution is performed. For example, if the
formula is %CALC(STEP0001B+3), the resulting value is STEP0001B.

Models MJUTLAL and MJUTLAL1 contain JCL that executes an ALTER sample using the %CALC symbolic variable.
MJUTLAL executes an ALTER against an object through the Batch Processor. MJUTLAL1 executes an ALTER against an
object using DSNTIAD.

You can also reuse a %CALC symbolic variable by defining a user automatic symbolic (UAS). User automatic symbolics
are defined using #SET. For example, you can use the following model services command:

#IF(%REORGP,GT,0)                                            

   #SET %ALPRIQTY = %CALC(%REORGP*4)                          

#ELSE                                                        

   #SET %ALPRIQTY = -1                                        

#ENDIF

Then, you can specify PRIQTY %ALPRIQTY in your ALTER statement to set the %UASPQTY value used in the
MJUTLAL and MJUTLAL1 models. If you want to keep track of this user automatic symbolic, you can use %UASPQRSN
to generate a comment on the PRIQTY statement.

NOTE

• To use a model that references this symbolic variable, select utility code AL (Alter) from the Build Action
Procedure panel. Then, specify the appropriate model (for example, MJUTLAL or MJUTLAL1).

• The %CALC FORMAT ERROR message is received when a %CALC formula results in a null or zero value.
In this case, check the #IF-ELSE logic in your model services command.

• For more information, see Calculation Automatic Symbolic Variables (includes %CALC) and Using %CALC.

%SUBSTR

%SUBSTR derives substrings. %SUBSTR has three operands: start, length, and value. See the following example:

%SUBSTR(3,4,substring)= BSTR

The following conditions apply when using substrings:

• The operands can contain symbolics, calculations, or literals.
• If the start operand has a value of 0, it is changed to 1.
• The %SUBSTR( ) function is terminated when the closing parenthesis or blank is found.
• The value after all other substitutions has a maximum length of 80 bytes. The resulting value has its trailing blanks

removed.

The following sample panel illustrates how the %SUBSTR function can be used. This sample is found in
hlq.CDBAMDL(MJUTLICF). In this example, the substring generates the hour and minutes as part of the data set name.
The time will be in the format thhmm, in which t is a constant, hh is hours, and mm is minutes. This sample also shows
how IF-ELSE logic can be used.

EDIT ---- CA.DB2.CDBAMDL(MJUTLICF)           -------- COLUMNS 001 072           

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA *****************************

//* REORGP = %REORGP                                                          

#IF(%REORGP,<,250)                                                            

//%SYSCPY  DD DSN=%USERID..%SPACENM..D%DATE..T%TIME..I%INCR,                  
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// UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(4096,(%REORGP,10)),DISP=(,CATLG)                         

 COPY %OBJTYPE   %CREATOR..%OBJECT  %PARTLBL %PART                            

      DEVT DISK  COPYDDN %SYSCPY                                              

#IF(%OBJTYPE,NE,INDEX)                                                        

      FULL %FULL                                                              

#ENDIF                                                                        

      SHRLEVEL REFERENCE                                                      

#ELSE                                                                         

//%SYSCPY2 DD DSN=%USERID..%SPACENM..D%DATE..T%TIME..I%INCR,                  

// UNIT=TAPE,LABEL=(%LBL2,SL),DISP=(,CATLG),                                  

// VOL=(,RETAIN%REFER2)                                                       

 COPY %OBJTYPE   %CREATOR..%OBJECT  %PARTLBL %PART                            

      DEVT TAPE  COPYDDN %SYSCPY2                                             

#IF(%OBJTYPE,NE,INDEX)                                                        

      FULL %FULL                                                              

#ENDIF                                                                        

      SHRLEVEL REFERENCE                                                      

#ENDIF                                                                        

****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************

Updating Utility Codes with Symbolic Variables
Use the following steps to add a new symbolic variable value to a utility code within an action procedure:

1. Enter U (Update) next to an action procedure on the Action Procedures Services panel. Press Enter.
The Build Action Procedure panel appears.

2. Enter U (Update) next to a utility code in the OPTION field:
RDA.UBPM      ---- BUILD ACTION PROCEDURE ---- 

 COMMAND ==>

 Loc: LOCAL --------------------- DB2 ID: DXXX -------------- User ID: USERxx

 PROCEDURE NAME ==> $USER0C   DESCRIPTION ==> TEST

  Share Option ==> N

 STEP JCL MODEL PARAMETERS (IBM codes only)          CONDITIONAL PARAMETERS

  Model Name ==> MJUTLGL (Def: MJUTLGL)             Condition Type    ==> N

  Process Option ==> Y                              Immediate Message ==> N

  Library Name ==> 'PTIPROD.RD999DV.CDBAMDL'

 OPT CODE SYM    . . . . . . . . . . UTILITY CODES . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

 U   US    Y    IBM: CD (Chk Data) IBM: RS (Runstats) PDA: AM (Acc Meth)

 _   __              CK (Chk IX)        RT (Report TS) CP (Cmd Proc)

 _   __              IC (Img Copy)      ST (Stospace) MP (Msg Proc)

 _   __              MC (MergeCopy)     PR (PDA Rpts)

 _   __              MD (Modify)   CAI: DU (Dynamic Utils PS (PDA Stats)

 _   __              QU (Quiesce)          replaced QC/UR) UC (Upd Cat)

 _   __              RC (Recover)  Gen: US (User App)

 _   __              RO (Reorg)         AL (Alter)

 _   __              RR (Rpt Rcv)

Press Enter.
The Model JCL Substitution panel appears, showing the existing symbolic variable values.

3. Enter USERC as the value for USERC:
PTBMODD -------- Model JCL Substitution -------- 
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COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> PAGE 

PT242I: ENTER VALUES FOR MODEL JCL SYMBOLICS. "H" COMMAND TURNS HEADER ON/OFF. 

MODEL JCL SPECIFICATIONS:

 MODEL LIBRARY ===> 'CA.DB2.CDBAMDL'

 MODEL MEMBER ===> $USER ( Blank or pattern for member selection list )

 VOLUME SERIAL ===> ( If not cataloged )

 EDIT DATASET ===> N ( Y - Yes, N - No ) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- USERXX 

CMD SYMBOLIC AUTO_REP -------- REPLACEMENT VALUE --------------------------- 

_   UTILMD   Y        ----- AUTOMATIC SYMBOLIC ----- 

_   USERA             USERA 

_   USERB             USERB 

_   USERC             USERC

.............................................................................. 

MODEL JCL STATEMENTS 

//* 00010000 //* %UTILMD 00011000 //* %USER1 00020005

Using Symbolic Variables with Model MJUTLMC
Model MJUTLMC is shown in the following example:

//MCUT%MODLINCR DD UNIT=%DUNIT,DISP=(,KEEP),                                   

//            SPACE=(CYL,(%ROSYSUT1,1))                                        

//SYSCOPY  DD DSN=BACKUP.%DBNAME..%TSNAME..D%DATE,                             

//            UNIT=%UNIT,LABEL=(1,SL),DISP=(,CATLG)                            

 MERGECOPY TABLESPACE %DBNAME..%TSNAME %PARTLBL %PART DEVT %UNIT               

 NEWCOPY %NEWCOPY WORKDDN MCUT%MODLINCR

MJUTLMC must contain the following user-defined symbolics. You are prompted for the values of these symbolic
variables when the model is used:

%DUNIT
Indicates the device type for the MCUT%MODLINCR work data set.

%UNIT
Indicates the device type for the SYSCOPY data set.

%NEWCOPY
Controls the merging of the image copies. %NEWCOPY is an example of using a user-defined symbolic to control
Db2 utility control statement parameters.

MJUTLMC also contains the following automatic symbolics. These symbolics are automatically substituted when the job
stream is generated:

%MODLINCR
Generates unique DD names by using an automatic incremental variable. If you execute multiple utilities for each
object and each utility has its own JCL requirements, a separate job step is generated for each Db2 object. In the
previous example, all specified utilities are executed for a Db2 object in one step.
If the selected utilities have conflicting DD statement requirements, you must specify the DD statement name
at the time of definition. For example, if COPY and MERGECOPY both default to the SYSCOPY DD statement,
specify a different DD statement to resolve this conflict.

%ROSYSUT1
Indicates the primary space allocation, in cylinders, for the MCUT%MODLINCR data set.
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%DBNAME, TBNAME
Indicates the database.tablespace name that activated the action procedure. These symbolic variables are
referenced in the SYSCOPY DD statement and in the control statement.

%DATE, TIME
Generates a unique data set name for the work data set. These symbolic variables are used as part of the DSN
prompt.

%PARTLBL, PART
Generates the DSNUM parameter with the corresponding partition number. This symbolic variable is used when a
tablespace partition is selected for the extract procedure.

Example

In this example, model MJUTLMC executes an extract procedure and generates a merge copy as follows:

1. Extract procedure EXT1 is executed.
2. Extract procedure EXT1 selects tablespaces ACT and DSN8S21D.
3. The update activity on tablespace ACT reaches 25 percent. The tied action procedure, ACT1, is activated. (ACT1

requests a merge copy when the update activity is greater than 20 percent.)
4. A merge copy is generated.

//UTIL0001 EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='PTI2'                          

                                                                               

...                                                                            

                                                                               

//MCUT01 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,KEEP)                                           

//    SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))                                                        

//SYSCOPY  DD DSN=BACKUP.DSN8D21A.ACT.D891102,                                 

// UNIT=SYSDA,LABEL=(1,SL),DISP=(,CATLG)                                       

 MERGECOPY TABLESPACE DSN8D21A.ACT DEVT SYSDA                                  

 NEWCOPY NO WORKDDN MCUT01                                                     

                                                                               

                                                                               

...                                                                            

                                                                               

//UTIL0002 EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='PTI2'                          

                                                                               

...                                                                            

//MCUT02 DD  UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,KEEP)                                           

//    SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))                                                        

//SYSCOPY  DD DSN=BACKUP.DSN8D21A.DSN8S21D.D891102,                            

// UNIT=SYSDA,LABEL=(1,SL),DISP=(,CATLG)                                       

 MERGECOPY TABLESPACE DSN8D21A.DSN8S21D DEVT SYSDA                             

 NEWCOPY NO WORKDDN MCUT02

Using Symbolic Variables with MJUTLIC
Model MJUTLIC is shown in the following example:

//%SYSCPY   DD DSN=BACKUP.%CREATOR..%SPACENM..D%DATE..T%TIME,

// UNIT=TAPE,LABEL=(%LBL,SL),DISP=(,CATLG),                  

// VOL=(,RETAIN%REFER)                                       

 COPY %OBJTYPE   %CREATOR..%OBJECT  %PARTLBL %PART           

      DEVT TAPE  COPYDDN %SYSCPY                             
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#IF(%OBJTYPE,NE,INDEX)                                       

      FULL %FULL                                             

#ENDIF                                                       

      SHRLEVEL REFERENCE

MJUTLIC contains the following automatic symbolic variables. These symbolic variables are automatically substituted
when the job stream is generated:

%SYSCPY
Indicates the automatically generated DD name.

%LBL
Indicates the file for LABEL=PARAMETER.

%REFER
Indicates the REFER subparameter of the VOLUME parameter. This subparameter refers to the volume
information specified in the SYSCPY DD statement.

%OBJTYPE
Indicates the object type, TABLESP or INDEX, of the object that activated the action procedure.

%CREATOR, SPACENM
Indicates the database.tablespace or creator.indexspace name that activated the action procedure.

%DATE, TIME
Generates a unique data set name for the work data set. This symbolic variable is used as part of the DSN
prompt.

%PARTLBL, PART
Generates the DSNUM parameter with the corresponding partition number. This symbolic variable is used when a
tablespace or index partition is selected for the extract procedure.

Example

In this example, model MJUTLIC creates an image copy when tablespaces ACT and DSN8S23D are selected for a utility
procedure.

000005 //UTIL0001  EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='ssid'                 

000006 //STEPLIB   DD   DSN=DSN.V230.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR                         

000007 //SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=*                                              

000008 //UTPRINT   DD   SYSOUT=*                                              

000009 //CPYA0003  DD DSN=BACKUP.DSN8ssid.ACT.D931006.T160740,                

000010 // UNIT=TAPE,LABEL=(001,SL),DISP=(,CATLG),                             

000011 // VOL=(,RETAIN)                                                       

000012  COPY TABLESPACE DSN8ssid.ACT     DEVT TAPE COPYDDN CPYA0003           

000013                 FULL YES   SHRLEVEL REFERENCE                          

000014 //* IC       MJUTLIC USERXX                                            

000015 //UTIL0002  EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='ssid'                 

000016 //STEPLIB   DD   DSN=DSN.V230.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR                         

000017 //SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=*                                              

000018 //UTPRINT   DD   SYSOUT=*                                              

000019 //CPYA0005  DD DSN=BACKUP.DSN8ssid.DSN8S23D.D931006.T160740,           

000020 // UNIT=TAPE,LABEL=(002,SL),DISP=(,CATLG),                             

000021 // VOL=(,RETAIN,REF=*.UTIL0001.CPYA0003)                               

000022  COPY TABLESPACE DSN8ssid.DSN8S23D DEVT TAPE COPYDDN CPYA0005          

000023                 FULL YES   SHRLEVEL REFERENCE
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Using %CALC
Use %CALC to define your own expressions for performing automatic space calculation as part of actions.

%CALC is not available for the MP, UC, or CP utility codes. The expression follows the %CALC variable, as shown in the
following example:

CALC(10+5*10)

Math is performed from left to right, and operations within parentheses are performed first. See the following examples:

(10+5*10) = 150

(10+(5*10)) = 60

The following operators are available:

• Left delimiter
• Add
• Subtract
• Multiply
• Divide
• Right delimiter

The following example shows how to use %CALC to calculate the primary and secondary quantities when defining VSAM
clusters. This example changes the primary and secondary allocations for the underlying VSAM data sets by deleting and
redefining the clusters. The example uses an action procedure that is conditional on the primary quantity that is used.
The action procedure deletes and redefines the VSAM cluster for a tablespace based on the number of pages that are
required for a reorganization. Information is gathered from the VSAM catalog to ensure accurate secondary extent and
volume extent calculations.

Use the following steps to use %CALC to define your own expressions for performing automatic space calculation as part
of actions:

1. Complete the following fields on the Build Action Procedure panel:
a. Enter MJUTLGL (the general utility model JCL member) in the Model Name field. You are prompted to name the

special model JCL member when you specify the US (user application) utility code. In these examples, the special
model is named ALTERJCL, which is a Batch Processor job stream.

b. Enter O (or A) in the Condition Type field to specify action conditions. This selection makes the action procedure
conditional. The US utility code executes only when a certain condition is met.

c. Enter US in the CODE field to request a user application.
Press Enter.
Because you specified a conditional action procedure, the Action Conditions panel appears.

2. Complete the following fields:
a. Enter S in the O (Option) field next to Primary quantity used percent.
b. Enter >80 in the CONDITION field. When more than 80 percent of the primary quantity is used, the US utility code

is executed. A cluster delete/define is also executed.
Press Enter.
Your selections are registered.

3. Press PF3 (End).
The General Model Request panel appears.

4. Specify the name of the special model JCL member. For example, enter ALTERJCL. Press Enter.
The Model JCL Substitution panel appears.
The model JCL member containing the JCL necessary for the tablespace alter displays. This model was specified
when the action procedure was created.
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%SYSID, %DBNAME, and %TSNAME are automatically replaced with the Db2 subsystem ID, database name, and
tablespace name.

5. Enter the calculations for the primary and secondary quantities:
%CALC1

Calculates the number of tracks necessary for an IDCAMS DEFINE statement before a REORG. (%REORGP)
represents the space in pages. This number increases by 30 percent (%REORGP*3/10).

NOTE
In this example, the expression is divided by 10 to calculate the tracks for a 3380. Divide the expression
by 12 to calculate the tracks for a 3390.

%CALC2
Calculates the secondary quantity to be half of the new primary allocation, in tracks.

Press Enter.
Your selections are registered.

6. Press PF3 (End).
The Build Action Procedures panel reappears.

Before the DELETE CLUSTER statement is executed, the REORG utility executes with the UNLOAD PAUSE option.
When this option is specified, processing ends after the data has been unloaded. The utility job step is retained so
that processing can be restarted in the RELOAD RESTART(PHASE). This option can be included as part of the action
procedure or as part of the Batch Processor central statement.

The following panel shows a portion of model ALTERJCL that contains the DELETE and DEFINE CLUSTER statements:

-- EXPLICIT VSAM DEFINES FOR YOUR TABLESPACE.                                 

--                                                                            

.CALL AMS                                                                     

.DATA                                                                         

 DELETE CLUSTER( NAME('%SYSID.DSNDBC.%DBNAME..%TSNAME..I0001.A001')           

        PURGE)                                                                

                                                                              

 DEFINE CLUSTER(                                                              

                 NAME('%SYSID.DSNDBC.%DBNAME..%TSNAME..I0001.A001')           

                 LINEAR                                                       

                 NOERASE                                                      

                 REUSE                                                        

                 SHAREOPTIONS(3,3)                                            

               )                                                              

        DATA   (                                                              

                 NAME('%SYSID.DSNDBD.%DBNAME..%TSNAME..I0001.A001')           

                 VOLUMES(                                                     

                         'PLAT01'                                             

                        )                                                     

                 TRACKS(%CALC1   %CALC2)                                      

               )                                                              

        CATALOG('%SYSID')                                                     

.ENDDATA

The following fields appear in this example:

DELETE CLUSTER
Deletes the underlying VSAM cluster, which also deletes all data that is associated with the tablespace.
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DEFINE CLUSTER
Recreates the cluster using the results of the %CALC1 variable for primary allocation and %CALC2 for secondary
allocation. The space is allocated in tracks.

CALC1 and CALC2
Calculates the primary and secondary quantities. When you define your action procedure, the Model JCL
Substitution panel appears, prompting you to supply these calculations.

Later, you can submit the extract procedure that is tied to this conditional action procedure. When the extract procedure is
submitted, the following actions occur:

1. The number of pages that are required for a REORG are determined.
2. The calculation is performed.
3. The calculated values are substituted for the variables when the DEFINE CLUSTER Batch Processor job is created.

See the following example:

-- EXPLICIT VSAM DEFINES FOR YOUR TABLESPACE.                                 

--                                                                            

.CALL AMS                                                                     

.DATA                                                                         

                                                                              

 DEFINE CLUSTER(                                                      -       

                 NAME('PTI2.DSNDBC.PTMKTDB.PTCODETS.I0001.A001')      -       

                 LINEAR                                               -       

                 NOERASE                                              -       

                 REUSE                                                -       

                 SHAREOPTIONS(3,3)                                    -       

               )                                                      -       

        DATA   (                                                      -       

                 NAME('PTI2.DSNDBD.PTMKTDB.PTCODETS.I0001.A001')      -       

                 VOLUMES(                                             -       

                         'PLAT01'                                     -       

                        )                                             -       

                 TRACKS(10     5)                                     -       

               )                                                      -       

        CATALOG('PTI2')                                                       

.ENDDATA

The following fields appear in this example:

DEFINE CLUSTER
Indicates the names of the Db2 subsystem, database, and tablespace.

TRACKS
Indicates the number of tracks that were calculated. In this example, 10 tracks were calculated for the primary
allocation and 5 tracks for the secondary allocation.

NOTE
For more information on %CALC, see Calculation Automatic Symbolic Variables and User-Defined Symbolic
Variables.

Using %USER
Use the Supplied Action Conditions and User-Defined Program-Based Action Conditions to set the %USER1 to %USER4
and %USER1LIT to %USER4LIT symbolics.
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The following samples associate the %USER1 symbolic variable with %USER1LIT using a supplied tablespace (TS) action
condition.

• If the condition column value is C,RATS_DBNAME :
– %USER1 is populated with the RATS_DBNAME contents for the Db2 tablespace.
– %USER1LIT is set to RATS_DBNAME.

• If the condition column value is I,SUM(RATS_ROWS_TOTAL) :
– %USER1 is populated with the SUM(ROWS_TOTAL) contents for the Db2 tablespace.
– %USER1LIT is set to SUM(ROWS_TOTAL).

NOTE
With DECIMAL columns, the value of the %USERx symbolic variable is rounded.

Using with Supplied Action Conditions

You can populate %USER1 through %USER4 directly with contents from the statistics tables. To do so, enter a statistic
column name next to one of the following action conditions. These action conditions are provided in the RAAACTB table
within range 192 through 199:

• (TS) Populate %USER1 w/PDA Stats col
• (TS) Populate %USER2 w/PDA Stats col
• (TS) Populate %USER3 w/PDA Stats col
• (TS) Populate %USER4 w/PDA Stats col
• (IX) Populate %USER1 w/PDA Stats col
• (IX) Populate %USER2 w/PDA Stats col
• (IX) Populate %USER3 w/PDA Stats col
• (IX) Populate %USER4 w/PDA Stats col

Note the following items when using these conditions:

• These conditions cannot be used as cross conditions.
• These conditions cannot be used with TSP/IXP conditions.
• Conditions within range 192 through 195 are dedicated to tablespaces, and must be used with at least one (TS)

condition. Specify any column from PTI.RATS_STATS_xxxx and PTI.RAUT_STATS_xxxx.
• Conditions within range 196 through 199 are dedicated to indexes, and must be used with at least one (IX) condition.

Specify any column from PTI.RAIX_STATS_xxxx and PTI.RAUT_STATS_xxxx.
• These conditions are executed only when JCL is generated for the object that is being evaluated. Because these

conditions have no impact on action processing, no message appears for these conditions in PTIMSG.
• For more information about using these conditions, see the following %USER1-4 / %USER1-4LIT example.

If you populate %USER1, %USER1LIT sets to the literal column name. You entered this name when you entered when
you defined %USER1 in the action condition.

The returned values for %USER1 to %USER4 can be used in a Database Analyzer #IF clause. These returned values
can help set appropriate utilities parameters.

You can use up to four symbolic variables per tablespace or index by using columns in the following statistics tables:

• PTI.RATS_STATS_xxxx
• PTI.RAIX_STATS_xxxx
• PTI.RAUT_STATS_xxxx

The condition description can have the following general format:
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• column_type, column_name
• column_name
• column_type, column_funct(column_name)
• column_funct(column_name)

The following COLTYPEs are valid. If no column_type is specified, the COLTYPE of the statistics table column name is
retrieved from SYSIBM.SYSCOLUMNS:

• C (Character)
• D (Decimal)
• F (Float)
• I (Integer)
• S (Smallint)
• T (Timestamp)
• V (Varchar)

%USER1-4 / %USER1-4LIT Example

The following example sets all conditions within range 192 through 199, as defined in the RAAACTB conditions table.

• %USER1 through %USER4 and the corresponding %USER1LIT through %USER4LIT are populated for tablespaces
and indexes.

• A total of eight columns are retrieved from statistics tables.

To populate the symbolics for TS and IX, complete the following steps on the Action Conditions panel:

1. Select at least one TS condition.
2. Select at least one IX condition.
3. Set the column names and COLTYPEs for the TS and IX object types.

a. Consider the columns that are specified for the TS object type:
S,RATS_EXTENTS

I,SUM(RATS_ROWS_TOTAL)

S,COUNT(RATS_PART)

C,UTL_UTIL

Retrieve the following information for each tablespace:
• Extents number
• Total rows number
• Statistic records number for the partition or tablespace processed
• Name of the last utility that processed this tablespace (COPY, REORG, RUNSTATS, and so on). To retrieve this

information, the MJUTLGLH model must have been used to execute those Db2 utilities.
For each tablespace flagged as SELECTED during action processing, the following results are recorded:
• %USER1 is set to the last value recorded for the RATS_EXTENTS column of PTI.RATS_STATS_xxxx.

%USER1LIT is set to the RATS_EXTENTS value.
• %USER2 is set to the last value recorded for the RATS_ROWS_TOTAL column of PTI.RATS_STATS_xxxx. This

column indicates the sum of all partitions. %USER2LIT is set to the SUM(ROWS_TOTAL) value.
• %USER3 is set to the last value recorded for the RATS_PART column of PTI.RATS_STATS_xxxx. This column

indicates the count of all partitions. %USER3LIT is set to the COUNT(PART) value.
• %USER4 is set to the last value recorded for the UTL_UTIL column of PTI.RAUT_HIST_xxxx. %USER4LIT is

set to the UTL_UTIL value.
b. Consider the columns that are specified for the IX object type:

S,MAX(RAIX_EXTENTS)

I,RAIX_ACTIVE
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F,AVG(RAIX_CLUSTERRATIOF)

D,UTL_ELAPSED_TIME

Retrieve the following information for each tablespace:
• Extents number
• Active pages number
• Cluster ratio (%)
• The last elapsed time for the last Db2 utility that processed this index (COPY, REORG, RUNSTATS, and so on).

To retrieve this information, use the MJUTLGLH model to execute those Db2 utilities.
For each index flagged as SELECTED during action processing, the following results are recorded:
• %USER1 is set to the last value recorded for the RAIX_EXTENTS column of PTI.RAIX_STATS_xxxx. This

column indicates the maximum value. %USER1LIT is set to the MAX(EXTENTS) value.
• %USER2 is set to the last value recorded for the RAIX_ACTIVE column of PTI.RAIX_STATS_xxxx.

%USER2LIT is set to the RAIX_ACTIVE value.
• %USER3 is set to the last value recorded for the RAIX_CLUSTERRATIOF column of PTI.RAIX_STATS_xxxx.

This column indicates the average value. %USER3LIT is set to the AVG(CLUSTERRATIOF) value.
• %USER4 is set to the last value recorded for the UTL_ELAPSED_TIME column of PTI.RAUT_HIST_xxxx.

%USER4LIT is set to the UTL_ELAPSED_TIME value.

Using in User-Defined, Program-Based Action Conditions

%USER1 through %USER4 can be used in a program action condition. The hlq.CDBASAMP(PDAASMSR) member
provides a use case sample. Populating these symbolic variables using PDAASMSR requires writing a program action
condition and performing all the required steps. Based on your custom requirements, you can use these variables in
utility code models. Each program condition has a maximum length of 56 characters. The PDAAEXT control block overlay
includes fields PDAA_USER1, _USER2, _USER3, and _USER4 to support these symbolic variables. The fields are
defined as CL56 in ASM or PIC x (56) in COBOL.

%USER1LIT through %USER4LIT can also be used in a program action condition. The hlq.CDBASAMP(PDAASMS3)
member contains a sample use case. These variables appear as spaces in the utility manager because there is no facility
to access the PDAAEXT control block.

One suggested use of these symbolic variables is to create a program condition that performs the following tasks:

• Query SYSCOPY to find all the backups for a given object.
• Get the START_RBA for a given backup.
• Set PDAA_USER1 to this value.
• Generate RECOVER JCL with the TORBA parameter.

Use the following steps to use a %USER symbolic variable in a program:

1. Change or create a program condition.
2. Clear the entire 56-byte area to blanks before inserting the value.
3. In the program condition source code, move the value that you want into PDAA_USER1 (or USER2 through USER4).
4. Insert at least one blank after the value, when it is less than 56 bytes, to terminate the value.

Version Support for Packages
A package contains only one bound DBRM (Database Request Module).

The package version refers to the fourth qualifier in a package name:

location.collection-id.package-id.version-id
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The %PKGS, %PKGNAME, %PKGSN, and %PKGNAMEN symbolics support versions. %PKGS and %PKGSN generate
one rebind step for all unique package names that depend on the processed objects. %PKGNAME and %PKGNAMEN
generate one rebind step per package name.

Automatic Symbolics (A-L)
The following list describes the Database Analyzer automatic symbolics that begin with %A through %L :

%ACEEGRPN
Specifies RACF default group name contents from the ACEEGRPN field in the ACEE z/OS control block. If RACF
groups are not used or some other security product is in use that does not set the ACEEGRPM field, USERID is
the default.

%ARCRLATD
Represents the relationship the currently processed object has to archive tables. The following values are valid:
blank

Indicates no archive table relationship.
ARCHIVE

Indicates that the object is related to an archive table.
ARCHENBL

Indicates that the object is related to a base table that is set up with an archive table relationship. The
ARCHIVING_TABLE column in SYSIBM.SYSTABLES shows the archive table name.

NOTE
%ARCRLATD is used in sample model members MJUTLICS and MJUTLRCS. The symbolic value
determines whether to add the LISTDEF INCLUDE ARCHIVE control statements for tablespace
processing.

%ASID
Represents the z/OS address space ID (ASID) at the time of the current execution. For example, when the action
JCL is generated, %ASID is replaced with a four-digit ASID such as 04CC. %ASID is not replaced with the ASID
from when the action JCL is executed.

NOTE
When generating action JCL from a batch submitted extract, %ASID is available and it is the same for
all objects and types. Separate batch executions result in the use of a different ASID value.

%AVGROWLN
Represents the average row length in the tablespace that is recorded in SYSTABLEPART. When applied to an
index, %AVGROWLN represents the average key length in the index, as recorded in the AVGKEYLEN column of
SYSINDEXPART.

%CHKFLGTP
Represents the CHECKFLAG value in SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART for the associated LOB tablespace. This value
is needed when processing a base tablespace or table that contains inline LOB columns with altered lengths.
%CHKFLGTP is available in action procedure model processing to help generate the proper REORG JCL and
keyword syntax for the base tablespace. The following values are valid:
I

Indicates that the inline LOB length increased (AREO* status).
D

Indicates that the inline LOB length decreased (REORP status).
%CHKFLGTP is set to a blank for all other scenarios.
If the length of more than one inline LOB column has changed, where one decreased and the other increased, a
D is returned.
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For examples of how %CHKFLGTP is used, see any one of the following supplied REORG models: MJUTLRO,
MJUTLROO, and MJUTLROM.

NOTE
Additional REORG models that follow these naming patterns are provided: MJUTLRO*, DMPTIRR*, and
DMPTIRX*.

%CHKTYPE
Represents the value that is used in the IBM CHECK syntax following the word CHECK. Possible values are
DATA and LOB.

NOTE
For an example of how %CHKTYPE is used, see model member MJUTLCD.

%CLONED
Represents the value from the CLONE column in SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE. The valid values are Y or N, and
indicate whether there is an active clone on the base table or index.
%CLONED is available in action procedure model processing to set the CLONE keyword in utility
control statements. %CLONED can also build image copy data set names using %INSTANCE. Use
#IF(%CLONED,EQ,Y) logic to set data set names or control statements as required. See the following example:
COPY %OBJTYPE   %CREATOR..%OBJECT  %PARTLBL %PART ... COPYDDN %SYSCPY     

#CM If object is cloned then also copy the clone                          

#IF(%CLONED,EQ,Y)                                                         

   COPY %OBJTYPE   %CREATOR..%OBJECT  %PARTLBL %PART ... COPYDDN %SYSCPY3 

   CLONE                                                                  

#ENDIF

NOTE
For a complete example, see hlq.CDBAMDL(MJUTLICC), which can be used with the Image Copy
(IC) utility code within an action procedure. For other examples of how %CLONED is used, see the
MCEACLIC and MCEACLRO models.

%COMPRESS
Represents the value from the COMPRESS column in SYSTABLEPAR. The following values are valid for the
current object:
Y

Indicates that the object is compressed.
N

Indicates that the object is not compressed.
%COMPRESS can be used in model member MJUTLRO* to implement the logic that is related to the
KEEPDICTIONARY utility keyword setting.

NOTE
For an example of how %COMPRESS is used, see models MJUTLKP and MJUTLKNP.

%COND#
Specifies the condition number from RAAACTB; for example, 0024.

NOTE
RAAACTB is an Assembler module that contains predefined conditions.

%CONDTXT
Specifies the condition text from RAAACTB; for example, NUMBER OF EXTENTS.

%CONDTGR
Specifies the condition trigger value from the action definition; for example, >2.
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%CONDTYP
Represents the condition type. The following values are valid:
UNCOND

Indicates an unconditional action or Utility Manager.
AND

Indicates an action with AND logic conditions.
OR

Indicates an action with OR logic conditions.
%CREATOR

Represents the creator of the object. %CREATOR can be used with %TBNAME, %TSNAME, and %IXNAME.
When %CREATOR is used with these other variables, the processing requirements that apply to %TBNAME also
apply to %CREATOR. When the object is a tablespace, the database name of the tablespace is substituted.

%DATE
Represents the current date. %DATE and %TIME can be used to generate unique data set names.

%DATECENT
Represents the current date, including the century, and uses the format YYYYMMDD. For example, 20101203
represents December 3, 2010. %DATECENT can be used in a JCL comment to indicate the date that the action
JCL executed.

%DATECLTS
Specifies the date and time when statistics were last collected for an object. This value is retrieved from a
Database Analyzer statistics row, which is stored during a Database Analyzer statistics collection, or from a real-
time statistics row. %DATECLTS can be used in the utility model JCL comment for the action procedure or the
immediate message. %DATECLTS can also be used in Utility Manager and in Batch Processor exit models such
as DABPACU1.

NOTE
Because %DATECLTS operates on a per object basis, it can be included in a utility model such as
MJUTLRO (and not MJUTLGL). The following example shows %DATECLTS being applied to a specific
object:

//* Stats TIMESTAMP %DATECLTS for %DBNAME %TSNAME

The format is 26 bytes (CCYY-MM-DD-hh.mm.ss.nnnnnn ) or 19 bytes (CCYY-MM-DD-hh.mm.ss ). Both
formats are compatible in SQL where a timestamp expression can be used.

%DATEFMTD
Represents the current date as formatted in the DATEFORM keyword in hlq.CDBAPARM(SETUP). %DATEFMTD
can be used in a JCL comment to indicate the date that the action JCL is created.

%DATEJUL
Represents the current date in the Julian format: (YYYYJJJ). For example, 2010192 represents the year 2010 and
day 192. %DATEJUL can be used to generate unique data set names as shown in the following example:
DSN=BACKUP.%DBNAME.%TSNAME.D%DATEJUL.T%TIME

%DAYOFWK
Represents the current day of the week in a numerical format. This value matches the Db2 SQL function
DAYOFWEEK in which 1 is Sunday and 7 is Saturday. The value has a length of one.
%DAYOFWK is available in action procedure model processing to set the FULL keyword in image copy control
statements. The FULL keyword can determine which day to take full image copies.

%DB2REL
Represents the current release of Db2 in 3-byte format. For example, if you are using Db2 9, 910 replaces the
variable. If you are using Db2 10 or higher, use %DB2REL4 instead.
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%DB2REL4
Represents the current Db2 release in 4-byte format. %DB2REL4 was developed for Db2 10 and higher
systems to provide a displayable value for the Db2 release. %DB2REL4 works in logical compares during model
processing. The following example is for a Db2 10 test:
#IF(%DB2REL4,GE,1010)

Review any custom utility models that use the 3-byte %DB2REL (910). Change the symbolic name and the
second operand so that it is 4 bytes (0910).

%DBID
Represents the DBID of the object. Database Analyzer provides this value automatically.

NOTE
If there are 32511 or more databases when the database is created, Db2 uses a negative number for
the DBID. The negative value can result in syntax errors in utility action models. In this case, you can
add conditional logic to handle negative DBID values.

For example, you can use the following instructions to assign a unique (positive) DBID value to
%NEWDBID in place of the %DBID automatic symbolic:

#IF(%DBID,GT,0)

   #SET %NEWDBID = %DBID

#ELSE

   #SET %NEWDBID = %CALC(65535-%SUBSTR(2,5,%DBID))

#ENDIF

%DBNAME
Represents the database name of the object. For example, specify %DBNAME.%TSNAME to add the database
name of the tablespace as a prefix to the tablespace name.

%DDNAME
Represents the current ddname for a DD statement.

%DEST
Relates a database and tablespace to a user-defined destination, such as a user ID or location ID, or both.
The %DEST format can be specified in any model member. You can use %DEST in the TSO user ID in
Immediate Messages and the Message Processor. For example, you can define the databases, tablespaces,
and destinations within model member MDESTOBJ. The value for %DEST is retrieved from model member
MDESTOBJ when an action procedure is generated.

%DSNLLQ
Represents the Db2 data set low-level qualifier (LLQ) node of the object. The value is derived using the partition
number. Values are as follows:

• A001 - A999 for partitions 1 through 999
• B000 - B999 for partitions 1000 through 1999
• C000 - C999 for partitions 2000 through 2999
• D000 - D999 for partitions 3000 through 3999
• E000 - E096 for partitions 4000 through 4096

NOTE
If the object is not partitioned, the value is A001.

%DSNUM
Generates the data set number for a partitioned tablespace. If the tablespace is not partitioned, nothing is
generated for the symbolic variable.

NOTE
For more information, see %DSNUMLIT and %PARTPHY.
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%DSNUMLIT
Generates the literal DSNUM for a partitioned tablespace. If the tablespace is not partitioned, nothing is generated
for the symbolic variable.

%FREEPAGE
Represents the FREEPAGE value for the tablespace or index that is recorded in SYSTABLEPART or
SYSINDEXPART. FREEPAGE specifies how often to leave a page of free space.
Limits: 0 to 255

%INCR
Generates a different three-digit number throughout the model and increments by one each time it is encountered
in the code. %INCR can be used to generate unique ddnames, data set names, or Batch Processor SYNC values
automatically.

%INCR7
Generates a different seven-digit number throughout the model and increments by one each time it is
encountered in the code. %INCR7 can be used to generate unique ddnames, data set names, or Batch Processor
SYNC values automatically.

NOTE
If fewer digits are needed, use %SUBSTR. For example, if a five-digit substitution is needed, use
%SUBSTR(3,5,%INCR7).

%INDEXALL
Specifies that INDEX ALL is used in the generated JCL to process indexes that are defined on tablespaces that
are listed in a Db2 LISTDEF statement. %INDEXALL is used in the MJULDRS model member to execute the IBM
RUNSTATS (RS) utility in one step against a list of objects in a Db2 LISTDEF statement.

%INSTANCE
Represents the Db2 data set instance node number of the object. INSTANCE is a column in
SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE representing the tablespace and index of the current base object (as opposed to the
clone object).
%INSTANCE is available in action procedure model processing and can be used, for example, to construct data
set names for image copies. Values are 0001 or 0002 and represent the current base object. To get the instance
node number value for the cloned object, you can create a user automatic symbolic (UAS). See the following
example:
#SET %UASINST = %INSTANCE

      #IF(%CLONED,EQ,Y)               

         #IF(%INSTANCE,EQ,0001)

            #SET %UASINST = 0002 

         #ELSE       

            #SET %UASINST = 0001

         #ENDIF      

      #ENDIF

%IPREFIX
Represents the Db2 data set instance node prefix of an object. IPREFIX is a column in SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART
and SYSIBM.SYSINDEXPART. Database Analyzer automatically provides the value. %IPREFIX is available in
action procedure model processing and can be used, for example, in image copy data set names. Values are I or
J.

%ISOBID
Represents the ISOBID of the object. ISOBID is a column in SYSIBM.SYSINDEXES. Database Analyzer
automatically provides the value. %ISOBID is available in user-written SQL action conditions and action
procedure model processing.
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%IXEXTTYP
Represents the single-character extended index type from the Db2 catalog column SYSIBM.SYSINDEXES
IX_EXTENSION_TYPE. %IXEXTTYP is set to a space when processing a tablespace. %IXEXTTYP is available
in action procedure and Utility Manager model processing to detect extended index types, such as XML NODEID
indexes.

%IXHASH
Represents the one-character value that is found in the Db2 catalog column SYSIBM.SYSINDEXES HASH. When
processing a tablespace, %IXHASH is set to a space. %IXHASH detects sparse indexes when used in Action
Procedure model processing and Utility Manager model processing. These types of indexes contain keys for a
subset of rows in the table. For example, hash overflow indexes are sparse indexes.

%IXNAME
Represents the index name.

%IXSPACE
Represents the indexspace name.

%IXSPARSE
Represents the one-character value that is found in the Db2 catalog column SYSIBM.SYSINDEXES SPARSE.
When processing a tablespace, %IXSPARSE is set to a space. %IXSPARSE detects hash overflow indexes when
used in Action Procedure model processing and Utility Manager model processing.

%IXSUPPD
Indicates whether an RO (IBM REORG) action code on its associated tablespace suppressed the current index
due to the auto-index reorganization suppression feature. If the index was suppressed, %IXSUPPD equals one.
Otherwise, it is set to zero. If the Database Analyzer parmlib keyword DISABLE_AUTO_IX_SUPP is set to Y,
%IXSUPPD is always set to zero.

%IXTYPE
Indicates whether an index is type 1 or type 2. Type 2 indexes do not contain subpages, and do not require index
leaf page locks.
For example, if an index is type 2, a 2 replaces the variable. If an index is type 1, a 1 replaces the variable.

NOTE
This value is from the Db2 catalog column SYSINDEXES.INDEXTYPE.

%JCLTYPE
Represents the type of processing that produced the JCL. %JCLTYPE can have the following string values:
UTILITY MANAGER

Indicates JCL created with Utility Manager.
EXTRACT_STATS

Indicates JCL created with an extract that includes collected statistics.
EXTRACT_NOSTATS

Indicates JCL created with an extract that includes collected statistics.
%JOBCDPOS

Indicates the status or position of the latest JOB statement model that was inserted into the generated action JCL.
Possible values are as follows:
FIRSTJOB

Indicates that only the first JOB statement or model has been inserted.
MIDDLE

Indicates that two or more JOB statements or models have been inserted but not the last one.
LASTJOB

Indicates that the last JOB statement or model has been inserted.
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%JOBCDPOS is available when the PDA parmlib keyword PRE#POST_FREQUENCY is set to (EACH_JOB).
%JOBCDPOS can help determine whether to generate your once per extract premodels, post-models, or
both. In addition, you can generate premodels or post-models for each JOB generated. For an example of how
%JOBCDPOS is used, see sample models MJPRE and MJPOST.

NOTE
%JOBCDPOS cannot be specified within the JOB statement model.

%JOBNAME
Represents the job name that is found on the last action JCL JOB statement that was processed. %JOBNAME
processing consists of a simple string replacement. This processing is similar to having a REXX postprocess
the generated action JCL and replace the %JOBNAME string with the JOB statement label. See the following
examples:
Example 1 (UID - utility id)

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=DSNUTILB,REGION=4096K,PARM='%SYSID..%JOBNAME..%STEPNAME'

Example 2 (MP - msg fields on MESSAGE PROCESSOR screen)
Enter Message Text in lines 01 thru 02

01  JOB: %JOBNAME executed on %DATEFMTD %TIMEFMTD.

02  Last object processed: %OBJTYPE %DBNAME..%SPACENM

%KEEPD
Acts as follows:

• Db2 V8: %KEEPD is replaced with KEEPDICTIONARY for Db2 compressed objects; otherwise, it is blank.
• Db2 9 NFM and above: Objects that are compressed and in Basic Row Format (BRF) have %KEEPD set to

blanks.

This setting allows an IBM REORG or LOAD REPLACE to rebuild the dictionary with the new row formats for
optimal compression. BRF is identified when SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART FORMAT = ' ' (RRF = 'R'). If APAR
PK41156 is applied and the subsystem parameter HONOR_KEEPDICTIONARY (NO) is being used, then there is
an exception. Objects that are in Reordered Row Format (RRF) have %KEEPD replaced with KEEPDICTIONARY
for Db2 compressed objects; otherwise, %KEEPD is blank.
Review the following Db2 initialization parameters:

• The SPRMHKEEPD value of YES or NO determines whether the KEEPDICTIONARY utility keyword is
honored at the time of the utility execution.

• The SPRMRRF value of ENABLE (default) or DISABLE determines the rule for row format conversion during a
LOAD REPLACE or REORG TABLESPACE at the utility execution.

Review IBM PTF UK45353 and APAR PK78958 for their effect on compressed objects. APAR PK78958 has the
following description: "Disable REORG TABLESPACE and LOAD REPLACE from converting a COMPRESS YES
tablespace or partition from Basic Row Format (BRF) to Reordered Row Format (RRF) in Db2 9 NFM."

NOTE
Applying IBM PTF UK45353 results in the following behavior according to the IBM PTF problem
conclusion:

%LBLx
Represents the incremental variable for the LABEL position parameter, which specifies the position of the data set
on the tape volume. %LBLx increases the position number by one for each DD statement that contains the LABEL
parameter. You can use 2, 3, or 4 in place of x; for example, %LBL2.

NOTE
For more information, see %REFERx and %SYSCPYx.
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%LDEFINC
Generates the LISTDEF statement INCLUDE option that is used in the generated JCL. %LDEFINC is used in
the MJULDIC, MJULDRO, MJULDRS, and MJULDUS model members to execute (respectively) the IBM Db2
COPY (IC), IBM REORG (RO), IBM RUNSTATS (RS), or a user application (US) utility in one step against a list of
objects in a Db2 LISTDEF statement.

%LDEFFST
Generates the first LISTDEF statement that is used in the generated JCL. %LDEFFST is used in the MJULDIC,
MJULDRO, MJULDRS, and MJULDUS model members to execute (respectively) the IBM Db2 COPY (IC), IBM
REORG (RO), IBM RUNSTATS (RS), or a user application (US) utility in one step against a list of objects in a Db2
LISTDEF statement.

%LDEFLST
Generates the last LISTDEF statement utility that is used in the generated JCL. %LDEFLST is used in the
MJULDIC, MJULDRO, MJULDRS, and MJULDUS model members to execute (respectively) the IBM Db2 COPY
(IC), IBM REORG (RO), IBM RUNSTATS (RS), or a user application (US) utility in one step against a list of
objects in a Db2 LISTDEF statement.

%LOBRLATD
Represents the relationship the currently processed object has to LOB objects. The following values are valid:
blank

Indicates no LOB relationship.
LOB

Represents a LOB tablespace.
BASE

Represents a tablespace with tables that have LOB columns.
AUXIX

Represents an index on an auxiliary table within a LOB tablespace.

NOTE
%LOBRLATD is used in the model members MJUTLCD and MJUTLRO*.

%LOG
Specifies NO for tablespaces when the RO (IBM REORG) utility code is used. LOG NO requests that no log is
recorded during the reload phase. %LOG is ignored for all other utility codes and for indexspaces.

NOTE
For more information, see %LOGLBL.

%LOGLBL
Specifies LOG for tablespaces when the RO utility code is used. LOG indicates whether records are logged
during the reload phase of a REORG. %LOGLBL is ignored for all other utility codes and for indexspaces.

NOTE
For more information, see %LOG.

Automatic Symbolics (M-P)
The following list describes the Database Analyzer automatic symbolics that begin with %M through %P :

%MAPIXSZ
Represents the PRIQTY allocation estimate for the mapping index that is used during online reorganizations
(SHRLEVEL CHANGE). Database Analyzer provides the MJUTLROO model for use with the RO utility code for
online reorganizations. Database Analyzer automatically creates and drops the necessary mapping objects for
each object during the utility execution.
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%MAPIXSZ is calculated using the following formula:

1. Space per key:
(IXKEYLEN+RID+MAPID)

Example: (21+5+2) = 28 bytes
2. Entries per page:

(usable space per page / space per key)

Example: (4038 / 28) = 144
3. Number of pages:

((#tsrows+relocrows)*1.1) / entries per page

The result is converted to 1-KB units.

%MAPTINCR
Represents a three-digit number that can uniquely define and reference the necessary mapping objects that
are used during online reorganizations (SHRLEVEL CHANGE). The value of %MAPTINCR starts with 001 and
increments by 1 for each action job that is generated. %MAPTINCR is not available from the JOB statement
model.

WARNING
Use %MAPTINCR as described here. Other uses can cause unpredictable results.

Sample models are provided with a mask of MJ*ROM for use with the RO utility code for online reorganizations.
Database Analyzer requires CREATE (MJPREROM) and DROP (MJPSTROM) statements for the necessary
mapping objects. These statements are typically created per object. You can create them per generated job by
specifying (EACH_JOB) for the PRE#POST_FREQUENCY keyword in the PDA parmlib member.

NOTE
MJPREROM and MJPSTROM reference %MAPTBLOK, an internal-use only symbolic to help determine
whether to create and drop the mapping objects.

%MAXROWS
Represents the MAXROWS value for the tablespace that is recorded in SYSTABLESPACE. MAXROWS specifies
the maximum number of rows that can be placed on each data page.
Default: 255
Limits: 1 to 255

NOTE
MAXROWS is zero for LOB and XML tablespaces. This symbolic is not available for indexes, and is set
to spaces for those objects.

%MBRCLUST
Represents the MEMBER CLUSTER value for the tablespace that is recorded in SYSTABLESPACE. MEMBER
CLUSTER specifies whether to insert data in clustering order or to insert it into the first available space. The
following values are valid:
Y

Indicates that MEMBER CLUSTER was specified for the tablespace.
blank

Indicates that MEMBER CLUSTER was not specified, or that the object is an index.
%MODLINCR

Generates the same three-digit number automatically (for example, 001, 002, and so on) throughout the entire
model when utilities are generated. The same number is generated regardless of how many times it appears
in the model. %MODLINCR allows a SYSIN control statement to refer to a DD statement. The SYSIN control
statement and the referenced DD statement have the same incremental number when %MODLINCR is used.
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%NUMTAB
Indicates the number of tables in a tablespace. If there are no tables, the value is 0.

%NUMCI
Indicates the number of clustering indexes (CI) in a tablespace. If multiple tables are in the tablespace, this
number can be greater than 1. If there are no clustering indexes, the value is 0. In Utility Manager, %NUMCI can
be used only in models that are specified using the Dynamic Utility (DU) utility code. For more information, see
%NUMNCI and %PARTTOT.

%NUMNCI
Indicates the number of nonclustering indexes (NCI) in a tablespace. If there are no NCIs, the value is 0. In Utility
Manager, %NUMNCI can be used only in models that are specified using the dynamic utility (DU) utility code. For
more information, see %NUMCI and %PARTTOT.
The following table contains sample scenarios with related values:

%NUMNCI %NUMCI %PARTTOT

TS1, TB1, IX1a(cluster), IX1b, IX1c 2 1 0
TS2, TB2a, IX2a(cluster), IX2b
TB2b, IX2a(cluster), IX2b, IX2c

3 2 0

TS3, TB3, part'ing IX3a(cluster), IX3b 1 1 254
TS4, TB4, part'ing IX4a(cluster) 0 1 254
TS5, TB5 table controlled with no index 0 0 4096
TS6, TB6 table controlled, IX6 1 0 4096
TS7, TB7 table controlled, DPSI7a 0 0 4096

%OBID
Represents the OBID of the object. Database Analyzer automatically provides this value.

%OBJECT
Indicates the name of an index or tablespace that activated the action procedure.

%OBJSIZE
Represents the maximum data set size that is defined by the tablespace DSSIZE or the indexspace PIECESIZE.
%OBJSIZE is expressed in 4-KB units for easy comparison with other space-related automatic symbolics such as
%REORGP. You can use %OBJSIZE to control the altering of PRIQTY so that the physical size of the data set is
not exceeded. For examples of this usage, see the models MJUTLAL and MJUTLAL1.

%OBJTYPE
Indicates the object type, TABLESPACE or INDEX, of the object that activated the action procedure. %OBJTYPE
can be used to generate a different control statement for tablespaces and indexes. For an example of how
%OBJTYPE is used, see the MJUTLRS model member.

%PART
Indicates the partition number of the object using the format of 0001 (or blank if the object is nonpartitioned).
%PART is set to spaces when the following conditions exist:

• %PART is used in a model that is associated with an AL or CD utility code.
• The object is a partition-by-growth (PBG) universal tablespace (UTS).

%PARTLBL
Generates utility control statements for partitions of a tablespace or indexspace. If the object is partitioned, the
appropriate Db2 utility partition parameter is inserted into the location and replaced with PART or DSNUM. If a
specific object partition is being processed, %PARTLBL %PART generates the necessary partition parameter and
number. These symbolic variables are ignored for nonpartitioned objects.
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%PARTLBL is not supported for user application (US) utility codes. Use %PARTLIT or %DSNUMLIT when you
specify a US utility code.
%PARTLBL can have a literal value of DSNUM for some utility code processing that is related to the following IBM
Db2 utilities: COPY, MODIFY, RECOVER, and REPORT.

%PARTLIST
Represents a formatted partition list that is used in multi-part processing to generate a utility JCL step that
processes multiple partitions.
The %PARTLIST symbolic is available only in Extract/Action procedures for models that are associated with the
RO utility code.

WARNING
Review the following conditions before using this variable:

• This variable is supported only for models that are associated with the RO utility code.
• When multiple action procedures are tied to an extract or execution procedure, the following

conditions apply:
– Only one of the tied action procedures can contain the RO utility code.
– The other tied action procedures cannot contain any utility codes.
– The TS/Once per tablespace and IX/Once per tablespace conditions are not supported. All other

TS/IX (part level) action conditions are supported.
• When a model contains %PARTLIST and one or more part-level symbolics, the multi-part processing

takes precedence.

%PARTLIST is replaced with a partition list when processing the following tablespace types:

• Classic partitioned
• Partition-by-range (PBR) universal tablespaces
• XML partitioned

For all other tablespace types, %PARTLIST is set to spaces.
For partitioned indexes, %PARTLIST uses the same settings as %PART.
For non-partitioned indexes, %PARTLIST is set to spaces.
Multi-part processing defers the generation of tablespace JCL until the last partition. The following space-related
automatic symbolics are aggregated from each selected tablespace partition:

• %REORGP
• %REORGRTS
• %ROHIALLC
• %ROHIUSED
• %ROSORT
• %ROSYSREC
• %ROSYSULD
• %ROSYSUT1
• %ROSORTWK
• %RTSDATSU
• %RTSDATSZ
• %RTSFAR
• %RTSNACTV
• %RTSNEAR
• %RTSSPACE
• %RTSTROWS
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NOTE
The SPACE_SYM_SOURCE parmlib keyword is overridden with the RTS value when any of the %RTS
symbolics are used in a model to ensure that the symbolics are populated with the correct values.

Example: Process selected parts of a tablespace
DB1.TS1 is a 10-part tablespace. Action processing selected parts 1,2,3,4,9.
The model has the following syntax:
REORG %OBJTYPE %CREATOR. .%OBJECT %PARTLBL %PARTLIST

The following example shows how the syntax resolves:
REORG TABLESPACE DB1.TS1  PART (1:4,9)

%PARTLIT
Generates the literal PART in a partitioned tablespace. If the tablespace is not partitioned, nothing is generated for
%PARTLIT. %PARTLIT is set to spaces when the following conditions exist:

• %PARTLIT is used in a model that is associated with an AL or CD utility code.
• The object is a partition-by-growth (PBG) universal tablespace (UTS).

%PARTLOG
Represents the logical partition number of the object and corresponds with the LOGICAL_PART column
in SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART. For indexes, %PARTLOG also corresponds with SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART,
derived through a multitable join using the PARTITION column in SYSIBM.SYSINDEXPART as one of the
predicates. Database Analyzer automatically provides this value. %PARTLOG is blank for nonpartitioned objects.
%PARTLOG is available in action procedure and Utility Manager model processing.

NOTE
%PARTLOG was created for clarity when an ALTER ROTATE is performed on a tablespace.
%PARTLOG can be used in JCL comment statements or as appropriate. %PARTLOG can be compared
to the %PARTPHY symbolic.

%PARTMAX
Represents the maximum number of partitions for a UTS defined as PBG. The four-digit value of %PARTMAX
is set from the Db2 catalog column SYSTABLESPACE.MAXPARTITIONS when processing a PBG tablespace.
%PARTMAX is set to zeros when processing an index or any other tablespace type.

%PARTNO
Represents the partition number of an index or tablespace. Use this variable when performing image copies to
include a partition number as part of the image copy name.
If the index or tablespace is not partitioned, %PARTNO defaults to 001, which generates valid data set names.

%PARTNO4
Represents the partition number of an index or tablespace. Use this variable when naming a data set. If the index
or tablespace is not partitioned, %PARTNO4 defaults to 0001, which generates valid data set names.

%PARTP
Indicates the partition number of the object and is used with %PARTLIT with the Broadcom Command Processor.
%PARTP is a four-digit partition number within parentheses.
The following example shows how %PARTP can be used in a CP (Command Processor) utility code:
-START DATABASE(dbname) SPACE(tsname) PART(wxyz)

In the previous example, wxyz is the wxyzth partition.
For a nonpartitioned tablespace, see the following example:
-START DATABASE (dbname) SPACE (tsname)

%PARTPHY
Represents the physical partition number of the object and corresponds with the PARTITION column in
SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART and SYSIBM.SYSINDEXPART. Database Analyzer automatically provides this value.
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%PARTPHY is blank for nonpartitioned objects. %PARTPHY is available in action procedure and Utility Manager
model processing.

NOTE
%PARTPHY numerically matches %PART and was created for clarity when a tablespace has had an
ALTER ROTATE applied to it. %PARTPHY can be compared to the %PARTLOG symbolic.

%PARTTOT
Represents the total number of partitions in an object. If an object is not partitioned, 0001 replaces this variable.

%PCTFREE
Represents the PCTFREE value for the tablespace or index that is recorded in SYSTABLEPART or
SYSINDEXPART. PCTFREE specifies the percentage of each page to leave free.
Limits: 0 to 99

%PCTFRUPC
Represents the PCTFREE_UPD_CALC value for the tablespace that is recorded in SYSTABLEPART.
PCTFREE_UPD_CALC specifies the percentage of free space that is reserved for update as calculated by Db2
utilities.
Limits: - 1 through 99

NOTE
A value of - 1 means that REORG has not been run and that Db2 has not calculated the value. This
symbolic is not available for an index and is set to spaces.

%PCTFRUPD
Represents the PCTFREE_UPD value for the tablespace that is recorded in SYSTABLEPART. PCTFREE_UPD
represents the percentage of free space on a data page that is reserved for updates.
Limits: - 1 through 99

NOTE
A value of - 1 means that Db2 calculates the percentage of free space to reserve. (The actual
percentage can be referenced by using the %PCTFRUPC symbolic.) A value of 0 means that no free
space is reserved for updates. This symbolic is not available for an index and is set to spaces.

%PGSIZE
Represents the page size of an object. For example, in a 32-KB object, 32 replaces %PGSIZE.
The following example shows how to use %PGSIZE with REORG to account for 32-KB page objects:
SPACE=(CYL,(%CALC(%ROSYSUT1/(%PGSIZE/4)),20))

%PKGNAME
Generates one JCL step per utility code for every unique package name.

%PKGNAMEN
Generates one JCL step per utility code for every unique native SQL stored procedure package name.

%PKGNAMET
Generates one JCL step per utility code for every unique trigger package name.

%PKGS
Generates one JCL step that lists all the unique package names that depend on the objects being processed.

%PKGSN
Generates one JCL step that lists all the unique native SQL stored procedure package names that depend on the
objects being processed.

%PKGST
Generates one JCL step that lists all the unique trigger package names that depend on the objects being
processed.
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%PLANAME
Generates one JCL step per utility code or every unique plan name.

%PLANS
Generates one JCL step that lists all the unique plan names that depend on the objects being processed.

%PQTY
Represents the PQTY of the object as defined in catalog tables SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART or
SYSIBM.SYSINDEXPART. Database Analyzer automatically provides this value. %PQTY is available in action
procedure model processing.

NOTE
The value can be -1 or 0 on Db2 V8 or higher when using Db2 managed extent sizes. For more
information, see the IBM documentation.

%PREVDB
Indicates the name of the previously processed database. %PREVDB works with %DBNAME. If there is no
previous database, the value is NONE.

%PREVSTEP
Refers to a previous step name.

%PREVTS
Indicates the name of the previously processed tablespace. %PREVTS works with %TSNAME. If there is no
previous tablespace, the value is NONE.

%PRMIXCPY
Indicates a value that is based on the value of the GENERATE_IX_COPY keyword in the PDA parmlib member.

%PROCNAME
Inserts the extract procedure name when used in the model JCL of an action code. The value is UTILEXT if it is
contained in the model JCL of an action code and it is submitted through the Utility Manager.
This variable is also available when using Real Time Object Selection (RTOS) to include objects in your extract
procedure (that is, when specifying MODE=Action). You can insert %PROCNAME in a #INCLUDE model member
when specifying an Extract Object Condition (EOC). You can use the #INCLUDE model member in multiple
extracts that have common object selection criteria. (The extracts can also have unique selection criteria.) Sharing
the model member across extracts lets you reference the whole or partial (SUBSTR) %PROCNAME in any part of
the SQL. See the following examples of partial SQL predicates:
WHERE EXISTS (SELECT 1 FROM usertbl WHERE '%PROCNAME' = UserCol ...)

(('PAYR' = '%PROCNAME' AND x=y) OR ('ACCT' = '%PROCNAME' AND x=z))

'PAY' = SUBSTR('%PROCNAME', 1, 3) for partial name evaluation

NOTE
For more information about using #INCLUDE statements, see the online help. From the Database
Analyzer Main Menu, select T (tutorial), then 10 (glossary terms). You can then follow the #INCLUDE
hyperlink in A1 Action Conditions or E4 Extract Object Conditions.

%PSID
Represents the PSID of the tablespace. If the object is an index, it represents the PSID of the tablespace
containing the table on which the index is defined.
Database Analyzer automatically provides this value.

Automatic Symbolics (R-Z)
The following list describes the Database Analyzer automatic symbolics that begin with %R through %Z :

%RBAFMTPT
Indicates the RBA format in the partition. This symbolic is based on the value from the RBA_FORMAT column in
SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART or SYSIBM.SYSINDEXPART.
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NOTE
For an example of how %RBAFMTPT is used, see model MJUTLROO.

The following values are valid:
B

Indicates basic 6-byte RBA values.
E

Indicates extended 10-byte RBA values.
U

Indicates unknown RBA values. This value is shown when the object was created with DEFINE NO.
%RBAFMTTS

Indicates the RBA format in the tablespace, including all of its partitions. This symbolic is based on the values for
those partitions in the RBA_FORMAT column in SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART or SYSIBM.SYSINDEXPART.
The following values are valid:
B

Indicates basic 6-byte RBA values.
E

Indicates extended 10-byte RBA values.
U

Indicates unknown RBA values. This value is shown when the object was created with DEFINE NO.
?

Indicates a mixture of basic and extended values.
%RECOVER

Indicates whether an index requires a REBUILD or RECOVER. This symbolic can help you automate the
Recovery utility model. %RECOVER is set to RECOVER unless one of the following conditions is true; then,
%RECOVER is set to REBUILD:

• Less than Db2 UDB for z/OS V6
• INDEX was created or altered with COPY NO (default)
• Database Analyzer parmlib keyword GENERATE_IX_COPY is set to NO

%REFERx
Includes a REFER subparameter for the VOLUME parameter. The reference number is taken from the
%SYSCPYx variable.
%REFER refers to the volume information specified in the JCL job stream of the previous job step and
%SYSCPY. The first job step does not include volume information because it has no previous step. After 200 job
steps, a new job is generated and %REFER is initialized again.
A number (2, 3, or 4) can be used in place of x; for example, %REFER2.

NOTE
For more information, see %LBLx and %SYSCPYx.

%REORGP
Represents the estimated REORG pages in 4k units for a tablespace or indexspace. This value is influenced by
the PDA parmlib keyword SPACE_SYM_SOURCE. For partitioned objects, the value is at the partition level. The
REORGP value that is calculated for tablespaces or indexspaces is rounded up to a track boundary.

NOTE
You can use%REORGRTS as an alternative to %REORGP.
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%REORGRTS
Represents the estimated REORG pages in 4k units for a tablespace or indexspace. This estimate is based on
the RTS values and other Db2 table catalog values. Use this symbolic variable to help size (ALTER) the PRIQTY
for an object. This symbolic is available even when PDA stats collection was not requested or when PDA stats do
not exist for the object.

NOTE

• You can use %REORGP as an alternative to %REORGRTS.
• The PDA parmlib keyword SPACE_SYM_SOURCE does not influence this symbolic.
• For partitioned objects, the REORGRTS value is at the partition level.
• This symbolic is not available with any of the DU utility sub-codes.

%ROHIALLC
Represents the pages that are required to hold all allocated bytes of an object. %ROHIALLC is equivalent to HI-
ALLOC-RBA from the LISTCAT, converted to pages (with a 4-KB page size).

%ROHIUSED
Represents the pages that are required to hold all used bytes of an object. The value for %ROHIUSED depends
on the primary source of statistics (as discussed in Space Calculation Variable Rules). When Database Analyzer
statistics are the primary source, it uses one of two methods to determine the value for this symbolic:

• %ROHIUSED uses a value slightly lower than HI-USED-RBA from the LISTCAT, converted to pages (with a 4-
KB page size). These two symbolics are roughly equivalent, but %ROHIUSED can be smaller than HI-USED-
RBA because unformatted pages are ignored. This symbolic can be used to size the COPY data sets.

• %ROHIUSED calculates the value for the variable during statistics collection.

Depending on the option you set for the GET_HIUSED keyword in the PDA parmlib member, Database Analyzer
uses either method to determine its value.

%ROSORT
Represents the cylinders that are required for SORTOUT. SORTOUT holds sorted keys on SORT output for
CHECK DATA, LOAD, and REORG. The ROSORT value is at the partition level for partitioned objects.

%ROSORTWK
Represents the cylinders that are required for SORTWKnn. SORTWKnn is the work data set for sorting
indexes. %ROSORTWK is used with the CHECK INDEX, LOAD, REORG, and RECOVER INDEX utilities. The
ROSORTWK value is at the partitioned level for partitioned objects.

%ROSYSREC
Represents the cylinders that are required for SYSREC. The SYSREC data set holds unloaded records for
REORG. The ROSYSREC value is at the partition level for partitioned objects.

%ROSYSULD
Represents the space that is needed for SYSREC for REORG UNLOAD PAUSE and UNLOAD ONLY. This space
can be larger than ROSYSREC when the following conditions are true:

• The tables contain variable-length columns.
• The actual length of the variable-length columns is much shorter than their maximum length.

NOTE
%ROSYSULD can be used in place of %ROSYSREC.

%ROSYSUT1
Represents the cylinders that are required for SYSUT1. SYSUT1 is the temporary data set that is used when no
SORTOUT data set is provided. SYSUT1 holds sorted keys on SORT output for CHECK INDEX, LOAD, REORG,
and RECOVER. The ROSYSUT1 value is at the partition level for partitioned objects.
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%ROWFMTPT
Represents the row format from the SYSTABLEPART.FORMAT column for the currently processed partition (or
tablespace if nonpartitioned).
The following values are valid:
RRF

Indicates a reordered row format.
BRF

Indicates a basic row format.
%ROWFMTPT can be used in the model members MJUTLRO* to implement logic that is related to the
KEEPDICTIONARY utility keyword setting.

NOTE
For examples of how %ROWFMTPT is used, see models MJUTLKP and MJUTLKNP.

%ROWFMTTS
Represents the row format from the SYSTABLEPART.FORMAT column for the currently processed tablespace.
The following values are valid:
RRF

Indicates a reordered row format.
BRF

Indicates a basic row format.
MIX

Indicates a mix of BRF and RRF across partitions.
%ROWFMTPT can be used in the model members MJUTLRO* to implement logic that is related to the
KEEPDICTIONARY utility keyword setting.

NOTE
For examples of how %ROWFMTPT is used, see models MJUTLKP and MJUTLKNP.

%RTSDATSU
Represents the UNCOMPRESSEDDATASIZE value in the RTS table SYSTABLESPACESTATS when the object
type is a tablespace. The format is bytes converted to 4 KB and rounded up.

NOTE
For more information, see %STATS, %DUSTATS, and Availability of RTS Symbolics.

%RTSDATSZ
Represents the DATASIZE value in the RTS table SYSTABLESPACESTATS when the object type is a tablespace.
The format is bytes converted to 4 KB and rounded up.

NOTE
For more information, see %STATS, %DUSTATS, and Availability of RTS Symbolics.

%RTSFAR
Represents the value found in the REORGFARINDREF column from the RTS table SYSTABLESPACESTATS
when the object type is a tablespace. The format is numeric digits.

NOTE
For more information, see %STATS, %DUSTATS, and Availability of RTS Symbolics.

%RTSNACTV
Represents the value found in the NACTIVE column from the SYSTABLESPACESTATS or
SYSINDEXSPACESTATS RTS table, depending on the object type. The format is in units of the object page size.

NOTE
For more information, see %STATS, %DUSTATS, and Availability of RTS Symbolics.
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%RTSNEAR
Represents the value found in the REORGNEARINDREF column from the RTS table SYSTABLESPACESTATS
when the object type is a tablespace. The format is numeric digits.

NOTE
For more information, see %STATS, %DUSTATS, and Availability of RTS Symbolics.

%RTSSPACE
Represents the value found in the SPACE column from the SYSTABLESPACESTATS or
SYSINDEXSPACESTATS RTS table, depending on the object type. The units are kilobytes (k).

NOTE
For more information, see %STATS, %DUSTATS, and Availability of RTS Symbolics.

%RTSTROWS
Represents the value found in the TOTALROWS column from the RTS table SYSTABLESPACESTATS or in the
TOTALENTRIES column from the RTS table SYSINDEXSPACESTATS. The format is numeric digits.

NOTE
For more information, see %STATS, %DUSTATS, and Availability of RTS Symbolics.

%SEGSIZE
Represents the SEGSIZE value of the tablespace that is recorded in SYSTABLESPACE. SEGSIZE specifies the
number of pages in each segment of a segmented tablespace.
Limits: 4 to 64 (in increments of 4)

NOTE
This symbolic is not available for indexes and nonsegmented tablespaces, and is set to spaces for those
objects.

%SORTDATA
Provides the SORTDATA parameter for a tablespace (or a blank for an indexspace) when a REORG is performed.

%SPACENM
Represents the tablespace name or indexspace name. Database Analyzer automatically provides the value. The
SPACENM can be thought of as the fourth node within the VSAM data set name. The Db2 format for a VSAM
data set name is as follows:
VCAT_hi_level.DSNDBx. DBNAME.SPACENM.i000c.znnn

The VSAM data set name can be represented using symbolics as follows:
%VCAT..DSNDBx.%DBNAME..%SPACENM..%IPREFIX%INSTANCE..%DSNLLQ

VCAT_hi_level
Represents the catalog name or alias.

DSNDBx
Represents a constant where x is C (for VSAM clusters) or D (for VSAM data component).

DBNAME
Represents the Db2 database name.

SPACENM
Represents the tablespace or indexspace name.

i000c
Represents the instance node.
Note: i (instance or iprefix) is a value of I or J. c (clone) is a value of 1 or 2.

znnn
Represents a partition number. If the object is not partitioned, the value is A001.
Note:z specifies a letter (A through E) that corresponds to a value of 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4. This value is the
first digit of a four-digit partition number. nnn represents the last three digits of the partition number.
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For example, the first partition of a partitioned tablespace is represented as A001. Partition 1000 is
represented as B000.

%SQTY (in 4k pages)
Represents the SQTY (or SECQTY1 if running Db2 V8 or higher) of the object as defined in catalog tables
SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART or SYSIBM.SYSINDEXPART. Database Analyzer automatically provides this value.
%SQTY is available in Action Procedure model processing.

NOTE
The value of %SQTY can be -1 or 0 when using Db2 managed extent sizes.

%STATS
Indicates the source of the statistics that are used to set the space-related symbolic variables that are specified in
the model. The following values are possible:

• COLLECTION
• PDA STATS TABLES
• RTS STATS TABLES
• DB2 CATALOG
• LISTCAT

%STEPNAME
Generates a unique step name in the format of UTIL#### where #### is a sequential number. %STEPNAME is
used in the MJUTLGL model JCL to generate a unique step name for each generated job step.

%STORNAME
Represents the storage group name. Database Analyzer automatically provides this value.

NOTE
If the object uses explicitly defined spaces, instead of using a storage group, the string UDEFINED
(user-defined) replaces the variable.

%STTRLATD
Represents the relationship between the current tablespace or indexspace being processed and SYSTEM_TIME
temporal objects. %STTRLATD is used in model members MJUTLICS and MJUTLRCS. This variable is used
to determine whether to generate Db2 LISTDEF INCLUDE HISTORY control statements for tablespace set
processing.
The following values are valid:
blank

Indicates that the processed object has no SYSTEM_TIME temporal table relationship. This value can
also indicate that the object is related to an XML or LOB object.

HISTORY
Indicates that the processed object is related to a history tablespace for a SYSTEM_TIME temporal table.

BASE
Indicates that the processed object is related to a tablespace that has a table with SYSTEM_TIME
temporal relationships. The VERSIONING_TABLE column in SYSIBM.SYSTABLES contains the history
table name.

%SYSCPYx
Generates a unique ddname automatically. The ddname takes the form CPYA####, where #### is an increasing
number. For example, the first ddname is CPYA0001 and the second is CPYA0002.
The x indicates that the numbers 2, 3, or 4 can be used (for example, %SYSCPY2).

NOTE
For more information, see %LBLx and %REFERx.
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%SYSID
Represents the currently attached Db2 subsystem ID.

%SYSIXCPY
Specifies a value that is based on the value in the SYSINDEXES column COPY for a given index.
Values are as follows:
Y

Indicates that the index was CREATEd or ALTERed with COPY YES.
N

Indicates that the index was CREATEd or ALTERed with COPY NO (default).
blank

Indicates the tablespace, table, or an unsupported version of Db2.
%TBNAME

Represents the table name. Internal processing of %TBNAME allows Database Analyzer to generate utility JCL
against tables. Database Analyzer generates utility JCL for tables when the %TBNAME symbolic is used as an
action procedure tied to a table or an extract procedure.

%TIME
Represents the current time.

%TIMEFMTD
Indicates the current time as formatted in the TIMEFORM keyword in hlq.CDBAPARM(SETUP). %TIMEFMTD can
be used in a JCL comment to indicate the time that the action JCL is created.

%TSNAME
Represents the tablespace name.

%TSORGTYP
Represents the one-character organization type as found in the Db2 catalog column SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE
ORGANIZATIONTYPE when processing a tablespace and table. %TSORGTYP is set to a space when
processing an index.

NOTE
For an example of how %TSORGTYP is used, see the MJUTLAL and MJUTLAL1 models.

%TSSET
Generates a utility for every selected tablespace within the specified tablespace set. The tablespace set includes
RI relationships and base tablespace to LOB tablespace relationships. The tablespace set also includes base
tablespace to XML tablespace relationships.
This functionality is similar to the TABLESPACESET keyword on the QUIESCE and REPORT Db2 commands.
%TSSET is most commonly used in a QUIESCE model.

NOTE
For an example of how %TSSET is used, see the MJUTLQUT model.

%TSTYPE
Represents the one-character tablespace type as found in the Db2 catalog column SYSTABLESPACE.TYPE
when processing a tablespace and table. %TSTYPE is set to a space when processing an index.

%UNICODE
Represents the encoding scheme of the tablespace or table data as defined on the CREATE statements.
If the table data is UNICODE, the symbolic value is UNICODE.
If the table data is EBCDIC or ASCII, the symbolic value is spaces (%SPACES).
%UNICODE can be used in customized models that allow utilities to create LOAD control statements and is
similar to the symbolic used in RC/Migrator.
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%USERID
Represents the USERID submitting the job. For example, you can use the %USERID variable on the JOB
statement as part of the NOTIFY command.

%UTILCD
Represents the utility code.

%UTILMD
Represents the model member name for the utility code.

%VCAT
Represents the VCAT name for the indexspace or tablespace.

%XMLRLATD
Represents the relationship between the current object being processed and XML objects. %XMLRLATD is used
in the model member MJUTLCD.
The following values are valid:
blank

Indicates that the processed object has no XML relationship.
XML

Indicates that the processed object is an XML tablespace.
BASE

Indicates that the processed object is a tablespace with tables that have XML columns.
IXDOCID

Indicates that the processed object is an index on a base table with an XML column that is implicitly
created by Db2.

IXNODEID
Indicates that the processed object is an index on an XML table that is used to navigate within an XML
document.

IXXMLVAL
Indicates that the processed object is an index that was created on the base table, but physically indexes
on nodes of the XML document.

Dynamic Utility Symbolic Variables
The following list describes dynamic utility symbolic variables.

%CLTRATIO
Indicates the current cluster ratio for an object. %CLTRATIO can be used to set RECLUSTER and SORTDATA
parameters for Rapid Reorg.

NOTE
For examples of how %CLTRATIO is used, see models DMPTIRR1* and DMPTIRX*.

%DUMSG1
Provides informational messages that are related to dynamic utility (DU) processing.

NOTE
For an example of how %DUMSG1 is used, see model DMPTIPC2.

%DUMSG2
Provides informational messages that are related to DU processing.

NOTE
For an example of how %DUMSG2 is used, see model DMPTIPC2.
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%DUPCTYPD
Sets the appropriate value for the DISPLAY or TERM command keyword UTYPE when processing the DU utility
code PC. The following values are valid:

• COPY
• REORG-TS
• REORG-IX
• LOAD
• BUILD
• RECVR-TS
• RECVR-IX
• Asterisk (*)

The appropriate value is based on the DU utility code, which precedes or follows the PC utility code.

NOTE
For an example of how %DUPCTYPD is used, see model DMPTIPC2.

%DUPCTYPH
Sets the appropriate value for the DISPLAY HISTORY command keyword UTYPE when processing the DU utility
code PC. The following values are valid:

• COPY
• REORG
• RECOVER
• LOAD
• UNLOAD
• CHECK
• MODIFY
• Asterisk (*)

The appropriate value is based on the DU utility code, which precedes or follows the PC utility code.

NOTE
For an example of how %DUPCTYPH is used, see model DMPTIPC2.

%DUSTATS
Indicates the source of the statistics that are used to set the DU space symbolic variable specified in the model.
The following values are valid:

• COLLECTION OR N/A
• PDA STATS TABLES
• PDA STATS TABLES (T-D)
• PDA STATS TABLES/DB2 CATALOG
• DB2 CATALOG
• RTS TABLE
• RTS TABLE/DB2 CATALOG

For an example of how %DUSTATS is used, see model DMPTI*.
%DUSTEPS

Indicates the DU processing mode, as represented by the following values:
1

Indicates that DU processing is in one-step mode, which places multiple partitions in one utility step.
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X
Indicates that DU processing is in X steps mode, which places each partition in a separate utility step.

%DUSTEPS can be used as documentation to clarify DU processing or it can be tested for special processing, as
needed.

NOTE
For an example of how %DUSTEPS is used, see model DMPTIPC2.

%DUTBCREA
Specifies the table creator name. %DUTBCREA can be used with %DUTBNAME in Fast Load and Fast Unload
models.

NOTE
For examples of how %DUTBCREA is used, see models DMPTIFI1, DMPTIFL3, DMPTIFU*,
DMPTILX3, and DMPTIUX*.

%DUTBNAME
Specifies the table name of the object. %DUTBNAME and %TSNAME can be used in the same model.

NOTE
For examples of how %DUTBNAME is used, see models DMPTIFI1, DMPTIFL3, DMPTIFU1,
DMPTILX3, and DMPTIUX*.

%DUTBOBID
Specifies the OBID of the table. %DUTBOBID can be used to set the OBID parameter for Fast Load.

NOTE
For examples of how %DUTBOBID is used, see models DMPTIFL3 and DMPTILX3.

%ESTKEYS
Indicates the number of keys in an object. %ESTKEYS can be used to set the ESTIMATED-KEYS parameter for
Fast Check.

NOTE
For examples of how %ESTKEYS is used, see models DMPTIFC* and DMPTIFR*.

%ESTLGREC
Indicates the estimated number of records that are written in the Db2 log for an object. The estimation is based on
the number of updated pages multiplied by usual page size, divided by average row length. %ESTLGREC can be
used to set the ESTIMATED-RECS parameter for Fast Recover.

NOTE
For an example of how %ESTLGREC is used, see the model DMPTIFR*.

%ESTROWS
Indicates the number of rows in the nonpartitioned tablespace or the total number of exact rows in the selected
partitions. %ESTROWS can be used to set the ESTIMATED-ROWS parameter for Broadcom utilities. For an
NPI, partitioned, or regular index, %ESTROWS represents the exact number of rows for setting the ESTIMATED-
ROWS parameter in models DMPTIRR* and DMPTIRX*.

NOTE

• Refer to %ESTROWSM for use with Rapid Reorg tablespace objects.
• For examples of how %ESTROWS is used, see models DMPTIRR*, DMPTIRX*, DMPTIFU*, and

DMPTIUX*, or %ESTROWSM.

The following example shows how %ESTROWS and %ESTROWSM are set in a three-part tablespace:

Part 1 has 100 rows Symbolics are set to:
Part 2 has 300 rows (selected) %ESTROWS = 450 (300+150)
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Part 3 has 150 rows (selected) %ESTROWSM = 900 (300*3)

%ESTROWSM
Indicates the number of rows in the nonpartitioned object or the maximum rows in any partition multiplied by the
number of partitions. %ESTROWSM can be used to set the ESTIMATED-ROWS parameter.

NOTE
For examples of how %ESTROWSM is used when Rapid Reorg parameter REBUILD-INDEX is set to
YES or NO, see models DMPTIRR*, DMPTIRX*, DMPTIFI*, and DMPTIFL*.

The following example shows how %ESTROWS and %ESTROWSM are set in a three-part tablespace:

Part 1 has 100 rows Symbolics are set to:
Part 2 has 300 rows (selected) %ESTROWS = 450 (300+150)
Part 3 has 150 rows (selected) %ESTROWSM = 900 (300*3)

%NUMPAGE
Indicates the number of active pages in an object. %NUMPAGE can be used to activate or deactivate EXP for
Quick Copy. For examples of how %NUMPAGE is used, see models DMPTICX* and DMPTIQC*.

NOTE
For more information, see %STATS and %DUSTATS.

%NUMPAGEM
Indicates the number of modified pages in an object. %NUMPAGEM can be used to set the FULL parameter for
Quick Copy. For examples of how %NUMPAGEM is used, see model DMPTICX1.

NOTE
For more information, see %STATS and %DUSTATS.

%PARTTOTS
Specifies the total number of partitions flagged as selected during Database Analyzer action processing.
%PARTTOTS can be used to set multitasking values on Quick Copy, Rapid Reorg, and Fast Unload.

NOTE
For more information, see models DMPTICX*, DMPTIFL*, DMPTIFR*, DMPTIFU*, DMPTILX3,
DMPTIMC1, DMPTIMM*, DMPTIPC*, DMPTIQC*, DMPTIRR*, DMPTIRX*, and DMPTIUX*.

%PDNOWN
Indicates the ownership of Data Navigator. %PDNOWN can be used to set the USERRI parameter for Fast
Check.

NOTE
For an example of how %PDNOWN is used, see model DMPTIFC2.

%PFCOWN
Indicates the ownership of Fast Check. %PFCOWN can be used to set the ENFORCE CONSTRAINTS parameter
for Fast Load.

NOTE
For an example of how %PFCOWN is used, see models DMPTIFL3 and DMPTILX*.

%PFLOWN
Indicates the ownership of Fast Load. %PFLOWN can be used to set the LOAD-CONTROL parameter for Fast
Unload.
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NOTE
For examples of how %PFLOWN is used, see models DMPTIFU1, DMPTIFU2, DMPTIUX1, and
DMPTIUX2.

%PFUOWN
Indicates the ownership of Fast Unload. %PFUOWN can be used to set the INPUT-FORMAT parameter for Fast
Unload.

%PREOWN
Indicates the ownership of RI Editor. %PREOWN can be used to set the USERRI parameter for Fast Check.

NOTE
For an example of how %PREOWN is used, see model DMPTIFC2.

%PRIOWN
Indicates the ownership of RI Manager. %PRIOWN can be used to set the USERRI parameter for Fast Check.

NOTE
For an example of how %PRIOWN is used, see model DMPTIFC2.

%PRMIXSUP
Indicates a value based on the DISABLE_AUTO_IX_RO_SUPP in the PDA parmlib member. The following values
are valid:
Y

Indicates the auto-index reorg suppression feature is fully or partially enabled
(DISABLE_AUTO_IX_RO_SUPP is set to N or O).

N
Indicates the auto-index reorg suppression feature is disabled (DISABLE_AUTO_IX_RO_SUPP is set to
Y).

NOTE
For more information, see models DMPTIRR* and DMPTIRX*.

%RRHIALLC
Indicates the sum of needed space for selected objects or partitions in Database Analyzer action processing.
%RRHIALLC contains information similar to that contained in %ROHIACLL except when used during ONESTEP
DU processing, where multiple partitions can be processed in one step. If one-step DU processing is used, the
value of %ROHIACLL is a summary of all included partitions.

NOTE
For related information, see %STATS and %DUSTATS.

%RRHIUSED
Indicates the sum of needed space for partitions that are flagged or selected during Database Analyzer action
processing. %RRHIUSED contains information similar to that contained in %ROHIUSED except when used
during ONESTEP DU processing, where multiple partitions can be processed in one step. If one-step DU
processing is used, the value of %RRHIUSED (in 4-KB page units) is a summary of all selected partitions.

NOTE
For examples of how %RRHIUSED is used, see models DMPTICX1, DMPTIQC1, and DMPTIQC4. For
related information, see %STATS and %DUSTATS.

%RRREORGP
Indicates the estimated REORG pages for a tablespace or indexspace for selected objects or partitions in
Database Analyzer action processing. %RRREORGP contains information similar to that contained in %REORGP
except when used during ONESTEP DU processing, where multiple partitions can be processed in one
step. If one-step DU processing is used, the value of %RRREORGP is a summary of all included partitions.
%RRREORGP can be used when a space definition calculation formula is included in an RR or RX model.
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NOTE
For related information, see %STATS and %DUSTATS.

%RRSYSREC
Indicates the sum of needed space for partitions flagged as selected during Database Analyzer action processing.
%RRSYSREC performs the same function as %ROSYSREC and contains information similar to that contained in
%ROHIUSED, except when used during one-step DU processing where multiple partitions can be processed in
one step. If one-step DU processing is used, the value of %RRSYSREC is the summary of all included partitions.

NOTE
For examples of how %RRSYSREC is used, see models DMPTIFL*, DMPTIFU*, DMPTIRR1,
DMPTIRR3, DMPTIRR4, DMPTIRX1, DMPTIRX3, DMPTIRX4, AND DMPTIUX*. For related
information, see %STATS and %DUSTATS.

%RRSYSRE1

NOTE
Provides use in multitasking for Rapid Reorg standard method, Fast Unload, and Fast Load. Allocation
is distributed across the different SYSRECxx and SYSULDxx DD statements. If each partition size is
different, the allocation is based on the biggest partition size of the selected partitions.

NOTE
For examples of how %RRSYSRE1 is used, see models DMPTIFL*, DMPTIFU1, DMPTIRR4, and
DMPTIRX4.

%RRSYSRE2

NOTE
Provides use in multitasking for Rapid Reorg standard method, Fast Unload, and Fast Load. Allocation
is distributed across the different SYSRECxx and SYSULDxx DD statements. If the partition size is
variable, the allocation is based on the biggest partition size of the selected partitions.

NOTE
For examples of how %RRSYSRE2 is used, see models DMPTIFL*, DMPTIFU1, DMPTIRR4, and
DMPTIRX4.

%RRSYSUT1
Specifies the temporary data set that holds sorted keys. NCI (Non-Clustering Indexes) are considered to handle
situations where the REBUILD-INDEX parameter of Rapid Reorg is set to YES.

NOTE
For examples of how %RRSYSUT1 is used, see models DMPTIFL*, DMPTIRR*, and DMPTIRX*. For
related information, see %STATS and %DUSTATS.

%SPARTLOG
Represents the logical partition numbers of an object and corresponds with the LOGPART column in
SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART. For indexes, %SPARTLOG is from SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART and is derived through
a multitable join using the PARTITION column in SYSIBM.SYSINDEXPART as one of the predicates. Database
Analyzer automatically provides the four-character value for %SPARTLOG and is blank for nonpartitioned objects.
%SPARTLOG is available in action procedure and Utility Manager model processing. It is used with the DU utility
code for ONESTEP processing and provides the list of logical partition numbers.

NOTE
%SPARTLOG was created for clarity when a tablespace has an ALTER ROTATE done on it.
%SPARTLOG can be used in JCL comment statements or as appropriate. It can be compared to
%SPARTPHY.
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%SPARTPHY
Represents the physical partition numbers of an object and corresponds with the PARTITION column in
SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART and SYSIBM.SYSINDEXPART. Database Analyzer automatically provides the four-
character value for %SPARTPHY and is blank for nonpartitioned objects. %SPARTPHY is available in action
procedure and utility manager model processing. It is used with the DU utility code for ONESTEP processing and
provides the list of physical partition numbers.

NOTE
%SPARTPHY numerically matches %PART and was created for clarity when a tablespace has an
ALTER ROTATE performed on it. %SPARTPHY can be compared to %SPARTLOG.

%SPART1 to %SPART30
Contains partition numbers that are separated by commas. These symbolic variables are used to build control
statements according to the syntax rules of each Broadcom utility. They can be used to set partition sensitivities
for Broadcom utilities when the ONESTEP DU option is selected.

NOTE
For examples of how these symbolic variables are used, see models DMPTIFU*, DMPTIPC2,
DMPTIQC*, and DMPTIRR*.

%SYSRI
Detects referential system integrity. %SYSRI can be used to set CHKLEVEL and MSGLEVEL parameters for Fast
Check.

NOTE
For examples of how %SYSRI is used, see models DMPTIFC*.

%VARCHAR
Detects the VARCHAR column type. %VARCHAR can be used to set the OUTPUT-FORMAT parameter for Fast
Unload automatically.

NOTE
For examples of how %VARCHAR is used, see models DMPTIFU1 and DMPTIUX1.

Automatic Symbolics Categorized as Object Space-Related
The source of statistics for resolving object space-related symbolics is based on several factors, including the
SPACE_SYM_SOURCE parmlib keyword.

SPACE_SYM_SOURCE uses several factors such as whether a collection was requested and whether the object
statistics exist. The following outlines the statistics source resolution order that is based on what was chosen as the
primary source of statistics.

Database Analyzer uses the following order:

1. Just-collected stats
2. Database Analyzer stats tables
3. Db2 catalog
4. LISTCAT

RTS uses the following order:

1. RTS tables
2. Db2 catalog
3. LISTCAT

Database Analyzer categorizes the following automatic symbolics as object space-related:

• Non-DU Utility Codes
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– %REORGP
– %ROHIALLC
– %ROHIUSED
– %ROSORT
– %ROSYSREC
– %ROSYSULD
– %ROSYSUT1
– %ROSORTWK
– %RTSDATSU
– %RTSDATSZ
– %RTSFAR
– %RTSNACTV
– %RTSNEAR
– %RTSSPACE
– %RTSTROWS

NOTE
The SPACE_SYM_SOURCE parmlib keyword is overridden with the RTS value when any of the %RTS
symbolics are used in a model to ensure that the symbolics are populated with the correct values.

• DU Utility Codes
– %CLTRATIO
– %ESTKEYS
– %ESTLGREC
– %ESTROWS
– %ESTROWSM
– %NUMPAGE
– %RRHIALLC
– %RRHIUSED
– %RRREORGP
– %RRSYSREC
– %RRSYSRE1
– %RRSYSRE2
– %RRSYSUT1

Availability of RTS Symbolics
RTS symbolics (%RTS* ) represent the values that were found in the RTS table for a given object.

The SPACE_SYM_SOURCE parmlib keyword is overridden with the RTS value when any of the %RTS symbolics are used in
a model. This ensures that the symbolics are populated with the correct values.

NOTE
Before Level Set PTF 20.0.05 (LU07187) is activated, RTS symbolics are available only when the PDA parmlib
keyword SPACE_SYM_SOURCE is set to RTS , or when one of the AUTO_ settings and Database Analyzer
determine the use of the RTS tables.

Product Tables
Database Analyzer maintains and uses connection tables, procedure tables, log tables, and statistics tables for various
processes.
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WARNING
Do not update the product tables manually. Update the tables through the Database Analyzer facilities.

For information on the Database Analyzer statistics tables, see Db2 Catalog Statistics Updated for Access Path Selection
and Db2 Catalog Statistics Updated for Space Calculations.

Connection Tables

The following tables maintain logical connections between procedures:

RACA_CONN_xxxx (Extract -> Action)
Connects action procedures to extract procedures. The table contains one row for every action procedure
that is connected to an extract procedure or Db2 object within an extract procedure. This table defines the
interconnection within the RACR_PROC_xxxx table.

RACN_CONN_xxxx (Execution -> Extract or Report)
Connects execution procedures to extract and report procedures. The table contains one row for every extract
and report procedure connection. This table connects the RAEP_PROC_xxxx and RACR_PROC_xxxx tables.

Procedure Tables

The following tables store procedure definitions:

PTSQL_DATA_xxxx/PTSQL_TEXT_xxxx (EQF Tables)
Stores extended queries (EQFs).

RACP_PROCD_xxxx (extract procedure objects)
Defines the Db2 objects that an extract procedure selects. The table contains one row per Db2 object. This table
is pointed to by RACR_PROC_xxxx.

RACR_PROC_xxxx (procedure definition)
Stores the definition of an action, extract, or report procedure. The Db2 objects that are pointed to by an extract
procedure are stored in RACP_PROCD_xxxx. The reports that are pointed to by a report procedure are stored in
RARP_PROCD_xxxx.

RAEP_PROC_xxxx (execution procedure)
Defines the basic attributes of an execution procedure. The actual procedures that comprise the execution
procedure are contained in RACN_CONN_xxxx.

RAOS_PROC_xxxx (extract procedure objects)
Used when EQFs are built for RTOS extracts. This table never contains any rows. Instead, its column name
definitions are referenced when the EQF predicate is built. The Defined Global Temporary Table (DGTT)
SESSION.RAOS_PROC_xxxx with matching column definitions is used at the time of execution to track the
selected objects. The DGTT is also used to process the rows for exclude processing.

RARP_PROCD_xxxx (report procedure detail)
Contains one row for every report, format, and EQF selected for a report procedure.

Log Tables
PTLOG_CATIX_xxxx (Index for PTLOG_CTSTATS_xxxx)

Nonunique index, RACS_OBJECT (indexed column).
PTLOG_CATSTATS_xxxx

Stores all catalog statistics.
PTLOG_RDAMSG_xxxx

Stores all logged messages from the message processor and contains all audit error messages.
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PTLOG_DASTATS_xxxx
Stores all backup statistic maintenance records.

Volume Statistics (RAVL STATS)
The RAVL_STATS_xxxx table contains statistics that are collected at the DASD volume level.

WARNING
Do not use your own applications or tools to update statistics tables.

Each collection date contains the following information.

• One row for each unpartitioned tablespace or index
• One row per volume for each partition of a tablespace or index

The RAVL_STATS_xxxx table has the following indexes.

Index Name Unique (U)
Non-unique (N) Indexed Columns

RAVL_IX_xxxx N RAVL_TYPE, RAVL_SYSID, RAVL_CREATOR, RAVL_OBJECT, RAVL_PART
RAVL_IX2_xxxx N RAVL_TIMESTAMP_D
RAVL_IX3_xxxx N RAVL_TYPE, RAVL_SYSID, RAVL_CREATOR, RAVL_TSNAME, RAVL_PART

The RAVL_STATS_xxxx table has the following fields:

Column Name Type Description

RAVL_COLLECT_TYPE CHAR(1) Statistics collection type (R, F, S, U, or blank)
RAVL_CREATOR CHAR(8) Object creator

Database name when the row represents tablespace information.
RAVL_DBNAME CHAR(8) Database name of object
RAVL_DSID SMALLINT Data set name when the object has multiple data sets
RAVL_EXTALLOC SMALLINT Number of extents still available
RAVL_EXTENTS SMALLINT Number of extents
RAVL_FREESPACE BIGINT Total free space in object (in KB)
RAVL_INSTANCE SMALLINT Data set name instance number for the tablespace or index on the current

base table
RAVL_MAINT_ACTION CHAR(1) The maintenance action (Maint. Action) selected when the extract procedure

was defined:
• R (Reorganization / Rebuild)
• S (Statistics)
• F (Full Image Copy)
• I (Incr Image Copy)
• C (Copy)
• D (User Defined Action)
• U indicates that the rows were created for a name-oriented extract

procedure (MODE = N) or were created before version 18.0 of Database
Analyzer.

RAVL_OBJECT CHAR(18) Object name
RAVL_PAGE_TRK SMALLINT Number of Db2 pages per track (in 4-KB pages)
RAVL_PART SMALLINT Partition number (if applicable)
RAVL_PQTY INTEGER PRIQTY allocated (in 4-KB pages)
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Column Name Type Description

RAVL_PQTY_USED INTEGER PRIQTY used (in 4-KB pages)
RAVL_SELECTED_CONDN SMALLINT Internal use only
RAVL_SQTY INTEGER SECQTY allocated (in 4-KB pages)
RAVL_SQTY_ALLOC INTEGER SECQTY allocation amounts
RAVL_SQTY_USED INTEGER SECQTY used (in 4-KB pages)
RAVL_STATUS CHAR(1) Reserved
RAVL_SYSID CHAR(4) Db2 system ID of object
RAVL_TIMESTAMP_D TIMESTAMP Db2 timestamp of the statistics collection
RAVL_TSNAME CHAR(8) Tablespace name
RAVL_TYPE CHAR(2) Object type (TS or IX)
RAVL_TYPE CHAR(1) Used for the collection type during extract
RAVL_UPDATE_DB2CAT SMALLINT Internal use only
RAVL_UPDPAGE INTEGER Total number of updated pages
RAVL_UTILITY_EXECUTED CHAR(1) Internal use only
RAVL_VERSION SMALLINT Database Analyzer version that generated this statistic row

The format is vvrmm. For example, 02601 indicates version 2.6.1.
RAVL_VOLSER CHAR(6) DASD volume serial number

Tablespace Statistics (RATS STATS)
The RATS_STATS_xxxx table describes the statistics that are collected at the tablespace level.

WARNING
Do not use your own applications or tools to update statistics tables.

Each collection date contains the following information:

• One row for each unpartitioned tablespace
• One row for each partition of a tablespace

The RATS_STATS_xxxx table has the following indexes.

Index Name Unique (U)
Non-unique (N) Indexed Columns

RATS_IX_xxxx N RATS_SYSID, RATS_DBNAME, RATS_TSNAME, RATS_PART, RATS_TIMESTAMP_D
RATS_IX2_xxxx N RATS_TIMESTAMP_D

The RATS_STATS_xxxx table has the following fields.

Column Name Type Description

RATS_AVGLEN SMALLINT Average (mean) row length in the tablespace
RATS_AVGLEN_ACT SMALLINT Actual average row length in the tablespace
RATS_BPOOL CHAR(8) Tablespace buffer pool
RATS_CATALOG CHAR(8) Tablespace VSAM catalog
RATS_DBNAME CHAR(8) Database containing the tablespace
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Column Name Type Description

RATS_DSSIZE INTEGER Value from the SYSTABLESPACE column DSSIZE
User-specified value in the CREATE TABLESPACE statement or the default
data set size that is based on object characteristics.

RATS_EXTENTS SMALLINT Number of extents
RATS_FREEPAGE SMALLINT Tablespace FREEPAGE attribute
RATS_HURBA INTEGER HI-USED-RBA from LISTCAT or Database Analyzer calculation (in 4-KB

pages)
RATS_IDMAPS_CNT BIGINT Number of allocated map IDs
RATS_IDMAPS_USED BIGINT Number of used map IDs
RATS_INSTANCE SMALLINT Value from the SYSTABLESPACE column INSTANCE

Indicates the data set name instance number for the current base table.
RATS_IPREFIX CHAR(1) Value (I or J) from the SYSTABLEPART column IPREFIX

Indicates the first character of the tablespace data set name instance qualifier.
RATS_LHOLE_CNT BIGINT Number of large holes
RATS_LHOLE_SPACE BIGINT Large hole space
RATS_MAINT_ACTION CHAR(1) The maintenance action (Maint. Action) selected when the extract procedure

was defined:
• R (Reorganization / Rebuild)
• S (Statistics)
• F (Full Image Copy)
• I (Incr Image Copy)
• C (Copy)
• D (User Defined Action)
• U indicates that the rows were created for a name-oriented extract

procedure (MODE = N) or were created before version 18.0 of Database
Analyzer.

RATS_MAXLEN SMALLINT Maximum row length in the tablespace
RATS_MAXLEN_ACT SMALLINT Actual maximum row length in the tablespace
RATS_MAXPARTITIONS SMALLINT Value from the SYSTABLESPACE column MAXPARTITIONS

Indicates the maximum number of partitions for a partition-by-growth (PBG)
universal tablespace.
The value is zero (0) if the tablespace is nonpartitioned or is a partition-by-
range (PBR) universal tablespace.

RATS_ORGANIZATIONTYPE CHAR(1) Value (H or blank) from the SYSTABLESPACE column ORGANIZATIONTYPE
A blank indicates unknown.

RATS_PAGE_TRK SMALLINT Pages per track based on the device type
RATS_PAGES_ACTIVE INTEGER Number of active pages in the tablespace
RATS_PAGES_FP10
to RATS_PAGES_FP100

INTEGER Number of pages based on percentage full

RATS_PAGES_REORG INTEGER Number of pages that are required for a tablespace reorganization (in 4-KB
pages)
If the tablespace is a universal tablespace (UTS) that is organized by hash,
one of the following values is displayed:
• Number of hash data pages found (for PBR tablespaces)
• Total pages that are allocated (for PBG tablespaces)

RATS_PAGESAVE SMALLINT Pages saved due to Db2 compression
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Column Name Type Description

RATS_PART SMALLINT Tablespace partition number
RATS_PART_LOG SMALLINT Tablespace logical partition number
RATS_PCTFREE SMALLINT Tablespace PCTFREE attribute
RATS_PGSIZE SMALLINT Tablespace page size
RATS_PQTY_A INTEGER PRIQTY allocated (in 4-KB pages)
RATS_PQTY_U INTEGER PRIQTY used (in 4-KB pages)
RATS_ROW_SPACE BIGINT Total row space in the tablespace (in KB)
RATS_ROWS_ARCNT BIGINT Average rows that are counted
RATS_ROWS_ARSPM BIGINT Number of average rows in the space map
RATS_ROWS_DR10
to RATS_ROWS_DR100

BIGINT Number of dropped rows in that area of the tablespace

RATS_ROWS_DROPC BIGINT Total number of dropped rows
RATS_ROWS_DROPS BIGINT Total amount of dropped space (in KB)
RATS_ROWS_FRCNT BIGINT Full rows that are counted
RATS_ROWS_FRSPM BIGINT Number of full rows in the space map
RATS_ROWS_HIGH BIGINT Highest number of rows for any individual table
RATS_ROWS_LRCNT BIGINT Large rows that are counted
RATS_ROWS_LRSPM BIGINT Number of large rows in the space map
RATS_ROWS_RELOC BIGINT Total number of relocated rows
RATS_ROWS_SRCNT BIGINT Small rows that are counted
RATS_ROWS_SRSPM BIGINT Number of small rows in the space map
RATS_ROWS_TOTAL BIGINT Total rows in tablespace
RATS_SEG_SIZE SMALLINT Tablespace segment size
RATS_SEG_USED INTEGER Number of used segments
RATS_SELECTED_CONDN INTEGER Internal use only
RATS_SHOLE_CNT BIGINT Number of small holes
RATS_SHOLE_SPACE BIGINT Small hole space
RATS_SMLLEN SMALLINT Smallest row length in tablespace
RATS_SMLLEN_ACT SMALLINT Actual smallest row length in tablespace
RATS_SQTY_A INTEGER SECQTY allocated (in 4-KB pages)
RATS_SQTY_U INTEGER SECQTY used (in 4-KB pages)
RATS_STATUS CHAR(1) Reserved
RATS_SYSID CHAR(4) Db2 system ID of tablespace
RATS_SYSUT1 INTEGER Number of pages that are required to hold sorted keys during a reorganization
RATS_TIMESTAMP_D TIMESTAMP Db2 timestamp of the statistics collection
RATS_TOT_FREESP BIGINT Total available free space (in KB)
RATS_TOT_TABLES SMALLINT Total tables in tablespace
RATS_TOT_UPDATE INTEGER Total updated pages
RATS_TRACKMOD CHAR(1) Value from (N or blank) the SYSTABLEPART column TRACKMOD
RATS_TS_TYPE CHAR(1) Value from the SYSTABLESPACE column TYPE
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Column Name Type Description

RATS_TSNAME CHAR(8) Tablespace name
RATS_TYPE CHAR(1) Value for %ROSORT and %ROSYSUT1 symbolics when there is no

tablespace extract collection
RATS_UPDATE_DB2CAT SMALLINT Internal use only
RATS_UTILITY_EXECUTED CHAR(1) Internal use only
RATS_VERSION SMALLINT Database Analyzer version that generated this statistic row

The format is vvrmm. For example, 02601 indicates version 2.6.1.
RATS_VOLUMES SMALLINT Number of volumes

Indexspace Statistics (RAIX STATS)
The RAIX_STATS_xxxx table contains the statistics that are collected at the indexspace level.

WARNING
Do not use your own applications or tools to update statistics tables.

Each collection date contains the following information:

• One row for each unpartitioned index
• One row for each index partition

The RAIX_STATS_xxxx table has the following indexes.

Index Name Unique (U)
Non-unique (N) Indexed Columns

RAIX_IX_xxxx N RAIX_SYSID, RAIX_CREATOR, RAIX_IXNAME, RAIX_PART,
RAIX_TIMESTAMP_D

RAIX_IX2_xxxx N RAIX_TIMESTAMP_D

The RAIX_STATS_xxxx table has the following fields.

Column Name Type Description

RAIX_ACTIVE INTEGER Number of active pages
RAIX_AVGKEYLEN SMALLINT Average length of the keys within the index. A padded index or one with no

keys has the average length set to the key length.
If the index was defined as NOT PADDED, the average key length must
be less than the key length (RAIX_KEYLEN). The key length includes the
overhead bytes to track variable column lengths. NOT PADDED indexes take
up more space than equivalent PADDED indexes. The NOT PADDED length
can be calculated with the following formula:
RAIX_AVGKEYLEN > (RAIX_KEYLEN – (RAIX_VARCHARS x 2))
For more information, see the RAIX_PADDED entry in this table.

RAIX_AVGLEAF INTEGER Average leaf distance
RAIX_CLUST_10
to RAIX_CLUST_10M

BIGINT Number of table rows within the indicated range of pages away from its home
page
For rows that are more than 64 pages, add all the RAIX_CLUST_70
to RAIX_CLUST_10M values.

RAIX_CLUSTER_CNT_F FLOAT Number of clustered keys
RAIX_CLUSTER_F FLOAT Total number of unclustered rows
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Column Name Type Description

RAIX_CLUSTER_IND CHAR(1) Indicates whether the index is clustered (Y or N) based on the
RAIX_CLUSTERED value

RAIX_CLUSTERED CHAR(1) One of the following hexadecimal values (defined in parentheses):
• HEX 80 (Clustered and descending)
• HEX A8 (Clustered and ascending)
• HEX C0 (Clustered, unique, and descending)
• HEX E8 (Clustered, unique, and ascending)
• HEX 40 (Non-clustered, unique, and descending)
• HEX 68 (Non-clustered, unique, and ascending)
• HEX 28 (Non-clustered, and ascending)
• HEX 00 (Non-clustered, and descending)

RAIX_CLUSTERRATIO SMALLINT Cluster ratio
A zero (0) value typically indicates an empty partition.

RAIX_CLUSTERRATIOF FLOAT Cluster ratio
This value is the same as RAIX_CLUSTERRATIO, except for the type. The
range is 0.0 to 1.0. A zero (0) value typically indicates an empty partition.

RAIX_COLLEN SMALLINT Length of the first column
RAIX_CREATOR CHAR(8) Index creator
RAIX_DBNAME CHAR(8) Database of the index
RAIX_DELETD_RIDS_F FLOAT Number of pseudo-deleted RIDs
RAIX_EXTENSION_TYPE CHAR(1) One of the following values from the SYSINDEXES column

IX_EXTENSION_TYPE:
• A blank indicates a simple index
• S (index on expression)
• N (XML node ID index)
• V (XML values index)

RAIX_EXTENTS SMALLINT Number of extents
RAIX_EXTRACT_NAME CHAR(8) Extract name
RAIX_EXTRACT_SYSID CHAR(4) SYSID
RAIX_EXTRACT_TYPE CHAR(1) Extract type (AUTOBUILD, ALL IX)
RAIX_EXTRACT_USER CHAR(8) Extract creator
RAIX_FAROFFPOS_F FLOAT FLOAT Number of referenced rows away from the optimum position because of inserts

into a full page
RAIX_FIRSTKEY_F FLOAT Number of distinct values of the first key column
RAIX_FREE_0100
to RAIX_FREE_10

INTEGER Number of pages that have the specified percent free

RAIX_FREEPAGE SMALLINT Index FREEPAGE attribute
RAIX_FREESPACE BIGINT Total amount of free space (in KB)
RAIX_FULLKEY_F FLOAT Number of distinct key values
RAIX_HASH CHAR(1) One of the following values from the SYSINDEXES column HASH:

• N (non-hash)
• Y (hash)

RAIX_HIGHKEY CHAR(8) Second highest 8 bytes of the key
RAIX_HURBA INTEGER HI-USED-RBA from LISTCAT (in 4-KB pages)
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Column Name Type Description

RAIX_INSTANCE SMALLINT Value from the SYSTABLESPACE column INSTANCE
Indicates the data set name instance number for the index on the current base
table.

RAIX_IPREFIX CHAR(1) Value (I or J) from the SYSINDEXPART column IPREFIX
Indicates the first character of the indexspace data set name instance qualifier.

RAIX_IXNAME CHAR(18) Index name
RAIX_IXTYPE CHAR(1) Index type (2 or blank)
RAIX_KEYLEN SMALLINT Key length

If the index is NOT PADDED, the key length includes the overhead bytes to
track variable column lengths.

RAIX_KEYS_F FLOAT Number of index entry keys
RAIX_LEAF INTEGER Number of leaf pages
RAIX_LEAFFAR INTEGER Number of splits in which the distance between the new and the original leaf

pages is greater than or equal to 16 pages
RAIX_LEAFNEAR INTEGER Number of splits in which the distance between the new and the original leaf

pages is less than or equal to 16 pages
RAIX_LEAF_1
to RAIX_LEAF_1M

INTEGER Number of leaf pages that are the specified distance from the next sequential
leaf

RAIX_LEVELS SMALLINT Number of levels in the index
RAIX_LOWKEY CHAR(8) Second lowest 8 bytes of the key
RAIX_MAINT_ACTION CHAR(1) The maintenance action (Maint. Action) selected when the extract procedure

was defined:
• R (Reorganization / Rebuild)
• S (Statistics)
• F (Full Image Copy)
• I (Incr Image Copy)
• C (Copy)
• D (User Defined Action)
• U indicates that the rows were created for a name-oriented extract

procedure (MODE = N) or were created before version 18.0 of Database
Analyzer.

RAIX_NONLEAF SMALLINT Number of nonleaf pages
RAIX_NEAROFFPOS_F
FLOAT

FLOAT Number of referenced rows nearest to the optimum position because of inserts
into a full page

RAIX_ORDER CHAR(1) Index key order of the first key (A or D)
RAIX_PADDED CHAR(1) Index key padded attribute (Y or N)

Y indicates that the key was defined as PADDED, either explicitly or by default,
due to the Db2 system settings or the functionality of the Db2.
N indicates that the key was defined as NOT PADDED.
These keys do not contain space padding up to the defined length for each
variable-length key column. The keys contain overhead bytes to determine
each variable key column length as a prefix to the entire key.
For more information, see the RAIX_AVGKEYLEN entry in this table.

RAIX_PAGE_TRK SMALLINT Number of Db2 pages per track (in 4-KB pages)
RAIX_PART SMALLINT Index partition number (if applicable)
RAIX_PART_LOG SMALLINT Index logical partition number (if applicable)
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Column Name Type Description

RAIX_PCTFREE SMALLINT Index PCTFREE attribute
RAIX_PGSIZE SMALLINT Index page size
RAIX_PIECESIZE INTEGER Value from the SYSINDEXES column PIECESIZE

User-specified value in the CREATE INDEX statement or the default data set
size that is based on object characteristics.

RAIX_PQTY_A INTEGER PRIQTY allocated (in 4-KB pages)
RAIX_PQTY_U INTEGER PRIQTY used (in 4-KB pages)
RAIX_REORG_LEVELS SMALLINT Number of levels that are needed for a reorganization
RAIX_REORG_PAGES INTEGER Number of pages that are needed for a reorganization (in 4-KB pages)
*RAIX_RIDCHN_ENTS_F FLOAT Total number of RID chain entries
RAIX_RIDCHN_MAX SMALLINT Largest RID chain found
RAIX_RIDCHN_OCCS_F FLOAT Number of non-unique keys with a RID chain
RAIX_SELECTED_CONDN SMALLINT Internal use only
RAIX_SPACENAME CHAR(8) Index space name as defined by Db2 to use in the underlying VSAM data set

name
RAIX_SPARSE CHAR(1) One of the following values from the SYSINDEXES column SPARSE:

• N (non-sparse)
• Y (sparse)
• X (sparse excluded nulls)
A sparse index may not have an entry for each table row.

RAIX_SQTY_A INTEGER SECQTY allocated (in 4-KB pages)
RAIX_SQTY_U INTEGER SECQTY used (in 4-KB pages)
RAIX_STATUS CHAR(1) Reserved
RAIX_SUBPAGE SMALLINT Index subpage parameter
RAIX_SYSID CHAR(4) Db2 system ID of index
RAIX_TBNAME CHAR(18) Name of the table the index is built on
RAIX_TBUSER CHAR(8) Table creator
RAIX_TIMESTAMP_D TIMESTAMP Db2 timestamp of the statistics collection
RAIX_TSNAME CHAR(8) Tablespace containing indexed table
RAIX_TYPE CHAR(1) Statistics collection type (R, F, S, U, or blank)
RAIX_UNIQUE CHAR(1) Unique rule (U, D, or P), based on the RAIX_CLUSTERED value
RAIX_UPDATE_DB2CAT SMALLINT Internal use only
RAIX_UTILITY_EXECUTED CHAR(1) Internal use only
RAIX_VARCHARS SMALLINT Zero (0) when the index is PADDED. Otherwise, the number of variable-length

key columns in the index. The result of multiplying by 2 is the number of bytes
of overhead to track the variable key column lengths.
For more information, see the RAIX_AVGKEYLEN entry in this table.

RAIX_VERSND_KEYS_F FLOAT Number of versioned keys
RAIX_VERSION SMALLINT Database Analyzer version that generated this statistic row.

The format is vvrmm. For example, 02601 indicates version 2.6.1.
RAIX_VOLUMES SMALLINT Number of volumes
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Table Statistics (RATB STATS)
The RATB_STATS_xxxx table contains the statistics that are collected at the table level.

WARNING
Do not use your own applications or tools to update statistics tables.

Each collection date contains the following information:

• One or more rows for each nonpartitioned tablespace
• One row for each tablespace partition

The RATB_STATS_xxxx table has the following indexes.

Index Name Unique (U)
Non-unique (N) Indexed Columns

RATB_IX_xxxx N RATB_SYSID, RATB_DBNAME, RATB_TSNAME, RATB_PART, RATB_TBNAME,
RATB_CREATOR

RATB_IX2_xxxx N RATB_TIMESTAMP_D

The RATB_STATS_xxxx table has the following fields.

Column Name Type Description

RATB_#ROWCOMP BIGINT Number of compressed rows
RATB_AVGLEN_ACT SMALLINT Actual average row length found in the table
RATB_CREATOR CHAR(8) Table creator
RATB_DBNAME CHAR(8) Database of the table
RATB_EXTRACT_NAME CHAR(8) Extract name
RATB_EXTRACT_SYSID CHAR(4) SYSID
RATB_EXTRACT_TYPE CHAR(1) Extract type (AUTOBUILD, ALL TB)
RATB_EXTRACT_USER CHAR(8) Extract creator
RATB_MAINT_ACTION CHAR(1) The maintenance action (Maint. Action) selected when the extract procedure

was defined:
• R (Reorganization / Rebuild)
• S (Statistics)
• F (Full Image Copy)
• I (Incr Image Copy)
• C (Copy)
• D (User Defined Action)
• U indicates that the rows were created for a name-oriented extract

procedure (MODE = N) or were created before version 18.0 of Database
Analyzer.

RATB_MAXLEN SMALLINT Calculated maximum row size
RATB_PAGE_RL10 to
RATB_PAGE_RL100

BIGINT Number of rows of the specified length in the table
The range is 1 through 100.

RATB_PAGES_USED INTEGER Total pages with active rows
RATB_PART SMALLINT Tablespace partition number (if applicable)
RATB_PART_LOG SMALLINT Logical tablespace partition number (if applicable)
RATB_PCTROWCOMP SMALLINT Percent of rows compressed
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Column Name Type Description

RATB_PSIZE SMALLINT Table page size
RATB_ROWS_AR10 to
RATB_ROWS_AR100

INTEGER Number of pages in the indicated area that can fit average rows

RATB_ROWS_FR10 to
RATB_ROWS_FR100

BIGINT Number of rows in the indicated area that are full (fit no rows)

RATB_ROWS_LR10 to
RATB_ROWS_LR100

INTEGER Number of pages in the indicated area that can fit large rows

RATB_ROWS_PD10 to
RATB_ROWS_PD100

BIGINT Number of rows in the indicated area of the table
The sum of the specified values equals RATB_ROWS_TOTAL.

RATB_ROWS_RD10 to
RATB_ROWS_RD100

BIGINT Count of relocated row pointers in that area of the table

RATB_ROWS_RG64 BIGINT Rows that are more than 64-pages away
RATB_ROWS_RL64 BIGINT Rows that are less than 64-pages away
RATB_ROWS_RR10 to
RATB_ROWS_RR10M

BIGINT Number of relocated rows the indicated distance from the original page

RATB_ROWS_SPACE BIGINT Total space that is used by active rows (in KB)
RATB_ROWS_SR10 to
RATB_ROWS_SR100

INTEGER Number of pages in the indicated area that can fit small rows

RATB_ROWS_TOTAL BIGINT Total number of rows in the table
RATB_SEGALLOC INTEGER Number of segments that are allocated for the table
RATB_SMLLEN SMALLINT Calculated minimum row size
RATB_STATUS CHAR(1) Reserved
RATB_SYSID CHAR(4) Db2 subsystem ID of the table
RATB_TBNAME CHAR(18) Table name
RATB_TIMESTAMP_D TIMESTAMP Db2 timestamp of the statistics collection
RATB_TSNAME CHAR(8) Tablespace of the table
RATB_TYPE CHAR(1) Statistics collection type (R, F, S, U, or blank)
RATB_UPDATE_DB2CAT SMALLINT Internal use only
RATB_VERSION SMALLINT Database Analyzer version that generated this statistic row

The format is vvrmm. For example, 02601 indicates version 2.6.1.

Table Column Statistics (RACL STATS)
The RACL_STATS_xxxx table contains statistics that are collected at the column level. Each collection date contains rows
per column.

WARNING
Do not update statistics tables using your own applications or tools.

Each collection date contains rows per column, as follows:

• One row per column for each nonpartitioned tablespace
• One row per column for each tablespace partition and one aggregate row for each column (part=0)
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The RACL_STATS_xxxx table has the following index:

Index Name U =Unique
N =Nonunique Indexed Columns

RACL_IX_xxxx N RACL_DBNAME, RACL_TSNAME, RACL_PART, RACL_TIMESTAMP_D

The RACL_STATS_xxxx table has the following fields:

Column Name Type Description

RACL_COLAVG SMALLINT Average column value
RACL_COLCARD_F FLOAT Number of distinct values in the column
RACL_COLMAX SMALLINT Highest value in the column
RACL_COLMIN SMALLINT Lowest value in the column
RACL_COLNAME CHAR(18) Column name
RACL_COLNULLS INTEGER Whether the column can contain nulls (0=No, 1=Yes)
RACL_COLSEQ SMALLINT Sequence number of the column in the table
RACL_COLTYPE CHAR(8) Data type of the column
RACL_DBNAME CHAR(8) Database that contains the table
RACL_HIGH1KEY VARCHAR(254) Highest column value
RACL_HIGH2KEY VARCHAR(254) Second highest column value (similar to HIGH2KEY statistics stored in

SYSCOLUMNS)
RACL_LENGTH SMALLINT Column length or precision (decimal)
RACL_LOW1KEY VARCHAR(254) Lowest column value
RACL_LOW2KEY VARCHAR(254) Second lowest column value (similar to the LOW2KEY statistics stored in

SYSCOLUMNS)
RACL_MAINT_ACTION CHAR(1) The RTOS Extract Maint Action that was selected when defining the extract:

• R -- Reorg
• S -- Statistics
• C -- Copy
• F -- Full Image Copy
• I -- Incremental Image Copy
• D -- User-Defined
• U -- Unknown. The statistics rows were created before Version 18.0.00 or

the statistics rows were created from a Classic Mode=Name Extract.

RACL_NULL CHAR(1) Whether the column can contain null values
RACL_PART SMALLINT Tablespace partition number (if applicable)
RACL_PART_LOG SMALLINT Logical tablespace partition number (if applicable)
RACL_SCALE SMALLINT Scale of decimal data
RACL_STATUS CHAR(1) Reserved
RACL_SYSID CHAR(4) Db2 subsystem that contains the table for this column
RACL_TBNAME CHAR(18) Table name
RACL_TBOBID SMALLINT Table OBID
RACL_TBUSER CHAR(8) User who created the table
RACL_TIMESTAMP_D TIMESTAMP Db2 timestamp of the statistics collection
RACL_TSNAME CHAR(8) Tablespace that contains the table
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Column Name Type Description

RACL_TYPE CHAR(1) Type of statistics collection (R, F, S, U, blank)
RACL_UDT_COLTYPE VARCHAR(18) UDT column type (If the column is defined as DISTINCT. RACL_COLTYPE

contains the base column type.)
Blank (if the column is not distinct)

RACL_UPDATE_DB2CAT SMALLINT Internal use only
RACL_VERSION SMALLINT Database Analyzer version that generated this statistic row, in vvrmm format

(example: 02601=2.6.1)

Index Column Statistics (RAIK STATS)
The RAIK_STATS_xxxx table contains statistics for columns that are used in indexes.

WARNING
Do not update statistics tables using your own applications or tools.

These statistics are gathered when the Column Statistics field is A or I on the Build Extract Procedures panel.

Each collection date contains rows per index key column, as follows:

• One row for each nonpartitioned index key column
• One row for each partition of an index key column and one aggregate row (part=0)

The RAIK_STATS_xxxx table has the following indexes:

Index Name U =Unique
N =Non-Unique Indexed Columns

RAIK_IX_xxxx N RAIK_TIMESTAMP_D, RAIK_TBOBID, RAIK_COLSEQ
RAIK_IX2_xxxx N RAIK_SYSID, RAIK_IXUSER, RAIK_IXNAME, RAIK_PART, RAIK_TIMESTAMP_D

The RAIK_STATS_xxxx table has the following fields:

Column Name Type Description

RAIK_COLCARD_F FLOAT Number of distinct values in the column
RAIK_COLSEQ SMALLINT Sequence number of the column in the table
RAIK_DBNAME CHAR(8) Database that contains the index
RAIK_IXNAME CHAR(18) Index name
RAIK_IXUSER CHAR(8) User who created the index
RAIK_MAINT_ACTION CHAR(1) The RTOS Extract Maint Action that was selected when defining the extract:

• R -- Reorg
• S -- Statistics
• C -- Copy
• F -- Full Image Copy
• I -- Incremental Image Copy
• D -- User-Defined
• U -- Unknown. The statistics rows were created before Version 18.0.00 or

the statistics rows were created from a Classic Mode=Name Extract.

RAIK_PART SMALLINT Partition number (if applicable)
RAIK_PART_LOG SMALLINT Logical partition number (if applicable)
RAIK_SEQNO SMALLINT Sequence number of the column in the key
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Column Name Type Description

RAIK_STATUS CHAR(1) Reserved
RAIK_SYSID CHAR(4) Db2 subsystem that contains the index
RAIK_TBOBID SMALLINT Table OBID
RAIK_TIMESTAMP_D TIMESTAMP Db2 timestamp of the statistics collection
RAIK_TSNAME CHAR(8) Tablespace that contains the table that the index is defined on
RAIK_TYPE CHAR(1) Type of statistics collection (R, F, S, U, blank)
RAIK_UPDATE_DB2CAT SMALLINT Internal use only
RAIK_VERSION SMALLINT Database Analyzer version that generated this statistic row, in vvrmm format.

For example, 02601=2.6.1.

Cardinality Statistics (RACD STATS)
The RACD_STATS_xxxx table contains statistics that are related to the cardinality or distinctness of the first index column
or group of index columns.

WARNING
Do not update statistics tables using your own applications or tools.

The corresponding IBM statistics are found in Db2 SYSCOLDIST/SYSCOLDISTSTATS.

Each collection date contains rows per group of index key columns cardinality, as follows:

• One row or more for each nonpartitioned index
• One row or more for each index partition and one aggregate row per group (part=0)

The RACD_STATS_xxxx table has the following indexes:

Index Name U =Unique
N =Non-Unique Indexed Columns

RACD_IX_xxxx N RACD_TIMESTAMP_D
RACD_IX2_xxxx N RACD_SYSID, RACD_DBNAME, RACD_TSNAME, RACD_PARTITION

The RACD_STATS_xxxx table has the following fields:

Field Name Type Description

RACD_CARDF FLOAT Number of distinct values for the table column
RACD_COLGROUPNO VARCHAR (254) Key column sequence. This information is useful when the column is an index

key column. The sequence is an array of hexadecimal values that represent
the table column number of each concatenated index key.

RACD_DBNAME CHAR(8) Database name
RACD_MAINT_ACTION CHAR(1) The RTOS Extract Maint Action that was selected when defining the extract:

• R -- Reorg
• S -- Statistics
• C -- Copy
• F -- Full Image Copy
• I -- Incremental Image Copy
• D -- User-Defined
• U -- Unknown. The statistics rows were created before Version 18.0.00 or

the statistics rows were created from a Classic Mode=Name Extract.
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Field Name Type Description

RACD_NAME VARCHAR(18) Column name
RACD_NUMCOLUMNS SMALLINT Number of concatenated columns
RACD_PART_LOG SMALLINT Logical tablespace partition number
RACD_PARTITION SMALLINT Partition number
RACD_STATUS CHAR(1) Reserved
RACD_SYSID CHAR(4) Db2 subsystem that contains the table for this column
RACD_TBNAME VARCHAR(18) Table name
RACD_TBOWNER CHAR(8) Table creator
RACD_TIMESTAMP_D TIMESTAMP Db2 timestamp of the statistics collection
RACD_TSNAME CHAR(8) Tablespace name
RACD_TYPE CHAR(1) Type of statistics collection (R, F, S, U, blank)
RACD_UPDATE_DB2CAT SMALLINT Internal use only
RACD_VERSION SMALLINT Database Analyzer version that generated this statistic row, in vvrmm format.

For example, 02601=2.6.1.

Frequency Statistics (RAFQ STATS)
The RAFQ_STATS_xxxx table contains statistics that are related to the frequency of occurrence for first index column
values.

WARNING
Do not update statistics tables using your own applications or tools.

These statistics are also related to groups of index column values. The corresponding IBM statistics are found in Db2
SYSCOLDIST/SYSCOLDISTSTATS.

Each collection date contains rows per group of index key column frequency data values, as follows:

• One row or more for each nonpartitioned index
• One row or more for each partition of an index and one aggregate row per group (part=0)

The RAFQ_STATS_xxxx table has the following indexes:

Index Name U =Unique
N =Non-Unique Indexed Columns

RAFQ_IX_xxxx N RAFQ_TIMESTAMP_D
RAFQ_IX2_xxxx N RAFQ_SYSID, RAFQ_DBNAME, RAFQ_TSNAME, RAFQ_PARTITION,

RAFQ_TIMESTAMP_D

The RAFQ_STATS_xxxx table has the following fields:

Field Name Type Description

RAFQ_COLGROUPNO VARCHAR (254) Key column sequence
RAFQ_COLVALUE VARCHAR (255) Column value (for example, RACL_VALUE1 - 10)
RAFQ_DBNAME CHAR(8) Database name
RAFQ_FREQUENCYF FLOAT Percentage of rows with values RAFQ_COLVALUE. A value of 1 indicates 100

percent. A value of .15 indicates 15 percent.
RAFQ_IXCREATOR CHAR(8) Index creator
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Field Name Type Description

RAFQ_IXNAME CHAR(18) Index name
RAFQ_MAINT_ACTION CHAR(1) The RTOS Extract Maint Action that was selected when defining the extract:

• R -- Reorg
• S -- Statistics
• C -- Copy
• F -- Full Image Copy
• I -- Incremental Image Copy
• D -- User-Defined
• U -- Unknown. The statistics rows were created before Version 18.0.00 or

the statistics rows were created from a Classic Mode=Name Extract.

RAFQ_NAME VARCHAR(18) Column name
RAFQ_NUMCOLUMNS SMALLINT Number of concatenated columns
RAFQ_PART_LOG SMALLINT Logical tablespace partition number
RAFQ_PARTITION SMALLINT Partition number
RAFQ_STATUS CHAR(1) Reserved
RAFQ_SYSID CHAR(4) Db2 subsystem that contains the table for this column
RAFQ_TBNAME VARCHAR(18) Table name
RAFQ_TBOWNER CHAR(8) Table creator
RAFQ_TIMESTAMP_D TIMESTAMP Db2 timestamp of the statistics collection
RAFQ_TSNAME CHAR(8) Tablespace name
RAFQ_TYPE CHAR(1) Type of statistics collection (R, F, S, U, blank)
RAFQ_UPDATE_DB2CAT SMALLINT Internal use only
RAFQ_VERSION SMALLINT Database Analyzer version that generated this statistic row, in vvrmm format.

For example, 02601=2.6.1.

Utility History Statistics (RAUT HIST)
The RAUT_HIST_xxxx table contains utility history statistics.

WARNING
Do not update statistics tables using your own applications or tools.

After these statistics are gathered, you can view them through the Report Procedures or the Query Facility report, Utility
History Queries.

Each collection date contains one row per utility and collection date combination.

The RAUT_HIST_xxxx table has the following index:

Index Name U =Unique
N =Non-Unique Indexed Columns

RAUT_HIST_IX_xxxx N UTL_SYSID, UTL_DBNAME, UTL_TSNAME, UTL_START_DATETIME

The RAUT_HIST_xxxx table has the following fields:

Column Name Type Description

UTL_AVG_CPU_BUSY DEC(3 , 1) AVERAGE CPU BUSY, retrieved after each DSNUTILB invocation
UTL_CMD_TEXT VARCHAR (400) Command text
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Column Name Type Description

UTL_CPU_TIME DEC(7 , 1) CPU TIME, retrieved after each DSNUTILB invocation
UTL_CREATOR CHAR(8) Creator name. If a creator name is not supplied and the utility needs one, the

current SQLID is used. If the current SQLID is unavailable, the ASXBUSER
field from the ASXB control block is used.

UTL_DB2_LVL CHAR(4) Db2 level
UTL_DBNAME CHAR(8) Database name. If a database name is not supplied and the utility needs one,

DSNDB04 is used.
UTL_ELAPSED_TIME DEC(7 , 1) ELAPSED TIME, retrieved after each DSNUTILB invocation
UTL_END_DATETIME TIMESTAMP END DATE, retrieved after each DSNUTILB invocation
UTL_EXCP INTEGER EXCP COUNT, retrieved after each DSNUTILB invocation. Currently, this field

is not supported.
UTL_IXNAME CHAR(18) Indexspace name
UTL_JOBID CHAR(8) JES job number
UTL_JOBNAME CHAR(8) Job name
UTL_PARTNUM SMALLINT Tablespace or indexspace partition number
UTL_PARTNUM_LOG SMALLINT Logical partitioned tablespace or indexspace partition number
UTL_PARTNUM2 SMALLINT Second partition number from the control statement: REORG PART (x:y)
UTL_PARTNUM2_LOG
SMALLINT

SMALLINT Second logical partition number from the control statement: REORG PART
(x:y)

UTL_RC INTEGER RETURN CODE, retrieved after each DSNUTILB invocation
UTL_SMFID CHAR(4) SMF ID of the system where the job previously ran
UTL_START_DATETIME TIMESTAMP START DATE, retrieved before each DSNUTILB invocation
UTL_STEPNAME CHAR(8) Step name
UTL_SYSID CHAR(4) Subsystem ID
UTL_TBNAME CHAR(18) Table name
UTL_TSNAME CHAR(8) Tablespace name
UTL_USER CHAR(8) Job user ID
UTL_UTIL CHAR(8) Utility name

Capture Threshold Values Statistics (RAOS CTV)
The RAOS_CTV_xxxx table contains statistics that are related to the threshold values of objects selected by extract
procedures.

WARNING
Do not update statistics tables using your own applications or tools.

Each collection date contains one row for each condition that selected an object (tablespace, table, or index).
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The RAOS_CTV_xxxx table has the following indexes:

Index Name U =Unique
N =Nonunique Indexed Columns

RAOS_CTV_IX_1_x
xxx

N RAOS_CTV_TIME

RAOS_CTV_IX_2_x
xxx

N RAOS_CTV_PROCCRTR, RAOS_CTV_PROCNAME

The RAOS_CTV_xxxx table has the following fields:

Field Name Type Description

RAOS_CTV_TIME TIMESTAMP Db2 timestamp of the statistics collection
RAOS_CTV_PROCTYPE CHAR(1) Extract procedure type
RAOS_CTV_PROCNAME CHAR(8) Extract procedure name
RAOS_CTV_PROCCRTR CHAR(8) Extract procedure creator
RAOS_CTV_USERID CHAR(8) TSO user ID that submitted procedure
RAOS_CTV_OBJ_SYSID CHAR(4) Db2 subsystem ID of object
RAOS_CTV_CONDN SMALLINT Extract condition number (in PTIMSG output)
RAOS_CTV_CONDTXT VARCHAR(40) Extract condition description (in PTIMSG output)
RAOS_CTV_CONDTGR VARCHAR(30) Extract condition trigger (in PTIMSG output)
RAOS_CTV_DBNAME VARCHAR(24) Database name
RAOS_CTV_SPACENAME VARCHAR(24) Tablespace or indexspace name
RAOS_CTV_TSNAME VARCHAR(24) Same as RAOS_CTV_SPACENAME (if the object is a tablespace).

Tablespace name of the table on which the index is defined (if the object is an
indexspace).

RAOS_CTV_TSCREATOR VARCHAR(128) Creator of RAOS_CTV_TSNAME tablespace
RAOS_CTV_IXNAME VARCHAR(128) Index name (if applicable)
RAOS_CTV_IXCREATOR VARCHAR(128) Index creator (if applicable)
RAOS_CTV_IXTBNAME VARCHAR(128) Table name (if the object is a tablespace).

Table name of the table on which the index is defined (if the object is an
indexspace).

RAOS_CTV_TBCREATOR VARCHAR(128) Table creator (if the object is a tablespace).
Table creator of the table on which the index is defined (if the object is an
indexspace).

RAOS_CTV_PART_PHY SMALLINT Partition number (if applicable)
RAOS_CTV_PART_LOG SMALLINT Logical partition number (if applicable)
RAOS_CTV_PARTTOT SMALLINT Number of partitions (if applicable)
RAOS_CTV_INSTANCE SMALLINT Value from SYSTABLESPACE column INSTANCE.

This column indicates the data set name instance number for the current base
table (if the object is a tablespace).
This column indicates the data set name instance number for the index on the
current base table (if the object is an indexspace).

RAOS_CTV_DBID SMALLINT Internal identifier of the database
RAOS_CTV_PSID_ISOBID SMALLINT Internal page set identifier:

• PSID (if the object is a tablespace)
• ISOBID (if the object is an indexspace)
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Field Name Type Description

RAOS_CTV_TOTALROWS BIGINT Total number of rows in the tablespace or partition (if the object is a
tablespace).
Total number of entries in the index (if the object is an indexspace).

RAOS_CTV_NACTIVE BIGINT Number of active pages in the tablespace, partition, or index
RAOS_CTV_TRACKS BIGINT Number of tracks allocated for the tablespace, partition, or index
RAOS_CTV_TYPETSIX CHAR(2) Object type:

• TS (if the object is a tablespace)
• IX (if the object is an indexspace)

RAOS_CTV_COND VARCHAR(40) RTOS condition text
RAOS_CTV_FIELD1 VARCHAR(30) RTOS lower threshold or custom value
RAOS_CTV_FIELD2 VARCHAR(30) RTOS upper threshold or custom value
RAOS_CTV_CNT DECIMAL(5,0) Number of times the RTOS extract was executed since the record was inserted

Capture Threshold Values AP Statistics (RAOS CTVAP)
The RAOS_CTVAP_xxxx table contains statistics that are related to the threshold values of objects selected by action
procedures.

WARNING
Do not update statistics tables using your own applications or tools.

Each collection date contains one row for each condition that selected an object (tablespace, table, or index).

The RAOS_CTVAP_xxxx table has the following index:

Index Name U =Unique
N =Nonunique Indexed Columns

RAOS_CTVAP_IX_1
_2000

N RAOS_CTVAP_TIME, RAOS_CTVAP_DBNAME, RAOS_CTVAP_TYPE,
RAOS_CTVAP_ACNAME

The RAOS_CTVAP_xxxx table has the following fields:

Field Name Type Description

RAOS_CTVAP_TIME TIMESTAMP (6) Db2 timestamp of the statistics collection
RAOS_CTVAP_CREATOR VARCHAR(128) Tablespace, table, or index creator
RAOS_CTVAP_DBNAME VARCHAR(128) Database name
RAOS_CTVAP_OBNAME VARCHAR(128) Tablespace, table, or index name
RAOS_CTVAP_PART SMALLINT Partition number (if applicable)
RAOS_CTVAP_ACCRT VARCHAR(8) Action condition creator
RAOS_CTVAP_ACNAME VARCHAR(8) Action condition name
RAOS_CTVAP_CONDN SMALLINT Action condition number (in PTIMSG output)
RAOS_CTVAP_CONDTXT VARCHAR(40) Action condition description (in PTIMSG output)
RAOS_CTVAP_CONDTGR VARCHAR(30) Action condition triggers (in PTIMSG output)
RAOS_CTVAP_RESULT VARCHAR(22) Action condition result
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Field Name Type Description

RAOS_CTVAP_ANDOR VARCHAR(3) Conjunction type:
• AND
• OR

RAOS_CTVAP_TYPE VARCHAR(2) Object type:
• TS (if the object is a tablespace)
• IX (if the object is an indexspace)

Db2 Catalog Statistics Updated for Access Path Selection
The following table describes the columns that are used to determine the values when updating catalog statistics.

Database Analyzer updates nonfloat columns and only uses them in case of fallback.

WARNING
We recommend using IBM RUNSTATS for Db2 Catalog Update for the Db2 optimizer and Database Analyzer
extract procedures to collect statistics that provide more details, trending, and graphing. For more information,
see Collect Statistics with IBM RUNSTATS and Extract Procedures.

Catalog Table Column Database Analyzer Columns

SYSTABLESPACE NACTIVE(F) RATS_PAGES_ACTIVE
SYSTABLES/ SYSTABSTATS CARD(F)

NPAGES(F)
PCTPAGES
PCTROWCOMP

RATB_ROWS_TOTAL
RATB_PAGES_USED
RATB_PAGES_USED * 100 /
(RATS_PQTY_A + RATS_SQTY_A)
RATB_PCTROWCOMP

SYSCOLUMNS/ SYSCOLSTATS COLCARD(F)
HIGH2KEY
LOW2KEY

RACL_COLCARD_F
RACL_HIGH2KEY
RACL_LOW2KEY

SYSINDEXES/ SYSINDEXSTATS FIRSTKEYCARD(F)
FULLKEYCARD(F)
NLEAF
NLEVELS
CLUSTERRATIO(F)

RAIX_FIRSTKEY_F
RAIX_FULLKEY_F
RAIX_LEAF
RAIX_LEVELS
RAIX_CLUSTERRATIO(F)

SYSCOLDIST/
SYSCOLDISTSTATS
When Database Analyzer updates these catalog
tables, it also updates the supporting columns.

FREQUENCY(F)
COLVALUE
CARD(F)

RAFQ_FREQUENCYF
RAFQ_COLVALUE
RACD_CARDF
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Db2 Catalog Statistics Updated for Space Calculations
The following table describes the columns that Database Analyzer uses to determine values when calculating space
requirements:

Catalog Table Column Database Analyzer Columns

SYSTABLEPART CARD(F)
SPACE(F)
NEARINDREF
FARINDREF
PERCACTIVE
PERCDROP
PAGESAVE
DSNUM
EXTENTS
STATSTIME
AVGROWLEN

RATS_ROWS_TOTAL
RAVL_PQTY + RAVL_SQTY
RATB_ROWS_RR10 + RATB_ROWS_RR20
RATB_ROWS_RR30 + RATB_ROWS_RR10M
RATS_ROW_SPACE
RATS_ROWS_DROPS
RATS_PAGESAVE
MAX(RAVL_DSID)
SUM(RAVL_EXTENTS) of last data set
RATS_TIMESTAMP_D
RATS_AVGLEN_ACT

SYSINDEXES SPACEF
AVGKEYLEN

RAIX_PQTY_A + RAIX_SQTY_A
RAIX_AVGKEYLEN

SYSINDEXPART CARD(F)
SPACE(F)
NEAROFFPOS(F)
FAROFFPOS(F)
LEAFDIST
LEAFNEAR
LEAFFAR
DSNUM
EXTENTS
PSEUDO_DEL_ENTRIES
STATSTIME
AVGKEYLEN

RAIX_KEYS_F
RAVL_PQTY + RAVL_SQTY
RAIX_NEAROFFPOSF
RAIX_FAROFFPOSF
RAIX_AVGLEAF
RAIX_LEAFNEAR
RAIX_LEAFFAR
MAX(RAVL_DSID)
SUM(RAVL_EXTENTS) of last data set
RAIX_DELETDRIDS_F
RAIX_TIMESTAMP_D
RAIX_AVGKEYLEN

SYSTABLES AVGROWLEN
SPACEF

RATB_AVGLEN_ACT
RATB_ROWS_SPACE

SYSTABLESPACE SPACEF
AVGROWLEN

RAVL_PQTY+RAVL_SQTY
RATS_AVGLEN_ACT * RATS_ROWS_TOTAL

Control Statement Formats
This section shows the control statement format that Database Analyzer uses to create job streams for batch jobs.

WARNING
Do not modify these control statements or create your own. Unexpected results can occur. This information is
provided only to help you understand how Database Analyzer processes extracts in batch.

NOTE
Batch extract JCL members must have the ISPF Profile option set to NUMBER OFF (this setting is the default)
before you submit them for execution.

Control Statements 1 - 6
Control statements 1 through 6 contain the following syntax.
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Control Statement 1
*----------------------------------------------------------------        

*       FIRST CONTROL CARD                                               

*----------------------------------------------------------------        

EBLK_CONTR00   DS    C'00'                                               

EBLK_PROCID    DS    CL8                  PROCEDURE ID                   

EBLK_USERID    DS    CL8                  PROCEDURE USER                 

EBLK_SYSID     DS    CL4                  STATISTICS DB2 ID              

EBLK_MAXTCB    DS    H                    SCANS                          

EBLK_MAXBUF    DS    H                    BUFFERS                        

EBLK_MAXTS     DS    H                    RESERVED                       

EBLK_MAXIX     DS    H                    RESERVED                       

*                                                                        

EBLK_EXEC      DS    C                    EXECUTION OPTIONS              

EBLK_CTYPE     EQU   X'80'                COLLECTION = Y OR F OR S       

EBLK_RTYPE     EQU   X'40'                REPORTS = Y                    

EBLK_ATYPE     EQU   X'20'                ACTIONS = Y                    

EBLK_ABEND     EQU   X'10'                ABEND ANY RETURN               

EBLK_PURGE     EQU   X'08'                RUN AUTO-PURGE                 

EBLK_OBJECTDEP EQU   X'04'                OBJECT DEPENDENT               

EBLK_COND      EQU   X'02'                CONDITIONAL                    

EBLK_FTYPE     EQU   X'01'                FAST SCAN                      

*                                                                        

EBLK_PTYPE     DS    C                    PROCEDURE TYPE + ACCESS TYPE   

EBLK_VSAM      EQU   X'80'                USE VSAM ACCESS                

EBLK_STYPE     EQU   X'40'                SPACEMAP SCAN                  

EBLK_DIV       EQU   X'20'                USE DIV ACCESS                 

EBLK_AUTO      EQU   X'00'                USE AUTO ACCESS                

EBLK_EXCP      EQU   X'10'                USE A/EXCP ACCESS              

EBLK_EXCP      EQU   X'30'                USE D/EXCP ACCESS              

EBLK_EXCP      EQU   X'90'                USE V/EXCP ACCESS              

EBLK_COLLECT   EQU   X'08'                EXTRACT PROCEDURE              

EBLK_REPORT    EQU   X'04'                REPORT PROCEDURE               

EBLK_EXECUTE   EQU   X'02'                EXECUTION PROCEDURE            

*                                                                        

EBLK_RTCODE    DS    H                    WTOR ROUTING CODE              

               DS    CL24                 RESERVED                       

EBLK_MAXERR    DS    H                    MAXIMUM AUDIT ERRORS PER OBJECT

EBLK_AUTOPURGE DS    CL6                  AUTO-PURGE DATE

Control Statement 2
*----------------------------------------------------------------     

*     SECOND CONTROL CARD                                             

*----------------------------------------------------------------     

EBLK_CONTR01   DS    C'00'                                            

EBLK_VUNIT     DS    CL8                  VTOC UNIT NAME              

EBLK_MAXACT    DS    H                    MAXIMUM ACTIONS             

EBLK_PSYSID    DS    CL4                  PROCEDURE SYSID             

EBLK_DATFORT   DS    C                    DATE DELIMITER FORMAT       

EBLK_DATE      DS    C                    DATE FORMATS                

EBLK_RPTID     DS    C                    DATA SET REDIRECT IND       

EBLK_RPTMODEL  DS    CL56                 DATA SET REDIRECT NAME
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Control Statement 3
*----------------------------------------------------------------     

*     THIRD CONTROL CARD                                              

*----------------------------------------------------------------     

EBLK_CONTR02   DS    C'00'                                            

EBLK_JOBCNT    DS    H                    NUMBER OF JOB CARDS         

EBLK_ACTDEST   DS    C                    ACTION DESTINATION          

EBLK_DATA SET  DS    CL46                 ACTION DESTINATION DSN     

EBLK_TSOPREF   DS    CL8                  TSO PREFIX ID               

EBLK_MEMBER    DS    CL8                  ACTION MEMBER

Control Statement 4
*----------------------------------------------------------------     

*     FOURTH CONTROL CARD                                             

*----------------------------------------------------------------     

EBLK_CONTR03   DS    C'00'                                            

EBLK_MODELLIB  DS    CL46                 MODEL LIBRARY               

EBLK_PDASYNC   DS    H                    # INSERTS BEFORE COMMIT     

EBLK_PREUTIL   DS    CL8                  PRE UTIL MODEL              

EBLK_POSTUTIL  DS    CL8                  POST UTIL MODEL

Control Statement 5
*----------------------------------------------------------------     

*     FITH CONTROL CARD                                               

*----------------------------------------------------------------     

CBPB_CONTR05   DS    C'05'                                            

CBPB_EXNAME    DS    C8                   EXTRACT PROCEDURE NAME      

*                                                                     

CBPB_OPTION    DS    C                    FUNCTION TYPE               

EBLK_ALL       EQU   X'80'                ALL OPTION                  

EBLK_SELECT    EQU   X'40'                SELECT OPTION               

EBLK_ALLTB     EQU   X'20'                ALL TABLES                  

EBLK_ALLIX     EQU   X'10'                ALL INDEXES                 

CBPB_EXLUDE    EQU   X'08'                EXCLUDE OBJECT              

*                                                                     

CBPB_DBNAME    DS    CL8                  DATABASE NAME               

CBPB_TSNAME    DS    CL8                  TABLESPACE NAME             

CBPB_TSPART    DS    H                    TABLESPACE PARTITION        

CBPB_TBNAME    DS    CL18                 TABLE NAME                  

CBPB_CREATOR   DS    CL8                  TABLE CREATOR               

CBPB_IXNAME    DS    CL18                 INDEX NAME                  

CBPB_IXPART    DS    H                    INDEX PARTITION

Control Statement 6
*----------------------------------------------------------------     

*     SIXTH CONTROL CARD                                              

*----------------------------------------------------------------     

CONTR06   DS    C'06'                                                 

ACNAME    DS    CL8                  ACTION PROCEDURE NAME            

ACCRET    DS    CL8                  ACTION PROCEDURE CREATOR         

EXNAME    DS    CL8                  EXTRACT PROCEDURE NAME           
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EXCRET    DS    CL8                  EXTRACT PROCEDURE CREATOR        

ACTYPE    DS    CL1                  ACTION TYPE                      

DBNAME    DS    CL8                  DATABASE NAME                    

OPTION    DS    CL1                  OPTION ALL/SEL (S,T,I)           

OBJCRET   DS    CL8                  OBJECT CREATOR                   

PART      DS    H                    PARTITION                        

OBJNAME   DS    CL18                 OBJECT NAME                      

SYSID     DS    CL4                  SYSTEM ID

Statistics (PS) Control Statement
The PS utility code gathers statistics for objects in the utility procedure or in the extract procedure that is tied to the action
procedure.

This utility code is useful in a procedure that first executes a Db2 utility or our utility that modifies statistics.

The PS utility code generates extract-like control statements with the following syntax:

PS_CARD              C'00'

EBLK_OPTION    DS    CL1                      OPTION ALL/SEL (S,T,I)

EBLK_UPTCAT    DS    CL8                      CAT UPDATES? NO       

EBLK_COLSTAT   DS    CL1                      COLUMN STATS? (A,I,N) 

EBLK_TYPE      DS    CL1                      T=TS I=IX             

EBLK_DBNAME    DS    CL8                      DATABASE              

EBLK_TSNAME    DS    CL8                      TABLESPACE            

EBLK_CREATOR   DS    CL8                      IX CREATOR            

EBLK_OBJECT    DS    CL18                     IX NAME               

EBLK_PART      DS    H                        TS/IX PART            

EBLK_SYS       DS    CL4                      OBJECT SYSID

Statistics Maintenance Facility Control Statements
The Statistics Maintenance Facility uses two control statements.

The first control statement contains the following items:

• The subsystem where the statistics exist
• A plan name
• A one-character hex code or flag

This statement contains the following syntax:

SYSID   DS    CL4                       SSID                      

PLAN    DS    CL8                       PLAN                      

*                                                                 

FLAG    DS    C                                                   

OUTPUT  EQU   X'80'                     WRITE / READ OUTPUT FILE  

VERIFY  EQU   X'40'                     VERIFY ONLY               

PURGE   EQU   X'20'                     PURGE RECORDS             

RESTORE EQU   X'10'                     RESTORE OPERATION         

FINISH  EQU   X'08'                     OPERATION COMPLETED NORMAL

MULTI   EQU   X'04'                     MUUTIPLE OPERATIONS       

SMAP    EQU   X'02'                     SMAP IS CALLING

The second control statement contains the object information of the statistics to be manipulated. This statement has the
following syntax:
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TYPE    DS    C                         OBJECT TYPE            

DATAB   EQU   X'80'                       DATABASE ENTRY       

INDEX   EQU   X'40'                       INDEX ENTRY          

TABLESP EQU   X'20'                       TABLESPACE           

REQALL  EQU   X'10'                       ALL REQUEST          

DELETE  EQU   X'08'                       DELETED ENTRY        

*                                                              

DBNAME  DS    CL8                       DATABASE               

TSNAME  DS    CL8                       TABLESPACE NAME        

OBJECT  DS    CL18                      OBJECT                 

CREATOR DS    CL8                       CREATOR                

SYSID   DS    CL4                       SYSTEMID               

FDATE   DS    CL10                      FROM DATE              

TDATE   DS    CL10                      TO DATE

Copying Procedures
When you copy a procedure, the main copy process is primarily an update. If the update fails from a nonexisting
procedure, an insert is performed.

All changes are committed or rolled back as a group. Any SQL code other than 0 (or +100 on the update or delete
operations) causes a rollback. An SQL error panel appears when a rollback occurs.

An attempt is made to update the procedure table on the target system. If the copied procedure does not exist on the
target system (SQL return code +100), an insert is performed.

The following table shows which tables are updated for which procedures:

Copied Procedure Updated Table

Extract (stand-alone) RACR_PROC_xxxx (Extract Definition) RACP_PROCD_xxxx (Db2 Objects)
Extract (with Actions) RACR_PROC_xxxx (Extract) RACR_PROC_xxxx (Action) RACA_CONN_xxxx RACP_PROCD_xxxx
Execution RAEP_PROC_xxxx (Execution) RACN_CONN_xxxx
Action RACR_PROC_xxxx (Action)
Report RACR_PROC_xxxx (Report)

If the update does not receive an SQL return code of +100, the procedure already exists. The existing rows for the
procedure are deleted and each current entry from the source (copied) procedure is inserted.

The following tables are affected:

Copied Procedure Updated Tables with Rows Deleted

Extract (stand-alone or with
Actions)

RACP_PROCD_xxxx (Procedure Detail Rows) RACA_CONN_xxxx (Action Connections-at Extract
and Object levels)

Execution RACN_CONN_xxxx (Extract and Report Connections)
Action (stand-alone) RACR_PROC_xxxx (Action)
Report RARP_PROCD_xxxx (Report Procedure Detail)

Custom Action Condition Exits
This section describes how to create custom action conditions in the form of exits that Database Analyzer calls during
processing.
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NOTE
These user-defined exits will be deprecated in a future release. We encourage you to replace their use
with #INCLUDE model processing in custom SQL conditions. For more information about using #INCLUDE
statements, see the online help. From the Database Analyzer Main Menu, select T (tutorial), then 10 (glossary
terms). You can then follow the #INCLUDE hyperlink in A1 Action Conditions or E4 Extract Object Conditions.

When you create or update an action procedure, you select an action condition for that procedure. An action condition
is an SQL statement or program that is evaluated as true or false based on the Database Analyzer statistics tables, Db2
Real-Time Statistics (RTS) tables, Db2 catalog tables, or anything you define in an action conditions program.

Database Analyzer provides several predefined action conditions. These conditions are stored in the following modules in
the hlq.CDBASRC product library:

RAAACTB
Contains the default action conditions.

RAAACTB1
Contains the default collective partition action conditions. When these action conditions are used with the proper
model, they result in a utility step for the entire object rather than its individual partitions. The first partition must be
included when defining the objects for extract.

You can also create your own action condition exits, as described in this section. These user-defined conditions are stored
in the following modules in the hlq.CDBASRC product library:

RAAACTB2 and RAAACTB3
Contains empty tables that you use to define and customize your own SQL and program action conditions.
When you use these tables, you do not have to modify or recreate the conditions for new PDS installations or
maintenance tapes.

NOTE
Do not add user-defined conditions to RAAACTB and RAAACTB1. These tables are reserved for
Database Analyzer use (although you can modify existing conditions). If you do not move the modified
conditions into RAAACTB2 or RAAACTB3, you must reenter those conditions when you install a new
version of Database Analyzer.

Create an SQL Condition
If the condition to test can be satisfied with a single SQL statement, use it to create an SQL condition.

The SQL statement can include joins, subqueries, and so on. The SQL statement must return one field value and it must
be numeric. If the value is greater than zero, the condition is considered true. Otherwise, the condition is considered false.

See the following example of an SQL condition:

ACTB_002   DC A(ACTB_003)                NEXT CODE                      

           DC A(ACTB#002)                END OF CONDITION               

           DC H'02'                      INTERNAL ID                    

           DC AL1(ACTB_SQL+ACTB_TS+ACTB_EXP_ENT) 80+08+01   aka DC X'89'

           DC CL40'(TS) Total number of pages allocated    '            

           ACTBXPND HELPPNL='RAHAC###',COMUSED=N      provided ASM macro

           DC C'SELECT COUNT(*) FROM PTI.RATS_STATS_1105 '              

           DC C'WHERE RATS_DBNAME = ''%DBNAME'' AND RATS_TSNAME = ''%TSX

               NAME'' AND RATS_SYSID = ''%SYSID'' AND RATS_PART = %PARTX

                AND RATS_TIMESTAMP_D = '                                

           DC C'(SELECT MAX(RATS_TIMESTAMP_D) FROM PTI.RATS_STATS_1105 +

               WHERE RATS_DBNAME = ''%DBNAME'' AND RATS_TSNAME = ''%TSNX

               AME'' AND RATS_SYSID = ''%SYSID'' AND RATS_PART = %PART' 

           DC C') AND RATS_PQTY_A+RATS_SQTY_A '                         
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ACTB#002   DS 0C

This SQL statement is open-ended due to a missing operator and value. You enter the required parameters when the
condition is selected. If you do not define an open-ended SQL statement, enter a condition value of “;” when the condition
is selected. A program condition can receive a value of up to 30 characters, and it is passed in the PDAACOND variable.

Use the following steps to create an SQL condition:

1. Create the SQL condition.
2. Update RAAACTB2 and RAAACTB3 with the new SQL condition. Review the instructions at the top of the RAAACTB2

or RAAACTB3 source member in hlq.CDBASRC.
3. Assemble and link RAAACTB2 and RAAACTB3 by editing hlq.CDBASRC(PDAASMLK).

a. Execute the second set of steps, LINK22 and LINK23.
NOTE
This JCL member contains two sets of steps. The first set applies only when creating a program
condition.

b. Submit the job for execution. Check all condition codes for a value of zero (0). If all steps execute correctly, the
new condition is available the next time you execute the product.

NOTE
You can change the default conditions in the RAAACTB and RAAACTB1 tables. However, when installing new
Database Analyzer versions, you must re-enter those changes to keep them in effect for that version. Before you
change a default condition, we recommend copying it into RAAACTB2 or RAAACTB3.

Create a Program Condition
If a single SQL statement cannot handle the condition to specify, create a program condition.

NOTE
Familiarity with IBM Basic Assembly Language (BAL) is recommended.

See the following example of a program condition:

ACTB_500   DC  A(ACTB_501)              LAST CODE                       

           DC  A(ACTB#500)              END OF CONDITION                

           DC  H'500'                   INTERNAL ID                     

           DC  AL1(ACTB_PGM+ACTB_LOAD+ACTB_TS) 40+10+08 aka DC X'58'    

           DC  CL40'(TS) FULL COPY NOT RUN FOR 5 DAYS (ASM)'            

           DC  CL8'PDAASMSR'            MEMBER NAME IN LOADLIB          

           DC  2A(0)                                                    

ACTB#500   DS 0C

The program conditions that you create appear in the conditions list and can be selected like any other condition.

1. Create the program condition (detailed in the sections that follow this page):
– Create the condition in Assembler.
– Create the condition in COBOL.
– Create the condition in PL/1.

2. Compile and link the program condition by using the appropriate sample member in hlq.CDBASRC:
– For Assembler, use member PDAASMJC.
– For COBOL, use member PDACOBJC.
– For PL/1, use member PDAPLIJC
Update the member as described in the member comments. Verify that a valid JOB statement is present, and update
the symbolic parameters.
The precompile step is required only when your program contains SQL. If this step is not needed, comment it out.
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For COBOL programs, the Broadcom source library must occur before the Db2 load library in the concatenation
sequence. If PDACEXT has not been copied into the COBOL source program, then CDBASRC must include a copy of
this member.

3. (Optional) Bind the Database Analyzer plan. This step is required only when your program contains SQL.
a. Update hlq.CDBASKL0(RDPSPLAN) with the new DBRM names for your application programs.
b. Rebind the RDPxvvrr plan. We recommend using INSTALL to rebind.

NOTE
Database Analyzer plan names are listed as RDPxvvrr. RDP represents the plan, x represents the
function, vv represents the version number, and rr represents the release number. For example, in
(RDPS19), S represents the plan for the Statistics function and 19 represents Database Analyzer r19.

4. Update RAAACTB2 and RAAACTB3 with the new program conditions. Review the instructions at the top of the
RAAACTB2 or RAAACTB3 source member in hlq.CDBASRC.

5. Assemble and link RAAACTB2 and RAAACTB3 by editing hlq.CDBASRC(PDAASMLK). This JCL member contains
two sets of steps.
a. Execute the first set of steps, LINK11 to LINK13, only when using a user program that is not using dynamic load.

Steps LINK12 and LINK13 put the user program into the RAAACTB2 or RAAACTB3 load modules. Change the
name SAMPN to the real name of the previously linked user program, and delete the other INCLUDE statement for
SAMPN. Add the INCLUDE statement to only one of the tables. Update the USERLIB DD statement to include the
load library where the user program resides.

NOTE
If RAAACTB2 and RAAACTB3 contain a user condition that invokes a program, verify that the load library
containing the program is concatenated in the SYSLIB statement of the LNKACT step of PDAASMLK.

b. Execute the second set of steps, LINK22 and LINK23, only when user-modified SQL has been added to
RAAACTB2 and RAAACTB3, or when a user program is being loaded dynamically. For more information about
determining whether a user program was dynamically loaded, see RAAACTB Table Layout.

c. Submit the job for execution. Check all condition codes for a value of zero (0). If all steps execute correctly, the
new condition is available the next time you execute the product.

6. Link the new program into LOADLIB. For program conditions that are loaded dynamically, run the job in member
PDALKUSR. The job links your user program from your user LOADLIB to your PTI LOADLIB. Add a valid JOB
statement with the high-level qualifier of your libraries and the load library name where your user program resides.

Create the Condition in Assembler
Use the following steps to create a program condition in Assembler. A sample Assembler program is provided in
hlq.CDBASRC(PDAASMR).

1. Code your program condition as if it were running in batch mode. You can use SQL within your condition. When your
condition is invoked, you are connected to the Db2 subsystem containing the statistical tables. You cannot connect to
a different Db2 subsystem.

2. Copy the hlq.CDBASRC(PDAAEXT) member into your Assembler program. Alternately, use the Assembler copy
statement (or SQL INCLUDE if you are using SQL) to call in the PDAAEXT macro member.
For examples on how to reference the PDAAEXT member, see the sample source code in hlq.CDBASRC
(PDAASMSR).
If you are using objects with long names, review the documentation at the end of the PDAAEXT macro.

3. Use the following instructions to address the communications block after the standard linkage has been set and the
base registers have been established:
USING PDAAEXT_AREA,R6

LM    R6,R7,0(R1)

CALL  RAACONN,((R7)),VL

If you are executing SQL, include the call to RAACONN to handle the reconnection to Db2. For more information, see
the sample program in hlq.CDBASRC(PDAASMR).
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4. After your program condition has completed processing, set the PDAA_FLAG to N if the condition was not met. Set the
PDAA_FLAG to Y if the condition was met.

NOTE
You can update the following variables: PDAA_FLAG, PDAA_USER1, PDAA_USER2, PDAA_USER3,
PDAA_USER4, PDAA_USER1LIT, PDAA_USER2LIT, PDAA_USER3LIT, and PDAA_USER4LIT.

Create the Condition in COBOL
Use the following steps to create a program condition in COBOL. A sample COBOL II program is provided in
hlq.CDBASRC(PDACOBSR).

1. Code your program condition as if it were running in batch mode. You can use SQL within your condition. When your
condition is invoked, you are connected to the Db2 subsystem containing the statistical tables. You cannot connect to
a different Db2 subsystem.

2. Copy the hlq.CDBASRC(PDACEXT) member into your COBOL program. Alternately, use the COBOL copy statement
(or use SQL INCLUDE if you are using SQL) to call in the PDACEXT COBOL copybook. The sample COBOL member
in hlq.CDBASRC(PDACOBSR) uses the SQL statement.

3. Use the following instructions to set addressability to the communications block:
LINKAGE SECTION.

    COPY PDACEXT. (OR SQL INCLUDE)

PROCEDURE DIVISION USING PDAAEXT-AREA, BDB-AREA.

CALL 'RAACONN' USING BDB-AREA.

If you are executing SQL, include the call to RAACONN to handle the reconnection to Db2. For more information, see
the sample program in hlq.CDBASRC(PDAASMR).

4. After your application has completed processing, set the PDAA_FLAG to N if the condition was not met. Set the
PDAA_FLAG to Y if the condition was met.

NOTE
You can update the following variables: PDAA_FLAG, PDAA-USER1, PDAA-USER2, PDAA-USER3, PDAA-
USER4, PDAA-USER1LIT, PDAA-USER2LIT, PDAA-USER3LIT, and PDAA-USER4LIT.

Create the Condition in PL/1
Use the following steps to create a program condition in PL/1. A sample PL/1 program is provided in
hlq.CDBASRC(PDAPLIS).

1. Code your program condition as if it were running in batch mode. You can use SQL within your condition. When your
condition is invoked, you are connected to the Db2 subsystem containing the statistical tables. You cannot connect to
a different Db2 subsystem.

2. Copy the hlq.CDBASRC(PDAPEXT) member into your PL/1 communications area.
For an example of how to reference the PDAPEXT MEMBER, see the sample source code in
hlq.CDBASRC(PDAPLIS).
If you are using objects with long names, review the documentation at the end of the PDAPEXT macro.

3. Establish addressability to the communications block.
In the sample PL/1 program PDAPLIS, addressability is established with the following statement:
PDAPLIS: PROC(PDAEXT_ADDR, BDB_ADDR) OPTIONS(MAIN);

The sample program uses SQL and therefore includes a call to RAACONN. The Assembler option is required to
convert the data items to the actual address of the data item.
If you are executing SQL, include a call to RAACONN to handle the reconnection to Db2. For more information, see
the sample program in hlq.CDBASRC(PDAASMR).

4. After your application has completed processing, set the PDAA_FLAG to N if the condition was not met. Set the
PDAA_FLAG to Y if the condition was met.
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NOTE
You can update the following variables: PDAA_FLAG, PDAA_USER1, PDAA_USER2, PDAA_USER3,
PDAA_USER4, PDAA_USER1LIT, PDAA_USER2LIT, PDAA_USER3LIT, and PDAA_USER4LIT.

RAAACTB Table Layout
The following table describes the layout of the RAAACTB tables:

Label Name Definition Description

ACTB_001 DC A(0) Address of next condition. Zero (0) for the last condition.
DC A(ACTB#001) Address of the end of the current condition.
DC H'01' Internal ID number that is used to reference the selected condition. The number must

be unique. We recommend labeling the entry name to match the internal ID number. For
example, if the label name is ACTB_001, the internal ID is DC H'01'.
Number your user-defined conditions from 500 through 999 to prevent conflicts with the
default Database Analyzer conditions.

DC X'00' Type ID -- A byte of bit indicators.
The first digit denotes the condition type or type of invocation for program conditions:
• 9 -- SQL text, for internal use
• 8 -- SQL text
• 6 -- Program for 24-bit addressing mode
• 4 -- Program for 31-bit addressing mode
The second digit denotes the object type of condition:
• 8 -- Tablespace
• 4 -- Indexspace
• 2 -- Internal program condition, reserved for Database Analyzer
• 1 -- ACTB Expanded Entry (ACTB_EXP_ENT). Use with the ACTBXPND assembler

macro described later in this table.
• C -- Any
This byte of bit indicators can be defined by using "DC AL1(X+Y+Z)". The X, Y, and Z are
assembler equates representing the bit values. All necessary equates are defined in the
RAAACTB, RAAACTB1, RAAACTB2, and RAAACTB3 source members. If you change the
flag, reassemble and link the RAAACTB tables.

DC CL'40 ' Description of the condition. This description appears on the conditions panel. The
description must be 40 characters.
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Label Name Definition Description

ACTBXPND This optional inline macro generates an expanded ACTB entry.
To use this macro, specify the ACTB_EXP_ENT bit setting to recognize this option. For
more information, see the description of the second digit in Type ID (above).
Then specify ACTBXPND between the description and the SQL. The macro has the
following keywords:
• HELPPNL -- Displays the online help when users enter an H line command. You can

also specify custom names for the ACTB2 and ACTB3 entries. These settings can help
all users at the site that are using the custom action condition.

• COMUSED -- Displays this action condition on the commonly used display. In other
words, the action condition appears when users enter Cin the Conditions displayed
field on the Action Conditions panel. COMUSED has a default of Y for users specifying
it in ACTB2 and ACTB3.

• DEFCOND -- Default Action Condition Trigger value.
For example, '>= 90'
Only for commonly used action conditions.

• LOB -- Displays this action condition when users enter L in the Conditions displayed
field on the Action Conditions panel.

• RTS -- Displays this action condition when users enter R in the Conditions displayed
field on the Action Conditions panel.

• CATLG -- Specifies that this action condition can access one or more Db2 catalog
tables. This value also displays this action condition when users enter D in the
Conditions displayed field on the Action Conditions panel.

For more information, see the example of an ACTB entry using the macro in RAAACTB.
DC C' ' IF SQL statement:

Enter the SQL statement text.
When you define a program condition, the next definition replaces this definition. Also, do
not use embedded comments.
The SQL statement can return only one numeric value. If the value is greater than0, the
condition is considered true. Otherwise, the condition is considered false.
The SQL statement can contain any Database Analyzer automatic symbolic variables. You
can define the SQL statement to accept another condition or to be a standalone statement.
(Use ";" as the condition value when you select the condition.)

DC CL8'APPLID' Program condition:
Enter the load module member name. Must be eight characters.
Also specify one of the following values:
• Dynamic -- If a dynamic load is requested, enter DC 2A(0).
• Nondynamic -- If a nondynamic load is requested, enter DC V(csect_name),A(0).
If a dynamic load is requested, this load module is loaded at the time of execution.
We recommend using dynamic load because nondynamic load may not be supported in
future releases.

ACTB_0001E DS 0C End of condition.
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Messages
Provides information about product messages.

Database Analyzer generates messages that describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions that
can occur.

Typically, ISPF messages are documented within the product interface. For more information about these messages,
press the Help key (F1) while viewing the message.

To browse all Database Management Solutions for Db2 messages, go to Database Management Solutions for Db2
Messages.

Reason, Return, Condition, and Information Codes

The messages can contain the following reason, return, condition, and information codes:

Reason codes
Provide more information about why the error was generated.

Return codes
Describe the processing that occurred (execution completed, terminated, and so on) within the product or
component. The following return codes are issued routinely for the products and components:
0

Indicates processing completed successfully.
4

Indicates processing completed successfully but conditions were detected during processing that caused
warning messages to be generated.

8 +
Indicates errors that are occurred during processing. Processing usually terminates and cannot be
completed until the errors are corrected.

Condition codes
Returned at termination and are explained by messages that are written to the message log output file.

Info codes (&info)
Provide diagnostic information that is used by Broadcom Support for analysis.

NOTE
When a Database Management Solutions for Db2 utility invokes an IBM utility and the IBM utility fails, the return
code from IBM can be different from the return code from the Broadcom product. When the return codes differ,
the Broadcom utility issues a return code of 8 to indicate that the job failed. View the job output to find the IBM
return code and resolve the error.
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Additional Resources
This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Product Support

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support:

• Database Management Solutions for Db2 overview (includes links to solution brief and other technical documents)
• Broadcom Support Online (product information, communities, download management, case management)
• Support and Services (getting started, services, and support)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities (CICS TS, Db2, IBM z13, IBM zEnterprise, IMS, IPv6, Pervasive Encryption Compatibility,

PCI DSS Compliance matrix, z/OS, z/VM, and z/VSE)

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain information about maintaining the Database Management Solutions for Db2:

• Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Support Network Details

Db2 Reference Tools

The following Db2 for z/OS reference tools are provided as a PDF download:

• Performance Handbook for Db2 for z/OS
• Backup and Recovery Handbook for Db2 for z/OS
• Reference Guide for Db2 12 for z/OS
• Catalog Poster for Db2 12 for z/OS

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about the Database Management Solutions for Db2:

• Accessing Broadcom Mainframe Training Quick Reference Guide (describes how to access mainframe training from
Learning@Broadcom)

• Integrate Mainframe Db2 into your DevOps Journey
– Complete the Db2 DevOps: Using the DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI to Provision, Migrate and Recover Objects

200 web-based course that is available in Learning@Broadcom.
• Mainframe Software Education
• Web-Based Product Training
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Includes the following resources:
– Mainframe Course Catalog
– Mainframe Learning Paths

Include the following learning plans, based on your job role:

• Database Administration Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for RC/Migrator and RC/Compare, and selected RC/Query courses.

• Database Performance Suite for Db2
Includes foundations for Mainframe Team Center - Database Management for Db2, core foundations for Plan
Analyzer, and selected courses for Detector, Subsystem Analyzer, and SYSVIEW for Db2.

• Database Recovery Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for Fast Recover, Log Analyzer, Merge/Modify, Quick Copy, and Recovery
Analyzer.

• Database Utility Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for Database Analyzer, Fast Load, Fast Recover, Fast Unload, Log Analyzer,
Quick Copy, and Recovery Analyzer.

– Broadcom Digital Badge Program
Earn your badge for skills accomplished in the following Broadcom Db2 products:

• Detector Digital Badge
• Log Analyzer Digital Badge
• RC/Query Digital Badge
• SYSVIEW for Db2 Digital Badge

• Mainframe Product Roadmap Webcasts
• Educate YouTube Channel (requires a Google account)

Videos

Many product videos are available on YouTube by searching using the product or component name. You can access
these videos directly from the Database Management Solutions for Db2 playlist on YouTube or from the product-specific
documentation.

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Mainframe Blog
• Mainframe Product Communities
• Db2 Tools Community
• Mainframe Education Community

Social Media

Through the following Broadcom Mainframe Software channels, we share information that provides value to our
mainframe community, including events, blog posts, eBooks, analyst reports, and more:

• LinkedIn
• Twitter
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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